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Declaration, 
I declare that this thesis is entirely my own work. None of i t 
has ever been submitted for any other degree at any University, 
Statement of Copyright, 
The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. No quotation 
from i t should be published without his prior written consent and 
information derived from i t should be acknowledged. 
Abstract, 
Daniel v i i was written by one conservative Jew i n 166-5 B.C. 
The man-like figure of vs 13 is an empty symbol of fa'cthful Jews, the 
Saints of the Most High, in triumph. 
The Maccabean victory of I64 B.C. gave rise to two exegetical 
traditions. The "syrian" tradition identified the Maccabean victory 
as the predicted triumph, and preserved a complete outline of the 
original author's interpretation of Daniel v i i . The "western" tradition 
retained the eschatological orientation of vss 9-14-» and continually 
revised i t s interpretation of the chapter in accordance with an actualizing 
exegesis. The Jewish version of this tradition preserved the original 
corporate interpretation of the man-like figure. Other •western" Jews 
identified him as the Messiah, and one early group identified him as 
Enoch. The western Christian tradition identified him as Jesus at 
his second coming. 
There was no "Son of man concept* in Judaism, 
No trace survives of any use of Daniel v i i by the historical 
Jesus. There are no formula quotations of i t in the New Testament, 
and the only New Testajment writer who made much use of i t was the author 
of Revelation. I t was influential in the formation of one group of 
Son of man sayings: Mk x i i i .26 , xiv.62, vii i .38c, Mt xxiv.U/Ak xi i .40, 
Mt x,23, xvi,28, xxv.31, Lk x v i i i . 8 . Al l these sayings are to be attributed 
to the early church, some of whose members searched the Old Testament 
for the return of their Lord and found i t at Daniel vii.13-14. These 
sayings probably originated in Greek, Mark and Matthew both recognized 
some use of Da v i i . l 3 , and belonged to the western Christian tradition. 
The origin of the Gospel term "the Son of man" is to be found elsewhere. 
iv 
Abbreviations. 
The abbreviations used in this thesis are standard ones. No 
single source can be referred to, because the material covered in 
this thesis is spread over what is normally treated as more than one 
f i e ld of study. Abbreviations of biblical books mostly follow W.Bauer, 
A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, t r . and ed, W,F,Arndt 
and F,W.Gingrich (1957), pp.xxvll-xxvil i . The following book came 
into my hands when the thesis was already partially typed, but most 
bibliographical abbreviations have been conformed to i t : 
S.Schwertner, International glossary of abbreviations for theology 
and related subjects. Berlin and New York, de Gruyter. 
Other abbreviations w i l l be familiar to scholars, but the following 
should perhaps be mentioned, some of them being different from those 
of Schwertner. 
ET English Translation. 
ExpT The Expository Times 
Fs Festschrift 
Isr Or St Israel Oriental Studies 
RQ Revue de Qumran 
Soph.Oed.T. Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus. 
Chapter 1. Introduction. 
The origin and meaning of the Gospel term 'Son of Man' is a central 
problem for research into the Gospel traditions of the teaching of 
Jesus. None of the proposed solutions has won general acceptance. 
According to one widespread theory, the use of the term 'Son of Man' 
in the Gospels is derived ultimately from Da vii ,13, where Daniel saw 
'one l ike a son of man coming with the clouds of heaven'. In recent 
years this theory has taken a significant new turn, with the suggestion 
that i t is written in Da v i i that the Son of Man should suffer. I f this 
theory is right, i t is of the utmost importance for our mderstanding 
of Jesus himself and for the interpretation of a fundamental group 
of Gospel sayings. The Investigation whose results are recorded in this 
thesis was specifically designed to test i t . 
For this purpose I have collected and analysed evidence of ancient 
interpretation of Da v i i itself.. The whole chapter was taken as a unit, 
to provide a complete context for the interpretation of the central 
verses 13 and 14,. The importance of the context had been especially 
stressed by a l l supporters of the view that i t was written in Da v i i 
that the Son of Man should suffer. Statements about the ancient interpretation 
of Da v i i abound in the literature on the Son of Man problem, but i t 
was clear that they do not have a satisfactory enqsirical foundation. 
For example, i t was suggested that for the early Christians Da vii.13 
referred to Jesus' exaltation straight after his Resurrection, and 
when a third century author only was cited, we were told that 'Cyprian's 
understanding is not only typical of the early church in general when 
they read Dan 7:13f for i t s e l f and not in connection with Mark 13:26, 
but i t is also the natural and correct under standing',"^ Further patristic 
evidence of the exegesis was necessary i f i t was to be regarded as 
•typical of the early church'. More obviously unsatisfactory were 
the remarks of one of the chief proponents of the view that the suffering 
Son of Man is found in Da v i i . Finding i t useful to si?)pose that 
Jewish commentators understood Da vii,13 symbolically, she quotes 
a previous worker himself quoting an authoritative letter from a 
Jewish Rabbi,^ I f this were a book by Origen or Jerome, a rabbinical 
letter might be considered an advance. In 1967 i t was evidence of the 
need for research in this area. 
There were three general questions for this research to answer. 
How was Daniel v i i interpreted in the ancient world, especially in 
the time of Jesus and the Gospel writers? How much was i t used in the 
very earliest period of Christianity? Thirdly, and most important of 
the three, what was the connection between i t s interpretation and use 
and the Son of Man problem, both in Judaism and in Christianity? 
The f i r s t of these questions clearly required the survey of a 
considerable quantity of material - just how much did not become clear 
unt i l the project was well under way. I t seemed sensible to begin with 
the Jewish evidence, which might enable us to deduce how Da v i i was 
interpreted at the beginning of the f i r s t century A,D. All apocryphal 
and pseudepigraphical literature that might date from approximately 
the period of Christian Origins could be surveyed. I t was also clear 
from the beginning that the investigation must go down into the earlier 
1 . L,Gaston, No Stone on Another (1970), p,385, 
2, M.D.Hooker, ghe Son of Man in Mark (1967), p,170 n , l , quoting 
T.F,Glasson, NTS 7 (1960-1), p.93, quoting a personal let ter from 
Rabbi Isidore Epstein, 
rabbinical material. This material had to some extent been uti l ized 
by previous workers, and i t was clearly valuable. When the investigation 
of i t was begun, i t soon appeared that existing methods were not adequate 
for dating Individual sayings using Da v i i at a l l . Hence the investigation 
had to cover the Jewish material throughout the rabbinical period. 
At this point some limits clearly had to be set. At least the 
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha have been published, and while they are 
extensive, there are not too many of them to prevent one from reading 
them a l l , in a renewed effort to find any reminiscences of Da v i i that 
other workers may have missed. Rabbinical literature has not, however, 
been so well served. Some works remain unpublished, and in general those 
that are i n print have not been edited up to satisfactory modern standards. 
Here i t was decided to l imi t the investigation to published works. 
This limitation is less serious than i t may sound, because i t does not 
affect genuinely early works, being relevant only at a period when the 
main point of the investigation is to establish what interpretative 
traditions were in existence. There is every reason to think that this 
has been satisfactorily achieved. This does not, of course, apply to 
unpublished material from Qumran, which might be very important indeed. 
This has been omitted only because I could not obtain i t . 
The second limitation derived from the sheer quantity of the material. 
I t could not a l l be read in the time available: hence the investigation 
of the rabbinical literature proceeded by means of collecting references 
from existing indexes and from previous scholarship. Again this limitation 
is less serious than i t might seem at f i r s t sight, even though many 
editions of rabbinical works are oltogether lacking in adequate biblical 
indexes. This is because previous scholars have already attempted to 
work this f i e l d . I have made f u l l use of their efforts, f o r t i f i ed 
by the knowledge that they had found every single reference to Da v i i 
in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, adding a good deal of possible 
reminiscences that could have been better l e f t out. Similar limitations 
had to be applied to the consideration of early patristic material. 
Here there was less cause for concern. Al l known early patristic works 
have been edited to a comparatively high standard, and furnished by 
competent scholars with adequate biblical indexes. 
But the Jewish material was not yet finished with. I t produced 
two rabbinical sayings which preserved the original corporate interpretation 
of the man-like figure of Da vii ,13, but in both cases the argument 
was complex and d i f f i c u l t , and some modern scholars said this interpretation 
was to be found in Ibn Ezra.^ One great advantage of commentaries is 
that they can be relied upjn to say something about the text. Now that 
historical research methods are more sophisticated than was once the 
case, i t was reasonable to suspect that commentaries might produce recognizably 
early material of great value. So i t was decided to extend the scope 
of the investigation into mediaeval Jewish commentators. I t would be 
restricted to published commentaries, and to ch v i i of these commentaries 
only. This decision was well rewarded, bringing not only confirmation 
of the corporate interpretation of the man-like figure among the Jews, 
but also, as the investigation proceeded in parallel to that of the 
patristic material, a Jewish author who adhered to an outline of the 
author's original interpretation of the whole of Da v i i . 
At the sejue time the investigation of the early patristic material 
had begun. At f i r s t , rather conventional limits were presupposed -
a l l documents would be surveyed, at least of the f i r s t two centuries. 
E.g. H.H.Rowley, Darius the Mede and the Four World Empires (1935), 
p.62 n.2. 
Perhaps the commentary of Hippolytus might provide a convenient stopping 
place? But there was some interesting evidence in the secondary literature. 
Ephraem Syrus was supposed to have known not only the correct identification 
of the four kingdoms but to have held also that 'the immediate interpretation 
of the Son of Man is the J e w s ' . I therefore examined the recently 
available edition of another Syriac commentary on Daniel, The result 
was immediate and striking - in the ninth century Isho'dad of Merw 
knew the original interpretation of Da v l l in outline. I t was therefore 
essential to extend the patristic search. The object this time was to 
find the original interpretation of Da v i i , so the mass of documents 
could be sifted by confining the investigation to commentaries. The 
existence of the interpretation could thus be demonstrated and analysis 
might establish its origin and date. Reasonable limits at length emerged, 
with the examination of published commentaries on Daniel down to Theodoret 
in the West and down to Isho'dad of Merw in the S/riac-speaking church. 
This provided sufficient evidence of the original interpretation of 
Da v i i from the syrian church for the purposes of the investigation. 
In the West, the commentaries of Jerome and Theodoret were sufficient 
to f i l l out the picture of the Western tradition, Jerome being needed 
also as a witness to Porphyry, whose views became important with the 
discovery of the syrian tradition. Eusebius was at length chosen as 
a suitable l imi t for the recording of a l l quotations of Da v i i : Hippolytus 
would not do, because the famous interpretation of Da vii.13 known from 
Cyprian does not actually appear before Cyprian at a l l . Some further 
search was necessary past Lactantius, and the comparative fullness 
of Eusebius, plus the fact that a l l traditions that might seriously 
l.J.A.MontgoMery, A Critical and Exegetlcal Commentary on the Book of 
Daniel ( icc, 1927), p.320: so also Rowley, op.cit . , p.62 n.2. 
be considered early have occurred by his time, made him a convenient 
stopping-point. 
Thus the limits of this investigation were eventually set at 
points which enabled me to lay down the lines of the different traditions 
of interpretation of Da v i i in the ancient world. The traditions are 
most clearly expressed in commentaries, which are of comparatively 
late date. These results have dictated the order in which I have discussed 
the evidence. In ch 2 I have surveyed the evidence of Da v i i i t s e l f , 
to discover as far as possible the way in which i t was interpreted 
by i t s author, and hence lay down a terminus a quo for his views. Then 
in ch 3 I have dealt at once with the evidence of the syrian church, 
because i t is here that there is most evidence of the author's original 
interpretation of the chapter, by means of which i t can be shown that 
this interpretation was known in the time of Jesus. Thus, while the 
sources surveyed in ch 3 are of late date, the exegetical tradition 
discussed there is pre-Christian. I t seemed reasonable to deal next 
with the rest of the patristic evidence, which is therefore to be 
found in ch U, The remaining tradition is the Jewish: I have classified 
i t according to form, which corresponds roughly to a classification 
by date. Ch 5 deals with the bulk of the rabbinical literature, while 
the evidence of the Jewish commentators, who to some extent in this 
conservative tradition simply repeat the words of the ancients already 
met with in ch 5, is discussed in ch 6, With the lines of the main 
traditions thus laid down, and dated by analytical means, the earlier 
material can be dealt with. The Jewish material is completed by surveying 
the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha in ch 7. 
Throughout the work on this material the question uppermost in my 
mind had been i t s connection with the Son of Man problem. I have discussed 
i t passim in dealing with the documents in the order just described. 
In the Jewish material i t turned out that only Da v i i and documents 
using i t were really relevant, but to refute the less successful hypotheses 
of previous workers I have included a small number of notes on a few 
other passages. The result of this survey is diametrically opposed 
to what I had expected when I began work - there is no "Son of Man 
Concept* to be found in Judaism. The relevant documents having been 
dealt with one by one, I have brought together the restilts of these 
several discussions and presented this conclusion in the closing pages 
of ch 7. 
When the results of the work on a l l this material were available, 
i t was necessary to apply them to the New Testament, The results of 
this application are presented in chs 8 - 10. Revelation has a chapter 
on i t s own, as an independent work giving positive results. The Epistles 
are dealt with together because they form a unity of negative results. 
Acts is classified with the Gospels because of i t s obvious connection 
with Luke's Gospel, In these chapters I have sought to establish in 
the f i r s t place how much use has been made of Da v i i , as well as to 
lay down what interpretation is followed when there is some, I have 
also discussed the significance of this for the Son of Man problem. 
The results of the whole investigation are drawn together in the 
f inal chapter, Ch 11 presents the conclusions about the trsditions of 
interpretation of Da v i i , stating briefly what definite traditions 
have been discovered, and vhen and where they are to be found: i t also 
provides a summary of the conclusions to the Son of Man problem. But the 
latter are negative - no Son of Man Concept in Judaism, Da v i i influential 
only in a small group of Son of Man sayings, probably a l l the work of the 
early church. The Gospel term 'Son of Man' must therefore be derived 
from elsewhere. Where? The answer to this question i s , s t r ic t ly speaking, 
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beyond the scope of this thesis, whose purpose is to examine, test and 
assess the theory that i t comes from Da v i i . The largely negative answer 
to this question f u l f i l s the purpose of the investigation. But the real 
origin of the Gospel term 'Son of Man' could hardly be omitted, especially 
since failure to find i t has always been a major factor in the persistent 
attempts to extract i t from Da v i i . I have therefore added an epilogue 
to ch 11, laying down the lines on which a solution is to be found. 
This is not the end of this piece of research, i t is the beginning of 
the next. But the explanatory capacity of the theory proposed is so 
great that i t properly complements the negative results of the search 
tot the origin of the term o \)ios Too J V / ^ C W T T O U in Da v i i . 
The whole investigation has had to contend with two serious problems 
of method. The f i r s t concerns the dating of the exegetical traditions. 
I t is clear from the above survey of the contexts of this thesis that 
I have made much use of evidence which must be dated after, and sometimes 
long after, the time of Jesus, The reason for so doing is obvious enough: 
earlier material required for answering the necessary questions has 
long since disappeared. This observation does not remove the problem. 
For this investigation, however, analysis of the evidence can provide 
the necessary substitute for early date. The techniques proposed here 
are not new. They are the normal techniques of modern historical research. 
The gap in time thus spanned is r^reat, but not unique in historical work 
on the ancient world - not as great as that required for a complete 
account of the course of the battle of Marathon,^ What is unusual is 
the application of these techniques to enable us to tap the resources 
of late Jewish and syrian Christian exegetical works, and apply the 
results to the study of Christian Origins. In this respect i t may 
1 . N.G.L.HAMMOND, e.g, JHS LXXXVIII (1968), pp,39 - 40. 
be hoped that this investigation is only the f i r s t of several. 
The second serious problem of method concerns the definition of 
•literary dependence*. What criteria should be used in deciding when 
an author is dependent on Da vii? The answer to this question is d i f f i c u l t , 
but for this investigation we shall at least get somewhere by drawing 
the two lines which can be precisely drawn. When an author cites and 
quotes Da v i i , he must be said to have had i t in mind. When an author's 
remarks have no verbal connection with Da v i i and have no contact with 
i t in thought, i t may safely be assumed that he did not have i t in mind. 
These definitions may look so simple and obvious as to be otiose. However, 
i t has been noted above liiat the scope of this investigation has been 
extended more than once to cover works which are explicitly commentaries 
on Daniel, One reason for their usefulness is that they f a l l on the 
easy side of the f i r s t of these lines - there is no room for doubt 
that their authors have the Danielle text in mind. 
I t is the area between these two lines \jhich is d i f f i c u l t , Fbr 
almost the whole of this investigation, I have been concerned with 
conscious l i terary dependence, that i s , dependence of which an author 
was aware and which is such that the author could, i f he had so desired, 
have given an account of his interpretation of the Old Testament passage 
on which he was dependent. I t is not a consequence of this definition 
that the account which an author could have given of his interpretation 
of an Old Testament paspage should be consistent or should not be atomistic: 
only that he should have had an Interpretation of which he could have 
given an account. By contrast I have made no attempt to uncover possible 
echoes of Da v i i which might be attributed to the subconscious mind 
of an author who knew the chapter very well, because the hypothesis 
that such an echo is present in a given verse is meless, partly because 
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i t cannot be tested and partly because the workings of the subconscious 
mind are sufficiently devious to render any deduction that migbt be 
made from the presence of a supposed reminiscence of this type to an 
author's interpretation of the Old Testament passage in question dubious 
i n the extreme. This definition does not of course exclude the possibility 
that an author did know Da v i i as well as this: i t assumes only that 
in order to reach the conclusion that he did have such knowledge we 
must have more straightforward evidence that he knew i t . I have diverged 
from this procedure only in chlO, vAiere I have found criteria on the 
basis of which i t was possible to conclude that in some cases there 
has been dependence on Da v i i . l 3 at an earlier stage in the development 
of the synoptic tradition, but that the actual Gospel writers csimot 
be shown to have been aware of this dependence. This is the only section 
of the material where conclusions of this kind could be usefully sought 
and established. Here i t was import nt to do so, both to answer the 
question as to the extent that Da v i i was used in early Christianity, 
and to take seriously the possibility that the term "Son of Man" might 
have been derived from Da v i i by Jesus himself, or at a stage in the 
development of traditions about him prior to the writing down of the 
Gospels. The situation was thus different from that involved in trying 
to assess the amount of use of Da v i i in the intertestamental period 
and in early patristic literature. Here demonstrable use of Da v i i 
by the authors of the documents is a satisfactory index of the amount 
of i t s use, whereas i n the Gospel evidence i t was necessary to examine 
the possibility that Da v i i had been influential in a manner unknown 
to the authors of the Gospels. 
Throughout the investigation, I have used two criteria in considering 
cases of possible l i terary dependence. The f i r s t is verbal similarity. 
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The second i s that the thought of the dependent passage shall not be 
such as to be inconsistent with the hypothesis of l i t e r a r y dependence 
of the Old Testament passage i n question. S i m i l a r i t y of thought on i t s 
own i s not a s u f f i c i e n t guarantee of l i t e r a r y dependence, p a r t i c u l a r l y 
where the thought i n question occurs i n dociiments other than those being 
considered. The application of such a c r i t e r i o n would moreover be especially 
hazardous i n dealing with a period of history such as the Intertestomental 
period, where most documents have long since perished, and an item of 
thought found i n two documents writ t e n 200 years apart may have been 
expressed i n l o s t documents i n the intervening years. Furthermore, the 
question as to what the authors of documents studied imagined the thoughts 
i n Da v i i to be i s to some extent at issue. 
I t i s unfortunate, but unavoidable, that the two c r i t e r i a selected 
for use are lacking i n mathematical precision. However, I do not think 
that i n the case of the material surveyed i n t h i s thesis, the results 
of this are serious. There are, i t i s true, cases where the question of 
l i t e r a r y dependence has not been f i n a l l y resolved: 2 Bar i s the outstanding 
example. Usually, however, t h i s i s not the case. I t i s important that, 
while i t i s , both t h e o r e t i c a l l y and p r a c ^ t i c a l l y , impossible to draw an 
accurate l i n e i n a specified place between l i t e r a r y dependence on the 
one side and lack of i t on the other, i t i s contingently true that 
i t i s often possible to place a given document on one side or the other 
of that imaginary l i n e . That i s what i s of p r a c t i c a l importance, and 
i t has been successfully achieved with almost a l l dociiments discussed, 
and i n a l l cases that should be considered to be genuinely important. 
I n doing i t , I have provided more detailed discussions of the p r a c t i c a l 
application of these c r i t e r i a to p a r t i c u l a r sections of the evidence, 
and I have examined the outstanding e f f o r t s of previous scholars to 
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do the same.^ 
Final l y some mention must be made of the role of formal c r i t e r i a 
i n t h i s work. I have not devoted much discussion to them, f o r the important 
formal c r i t e r i o n i s simple and can be dealt with here. I t i s the d i s t i n c t i o n 
between formal commentaries and other works. The investigation began 
with the intention of investigating the int e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i i n those 
works writ t e n nearest to the time of Jesus. I n the end a large part 
of the information was gathered from very l a t e works. The reason f o r 
this i s formal. Commentaries t e l l us what t h e i r authors thought of 
Da v i i when they were thinking of Da v i i rather than of anything else, 
and they do guarantee to t e l l us something of what they thought about 
Da v i i . This cannot be said of other workss ancient exegetical method 
was wondrously f l e x i b l e . Midrashic and occasional use of Da v i i may 
t e l l us only one view that was taken and i t may confine i t s e l f to such 
verses, and such interpretations of them, as were r e l i g i o u s l y useful. The 
di s t i n c t i o n i s not quite absolute. Syriac 'Questions and Answers' must be 
included among the commentaries: Hayyim benGalipapa must be squeezed i n there 
too, with Cosmas Indicopleustes, Neither wrote a commentary, but both 
discussed at some length what they r e a l l y thought was the correct 
interpretation of Da v i i . On the other hand, Jewish commentators often repeat 
ea r l i e r midrashim i n t h e i r commentaries. Moreover, i f isolated use of single 
verses need not give us straightforward information about the author's view, 
i t can sometimes do so. Nevertheless, t h i s basic formal d i s t i n c t i o n i s 
very useful, and w i l l be borne i n mind throughout t h i s work. More detailed 
discussion of form has not been so f r u i t f u l . This i s only contingently 
true of t h i s investigation, and I am not suggesting that i t should 
he true of others. However f o r t h i s reason I have not discussed formal 
1. I n f r a , passim, esp. pp.395-9, 463-72, 520-1, 524-6, 540-6. 
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matters very much i n the body of t h i s work. 
The general assumptions and methodology of modem c r i t i c a l scholarship 
have been assumed throughout. That they are r i g h t i s of fundamental 
importance, but i t i s not the subject of t h i s thesis. 
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Chapter 2, The Book of Daniel. 
The purpose of t h i s chapter i s to establish the o r i g i n a l author's 
interpretation of Da v i i . We shall begin by examining i t s setting w i t h i n 
the book as a whole. This has been a major source of d i f f i c u l t y , because 
the book appear^ to divide into two parts at the end of ch v i , chs 
i - v i consisting of storier and chs v i i - x i i of visions."'" But i t i s 
written i n two languages. Da i - i i . 4 a , v i i i - x i i being i n Hebrew 
and i i . 4 b - v i i i n Aramaic, and t h i s d i v i s i o n puts Da v i i with the 
stories of i i - v i instead of with the visions. This l i n g u i s t i c di^'/ision 
i s fundamental, and formal grounds for classifying v i i with i i - v i 
have been provided by Lenglet, whose illu m i n a t i n g work on t h i s book 
i s not essentially dependent on his more queptionable assumptions about 
ancient l i t e r a r y practice i n general. 
I f we view Da i i - v i i as a u n i t , i t s stories appear to be c h i a s t i c a l l y 
arranged. On the outside, we have two dreams embodying the four kingdom 
theory, according to which the destruction of the fourth world kingdom 
w i l l be followed by the divinely ordained triumph of the kingdom of 
God. Next, Da i i i sad v i are martyrologies, i n which however the s e l f -
sacrifice of the heroen leads, not to t h e i r denth, but to t h e i r deliverance 
by God. The absence of Daniel i n Da i i i i s thus deliberate: the stories 
correspond, but the structure demands that they should be r e a l l y separate 
stories. Thirdly, Da i v - v correspond i n the middle. Both concern 
1. "The book f a l l s i n t o two obvious l i t e r a r y portions, cc.l - 6 the 
Stories, and cc.7 - 12 the Visions". J,A.Montgomery, A C r i t i c a l and 
Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Daniel (ICC, 1927), p.89. Most 
scholars have expressed themselves i n similar terms, 
2. A.Lenglet, «*La structure l i t t e r a i r e de Daniel 2 - 7», Bib 53 (1972), 
ppa69-90. 
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rebellious kings, Nebuchadnezzar repented p.nd obeyed, and was pardoned, 
Belshazzar did not, and WPS therefore de;troyed. 
There i s no need to follow Lenglet i n finding the centre of the 
message i n the central section. The whole col l e c t i o n puts forward a 
simple and u n i f i e d message. While some, at l e a s t , o f the stories depend 
on o l d t r a d i t i o n s , a l l have very simple, straightforward and v i t a l 
relevance for a single author who used them when he and his fellows 
suffered persecvction and war, God i s supreme and f a i t h f u l : he w i l l punish 
our enemies, and deliver us. The d i f f e r e n t groups of stories stress 
d i f f e r e n t facets, though one should be careful not to analyse too 
s t r i c t l y a form of expression whose whole nature i s drsmatic and i l l u s t r a t i v e 
rather than ana l y t i c a l . I n i v and v the judgement of the kings of the 
ru l i n g empire by God stresses the supremacy of God himself. I n i i i and 
v i , the accent i s on the deliverance of the i n d i v i d u a l . I n i i and v i i , 
the stress i s on the destruction of the oppressors and the deliverance 
of the community. 
The correspondence of i i and v i i i s especially important for t h i s 
investigation, ALl ancient commentators make much of i t , and anyone who 
finds that dreams and stories are natural modes of e^q^ression would 
regard i t as more important than any formal d i s t i n c t i o n between i - v i 
on the one hand and v i i on the other. The import-nce of Da i i l i e s 
i n 11,31-4.5, which consist- of a dream and i t c i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , corresponding 
to the dream and in t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . I t i s not wrong to point 
out also that Da v i i has actually got a narrative framework, vss 1 
and 28, corresponding to the narrative framework of Da i i . 1 - 3 0 , 4.6-9, 
but i t does no good to minimize the f a c t that i i , l - 3 0 , 4.6-9 i s a f i n e 
story, whereas v i i . l , 28 i s only j u s t there. The explanation of t h i s 
difference l i e s i n the contents of ii,31-/^5 and the nature of our 
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author. Da ii.31-45 presents a pagan king having a dream of the future 
Jewish triumph. That i s remarkable, and demanelssome sort of narrative 
setting. Da i i i - v i shows clearly enough that the author had a natural 
g i f t for t e l l i n g stories - he w i l l have been brought up on them from 
his mother's knee, i n a culture where i t was not thought grown-up 
to stop i t . I t i s therefore not surprising that the setting i s a story 
of some length and considerable a r t i s t r y , which has always attracted 
widespread admiration. The dream and i t s in t e r p r e t a t i o n form a good 
climax, and only a modern c r i t i c could iinagine that "the context of the 
dream-interpretation i s r e l a t i v e l y disregarded","^ 
Da v i i i s somewhat d i f f e r e n t . The dreamer i s the main hero, whose 
character and attainments are so clear that i t i s no surprise to f i n d 
him too dreaming dreams. A l l that i s necessary i s therefore a statement 
that he did so on a parti c u l a r occasion, and some sort of conclusion 
( Da v i i . l , 28). A story i s not necessary on grounds of content, because 
the general setting i s already clear enough and the point i s the dream 
and i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , and a story i s not necessary onyounds of form 
because the author's ideas of form were not as r i g i d as that. I n his 
view, he had produced a dream and i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n Da ii, and was 
now doing so again. To thi s natural s t o r y - t e l l e r i t did not matter 
that he had put a good story round the f i r s t dream and in t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
To get his chiastic structure he needejanother dream of the four kingdoms 
and the Jewish triumoh, together with i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , and t h i s 
1. J.J.Collins, JBL 94 (1975) p.220, 
2. Cf. esp. Da i i . l 9 . The difference between K ^ S ^ J 1^ ^ W D 
and |*Pi^n i s clearer to the analytical minds of some modern commentators 
than i t i s l i k e l y to have been to the author and his audiences ( c f . esp. 
Da v i i . l ) , and pious Jews had many dreams i n the intertestaraental period, 
as Joel at le a s t had anticipated (Jo i i i . l ) . Cf. e.g, D.S.Russell, 
The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic (1964). ppa6l - 6. 
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i s what he has supplied. 
These two dreams correspond i n what they symbolize. There w i l l 
be a sequence of four kingdoms, of which Nebuchadnezzar's i s the f i r s t . 
The fourth w i l l be the most t e r r i b l e , but at length i t w i l l be destroyed, 
and the Jewish people w i l l triumph, by the ordinance of t h e i r God. 
That the symbolism of the two separate dreams should correspond need 
not be maintained, and for the most part i t i s c l e o r l y not the case. 
That the metals of the image of Da i i decline i n preciousness i s probably 
due simply to the use of ancient symbolism, since the author does not 
stress t h i s decline. However, decline they do, and hence a series of 
scholars, of whom Lenglet i s one, have t r i e d to force the correspondence 
between Da i i and v i i by seeing the fo\ir beasts i n a declining sequence 
too,"'- I t i s not s u f f i c i e n t to stress the appalling nature of the fourth, 
which was indeed meant to be worse than the other three, f o r t h i s does 
not establish a complete declining sequence of four. The decisive factor 
i s the lack of any indication, symbolic or r e a l , that the t h i r d beast 
i s worse than the second. To suggest that the bear and leopard mark 
a decline from the l i o n and eagle, the kings of beasts and birds, i s 
to point out that there i s no decline from bear to leopard, and to stress 
that the Baby|bnian kingdom was more favourable to I s r a e l both s h i f t s 
the argument from symbolism to r e a l i t y and pointSup the lack of evidence 
that the Persians are considered to mark a decline from the Medes. 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that, i f the author l i k e d to regard 
the sequence of four kingdoms as a simple declining sequence, he did 
not consider t h i s important enough for him to state i t i n ch v i i . 
Further attempts to demonstrate detailed correspondence i n the 
1. E.g. Montgomery, op.cit., p. 283. J,Coppens, VT 19 (1969) p.l72. 
Lenglet, op.cit., p.173. 
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symbolism of the two chapters are open to more obvious c r i t i c i s m . 
For example, the appendages of the f i r s t beast have no p a r a l l e l i n 
Da i i - there i s no reason why they should have. F i n a l l y Lenglet has 
to admit some development i n Da v i i over Da i i : Da v i i has more ample 
description, especially i n i t s picture and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the l i t t l e 
horn. This i s r i g h t , and should not be thought to upset his view of 
the basic l i t e r a r y structure of Da i i - v i i . I t means, not that Lenglet 
has mistaken the structure, but that the author's idea of his l i t e r a r y 
structure was less r i g i d than that of Lenglet, Da i i and v i i broadly 
correspond i n a l l important matters: there i s no reason to imagine 
that they should have corresponded at the l e v e l of more precise d e t a i l . 
Da i i - v i i may therefore be seen as a u n i f i e d l i t e r a r y structure, 
the work of a single author. I n the case of Da v i i , we shall have to 
deal with the question as to whether he was only the f i n a l redactor 
of an already existing l i t e r a r y source. But f i r s t , what of Da i , v i i i 
- x i i ? Were they wri t t e n by the same man? The question i s of i n t e r e s t 
to t h i s investigation, since i t would be useful to know whether we should 
regard v i i i - x i i especially as another source of the same author's ideas. 
The matter i s however somewhat d i f f i c u l t to resolve. On the face of 
i t , the two languages suggest two authors. Against t h i s i t i s not s u f f i c i e n t 
to c i t e l i t e r a r y patterns of the ancient Near East, when these do not 
involve a similar change of language: alternation of prose and poetry 
i s simply not a proper parallel."'• C r i t i c a l scholars who have defended 
unity of authorship have got away without resolving the language problem 
simply because no-one has been able to give a satisfactory eD5)lanation 
of i t from any point of view. Perhaps the best attempt to do so 
1. I t i s urged with remarkable vagueness by R.K.Harrison, Introduction 
to the Old Testament (1969), pp.1109-10, 1039. 
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vas that o f Rowley.^ Rowley* s explanation suffers from having to regard 
Da v i i as a d i f f e r e n t kind of l i t e r a t u r e from Da ii, issued separately 
from Da i i - v i . Nor does Rowley provide a satisfvictory rea.^on why the 
author wrote Da i - i i . 4 a i n Hebrew - i t i s neither visionary nor d i f f i c u l t . 
Moreover the basic idea that Hebrew was more suitable for the d i f f i c u l t 
visions i s i t s e l f d i f f i c u l t to sustain? Dlix does not r e a l l y seem exceptionally 
d i f f i c u l t or unsuitable for popular c i r c u l a t i o n , and the idea that 
Da v i i made the author think Hebrew would be better f o r the visions 
i l l u s t r a t e s Rowley* s f a i l u r e to deal adequately with the f a c t that 
Da v i i i s i n Aramaic. The associated explanation of pseudonymity 
i s i n s u f f i c i e n t l y explanatory because i t does not explain why other 
pseudepigrap^hical writers were so 'wooden* as to imitate our author. 
Indeed t h i s represents a basic f a i l u r e to get to grips with the problem 
of pseudonymity, and recent discoveries at Quraran have made i t seem 
extremely improbable that the canohical book of Daniel waS even the 
f i r s t Jewish work of t h i s kind. Qumran evidence also shows that some 
authors did not regard Aramaic as unsuitable f o r d i f f i c u l t visions, 
l e t Rowley could reply to c r i t i c i s m by claiming with some j u s t i c e 
that any objections applied with greater force to other theories. Here 
again Lenglet's work allows us to advance, though his own view i s not 
e n t i r e l y satisfactory. I t i s d i f f i c u l t to believe that Da i i - v i i 
"s'addresse aux r o i s de l a t e r r e " i n any relevant sense - there was 
no need to write i n a language they could understand unless they were 
actually intended to read i t . That God was l o r d of a l l the world was 
1. H,H,Rowley, '»The Bilingual Problem of Daniel", 9 (1932), pp.256-8. 
2. Cf. H,H,Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic (^1963), pp,40 - ^2. 
3. I t i s to be hoped that the publication of further evidence w i l l soon 
put the matter beyond dispute, Cf,e.g, J.T,Milik, JJS H I I I (1972), p,118. 
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a point often made i n Hebrew. 
I t i s best to begin with the u n i f i e d l i t e r a r y structure of Da 
i i - v i i . This was w r i t t e n f i r s t . I t s message i s simple, as we have 
seen, and i t s function i n time of persecution i s clear and well-known, 
that of f o r t i f y i n g the f a i t h f u l , Aramaic was the natural language i n 
which to write t h i s material because i t was intended to have popular 
appeal and Aramaic was the lingua franca of the time. The choice of 
Hebrew for the remaining material may be ascribed to deliberate nationalism, 
for i t was the t r a d i t i o n a l tongue of the Jewish people. I t i s mozt 
natural to ascribe t h i s change of policy to a change of author. I n time 
of war and persecution, change of authorship i n such an important and 
successful r e l i g i o u s work may have a simple and unavoidable cause -
the death of the f i r s t author. 
I f t h i s conjecture i s r i g h t , the author of Da i i - v i i l e f t behind 
him a u n i f i e d collection of stories and dreams. Someone else, w r i t i n g 
now i n the Jewish national tongue, furnished them with an introduction. 
He made a l i t t l e beginning to the f i r s t of the o r i g i n a l stories i n 
Hebrew, but his Hebrew was not of the most b r i l l i a n t , and everyone 
admired the existing collection of stories anyway, so he l e f t the t r a n s i t i o n 
at JV^^IV . I t i s that kind of Aevice - clever at the most mechanical 
l e v e l , dissatisfying to anyone l i t e r a r y . I t reeks of someone who could 
not manage to translate i i . 4 b - v i i , though i t may be he had respectable 
reasons, including lack of time. Then he, or other men, added the three 
sections of Da v i i i , i x and x - x i i . They are of unrelieved solemnity, 
perhaps u n l i k e l y to be the work of a natural s t o r y - t e l l e r (but not 
impossibly so, i f he were constrained by recent disaster and an unfamiliar 
tongue). 
This reconstruction i s i n a measure imaginative, but i t does explain 
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the basic evidence. More detailed investigation of the languages has 
of course been attempted, but i t l i e s beyond our purview. I t would 
be relevant. I f i t had been possible to show on the basis of detailed 
l i n g u i s t i c study that the author of Da v i i did or did not write Da v i i i 
- x i i , but we must record that the investigation has been more learned 
than successful. This i s not due to lack of a b i l i t y or effort? the 
problems of method are severe, and compounded by the small quantity 
of both languages surviving f o r comparison, and t h i s explains the f a i l u r e 
to achieve any useful r e s u l t s . There i s nothing here to overthjcov the 
prima facie impression that the Hebrew i s of d i f f e r e n t authorship from 
the Aramaic, F i n a l l y , the s i m i l a r i t i e s between v i i and v i i i - x i i 
may not be urred i n favour of unity of authorship, since they are 
perfectly e3q)licable on the assumption that the second author (and, 
i f need be, the t h i r d and fourth) belonged to the same r e l i g i o u s group 
as the f i r s t author and took up his work when he died. 
Hence, p r o b a b i l i t y i s on the side of a separate author for Da 
• l i i - x l i , though certainty has not been achieved. I t i s therefore 
reasonable to use these chapters with caution to i l l u s t r a t e the r e l i g i o u s 
environment and general viewpoint of the author of Da v i i . 
We can now establish the date o f Da v i i . When i t was completed, 
the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes was already under way, as i s 
clear from the account and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the l i t t l e horn. The date 
Is therefore somewhat a f t e r December, 167 B.C,"^  The 3| year i n t e r v a l 
to the Maccabean v i c t o r y i s inaccurate; the expanded version of the 
story i n x i , 4 0 f f i s cer t a i n l y wrong. Therefore t h i s i s a genuine prediction, 
and the date i s somewhat before December, I64, B.C. Allowance has to 
1. This depends on the detailed i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i , 2 5 , i n f r a 
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be Bad« f o r i, v i i - x i i to be wr i t t e n early enough for x i . 4 0 f f to seem 
plausible. From these factors i t follows that Da i i - v i i i s to be dated 
i n 166 or 165 B.C, The Qumran fragments of Daniel may not be held 
against t h i s . I t i s very exciting that we have some fragments w r i t t e n 
so soon a f t e r the composition of t h i s book, and v e r i f y i n g that already 
i t was w r i t t e n i n both languages j u s t as we have i t now. This does 
not, however, constitute proof that i t was already regarded as Scripture 
i n the f u l l sense which that word l a t e r came to have, and we have no 
evidence that suggests that t h i s period of time was too short for 
i t s acceptance as a sacred book. We shall see that i n t e r p r e t a t i v e 
traditions ofjthis work also suggest that i t s pseudepigraphic device 
was a success. There i s nothing wrong with the suggestion that i t was 
successful quickly. 
But have we now dated the composition of Da v i i , or only i t s f i n a l 
redaction? There have been several theories of the Redaktionsgeschichte 
of the chapter. They are important for our purposes, because they suggest 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of a written source i n which the man-like figure was 
something other than a symbol of the Saints of the Most High, Some authors 
have thus been able to use t h i s chapter as evidence that there once 
existed a "Son of Man Concept" i n pre-christian Judaism, The most 
important attempts i n recent years to trace out the pre-history of the 
chapter have been those of HBlscher, Noth and Dequeker. These must 
therefore be examined i n some d e t a i l , ^ 
1. G,H«lscher, "Die Entstehung des Buches Daniel", m 92 (1919), 
ppJ14-38j M,Noth, "Zur Komposition des Buches Daniel", T^ C 98/^ (1926), 
pp»14>63 = M,Noth, Gesaamelte Studlen, vol I I , pp,ll-28: L,Dequeker, 
•Daniel 7 et les Saints du Tres-Haut", E t t 36 (1960), pp,353-92, 
reprinted i n J.Coppens and L,Dequeker, Le f i l s de 1'Homme et le s Saints 
du Tr^s-Haut en Daniel V I I . dans les Apocryphes et dans l e Nouveau 
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Hfllscher argues that the pre-Maccabean version of Da v i i did not 
include verses 7b^ , 8, 11a, 20-22, 24.-5. He begins with verse 11, 
"vo die grammatische Konstruktion v d l l i g zerstort i s t " . There i s a 
d i f f i c u l t y here, which has l e d some scholars who do not follow the view 
that t h i s chapter has a complex l i t e r a r y history to suppose that soraething 
has gone wrong at t h i s particular po'nt. The versions are not h e l p f u l . 
The omission of vs« 11a i n the peshitta tuust be ascribed to homoioarcton: 
the r e p e t i t i o n of Jl^l?) i s unnecessary to the sense, so i t 
i s not surprising that LXX and Theod omitted the second occurrence of 
i t . The main: point i s that \) must be taken as a temporal p ^ ^ r t i c l e , ^ 
This makes excellent sense, whereas i n the middle of such a dramatic 
vision there i s no need for an explanation of why Daniel should have 
continued to watch i t , |^~1KIL normally occurs at the beginning 
of a sentence i n Daniel because elsewhere i t introduces a statement 
Testaiaent (Analecta Lovaniensia B i t i i c a et Orientalia, I I I , 23, 1961); 
L.Dequeker, ^^ The "Saints of the Most Ptlgh** i n Qumran and Daniel", 
OTS XVIII (1973), pp. 108 - 187. My references are a l l to Dequeker^s 
most recent attempt, i n OT_S XVIII. I n support, esp. M.Haller, "Das 
Alter von Daniel 7", TSK 93 (1920-21), pp. 83-7: J.Coppens, MiscellsJi4s 
Bibliques } y / I I I X^'XII (finalecta Lovaniensia Biblica et Orientalia IV, 
8, 1963). H.Schmid, Judaica 27 (1971) pp. 193 - 9: U.B.Mtaier, Messias 
und Menschensohn i n jfldischen Apocalypsen und i n der Offenbarun^; des 
Johannes (1972), pp. 19 - 36. Against them, esp. H.H.Rowley, "The Unity 
of the Book of Daniel", .HUgi 23 (1950 - 51), pp.233 - 79 = H.H.Rowley, 
The Servant of the Lord and Other Essays, pp.'(Jl>5 , a more independent 
attempt at the Rcdaktionspeschichte of t h i s chapter was made by H.L.Ginsberg, 
Studies i n Daniel (194.8), but his c r i t e r i a are so a r b i t r a r y t h ^ t separate 
detailed consideration of his work: need not be atterri-^ted here: cf. 
H. H.Rowley, op.cit,: H.L.Ginsberg, "The Composition of the book of 
Daniel", VT ^ (195^) pp.2^6-75: H.H.Rowley, "The Composition of the 
^ook of Daniel", VT 5 (1955) pp,272-6: and for a typical sample of 
Ginsberg*s work and appropriate c r i t i c i s m , i n f r a p.37 
I . So e.g. Montromery, op.cit., ad loc. 
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of an event subsequent to those previously related,-^ but here i t i s 
i n a d i f f e r e n t position because i t picks up the events of vs.8. An 
interruption i n the account of the a c t i v i t y of the l i t t l e horn w^ s 
desirable FO that the scene could be set for the passing of judgement, 
but Daniel did not cease to notice the blasphemy of the l i t t l e horn. 
^*'1K3. here denotes events vrtiich began to take place before the events 
of vss,9 - 10, and t h i s accounts for i t s unusu-?! position, for which 
there i s a good p a r a l l e l i n IQapGn XXII, 2 
"Now at that time Abram was l i v i n g at Hebron". Da " v i i . l l may therefore 
be translated " I was watching then, from the sound of the blasphemous 
words which the horn was speaking, I was watching u n t i l the beast was 
slain,.»" Dequeker complains that the "regular t r a n s i t i o n a l formula" 
1^ J f ITl T\\n i s interrupted:^ i t w i l l be .argued that his 
ideas of t r a n s i t i o n a l formulae are more r i g i d than those of our author. 
The effect of the r e p e t i t i o n of Jl^iTI 'Htn i s to quicken the tempo 
of the narrative j u s t at the point where the t e r r i b l e enemy i s to be 
destroyed. The author*s Aramaic has been misunderstood, and here as 
elsewhere his resolution of a l i t e r a r y problem by means of a formulation 
which deliberately seeks a l i t e r a r y e f fect has remained unappreciated. 
The f a u l t l i e s xd.th his interpreters, and his work should be l e f t i n 
one piece. 
Haischer turns next to verse 8. "Fttr die Streichung von 7g spricht 
das nur hier i n Kap 7 gebrauchte *I-^ K. gegentlber dera sonstigen 'HK .» 
1. Da i i . U , 35, ^6, i i i . 3 , 13, 19, 21, 26, 30, i v . ^ , v.3, 13, 17, 
2U, 29, v i . l 3 , IL, 16, 17, 20, 2ii, 26, v i i . l r likewise Ezra iv.2-i, 
v,2, v i . l . 
2. Op.cit., p.120. 
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Haller added that \ 1 K was the older form. Rowley replied, pointing 
out that the prima facie evidence of the book of Daniel i s that the 
author used both forms, as occurs also i n i i , 3 1 , iv.7,10. Dequeker 
remains unconvinced. "They do not explain however the v a r i a t i o n of the 
formulas i n Dan,vii. Dan.ii and i v have only ^Iw. That means that 
the basic text of Dan, v i i , which has ^rw. may be older than Dan, 
.. , . JL We may now add the information that HX i s s t i l l l i and IV. 
used i n 4Q Giants, though the date of t h i s work has not yet been d e f i n i t e l y 
2 
established, Dequeker's argument i s unsound for two reasons. F i r s t l y , 
i f n ) ( was replaced by as the Aramaic language developed, there 
w i l l have been a period of t r a n s i t i o n i n which either fonn might be used. 
We do not have s u f f i c i e n t evidence outside the book of Daniel to enable 
us to date t h i s t r a n s i t i o n . During i t , the p o s s i b i l i t y has to be admitted 
that an author may use both forms. The contrary has to be demonstrated, 
not si;nply assumed, Rowley already pointed t h i s out, c i t i n g the use of 
and K^IK side by side at Jer x , l l and i n the Elephantine papyri, 
which provide many examples of the same thing. Dequeker does not appear 
to have appreciated t h i s point, since he makes no real attempt at a 
reply. Secondly, the number of occurrences of each form i s too small 
for observations puch as "Dan.ii and i v hsve only ^Iw" to have any 
real force. I t i s to be concluded that Rowley's arguments stand. The 
author used HK and , f i v e times each. The dempnd that he should 
hqve been consistent has never been j u s t i f i e d . 
1, Dequeker, op.cit., p.115, with references. 
2, For a preliminary publication of a few fragments, J.T.Milik, "Turfan 
et Qumran, Livre des Geants j u i f et manicheen" i n Tradition und Glaube; 
Das frflhe Christentum i n seiner Umwelt. Festgabe f f l r Karl Georg Kuhn 
(1971) pp.117 - 27; cf. J.T.Milik, '*Problemes de l a litte^'rature henochique 
a l a lumiere des fragments aram^ens de Oumran", HTR 6^ (1971), pD.333 - 78. 
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Dequeker farther objects to ^DSWJ^ instead of the "regular" 
Tltn . But the va r i a t i o n i s deliberate, to concentrate attention on 
the l i t t l e horn, ^DV has a d i f f e r e n t semantic f i e l d from DtD 
and the difference i s r e a l l y well used here, as P18ger had slready seen. 
Dequeker's reply i s mere reference to "the structure and the s t y l e " . 
He could better have cited Procrustes. Dequeker next objects to the 
perfect J l ] ^ ^ ^ ; he thinks we should have a p a r t i c i p l e , as a f t e r 11K 
i n verses 2,3,5 and 7, "Montg and Ginsberg have seen the d i f f i c u l t y , 
changing the aorist of the Massoretic text i n t o a participle","^ This 
misrepresents Montgomery, who showed proper p h i l o l o g i c a l concern about 
the MT and sugrested that the o r i g i n a l consonantal t e x t 
might have been intended to be a p a r t i c i p i a l form, which he vocalized 
• Delcor had already replied to Ginsberg, The use of the perfect 
i s quite normal. I t may be added that the variation i n tense increases 
the dramstic q u a l i t y of the description and helps to focus the reader's 
attention on to the l i t t l e horn, vAich i s j u s t where the author intended 
to focus i t , Dequeker's f i n a l argument from the "syntaxis" i s to object 
to the hithpeel passive H ^ A K instead of the "regular" passive 
qal and hophal forms. But his base for determining what i s "regular" 
i s f a r too narrow: he has given no reason at a l l f o r regarding t h i s 
kind of variati o n a? abnormal wit h i n the work of a single w r i t e r . F i n a l l y 
these -arguments should not be held to carry cumulative weight, because 
none of them carries any weight on i t s own. I t w i l l be noted that I 
have supposed two kinds of variati o n i n the author's work, random v a r i a t i o n 
of a kind which normally occurs, and deliberate v^.riation f o r l i t e r a r y 
e f f e c t . Neither Dequeker nor anyone else has r e a l l y got down to arguing 
that these kinds o f v a r i a t i o n do not occur i n the work of normal authors, 
1» Deqtieker, o p , c i t , , pp,115-6, with references. 
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Yet only i f t h i s assumption i s made can the persistent attempts of 
these l i t e r a r y c r i t i c s to point out (usually vdth perfect accuracy) 
that there are variations between vs 8 and other verses of t h i s chapter 
actually constitute evidence of separate authorship. 
Hfllscher turns next to vii.20-22. "Die Verse 1QQ^22 schon 
r e i n s t i l i s t i s c h eine hftssliche breite Wiederholung, die ziemlich 
zwecklos erscheint." I t i s not aimless, i t i s dramatic. "Vor a l l em 
i s t 1^ recht ungl«cklich, wo keine Deutung des Traumgesichts gegeben 
wird, sondern eine nachtrtgliche ErgRnzung, die ihren r i c h t i g e n Platz 
hinter 7g hatte," Putting i t there i l l u s t r a t e s well enough the prosaic 
and unimaginative mind of the c r i t i c , f a r removed from the creative 
h i s t r i o n i c s of our author. The effect of vs 21 i n i t s present position 
i s to increase the dramatic q u a l i t y of the narrative. Moreover we shall 
see that the position of vss.20-22 was necessitated by the author's 
choice of symbolism. The man-like figure cannot suffer, and i t i s only 
when he has been i d e n t i f i e d as the Saints of the Most High that Daniel 
can see them humiliated. This could not be said at vs S."*" F i n a l l y i t 
should be remembered that t h i s i s not the sudden occurrence of part 
of a vision i n the middle of i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n : Daniel i s dreaming 
throughout the chapter. HBlscher adds two arguments from the vocabulary: 
^ A ^ l i n vs 22 has a d i f f e r e n t sense from i n vii.10,26, 
and I f n i n vs 20 a d i f f e r e n t sense from i t s occurrences i n vii.1-15. 
Again the observation i s sound, but the conclusions do not follow. 
Words have semantic f i e l d s , not single meanings, and authors ha b i t u a l l y 
make use of them. The author of Da v i i i s i n t h i s respect simply normal, 
and a very precise p a r a l l e l to his use of I t f l i n two senses i s 
now to be found i n i^ Q *^ Amram^  I , 10-14.. 
1» I n f r a , pp,ii6-9. 
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HSlscher next attacks verses 2h - 5; "hier der "andere" KdJnig 
nach den zehnen, also das "kleine Horn", als "verschieden von den 
frilheren" bezeichnet wird, wfthrend i n der Beschreibung des Gesichtes 
dies Verschiedensein von dera vierten Tiere im Unterschied von den drei 
frflheren ausgesagt wird.» And why not? The author had very good reason 
to believe i t of both. Hfllscher then t r i e s to use Da v i i i - x i i to bolster 
his arpTiment: but that their contents correspond with the verses he 
wants to excise i s equally consistent with unity of authorship and 
with the conjecture that v i i i - x i i was wri t t e n a f t e r v i i by someone 
else. He then excises vs. , but his aTf-ument 
derives what l i t t l e p l a u s i b i l i t y i t possesses from his omission of the 
climax to the description of the fourth beast by excising verse 8, 
Haller used HOlscher's c r i t i c a l position to date Da v i i e a r l i e r 
than Da i i , at about the time of Alexander the Great, One more of his 
arguments i s worthy of mention, because i t i l l u s t r a t e s how much the 
l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m of th i s chapter has fed on i t s e l f , "Kap.2 ttber das 
Griechenreich mehr zu sapen weiss, als Kap.V." The reason for that 
judgement was that Hfllscher and Haller had excised most of what ch v i i 
has to say about the Greek kingdom. 
Noth based himself on the e a r l i e r work of Hfllscher and Haller, 
and contributed a.Jiew argument from the structure of the chapter, which 
Dequeker s t i l l l a r g ely accepts. On the basis of the opening verses of 
thi s chapter Noth constructed a r i g i d structural schema: finding that 
the remainder of the chapter does not f i t his schema, he resorted to 
the excision of the offending parts. But the method of th i s procedure 
i s unsound. I t i s true that i f vss. 2 - 8 of th i s chapter are examined 
i n i s o l a t i o n , they can be divided into four sections: three begin 
\")X\(....) vA l^D T^tn, as does vs.l3, and HKl i n vs.5 can 
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plausibly be described as part of t h i s same formula. I t i s also true 
that twice here, and again i n vs. 11, events are introduced with the 
formula ^"1 X l f l D T^Wl, But i t i s also very important from 
the structural point of view that already at t h i s rtnge the operation 
of these formulae i s f l e x i b l e rather than r i g i d , and that Noth has 
to admit omission and abbreviation. When more s t r i k i n g varistions from 
Noth's schema are found i n the r e s t of the chapter, i t should be concluded, 
not that the author's work has been upset, but that the author's ideas 
on introductory formulae were not as r i g i d ar those of Noth, The occurrences 
of i V l T l T^tn i n vsE 9» l i b are j u s t as much part o f 
the primary evidence as the formulae i n the opening verses. When a l l 
the primary evidence i s t-ken i n t o account, i t becomes clear that the 
author was somewhat f l e x i b l e i n his use of these phrases: Noth has said 
nothing that demonstrates otherwise. I t i s useful to compare 2Q24,, 
which also has -^ "1 " 1 ^ J l ^ l T l at l i n e 17, but at l i n e s 
11 and 15 i t has the variants H Jl^tO and 1 ^ Jl^ ^Ti 
This i s not the same as Da v i i , but the s i g n i f i c a n t factor i s that 
here too the formula i s not i n f l e x i b l e , 
Noth further developed his argument by t r y i n g to show that the 
author of the Similitude: of Enoch did use Da v i i but knew only vss. 
9, 10 and 13. This i s unconvincingi the author of the Similitude? 
gave Enoch the substance of v s . l ^ and had no use for vss. 11 and 12, 
not because they were not there, but because he had no use for the 
four kingdom theory embodied i n them,^ Noth«s argument f o r a separ-te 
l i t e r a r y source behind these verses thus collapses. He develops h i s 
argument further with reference to the angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . Obviously 
those parts of i t which i n t e r p r e t secondary additions to the vi s i o n 
1. On the use of Da v i i i n the Similitudes, i n f r a pp,372-403. 
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must theaselTes be secondary, so out goes most of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
and Noth finds himself left with verse 17 alone. He then concludes 
that t h i s is too short! This is a classic example of the catastrophic 
results that can follow from the r i g i d application of the techniques 
of some l i t e r a r y c r i t i c s . This brevity has nothing to do with the author, 
but is the achievement of Noth, whose c r i t i c a l operations were so 
arb i t r a r y and so remote from the l i t e r r ^ t u r e he was desling with that 
they could not possibly demonstrate anything, 
Dequeker continues to adhere i n general to Noth's analysis, but 
his opinion that "NOTH's surgical operation i s too r a d i c a l " only serves 
to underline the f a c t that the c r i t e r i a which he uses for making decisions 
about authenticity and redaction are no less a r b i t r a r y than those of 
Noth, He i s able to make only one effective point against e a r l i e r defenders 
of the u n i t y of the book of Daniel, i n that he does give a convincing 
outline of circumstances under which what he regards a? the o r i g i n a l 
substratum o f Da v i i might have been wr i t t e n . For t h i s purpose he 
makes use of mostly recent work on the "opposition h i s t o r y * of the 
h e l l e n i s t i c period. However, t h i s general point demonstrates no more 
than that t h i s kind of w r i t i n g could have been done at an e r r l i e r period: 
i t does not show that Da v i i i s actually based on an e s r l i e r l i t e r a r y 
source, 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that attempts to f i n d an older 
l i t e r a r y source behind Da v i i have not been successful."^ They are 
less numerous than at f i r s t appe??rs, because they depend on each other. 
A l l f a i l because of the inadequacy of the c r i t e r i a which they use. 
Most assume that the author's habits were extremely r i g i d , and can 
be deduced from a small proportion of his work and then applied to the 
1» Many minor inconsistencies have also been alleged, but these are 
not s u f f i c i e n t on t h e i r ovn to demonstrate the exiptence of a l i t e r a r y 
source, so they w i l l be cleared up simply by suggesting more accurate 
interpretations! i n f t a , passim. 
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rest.. None takes s u f f i c i e n t l y seriously the var i a t i o n and f l e x i b i l i t y 
found i n the work of re a l authors, whether i n random va r i a t i o n or fo r 
deliberate e f f e c t . This does not of course preclude the p o s s i b i l i t y 
that the author used old stories and o l d ideas. We shall see that i n 
ch v i i he did indeed make use of older material, though not i n the way 
that l i t e r a r y c r i t i c s assume. The re a l importance of t h i s r e s u l t i s 
twofold, i l r s t , the present text of Da v i i does not provide evidence 
of an older source which dealt with the supreme figur e of "the Son of 
Man". Secondly, the only interpretation of vss 2-14- which we have i s 
the angelic interpretation i n vss 17-27i i t t e l l s us what the author 
meant by his symbolism. 
We can now turn to the main task of t h i s chapter, and estgbl i r h 
the o r i g i n a l author's interpretation of Da v i i . I t f a l l s n a t u r a l l y i n t o 
two main parts: f i r s t i n vss 2-14- Daniel sees a symbolic dream, then 
i n vss 17-27 one of the angels i n his dream interprets i t for him. 
I t begins, however, vith a b r i e f narrative framework. Since Daniel 
has the dream, an angelic interpreter i s required: he i s put i n the 
dream, and the opening verse gives us the basic information of the date 
and the authenticating information that Daniel wrote the dream himself, 
l e t the Aramaic of vss l-2a i s uneven and rep e t i t i o u s , and Jewish 
commentators (who actually read the Aramaic text) expressed the natural 
d i f f i c u l t i e s . Omissions i n the versions were predict able, and they 
do not provide adequate evidence of a d i f f e r e n t Aramaic t e x t . Modern 
scholars have also t r i e d t h e i r hands at emendation: some of the results 
are plausible, but not v e r i f i a b l e . I t i s easy to make a good piece of 
Aramaic that looks l i k e our present tex t : much more d i f f i c u l t to demonstrate 
that i t ever existed before one made i t up. The present t e x t i s comprehensible, 
and at l e a s t very old. An English rendering may be h e l p f u l , " I n the 
f i r s t year of Belshazzar king of Babylon Daniel saw a dream, that i s 
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to say, the visions of his head upon his bed. Then he wrote down the 
dream. The account begins as follows: 'Daniel answered and said " I 
was looking i n the visions of the night...."'" I have supposed that 
vs . l i s the pseudepigraphic device, vs.2a the beginning of the account 
the author would l i k e us to believe he was using. This i s not very 
good, but i t has as much claim to be what the author wrote and meant 
as any other suggestion. I t also has the advantage of taking seriously 
the genuinely repetitious nature of some other visionary introductions 
i n the apocalyptic of th i s period. 
The date under Belshazzar has provoked comment because so f a r 
the stories of Da i i - v i i have appeared to be set i n chronological order. 
Da i i i s dated i n the second year of Nebuchadnezzar (Da i i . l ) . Da i v 
must be placed l a t e r i n his reign, and i t i s natural to suppose that 
Da i i i took place i n the meantime. Da v i s then set under Belshazzar, 
and Da v i under Darius, However, chronological sequence cannot be followed 
further, because the destruction of Babjion i s not to be foretold a f t e r 
i t occurred, and the setting of Da v and v i under d i f f e r e n t kirns from 
Da i v and i l i i s also to be related to the chiastic l i t e r a r y structure 
of Da i i - v i i . For these reasons Da v i i must be set under a Babylonian 
king other than Nebuchadnezzar, and th i s makes Belshazzar a natural choice. 
The symbolic part of the vision f a l l s naturally i n t o two sections. 
In vss, 2 - 8 four beasts r i s e from the turbulent sea: i n vss.9 - H 
the fourth i s destroyed i n a divine judgement and sovereip^nty i s given 
to the man-like figure. The location of the whole scene has been problematical, 
I shall argue that the hearts come out of the Mediterranean Sea onto 
the shore of the Land of I s r a e l , and that i t i s here i n Isra e l that the 
judgement takes place. 
The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 'big sea' i s cr u c i a l , and was correctly 
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given by several of the older scholars. Thus Bertholdt commented "Der 
Ocean der Hebraer ( W Q'^ Tl , X lD X^M i s t das mittell9ndische 
Meer Jos.1,4, IX,1, XV,12, Ezek,XIHI,10.Since then the whole of c r i t i c a l 
scholarship has been seduced by Gunkel, whose work threw the interpret-^tion 
of t h i s chapter i n t o chaos, so that f or a more recent presentation 
of Bertholdt's view one must turn to unexpected places. "In Heb usage 
"the great sea" i s a noun and means invariably the Mediterranean, The 
Hebrews were acquainted with several seas I n contrast to these 
the Mediterranean was naturally the Great Sea." Lang cites Num,xxxiv,6,7, 
Jos,i.^, i x . l , xv.11-12, x x i i , 4 , Ezek.xliv,10,15,19,20, x l v i i i . 2 8 . ^ 
Both the relevant points have thus been msde. The Mediterranean was to 
the Jews the biggest sea, and genuinely big, so i t i s natural that they 
hould term i t "the big sea": OT evidence shows that they actually did 
so. This i s now further confirmed by IQapGn 21,16 where 
i s clearly the Mediterranean. 
To e^qjlain why the author brings the beasts out of the Mediterranean 
sea we do need to consider the matter from the d i f f e r e n t perspective 
which has been so much exaggerated by Gunkel and his successors. In the 
OT the sea i s used to symbolize the turbulent world and peoples, I s . x v i i . l 2 f , 
Jer.xlvi.7f. More than that, the sea has mythological overtones - i t 
i s the domain of a l l that i s opposed to God. Hence i t forms a perfect 
contrast to the clouds of Da v i i . 1 3 . I f the Babylonian material l i e s 
behind t h i s , i t i s a long way behind. Nearer at hand (and more recently 
discovered and canvassed) are the Ugaritic texts, i n which Baal does 
1. L.Bertholdt, Daniel (1806), ad l o c , 
2. G,Lang, The Histories and Prophecies of Daniel (19-42), pp.46 - 48. 
3. At IQapGn 21,16 i t i s described as K O S ^ H }iT\ X^^ , 
On the geography of t h i s passage, J.A.Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon 
of Qumran Cave 1 (Biblica et Orientalia 18A, ^1971), ad l o c . 
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battle with Yamm the sea monster. Above a l l , clear evidence of t h i s 
way of thought occurs i n the OT, notably at I s x x v i i . l , l i . 9 - 1 0 , Pss 
l x x i v . l 3 f , lxxxix.10-11. I f we consider t h i s now, as we should, from 
tha author's own perspective, i t means that i n u-^ing the se^ a.F a 
symbol of h o s t i l i t y to God he was drawing on native I s r a e l i t e imagery, 
as a conservative defender of the t r a d i t i o n a l f a i t h might be expected 
to, f i n a l l y there i s no inconsistency i n locating the dre?m i n a d e f i n i t e 
place while using material with mythological overtones. I t i s useful 
to compare Ps civ,25-6, where the great sea has Leviathan (the t e r r i b l e 
Chaostier 1-t-n i n his home the Chaosmeer) i n i t gndehips on i t . 
The dramatic imagery i s heightened by the use of the four winds 
to whip up the sea i n t o a storm. The winds are the four cardinal winds. 
I t i s not surprising that they are found i n the Babylonian epic of creation, 
but i t i s more relevant that they were already i n use i n I s r a e l ( j e r 
xlix,36, Zech i i , 6 , vi,5: cf. also Da v i i i , 8 , xi,4.), Montgomery notes 
the four windr named by Ovid, and the more splendid storm of Ve r g i l , ^ 
In Daniel they are not enumerated i n any order, jO^XO i s best taken 
as meaning "burst f o r t h " , "rushed f o r t h " , i n simple accordance with 
the root from which i t i t derived. The bursting f o r t h o f the winds 
begins the storm. Their effect on the sea could be described as s t i r r i n g 
i t up, but th i s does not appear to be the meaning of the actual word 
| n^ \^ , and "on t o " i s within the semantic area of ^  , so that there 
i s no need to have expected ^ 5 , 
I n vs 3 the four beasts come out of the rea on to the land. I t 
may be assumed that they came i n a l i n e , because t h i s harmonizes so 
well with the following description as a whole and especially with the 
1 . Montgomery, op,cit., ad l o c , c i t i n g Ovid, T r i s t i a i , eleg,2 and 
Vergil, Aeneid I , 86ff. 
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f a c t that they are described simply as " f i r s t " , "second", " t h i r d " and 
"fourth". That they do come onto the land i s not stated e x p l i c i t l y i n 
vs.3, but i t can be deduced from the detailed description of them i n 
vss.A - 8. In vs.A the f i r s t beast i s l i f t e d o f f tho f^round { }{)P\K X i ) * 
tl-iis could happen only i f i t was on the gro nd. I t i s put hack on the 
ground when i t i s stood on i t s feet. The fourth beast laust also have 
been on the ground to indulge i n i t s t e r r i f y i n g a c t i v i t i e s 
The t o t a l s i t u a t i o n of the second beast, and p a r t i c u l a r l y i t s a t t i t u d e 
also best accounted f o r on the assuJQption 
that i t too i s on land when i t i s described i n vs.5» The description 
of the t h i r d beast i s perfectly consistent with the supposition that 
i t too was on land. 
I t is clear from this evidence that when the author described the 
beasts i n vs.3 as X\)^ ^ \^^^ '-ctually meant that they 
"came up from the sea** onto the land, a natural word to describe 
this process"^, and i t w i l l never have occurred to the author that his 
words could be ta^en to mean that the beasts .right ascend i n a ;nysterious 
and unfainiliar manner from the middle of the sea. Since he was a Jew, 
i t aiay be assumed that the land i n question i s the Land of I s r a e l , and 
this assumption w i l l be confirmed by the location of the scene of 
judrement i n vss.9ff. 
The four beasts s^;:ibolize four k:ingdoms, and Rowley has conclusively 
demonstrated the correctness of the normal c r i t i c a l i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
them as Babylon, Media, Persia and Greece.^ That there was a sequence 
1. Prof. G.K.Barrett pointed out to me the similar use of i n 
the Pe-hitta of Jn.xxi,9. 
2. H.H.Rowley, Darius the Mede and the Four World Empires (1935), 
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of four kingdoms which would be succeeded by a f i f t h i s one o f the older 
ideas which our author used. The sequence, which originated i n o r i e n t a l 
p o l i t i c a l and religious c i r c l e s , had e a r l i e r begun with Assyria, but 
the Jews had replaced Assyria with Babylon, a step which l e d to h i s t o r i c a l 
errors i n dealing with the kingdom of the Medes,^ Since t h i s i s the 
reason f o r the sequence Babylon, Media, Persia, Greece, we should not 
associate i t witl^ the order of the winds i n Enuma Elish IV,4.0, This 
i l l u s t r a t e s the f r a g i l e nature of some of the p a r a l l e l s drawn from 
Babylonia, 
In choosing beasts to symbolize a l l these foreign kingdoms, the 
author made use of the t r a d i t i o n a l I s r a e l i t e idea that r e b e l l i o n against 
•a 
God i s beastlike rather than manly,^ The use of beasts to symbolize 
gentile nations i s common enough i n the OT, e.g. Jer iv,7, v,6, Ezk 
xxix,3f, Pss l x v i i i . 3 1 , lxxx,14,. The general idea of Mischwesen rather 
than more ?traightforward animals was widespread i n o r i e n t a l a r t . For 
the selection of these par t i c u l a r beasts to symbolize these p a r t i c u l a r 
kingdoms the author appears to have been dependent on current astrological 
symbolism, as t h i s theory explains the choice of a l l the beasts,^ 
For Babylon, however, the author could look back to the OT to 
confirm his choice of a l i o n and even add the symbolism of the eagle 
1. On the theories of four kingdoms, J.Swain, "The Theory of the Fbur 
Monarchies", ^  m v (1940), pp.1-20: D.FJ.usser, "The four empires 
i n the Fourth Sybil and i n the Book of Daniel", I s r Or St 2 (1972), 
pp,148-75, 
2. M.Delcor, Le Livre de Daniel (1971), pp,H3-/,. 
3. See further i n f r a , pp,i^7-A9, on his selection of the man-like figure 
as a symbol of I s r a e l , 
^. A.Caquot, "Sur les quatre B§tes de Daniel", Semitica V (1955), 
PP.6-.13: "Les quatre bgtes et l e 'Fils d'Homme* (Daniel 7 ) " , Semitica 
m i (1967), pp.37-71, Cf. M,IU^lcor, op.cit., pp.l4>4-7. 
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- Jer iv , 7 , 3aix,19, 1.17, xlix,22. La i v . l 9 , Hab i . 8 , Ezk x v i i . 3 f f . 
The events of t h i s verse r e c a l l the story of Nebuchadnezzar i n Da i v . 
This i s not coincidental: the beast becomes more l i k e a man to symbolize 
the repentance of Nebuchadnezzar,"*" Ginsberg translates X ^ I X |0 Sl^^\^l 
" i t was taken away from the earth" and asserts that t h i s can only mean 
" i t perished". This a r b i t r s r y view i s excluded by the context, i n which 
the beast patently continues to exist, Ginsberg however deduces that 
the end of vs 4- niust be out of place. He gives as a second reason 
"the impossibility of a pious Jew i n his r i g h t mind having ascribed 
holiness to the Chaldean kingdom". This i s too crude a view of Daniel's 
symbolism. Nebuchadnezzar becomes more man-like when he repents, because 
man i s t r u l y man when obedient to God: but t h i s does not mean (and the 
author of Daniel nowhere suggests) that the Babylonian kingdom, though 
genuinely portrayed as comparatively f r i e n d l y , becomes holy, Ginsberg 
also finds the present position of these words "disturbing from the 
point of view of natural history". But the author does not say, and 
did not mean, that l i o n s usually stand on two legs any more than they 
usually have wings: he used t h i s unusual symbolism deliberately to 
symbolize something. This i s but one example of the sheer arbitrarines 
of Ginsberg's treatment, which i s more rejecti o n than i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the book of Daniel, 
The symbolism of the f i r s t beast i s the only one that can provide 
any events to form a r e a l i s t i c counterbalance to vss 7-8. This should 
not be surprising, since most of the stories of Da i i - v i i are set 
i n Babylon which therefore looms large i n t h i s book, and i t i s not i n 
any way unsatisfactory that the f i r s t beast should mort nearly balance 
the l a s t with two less weighty descriptions i n between. The only event 
1 . So e,g,s,R,Driver, Daniel (1900), ad l o c , 
2. H,L,Ginsberg, op.cit,, pp.U, 65(n.7), 68 {n.2i). 
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i n vs.5 i s the command to "eat ffluch flesh", which hardly amounts to more 
than recognition of Median destructiveness. The rest of the description 
makes best sense as a colourful description of a voracious bear, rather 
than an allegory of the Medes. The three r i b s of i t s prey i n i t s mouth 
form a graphic picture, which i s not improved by the suggestion that 
they might have been "fangs" or "tusks". 
The t h i r d beast i s another of the Mischwesen, being i n t h i s l i k e 
the f i r s t and fourth, and i t s details should probably be regarded l i k e 
those of the second, as riotous description rather than as a l l e g o r i c a l 
d e t a i l . I t i s true that the author of Da xi.2 appears to have known 
only four kings of Persia, and the p o s s i b i l i t y that t h i s i s the reason 
2 
for the number of th i s beast's heads and wings cannot be miled out. 
But one has to be careful because some details of the beasts do not 
appear to be a l l e g o r i c a l , and the c r i t e r i a employed by the author himself 
and his interpreters are uniformly so loose that t h e i r employment results 
i n equally good coincidences being turned up for detailed interpretations 
that are certainly wrong. The most s t r i k i n g example i s the western i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of these wings and heads as the Diadochi, I t therefore seems best not 
to a t t r i b u t e further error to the author without having stronger evidence 
for doi'_g so. 
The fourth beast i s d i f f e r e n t from the others, as we are t o l d , 
so t e r r i b l e that i t i s not likened to any real beast. I t s details r e a l l y 
are a l l e g o r i c a l , to enable the aut/.or to expound contemporary h i s t o r y 
with the assumption that the End i s at hand. He concentrates our attention 
1. R.Frank, "The Description of the "Bear" i n Dn 7,5", CBQ 21 (1959), 
pp. 505 - 7. 
2. So e.g, A.Bentzen, Daniel (^1952), p.6l. 
3. I n f r a pp.188-9, 213, 218, 3?^, 3-48. 
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on the fourth beast, and above a l l on the l i t t l e horn, whose i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
as Antiochus Epiphanes i s r i g h t l y unquestioned among serious c r i t i c a l 
scholars. Lack of evidence f o r a long time made the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 
other horns d i f f i c u l t , but a very probable solution can now be given. 
The horns are the Seleucid l i n e - Alexander the Great, Seleucus I Nicator, 
Antiochus I Soter, Antiochus I I Theos, Seleucus I I Callinicus, Seleucus 
I I I Ceraunus, Antiochus I I I the Great, Seleucus IV Philopator, Demetrius 
I Soter and Antiochus,^ The l a s t three are the three horns uprooted 
before the l i t t l e horn, Vs 24. explains that t h i s means that the l a s t 
king ( v i z . the l i t t l e horn, Antiochus IV E^ip^anes) w i l l put down 
( S^OVTi^) three of the kings of the f o u r t h kingdom. I f i " ) p ^ A K 
i n vs 8 might conceivably include Antiochus IV merely succeeding Seleucus 
IV. ^'o\/n^ i s c e r t a i n l y too strong for t h i s . Seleucus IV was murdered 
by Heliodorus: clearly our author believed that Antiochus IV ^iphanes 
was behind i t . This b e l i e f i s reflected also i n Da xi.21, and was not 
unreasonable, Demetrius I Soter did not become king u n t i l 162, Our 
author was not awsre that t h i s would happen, as he wrote i n 166-5, but 
he c l a s s i f i e d Demetrius among ^^^0 because he was the eldest 
son of, and hence the r i g h t f u l heir t o , his father Seleucus IV Philopator, 
He was a hostage i n Rome at the time of Seleucus' murder, so Antiochus 
IV I^lphanes was able to seize power. This situation f i t s H'^^AX 
and ^^SVT)'^, the l a t t e r a general term deliberately chosen to include 
t h i s usurpation as well as two murders. For the remaining horn was murdered 
too. He was a young boy, co-regent of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, done 
to death on Antiochus' orders i n 170 B.C. His name too was Antiochus, 
Probably he was a younger son of Seleucus IV, adopted at the age of 
1# So, t e n t a t i v e l y , J.Barr, i n Peake's Commentary on the Bible (ed, 
H.H.Rowley and M.Black, 1962), p,597, para 524c, 
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4 or 5 by Antiochus IV Epiphanes when he seized the throne, but some 
uncertainty over d e t a i l must not be allowed to obscure the basic identification.''" 
With t h i s Antiochus we now have a coherent and convincing i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
for a l l the fourth beast's horns. A l i t t l e uncertainty must remain about 
the beginning of the l i s t . Since the fourth beast i s the Macedonian 
kingdom, i t probably began with Alexander, the f i r s t Macedonian king 
and the real destroyer of the t h i r d kingdom. The author i s not the 
sort of historian who i s l i k e l y to have been worried by the f a c t that 
the Seleucid era was reckoned from Seleucus I i n 312, or by the gap 
between 323 and 312 ( i f he knew of i t ) . However the uncertain si t u a t i o n 
i n these years may have l e d him to take a d i f f e r e n t view, reckoning 
the f o i i r t h beast as the Macedonian kingdom which destroyed the Persians, 
and bringing up a l i s t of eleven Syro-Macedonian kings s t a r t i n g perhaps 
with Antigonus. This degree of uncertainty i s due to the looseness of 
the author's c r i t e r i a , which w i l l have enabled him to take whichever 
of these views appeared to him to be h i s t o r i c a l l y accurate, and to our 
ignorance of his precise views of the history of that period. I t does 
not a f fect the basic i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the horns as the Seleucid l i n e , 
nor the detailed working out of the l a s t three of the ten horns. As 
always, our author speaks with the greatest c l a r i t y and d e t a i l of his 
own period. A l l his information he w i l l have found i n e a r l i e r sources. 
Whether they were written or oral we do not know, but at th i s l e v e l 
we can demonstrate that he used them. They bear no resemblance to 
Da v i i i t s e l f , and they help to obviate any need to be vague about 
the older material which our author used. 
Verses 9-14 deal with the divine judgement on the fourth beast 
and the triumph of the man-like figure. I n vss 3-8 the beasts came 
out of the Mediterranean Sea on to the land, presumably, we conjectured, 
1. O.M^rkholm, Antiochus IV of Syria (1966), especially pp. 36-50, 
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the Land of I s r a e l . No change of scene i s marked at the beginning of 
vs 9. We have no r i g h t to suppose one, and t h i s i s confirmed by the 
use of the formula "^"1 "1^ JlMD D\n which elsewhere i n t h i s chapter 
always denotes an action which takes place against the background of 
the existing scenery - i t i s d i f f i c u l t to see how i t could do otherwise. 
I t follows that the judgement i n vss 9-12 takes place on earth. There 
are other examples of t h i s at 1 En i.3-9, xc.20ff, 4.QGiants, cf. 1 En 
XXV.3. At 1 En xc,20 the land of I s r a e l i s specified as the place of 
judgement, a predictable view among Jews, Thus we have independent 
contemporary evidence of the view which I have at t r i b u t e d to the author 
of Da v i i . I f the judgement i s on earth, God w i l l have to come to 
earth i n order to carry i t out. This i s not e x p l i c i t l y stated at vs 9> 
because i t i s not an important aspect of what the author wanted to 
say. The scene i s s u f f i c i e n t l y sketched out by declaring that the thrones 
were put i n position and an Ancient of Days took his seat, his a r r i v a l 
f o r that purpose being assumed. I t i s stated e x p l i c i t l y i n the summary 
at vs 22: ^^^1^ "^^Jl'i TlJlK ^ 1^ . Dhanis, one of the few 
scholars who have argued that the judgement scene i s on earth, concludes 
his argument, "Demum adventus Dei i n terram ad iudicium faciendum 
tempore messianico est thema classiciim i n Vetere Testamento."^ Here 
again, as throughout t h i s chapter, our author i s found to be using 
ancient I s r a e l i t e ideas. 
This i n t e r p r e t a t i o n provides an excellent connection between vss 
2-8 and vss 9-l-4> and we shall see that from the point of view of 
the i r content vss 9-1-4 bang together very well as an organically 
connected whole. Some scholars have however argued on metrical grounds 
that a separate source i s to be distinguished behind vss 9, 10, 13, and 
14, and Perrin has recently distinguished these verses from the rest 
1. E.Dhanis, Gregorianum 45 (1964.), p . l l . 
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of the chapter on the basis of t h e i r metric structure alone."^ This arf::ument 
i s unconvincing. In general, our understanding of the metre of Seinitic 
poetry i s not exact enough to form a sound basis for emending texts or 
distinguishing l i t e r a r y sources. As Gordon conimented, "Structurally 
d i f f e r e n t verses and strophes occur constantly w i t h i n the same poem 
i n Ugaritic, I t i s therefore unsound to a t t r i b u t e similar variety i n 
the Bible to the blending of d i f f e r e n t poems. Perhaps the most important 
fnct to bear i n mind i s that the poets of the ancient Near East (e.g. 
Ace, Ug,, Heb., Eg.,) did not know of exact meter. Therefore emendations 
metri causa are pure whimsy A l l that i s asked of those who maintain 
metric hypotheses i s to state t h e i r metric formulae and to demonstrate 
that the formulae f i t the texts. Instead they emend the texts to f i t 
their hypotheses." Schaeder exemplifies t h i s approach by his removal 
of Kpifrora Da v i i . 9 , 0"^ 9^ K and | I l')from vs.10, and other 
emendations to vss.13 - I n short, the evidence does not f i t Schaeder's 
metrical rules, and we should follow the judgement of Baumgartner "Unter 
diesen Umstftnden, und da die Reigung, an Hflhepunlcten i n gehobene Prosa 
oAer eigentllche Verse tlberzugehen, auch sonst i n - und ausserhalb 
des Buches besteht, i s t die Herausnahme der vier Verse nicht g e r e c h t f e r t i g t . * ^ 
At VS.9 we have the f i r s t appearance of O^l"^  "j^ ^ JU4 • This 
i s clearly God, and the description i s t h - t of an old man.'^  
1. E.g,H,H.Schaeder, Studien zum antiken Synkretismus aus Iran und 
Griechenland ( v i t h R.Reitzenstein, 1926), pp. 337 -8: N.Perrin, Rediscovering 
the Teaching of Jesus (1967), p.l66. 
2. C.H.Gordon, Uf^aritic Manual (1950), p.108. For a recent survey, 
D.Broadribb, "A H i s t o r i c a l Review of Studies of Hebrew Poetry", Abr-n. 
13 (1972-3), pp. 66 - 87. 
3. W. Baumgartner, ThR 11 (1939), p.21ii. 
S.R.Driver, op.cit., ad loc.: CC.Torrey, Transactions of the Connecticut 
Academy of Arts and Sciences XV (1909), pp.281 - 2: Montgomery, op.cit.. 
ad loc. 
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l ikened to an ancient o f days, he i s simply described as such, but 
the description occurs three times and the t ex t should not be a l t e red . 
The beings described as " l i k e " something are one and a l l empty symbols; 
God r e a l l y exis ts , and while he may only look l i ^ e an old man i n Daniel 's 
dream, we are e n t i t l e d to conclude that i n the author's view he r e a l l y 
was very o l d . This does not mean that he was only old and had not existed 
fo r ever before - we are s t i l l dealing w i t h imagery rather than precise 
descript ion, and a being who was Ci^\!5Q was necessarily ^"01^ p'^J^^. 
I f there are echoes o f Ugari t they are f a r behind, though i t i s possible 
that the image of an old man as a suitable image o f God was knovm i n 
Is rae l continuously from the ear l ies t period and derived u l t ima te ly 
from Canaanite mater ia l . But the idea that "such a descript ion can hardly 
have grown up w i t h i n the r e l i g i o n o f Yahweh"^ ignores the continuoas 
presence of o ld men i n I s r a e l . Man was made i n the image o f God, and 
the use o f imagery taken from the d ign i ty of o ld age should not cause 
great suipr ise . 
The p l u r a l | \ 6 T 0 are f o r the heavenly court to s i t on (vs.10b): 
they caused d i f f i c u l t y to l a t e r in terpre ters because they had ideas 
foreign to our author which made t h i s d i f f i c u l t f o r them to accept, 
Mowinckel used them to argue that the man-like f igu re o r i g i n a l l y took 
par t i n the judgement, which l e f t him wi th nowhere f o r the court to 
s i t . I t should be accepted that the man-like f igu re does not take par t 
i n the judgement because the t ex t does not give him t h i s f u n c t i o n , and 
the thrones should be l e f t f o r the court to s i t on, i n accordance w i t h 
a straightforward in t e rp re t a t ion of the t e x t . The divine throne i s 
altogether more splendid and f i e r y ; the imagery i s i n the t r a d i t i o n 
o f Ezekiel , and had been I s r a e l i t e f o r some tirae,^ So had the heavenly 
l . O . E i s s f e l d t , The Old Testament. An In t roduct ion (1965), p.525. 
2. S.Mowinckel, He that Cometh (1959), p.352. 
3. E.g.Montgomery, o p . c i t . , p.298, 
host, seen already by Micaiah ben Imlah ( l Kings x x i i . l 9 ) : God would 
not come alone f o r judgement (e .g . Zech x i v . 5 ) . 
Elsewhere i n our meagre sources } ( ^ ^ ' ^ means "judgement*, but 
here "the abstract passes i n t o the concrete", as Montgomery notes, 
comparing KpiTr^p\oV and iudicium. The meaning must be that '*the 
court sat". The existence o f a heavenly court should be no surprise 
i n view o f the common OT idea that God has a heavenly council associated 
wi th him (e .g . Job i , Ps I x x x l i ) . As on earth, the court does not s i t 
down u n t i l the Judge has done so: the intervening l ines are simply an 
extended description of the Judge, together wi th h is many attendants. 
The judgement then proceeds w i t h -Uie opening of the Books. Divine books 
were a t r a d i t i o n a l item widespread i n the ancient Near East and found 
also i n the OT (e .g . Is i v . 3 , Mai i i l . l 6 , Ps l x i x . 2 9 ) . 
With the scene thus set, the narrat ive proceeds without f u r t he r 
ado, l e t alone any change of scenery, s t ra igh t to the desctruction of 
the fou r th beast. Vs 11a picks up the events o f vs 8, the descr ipt ion 
of the f o u r t h beast and i n pa r t i cu la r i t s l i t t l e horn having been in ter rupted 
only f o r the se t t ing of the judgement scene. The whole narrat ive i s 
therefore p e r f e c t l y coherent, and could not be much tauter without 
detracting from the splendour of the judging dei ty and his court . 
The whole of the fou r th beast i s necessarily destroyed. I t should be 
clear that the destruction of the l i t t l e horn i t s e l f would not have 
been s u f f i c i e n t , as i t would have l e f t the hated Macedonians s t i l l 
i n power, and that the destruction of the whole fou r th beast necessarily 
involves the destruction of i t s l i t t l e horn. 
The f i r s t three beasts are not destroyed: no i n t e rp r e t a t i on i s 
1 . Montgomery, o p . c i t , , ad l o c , 
2. n the i n t e rp re t a t i on and e f f e c t o f vs 11a, supra pp.23-4, 
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given, but one may be surmised. Babylon, Media and Persia w i l l remain 
as separate states, serving I s r a e l , whereas the Seleucid empire w i l l 
ac tual ly be destroyed,^ The mention o f t h i s completes the symbolic 
pic ture of the judgement i n vs 12, and was desirable a f t e r the symbolic 
grandeur of the appearance of the f i r s t three beasts i n the v i s i o n , 
but the r e a l i t y of the survival of these states was not important enough 
to the author to warrant separate mention i n the in t e rp re t a t ion where, 
as i n Da i i , i t i s subsumed i n the general p ic tu re of the triumph 
of I s rae l who are then served by a l l nations, Farrer objects that 
"the Grecian race i s not to be annihi lated e i ther" . Hence he f inds 
"confusion i n Daniel 's symbolism here, w i t h vhich we must do the best 
we can". The best he can do i s to assert s lavish dependence on Gen i , 
to which Daniel 's account has been "somewhat a r t i f i c i a l l y " conformed. 
But he has misrepresented our author's conception of the f o u r t h kingdom, 
which i s Macedonian, I t had arisen from Macedonia, but i t was now qui te 
detached from that place: the destruction of i t s hegemony and i t s 
armies would not leave even a powerless state behind. Hence there 
i s no confusion i n Daniel 's symbolism, and yet another modern scholar 
who seeks to divine the sources o f t h i s chapter by asserting that 
i t i s confused i s found simply to have misunderstood i t . 
The destruction of the f o u r t h beast i s the essential po in t o f the 
Judgement, and an essential prel iminary to the passing of sovereignty 
to the man-like f igu re i n vss 13-14. The f u l l in t roductory formula 
a t the beginning of vs 13 marks an important event, but not a change 
of scenery. Since the scene i s set on earth i t fo l lows that the man-like 
f igu re comes downwards wi th the clouds. But who i s he? Rhodes comments 
! • Cf. H.H.Rowley, Darius the Mede and the Four World Empires (1935), 
pp.122-4. 
2, A.M.Farrer, A Study i n St.Mark (1951), p,26l. 
"The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of t h i s manlike Figure i n t h i s pa r t i cu l a r passage 
i s one o f the most debated issues i n the whole o f b i b l i c a l in terpre ta t ion. '*^ 
I n vss 13-14. the man-like f igu re i s brought before the Ancient 
o f Days and given sovereignty: a l l nations w i l l serve him and his kingdom 
w i l l l a s t f o r ever. This i s summarized b r i e f l y i n what i s said o f the 
Saints of the Most High i n vss 18 and 22, and i t i s e x p l i c i t l y stated 
o f the people o f the Saints o f the Most High i n vs 27. I t i s na tura l , 
and i t i s important that i t i s the case, that t h i s longest formulat ion 
o f the triun5)h of the Saints echoes the language of vs 1-4 most accurately* 
What the man-like f i gu re gets i n vs 14-, the people of the Saints o f the 
Most High get i n vs 27$ they get nothing which was not granted to him» 
He corresponds to them also i n the structure of the dream and i t s 
in te rp re ta t ion . He receives the kingdom from God a f t e r the destruct ion 
of the f o u r t h beast? they receive the kingdom from God a f t e r the destruct ion 
of Antiochus E^iphanes, who was to be the l a s t king o f the kingdom 
which the fou r th beast symbolized. I t fol lows from th i s that the man-like 
f igu re i s a symbol o f the Saints of the Most High. Moreover he i s an 
empty symbol, that i s to say, he i s not a rea l being who exists outside 
Daniel 's dream; he i s only a symbolic being w i t h i n the dream. This i s 
clear f o r two reasons. I n the f i r s t place, the author provided an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the symbolism of t h i s dream, which reaches a climax w i t h the f u l l 
description of the triumph of the people of the Saints of the Most High 
i n vs 27. This triumph was very important to the author, and i t corresponds 
precisely to what i s said o f the man-like f i gu re i n vs 14., but i t does 
not mention him. I f the author had viewed him as a r ea l being who 
would lead or del iver the Saints, he must have mentioned him here. 
1 . A.B.Rhodes, I n t e r p . 15 (196 l ) , p.423. 
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The second reason i s that on th i s view the basic structure of the symbolism 
i s consistent. The f i r s t four kingdoms are represented by beast- l ike 
f igures , the f i f t h by a man-like f i g u r e . I t i s not suggested tha t the 
beast-like f igures r e a l l y existed somewhere: we only a t t r i b u t e consistency 
to the symbolism by concluding that the man-like f i gu re was not a 
rea l being e i ther . 
The author evidently thought that i n i n t e rp re t i ng the man-like 
f igure as the Saints of the Most High he was making his meaning clepr. 
Unfortunately, however, the meaning o f th i s term i s also a subject 
o f considerable debate. I shal l argue that the t r a d i t i o n a l Jewish 
assumption that he meant the Jewish people, s p e c i f i c a l l y the f a i t h f u l 
Jews attacked by Antiochus Epiphanes, i s c o r r e c t , a n d I assume th i s 
r e su l t now. I n selecting a man to symbolize the true I s r a e l , the author 
was making use of some of the simplest and most basic concepts o f his 
native I s r a e l i t e r e l i g i o n . He believed that I s rae l was the chosen 
people of the only God, who was f a i t h f u l and would del iver them. They 
were a holy people, and i f they had done wrong ( c f . Da i x ) they repented, 
and because they were a righteous remnant not r ebe l l ing against God 
they would soon by triumphant. To symbolize t h i s the author made use 
of the t r a d i t i o n a l I s r a e l i t e idea that man i s superior to the beasts, 
an idea which i s expressed wi th great c l a r i t y i n the creation narra t ive 
of Gen i and i n Ps v i i i . 6 - 8 . From i t grew the symbolism of opposition 
to God as bru t i sh , and obedience to him as manly.^ The author had used 
these ideas already i n Da i v , where Nebuchadnezzar's pride l e d to h is 
condemnation to a beaetlike existence. When he repented and acknowledged 
1 . I n f r a , pp.72-81. 
2. E.g. Ps l x x i i i . 2 1 f . Cf. M.D.Hooker, The Son of Man i n Mark (1967), 
p p . l 5 f f . : supra, p.36. 
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the sovereignty o f God, Nebuchadnezzar was restored to manhood. This 
incident i s r e f l ec ted i n Da ^di,Af and these same I s r a e l i t e ideas explain 
the author's choice o f a man as a symbol o f the true and obedient I s r a e l 
i n vii.13. Moreover the f a c t that man i s t r a d i t i o n a l l y superior to 
the beasts explains why the author chose the man-like f i gu re as a symbol 
of the Jews when they are triumphing, not when they s u f f e r . 
I t i s t h i s symbolism, consistently maintained, which explains 
the apparently anomalous pos i t ion o f vss 21-22, and which necessitated 
the summary in te rpre ta t ion of the symbolic par t o f the dream i n vss 
17-18. I f he was to maintain t h i s symbolism, the author could not por t ray 
the man-like f igu re as su f fe r ing and humiliated by a beast. Therefore 
there i s no mention o f the saJfering of I s r ae l i n the account o f the 
fou r th beast and i t s l i t t l e horn at vss 7-8, even though th i s account 
i s r e l a t i v e l y prolonged. The author had no symbol f o r I s r ae l s u f f e r i n g , 
so the suffer ings of I s rae l could not be portrayed u n t i l the man-like 
figure had been in terpre ted . This i s the main func t ion of the summary 
in te rpre ta t ion of vss 17-18. The author, l i v i n g among and w r i t i n g f o r 
the Saints o f the Most High, provided i n these verses the i n t e rp re t a t i on 
of the man-like f igure i n a way which w i l l have been much clearer to 
his readers than i t has been to contemporery scholarship. Once th i s 
in te rpre ta t ion was supplied, Daniel could see the su f f e r ing of the 
Saints, and th i s fo l lows immediately, tacked on to his question i n 
vss 19-20. This lengthy r e p e t i t i o n of the descript ion o f the f o u r t h 
beast and especially i t s l i t t l e horn, i n the form of Daniel 's question 
to the in te rp re t ing angel, thus has two funct ions . I t draws a t ten t ion 
to the f o u r t h beast and p a r t i c u l a r l y to i t s l i t t l e horn, and i t prepares 
the way d i r e c t l y f o r the new piece o f vis ionary material i n vs 21. 
Now that the man-like f i gu re has been in terpre ted as the Saints o f the 
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Most High, Daniel can see the l i t t l e horn making war on them, a piece 
o f visionary material symbolizing the persecutions and war brought on 
them by Antiochus E^iphanes, Verse 22 brings added c l a r i t y and emphasis 
to the most important event of the chapter, the triumph of the Saints, 
Thus a proper understanding of the author's symbolism ensoles 
us to see c lear ly the po in t of the structure of t h i s chapter. The order 
o f events i n vss I V f f has one other func t ion , apart from enabling the 
author to maintain his chosen symbol, namely dramatic e f f e c t . I t i s 
not his f a u l t tha t modern in terpre ters have misred t h i s p o i n t . He l i v e d 
and suffered under the l i t t l e horn o f the f o u r t h bea?t» His i n t e rp re t a t i on 
drawis a t tent ion to i t s a c t i v i t i e s quite unmistakably, and i n the new 
visionary piece o f vss 21-22 i t does so wi th unexpected 6Tmz.tic e f f e c t . 
Moreover the f i n a l triumph of the Saints i s emphatically stated no less 
than three times. The author w i l l no doubt have been we l l s a t i s f i e d 
wi th his l i t e r a r y and dramatic solut ion o f the problem he set himself 
by his choice o f the man-like f igu re to represent the true I s r a e l , 
His choice was not a necessary one, i n the sense tha t other p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
were open to him. The author o f 1 En I x x i x - xc, l i k e the l a t e r author 
of IV Ezra x i i , used animals i n a d i f f e r e n t and more essent ia l ly neut ra l 
symbolic sense, and our author could have done the same. He had known 
many people martyred, so he might have produced a s u f f e r i ng man. However 
his choice of the man-like f i g u r e as a suitable symbol f o r the triumph 
o f the true I s rae l i s , as we have seen, a p e r f e c t l y i n t e l l i g i b l e choice 
made on the basis o f ideas found elsewhere i n Jewish theology and used 
by him elsewhere i n h is book. That t h i s w s the choice that he made 
i s demonstrated by the evidence o f the t ex t o f t h i s chapter, wliose 
symbolism and structure i s otherwise u n i n t e l l i g i b l e . 
What about the 0 ? » 3 retains i t s o r i g i n a l nominal character as 
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' the l i k e of'","'" I t was " l i k e " a human being because i n Daniel 's dream 
i t looked l i k e one: however i t was not i n f a c t a human being, i t was 
a purely symbolical being. This i s true also o f the f i r s t and t h i r d 
beasts i n vss 4. and 6, though i t i s easi ly overlooked because of t he i r 
peculiar features. I t i s true also of the second beast, which has none, 
but our author's habitual f l e x i b i l i t y of expression resul ted i n h is 
using a d i f f e r e n t expression here, though i t i s one wi th the same 
meaning, The same i s not said of the f o u r t h beast because 
i t i s to be portrayed as so awful that there i s nothing to compare i t 
w i t h , i n appearance as i n f r i g h t f u l n e s s . The other important being 
i n the dream i s f^P) ^ ^^Jl^ : here there i s no ^ because th i s 
being i n f a c t ex i s t s . 
Thus the use of D i n th i s chapter i s consistent. I t i s true 
that i t i s used a l i t t l e d i f f e r e n t l y i n the descript ion of angels i n 
v i i i - x i i , but t h i s does not matter, even i f these chapters are from 
the same author. How d i f f e r e n t the usacje i s , i s a func t ion of the finesse 
of the analyt ica l technique employed, not only of the primary evidence. 
I f we are content to say that here too 0 i s used i n expressions of 
comparison, then the uses i n v i i i , 1 5 etc, are the same as i n v i i , 1 3 . 
I f we employ a f i n e r ana ly t ica l technique which d i f f e r e n t i a t e s between 
the use o f D i n vii,13 to describe a being which looked l i k e a man 
i n every way but did not i n f a c t ex is t outside Daniel 's dream, i n 
v i i i , l 5 etc, to describe the rea l appearance o f r ea l angels, and i n 
vii,4.,6 to describe beings which looked p a r t l y l i k e and p a r t l y unl ike 
something, we must add that a l l t h i s f a l l s w i th in the semantic area 
of ^ , and that va r i a t ion w i t h i n the normal semantic area o f any 
word i s normal i n any author. Such an analysis cannot therefore const i tu te 
a v a l i d argument ei ther against the i n t e rp re t a t i on I have proposed 
or against the common authorship o f a l l these passages. 
1 . Montgomery, o p . c i t . , ad l o c . 
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WlK 1^ was described by Driver as "a choice semi-poetical 
expressionn,-'- Evidence subsequently gathered, though s t i l l meagre, has 
2 
made i t clear that i t was a normal term f o r 'man'. The singular does 
not recur i n Daniel, but the p l u r a l i s found twice, i i . 3 8 , v . 2 1 . Reasons 
f o r the author's choice of i t here can be p laus ib ly surmised. Against 
V i X , he wanted an ind iv idua l rather than the species: against 
the less d e f i n i t e expression i s perhaps the more suitable f o r an empty 
symbol. Montgomery's judgement appears sound: "The esqjression o f both 
category and ind iv idua l was best e:q)ressed by \iAX ^ l . " Ps v i i i 
may indeed have been i n mind, but i t i s not the coincidence of 
that suggests thidas much as the content of vs 6, an esqjression of 
that sentiment which explains our author's choice of a man as a symbol 
of I s r a e l , Ph i lo log ica l evidence does not support Farrer 's contention 
that "The term i s i n ^ l i c i t l y con5)arative« - but then Farrer d id not 
see f i t to discuss ph i lo log i ca l evidence,^ He notes that "the Hebrew 
f o r Son of Man i s ben-Adam", and he attempts to capi ta l ize on a l i t e r a l 
in te rp re ta t ion of t h i s : "the Son of Man i s both he who i s the natural 
superior of the beasts and he who holds the t i t l e from h is fa ther 
Adam", This i s very forced and can hardly survive the object ion that 
Da v i i i s wr i t t en i n Aramaic. Nor does i t help to say that "There i s 
no reason to doubt that v i i . 1 3 would run ' l i k e a son of man' i f i t had 
been wr i t t en i n Hebrew". I t was not w r i t t e n i n Hebrew, and i n Aramaic 
i t could have run DlT) TVIX QlK ^ 1 X'OV ' U ^ pKl 
The author d id not wr i t e t h i s because i t was not what he wanted to 
say, Farrer concludes "the meaning of the phrase son of man (without 
1 . S.R.Driver, o p . c i t . , ad l o c . 
2. G.Vermes, "The use of W 11 i n Jewish Aramaic", App,E 
i n M.Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts(%967) ,pp,310-28. 
3. Montgomery, o p . c i t ; , ad l o c . 
4. Farrer, o p . c i t . , pp.262-4, 
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inwrted commas) i s not i n dispute. Place i t i n inver ted commas and i t 
means the bearer of an Adamic dominion yet to come, and to be made 
effective over a l l the wor ld , " Anachronism i s no subst i tute f o r p roof . 
There were no inverted commas i n t h i s per iod, and the term 'son of men' 
d id not acquire anything equivalent to them,"^ 
Daniel saw the man-like f i g u r e coming down "wi th the clouds o f 
heaven". His heavenly o r i g i n i s r i g h t and proper f o r a synbol o f the 
chosen people of God: the idea that i t makes him a divine being resul t s 
from too r i g i d an in te rp re ta t ion of other t ex t s . There are no previous 
exan?)les of empty symbols coming wi th the clouds i n the OT because 
there are no previous examples o f empty symbols coming at a l l . I t marks 
a perfect contrast wi th the beasts emerging from the sea. They are 
forces basical ly hos t i l e to God: the chosen people symbolized by the 
man-like f igu re are God's own. The pos i t ion of )i^^V Q'A 
immediately a f t e r i l X properly draws the eye of the reader l i k e that 
o f the visionary up in to the sky - the scene so f a r has been set e n t i r e l y 
down on earth. This does not usually happen a f t e r H K , and hence the 
unusual order of words. At vs 2 an i den t i ca l order of words wr? not 
required because the author began wi th a statement about the sea, which 
corresponds sy:7ibolically to the clouds, and could thususe a to add 
the information that the beasts emerged fro.n i t . 
There i s i n s u f f i c i e n t reason to suppose that the author avoided 
put t ing the man-like f igure on the clouds. Since he i s coming down to 
earth i t may be tha t our author considered his passage most na tu r a l l y 
rendered wi th OVi, but neither he nor the L H t r an r l a to r can be shown 
to have had the finesse to see substantial d i f ference between SV6 
and ^ 3 , t m and ytrJi . The LXX t rans la tor used eiTt because that 
was how he saw the man-like f igu re coming, and r e l ig ions re sch ich t l i ch 
1» On the «Son of Man Concept" in Judaism, i n f r a ch 7 passim. 
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evidence makes his view unsurprising. The subsequent t r a d i t i o n shows 
a good var ie ty o f preposit ions, cv , CTTdLVu , CHL , ^ t T ^ , cum, 
i n , super, ^ , and t h i s does not appear to have any organic connection 
wi th d i f f e r e n t in terpreta t ions of the man-like figure."*" 
The man-like f i g u r e i s brought before the Ancient o f Days. As 
Montgomery and other coamentators have noted, '•the idea i s tha t o f 
a royal audience*.^ But who i s the subject of ^ T l l l i p T l ? The LXX 
supplies OL Trot|j)tTrY^K.oT£s : th i s i s not , or a t l eas t not simply, 
misrendering of ^'Ol P"!^ j the t ranslator w i l l have had i n mind 
, which he had rendered H < A ^ 
yvjpUL p^j?i.i&£s TV-(p£t\nrjknayv 40TG^ And he was r i g h t - some of the 
divine servants must i n f a c t be the subject o f They are 
the appropriate ones to bring the man-like f i gu re before the Deity, 
and there i s no-one else there to do so. 
The man-like f i g u r e i s then given dominion, g lory and sovereignty. 
He i s not however enthroned. He i s not i n any way confused wi th the 
heavenly beings who const i tute the court, and who do indeed s i t on 
thrones. He i s given the sovereignty to symbolize the giving o f sovereignty 
to I s r a e l , and every Jew knew that , so f a r from detracting from the 
sovereignty o f God, t h i s would demonstrate that God was i n f a c t King 
of a l l the world. 
Thus the corporate in te rp re ta t ion of the man-like f i g u r e a? a symbol 
of the Saints of the Most High enables us to give a coherent and consistent 
account of the symbolism and structure o f the whole o f Daniel v i i . 
Other i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s have however been abundant i n the scholarship 
of recent years, and i n a thesis o f th i s nature a c r i t i c a l survey o f 
them i s imperative. The commonest o f these other views i s that the man-like 
! • I n f r a , chs 3 and 4-, passim. 
2. Montgomery, o p . c i t , , ad l o c . 
3. On the LXX, c f . i n f r a , p.367. 
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f i g u r e i s the Messiah, This view has a long t r a d i t i o n from the p r e - c r i t i c a l 
era. One o f the best recent expositions o f i t i s tha t o f E.IBianiF.^ 
Dhanis recognizes tha t the man-like f i gu re represents I s r a e l , but 
he argues that i t represents the Messiah too. "Sentimus i ^ i t u r Fi l ium 
homlnis repraesentare siraul rerem i s r ae l i t i cum ultimorum teraporum atque 
I s rae l i t as qui cum eo regnaturi s in t i n gentes." Bhanis notes tha t i n 
the angelic in te rpre ta t ion the bessts are interpreted as kings ( 
vs 17) as wel l as kingdoms. There i s a textual problem, ar he observes* 
The versions read kingdoms at vs 17, a? i n the res t o f the i n t e rp r e t a t i on , 
LXX and Theod both having ^ o i < s - A t u i . ^ l i t t e r a e Yod et Waw, quae 
i n lingup aramaica, omissis vocalibus, solae dist inguunt verba "reges" 
(mlkyn) et "regna* (mlkwn), haud raro v l x i n t e r se d i f f e r u n t i n scr ip tura 
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praemasoretica". Has the single Ms which Baumgartner c i tes preserved 
the o r ig ina l reading | t > ^ ? ^ This i s improbable, on three grounds* 
The Aramaic i s very strongly attested? the f a c t that the versions 
read kingdoms" i s read i ly explicable as cons t i tu t ing t h e i r i n t e rp r e t a t i on 
of what the tex t r e a l l y mermtj and i f appears odd at f i r s t 
s ight , we can make good sense of i t i n terras o f current thought \rfilch 
we can show that our author shared. The author could say 
i n his summary statement because l i k e everyone else at that time he 
believed that a king was representative of his kingdom.^ Dhattis quotes 
two straightforward examples from the book o f Danielt i i . 3 9 from our 
author, and, what i s perhaps the most s t r i k i n g o f a l l , from the Hebrew 
par t o f the book, v l i i . 2 L t 1^ " j ^ ^ ) " Y 9 f Q I 
1. E.Dhanis, Gregori^num. ^5 {19U) $ pp . lO- l6 , "De Messia F i l i o Hominis 
i n Libro Daniel is" . 
2. I b i d . , p.U n . l 2 . 
3. W.Baumgartner, BHK, c i t i n g one Ms from B.Kennicott, Vetus Testamentum 
hebralcuffl cum v a r i i s lec t ionibus (2 vo l s , 1776 and 1780). 
i- Cf. especial ly D.Plusser, I s r Or St 2 (1972), p . l 7 0 . 
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But i t does not f o l l o w from t h i s that our author believed tha t I s r a e l 
would have a kivig a t a l l . Messianic be l i e f s were not univers-ni, and the 
f a c t that our author d id not share them i s demonstrated by his f a i l u r e 
to mention the Messiah anywhere, above a l l i n ids in te rp re ta t ion o f 
the man-like i i g u r e . The author o f the longer account o f I s r a e l ' s deliverance 
i n Da x i i does not mention any messiah e i ther . I t i s to be concluded 
therefore that our author belonged to a group which did not expect a 
messiah. From Da x - x i i we may conclude that Michael was thought o f 
as the guardian angel o f I s r a e l : but her only k ing , i n our author*s 
view, w i l l have been God, Against t h i s Dhanis' f u r t h e r arrument from the 
symbolism i s arbitrary? "Nunc autem, cum F i l i u s hominis non S C L L U Q 
magis quam multitude angelonim propinguet Deo, sed insuper caeles t i 
vehiculo ex a l to i n terram fe ra tu r , ideo sumbolizare videtur en? nimis 
transcendens quam quod constare possi t unice populo genuine I s r a e l " , 
No reason i s given why trnnscendental features of svjwibolism must involve 
some transcendence i n the being s.'rabolized; no allov/ance i s made f o r 
the author's very elevated view o f the f a i t h f u l I s r a e l . I n short t h i s 
argument i s simply the product o f the perspective o f the observer to 
whom i t "seems" to be the case. That t h i s i s not the perspective o f 
our author i s showri by the anre l ic i n t e rp re t a t ion which he wrote. 
Farrer adds a fu ther arpument from the f i r s t beast, which he says 
i s "treated not as a corporate representative o f Babylonian empire, 
but as Nebuchadnezzar i n person".^ This i s a misleading exag,yeration o f the 
f i r s t beastfs appendages, "The other beasts w i l l na tu ra l ly therefore 
be personally in terpre ted" . This exaggeration o f the author's ^ 3 ^ 0 
simply does not f o l l o w . S t i l l less doer i t f o l l o w that the f o u r t h beast 
i s Alexander's kingship. I t i s the whole Macedonian kingdom, inc lud ing 
1. A,M,Parrer, o p . c i t . , p.257. 
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at leas t eleven kings, and the man-like f i gu re (not , as Farrer ca l l s him, 
•the Son o f Man") i s not p a r a l l e l to a l i t t l e horn, but to a whole beast. 
This does not make messianic in te rp re te r s , whether the author o f the 
Similitudes o f Enoch, the Chr is t ian evangelists, or anyone else, " l i k e 
stupid chi ldren, taking the f i gu re o f John B u l l f o r the f i g u r e o f King 
George V I , as sometimes appears to be suggested". I t has never been suggested, 
and that Farrer sets th i s up f o r dismissal instead of r e f u t i n g the care fu l 
scholarship o f Driver and Montgomery underlines his f a i l u r e to come properly 
to grips wi th the corporate view. His remark i s not merely dependent 
on his ignorance of the continued t r a d i t i o n o f corporate i n t e rp re t a t i on 
of the man-like f i g u r e , but also involves a complete caricature o f ancient 
exegetical method. 
De Fraine also argues from Da v i i . l 7 , suggesting tha t "ce lu i 
qui d e f a i t l e s quatre • r o i s " (Da v i i . 1 7 ) , d o i t ^ r e r o i a son tour" .^ 
This begs the question, and misrepresents the Danielle t e x t , which does 
not say tha t the man-like f i gu re defeats anyone. Moreover, the not ion 
o f "corporate personali ty" cannot be h e l p f u l u n t i l i t i s shown that 
the man-like f igure i s an ind iv idua l as well as a symbol o f a corporate 
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en t i t y . U n t i l that i s demonstrated, i t must be supposed that we have 
to do more simply with a corporate e n t i t y . 
Kianis makes another obs«rvation which he makes l i t t l e use o f , 
but which recurs throughout the l i t e r a t u r e on t h i s chapter. "Observa 
angelum interpretem non dicere " F l l i u s hominis idem est ac sancti 
Dei a l t i ss im*: immo nec dicere : "Qui accipiunt regnum, sunt sancti 
Dei a l t i ss imi"? sed dicere solummodo «Suscip iunt autem regnum sancti 
1 . J . de Fraine, Adam et son l i^na^e (1959), p . l 7 3 . S imi l a r ly already 
W.Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums im neutestamentlichen Z e i t a l t e r 
( \ 9 2 6 ) , p . 267. 
2. I n general, c f . J.W.Bogerson, "The Hebrew Conception o f Corporate 
Personality! A Re-examination", JThS NS XXI (1970), pp. 1 - 16. 
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Dei a l t i s s i m i , " ^ This observation i s correct , but leads nowhere very 
s ign i f i can t . I n the same way the author never says ' H ' ^ ^ ^ f ppl 
K\T) pnK ^ ^ P . His s ty le o f w r i t i n g in te rpre ta t ions i s not 
to do th i s w i t h every i tem. Having set up ~^W'6 and 
b r i e f l y interpreted them, he assumes quite cor rec t ly that he simply 
has to proceed "^HnHK Dip^ pH/Vl and we sha l l all know 
he i s r e f e r r ing to the l i t t l e horn. S imi l a r ly he assumes that i f he 
proceeds from the beasts i n vs 17 to the triumph o f the Saints o f 
the Most High, and from the destruction o f the l i t t l e horn i n vs 26 
to the triumph of the people of the Saints of the Most High i n vs 27 
i n language very s imilar to that o f vs 14-» we sha l l a l l know he i s 
in te rpre t ing the man-like f i g u r e . His was not an unreasonable assumption, 
and i t has been cal led i n t o question only by in terpre ters who do not 
share his ideas. He d id not imagine that the man-like f i g u r e would 
be interpreted as the Messiah because he and the other members o f 
his group d id not hold t h i s b e l i e f , because he assumed everyone would 
rea l ize that the in te rp re ta t ion he wrote was r e a l l y intended to explain 
what his symbolism meant, and because his in t e rp re t a t ion supplies 
the expected triumph of his group as a very precise equivalent of 
the triumph of the man-like f i g u r e . 
Another suggestion i s that the man-like f i gu re should be i d e n t i f i e d 
as Michael. The c lass ical exposition o f t h i s view i s that o f N.Schmidt, 
and i t has been revived recently by Co l l i n s . ^ Af t e r r i g h t l y r e j ec t i ng 
the Messianic in t e rp re t a t ion , Schmidt expresses d i s sa t i s f ac t ion w i t h 
the corporate in te rp re ta t ion too. « I t i s impossible to escape the impression 
1 . Dhanis, o p . c i t . , p.13 n .9 . 
2. J . J .Col l ins , "The Son of Man and the Saints of the Most High i n 
the Book of Daniel", JBL 93 (197-i), pp. 50- 66. 
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that th i s symbolic representation o f «a more humane regime", "e in 
Menscheitsideal" savors more o f modern sentiments than o f the conceptions 
of Semitic a n t i q u i t y . " But t h i s object ion r e a l l y applies only to some 
of the presentations o f t h i s view by the contemporary scholars w i th 
whom Schmidt had to deal. I t i s not applicable to the version of i t 
expressed above, which has been c a r e f u l l y anchored i n the I s r a e l i t e 
thought of that period, and, what i s more remarkable, i t i s not a relevant 
c r i t i c i s m of the view of Ibn Ezra, whom Schmidt quotes. In a passage 
which har exercised considerable influence on subsequent scholarship, 
Schmidt notes the examples o f expressions l i k e V\X used i n 
the book of Daniel to designate angels. At v i i i . 1 5 Gabriel i s described 
as "^IL\ T l K I P ^ : at v i i i . 1 6 he has the voice of a man, Q I K ^Ip : 
at X . 1 6 he i s described as D I K J l l p l t ) , at x . l 8 Q1K TlK l^O*:): 
at i i i . 2 5 one o f the four ^^"\IL\ i s l ikened to ^^Tl^ K ^Hs at i x . 2 1 
the angel i s re fer red to as ^)(.^^2.\ V%\): a t x.5 he i s I f l K ^^K 
and l ikewise at x i i . 6 , 7 , Schmidt adds references to Rev 
xix,14., Ezk i.26, 1 En l x x x v i i , 2 to show that the representation of 
angels i n human form i s comprehensible i n the thought and usage of 
t h i s per iod. 
As applied to Da v i i . 1 3 , t h i s argument i s l o g i c a l l y unsound. 
Let us f i r s t grant Schmidt's supposition that Da v i i was w r i t t e n by 
the same man as Da v i i i - x i i . From the f a c t , accurately demonstrated 
by Schmidt, that the author o f Da v i i i - x i i described angels i n human 
terms, i t does not fo l low that he could not describe anything else 
as '•man-like" as w e l l . On th i s l o g i c a l po in t Schmidt*s whole argument 
collapses. I t i s even less improbable that a d i f f e r e n t author shoidd 
use the same con?)arison f o r a piece of empty symbolism. That Michael 
i s the heavenly prince o f I s r a e l i n Da x . 2 1 , x i l . l i s to be granted, 
but i t fol lows from the evidence o f Da v i i i t s e l f that the author o f 
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Da v i i did not regard him as important enough to mention. Schmidt's 
conclusion provides another misrepresentation of the corporate view 
of the man-likd figure. "The heavenly being that hap the appearance of 
a man i s understood i n the same sense as i n a l l other passages i n Daniel. 
I t i s not necessary to create a special mesning f o r i t here". There i s 
no heavenly being at Da v i i . l 3 , there i s an empty symbol: i t i s not 
the same thing that i s given a d i f f e r e n t meaning i n t h i s pass^ige and 
i n the others. That i t has a d i f f e r e n t meaning f o l l o v s from the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
which the author supplied, and t h i s could not be upset by grounds of 
general p r o b a b i l i t y even i f they were stronger than those supplied 
by Fchmidt, 
Collins' arcument d i f f e r s c h i e f l y i n that he regards the "holy 
ones" i n Da vii,18,22 as the angels, though t h i s lead^^ him in t o some 
d i f f i c u l t y at vii.27.'^ This makes i t more natural f o r him to i n t e r p r e t 
the man-like figure as th e i r representative, but his argument i s no 
rea l improvement on that of Schmidt. He repeats the references to Da 
v i i i , 1 5 , ix,21, x.5, x i i . 6 , and does not explain the absence of Michael 
i n Da v i i . 2 7 . 
Zevitt has i d e n t i f i e d the man-like figure as Gabriel, He deliberately 
baser the f i r s t part of his argument on that of Schmif^t, to show that 
this f i - u r e i s an angel. We have already seen that Schmidt's argument 
i s unsound. Ze v i t t then draws attention to Da ix,2 1 , where Daniel refers 
to T)^no \\]v\2 mi m k'XL\ VKT) 
According to Ze v i t t , "The only vision previous to t h i s i n which a man 
or man-like figure participated i s that of v i i . l 3 " . This i s not the 
casej ancient and modern comraentatorc alike have supplied the correct 
1. Against t h i s view, i n f r a pp,72-81, 
2. 2,Zevitt, "The Structure and Individual Elements of Daniel 7", 
80 (1968), pp. 385-96. 
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reference back to Da v i i i . l 6 , where "^ HX T^ K"^ ^^  seen by Daniel 
i n vs 15 i s e x p l i c i t l y i d e n t i f i e d as Gabriel."^ Da v i i i . l uses the term 
n^n, and while the symbolic part can be described as lUD?), 
the vision does not stop there, but includes the appearance of the 
angel Gabriel to int e r p r e t the symbolism. Zevitt's view i s based on 
a d e f i n i t i o n of "vision" remote from the usage of the author of Daniel. 
I t need hardly be added that Z e v l t t does not explain the absence of 
Gabriel from the interpr e t a t i v e section of Da v i i . 
Three human beings have been suggested as candidates for the 
2 
man-like figure. Gaster suggested Moses. His unsatisfactory approach 
t y p i f i e s a l l too many attempts to get behind the text of Daniel, He 
comments on vss 9-18 " I t i s absolutely incoherent and confused. In order 
to understand i t properly, some order must be put i n t o that confusion 
so characteristic of a dream t o l d incoherently". But the incoherence 
and confusion l i e i n the mind of the researcher who cannot understand 
the t ext, and the function of such remarks i s to permit an arbitrariness 
i n method whereby the scholar reads i n t o or behind the text what he 
f i r s t expected to f i n d there. His comment on vs 9 i s reminiscent of his 
ancient predecessors: "Evidently the word 'thrones' i s not to be taken 
as p l u r a l " , ^ Equally a r b i t r a r y i s the comment on vs U: "The glory of 
God, His might and power, i s described i n Daniel v i i . l i ^ , which has nothing 
to do with the Son of man, and should follow immediately a f t e r God 
s i t t i n g i n judgement". This i s not int e r p r e t a t i o n of the Danielle 
1. E.g, Jerome, Theodoret, ad l o c ; S.R.Driver, op.cit., ad loc.: 
Montgomery, op.cit,, ad loc, 
2. M,Gaster, "The Son of Man and the Theophany i n Daniel, Ch.VII: A 
New Interpretation", The Search I (1931), pp.15-30. 
3. Gaster, op.cit., pp.21-2. 
4. I b i d . , pp.24-5. Cf. i n f r a , pp.266-8, 
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text, but simple re j e c t i o n of i t . The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the man-like 
figure as Moses follows on the most general of grounds, i t s only 
p a r t i c u l a r i t y being the unconvincing assertion of d i r e c t dependence 
on Dt xxxii.2-4. Gaster uses very l a t e evidence to f i l l out his picture 
of Moses, without the careful discrimination which must be employed 
i f such l a t e material i s to be handled convincingly, and h i s production 
of Moses on a cloud suffers from the sr5me f a u l t as more orthodox attempts 
to i d e n t i f y the figure by means of i t s cloud. Yet the l a t e date of some 
of Gaster*s evidence i s a less fundamental f a u l t than the way i n which 
he d i s t o r t s and i n the lat ; t analysis brushes aside the evidence of the 
Danielic text which he i s supposed to be i n t e r p r e t i n g . He was indeed 
a worthy fore-runner of Ginsberg, 
Sahlin has suggested that the man-like figure i s Judas Maccabaeus. 
"•••der eigentliche Zweck des Redaktors des Danielbuches war, Judas 
Makkabtus als den von Gott gesandten Messias darzustellen, der das 
Volk Gottes von dem gottLosen K8nig Antiochus Epiphanes und von dessen 
Versuch, I s r a e l m vernichten, erlOsen s o l l t e " * ^ The f a c t that the author 
never mentions Judas Maccabaeus i s a f a t a l objection to t h i s view* His 
absence at xii«l i s not mitigated by the hopeful remark "Michael df l r f t e 
mithin hier als Deckfigur ff l r Judas MakkabSus zu verstehen sein". That 
some contemporary Jews must have regarded Judas a? a godsent deliverer 
i s true enough, but i t does not follow that the author of Daniel d i d 
so. Whether he did can be decided only by considering the evidence of 
t h i s book, which does not mention him, and appears to have expected deliveranc 
by supernatural means. Nor has Sahlin demonstrated his view that the 
author e^^ected deliverance »»durch einen Mann .... der von Gott mit 
1. H.Sahlin, "Antiochus IV Epiphanes und Judas Makkablus. Einzige 
Geschichtspunkte zum Verstfindnisse des Danielbuches", StTh 23 (1969), 
pp.41-68. The quotation i s from p.4.2. 
2. I n f r a , pp.81-2. 
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messianischer Macht bekleidet werden wird". This cannot be read o f f 
the symbolism of vs 13. F i n a l l y the disappearance of t h i s view i s d i f f i c u l t 
to explain because i t f i t s so b e a u t i f u l l y i n t o the syrian t r a d i t i o n 
of interpretation, which saw the Maccabean vi c t o r y under Judas as the 
meaning of the triumph of the Saints of the Most High, and could easily 
have seen Judas Maccabaeus as a type of Christ,"^ 
Schmid has suggested that the man-like figure i s none other than 
Daniel himself.^ In the f i r s t place, Schmid's view depends on his Redaktions-
geschichte of t h i s chapter, which i s similar to those discussed above, 
3 
and unconvincing for the same reasons. I t i s precisely the removal 
of the interpretation of the man-like figure which makes i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
d i f f i c u l t . Schmid then seeks the soiurce of the designation VAK IIL"^ 
i n Da v i i i . 1 7 where Daniel i s addressed as U"1K - I . His description 
of this term as "den T i t e l " i s incorrect. I t i s not an exclusive description 
of anyone, and the f a c t that i t i s applied to Daniel (probably by a 
l a t e r author, but that i s a separate point) does not supply the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the person involved when the description i s used elsewhere. I t i s 
a normal term for man, and the f a c t that Daniel l i k e Ezekiel before 
him could be addressed by means of i t i s not inconsistent with the use 
of human symbolism i n a d i f f e r e n t way i n a separate chapter. 
The remaining i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of significance i s that which regards 
the man-like figure as deriving from widespread concepts of an Urmensch 
i n the ancient near East. This i s important for o;ir purposes, because 
i f the author of Daniel knew a glorious individual figure "the Man" 
or "The Son of Man", i t could be t h i s figure which was known to l a t e r 
1. I n f r a , ch 3, passim. 
2. H.Schmid, "Daniel, der Menschensohn", Judaica 27 (1971), pp.192-220. 
3. Supra, especially pp.22-31. 
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sources and referred to by Jesus himself, and t h i r could be the case 
even i f our author has used t h i s individual f i ^ e es a symbol i n Da 
v i i i t s e l f . The weakness of t h i s view i: that t h i s "Son of Man'' figure 
does not actually occur i n any Jewish source. I shall sr^ue here only 
that the present text of Daniel does not provide s u f f i c i e n t evidence 
of i t s existence i n I s r a e l . I sh a l l arrue riinilGrly i n the case of 
other texts as I deal with them, and draw the result? ofthese discussions 
together at the end of ch 7, where I shall ar?nie that there was no 
•Son of Man Concept* i n Judaism,^ 
Row far t h i s interpretative school depended on i t s own i n a b i l i t y 
t o understand the Danielic t e x t i s evident i n the seminal work of 
Gunkel, who declared "Auch der im Zusamrnenhange der Daniel so rStselhafte 
•Menschenshon, der auf den Wolken des Himmels kommt', wird zur Tradition 
geh8renj denn es i s t schwer zu sa£en, vie der Verfasservon sich aus 
aiif dies Bild grade f«r Israel hStte verfallen kflnneii; zumal Isr a e l 
j a i n dem Gesichte schon unter dem Namen 'die Heiligen' erwfthnt war". 
But the man-like figure was "rStselhaft" because Gunkel could not 
understand i t ; i t i s now possible to say how the author could have 
produced t h i s symbol f o r Israel out of native I s r a e l i t e material, and 
this has enabled us to explain the use of the tenn ' V ^ l j ) at vs 21, 
and the real nature and importance of vss 3.-2, Hence the gro;nd i s 
removed from Gunkel's conjecture "Im Mythus wftrde 'Menschensohn' der 
T i t e l des Gottes-fberwinders sein". L i t t l e enough evidence could i n 
any case be drawn on i n i t s favour. The number of genuine s i m i l a r i t i e s 
between Da v i i and the Babylonian material, whether assessed i n i t s 
1. On the Similitudes of Enoch, i n f r a pp,372i403 : on IV Ezra, pp.-i23-35, 
2. H,Gunkel,Schgpfung und Chaos (1896), p.331, 
3. I b i d . The outstanding d i f f i c u l t i e s l i s t e d by Gunkel, pp.327-8 have 
now a l l been solved. 
o r i g i n a l form or as i t supposedly recurred i n I s r a e l , were too few 
to demonstrate dependence, and some of them, such as the use of O i l , 
are i n themselves common use of material so widespread that i t s recurrence 
i n independent works was inevitable. 
This same mythological background was also u t i l i z e d by Schmidt, 
who i n suggesting that the man-like fi^jure was Michael ar^xied that 
his prototype was Marduk."^ Subsequent scholars have produced a series 
of d i f f e r e n t suggestions, which underlines the methodological inadequacy 
of th e i r work. Beginning from an i n a b i l i t y to underst?nd the o r i g i n 
of the man-like figure i n Daniel and the "Son of Man" i n the Similitudes 
of Enoch, they have poiiited out s i m i l a r i t i e s to Da v i i i n a variety 
of mythological sources i n the Ancient Near East, But a few s i m i l a r i t i e s 
are not proof of o r i g i n , and the uncontrolled nature of the use of t h i s 
evidence i s decisively against a l l thepe views. I n recent years Canaan 
has replaced Babylon as the main source of influence to be suggested. 
This i s i n s t r u c t i v e . The s i m i l a r i t i e s with the Babylonian material are 
s t i l l there, but now appear as inadequate, which they always were. But 
the Canaanite arguaents are of the same type, relying on a few s i m i l a r i t i e s , 
and having to posit an I s r a e l i t e conception d i f f e r e n t from that found 
i n any source because existing I s r a e l i t e sources do not have any concept 
s u f f i c i e n t l y l i k e that of the e a r l i e r myths. Moreover the asse::ibling 
of an apparently imposing l i s t of d i f f e r i n g myths as evidence of a widespread 
concept of an Urmensch used by Daniel i s misleading; the need to assemble 
such a l i s t of foreign material i s r e a l l y due to the absence of s u f f i c i e n t l y 
clear evidence of the requisite kind anywhere, 
A few examples w i l l s u ffice. C.H.Kraeling^, beginning from the 
1. N.Schmidt, op.cit.: supra, pp.57-9. 
2. C,H.Kraeling, Anthropos and Son of Man (1927), ch VI. 
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assumption that there i s a "Son of Man concept" i n Judaism, argued 
that i n order to demonstrate that the Anthropos constituted the o r i g i n 
of the Son of Man he had to show (1) that the Jewish figure i n question 
cannot be explained adequately as a product of Hebrew thought: (2) that 
i t and the proposed foreign prototype are basically homogeneous: (3) that 
the suggested prototype was actually adaptable to the e^^ression of 
those Jewish ideas which i t served to convey i n the new environment. 
The trouble here l i e s r i ^ h t at the beginning, where his assumption 
that there was a Jewish Son of Man concept which cannot be explained 
adequately as a product of Hebrew thought rests on his i n a b i l i t y to 
understand Da v i i and the Similitudes of Enoch, With the f a i l u r e of 
(1) the foreign prototype becomes irrel e v a n t . Then "basically homogeneous' 
conceals so many differences that only his d i f f i c u l t i e s i n understanding 
the Jewish documents themselves could make his second point look even 
plausible. 
Bentzen has suggested that Da v i i i s an eschatologizing of Ps ii, 
which he thinks i s derived from the enthronement ceremony celebrated 
at the New Year i n I s r a e l , ^ There i s some uncertainty as to whether there 
ever was an I s r a e l i t e enthronement f e s t i v a l ; there i s no doubt that 
when Daniel was writt e n no such ceremony had been celebrated i n I s r a e l 
for centuries. Ps i i has important contacts of thourht with Da v i i , 
whose author no doubt knew i t well enough, but there i s not s u f f i c i e n t 
evidence of the d i r e c t dependence that Bentzen seeks. On the contrary, 
there are important differences which he has to minimize. Above a l l 
Daniel has no proper equivalent to the Anointed One i n the psalms i t i s 
simply tendentious to claim that the man-like figure i s his equivalent, 
when he i s a symbol of the Saints and i s not enthroned at a l l . Bentzen 
remarks of the man-like figure "FBr ihn i s t wohl einer der i n 9 erwShnten 
1. A,Bentzen, King and Messiah (1953), pp,7^-5: Daniel (^952), ad l o c . 
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Throne reserviert*.^ But t h i s i s not stated i n Daniel, and has to be 
assumed to make Da v i i more l i k e i t s posited source, 
2 
Bentzen's position has been further developed by J.A.Emerton, 
Here again f a i l u r e to understand the Similitudes of Enoch and k Ezra 
x i l i i s important, for Emerton puts them together with Da v i i and Sib.Or. 
V, 41-^ -33 to get the Son of man imagery whose o r i g i n he seeks. Emerton 
then assimilates "the Son of man" to a divine figure. This i s j u s t 
what the man-like figure i s not. The author of Da v i i was a t r a d i t i o n a l i s t 
defending the ancient I s r a e l i t e f a i t h against foreign encroachment: 
nothing he says leads one to the improbable notion that he chose a time 
of desperate persecution for his f a i t h to introduce a second deity 
into the monotheistic f a i t h of I s r a e l . The function of the clouds was 
noted above. That i n the Old Testament God comes with them i s no excuse 
for turning another figure coming with them i n t o a deity. God may be 
likened to a man i n Ezk i.26: thgt men are l i k e men i s more obvious, 
that angels are likened to men i n Daniel and elsewhere i s well-known, 
and that the author used a man as an empty symbol of the people of 
Israel i s now con^^rehensible. Jebusite conjectures cannot be determinative 
for the views of a second century conservative, and Emerton^s reliance 
on Canaanite evidence leads him to make a classic formulation of the 
f a u l t s of this l i n e of investigation. «It i s not e x p l i c i t l y stated that 
the Son of Man k i l l s the fourth beast, but the Canaanite p a r a l l e l s 
suggest that t h i s occurred i n the underlying myth".^ This i s to t w i s t 
Daniel f o r c i b l y i n a Canaanite direction. The f a c t i s that i n the 
1. Bentzen, Daniel, p. 57 n.63, following Mowinckel: cf. supra, p.ii3. 
2. J,A.Emerton, "The Origin of the Son of Man Imagery", JThS NS IX 
(1958), pp.225-42. 
3. Supra, p. 52. 
4. Emerton, op.cit., p.232. 
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Danielic text the man-like figure does not k i l l the fourth beast at a l l . 
The judgement i s carried out by God alone, with the assistance of such 
assessors as may be. But the man-like figure does not come on stage 
u n t i l after the destruction of the fourth beast, so that he can symbolize 
the I s r a e l i t e triumph, Ganaanite pa r a l l e l s suggest otherwise because 
they are not s u f f i c i e n t l y p a r a l l e l : above a l l the pious Jew has not 
given us a second God, 
Mowinckel argues from the f a c t that K^OV i s not 
interpreted that the author must have been using an existing mythological 
figure from which he got th i s item that he did not use.''" But from t h i s 
i t follows only that our author's interpr e t a t i v e style was not as r i g i d 
as Mowinckel imagines i t should have been. The clouds perform an important 
2 
symbolic function, as we have seen, associating the Saints of the Most 
High with God by providing t h e i r symbol with a heavenly o r i g i n . They 
also function as a means of transport. They are not interpreted simply 
because the author was not constructing a precise allegory, 
i s not interpreted, the peculiar features of the f i r s t three beasts 
are not interpreted, much of the symbolism of vss 9-10 i s not interpreted 
either. This i s not because the author could not understand his own 
symbolism, or took i t over wholesale from a previous source. I t i s 
because he had s u f f i c i e n t l i t e r a r y and dramatic sense to construct a 
splendid dream to put forward his message. In the int e r p r e t a t i o n he 
concentrates on essentials. I f the symbolic part of his dream were 
deprived of a l l features that do not appear i n the in t e r p r e t a t i v e part, 
i t would be too feeble to form an effective piece of l i t e r a t u r e . That 
the author drew on previous sources f o r his imagery i s true enough, 
1. S.Mowinckel, op.cit., pp.3i48-53, 
2. Supra, p.52. 
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but w« should not assume he lacked creative o r i g i n a l i t y by supposing 
that he must have drawn i t wholesale i n large u n i t s . 
Borsch surveys a l l the varied mythical material which ha: been 
drawn upon for the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of t h i s figure and derives from i t 
a common concept. "There are too many r e l i c s from such enthronement 
sagas which cannot be f i t t e d i n t o other backgrounds."^ This i s hardly 
the case, and i t i s r e a l l y w i l f u l to support i t by sugge^^ting that 
i n the Danielic text there comes on the scene the young god, f o r t h i s 
i s j u s t what the man-like figure i s not. 
The mythological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure i s therefore 
to be rejected. Beginning from an i n a b i l i t y to i n t e r p r e t Jewish texts 
against a background of Jewish thought, i t har u t i l i z e d weak s i m i l a r i t i e s 
i n order to assert dependence on foreign material so alien as to necessitate 
frequent assumptions that the Danielic and other texts must once have 
meant something other than what they mean i n t h e i r surviving form. 
These as.-umptions have not been j u s t i f i e d * 
F i n a l l y , some of the less satisfactory nuances often or recently 
given to the corporate view must be surveyed. Rowley's i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
has been much quoted: "the figure represents the rule of the saints, 
or the saints as invested with authority".^ The f i r s t of these two 
formulations i s altogether unsatisfactory: the man-like figure 
cannot represent the rule of the Saints because he i s actually 
given 
The second for::iulation i s 
not much improvement: the man-like figure comes, and then i s invested 
with authority - he can hardly represent "the saints ar Invested with 
authority" before he i s given any. Farrer i s worse: " I t i s the d i g n i t y 
!• F.H.Borsch, The Son of Man i n Myth and History (1967), p.1^2. 
2. H.H.Rowley, op.cit., p.63, n.2 from p.62. 
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alone that comes down from heaven".This i s completely alien to the 
author, whose interpretation of his symbolism says with reasonable c l a r i t y 
that the man-like figure represents the Saints tout simple. Further, 
the author chose a man-like figure as a suitable symbol to represent 
Israel triumphing after the destroction of her enemies. Hence he does 
not use i t as a symbol of Is r a e l persecuted, but can use i t p e r f e c t l y 
well to bring Is r a e l on stage to receive her sovereignty. After the 
destruction of Antiochus and the Macedonians by supernatural means, 
Israel w i l l receive an eternal kingdom. On the symbolical l e v e l , after 
the destruction of the fourth beast the man-like figure comes to the 
Ancient of Days andthen i s given sovereignty with the obedience of a l l 
nations for ever. 
One of the most important recent theories about the man-like figure 
i s that i n some real sense he suffers. This theory arises from the Son 
of man problem i n the New Testament, and i t s application to the te x t 
of Daniel i s forced and unconvincing. I t appears to have been broached 
f i r s t by C.F.D.Moule. He argues that i n Da v i i , as i t now stands, "the 
saints are symbolized by the Human One - not i d e n t i f i e d with, but represented 
by him: and i f the saints are p a r t i a l l y and temporarily eclipsed, only 
to be subsequently g l o r i f i e d , then exactly the same may be presumed 
to be appropriately predicated of the Human Figure". I t may not be 
presumed at a l l . I t i s nowhere stated, and i t i s quite inconsistent 
with his choice of a man as a symbol of triumph. The author could easily 
have said i t i n a further extension at vs 8, which he could have had 
1. Farrer, op.cit., p.260. 
2. C.F.D.Moule, "From Defendant to Judge - and Deliverer", BSNTS 3 (1952): 
reprinted i n C.F.D.Moule, The Phenomenon of the New Testament (1967). 
I quote from the l a t t e r , p.83. 
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instead of the present insert i o n at v s c 21 - 2. He did not do so, both 
^or dramatic effect and because he i n f a c t chose his man symbol as 
a symbol to portray Israel's triumph. " I f so, then 'the Son of Man' 
already means 'the representative of God's chosen people, dfj^tined through 
suffering to be exalted'". There are two further reasons why i t does 
not: one i s that the man-like figure i s an empty symbol, so that the 
term "representative" conceals an important difference between t h i s 
figure and what Moule regards as the "Son of Man" i n the Gospels. 
The second i s that "the Son of Man'* does not occur i n the Danielic t e x t 
at a l l : \KiX 1 ^ i s a figure l i k e a son of man. 
Moule's position has been developed by another New Testament scholar, 
M.D.Hooker.^ Hooker realises that the author "may well have f e l t that 
the human figure was an inappropriate symbol f o r the people of I s r a e l 
during th e i r t r i b u l a t i o n " , but she nevertheless continues "but the Son 
of man clearly represents i n some way the saints of the Most High, and 
there can be no doubt at a l l that they suffered". They did; but when 
the author meant t h i s he said i t , i n vs, 21, She goes on "unless we 
detach him from them and regard him as a separate figure with independent 
experiences we cannot dissociate him from what hapoens to them". But 
i t i s not that the man-like figure has independent experiences: he i s 
an empty sy:abol with no experiences at a l l , other than the symbolic ones 
i n vss, 13 *• 14.. To that extent he i s a separate fif.:ure, and he i s to 
be dissociated from the sufferings of the Saints, The author's hope 
of deliverance by God was not "based on the fact that I s r a e l i s already 
Son of man". I t was based on his f a i t h i n a r e l i a b l e God who would deliver 
his people. Our autnor did not believe that I s r a e l i s , was or would be 
1. M.D.Hooker, The Son of Man i n M»rk (1967), pp.11-32. Of. al 
C.K.Barrett, Jesus and the Gospel Tradition, pp. 4 i f f , 
so 
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"the Son of man», he simply chose a mnn-like figure to symbolize I s r a e l 
i n triumph. We should not suppose thet he believed I s r a e l was "the Son 
of man" because that i s not what he says: snd he doe? not say th?t 
"the Son of man" suffers either. 
The conclusions of th i s discussion may now be summarized. The m^n-llko 
figure i s an empty symbol of the "Saints of the Most High", the f a i t h f u l 
people of I s r a e l . I n choosing t h i s symbol of them our author used old 
and simple Jewish ideas. He chose i t to represent thera coming i n triuiaph 
so that they are not mentioned as suffering under the l i t t l e horn u n t i l 
the man-like figure has been interpreted as the "Saints of the Most High". 
His coming i n triumph to be given sovereignty by God symboli7es the 
forthcoming triumph of the Jews over Antiochus Epiphanes and the Macedonians, 
a triumph which was to be achieved by means of divine intervention. 
I n vs.15 T\11A X\XI has caused such trouble that even Montgomery 
wanted to emend the t e x t . ^ But there i s now confirmation of the background 
from IQapGn I I , 10 'il^l/il . The body i s the sheath 
of the s p i r i t . The verse expresses the f a c t that Daniel was disturbed, 
and t h i s led him to seek an explanokion of what he has seen, but i t i s 
clear from the sequel that he has not woken vp, Nebuchadnezzar could 
have his dreams interpreted by Daniel, but tirve hero himself needs an 
angel to i n t e r p r e t . Hence, while the next verses are genuinely p a r a l l e l 
to the interpretative section of Da i i , there i s t h i s difference, that 
the interpretation i s provided by an angel who i s s t i l l w ithin the dream. 
This angel i s described i n vs.l6 as X^^Xp |0 I D , that i ? , 
one of the attendants mentioned e a r l i e r i n the dream at vs.lO. This angel 
then undertakes to provide the int e r p r e t a t i o n of what Daniel has seen, 
and goes straight i n t o the s'ommary int e r p r e t a t i o n of vss.17 - 18. 
1. Montgomery, op.cit., ad loc. 
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Here the author says that the four beasts represent four kings 
who w i l l arise from the earth. This i s simply a way of saying that 
they represent the four kingdoms,"^ The main function of th i s summary 
interpretation i s to i d e n t i f y the man-like figure as the Saints of the 
Most High, so that Daniel can see them suffer under the l i t t l e horn 
2 
before a f u l l e r interpretation i s supplied. Most interpreters have 
assumed that the Saints of the Most High are the Jewish people, but i n 
recent years t h e i r i d e n t i f i c a t i o n has been a subject of considerable 
debate, and the opinion has been growing that they are i n f a c t angels. 
Stated by Procksch, thi s view has been properly developed by Noth and 
Dequeker, and refuted by Brekelmans and Hasel, One of the most s i g n i f i c a n t 
statements of the evidence i s that of Dequeker, who i n his second attempt 
to advocate the view that the "Saints" are angels has to admit "Reading 
1. For the king as representative of his kingdom i n a very simple 
way, supra, pp.l4-15» Daniel's interpreters often have similar eiJ^ressions, 
i n f r a , passim. 
2. Supra, pp.A8-9, 
3. M.Noth, "Die Heiligen des HSchsten", i n M.Noth, Gesammelte Studien 
zum i l t e n Testament (1957), pp*274-90: J.Coppens and L.Dequeker, Le 
Fi l s de I'Homae et les Saints du Tr^s-Haut en Daniel V I I (1961): 
L,Dequeker,The 'Saints of the Most High' i n Qumran and Daniel", OTS 
m i l (1973), pp.108-87: C.H.W.Brekelmans, "The Saints of the Most High 
and thei r Kingdom", QTS XIV (1965), pp.305-29: G.F.Hasel, "The I d e n t i t y 
of the 'Saints of the Most High' i n Daniel 7", Bib 56 (1975), ppa73 
- 192. Of. also R,Hanhart, "Die Heiligen des Hichsten", SVT 16 (1967), 
pp.90-101: J.J.Collins, "The Son of Man and the Saints of the Most High 
i n the Book of Daniel", ^  93 (197-4), pp,50-66. Basel's a r t i c l e did 
not come into my hands u n t i l I was already typing t h i s chapter. His 
argument i s almost i d e n t i c a l to mine, except that he ^ s not perceived 
the structure of Da v i i . 
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the verses 21 and 25 for themselves, without taking into account the 
Redaktionsgeschichte of the chapter, one comes necessarily to the 
conclusion that "the Saints" must be understood as the f a i t h f u l Jewish 
people, persecuted by Antiochus J^iphanes". Quite so. And Dequeker 
i s doing no more than echoing Noth, who also had to admit "Die Beziehung 
'der Heiligen des H^chsten' auf das Gottesvolk I s r a e l i s t i n dera 
flberlieferten Bestand von Dan 7 allerdings gegeben"."*" This i s important^ 
because i t means that even i f Noth and Dequeker are r i g h t , the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the Saints as the Jews was held i n 166-5 B.C., and t h i s supplies 
a terminus a quo for the coiporate inte r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figu r e 
as a symbol of the Jewish people. I t i s also an admission which undermines 
much of th e i r argument. 
The fundamental statement i s that of v i i . 2 7 . I t i s the author's 
longest and most e x p l i c i t statement of the triu n ^ h of the Saints, and 
here he cal l s them P ^ l ^ ^ h i D*:^  . The use of the 
term enables us to deduce that t h i s i s the Jewish people i n triumph, 
Noth however argued that here means "Schar", and t h i s he sought 
to j u s t i f y by appealing to IQH I I I , 21. Here however we must follow 
most scholars (including Dequeker) i n inte r p r e t i n g as , 
"with". This makes excellent sense, saying that the psalmist w i l l be 
united i n community with the angels, Noth objects that the term "lO'iO 
"ohne eine nihere Erkiarung durch einen folgenden Genetiv zu nichtssagend 
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ist"» This i s a r b i t r a r y i n i t s e l f , and disproved by 1 QH XI,13 
Dy\9^ l^^j\n^\ Here the 
presence of ensures that I^^^H be taken without a 
following genitive. This should be done also at I I I , 21-2. Thus 
= "Schar" has no support from Qumran, I t i s never employed i n the 
1. Noth, op.cit., p.289. 
2. I b i d . , p.28^ n.2iU 
11. 
OT with reference to angels or c e l e s t i a l beings. I t follows that i n 
Da vii.27 0 ^ should be taken i n a straightforward way as a reference 
to the Jewish people. 
The triumph of TM^^il V H ^ i n vs,27 i s clearly 
the same event as the triumph of V'~ip i n vss.18 
and 22, and of ^VHj^ i n vs. 2?. Therefore these phrases also refer 
to the Jewish people. Therefore the expression ^ I l ^ i i i ^l/^lp 
i n vs. 27 begins with a use of the construct state equivalent to an epexeg-
e t i c a l genitive and i t may be rendered ( o v e r l l t e r a l l y , to bring out the 
construction and meaning) "the people which consists of the Paints of the 
Most High". 
This makes excellent sense of a l l the author's statements about 
the Saints of the Most High,The summary interpretation of vss.17-18 
provides a summary statement of t h e i r triumph. At vs.21 Daniel sees the 
l i t t l e horn making war on .Antiochus' persecution of and 
war against the Jewish people called f o r t h the book of Daniel, and some 
mention of the war should hardly cause surprise. Both Noth and Dequeker 
excise this verse, but we have seen that vss. 21 - 22 form an organic 
1 
part of the structure of th i s chapter. Vs.22 has the controversial statement 
^^il^^a V n p ^ llf KAni . There are two suggestions. 
Most scholars have argued that i t means that the judgement was given i n favour 
of the Saints of the Most High, but some have suggested that i t means 
that judgement was given i n t o the hands of the Paints of th^Most High, 
that i s , they became the judges. Both are sound Aramaic, and there i s 
no j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r emending the text. LXX and Theod both imply HT/*, 
but none of the versions help with the point i n dispute. Dequeker 
believes they support the second suggestion, but he offers no reason 
for this judgement.^ Parallels are adduced from Wsd i l l . 8 , Mt xix.28, 
Supra, pp. .47-9. 
2. Dequeker, op.cit., p.128. 
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1 Gor vi .2, Rev XK.Ai the f i r s t especially suggests what our author 
might have believed, but none tel ls us what he in fact meant, for this 
must be extracted from the text of Daniel, which is decisively in 
favour of the f i r s t possibility. That judgement was entered in favour 
of the man-like figure is presupposed by the symbolism of vss 13-14-* 
That judgement was given in favour of the Saints is presupposed in their 
triumph in vss 18 and 27. The same cannot be said of the other view. 
In the symbolic account, God judges with the assistance of his angelic 
court. The man-like figure does not judge at a l l . In the interpretative 
comments, there is no suggestion of the Saints becoming the judges in 
Ts 18, which might be dismissed as too short for that purpose, or i n 
vss 26-7, where i t s absence would be remarkable. This interpretation 
is therefore to be rejected. 
Dequeker, per contra, comments that " i t f i t s very well with the 
larger context, i f indeed v.lO (the heavenly court judging the fourth 
beast) is the visionary antecedent of v,22a''. This illustrates the confused 
effect of his view that the Saints are angels. For their equivalent in 
the purely symbolic section is the man-like figure, not the angels who 
assist the deity and form the court at a l l . In vs 21 the Saints replace 
the man-like figure so that the author could portray the war against 
the Jewish people without upsetting his symbolism. Likewise in vs 22, 
before mentioning that the Saints received the sovereignty (the precise 
equivalent of the man-like figure receiving the sovereignty), he can 
now say that the judgement was given in their favour. This was presupposed 
in Yss 13-14-, but can only now be explicit ly mentioned. I t does not 
need to be repeated at vss 26>-7 because i t is presupposed in the events 
of those verses. The author e^qjected his people to be delivered when 
Antiochus Epiphanes and the Macedonian kingdom were destroyed. This 
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destruction is the result of a judgement that must be given before 
the destruction can take place. The Saints of the Most High would be 
in no position to be judges unt i l they had been delivered. 
The next statement about the Saints is at vii .25, 
^ ^ H f This is the interpretation of vs 21, so that some reference to 
Antiochus' activity against the Jewish people is needed, and comparative 
philology provides an appropriate sense for Brekelmans observed 
that the Akkadian balu/belu is used in the intensive of destroying people, 
and Hasel notes the similar use of the Hebrew Noth's objection 
that K in the sense of "wear out, destroy* should not have a personal 
object is therefore inaccurate.^ Antiochus offended God and attacked 
the people of God, so that the parallelism here is perfectly sound and 
may not be held to favour the view that the Saints are angels. I t is 
d i f f i cu l t to be certain whether this verse concludes with another statement 
about the Saints, because the subject of \II7lVl^l is problematical. 
Is i t the Saints of the Most High from vs 25a, or is i t the previous 
words 
? Theod has the singular &&r j ( r£To ic , perhaps 
therefore taking the subject as vopos . L X X also has the singular 
Tr-ip<So6^(5-tTj.c , but with a subject T H O / T A . This is a resonable 
interpretation, perhaps of our MT, On balance, i t is perhaps better to 
take the Saints as the subject, on the ground that this makes the more 
straightforward sense. The whole verse now makes excellent sense in accordance 
with the view that the Saints of the Most High are the Jewish people.^ 
To interpret them as the angels not only creates d i f f icul t ies at this 
1. Noth, op.cit,, pp.285-6; Brekelmans, op.cit . , p.329: Hasel, op.ci t , , 
pp.185-6: Brekelmans' argument is accepted by Dequeker, op.cit , , p.130. 
F.Brown, S.R.Driver, C.fi.Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon of the 
Old Testament (1907), p . l l5 , s.v. already made the appropriate 
comparison between 1 Chron xvii.9 ^f^'lS and this use of in 
Da vii .25. 
2. For more details of the interpretation of this vs, infra pp.84.-5. 
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level, but alpo involves the omission of the sufferings of the Jewish 
people under Antiochus from the mrin interpretative section of the 
dream. On general grounds, that is not a probable result: when the 
text can be interpreted of them so easily, i t i s wi l fu l to do otherwise. 
There is no statement about the Saints in vs.26, but this verse 
is directly relevant because i t deals with the heavenly court. From the 
opening words i t is clear that the existence of the 
court is reai, not merely symbolism in vs.10, The collocation of vss. 
26 and 27 makes i t clear that the Saints benefit from the decision, and 
do not constitute the court. I f the Saint.-' are the Jewish people, this 
is straightforward. The court are the re?=.ron for the plural number 
of ' n ^ T i ^ (LX7 itroXoOTi , Theod ^lT'*Ti<^<rooTi ) . The destruction 
of the power of Antiochus for ever necessarily accomplishes the demise 
of the whole fourth kin r^dom, and the triumph of V.i<^ people of the Saints 
of the Most Hi^h follows in vs.27, The suffix in picks 
the last mentioned singular 0 3 , and the rem-'^ inder of the verse accurately 
portrays the situation symbolized in vs.1/4 in much the same langua.^ -e. 
Dequeker asserts that i t refers to the Most fli^h, but his assertion is 
acconpsnitd by more dogma than arptiment.^ Da i i i . 3 3 , Ps cxlv.l3 do not 
count against the usual view: i t sho^ old be cle^r enou h that the sovereignty 
yhich the Saints receive remains the soverei.^nty of God when they have 
received i t , and i t WRF '-elebrnted elsewhere as such. To asfert that 
in Daniel refers only to the Gods is arbitrary end of unsound 
method. The Aramaic word has a semantic range which includes 
service to human beings (necessarily of unusually exalted status). 
To say that an author uses only part of a word's semantic area x times 
is not to demonstrate that he could not use the rest of i t too (especially 
1. Dequeker, op.cit , , pp.181-2. 
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when X has a low value, here no more than 6). The evidence of the text 
before us is that Daniel used i t of service to human beings in vs. 27, 
and symbolized this by his use of i t in the case of an empty symbol 
in vs.14. But the basic trouble with Dequeker's view is his failure 
to understand the man-like figure of vs.13. Farrer achieves a similar 
effect by translating «his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom": he remarks 
that "Daniel changes the ascription without seeming to observe i t " , 
but here as elsewhere he does not discuss the actual Aramaic at all."'" 
I t is therefore to be concluded that a l l statements about the "saints", 
"the Saints of the Most High" and "the people of the Saints of the Most 
High" in Da v i i make excellent sense on the traditional view that they 
are the Jewish people. Some of them do not make sense on any other view, 
and the theories of Redaktionsgeschichte on which these other views 
depend have been shown to be unsound. The view that the "Saints" are 
the Jewish people !s therefore correct. I t f i t s well with the evidence 
of the rest of the book, and with the general cultural background. 
A corresponding dream and interpretation, from the hand ofthe same 
author, is to be found in Da i i . There is no mention of angels here. 
God w i l l set up his kingdom, p^L/Hi/Jl X-^ pOK TVAO^CH, 
I f the general context of this piece of information is ignored, i t can 
of course be made to produce rather odd results. The oddest I have 
observed Is that of Collins. " I f we bear in mind that he (sc. Daniel) 
is speaking to Nebuchadnezzar, we must conclude that the f inal kingdom 
wi l l belong to the Babylonian people".^ We must not isolate sentences 
from their context in this arbitrary manner. Da i i is a Jewish document, 
1. Farrer, op.cit.,p.262. 
2. Supra,pp. 22-31. 
3. J.J.Collins, m 94 (1975), p.220. 
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and Daniel's audience would assume that ihe only people who could f ina l ly 
receive the kingdom were the Jewish people, so he did not have to speak 
in sentences that could not be otherwise interpreted i f someone were 
foolish enough to wrench them from their context. The kingdom w i l l never 
pass to another people because the Jewish people, the chosen people 
of God, have got i t for ever. There is no mention of angels at a l l . 
Da viiU2A is d i f f i c u l t because of textual uncertainty, but at 
least i t is clear that Antiochus wi l l be persecuting Q ^ l / H p 0 ^ , 
that is, again, the Jewish people, Collins ''cannot avoid the suspicion 
that fam q®d6sim was introduced into the text by diplography of '^ al 
q^dSsim", but the basis of this conjecture is that the text does not 
f i t Collins' theory, rather than the textual evidence.^ Theod ( K'U. 
\j^ov ^\j\^v ) and LXX ( ^'iA ?)^ o^v/ k^t^^ )both read Q V l l p Qy\, 
and interpreted i t quite correctly as the Jewish people suffering 
under Antiochus. The parallelism of the dream and the interpretation 
cannot require that • ^ \ l ^np are the host and the stars in 
the dream, though they may indeed be symbolized by them, Ch x i i supports 
the same picture; i t is the Jewish people who w i l l be delivered in 
x L i . l , Qy as they are called in x i i . 7 , 
This evidence is completely consistent. Only the terminology, 
D^V^np Q ' i , Vl^ Q^, is variable, and no-one has yet given 
any satisfactory reason for thinking that the author should have been 
consistent. Nor should the terminology be regarded as surprising. The 
Jews had regarded themselves as a holy people for a very long time. 
The Hebrew language always permitted but never demanded that this be 
e^ressed by means of a nominal adjective Q V H p in isolation. 
1. J.J.Collins, JH. 93 (197>4), p.59. 
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This certainly occurs, used of the pious, in Ps xxxLv.lO. Some of them 
certainly termed themselves "holy ones" in the intertestamental period, 
as even Dequeker says. Even Noth and Dequeker think that ^V^ip 
was so understood by the Maccabean redactor of Da v i i . This is sufficient 
to undermine any argument that ^^ l/^ ~lp on i t s ovm ought to be understood 
of angels rather than men. Yet the main thrust of the argument has been 
towards showing that |^ V^1p on i t s own could denote "angels*. 
Certainly i t could: i t has next to be shown that i t actually did 
so in this chapter. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of that version 
of Da v i i which emerges from the work of Noth and Dequeker is that 
the Jewish people are l e f t out of i t altogether. Is that what "opposition 
fiistory" was for? 
Collins accepts that 03 in vii,27 is a reference to the people 
of Israel, but suggests two possible explanations: "First i t may indicate 
that the heavenly host has already mingled with Israel, and so the 
people can no longer be distinguished from i t s patrons. Alternatively 
we may emphasize that in vs 27 the kingdom given to the people consists 
of a l l under the heavens and conclude that the kingdom is being realized 
at once on two levels","'' The f i r s t suggestion is unsatisfactory because 
i t introduces an idea which is not expressed in the book of Daniel 
in order to e:xplaxn formulations a l l of which make perfect sense on 
the assumption that they refer to the people of Israel, as Collins 
admits that the ful lest of them does. The second suggestion is a desperate 
attempt to protect his theory from the evidence by moving i t i n the 
direction of complete unverif l ab i l i t y . The best we can say is that 
i f the author of Da v i i believed in this second level he did not expree 
his belief; i t is better to conclude that he did not hold i t , and 
! • Collins, op.cit, , p.62, 
3SS 
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certainly wrong to force the statements which he made to express this 
belief somehow, Collins' theory strains at this point because of his 
unsatisfactory use of parallel material. He f i r s t interprets the 
d i f f i cu l t Da v i i i as well as Da x -x i i as i f their authors must have 
meant exactly the same as parallel material from Qumran especially, 
then, despite his confessed inabil i ty to deal with the languages of 
Daniel, he interprets Da v i i as i f i t s author must have meant very 
precisely the same thing as the authors of Da v i i i and Da x - x i i . His 
diff icul t ies here, and with the man-like figure of Da vii.13,"'' derive 
directly from this r igid use of parallel material. 
The general background material has f ina l ly been straightened 
out by Hasel. He concludes his survey of i t "From the traditio-historical 
perspective the dual attribution of holiness to beings in the celestial 
and terrestrial realms not only antedates the usage of adjectives 
derived from the root q d s in the book of Daniel but is also reflected 
in later extra-canonical Jewish literature of the pre-Christian era".^ 
Noth's attempt to l imi t consideration of the evidence to the substantival 
use of the adjective is linguistically absurd and generally of unsound 
method. Any attempt to set up a general prepumption in favour of 
' V^'^p being angels is therefore unsound. The decision as to whether 
they are angelic or human beings must therefore be made on the basis 
of the evidence of Da v i i alone, and we have seen that this demonstrates 
decisively that the reference is to the Jewish people. 
I t would be useful to determine what kind of triumph the author 
had in mind. Did he expect the Jews to win a military victory? There 
is no mention of i t in the interpretation of this chapter. The parallel 
i i . U is not explicit. On the one hand God is very clearly the subject 
1. Supra, pp.57-9. 
2. Hasel, op.cit., p,185. 
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of the .tate«ent \ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ D ^ ^ TI^K 0 1 ^ ' = 
on the other hand this need not preclude a military victory as the means 
by which he did go, and this might be suggested by 
K ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \^^^ > a statement of which this new kingdom appears 
to be the subject, Viii.25 produces a purely supernatural intervention 
to bring about the end of Antiochus, an event which in this context 
clearly involves the deliverance of Israel, xii .1-3 similarly envisages 
the deliverance of Israel, and this deliverance certainly includes 
supernatural intervention, though the possibility of military action 
by earthly or heavenly hosts, or both, cannot be ruled out. In view 
of these factors, we may conclude that the author of Da v i i envisaged 
deliverance by supernatural means. I t is to be noted however that the 
military view, which w i l l therefore have come into being after the 
Maccabean victory, does not directly contradict anything in Da i i or 
v i i , and the dif f icul t ies which i t ran into at xii.1-3 are chiefly 
due to i t s assumption that this is a record of the Maccabean triumph 
only, rather than to any direct contradiction between these verses and 
the notion that a military victory was involved as well."^ 
The climax of the chapter, then, comes with the destruction of 
Antiochus Epiphanes and the triumph of the Jews by means of supernatural 
intervention. Not only w i l l their kingdom be eternal, but a l l other 
nations w i l l serve and obey them. There is no mention of the resurrection 
of the dead, an idea which does not occur in this book unt i l ch x i i . 
I f the author believed in i t , this is rather surprising. I t is therefore 
probable that, i f we are right in supposing that v i i i - x i i were written 
by a different author, the reason why i t is not mentioned in ch v i i 
is that i t s author did not believe in i t . The idea of a personal resurrection 
1. Of. infra , ch 3, especially pp,96-9, 128, 158-60,166: also pp.225-6. 
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was developing and gaining wider acceptance at this period, so that 
there is nothing intrinsically improbable about this view, though i t 
may be f e l t to f a l l short of certainty. Probably, then, the author's 
idea of the Jewish triumph is that after the supernatural intervention 
the Jewish people w i l l continue to l ive and die in their kingdom which 
God had established. The important unit which triumphs is thus the 
nation, which is delivered and survives for ever, rather than the 
individual rising from the dead. This f i t s very well the "opposition 
history* from which the author derived the sequence of four kingdoms 
and a f i f t h . I t utilises ancient Israelite ideas of Israel as the people 
of God. That God w i l l care for his peo;-le and look after them, delivering 
them in time of distress, is writ large over the whole OT. When the 
historical context is born in mind, i t is not fanciful to mention also 
the idea of the righteous remnant,"^  Many in Israel had apostasized, 
and i t was the pious who were l e f t . The author does not explicit ly refer 
to this, but i t may l i e behind his description of the triumphant group 
as I t is God's holy ones who have been fa i th fu l to him who 
w i l l be delivered: these are the true Israel, to be described as 
. The ideas of "opposition history* have been 
brought into the framework of traditional Israelite ideas. These traditional 
ideas constitute the framework and the essence of the author's message. 
With the identification of the Saints of the Most High established 
and the forthcoming Jewish triumph clarif ied, we can now deal with the 
remaining details of the interpretative section of the dream. The description 
of the fourth bea i^t i n Daniel's question (vss 19-20) Includes a new 
detail, i t s bronze claws. There is also a new item concerning the l i t t l e 
horn, TV^Tin 0^ 11 7)\tni . This is not inconsistent with the 
!• Cf. Hasel, op.cit . , especially pp.188ff. 
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evidence of v i i . 8 . Like the l i t t l e horn of v i i i . 9 f - , this l i t t l e horn 
came up and up and up, and vii.20 tells us that i t f ina l ly became the 
biggest of a l l . The symbolism i s natural and unforced. Some would prefer 
the author to have said i t a l l at v i i . 8 , but i t is intel l igible that 
he should have sought after dra.natic effect by leaving something for 
his second lengthy description of the fourth beast and i t s l i t t l e horn. 
Vss 23-7 give the detailed angelic interpretation. An outline 
has already been supplied in vss 17-18, and in response to the dreamer's 
desire the angel can now concentrate on the fourth beast. I ts identification 
is not specific, but w i l l have escaped no-one. The ten horns are identified 
as Icings, and then a more prolonged account of the l i t t l e horn is given. 
Again there is no direct identification, possibly because this was 
f e l t to be dangerous; perhaps more probably because our author's group 
saw the events of their time in old prophecies which they had to reinterpret 
for that purpose (e.g. Da ix , cf. e.g. IQpHab.). Seen l ike this the old 
prophecies were just that vague, and i t may be this that our author was 
imitating. I t is in any case certain that the l i t t l e horn is not directly 
identified, but that i t s identification too wi l l not have caused d i f f i cu l ty .^ 
Vs 25 records Antlochus' blasphemy, persecution and war. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
is the expected Aramaic, the repeated ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ being a Hebraism. 
More problematical is Antiochu: ' attempt to change ^^"11 " ^ - i ^ t . 
Some scholars have dated Da v i i before the occupation of the sanctuary 
in 167 B.C., because of the lack of mention of the desecration of the 
Temple and the abolition of the sacrifices, contracting v i i i , 1 1 , ix.26f. , 
xi .31, x i i , 1 1 . Thus Heaton concludes '•We know that he plundered the 
Temple as early as 169 B.C., and i t is not unreasonable to suggest 
that the.^ e chapters (sc. i - v i i ) l e f t our author's hands after that 
1. For the detailed identification of the horns, supra pp.38--40. 
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date, but before the desecration of the Temple in l67 B . C ^ K]^^ 
against this, and ^ A O f supports i t . I t is only Antiochus' measures 
of 167 B,G. that really jus t i fy the description of him as trying to change 
the Law (cf, 1 Mace i , 4 1 f f . ) . The complete e^qjression forms a rather 
comprehensive general description of Antiochus' measures against the 
Jewish religion, in particular w i l l refer to the change of 
calendar involved in the abolition of Jewish festivals and the introduction 
of a different cultus in the temple at Jerusalem. Thus vs 25» despite 
being a brief description of Antiochus' measures, effectively summarizes 
successively Antiochus' blasphemy, persecution, abolition of the Jewish 
festivals, measures against the Jewish religion, and success in persecution 
and war. Apocalyptic prophecies do not have to mention everything in 
detail: in the whole book of Daniel there is no specific mention of 
Antiochus' abolition of the sabbath and circumcision. The lack of 
mention of the desecration of the Temple here should not therefore be 
regarded as evidence that i t had not yet taken place, especially when 
i t is recalled that the prophecies of Da v i i i - x i i are in any case more 
specific than Da i i and v i i , a fact probably related to a change of 
authorship. This also makes the simplest sense of the period of time, 
3k joariy being taken as a dual. The reason for the precision 
is that i t is half a lustrum, half a week (Da ix.27)s the prediction 
is the same length of time as twice given in Da v i i i - x i i from the 
desecration of 167 B.C. onwards (Da ix.27, x i i . 7 ) . 
Vs 28 forms the concluding narrative framework. This time Daniel 
realiy has woken up. The lack of balance to the concluding narrative 
framework in Da i i is much less marked than at the beginning and has 
the same cause. The concluding phrase is s t i l l in the f i r s t person 
1. E.W.Heaton, The Book of Daniel (1956), p.50. 
2. Supra, pp.15-17. 
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and is no doubt intended deliberately as part of Daniel's account 
referred to in vs 1. This is probably as far as our author got: someone 
else added the other visions in Hebrew, 
This concludes our study of Da v i i in i t se l f . I t has emerged as 
a thoroughly Jewish chapter in a thoroughly Jewish book. When i t s 
Jewish basis, principles and beliefs are taken for granted, i t s symbolism 
becomes clear and i t s structure for the f i r s t time genuinely intel l igible 
as the work of a single author. I t contains no "Son of Man Concept", 
and i ts man-like figure does not suffer. An understanding of i t s syinbolism 
and structure has removed a l l ground for supposing that the author 
ever knew a "Son of Man Concepf*, Finally we have been able to see how 
this chapter was interpreted in 166-5 B,C, This provides a terminus 
a quo for correct interpretations. When they recur in late sources, 
the terminus ad quern thus provided w i l l enable us to argue that the 
interpretations in question were in existence at the time of Jesus. 
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Chapter 3. Patristic Evidence; the Syrian Tradition. 
This is the exegetical tradition which preserved a complete outline 
of the original author's interpretation of Daniel v i i , I have called 
i t the 'Syrian' tradition, because this indicates the area of i t s domicile 
from the point of view of the bulk of i t s witnesses, syrian Christian 
exegetes. The existence of this tradition has not previously been observed, 
though pieces of evidence have been noted occasionally, above a l l by 
Montgomery and Rowley."^  These items have however normally been attributed 
to tbie influence of this tradition's earliest witness, Porphyry, whose 
discovery of the approximate date and pseudepigraphic nature of the 
book of Daniel has consequently been regarded as inexplicable. In fact 
Porphyry made use of this complete exegetical tradition. We must therefore 
begin by demonstrating i t s existence. 
For this p'Srpoce published comiaentaries from the Syriac-speaking 
church have been surveyed down to the end of the f i r s t milJfinnium. The 
term 'commentary' has been used flexibly to include known discussions 
of Da vii of any substantial length, that i s , those of Aphrahat and 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, and thepeshitta version of Daniel has also been 
included. The Syriac "Questions and Answers" of Theodore bar Koni has for 
this purpose been defined as a commentary too. However, no attempt has 
been made to examine other works of the Syriac-speaking church which are 
not commentaries. These limitations, and the employment of such late sourcesi 
are satisfactory from the point of view of this investigation because 
this is the stage of the argument at which the tradition must be shown 
1» J#A.Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book 
Qf Daniel (ICC, 1927). H,H,Rowley, Darius the Mede and the Four World 
M^vQ3 {1935) • 
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to exist, and these sources are ample for that purpose, and for the 
provision of an adequate description of i t . Analysis and internal criteria 
wi l l then be used to show that the tradition antedates i t s earliest 
witness and was in existence continuously from the time when the book 
of Daniel was written onwards. Most of i t s extant adherents, including 
a l l the earliest ones, hold i t in a contaminated rather than a pure 
form. I t wi l l be convenient to deal with their interpretation in toto 
here. These adherents are listed in Table 1 in the order in which they 
are discussed: i t w i l l be apparent that chronological order das been 
followed as far as possible. 
Table 1. 
Porphyry 
Aphrahat 
Ephraem 
Polychronius 
Cosmas Indicopleustes 
Peshitta (glosses) 
Theodore bar Koni 
Isho*^ dad of Merw 
Anonymous 
c.270-320 
337 
c.306-373 
c.^ 30 
c,550 
seventh century or earlier 
C.790 
ninth century 
? 
Porphyry. 
I t is ironical that the earliest extant witness to this tradition 
is a Greek philosopher, but Porph^rxj's native tongue was Syriac, and 
he was the only biblical cr i t ic in the ancient world to discover that 
the book of Daniel is a Maccabean pseudepigraph. For this position 
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he argued in the twelfth book of his famous work "Against the Christians"."'" 
But Christianity was the reg nant ideology of the later Roman entire, 
and the Christians had their revenge in the v i l i f i ca t ion of "implus 
Porphyrius* and the destruction of his work. Hence we are dependent 
for our knowledge of i t on fragments preserved by hostile cr i t ics . 
In the case of his work on Daniel, the hostile c r i t i c is Jerome, whose 
Commentary on Daniel was completed in A.D.A07. Since Jerome was an experienced 
polemicist of the utmost hosti l i ty, i t should be no surprise to find 
that some of his remarks are misleading. However, once Porphyry's views 
have been disentangled from Jerome's polemic, their genuineness is not 
in doubt. He can therefore be cited with confidence as a witness to the 
exegetical tradition found in his work earlier than Aphr^^at, and about 
a century before Jerome's comraentary, in which the evidence that Porphyry 
belonged to this tradition is to be found. 
Jerome's f i r s t cominents on Porphyry's exegesis of Da v i i are 
at VSS.7 - 8. I t is clear from these comments that Porphyry reckoned 
the third kingdom was Alexander, the fourth the Macedonian kingdom from 
the Diadochi onwards: the ten horns were kings of different kingdoms 
from the Diadochi down to Antiochus IV Epiphanesj Antiochus himself was the 
l i t t l e horn, whose mouth spoke great things: and the three horns uprooted 
were Ptolemy VI Philometor, Ptolemy VII Buergetes and Artaxias of 
Armenia. Of these items one is outstanding, because i t represents, correctly 
and precisely, the interpretation of the author of the book of Daniel, 
namely the identification of the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphanes. 
This is genuine historical reminiscence, l ike some other aspects of 
Porphyry's exegesis of Daniel, but a l l the other items recovered from 
1-The traditional date c.A.D.270 has been challenged by T.D.Barnes, 
•T^orphyry Against the Christians: Date and Attribution of Fragments", 
IIMNS 2^(1973), pp.^2ii-^2. The argument is plausible but not decisive, so 
Table 1 gives the possible limits for dating his work; greater precision 
is not important for present purposes. 
2. Infra, pp, ^5, ^l^n 
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his exegesis of vss,7 and 8 are in some measure awry. What has gone wrong? 
I t is simplest to begin with the three horns. One further attempt 
by the syrian tradition to identify them survives - Polychronius suggested 
Persians, Egyptians and Jews,**" That is wrong too. Similarly with the ten 
horns. I t is cleai' from Jerome's comments that Porphyry provided a con^jlete 
l i s t . Unfortunately Jerome does not reproduce i t , but he gives us some 
idea of the criteria on which i t was based - ten kings who were very 
fierce. They were taken from different kingdoms. We can identify the last 
three, because Jerome makes i t clear that the three horns uprooted belongs 
to these ten ( de decern cornibus t r ia evulsa comua): so the last tiiree 
of the ten were Ptolemy VI Philometor, Ptolemy VII Euergetes and Artaxias 
of Armenia, This information about Porphyry's l i s t is sufficient to enable 
us to draw two conclusions. Firstly, i f i t is more reasonable than 
Jerome allows, i t is nevertheless unsound. Secondly, i t differs from 
other surviving l i s t s from the syrian tradition, I have found two. 
That of Theodore bar Koni, running from Antiochus IV Epiphanes (sic!) 
to Antiochus VI I , is \ery obviously the result of error,^ That of an 
anonymous exegete, running from Alexander to Seleucus IV Philopator, is more 
sensible, but i t too is faulty."^ I t is clear that we have a variety of 
efforts to identify the three horns and the ten horns, differing in 
ingenuity and good sense, united in their ignorance of any authentic 
tradition of interpretation. The reason for this is the gap of some half 
a millenium between the date when the book of Daniel was written and 
the work of the earliest witness to the authentic interpretative tradition. 
Throughout this period, Antiochus' persecu tion of the Maccabees was 
1. Infra, pMl 
2. Infra, pp. I S O - | . 
3. Infra, pf . lSS"^, 
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clearl7 remembered i n the whole Jewish and Chris t ian world, and i n 
th is t r a d i t i o n i t was c lea r ly remembered also that t h i s was the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the doings of the l i t t l e horn. But the in t e rp re t a t ion o f the other 
horns was comparatively unimportant - some might think i t mere antiquarian 
d e t a i l . Hence i t was forgot ten , and few of the surviving witnesses 
to the Syrian t r a d i t i o n think i t worth the i r w h i l e to t r y and work 
i t out. 
Given that the o r i g i n a l i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the three horns did not 
survive, the selection o f Ptolemy VI Philometor, Ptolemy V I I Euergetes 
and Artaxias of Armenia was l o g i c a l : the c r i t e r i o n was that they were 
defeated i n ba t t l e by Antiochus, and Porphyry chose reasonably enough 
to ignore the f ac t that Ptolemy V I I Euergetes was not yet king at the 
time of h i s defeat, Jerome did not understand Porphyry here, as elsewhere, 
but his comment has gone astray by any standards: sextum Ptolomaeum 
cognomento Philometorem et septimum Ptolomaeum Eofpv^tTrjV et 
Artaxiam regem Armeiiiae, quorum priores multo antequam Antiochus nasceretur 
mortui sunt. This i s untrue: Ptolemy VI Philometor died i n U 5 B.C., 
P t o l ^ y V I I Euergetes not u n t i l 116 B.C. One source of Jerome's error 
appears i n h is comment on Artaxias - contra Artaxiam vero dimicasse 
quidem Antiochum novimus, sed i l i u m i n regno p r i s t i n e permansisse. 
For Jerome removal from the throne was the c r i t e r i o n f o r the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the three horns uprooted. This w i l l have helped him to confuse Ptolemy 
V I I Euergetes, not a good candidate i n Jerome's view because he d id 
not even come to the throne u n t i l 1^5, wi th Ptolemy I I I Euergetes, 
who did die before Antiochus was born, i n 221 B.C. S imi l a r ly Ptolemy VI 
Philometor was confused wi th another ea r l i e r Ptolemy, probably Ptolemy 
I I Philadelphus."^ Jerome's c r i t i c i s m o f Porphyry here appears as a 
As Jacobj t en ta t ive ly suggested, F.G.H. I I , ^ , F38. 
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combination o f error and misunderstanding - yet t h i s man i s our sole 
source f o r Porphyry's exegesis I 
I f the l i t t l e horn was Antiochus IV Epiphanes, the f o u r t h kingdom 
must have been the Macedonian. Thus f a r Porphyry was r i g h t , but his 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f the second and t h i r d kingdoms was not correct . The 
t h i r d kingdom he took to be Alexander, I t fo l lows from t h i s (and from 
Jerome's silence) that he believed that the second kingdom was the 
Medo-Persian, I t i s moreover consistent wi th t h i s tha t Porphyry appears 
to have accepted i t s notoriously composite r u l e r , Darius the Mede. 
Jerome says nothing of th i s beyond the unhelpful remark at i x . l , and 
would surely have reported any s t r i k i n g disagreement to r a i l a t i t . 
I t was also a consequence o f Porphyry's m i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f the t h i r d 
kingdom as Alexander that he mistook the beginning o f the f o u r t h , taking 
i t as the Macedonian kingdom only from the Diadochi onwards, instead 
of beginning from Alexander, Here we have a by-form o f the syrian t r a d i t i o n , 
found also i n Aphrahat,"^ I t s o r i g i n i s not d i f f i c u l t to determine. 
I t i s due to western influence, working on, but not supplanting, the 
Syrian t r a d i t i o n . We sha l l see that Aphrahat was especially open to 
western inf luence. I n the case o f Porphyry, t h i s i s obvious enough -
we a l l think of him, and quite r i g h t l y , as a neoplatonist philosopher. 
I n thisvfersion o f the t r a d i t i o n , the in te rp re ta t ion o f the l i t t l e horn 
as Antiochus E^iphanes has been s t r jong enough to survive, and i t has 
necessarily kept wi th i t the memory that the f o u r t h kingdom was ( i n 
a sense that has been but s l i g h t l y altered) the Macedonian. Western 
influence has i d e n t i f i e d the second kingdom as the Medo-Persian. As 
fo r the t h i r d kingdom, we must consider the way i n which i t was i d e n t i f i e d 
1* I n f r a , pp. 103^5 : th i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the kingdoms i s a t t r i bu t ed 
0 Polychronius by Rowley, o p . c i t . p .6 , but th i s was a mistake, i n f r a p. 1^4. 
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by some adherents o f the western tradit ion. 
Chrysostom ET'T^ , ^^^^^ ; t x ^ ' p L X i s ' AXe^ciV^^o 
Titus t m c S ) ^ A K i t ^ M f o s c yA^^efc^ o ^ u r ^ T ^ "^V^ Jv^To\\^^ 
Ibn Ezra (shorter recension) T ^ O T J I V V T ) X l O j O T M 
Ibnlayha l ^ ' ^ X l T l l A ^ i D K "H'Ti T l A l l I 
Adherents o f the western t r a d i t i o n could, and sometimes d i d , express 
thei r be l i e f that the t h i r d kingdom was the Greek by saying that the 
t h i r d kingdom was Alexander, Kings were un iversa l ly believed to be representatives 
of the i r kingdoms. Hence the author o f the book of Daniel could give 
as his f i r s t summary statement o f the four kingdom theory which he had 
symbolized wi th his four beasts ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "ilDK 
( Da v i i . l 7 ) . Hence also the f i r s t kingdom could be i d e n t i f i e d as 
Nebuchadnezzar; not only at Da i i . 3 8 , where Daniel says to Nebuchadnezzar 
; but also by the occasional in te rp re te r 
of Da v i l . ^ : Ibn Ezra (longer recension) " ^ ^ i l ^ l H J X I T i t 
Cosmas Indicopleustes CT-r^^oilVio^/ T ^ V " T C J / 2»^\iOViu)V oip)^']^'^ 
TCiOTeCTi -fciv N(i|2o* c^^ cvo«TY.A s imilar phenomenon occurs i n the i n t e rp r e t a t i on 
of the second beast and, when i t i s in terpreted i n the syrioc» t r a d i t i o n 
of the Macedonian kingdom, the fou r th also. Thus, f o r exajnple, Bphraera 
comments at v i i . 7 oa-KX^^jiJl^ ^ ( n o b s l 
and polychronius l ikewise begins his comment on th i s verse, t^riV^^i-l 
T W ftX£"^(:iV^poV . The date o f these i n d i v i d u a l witnesses i s immaterial , 
because the conditions f o r t h i s kind o f descr ipt ion, and examples o f i t , 
exist already i n the book of Daniel. Nov the branch o f t r a d i t i o n which 
i s found i n Porphyry and Aphrahat w i l l have inher i t ed from the western 
t r ad i t i on the b e l i e f that the t h i r d kingdom was the Macedonian, but i n 
the form of a proposi t ion that the t h i r d beast was Alexander, This proposi t ion 
was then taken i n a d i f f e r e n t sense, because i n t h i s way i t could solve 
the prob:.em posed by i t s inheri tart te o f the be l i e f s that the second 
kingdom was the Medo-Persian and the f o u r t h the Macedonian. The proposi t ion 
that the t h i r d beast was Alexander was thus taken to mean that the t h i r d 
beast was Alexander only, and the f o u r t h beast was taken consis tent ly 
with th is to be the rest o f the Macedonian kingdom. I t i s t h i s by-form 
of the syrif ia t r a d i t i o n , r e su l t ing from western inf luence upon i t , 
that Porphyry inher i t ed . 
The next piece o f Porphyry's exegesis tha t has survived concerns 
the man-like f igure o f V8.13« However, Jerome's f i r s t comment on t h i s , 
at v i i . l 4 . b , i s a piece o f misleading polemic, Loisy was misled: * I1 
semble que P, a i t applique a Judas Machabee ce qui est d i t du " f i l s 
d'homme* qui a r r ive sur les nu^es du c i e l " . Most others have fol lowed.^ 
I t i s best to begin wi th the comparatively clear evidence of Jerome's 
comment on Da x i , 4 ^ . At x i , 2 1 the author of Daniel begins his long 
pseudo-prophecy o f the doings o f Antiochus Epiphanes. At xi .^O he passes 
imperceptibly to a genuine forecast o f that k ing ' s end, a forecast 
duly f a l s i f i e d by events. Porphyry interpreted the whole passage (together 
with Da x i i ) as a correct h i s t o r i c a l account o f Antiochus Epiphanes 
dOM» to his death, couched i n terms o f a prophecy. Jerome interpre ted 
the whole passage as a genuine prophecy of A n t i c h r i s t . He nevertheli 
.ess 
1» A.Loisy, under the pseudonym o f J .Lata ix , Rev.d 'h is t e t de l a l i t t . 
i ; e l , i i (1897) p.168, some scholars appear to have r e l i e d on the co l l e c t i on 
of fragments of Porphyry made by A.von Harnack, Porphyrius "Gegen die 
Christen" 15 Bflcher (Abhand. der kflniglisch-preussischen Akad. der 
Wise,, P h i l - h i s t classe, Nr, 1 , 1916); unfortunately Harnack pp.71-2, 
Prg,^3 omitted Jerome's comments on Da v i i . l 3 made i n h is commentary 
at Da x i , U - 5 . 
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performed a signal service to scholarship by p a t i e n t l y cataloguing much 
of Porphyry's h i s t o r i c a l i n t e rp re t a t i on . Porphyry's argument was a good 
one, and i t must have impressed Jerome, who was not normally a pa t ien t 
man. At x l . U he becomes d i s t i n c t l y i r a t e . He does not merely begin 
"Et i n hoc loco Porphyrius ta le nescio quid de Antiocho somniat*. 
His argument r ises to a p<lileraical climax which seeks to discount the 
significance of Porphyry's argument even i f i t should turn out to be 
correct, "pone enim haec d i c i de Antiocho, quid nocet r e l i g i o n i nostrae?" 
Then Jerome turns away from Da x i wi th t h i s revealing l i t t l e sentence -
"Dimittat itaque dubia et manifestls haereat"* I t i s not j u s t that 
Jerome here l e t s s l i p that his (western) exegesis o f Daniel x i - x i i 
may be admitted "dubia". I t i s more s i g n i f i c a n t f o r our purposes that 
he describes what fo l lows as "manifestis"* "qui s i t i l l e l a p i s q u i , 
de monte abscisus sine manibus, c rever i t i n montem magnum et orbem 
irapleverit et quadriformem imriginem con t r ive r i t ? qui s i t i l l e f i l i u s 
hominis qui cum nubibus venturus s i t et statmrus ante vetustum dierum 
et dandum s i t e i regnum quod nul lo f i n e claudatur omnesque popu l i , t r ibus 
ac linguae i p s i c e r v i t u r i s lnt?" The reference o f both the stone of 
Da i i and the man-like f igure o f Da v i i . l 3 to Jesus i s taken to be so 
obvious that Jerome, having said so ad l o c . , fee ls no need to repeat 
i t here. He ca l l s i t "obvious" again i n the next sentence, i n which he 
t e l l s us the view o f Porphyry, "Haec quae manifesta sunt p r a e t e r i t , 
et de ludaeis asseri t prophetari quos usque hodie aervire cognoscimus**. 
Porphyry preserved the o r i g i n a l i n t e rp re t a t ion o f both the stone and 
the man-like f i gu re - they were symbols o f the Jews. 
I n the case o f the stone, t h i s i s f u r t he r confirmed by Jerome's 
comment on i i . 3 5 "quod ludaei et impius Porphyrius male ad populum 
referunt I s r a e l , quem i n f i n e saeculorum volunt esse fortissimum et 
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omnia regna conterere et regnare i n aeternum«. However, the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
here i s eschatological, and i n t h i s single respect, i f Jerome has represented 
him wi th precis ion, Porphyry d id not hold the stone and the man-like 
f igure i n exact p a r a l l e l . Porphyry's i n t e rp re t a t ion i s c l ea r ly Jewish 
i n s p i r i t , though i t also represents thePishi t ta j o - N u l I j&cx/Oi 
divested o f t t e typological l e v e l o f i n t e rp r e t a t i on given to i t by 
Christians (so also the LXX W l^^^-T^V -xCiV ^ p i p u v ) . 
At x i . ^ 4 , Jerome brought an object ion against Porphyry's corporate 
interpretat ions o f the stone and the man-like f i g u r e as symbols o f the 
Jews - "quos usque hodie servire cognoscimus". This i s not a sensible 
objection to the eschatological in te rpre ta t ion catalogued by Jerome at 
i i « 3 5 : rather i t implies that i n porphyry's view the man-like f i g u r e 
symbolized the Jews triumphant and receiving the kingdom a t some time 
i n the past. The force of the object ion, which i s indeed a good one, 
i s that i f they at some time past received the kingdom and the obedience 
of a l l nations f o r ever they should s t i l l have them - and they manifest ly 
had not . The only past event that Porphyry could reasonably have thought 
to be symbolized by the triumph of the man-like f i g u r e i s the Maccabean 
vic tory over the Seleucids i n 16/, B.C. I t fol lowed the destruct ion o f 
the l i t t l e horn and the four th beast (Antiochus Epiphanes and the Macedonian 
kingdom) i n Da v i i » l l - 12. That t h i s i s how Porphyry in terpre ted the 
man-like f igure i s confirmed by h i s exegesis o f the res t o f the chapter. 
I t w i l l be convenient to deal wi th th i s before returning to Jerome's 
comments at v i i . l ^ . . 
Jerome's next relevant comment i s a t v i i . l S b . This verse contains 
the author's f i r s t , summary, in t e rp re ta t ion o f the man-like f i g u r e . 
Since Porphyry in terpre ted the man-like f i gu re as a symbol o f the Jews, 
he must have known t h i s . Jerome's comments reads '»Si hoc de Machabeis 
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i n t e l l e g i t u r , doceat, qui i s t a contendit, quomodo regnum eorum perpetuura 
s i t . " Jerome's object ion i s the same one that he f i r e d against Porphyry 
at xi.44.. I t i s t rue, but not important, that Porphyry i s not mentioned 
by name; Jerome knew that other people agreed wi th Porphyry, though t h i s 
i s not an aspect o f the matter that he f inds i t convenient to stress. 
I t emerges c lear ly from his comment on xi .36. "Porphyrium autem et 
ceteri qui sequuntur eum, de Antiocho Epiphane d i c i a rb i t r an tu r" . 
I t i s th is group who must be i n Jerome's mind at v i i . l 8 . 
Jerome's remaining comment on Porphyry i n ch v i i i s a cross-reference 
from v i i . 2 5 to his discussion at x i i , 7 a . Here we f i n d f i r s t o f a l l 
Porphyry's in te rpre ta t ion of the "time, times, and h a l f a time" o f 
Da v i i . 2 5 : he reckoned th i s as the desolation o f the temple of 3^ 
years under Antiochus Epiphanes, Secondly, the eternal sovereignty o f 
Da v i i , 2 7 ; "debet (sc, Porphyrius) probare si^er Antiocho v e l , u t 
ipse putat , super populo ludaeorum". Given the context, t h i s i s the 
same in te rpre ta t ion of the Saints of the Most High as may be deduced 
from Jerome's comment at v i i . 1 8 b . The man-like f i g u r e was a symbol 
of the Saints o f the Most High: the Saints were the Jewish people, to 
be precise, the Jewish people at the time of the Maccabean v i c t o r y over 
the lieutenants o f Antiochus Epiphanes. 
This i s confirmed by the whole o f Porphyry's exegesis o f x i , 2 1 - x i i . 
Here he saw the l i f e and death o f Antiochus E^iphanes, and the Maccabean 
v ic tory o f l6/^, B.C., t o l d as an h i s t o r i c a l account f a l s e l y couched as 
ancient prophecy. We shal l re turn to i t when our p ic ture o f the syrian 
t r a d i t i o n ' s exegesis of Daniel v i i has been f i l l e d out wi th the comments 
of i t s other adherents, to prove that Porphyry d id not or ig ina te but 
inheri ted i t , and that i t represents the continuous transmission of 
the authentic t r a d i t i o n o f t h i s chapter, modified to accomffioUe h i s to ry 
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and theological requirements.^ 
A l l th i s must be borne i n raind i n dealing wi th Jerome's polemic 
at Da T i i , H b . So must Jerome's own view of the man-like f i g u r e revealed 
i n his comments a t v i i . l 3 . Here too he l i n k s the man-like f igure wi th 
the stone of Da i i . 3 A f f . , and his comments are very d i s t i n c t i v e l y 
Christian, quoting the Chr is t ian ' s au thor i t a t ive source, the New Testament -
Ac i . l l and P h i l i i . 6 - 8. He fol lows them by rounding on Porphyry, 
"Hoc cui potest hominum convenire, respondeat Porphyrius, aut quia 
i s te tam potens s i t qui cornu parvum - quem Antiochum in te rpre ta tu r -
f r e g e r i t atque con t r ive r i t . ' * Note the subjunctive "respondeat**. Why 
" l e t him reply"? Because Poarphyry never had. Porphyry did not th ink i t 
referred to any man at a l l - Porphyry held that i t was a symbol o f a 
corporate e n t i t y , the Saints o f the Most High, the Jews, Jerome knew 
th i s , as his comments at xi .4/- show. But Jerome could not r e a l l y grasp 
i t . To Jerome i t was "obvious" that the man-like f i gu re was an i n d i v i d u a l 
- and not any ind iv idua l e i ther , but his r i sen Lord and Master, of whom 
he says a t v i i . l 3 "nunc sub persona f i l i i hominis i n t roduc i tu r , u t assumptio 
camis humanae s i g n i f i c e t u r i n F i l i o Dei". I t i s th is which i s the ground 
fo r Jerome's assumption that Porphyry should have in terpre ted the man-like 
f igure as an i n d i v i d u a l . Jerome's comiiient continues, " s i responderit 
Antiochi principes a luda Machabaeo fuisse superatos, docere debet quomodo 
cum nubibus cae l i veniat quasi f i l i u s hominis, e t o f f e r a t u r vetusto 
dieriim, et detur e i potestas et regnum, et omnes populi ac t r ibus 
servlant i l l i , et potestas eius aeterna s i t quae nul lo f i n e claudatur". 
Note the beginning, "si responderit". Why " i f he replies"? Again the 
reason i s tha t , as Jerome knew f u l l w e l l , Porphyry had never said anything 
of the sor t . Porphyry held tha t the Saints o f the Most High were the 
1* I n f r a , p p . l S l - I t t . 
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Maccabees, and the man-like f i g u r e a symbol o f them. Hence Jerome, looking 
fo r an ind iv idua l whom Porphyry might have put forward as an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like f i g u r e , h i t upon the leader of the Maccabean triumph, 
Judas Maccabaeus, This in te rp re ta t ion he was then able to r i d i c u l e . 
Thus the in te rp re ta t ion of the man-like f igu re as Judas Maccabaeus 
i s a figment of Jerome's polemic, not held by aiiyone before Sahlin,^ 
and Jerome's comments are not triumphant so much as uncomprehending. 
Now that Porphyry's exegesis has been disentangled from Jerome's 
comments, i t can be b r i e f l y summarized. Porphyry believed that the second 
beast was the kingdom of the Medes and Persians, the t h i r d Alexander, 
the four th the res t o f the Macedonian kingdom: the ten horns were f i e r c e 
kings of d i f f e r e n t kingdoms, beginning from the Diadochi and concluding 
with the three horns uprooted, Ptolemy VI Philometor, Ptolemy V I I 
Euergetes and Artaxias o f Armenia: the l i t t l e horn was Antiochus Epiphanes: 
the "time, times and h a l f a time" o f Da v i i , 2 5 was the desolation of 
the temple ^tir 3^ years under Antiochus Epiphanes. "One l i k e a son of man* 
was a symbol o f the "Saints o f the Most High", whom he i d e n t i f i e d as 
the Jews: t he i r reception o f the kingdom he interpreted as the Maccabean 
v ic tory i n I64. a t about the time o f Antiochus' death: t h i s he foimd w r i t t e n 
up i n greater d e t a i l i n Da x i - x i i . Porphyry i s thus the ea r l i e s t witness 
to the Syrian t r a d i t i o n . 
Aphrahat, 
Aphrahat presents a d i f f e r e n t problem. His f i f t h demonstration 
l i e s before us, transmitted moreover i n a manuscript wr i t t en less than 
150 years a f t e r the autograph. But Aphrahat's i n t e rp re t a t i on o f Daniel v i i 
i s incurably muddle-headed. He received more than one t r a d i t i o n : he 
promulgated more than one t r a d i t i o n too, and the combination i s less 
i.Supra, pp, 
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than successful. Dem, XXII,26 gives advice to in te rpre te rs o f Holy 
Wri t who have got stuck, and i t i s a recipe f o r continued and comfortable 
muddle: : : : : i ^ ] l>0 - i ^ ^ a ^ i 
The f i f t h demonstration was wr i t t en when war between Persia and 
Rome was expected. Aphrahat advised Persia not to f i g h t . The grounds 
are sc r ip tu ra l , wi th conclusions drawn from Da v i i i as we l l as exegesis 
of Da v i i , but the warning i s p rac t i ca l - Rome w i l l win . I t wss not an 
at t i tude calculated to endear Persian Christians to t h e i r Zoroastrian 
masters, and persecution was to come. However, t h i s i s not the only matter 
i n which ^hraha t i s a western supporter. His f i r s t attempt at the 
exegesis o f the four beasts o f Da v l i i s western also. V,10 provides 
a clear summary o f t he i r i d e n t i f i c a t i o n : Jj j t ^ ^ ^ . ^ v ^ 
A^-Ksso ixgo'KaD ^Luoo .JJo-ix:::^ .^o^D p o t ^ ? o-i^^i 
mi's? A j'l^ \ \ > > v>? y K^^^" 
^QLJxiA ^ A j ^ ^ Q jov ; ) ^iJ>^^ ?G 
This much i s s traightforward - the sons of Esau, symbolized by the f o u r t h 
beast, are the Romans, i n rccordance wi th a normal syrian and rabbin ica l 
description o f them. The descript ion o f the Modes as brothers o f the 
Greeks i s due to the not ion, stated i n V,12, that Madai and Jawan were 
both children o f Japhetj and th i s i s derived from Gen x . 2 . This western 
c l a s s i f i ca t ion of the four kingdoms - Babylonian, Medo-Persian, Macedonian, 
Roman - i s given repeatedly by Aphrahat and his adherence to i t i s not 
i n doubt. Some of the surrounding deta i ls however require discussion. 
Shortly before the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the beasts j u s t c i t ed , Aphrahat 
states l L ; t \ A \ t s X j V y X ^ I K A ^ X I I ^ ^ j i o M I 
Given the context, the reference must be to the Roman conquest o f Greece. 
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At the end of V,10 J^hrahat says that the Romans w i l l remain in power 
u n t i l the second coming of Jesusj ^ o x j |oei 3 
At the end of V,6 Aphrahat had made the same point by using Da v i i .13 -14 . 
At V,21 he in terpre ts the man-like f igure i n d i v i d u a l l y o f Jesus, 
On th is matter, Aphrahat appears to have been consistent . This i n t e rp r e t a t i on 
i s part of the wertern t r a d i t i o n , and obviously was not o r i g i n a l l y 
i n the syrian t r a d i t i o n . But i t was normally held i n the Chris t ian 
version of the syrian t r a d i t i o n as we f i n d i t i n i t s extant witnesses, 
and Aphrahat i s not the only one to hold i t i n t h i s pure form, not 
combined with a corporate in t e rp re ta t ion by means of any exegetical 
device. I t i s not only the r e su l t of western inf luence , but also the 
resu l t o f the same theological pressiires tha t caused i t s adoption i n 
the west working i n the syrian t r a d i t i o n also. 
At V, I2-I4, Aphrahat in terpre ts the Image of Da i i , continuing 
his western i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the four kingdom^, V ,15f f provides a 
detailed in te rp re ta t ion o f Da v i i . As f a r as the beginning of V,19 
a l l i s c lear j the same in te rpre ta t ive t r a d i t i o n i s employed, wi th the 
same i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of a l l four kingdom?. Details however accrue, and 
must be catalogued. The sea i s the world( 
V,15)* This i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
i s natural and com.ion, being found i n the ea r l i e s t commentators o f the 
Syrian and western t r ad i t ions a l ike (l^hraem and Polyclironius, as w e l l 
as Hippolytus and Jerome), The four kingdoms are e35>licitly stated to 
be the same four as previously i d e n t i f i e d , and the f i r s t i s duly given 
as Babylon, wi th support from Jer 1,17. The removal of the beast's 
1 . I n f r a , pp,108-9. 
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wings i s s i m i l a r l y interpreted o f Nebuchadnezzar i n the desert, and the 
f i n a l phrases complete h is res tora t ion . This i n t e rp re t a t i on o f the 
giving o f a man's heart to the beast i s more common, being fouiid both 
i n the western Chris t ian t r a d i t i o n and among the Jews. I t i s s trongly 
reminiscent o f the author's i n t en t i on , but Aphrahat's handling o f the 
whole verse i s wayward over in terpre ta t ion, and i t i s by no means clear 
that he recognized the author's symbolism o f obedience to God as manly. 
V,17 provides the in te rp re ta t ion of the second beast, which i s again 
said to be the kingdom of Media and Persia. I t s being raised on one 
side i s taken to represent t h i s kingdom r i s i n g i n the East; I have not 
found th i s in te rp re ta t ion elsewhere. The same may be said o f the i n t e rp re t a t i on 
of the three r i b s , i n which jiphrahat picks up again the close connection 
which he had previously seen wi th the v i s ion of Da v i i i . His remarks 
imply, though he does not e x p l i c i t l y s tate , that the three r i b s are the 
west, south and nor th . 
At V,18 the t h i r d beast i s i d e n t i f i e d as Alexander, The four heads 
and wings are interpreted o f the Diadochi. This i s important because 
i t shows that the Macedonian kingdom i s i n question here, not only 
Alexander. I t should not be held against t h i s that the beast's l ikeness 
to a leopard i s interpreted as symbolic o f Alexander's strength: th i s 
i s due to the ancient conception o f the king as representative o f h i s 
kingdom, and i s closely para l le led by the i n t e rp re t a t i on of features 
of the f i r s t beast as references to the story of Nebuchadnezzar. 
Thus the in te rp re ta t ion o f the t h i r d beast at 7,18 i s the same as that 
which we have found elsewhere up to t h i s poin t i n the f i f t h Demonstration, 
namely that the t h i r d kingdom i s the Macedonian. 
At V,19 however, Aphrahat's i n t e rp re t a t ion changes. There are 
Cf siqjra, p . 
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no detai ls here o f the in t e rp re t a t ion o f the f o u r t h beast as Rome, 
so i t i s convenient to go back to V,6, where Aphrahat does provide 
a few. Here Persia i s warned not to attack Rome, the f o u r t h beast. 
I t s fearsomeness i s stressed; pa r t i cu l a r mention i s made of i t s trampling 
fee t . I t s destruction w i l l take place at the End (and not before that , 
runs the message to Persia) , Reference i s made f o r t h i s to Da v i i , 1 1 . Thus 
f a r we have simply the f i l l i n g out of the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f the f o u r t h 
beast as Rome with some of the deta i ls of the Danielle p i c t u r e . One 
de ta i l i s , however more remarkable: , ^ i O : i 
Da v i i , 8 , 1 9 th i s i s said of the l i t t l e horn, but Aphrahat appears to 
have taken i t of the f o u r t h beast. This i s extremely forced, so i t 
i s a reasonable conjecture that i t i s a remnant o f the i n t e rp re t a t i on 
of the l i t t l e horn as Rome (Gen,R,76,6).'^ However, Aphrahat evident ly 
did not intend to put forward th i s in t e rp re ta t ion himself . 
Thus f a r then, and up to section 19 of th i s homily, Aphrahat propounds 
the western in te rp re ta t ion of the four kingdoms. At V,19 th i s changes; 
To see what has happened, i t i s ^simplest to begin by looking ahead to 
Y, 20 where we f i n d a long account o f the l i t t l e horn in terpre ted as 
Antiochus E^iphanes, This i s the syrian t r a d i t i o n , va.th the f o u r t h kingdom 
as the Macedonian, I t i s quite inconsistent wi th Aphrahat's previous 
remarks, and i t indicates that the d r iv ing force of the preservation 
of the syrian t r a d i t i o n of the in te rp re ta t ion of the four kingdoms was 
the re tent ion of the in te rp re ta t ion of the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus 
E^iphanes. Aphrahat, having received both t r a d i t i o n s , d id not succeed 
i n reconci l ing them, but his e f f o r t s at a t r a n s i t i o n are to be found 
at V,19. He begins wi th the western t r a d i t i o n ' s ide ra t i f i ca t ion o f 
the four th beast, which he has held consistently up to th i s p o i n t j 
1 . I n f r a , pp .26l-2 . 
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The next statement 
appears, from the lack o f l o g i c a l connection which the conjunction 
ought to indicate , to be derived from another source: 
i f ? ) ^ A <7 
But i t i s the statement a f t e r th i s that takes us i n t o the same by-form 
of the Syrian t r a d i t i o n that we found i n Porphyry, ^ 
There i s no d i rec t trace anywhere i n Aphrahat* s work o f the pure form 
of the Syrian t r a d i t i o n i n which the t h i r d kingdom i s the Persian: 
i n i t s context t h i s statement must be supplying the a l t e rna t ive , that 
the t h i r d beast i s Alexander and the fou r th the res t of the Macedonian 
kingdom. This i s odd, i n tha t i t puts Macedonians i n both the t h i r d and 
the four th kingdoms, so the explanation fo l lows at once: 
I f the statement that the v i s ion of the t h i r d beast was f u l f i l l e d i n 
Alexander were taken as an expression of the usual western i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the t h i r d kingdom as the Macedonian, t h i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f the t h i r d 
and four th kingdoms would not be necessary. I t i s not a notion that 
would occur to any innocent reader o f Da v i i ; i t i s comprehensible only 
as an e f f o r t at solving an awkward exegetical problem. The need f o r 
Macedonians i n the four th kingdom derives from the vigorous su rv iva l 
of the in te rpre ta t ion o f the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Ei>iphanes, To 
put the Romans i n the same kingdom i s very forced, but the western 
t r ad i t i on t o l d Aphrahat that the fou r th kingdom was the Roman and the 
contemporary usefulness o f t h i s t r a d i t i o n made i t p lausible and d i f f i c u l t 
to discard. He goes s t ra ight through wi th i t , concluding V,19 wi th 
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chronological data on Macedonian kings and Roman emperors. The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
recurs at Dem,XXII,25 when J^hrahat i s doing nothing more tendentious 
than supplying the date o f h i s Homilies, The l a s t twelve were completed, 
he says, i n the 655th year l A i i O C l i i D o ' d ^ ? 
Thus AphraKat's work constitutes evidence of theadstence of no less 
than four in terpre ta t ions o f the four kingdoms, (1) The t h i r d i s the 
Macedonian, the four th i s the Roman. (2) The t h i r d i s Alexander, the 
four th i s the res t o f the Macedonian and the Roman as w e l l . (3) The 
t h i r d i s Alexander, the four th i s the Macedonian kingdom from the Diadochi 
onwards, (l) The t h i r d i s the Persian, the four th the Macedonian, 
Aphrahat himself puts forward ( l ) and ( 2 ) . They have two fac tors i n 
common. Both have Alexander i n or as the t h i r d kingdom, such tha t 
according to ei ther t r a d i t i o n the t h i r d kingdom may be said to be 
Alexander: secondly, both have the Romans i n or as the fou r th kingdom. 
These common fac tors do much to e3q>lain how Aphrahat was able to put 
forward both ( l ) and (2) without ever combining them properly, (3) i s 
the view of Porphyry, (2) i s a combination of (1) and (3): the ineptness 
of the combination suggests, but does not prove, that J^hrahat may have 
known (3) and have attenuated the combination himself . I n any case, 
he provides evidence, independent o f Porphyry, that (3) was i n existence 
before he wrote, (4) i s the authentic tradition o f i n t e rp re t a t i on , which 
we shal l meet i n subsequent syrian in te rpre te rs , Aphrahat appears ignorant 
of i t . However, (3) i s a development o f i t . This i s important, because 
i t means that our f i r s t Syriac w r i t e r , by adopting a t r a d i t i o n which 
i s a development of (4.), provides evidence that other people held (A) 
before he wrote,"*" 
1» On the development o f these d i f f e r e n t t r a d i t i o n s , v , f u r t h e r i n f r a , pp 
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At V,20 Aphrahat provides a substantial account o f Antiochus Epiphanes, 
interpreted, as the d r iv ing force of the preservation o f the syrian 
t r a d i t i o n , as the l i t t l e horn. We must catalogue such statements as 
constitute in terpreta t ions t i e d to the tex t o f Da v i i . Having i d e n t i f i e d 
the ten horns i n accordance wi th Da v i i . 2 4 as ten kings, and made i t 
reasonably clear tha t he had i n mind a chronological l i s t going down 
to the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, Aphrahat l ikewise i d e n t i f i e s the 
three horns cast down as three kings whom Antiochus put down. He does 
not i d e n t i f y the three kings, or the teiu He proceeds wi th h i s account 
of Antiochus EJpiphanes by saying 
I t i s clear from th i s that the Saints o f the Most High have been i d e n t i f i e d 
as the Jews whom Antiochus persecuted: the Maccabees are s p e c i f i c a l l y 
mentioned at V,20 ( c o l , 221, 1 8 f f ) , followed immediately by quotation 
of Da v i i . 2 1 , the war of the l i t t l e horn against the Saints. From 
Da v i i . 2 5 a "time and h a l f a time" i s taken wi th reference to Da i x . 2 7 
as 1^ weeks = lO j - years. The in t e rp re t a t ion i s given twice (V,20; 
co l . 321, 3-5 and c o l , 22^, 4-6) , I t involves the omission o f ^JH^I ^ 
though ^ - f A i s duly given i n the quotation o f Da v i i . 2 5 (V,20, 
col,224.,4-). The time and h a l f a time are however thus correc t ly placed 
i n the career o f Antiochus Epiphanes. ^ 10^ years gives us approximately 
! • I t i s more remarkable that Da ix .27 i s also placed i n the Maccabean 
period. The only ancient wr i t e r known to modern scholarship as doing 
th is i s Quintus Ju l ius Hilar ianus, i n his work De Mundi Durations L ibe l l u s 
(n* 13, 1102-4), w r i t t e n tn A.D.397. Hilarianus d i f f e r s from Aphrahat i n 
that he ( r i g h t l y ) takes the one week of Da ix .27 as the laat seven years 
of Antiochus Epiphanes' reign and the h a l f week as the l a s t 3^ years o f 
this seven year period; "ut etiam i n dimidio hebdomadis ejusdem, ab Antiocho 
rege Graecorum auferetur sacri;ficium de loco sancto*. Theodoret, a clear 
witness o f the existence of syrian in t e rp re t a t ion o f Da v i i , also knew 
interpreters who ended the 70 weeks at the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, as 
i s clear from his con..ents at i x . 2 7 . I t i s evident tha t t..e o r i g i n a l t r a d i t i o n 
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the length of his reign, the 3^ year:, the desolation of the temple. 
One may therefore conjecture that t h i s may have been the o r i g i n a l 
interpretation of the t r a d i t i o n which l i e s behind Aphrahat, and that 
i t has been secondarily and wrongly developed i n V,20 (221, 3 f ) , where 
10|- years appears as the length of time f o r which the temple was polluted 
and the sacrifices stopped, I have not found any further trace ofjthis 
interpretation as exegesis of Da vil,25« Da v i i , 2 5 , the l i t t l e horn 
speaking words against the Most High, i s r i g h t l y taken of Antiochus 
blaspheming against God. For his attempt to change times and the Law 
Aphrahat says that he banned the Covenant, and specifies his p r o h i b i t i o n 
of sabbath observance and circumcision. Da v i i . 2 6 i s quoted, ending 
Hai^JO^ O/Oos^J i t appears that ^as been taken 
from the beginning of vii . 2 7 and attached to the end of v i i . 2 6 , following 
the Peshitta, v i i , 2 6 i s then interpreted of the death of Antiochus 
Epiphanes, which i s recounted i n ghastly d e t a i l . Thus V,20 ends, having 
given a substantial account of the l i t t l e horn according to the authentic 
and Syrian interpretation of i t as Antiochus Epiphanes, 
V,21 marks another change. The inte r p r e t a t i o n of the l i t t l e horn 
as Antiochus Epiphanes necessarily involved the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
Saints of the Most High as the Jews whom he persecuted, and we have 
seen that Aphrahat e x p l i c i t l y adhered to t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n V,20, 
l e t he did zo as interpreting t h e i r humiliation. At V,21 he quotes 
v i i . l S , a statement of th e i r triumph, and i d e n t i f i e s them d i f f e r e n t l y * 
of exegesis of Da ix,24--7 also survived, and one suppose? that an ingenious 
investigator armed with modern research techniques might f i n d more 
evidence of i t . 
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The remainder of Dem.V w i l l provide ample evidence that Aphrahat knew 
other interpreters who continued more consistently by taking the Saints 
of the Most High as the Jews and sa^ t h e i r reception of the kingdom as 
a statement of Jewish triumph. Aphrahat himself has changed t r a d i t i o n s 
again. Even more important from the point of view of the present investigation 
i s the mention of the "clouds of heaven"^ These come fram Da vii«13. 
The interpretative t r a d i t i o n which ^ h r a h a t i s r e j e c t i n g regarded the 
man-like figure as a symbol of the Saints of the Most High, who were 
taken to be the Jews* This exegetical t r a d i t i o n i s the only possible 
source of the polemical suggestion, which i s deduced from that t r a d i t i o n 
i n hostile fashion i n order to be rejected, that the children of I s r a e l 
might have come on the clouds of healpen. Thus Aphrahat, the e a r l i e s t 
surviving Syriac-speaking wri t e r on Daniel, bears witness to the existence 
i n his day of the o r i g i n a l corporate in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like 
figure. I t i s interesting moreover that the arguments which Aphrahat 
uses to re j e c t t h i s exegetical t r a d i t i o n are s p e c i f i c a l l y Christian; 
they are eloquent testimony to the theological pressiares which t h i s 
t r a d i t i o n had to withstand i n order to survive i n Christlon c i r ^ c l e s . 
I n the west i t f a i l e d . I n the east, with the Diatessaron for the Gospels, 
a Semitic outlook and close l i n k s with Judaism especially i n exegetical 
traditions, i t managed to survive, though at length i t required the 
typological interpretation of prophecy to enable i t to do so. 
Aphrahat himself interpreted the man-like figure as Jesus, The 
next reference i s at V,21j ^ - M I J ^ Xju I - K ^ 111 0 
The use of the term <^sJUl, -KS fixes t h i s as a reference to Da v i i , 1 3 ; 
the content, and the context, fixes the Inte r p r e t a t i o n as a reference 
^0 Jesus, But the term only has been taken; ?,21 does not speak of the 
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coming to the Ancient of Days. I t i s therefore not possible to deduce 
from t h i s that Da v i i * l 3 has been interpreted i n any way of the f i r s t 
coming of Jesus. The use of <(^l ^^^^ might be thought 
to approximate to a development of the term '•son of man" i n t o a t i t l e , 
but the fact that i t i s such an unusual e^qjression d i f f e r e n t i a t e s i t 
from the normal Aramaic W K and makes any deduction of that 
kind impermissible. For Aphrahat*s int e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v l i , 1 3 - lA 
we must return to V,6, where the f u l f i l m e n t of Da v i i . 9 - 1-^ i s clearly 
placed at the End* This i s the consistent eschatological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
these verses characteristic of the western t r a d i t i o n . That Jesus w i l l 
receive the kingdom from the Romans, and that his w i l l be an eternal 
kingdom, i s repeated - V,22 (229,25 - 231,2): V,23 (231,23f)r V,2^ 
(233,5 - 15). On t h i s matter at least, Aphrahat was consistent. The man-like 
figure was Jesus, and Da v i i . l 3 - 1*4 t e l l s of his reception of his eternal 
kingdom at the End. At V,21 i^hrahat has returned to the western t r a d i t i o n 
with which he began his work. 
I t remains to define his interpretation of the Saints of the Most 
High. At V,23 he expresses himself succinctly: l l o i V ^ O 
V, 21ff gives a lengthy account of the rejection of the Jews. 
Now the Jews have been replaced by the Christians. We have already 
noted ^hrahat<s rejection of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the Saints of the 
Most High as Jews at V ,21, and discussed his second reason, that they 
have not cowe on the clouds of heaven. His f i r s t reason, that they 
W e not received a kingdom, i s amplified at V,23, where Aphrahat points 
out that they were enslaved among the GentUes. I t i s clear that the 
no 
interpreters whom Aphrahat i s r e f u t i n g believed that the reception 
of the kingdom by the Saints of the Most High was a symbol of the Maccabean 
triun^h: i t must be a past event for the contemporary servitude of the 
Jews to be thought to constitute an objection to t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
and the Maccabean triumph i s the only past event that f i t s the evidence. 
But then another int e r p r e t a t i o n has to be dealt withj ^0'K:OJ-i ^ l o 
, \_0 6^  11 ^^ -^AJ* ^. These interpreters hold that the Saints of 
the Most High are indeed Jews, but that they w i l l receive the kingdom 
at the end. Thus they have interpreted Da vii,18,22,27 eschatologically. 
Clearly t h i s group of interpreters were Jews, whereas those who held the 
Maccabean interpretation may have been Jews, or Christians, or both, 
Aphrahat's reply to the eschatological Jewish int e r p r e t a t i o n i s unfortunately 
not a model of c l a r i t y , i:L<ry5L5:> LoO^JO iocch 111 
Aphrahat does not give a straight answer to t h i s question, so we must 
conjecture his answer for him. He believed that the eternal kingdom 
of the Lord Jesus was A/Jsic^; he w i l l have thought t h i s was obvious, and 
found i t i n ^f^J^ UJJL^ ^ (Da v i i . l 3 , Dem V,2L), and at vs.U: 
his eschatological Jews presumably therefore e j e c t e d a permanent Jewish 
victory on earth. 
The f i f t h Demonstration f i n a l l y returns to the position with which 
i t began, Rome i s i n v i n c i b l e , because the fourth beast w i l l not be destroyed 
before the End( which i s evidently not considered to be at hand)f 
Persia therefore should not f i g h t against her. I n the course of t h i s 
work, Aphrahat*s inconsistent adherence to d i f f e r e n t t r a d i t i o n s has 
provided us with much valuable evidence. He i s the earliest Syriac-speaking 
father to survive i n any quantity, the e a r l i e s t to discuss Daniel v i i . 
He provides ample evidence that i n his time a l l the important parts 
I l l 
of the Syrian t r a d i t i o n were f l o u r i s h i n g , some held by him, others 
^ unnamed interpreters. 
Ephraem. 
Epliraem»s commentary on Daniel has not survived as such^ The comments 
on Daniel which Assemani edited were taken from one manuscript of a 
catena of comments on the whole Bible which Severus completed i n A.D.86l.^ 
Moreover severe c r i t i c i s m of Assemani's edition i s universal. I n general 
there seems l i t t l e reason to doubt that our t e x t represents the ma i n 
lines of Ephraem's in t e r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel, but i t would be imwise 
to r e l y on i t for a p a r t i c u l a r d e t a i l . I t i s fortunate that the dating 
of the Syrian t r a d i t i o n of exegesis i s not at a l l dependent on t h i s work 
being as old as the fourth century, so we can use i t confidently as the 
f u l l e s t example of the syrian exegetical t r a d i t i o n that we have had so 
fa r , and use quite d i f f e r e n t grounds f o r dating t h i s t r a d i t i o n e a r l i e r 
when we return to the problems of dating i t at the end of t h i s chapter, 
Ei)hraem i s the one writer of the syrian t r a d i t i o n whose exegesis 
has been observed, and i n great measure correctly observed, by modern 
scholarship. I t i s distinguished by four features, ( l ) He preserved 
i n i t s pure and o r i g i n a l form the author's int e r p r e t a t i o n of the four 
kingdoms and the l i t t l e horn. (2)He preserved the corporate i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure i n Da v i i . l 3 . (3) I n common with the rest of the 
Syrian t r a d i t i o n he h i s t o r i c i z e d the Saints of the Most High as the 
Maccabees. (4.) He used an exegetical method vAich I shall c a l l 'the 
1- O.Bardenhewer, Geschichte der Altkirchlichen L i t e r a t u r IV (^192ii), 
PP.353-4J A.Bauiastark, Die Syrische L i t e r a t u r (1922), p.32. The manuscript 
i s Vt 103, which Baumstark dates i n the ninth or tenth century. 
2. E,g. Rowley, op.cit., pp.6, 62 n.2, 70, l-U-5: Montgomery, op.cit., 
p.320: t h i s provides his i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the four kingdoms and l i t t l e 
horn, and his view thai the primary reference of the man-like figure of 
v i i . 1 3 was to the Jews. 
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typological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of prophecy* ."^  I t was t h i s which enabled 
him both to preserve (2) and (3) and to give way to the theological 
pressures which caused t h e i r disappearance i n the west. 
(1) Ei>hraem i d e n t i f i e s each of the kingdoms accurately i n turn as 
the Babylonian, Median, Persian and Greek, He also notes, i n his 
comment on each beast, the p a r a l l e l dream of the Image i n Da ii, which 
he interpreted of the same kingdoms. He i s the f i r s t writer to preserve 
the authentic sequence of the four kingdoms, though the evidence of 
Porphyry and Aphrahat presupposes that i t was held by otherpeople i n 
their time. Like them, he provides a clear example of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus E^iphanes. 
(2) Evidence of the preservation of the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure i s found i n the comment on v i i * 1 3 . 
o^^^QX UlMoGN - V J l L L f .0C3>j3-\jj3 c i ^ \ j D i ^ ^ o " 
Here Ephraem interprets the man-like figure at two levels. At one 
le v e l , that of the type ( lU) i t symbolizes Hhe sons of the people", 
that i s , the Jews. At tjie other l e v e l , the type i s f u l f i l l e d i n Jesus, 
I t i s the f i r s t l e v e l that we are concerned with here* I t i s a clear 
interpretation of the coming of the man-like figure as a symbol of the 
victory of the Jews over the Seleucids and others, and thus the man-like 
figure may be seen to have been interpreted also as a symbol of the 
Saints of the Most High, This i s the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , found 
also i n Porphyry, and known to, though rejected by, J^hrahat. The theological 
1. The French term i s *propheities a double vis^e": e.g. C.Van den Eynde, 
Commentaire daso'^dad de Merv sur l^Ancien Testament,V. Jer^mie. Ezechlel, 
Daniel. Vol. 3 (1972), p..^ . 
2. Si^ra, pp. Si-/t^ \0l--5 . i n f r a , pp. It4.-S. 
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pressures which caused i t s disappearance i n the West have been absorbed 
by Ephraem by means of his exegetical method, which allows him to hold 
i t at the same time as the view that the man-like figure i s Jesus. 
In this form the o r i g i n a l corporate i n t e r p r e t a t i o n could then continue 
to be preserved by syrian Christians, 
(3) The d e f i n i t i o n of the Saints of the Most High as the "sons 
of the people" was i m p l i c i t , we observed, i n the comment at v i i . l 3 . 
I t recurs at vii,18( j^JiA ^ J d ^ ) . At the time i n question the Jews 
were led by the Maccabees, and thus the Maccabbees are s p e c i f i c a l l y 
mentioned i n comments at vss.22 and 26-7. Judas Maccabaeus' family was 
a p r i e s t l y one, and with the involvement of Hellenizing p r i e s t s with 
Antiochus, the f i d e l i t y of conservative priests was important. The pr i e s t s 
are especially mentioned i n comments at vii.l8 , 2$,27,28. That t h i s i s 
not a separate interpretation, and that Ephraem f e l t no inconsistency, 
i s shown by the jo i n i n g of priests and others i n the comments on vii . 2 6-7 
and vii.28 ( lfi>S^,) i ! ^ ' i i O v ^ O I^LI - . t ^ K ^ f ^ 
Here|then, and at t h i s l e v e l , we have the preservation of the o r i g i n a l 
interpretation of the Saints o f the Most High. 
That Ephraem did hold another l e v e l of in t e r p r e t a t i o n i s shoim 
by a single comment. At v i i . l 8 he explains why the Maccabean Jews should 
be called Saints of the Most High, . A . : ^ Q\ (TN i 0 
This i s the same exegetical device as we found at v i i , 1 3 , but J^hraem 
does not e^qjlain who the Saints are a type ( 11 U ) of. Since however 
the man-like figure wqs taken by him as a type of Christ and since he, 
l i k e a l l syrian Christians, believed i n the salvation of Christians, 
we may conclude that he supposed Christians to be t y p i f i e d here. Both 
lU 
i^hrahat and Polychronius, operating with a d i f f e r e n t exegetical method, 
interpreted the Saints of the Most High as GhrisUans i n some o f the 
statements about them.^ 
(iI)E^hraem was very keen on typology. He believed i n prophecy also, 
and the fact that the Syrians accepted i n t h e i r exegesis fewer examples 
of the b e l i e f that Old Testament prophets had prophesied about Jesus 
should not allow us to ignore t h e i r conviction that some OT prophets 
had on occasion done so. The »typological in t e r p r e t a t i o n of prophecy' 
i s a special combin^ation of the two. I t si^poses that a prophet predicts 
a future event: t h i s future event r e a l l y occurs* i t i s however also a 
type of another event i n the more distant future, which also occurs. 
Ephraem i s the f i r s t author we have encountered who uses t h i s exegetical 
3 
device. His comments on Daniel v i i have no less than three examples. 
The f i r s t concerns the judgement by the Ancient o f Days, A comment at 
vs,9 places t h i s at the close of the Maccabean period: 
]CVOp JLUOp ySv:^ oaASDLLP locD^QJ 
At this l e v e l the Ancient of Days i s the Father, This i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
was needed by Ephraem to cope with vss,13 s^nd 1;^ at any l e v e l : i t i s 
implied most strongly by the quotation of Mt x x v i i i , 1 8 at Da v i i . l 3 
and u t i l i z e d elsewhere i n (more ce r t a i n l y genuine) works of I^hraem,^ 
Thus Daniel prophesied that God the Father would s i t on h i s throne, 
and judge and condemn the Macedonian kingdom. This did happen. But i t 
U Supra, pp. I t > l - i 0 : i n f r a , p.lTCl, 
2. E.Beck, »»Symboluji>-Mysterium bei Aphraat und Ephrlm", QrQte 4-2 (1958), 
PP-19 - 40: G.Saber, %a typologie sacramentaire et baptismale de saint 
Ephrem", Earflr IV (1973), pp.73 - 91. 
3. I t s o r i g i n l i e s beyond the scope of t h i s thesis. I t i s best known 
as used by Theodore of Mopsuestia, e.g. at Zech i x , 9 , Ps xvi.lO. Cf,e.g, 
M.F,Wiles, "Theodore of Mopsuestia as representative of the Antiochene 
^^^^^^ (The Cafflbridge History of the Bible, v o l . 1 , 1970, pp,489 - 510.) 
»^ S-g.SenBon*s,.iI (CSC0,S 134-5), I I I , 262: Hyranen contra Hocreses 
(CSCO.S 76-7) 32,4-6: Hymnen de Na t i v i t a t e (CSCO.S 82-3) Sog,l,47; 3,28; 4,27. 
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was also a type of another event which s t i l l l a y i n the future. 
;1 |^AS\O iXijA ,4>!Ci\^ -^M^s^f otr* llc^iD^ ^ ^ i L L l OCT- lU 
The event t y p i f i e d i s the f i n a l judgement of the l i v i n g and the dead, 
to be carried out, after the general resurrection, btj God the Son. 
At this level the Ancient of Days i s the Son, and Ephraem duly supplies 
an explanation as to why he should have t h i s t i t l e . This piece of exegesis 
i s unique i n the material which I have investigated. I t i s especially 
noteworthy that at the simpler l e v e l , that of the event prophesied 
(not that of which i t i s a type), the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ispeserved -
the author of Da v i i did i n f a c t regard the Ancient of Days as God, and 
the occasion of the judgement was indeed the end of the Macedonian kingdom. 
The other two examples of Ephraem*s use of t h i s exegetical method 
constitute the means whereby he preserved the interpretations of the 
man-like figure and the Saints of the Most High.^ At v i i . l S he believed 
that the angelic interpreter, i n declaring that the Saints of the Most 
High would receive the kingdom, prophesied the Maccabean v i c t o r y over 
the lieutenants of Antiochus Epiphanes* This had duly come to pass. 
But i t was also a type of another event, namely, we have conjectured, 
the eschatological triumph of the Christians. Again i t i s at the simpler 
leve l that the author*s o r i g i n a l interpretation was preserved. 
The interpretation of the man-like figure must be dealt with, i n 
the f i r s t place, s i m i l a r l y , as Ephraem himself dealt with i t . At the 
simpler l e v e l , he interprets vss.l3 - U of the Jewish v i c t o r y over the 
Macedonians. This i n f a c t occurred. On the l e v e l o f the type, Jesus 
reft(iives eternal dominion from the Father; a t vii.14. Ephraem quotes 
Mt xxv i i i . 1 8 , P h i l i i . l O and Lk i.33 to support his exegesis at t h i s 
l e v e l . Yet this t h i r d example i s more complex, because the man-like 
1- Supra, pp. II3-A-. 
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figure i s a symbol of the Saints, At the simple l e v e l , Daniel's vision 
contains a symbol of a future event, which i s propher.ied when the symbol 
i s explained: at the more complex l e v e l , i t might be expected to contain 
a symbol, whose explanation i s a prophecy of an event which i s a ty^e 
of the second future event. This i s not done at a l l , because i t would 
not satisfy the theological pressures which require the man-like figure 
to be i d e n t i f i e d , a l b e i t at the typical l e v e l , as Jesus. This i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
i s d i r e c t l y f e l t , and hence can be u t i l i z e d tout court i n other works 
of Ephraem,^ New Testament support i s Import-^nt, and supplied at vs 1^. 
Thus at the simple l e v e l , the man-like figure ii; a symbol of the Saints 
of the Most High, and at a typical l e v e l he i s a type of Jesus. The 
Saints of the Most High are, at the si^aple l e v e l , the Maccabees, and, 
at a typical l e v e l , Christians. Ephraera^s comment at vn 13 i s a natural 
short cut, interpreting the triumph of the man-like figure as a symbol 
of the Maccabean vi c t o r y without e x p l i c i t mention of the Saints of the 
Most High. 
An inconsistency may be extracted from these items of exegesis 
at the lev e l of what i s t y p i f i e d , i n that the Ancient of Days t y p i f i e s 
the Son at v i i . 9 whereas at vii,13 the Ancient of Days i s the Father 
at the l e v e l of what i s t y p i f i e d as well as at the simpler l e v e l . 
On account of Ephraem* s coaiplex, and perhaps novel, use of t h i s exegetical 
method, Lhi;^ should not be used as an argiiment against the authenticity 
of either piece of exegesis. However i t may con::titute part of the 
explanation of the f a i l u r e of th i s exegesis to recur, even i n Syriac-speaking 
exegetes of t h i s t r a d i t i o n , together with sheer pressure of t r a d i t i o n 
i n favour of the permanent i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the Ancient of Days as 
the Son. 
1. Hymn, contra Haer. (CSCO 169-70, SS 76-7) 32, 4-6: Prose Refutations 
(ed. Mitchell) v o l . i i , p.103. I t i s noteworthy that i n the l a t t e r passage 
Zech ix.9 i s quoted with Da v i i . 1 3 , as i n bT.San 98a. 
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I t appears to show that at the l e v e l of the type Ephraem did not think 
that his exegesis had to be consistent. This i s not improbable, i n view 
of the f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegesis i n general and the typological 
interpretation of prophecy i n p a r t i c u l a r . I t s whole point i s to see 
a second l e v e l of interpretatitbn which need not f i t the context, the 
interpretation of the context as a Whole being reserved f o r the simple 
le v e l . 
T)M-s raises the question of the time at which Ephraem placed the 
fulfilment of Da v i i . l 3 - 14, at a ty p i c a l l e v e l . The comment at vs.9 
sees that verse as a type of the l a s t judgement, but since the t y p i c a l 
l e v e l of interpretation at vss.l3 - 14 need not be consistent with t h i s 
and i n one iii$)ortant respect, the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the Ancient of 
Days, i t i s certainly not consistent with i t , Ephraem mx^ht t h e o r e t i c a l l y 
have placed the f u l f i l m e n t of vss.l3 - U on the ty p i c a l l e v e l at a 
different time altogether. From t h i s point of view, the surviving comments 
are not perfectly clear, and i t i s reasonable to deduce that Ephraem 
was not very concerned with t h i s p a r t i c u l a r problea. The quotation of 
Mt x x v i i i . l S might be held to suggest that he placed i t immediately a f t e r 
tbe Ascension, as i n the by-form of the Western t r a d i t i o n found i n 
Cyprian and Lactantius."** P h i l i i . l O might be held to support t h i s , and 
Lk i.33 i s consistent with i t . I t i s interesting to note that Cyprian 
himself quotes Mt x x v i i i . 1 8 with Da v l i . l 3 . On the other hand, the atomistic 
use of scripture so widespread i n the ancient world would enable Ephraem, 
i f he simply assumed that vss.l3 - 1 ^ at a typical l e v e l referred to 
the second coming of Jesus, to quote Mt x x v i i i . 1 8 and P h i l i i . l O to 
provide NT support for the position which Jesus would receive according 
to Da v l i . l 3 - lAf without considering the time a t which he would receive 
1- I n f r a , pp. 198-200 , 201-3. 
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i U Therefore the evidence of Ephraem's use of these quotations i s not 
suffi c i e n t to show that he placed the f u l f i l m e n t of Da vii,13 -14- at 
a typical l e v e l straight after the Ascension. This view was cert a i n l y 
known to Cosmas Indicopleustes, and perhaps to other l a t e r representatives 
of this t r a d i t i o n . W i t h an atomistic piece of evidence l i k e t h i s 
however, i t i s important that these other exegetes are of much l a t e r 
date. On balance, the eschatological orientation of the comments on 
the typical l e v e l of inte r p r e t a t i o n of vss 9 and 18 makes i t perhaps 
marginally more probable that E^hraem interpreted vss 13-1^ at the 
typical l e v e l of the second coming of Jesus. 
This conclusion i s however so uncertain that i t i s of some importance 
to say that i f the other possible view of his comments on vss 13-14-
at the typical l e v e l should be correct, Ephraem does not provide early 
independent evidence of the t r a d i t i o n of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da vii.13 -14-
found i n Cyprian and Lactantius. The old syrian i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of these 
verses i s the one found at the simple l e v e l , at which the man-like 
figure symbolizes the Saints of the Most High, that i s , the Maccabees. 
The typical l e v e l of inte r p r e t a t i o n i s more recent, and i t i s western 
as well as Christian. Cyprian's work became widely known, and there 
i s nothing inherently improbable i n the notion that t h i s p a r t i c u l a r 
d e t a i l of his exegesis travelled through Antioch and was taken up at 
thi s t y p i c a l l e v e l i n the Syriac-speaking church, Analysis can show 
that the outline of the syrian exegetical t r a d i t i o n at i t s simple l e v e l 
i s much older than i t s earlie;;t witnesses, but th i s i s not the care 
for the accretion., at a typi c a l l e v e l , which are Christian and therefore 
more recent than the pre-christian outline held at a simple l e v e l . 
I f I^hraem's comments on vss 13-1^^ are genuine, they show that t h i s 
typical i n t e r p r e t a t i o n was put forward about the middle of the fourth 
U I n f r a , pp.137-9, cf. pp.135, 152-3. 
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century, but they do not show that i t was known to anyone before that. 
Moreover the exegetical method by which t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s incorporated 
by Ephraem into the syrian t r a d i t i o n also shows that i t was not done 
early. I t i s therefore to be concluded that, while some aspects of 
Ephraem'E exegesis of these verses cannot be determined with certainty, 
they certainly do not provide independent evidence of early adherence 
to the exegesis of Cyprian, 
I t remains to discuss some of the details of E^hraem's i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
The four winds i n vs 2 are interpreted as the four rulers ( 
of the four kingdoms. These are t h e i r heavenly, angelic patrons ( c f . 
Da x,13 a l , ) , as i n Polychronius and Jerome, that i s to say, i n both 
traditi o n s , Mai already noted that Polychronius and Jerome have something 
i n common (he did not know Ephraem i t seems, nor the other syrians), 
"Consentit cum Polychronio Hieronymus; et quidem haud semel a l i b i ; i t a 
ut eundem fontem sequi uterque interdum videantur"*"'' This may be r i g h t , 
though a l l these writers had i n common the t e x t , the idea which they 
have put into i t , and the normal ancient penchant for over-interpretation 
of the sacred word. Over-interpretation i t i s , not the author's idea. 
The date of any common source, and of the o r i g i n of t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
cannot be determined; Ephraem ( i f i t i s h i s , as i s probable enough) 
or Polychronius provides a terminus ante quem* I t could have passed 
from one t r a d i t i o n to the other, as there was contact continuously 
through Antioch (pace Jerome, who yet knew both t r a d i t i o n s , as did 
Aphrahat, Polychronius, Theodoret and others). 
At vs 3 the difference between the beasts i s referred to a difference 
i n t h e i r power. Few interpreters discus.: t h i s , possibly because they 
take i t with reference to the obvious differences between the forms of 
the actual beasts i n the vision. Here Ephraem i s unique i n the material 
1. Mai, op,cit,, p,124. n,^. 
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under review. 
At vs 5 the bear i s raised on one side: Ephraem's interpretatie-n 
i s that Darius the Mede ruled over his own kingdom only. The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
i s secondary within the syrian t r a d i t i o n . While t h i s t r - j d i t i o n was 
highly conservative and did preserve the outlines of the authentic 
interpretation of Da v i i , i t s early ma&ters produced new interpretations 
when they did not know what something meant. The contrast with the 
Babylonian kingdom shows that the raising on one side has been taken 
to indicate p a r t i a l dominion; Darius the Mede ruled only part of the 
earth. This notion i s found also i n pseudo-Saadia, who explains that 
Cyrus ruled only part of the kingdom whereas Darius ruled the whole 
earth. There are no less than three other interpretations of t h i s 
d i f f i c u l t phrase i n the material under review.''' I t i s not improbable 
that the idea of p a r t i a l dominion should occur independently to these 
two interpreters, and the manner of i t s expression i s quite d i f f e r e n t . 
Thus this common element i s not s u f f i c i e n t to enable us to conjecture 
contact between the traditions found here i n thepe two authors. 
The three ribs provoked numerous interpretations from the ancient 
comments tor,T, a l l of them secondary. I t i s remarkable that Ephraem's 
view i s the same a. that selected by Jerome - Medes, Persians and 
Babylonians, I t remaine-: henceforth the int e r p r e t a t i o n of the syrian 
t r a d i t i o n , recurring i n Theodore bar Koni and Isho^^dad of Mrew, Jerome's 
lengthy discussion of alternatives (and the difference of Hippolytus) 
indicates that i n his time i t was only one of several Interpretations 
i n the west: one may therefore conjecture a syrian o r i g i n f or i t . 
The command to eot much flesh i s interpreted as an order to destroy 
1. Supra, p.102 (Aphrahat): i n f r a , p.212 (Jerome), p.3^6 (ibn Ezra), 
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the Babylonians. Isho'^dad singles out the Babylonians from among the 
three r i b s , as the ones most subjected to attack and destruction. 
A closer p a r a l l e l i s to be found i n Ibn Ezra."*" The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s 
probably very old. I f i t i s r i g h t to see the phrase as simply i n d i c a t i v e 
of Median destructiveness,^ i t i s nevertheless natural to see i n i t 
a specific reference to the destruction of the previous kingdom, which 
a l l traditions r i g h t l y i d e n t i f i e d as the Babylonian. At vs.6, Ephraem 
interprets the four wings and four heads as indicative of Persian power 
i n a l l four directions. bj^^l^Ul^ ^Oo ^^1^ 
. ^ 0 oy\A/^  i o A j i This i s probably too a l l e g o r i c a l f o r the 
author, but i f so i t i s natural over-interpretation, and similar comments 
recur i n Polychronius and Ish<fdad of Merw. 
At VS.7, the ir o n teeth of the fourth beast are interpreted as the 
armies of Alexander. This i s another example of secondary over-interpretation 
of detail within the syrian t r a d i t i o n . I t was to be repeated by Isho^dad. 
The ten horns are ten kings, but they are not ndmed. We may deduce 
from the comment on the three horns uprooted that the t r a d i t i o n on which 
Ephraea depends had i d e n t i f i e d the ten as a chronological sequence 
which ended before Antiochus Epiphanes. L A \ C I v^:i <A 
I t is«videnh • from t h i s that at least sotae of the three horns themselves 
must be kings already too early to be thought of as hav^^ng been put 
down i n t h e i r own persons by Antiochus E^iphanes. I t i s a rather radical 
piece of exegesis, no doubt caused by the usual d i f f i c u l t i e s of i d e n t i f y i n g 
the ten horns and the three. On the face of i t , i t contradicts the p l a i n 
meaning of the t e x t , and that i s no doubt the reason why i t does not 
1. I n f r a , p,3/i6. 
2. Supra, p.38. 
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recur i n the sources which I have investigated. The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the ten i s consistent with Aphrahat and Polychronius, who do not 
name them either, and with the l i s t given by Mai's anonymous exegete,"'' 
but not with the l i s t s of Porphyry and Theodore bar Koni, I t i s reasonable 
to a t tribute Ephraem's f a i l u r e to specify them to his awareness of his 
ignorance. His closing comment on verse 8 interprets the mouth speaking 
great things as symbolic of blasphemy: t h i s i s r i g h t . 
The comment on v s , l l i s unique and curious: 
t 
Perhaps Bphraem took the view that the Greeks were not eliminated with 
the defeat and death of Antiochus Epiphanes, This would conform v s , l l 
to the idea of vs,12, where he has again preserved the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n : 
.lie. '^IrA I W 
At vs,17 he comments on the four ^^ .liAJD , i d e n t i f y i n g them as the four 
kingdoms without hesitating over the designation "kings" rather than 
"kingdoms'* because he accepted the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i n the normal ancient 
2 
manner. At vs,25, he has correctly preserved the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
"time, times and h a l f a time" as 3 i years. His comment on the "times and 
the Law" i s d i r e c t l y dependent on the peshitta tex t he used, but i t i s 
noteworthy for i t s approximation to the author's o r i g i n a l meaning: 
I t w i l l be clear from th i s discussion that Ephraem i s a major source 
of evidence for the preservation of the authentic t r a d i t i o n of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
Daniel v i i . His exegetical method allowed him to r e t a i n a complete 
outline of the o r i g i n a l exegesis while s t i l l giving way to Christian 
1. I n f r a , pp. 155"^ , 
2* Supra, pp. Si"/*-. 
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theological pressures, and he retained several details also. I t i s 
unfortunate that there i s some doubt over the authenticity o f the comments, 
especially i n the absence of a satisfactory modern edi t i o n , but analysis 
of the exegesis shows that i t i s early,"*" and t h i s i s independent of 
the date at which the comments at t r i b u t e d to Ephraem were w r i t t e n . 
Polychronius. 
Polychronius, bishop of Apamea for a short time from 4.27 onwards, 
was the brother of Theodore of Mopsuestia. Theodore came to be venerated 
by the Syrians as "The Interpreter", and the present investigation 
i s the poorer f or the loss of hi?; commentary on Daniel. Polychronius, 
however, i s i n his own r i g h t one of the most important exegetes of 
the Antiochene school. His commentary on Daniel has not survived as 
such; as with Ephraem, we are dependent upon a catena t r a d i t i o n . 
This was edited by Mai. Mai did not include quite a l l of the comments, 
which are cle a r l y abbreviated from Polychronius' work. This i s sometimes 
evident from the content, most obviously from the occasional i n t e r p o l a t i o n 
of the phrase |J£T^ A i y i t , On the more cheerful side, 
the substantial authenticity of the comments at t r i b u t e d to him i s 
not i n doubt, and even after some abbreviation i n transmission, Polychronius' 
commentary i s s t i l l the most substantial representative of the syrian 
t r a d i t i o n of exegesis i n that part of Da v i i f o r which he belongs 
to i t . He wrote i n Greek, but he appears to have known also both the 
Syriac (peshitta) and the Hebrew: "syro exernplari syrus homo saepenumero 
1. Infoa, pp.157-66. 
2. A.Mai, Scriptorum Veterum Nova Collectio. vol.1(1825). Some scholars 
c i t e PG 93, ly-WO, which does not contain i t at a l l . Many others 
c i t e FG 162, which " i g n i destructus continebat .... Polychronium 
Apamensem" (PG Index 2, p.8^7). I t appears that few have actually 
read i t i 
\2K 
utitur«,"^  Clearly, therefore, he could hcve consulted the o r i g i n a l 
Aramaic of this chapter i f he so derired. 
In volume the bulk of Polychronius' exegesis belongs to the >syrian 
t r a d i t i o n , but i n some important a.^ 'pecte i t i s western. I t has four 
outstanding features. (1) For the four kingdoms and the l i t t l e horn 
he holds the pure form of the syrlan t r a d i t i o n . (2) His in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure i s ve;:;tern Christian. (3) His in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the Saints of the Most High i s mixed* (4.) He occasionally cites 
and c r i t i c i z e s the western t r a d i t i o n . 
(1) Polychronius repeatedly says that the four kingdom? are the 
Babylonian, Median, Persian and Macedonian. He i d e n t i f i e s a l l four 
e j q j l i c i t l y l i k e t h i s at v i i . 2 , and the sequence i s repeated at v i i , 1 7 . 
The second kingdom i s i d e n t i f i e d as the Median i n a comment at v i i . 6 
(sic! ETTL Tc^ vj ^v^Soo Tpu TiXtO^^ ) : the t h i r d 
as the Persian at v i i . 6 : the fourth as the Macedonian at wii.7,8,ll,23J 
comments a t vii.7,23 e x p l i c i t l y include Alexander i n the fourth kingdom -
the f i r s t comment on v i i . 7 even i d e n t i f i e s the fourth kingdom by saying 
l^f|VOtt To^ 'flVt^oLvSj^ov , and a subsequent comment summarizes 
the extent of his rapid conquests. This evidence i s extremely clear, 
and gives no ground f o r assi.idlating Polychronius' in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the four kingdom., to that of Porphyry, That polychronius interpreted 
1* Mai, op.cit,, p . x x x i i . On the versions used by Polychronius see 
further Mai, l o c . c i t . j O.Bardenhewer, Polychronius. Eln Beitrag zur 
_Geschichte der Exegese (1879), p p . ^ l f f . 
2. As did Rowley, op.cit., pp.6, 139. Rowley^s view i s presumably 
based on a misreading of Mai's edition of Polychronius* cora.'cents 
at ii.39ff, Polychronius* in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the Image of Da i i p a r a l l e l s 
his i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the beasts of Da v i i , and his i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the four kingdoms i s the same i n both passages. But the t e x t of 
his commentary has been dislocated at ii.39-40, where some of the 
comments are i n the wrong place. This was pointed out already by 
Bardenhewer, op.cit., p,6l n.^i. 
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the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphanes ir. clesr and univerpally admitted. 
(2) Polychronius interpreted the man-like figure Jesus. The 
fundamental coamient i s the f i r s t ofjthose given by Mai at v i i , 2 8 , on 
the words tu3S SSt T5> W^ S^ TO^ Voyo^ ( t h i s i s Theod), Polychronius* 
comment runs TCoT<^v' yoi ^<^<S~U ^^y<r^\/ey)Tev o 
^|2oy\i^6»^ . The use of the Gospel phrase o O^os T^oG <iv6j?o-nOU^ 
with the d e f i n i t e a r t i c l e s , shows that the phrase UlS uioS ^v9pcJTT0U 
has been interpreted of Jesus. The conments at vii.15-14- presuppose 
this and amplify the picture without repeating the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . 
Moreover i t i s clear that Polychronius did not hold the corporate 
interpretation of this f i g u r e , since he states quite e x p l i c i t l y that 
the angelic interpretation of Daniel's v i s i o n does not contain any 
interpretation of the man-like figure. This blunt statement i s not 
consistent with the double int e r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s figure found i n 
S^jhraem and the l a t e r Syrians. His rejection of the double i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
w i l l not be dae solely to western influence, since the double i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
can accommodate any amount of development of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
the man-like figure ar Jesus. I t w i l l rather be due to his unheppiness 
about the typological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of prophecy i n general. Since 
he could not scconimodate the corporate i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n t h i s way, 
the theological pressures i n favour of i n t e r p r e t i n g i t as Jesus, 
pressure? which did affect a l l extant syrian Christian witnesses, 
drove him, l i k e Aphrahat before him, to abandon i t altogether. This i s 
not a simple or dramatic change of t r a d i t i o n on the p a r t of Polychronius 
(or his unknown Greek predecessors). The syrian Christian i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure i s already a mixed t r a d i t i o n , holding the o r i g i n a l 
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interpretation together with the western Christian view by means of a 
particular exegetical device. Polychronius* unhappiness about t h i s device 
l e f t him with one hal f of the mixture, and i t i s not surprising that 
a Christian took the s p e c i f i c a l l y Christian h a l f . 
Polychronius* view that the angel*s interpret-^tion omits to provide 
for the man-like figure i s interesting i n i t s e l f . I t i s a f a t a l consequence 
of any exegesis which regards that figure as an individual."^ Polychronius 
i s the only surviving ancient exegete i n c i s i v e enough to observe i t , 
but the remark with which he leaves i t i l l u s t r a t e s well enough that, 
though inci s i v e by p a t r i s t i c standards, he belongs to the p r e - c r i t i c a l 
era. He does not have to explain why the author of the book of Daniel 
wrote a vision and an inte r p r e t a t i o n , and yet oddly j u s t l e f t out one 
of the most s t r i k i n g features of the vision from that i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
He can take refuge i n the a t t r i b u t i o n of mysterious and unexplained 
motive to a supernatural figure - 6 ^\j\jlK0S ... t^TTttV <5'0K 
£ loo\v' . I t i s not a refuge that i s open to the c r i t i c a l scholar. 
(3) Having thus f a i l e d to adhere consistently to one exegetical 
t r a d i t i o n of the vi s i o n , Polychronius was led to a mixed in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the Saints of the Most High also. I f , as he held, the fourth kingdom 
was the Macedonian, and the l i t t l e horn was Antiochus Bpiphanes, i t follows 
that the Saints were the Jews whom Antiochus persecuted. He says t h i s 
e r ^ l i c i t l y i n a comment found i n Mai's edition at v i i . 8 , on the words 
R<jlt feTTOiei T^Q^£^ClV ^not ^yious , interpolated here from v i i . 2 1 , 
as i n some other witnesses to Theodt. Polijchronius coramentr simply? 
T o u u m TTfiOS I'ou^J-tuV ^ouj wLjktTT/rovjf. Similarly at v i i . 2 5 , i n 
a comment on TOUS d ^ i o o i gijii«rTOU -n-A^ W]<n:t , which produces 
a more elaborate d e f i n l t i o n j ^AvTt Tous i[S -tACHTTIO^UV 
1. Of. supra, pp. 5S^ S ? " t | . 
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^\£6rjK? toL yeij'lT'Tol.The same Interpretation i s i m p l i c i t i n the 
comment of vii.25 ^o^'jVtT/V AoTOO . I t i s implied 
also i n a more general way bij the mention of the sufferings of the Jews 
in the comment at 7ii.28 S u Xox^irpoi ^00 rr^^tr^^^T<ro^ . 
However, i n the vision Polychronius had seen not only past h i s t o r y , 
but also eschatological triumph^ and th i s second factor recurs, i n his 
view of the angel's words, as a second in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the Saints of 
the Most High. The comment on vii.18 OU\0-T0U begins with 
a simple d e f i n i t i o n : TOUTt^TTiV 0\ trw tov/ VpiTtOV T^l^^T^OO^/T£S. 
The same interpretation i s i m p l i c i t i n the comment at v i i . 2 7 , which stresses 
the universality and eternity of God's ru l e . That i t i s no aberration 
i s confirmed by the comments on i i . 4 4 , the l a s t of which concludes with 
the c i t a t i o n of Mt xvi.18. I n t h i s factor only, the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
Saints of the Most PtLgh, we have the same two interpretations as we found 
l a i d side by side i n Aphrahat, I n the verses which are cl e a r l y t i e d to 
the l i t t l e horn, v i i . 2 1 and v i i . 2 5 , they are the Jews whom Antiochus 
persecuted: i n the general summaries of t h e i r triumph, viiJS and v i i . 2 7 , 
they are Christians triumphing at the End, There i s no sign here of the 
typological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of prophecy. Polychronius' mixed i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the vision has been carried t i ^ o u g h consistently i n the di v i s i o n 
of the statements about the Saints of the Most High int o two sets, each 
of which has then been applied to a d i f f e r e n t group. One belongs to the 
original syrian traditions the other i s a re s u l t of the saine pressures 
as led him to adopt the western Christian i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like 
figure, 
(4.) The comments on Da v i i provide one example of Polychronius 
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c i t i n g and attacking the western t r a d i t i o n . He gives a rather lengthy 
h i s t o r i c a l interpretation of the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphanes, and 
one of the comments at v i i . 8 concludes o'Oev eyiO yf Qotupc^u)^ 
oV^S TT^ OS OOTu) CTol^J^ W t O f l U V I v 6 \ (Tt/^O £ VOS 0 
ik\(.iK^ (l\i^i^'ki T)- pi^^^slTA . The f i n a l phrase i s a good strong 
one; the nub of the c r i t i c i s m i s that the western t r a d i t i o n ignores 
the close correspondence of the text with the facts of history. As applied 
to Da v i i , t h i s i s indeed a sound c r i t i c i s m . Further l i g h t on Polychronius* 
attitude i s shed by his comment at x i i . 2 , where the syrian t r a d i t i o n which 
he followed had gone awry, and he was on the defensive.''' I n x i i . l f f 
he saw the victory of the Maccabees over the Macedonian forces i n I64. B.C., 
but he knew that others did not. At x i i , 2 TToWol TuJi/ kol&tO^OVTtAJl/ 
£V V^ ?js y^^all'l £^£'^tp^'Vovrflil his comment begins 0"&^p£\/ 
UiS tro\\o\ ^lf)\ -xJjs ivdLCrTc/<reUi5 T^ G^t^ ^ Xtyooo-i, That i s a 
clear reference to the western t r a d i t i o n , here cited not as the view of 
a prominent adherent, but as the view of "many*. Polychronius begins 
his reply with the determined statement of a c r i t i c a l p r i n c i p l e : ^^-T 
W^d^oQ (Vj^oV'Tt'^^^V . The argument which follows does not concern 
us here, but i t appears that at t h i s point Polychronius saw himself following 
the evidence where the western t r a d i t i o n had caved i n to theological 
pressure. This i s a l l of a piece with his view of the western t r a d i t i o n 
ignoring the facts of the history of the l i t t l e horn. 
The selection of J ^ o l l i n a r i s i s interesting, Apollinaris wrote at 
1. For a more detailed discussion of the syrian t r a d i t i o n ' s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
at this point, i n f r a , pp. IfcS^fc : P.M.Casey, "Porphyry and the Origin 
of the Book of Daniel", JThS NS XXVII P t . l ( A p r i l , 1976). 
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length against Porphyry, as well as on Daniel. Polychronius must have 
known that his own exegesis of t h i s book was i n large part that of Porphyry, 
but this w i l l not have worried him. He knew i t as the exegesis of his 
church: that there were other Christians who disagreed with him was of 
interest and concern, and required mention with comment on t h e i r mistaken 
view. That the notorious Porphyry had got some of the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
Daniel r i g h t could hardly be held to cast doubt on i t . What Porphyry had 
got abominably wrong was the o r i g i n of t h i s holy book. As Polychronius 
puts i t , after explaining i n a comment on v i i . 8 that the appearance of 
the l i t t l e horn was a prophecy of the coming of Antiochus Epiphanes, 
OOToO v/«ip H'^t v ^ t y o V e v . There i n a nutshell i s the 
difference between Polychronius and other Syrians on the one hand, and 
Porphyry on the other. Vorphyry used the syrian t r a d i t i o n to divine the 
date and pseudepigraphic nature of the book of Daniel; Pol/chronius 
and other Syrians believed that Daniel was a sixth-century prophet 
who was granted visions by God which he wrote up i n the Word of Ck)d, 
accurately prophesying i n t e r a l i a the appearance, wickedness, and fate 
of Antiochus Epiphanes, 
Why select Apollinaris for mention? The question may be a false one, 
for we do not know what criticisms Polychronius may have made of adherents 
of the western t r a d i t i o n , only to have them not chosen for inclusion 
i n a catena. But i t i s tea^jting to connect the selection of Apollinaris 
with the fa c t that he was a known heretic. I t i s interesting to observe 
at this point that Jerome and Polychronius do not mention each other 
by name, but uncertainty as to the date of Polychronius* commentary makes 
this fact d i f f i c u l t to comment on precisely, and i t i s clear that both 
of them knew the exegetical t r a d i t i o n used by the other. 
Such are the main points raised by Polychronius' exegesis of Daniel v i i . 
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His lengthy commentary contains many details that are worthy of mention. 
At v i i . 2 , after interpreting the four winds as angelic powers i n 
charge of the four kingdoms (we have seen this i n t e r p r e t a t i o n aire-dy 
i n Ephraem), Polychronius goes even further and interprets the de-cription 
of them as ''heavenly" as symbolizing the derivation of t h e i r authority 
from God. I t i s interesting that after a l l t h i s over-interpreting 
Polychronius can s t i l l connect the four winds with the four points 
of the compass, a point more inqccord with the mind of the author. 
At v i i . 3 , the risinp- of the bearts from the sea denotes: the appearance 
of the kingdoms i n real l i f e . Given that the hearts are the kingdoms 
and the se? i s l i f e , t h i s i s natural, and i t s uniqueness i n the material 
under review w i l l be merely a r e f l e c t i o n of the fullness of Polychronius' 
comments. Their great size is held to symbolize that each of the kingdoms 
was f r i g h t f u l , whereas the difference between them was that they were 
not a l l f r i ^ r h t f u l i n quite the same ways. This d i f f e r s from E^hraem, 
who held that they di f f e r e d i n their power. These are two separate 
attempts, within the same exegetical framework, to overlnterpret 
the sacred tex t . Polychronius al^o putr the bea:---tsin a declining sequence: 
At vii.4., the choice of a lioness i s put down to i t s bein^ the 
most royal of bea t s . The details of i t s experiences are interpreted 
as an allegory of Babylon. The plucking o f f of the wings i s held to 
E}Tnbolize divine authorization for the de.;truction of Babylon. That 
i t was l i f t e d o f f the earth shows that Babylon was humiliated but 
not destroyed. That i t was given the heart of a man i n interpreted 
of the enfeebleraent of Babylon. This l a s t i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s evidently 
old, as i t occurs i n the western Christian t r a d i t i o n and i n a Jewish 
source (ibn Ezra)*"*" 
1. I n f r a , p.3A6. 
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At v i i . 5 , Polychronius' comment begins E r T l i ^ r ^ (TTO^aTi ^p/]r^''|Jffci 
W.-CT£<rTr^ «r£: T^ |V ip)()|V T**>^  Tj?iu>^ , which appears to be Darius 
the Mede appointing three chief ministers (Da v i . 2 ) , an int e r p r e t a t i o n 
to which Jerome bears witness (thouj^h he did not hold i t hiac l f ) . 
At v i i . 6 he interpreted the four wings as Medes, Babylonians, Egyptianr 
and Persians, The interpretation i s unique i n the material under review 
(though Theodore bar Koni held that the wing? and heads referred to 
the four dominions which the Persians held, without specifying which 
four): i t i s also secondary; Polychronius goes on to overinterpret 
uniquely, taking "Tr£T£i\/ou as a symbol of vi c t o r y i n war, and 
Ofttp^Vui as indicating that the Persian empire was ruled by i t s 
subjects: this seems strange, but cf.e.g.Esth v i i i , 1 2 k , which describes 
the notorious Haman as ?Hj.V<tStOV^ T-MS i X ^ O t U u iVX^T|7iOS Tou 
t G v 'Vf^p'^^ dL^ ''pcrfT05 . This may be a l l that i s movant, especially 
i n view of the more moderate explanation ou K«lTA(rT^v^/^£VOj 
The fom- heads again refer to the Medes, Babylonians, Egyptians and 
Persians; they are heads to represent their independent self-sufficiency 
under the overall control of the one Persian king, t^OUfTi'j C^o'Oyj 
^ ^ t i j symbolizes divine co-operation with Cyrus, whose helpfulness 
to the Jews and worldly success are linked together to i l l u s t r a t e t h i s . 
At v i i , 7 , the general description of the fourth beast i s compared 
with the iro n of the Image of Da i i andjreferred to the power and speed 
of the all-conquering Alexander, This Polychronius takes down as f a r 
as r A *lutc) Sui^£j3cv Tr£|3v<raws TToipi TrivtdL r i ^ ^ ^ ( ^ 
TJ^ e^npo^OtV oLOToO ; after t h i s A'^ T^ VT^  '^^^ XoyoV i^ti 
<TOVT£ivoVTaL t\$ Tov Xolov . I t i s the Jewish people to whom 
he refers: Syriac commentators use ^ i n the same way. v i i . 8 has 
along comment on the inte r p r e t a t i o n of the l i t t l e horn as Actiochus 
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Epiphanes, some of which was noted above; further details remain to be 
recorded. One comment appears to be an explanation of the fact that 
the beast i s said to have ten horns, and then an eleventh i s mentioned: 
the author might have been expected to say that the beast had eleven 
horns. I f that i s the point of th i s comment, i t i s sound enough: 
tralj)oL^o^cnit^^ t^AWt'T^ • The horn's growth i s charted i n accordance with 
the i'nplications of Da vi i . 2 0 , and i t s r i s i n g and growth are held 
to symbolize the increase i n Antiochus' power and wickedness. Theodore 
bar Koni and Isho^dao of Merw comment s i m i l a r l y on the increase i n i t s 
Power. As for the l i t t l e horn coming up among the ten, the western t r a d i t i o n 
i s cited, anonymously at this point, and rejected: ^^ "^  ff'i^^alN/^ 
o V i -ri3v StK^ (loLTi\tu)V kp^TOOVTiov jiatrtX^oTcc peVos. 
The western interpretation reckoned that the ten horns were ten kings 
at the same time. Polychronius then gives his own view: ^.XY 
Unfortunately Polychronius does not i d e n t i f y the ten: a l i t t l e help 
may be added to T t j l |^a(r\X£U5 0-UV£'3-ttO(rr|s T r j i JidLKsWlKJjs 
by the remark with which Polychronius explains h i s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 
l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphanes; £\/^€W<iTOS \jlo OOTOS iTTO 
BVc^ivSpOU. follows that he reckoned the ten horns as ten Macedonian 
lyings running from Alexander down to Antiochus Epif?lianes ( H - l r i 
f^U^o^/jV I as he says at v i i . 2 4 ) : t h i s i s the same t r a d i t i o n 
as i s found i n Aphrahat. Moreover the comment on the three horns makes i t 
clear that the tenth of the ten horns wa- Seleucus IV Philopator, as 
i n the l i s t of Mai's anonymous exegete. The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the three 
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Is more problematical. TOOTES-TI T(^\COV 1k<rX(\^v A\<^V 
Yi^i^iV Trjs '^^ ^^ ^^  ' ^"^^ TVtpo-pis ^ ^tlyutTTrcoS, 
\oo^ aH''ovJS. The point of i s to put the three horns outside 
the ten: they are then defined as symbolizing Persians, Egyptians and 
Jews. This i s forced, secondary and unconvincing, and i t does not recur; 
yet i t convinced Polychronius enough to form the springboard f o r his 
attack on Apollinaris."^ No doubt he allowed himself to follow the s h i f t 
i n meaning made possible by Theodotion's rendering of VJJl^'Ql^ as 
'fCiV f |j'trpcs<5'^ £V (5<.VJTC>0 . There follows another comment on 
the l i t t l e horn: i t s eyes symbolize the unnatural viciousness of Antiochus, 
Finally 0 TopA \i\d^V |j£yJl\o( i s taken more accurately of 
Antiochus' arrogance and blasphemy. 
At v i i . 9 Polychronius i d e n t i f i e s the Ancient of Days as God, This 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i s normal and correct. The rearon given for the description 
i s the eternal nature of God, which i s a f a i r comment. He i s portrayed 
as s i t t i n g , because t h i s b e f i t s the divine nature. The whiteness omis 
garments symbolizes his incomparable divine natiire. Polychronius notes 
that the description i s l i k e that of a scene of judgement, and reckons 
this symbolizes the p u r i t y of the real judgement of God. Here, and more 
clearly i n his comments on verse 10, Polychronius shows that he legards 
the description of v i i , 9 - 10 as symbolic and f i g u r a t i v e . 
I n his f i n a l comment on V3.9 Polychronius says that thewheels are 
of flaming f i r e because God i s portrayed as coming forjudgement. The r i v e r 
of f i r e indicates the ease with which God destroys sinnersj the more l i t e r a l 
interpretations, such as Jerome and bHag 13b > also connect i t with the 
remoTal and punishment of the wicked. The remainder of vs,10 i s said 
1- Supra, p. l i s . 
2* In f r a , pp.214, 26^-5. 
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to i l l u s t r a t e his mighty power. The multitudes are angelic powers. 
Polychronius goes out of his way to say that they do not s i t down: 
^f^\0V ykp 6 s 6tOS 0 KplVUsV, I t i s in t e r e s t i n g to 
find t h i s concern, universal among Jews, here e^q^ressed by a Christian 
commentator. Kp\T^ |^J(OV £ K d u \ ^ i s taken of the administrative 
preparations : l i k e the opening of the books and other trappings i t i s 
part of symbolism rather than r e a l i t y . Throughout his comments on these 
verses Polychronius deals with matters that normally belong to the heavenly 
world without giving any indication that he saw the scene set on earth. 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that l i k e other ancient commentators 
he set vss.9ff i n heaven, and his comments on vss.l3 - 14- confirm t h i s . 
v i i . l l - 12 brings us to the destruction of the fourth beast. At 
vi i . 1 1 Polychronius saw clearly the destruction of the whole Macedonian 
kingdom includi:.g the l i t t l e horn. He stresses again the symbolic nature 
of the account. At vs.l2 Polycnronius i s convoluted i n the extreme. 
He divides t h i s verse in t o twoparts^ The f i r s t part, Kakv tCoV 
&i^poiV Up^i^ ^lTl'5'To(&/j , correctly i d e n t i f y i n g -
the "otherbeasts* as the lioness, bear and leopard, takes as i t s s t arting-point 
Theodotion. 's ^ t T t o - r i Q / j , and interprets t h i s sentence of the succession 
of one kingdom to another. The second part of the verse i s interpreted 
with reference to the Macedonian kings, to whom O(^ utoTjs refers. 
Polychronius goes so f a r as to explain that t h i s does not mean a p a r t i c u l a r 
king, but refers to the long domination of the Macedonian kingdom as 
a whole, R^ljJCO being added to make the point that i t w i l l 
not l a s t for ever, but vengeance w i l l be exacted from i t . The s p l i t t i n g 
up of the verse i n t h i s way i s very forced. I t i s clear that Polychronius 
did not know the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s verse, and i t i s not 
surprising that his exegesis of i t does not recur. 
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I t was observed above that Polychronius interpreted the man-like 
figure of vii,13 as Jesus. I n a comment at v i i . 1 3 he notes that he does 
not stand before the court, but goes d i r e c t l y to the judge, a f a c t which 
Polychronius interprets as indicative of his exalted position. He then 
adds OU '^ 'V '^'^p^'^'^'^^ I'l^^^V, fvy. Trjv T£ i ^ U V 
I t i s clear from t h i s that Polychronius followed here the mainstream 
of the western t r a d i t i o n i n seeing the parousia of Jesus at vs,13a. 
He has however set vss,9ff i n the heavenly world, and he i s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
incisive to observe that t h i s creates a problem at vs,13, where he has 
Jesus coming to earth i n the f i r s t part of the verse and being brought 
before God the Father i n heaven i n the second part of the verse. As with 
his comments at vs,28,^ the fact that Polychronius has seen the problem 
marks him out as an i n c i s i v e c r i t i c by ancient standards, but his solution 
to i t marks him out as belongii^to the p r e - c r i t i c a l era. He was not able 
to use observations l i k e t h i s to disprove the t r a d i t i o n s he had inh e r i t e d 
and reconstruct the author* s o r i g i n a l i n t e n t i o n . At vs,14. he goes on 
to stress the un i v e r s a l i t y and et e r n i t y of Christ's kingdom. 
At v i i . 1 6 Polychronius correctly takes the universal view that 
Daniel approached one of the ministering angels, and explains that he 
dared not qpproach the judge because of the divine nature and because 
he was i n awe of what he had seen. At v i i . l S the quotation of Rom v i i i . l ? 
i s interesting because i t might be thought to imply that the man-like 
figure has suffered. But the real significance of t h i s i s that i t occurs 
not early, i n a Christian commentator ( a t t h i s point, moreover, belonging 
to the western t r a d i t i o n ) : i t i s secondary to the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 
man-like figure as Jesus, and the whole comment i s not t i e d closely to 
1. Supra, pp.125 - 6, 
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the Danielic t e x t , but moves i n the area of Christian dogma, being intended 
as scriptural support for the triumph of the Saints, interpreted as Christians. 
In short, i t i s evidence only for the well-known Christian b e l i e f that 
Jesus suffered, not for early exegesis of the Danielic figure as a suffering 
one. 
vii,24.-5 gives polychronius the opportunity to amplify s t i l l f urther 
his remarks on the doings of the l i t t l e horn, Antiochus Epiphanes. 
The comments on •»times and the law" are very much on the r i g h t l i n e s , 
with their reference to the Jewish calendar and constitution and emphasis 
on the religious aspects of t h i s , cr^Ttfll offers him another 
opportunity to stress the divine control of events on earth. The f i n a l 
comment on vii.25 i s especially interesting for the calculation: H'^ ip^ v/" 
is XiyB 'I'O This may have enabled him to circumvent 
the western objection that the desolation of the temple lasted only 
3 years, not the 3i years which Da vii.25 i s elsewhere supposed to contain. 
I t i s noteworthy that Polychronius £ives the same value to HA\^OS 
at Da iv.20, and unfortunate that we do not have a lengbhy comment from 
him on t h i s at vii.25. 
Polychronius' detailed exegesis shows a marked tendency to over-interpret. 
Yet i n this he i s distinguished from other interpreters of Daniel i n 
thoroughness and ingenuity, rather than theoretical inadequacy, f o r i t 
i s a tendency found i n the whole of ancient exegesis. For tlie purposes 
of this investigation, however, i t i s useful to have an interpreter who 
at least says something, £ince the absence of knowledge of the o r i g i n a l 
interpretfltion can thus be deduced. I t i s clear from the work of Polychronius^ 
as with other writers of thi s t r a d i t i o n , that i t was the outline of the 
original interpretation of t h i s chapter which was handed down and received 
into the oyrian church. Many details did not survive and had to be f i l l e d 
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in l a t e r . I n t h i s , the interpreters of the syrian t r a d i t i o n were no less 
creative than others. Polychronius i s the outstanding example from t h i s 
traditions his exegesis contains a large nuniber of unique and secondary 
interpretations of d e t a i l . 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 
Cosmas wrote i n Greek, but his bible teacher was Mar Aba who, 
after studying at Bisibis and Edessa, at length became katholikos 
of the Persian church from %0 - 552?" Hence the f i r s t of two salient 
points of Cosmas' exegesis of Daniel v i i , his adherence to the syrian 
t r a d i t i o n of exegesis of the four kingdocQs, Mar Aba was however more 
open to western influence than some writers i n the syrian t r a d i t i o n . 
His Greek name was Patrikios: he v i s i t e d the Greek world and did translation 
work from Greek int o Syriac iacluding, t a n t a l i z i n g for us, works of 
Theodore of Mopsuestia. Western influence occurs to a degree i n the second 
salient point of Cosmas' exegesis, his reference of Da vii.13-14- to 
Jesus only, with no mention of the corporate in t e r p r e t a t i o n . I t i s 
noteworthy that both verses are interpreted e n t i r e l y of the f i r s t 
coming of Jesus, 
Cosmas deals with Da v i i i n one prolonged discussion at II,66-73j 
and he gives some further information about his exegesis of vss.13-14. 
at V,131-2, He notes with greater care than mo.^ t the i d e n t i t y o f i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Nebuchadnezzar's dream i n Da i i and Daniel's vision i n Da v i i : then 
he interprets the four kingdoms as Babylon, Media, Persia and Macedonia, 
and the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphenes. At 1-^ ,69, Da v i i . 1 3 i s 
interpreted of Jesus' f i r s t coming, and the careful parslleli^^m with 
Da i i reaches i t s climax i n a unique feat of exegesis. I n the West, 
the stone of Da i i had, l i k e the man-like figure of Da v i i . 1 3 , long 
CI, top. 11,2: ed. W.Wolska-Conus, (2 vols, 1968 and 1970), ad l o c : 
W.Wolska, La Topographie Chretienne de Cosmas Indicopleustes (1962),pp.65ff. 
2« Da v i i , 1 3 - 1 ^ i s quoted also i n a short section on Daniel at V,173-i^, 
t ^ t there i s no further information here relevant to our purpose. 
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been interpreted of Jesus, and t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n had spread to the 
syrisoi church. Many Christian exegetes interpreted the f a c t that the 
stone was cut without hands as a symbol o f the v i r g i n b i r t h , and t h i s 
view i s found i n both Ephraem and Isho'-dad of Merw. Cosmas alone takes 
the clouds i n the same way. £VTciG()d yap ^ i v t U J^^^^w)) 
o t T T o T i K T O u o ^ i v , Volska dismisses t h i s , remarking "Cette explication 
maladroite revele I'inexpe'rience exege'tique de Cosmas'*."^  I t i s more 
helpful to see how Cosmas came to take t h i s unique view. 
The f i r s t factor has already been touched upon, namely the parallelisni 
with Da i i . A l l exegetes note the parallelism between Da i i and Da v i i , 
but Copmas i s e^-pecially careful to bring out the detailed comparison. 
The v i r g i n b i r t h was already found i n Da ii, and t h i s has made Cosmas 
look hard for i t i n Da v i i . The second factor i s the in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Da vii.l>-14. of Jesus* f i r s t coming. This i s clear from Cosmas* 
use of Da v i i . H at V,132, where he quotes Da v i i . l ^ H A JUTC3 tSo©/^ 
after Ps c x . l , and his introductory phrase OuTuJs y^ip K i l Q ^ V i ^ i \ 
makes clear that he i s interpreting both texts of the same event. 
He then supports his view with a quotation from Mt x x v i i i . l S . He i s 
careful to say that a l l t h i s refers to the manhood of Jesus, not his 
d i v i n i t y . 
This reference of Da vii.14. to the period immediately af t e r the 
Ascension i s the view of Cyprian, and V, 132 makes i t clear that Cosmas 
knew i t when he produced the exegesis found i n I I , 69. I t enabled him 
1. Wolska, op.cit., p.91. 
2. I n f r a , pp.198-200. I t may have been known to Ephraem, cf. supra, pp. 
117-9. 
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to produce a consistent and coherent exegesis of Da v i i which i s i n some 
a pects unique i n the material under review. He found the beginning of 
Jesus' earthly l i f e at the beginning- of vs.13, and with perfect logical 
sequence he foxind an event immediately af ter the Ascension i n vs,14. 
(no doubt at the end of vs,13 too, but he does not actually say so). 
Clearly he did not mention the corporate interpretation of the man-like 
figure because he did not hold i t , not merely because he was not wri t ing 
a commentary. Consistently with his interpretation of vss.13-1^ entirely 
of the f i r s t coming of Jesus, he found at vss.11-12 the destruction 
of the four Icingdoms t^ul ToO K-i-ipou TO-J X ^ ^ ^ T O U ( I I , 70). 
He is suf f ic ient ly confident of the destruction of the four kingdoms 
to declare i n f u l l : OuTt y ^ p rj -rCsv ^.^(l\j\^\t \WiV 
The kingdom of Christ i s taken to be eternal and dating from the time 
of Jesus' earthly l i f e . This coherent view is not suggestive of exegetical 
inexperience, but is a re la t ively original attempt to produce complete 
consistency. I t would not be unworthy of Theodore! 
One result of this exegesis i s that none of the kingdoms contemporary 
with Cosmas are mentioned i n the text of Daniel, so Cosmas states 
this expl ic i t ly and brings for th Lk x v i . l 6 as proof, denionstrating that 
Scriptural prophecies do not go down further than the time of John 
the Baptist ( I I , 73). At least, Ou <^^V£(^CJS , for Cosmas 
then proceeds to f ind a secondary reference ( oi'iviykjoL"rtoSi3s ) 
to the Roman kingdom at Da i i . 4 j i , where he interprets £^ s TOV/ ,i^\2^JJi 
on two levels ( l l , 7^-5). This exegesis i s unique, though the method 
is strongly reminiscent of the typological interpretation of prophecy. 
1^ 0 
The exalted position accorded to the Roman kingdom i s especially noteworthy. 
There are few further details to record; this time the explanolion 
really i s that Cosmas was not writ ing a commentary. Each time that 
Cosnias identif ies a beast as a kingdom, he ident i f ies i t also as a particular 
king.-^ For the Medes, none other than Darius the Mede ( I I , 6 6 ) . The 
Syrian t radi t ion preserved the Danielic sequence of the four kingdoms 
from stol id conservatism rather than from superior or accurate his tor ical 
knowledge, and as interpretation of Daniel this i s not inaccurate. 
For the ten horns of v i i . 7 , the parallel i s drawn ;ath Da i i , as usual; 
the interpretation takes i t of the sp l i t t ing up of the Macedonian kingdom 
after Alexander's death. This i s unique, and no doubt results from this 
detailed assimilation to Da i i , rather than from influence of a western 
tradition which interpreted the ten horns as ten kings arising simultaneously 
from Rome, 
The Peshitta. 
The chief interest of the peshitta from the point of view of this 
investigation l i e s i n the glosses which iden t i fy the kingdoms. The translation 
I t s e l f is however of some interest too, because i t is obviously syrian 
and i t antedates the earliest witnesses to the syrian exegetical t radi t ion . 
Unfortunately one cannot be precise about its date or the religious 
allegiance of the translators. Van Puyvelde notes the general view of 
i t s date, "De I ' av is general, l a peshitto de I'AT remonte au 11^ voire 
er \ 7 
au I siecle aprer^  J-C". The terminus a quo i s provided by the Syriac 
language, and there i s not real ly a terminus ad quern before Aphrahat, 
who quotes i t , though van Fuyvelde notes further "Comme S^Ephraem ( ' ^ 3 7 3 ) 
se voit oblige d'e:q)liquer k ses lecteurs certains termes d^suets, at 
Cf. supra, p.93* 
2. C.van Puyvelde, DBS VI , co l .835 . 
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qut i l doute lui-mSme de leur s ignif icat ion, on pense qu»a son epoque 
la peshitto e 'tait deja ancienne"."'" Hence the chronological l imi t s which 
he mentions. V3«bus observes " I t i s obvious that d i f ferent parts of the 
Peshitta go back to d i f ferent bases, and their oric^ins must belong to 
different periods....As to whether the Peshitta i s of Jewish or Christian 
2 
provenance, opinions are divided". 
A thorough examination of the peshitta of Daniel has recently been 
carried out by Kallarakkal,^ This does not however enable us to be more 
precise about the date, and Kallarakkal's view that "the tran.^lator 
was most probably a Jew"^ j though plausible enough, cannot be regarded 
as established because of the faul ty method by which i t was reached. 
Kallarakkal cites Jewish featiu:es of the translation i n favour of his 
view that i t i s of Jewish or ig in , but the Syriac-speaking church wac 
always exceptionally Jewish by western standards, especially i n matters 
of bibl ical exegesis, so that these Jewish features are equally comprehensible 
as the work of Syriae-speRking Christians. In some cases this is demonstrable. 
For example, Kallarakkal notes the use of isiAO for J l ^ l H at i x . ^ , 
xi.28,30,32 to refer to the covenant relationship and at ix.27 
and xi.22 when referring to po l i t i c a l treaties and comments " I f the 
S author had been a Christian he would have used l i ) ! ^ ^ for the covenant 
relation:;hip instead of \siKS> . From the use of for J l ^ H 
one can conclude that the translator was a Jew".^ This i s simply untrue, 
because of Christian use of IjsaAO . Richter noted " i ^ i ^ j ) i s t der i n 
Anlehnung an das Altte;itamentliche J l ^ I u n d i n der Polemik gegen 
1. Van Puyvelde, op . c i t , , col.836. 
2. A.vaflbus, NCE 2(1967), p.43^. 
^* A.G.Kallarakkal, The Peshitto Version of Daniel (1973). 
4. Kallarakkal, op .c i t . , p.22^. 
5. Kallarakkal, op .c i t , , p. l39. 
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die Juden historisch entstandene Terminus der Christen, i n welchem sie 
die Grundlehren des Christentums im Neutettamentlichen Sinne programmatisch 
zusammengefasst ausdrflcken wollten."*^ Once i t is granted that Christians 
used the term, i t does not matter whether i t s use i s ultimately Jewish 
in origin. This fau l t runs through a l l Kallarakkal's argument;;, and must 
be held to apply methodologically to a l l case;; where there i s insuf f ic ien t 
Christian evidence extant. His attempt to demonstrate a Jewish origin 
for the Peshitta of Daniel must therefore be regarded as unsuccessful, 
though the poss ibi l i ty that i t i s of Jewish or igin i s by no means to be 
excluded. 
With these general points in mind we must consider the Peshitta 
translation of Da v i i . Kallarakkal*s general conclusions about the 
translation of the Aramaic section of Daniel are unexceptionable, ".. .mostly 
the Aramaic text i s not translated into Syriac, but re-written i n Syrian 
letters or transcribed.,..Words which are either not familiar or are 
unknoim to the Syrian reader are replaced \d.th familiar and known Syriac 
words. Only the prefixes and endings are changed and Syriac prefixes and 
endings are substituted. Forms of words are changed and even word order 
to f i t in with the grammatical structure of the Syriac language. To convey 
the idea i n the original correctly and to :fiake the meaning i n t e l l i g i b l e 
to the Syriac reader, the translator has resorted to the help of additional 
words for c l e r i ty . The Syriac translator had the Aramaic text before him 
as his basic text and not the Greek translations.. . .*^ Since we are concerned 
vi th the interpretation of Da v i i I have not catalogued a l l variants, 
but the following includes a l l those that are of genuine interpretative 
interest and a sample of the others. 
1 . G.Richter, ZNW 35 ( 1 9 3 6 ) , p . l l l . 
2. Kallarakkal, op .c i t . , pp.33--4. 
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At vs.6 Pesh adds LoMJL with Lxx and Theod (^MUV ) . I t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to know whether Tll^O i^ as dropped out of the MT, or whether 
translators have independently made this obvious addition which does 
not affect the interpretation at a l l . The varying position of 
suggests the latter."^ At vss.6 and 7 ^ t X l ^ agrees with LXX 
K / L ^ i T ^ T t^UTflt and ^ e r l T^VT^ aglnst Theod oTr'tVtj 
- fOurou (twice) i n preserving the singular of the MT 
This is the kind of variation that may be expected i n translators who 
are working independently. At vs.8 l-^ JJ. agrees with the LXX^iV ( kf^^^S ) , 
though LXX also has i'Wo (Theod tV^po^/ ) : this suggests that Kallarakkal 
is on the r ight lines i n suggesting that a variant AtXi^ ^ait text has been 
read with the words d i f fe ren t ly divided,^ Perhaps Pesh read XA'^  
and LXX, who se K-A*- ^OVJ\JLL TnX\<ii. constitutes further evidence 
that something was amiss here, may have had a more awkward text to deal 
with altogether, including both and ^VlK. • At v i i .20 Pesh 
has correctly I I A U I , while LXX i s disturbed a? at v i i , 6 . 
Vs.11 has the most substantial variant, the omission of v s . l l a . 
I t has been shown above that vs.11 makes excellent sense and has not 
been dislocated,-^ and i t follows that this i s a straightforward example 
of omi^ ^sion by homoioarcton. At vs.12 T^^HIl has become i^UCi • This 
is no doubt a mechanical error, and i t does not involve any significant 
alteration of the meaning. At vs.13 the translator has made the only 
substantial change of real interest to this investigation by rendering 
l / J X i n a quite anomalous way as ^ j L i l -Vc^ ^ 1 . This 
translation i s very d i f f i c u l t to explain. On the face of i t , i t could be 
1- Montgomery, op .c i t , , ad loc. 
2» Kallarakkal, op .c i t . , p.77. 
3» Supra, pp.23-A. 
either a mechanical error, or a deliberate alteration by either Jews 
or Christians. 
The natural and predictable translation would be Jxj]^ - i - ^ 4 M I . 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t to explain ^ ^ " ^ ^ as a deliberate Christian 
alteration, because i t i s i n i t s e l f so unlike anything specif ical ly 
Christian, and because - K i does not appear objectionable 
to a Christian translator or exegete. I t i s equally d i f f i c u l t to explain 
^ ^ j u \ -K :^ as a deliberate Jewish alteration. 
is a very common term which i s not i n any way specif ical ly Christian 
and i s perfectly capable of the corporate interpretation, and the new 
expression ^ J u l -Kr^ j- does not make the symbol anything other 
than a single figure whom the Christians could (and did) interpret 
of Jesus. I t i s therefore best to explain ^JO 1 •-^-^ as the result 
of a mechanical error. 
I t i s not surprising to f i n d another mechanical error here, as there 
are several i n this chapter: those noted above include one each i n v s s . l l 
and 12, and i n vs.l3 i t s e l f the Peshitta oraits P K 1 ^ U f H 
as well as having with Lxx n r i against MT Q ^ . ^AjLi\ -wCi 
is not i n t e l l i g i b l e as a mechanical error that took place i n Syriac 
after the translation was done: i t w i l l be due to a mechanical error 
in tne original Aramaic text which the translator used. The translation 
^oul -K:^ yJ\ i s i n t e l l i g i b l e only i f the text read by the 
translator was f-^\/J>; I I D : i f he read YSj/\^ "lHO, with 
the f i na l X of coming from a doubling of the i n i t i a l X 
of "Oi l^ , he would surely have rendered - ^ ^ l . -V^i j x j l . A text 
that read T)J1X |^V^iX ^\X^ could have arisen out of our present 
MT, for example by a doubling of the i n i t i a l X of to give 
T l J l X XV/JX " ^ 1 ^ and the f i n a l X then being misread 
as * , or by a scribe starting to write V i X a second time instead 
1^ 5 
of T)AK t>y homoioarcton, giving TiJlX i X V i X ^ X ) which was then 
read as T^/lX t^^^^ Al^^o^S^ the e^q^ression [ V i K 
is a new one, i t w i l l have been acceptable to the scribes who rep.d the 
text l i ke that because i t i s made up of two very common words joined 
together i n a very normal way. For the same reason the translator w i l l 
have l e f t i t essentially unaltered to {-;ive us the Syriac ^ v i i i l VAJ| , 
Both ^Kli and ^ A J U I are very common words, and they are joined 
in a very normal way by means of the construct relationship. The expression 
^ u u l -K^i i s therefore the kind of new expression which 
native speakers of languages often produce, and for this reason, once 
i t had arisen by means of a mechanical error, i t appeared as perfectly 
normal Aramaic or Syriac* Hence the Syriac-speaking commentators do not 
remark upon i t as i n any way odd. I t i s therefore to be concluded that 
-yu] i s the result of a mechanical error, and nothing 
of interpretative significance can be extracted from i t . 
At vs.15 the translator altered T) J " l i to NXJVlJtXi, presumably 
because he did not understand the or iginal . At vs.17 i t i s interesting 
to note that ^ - A j i i s correctly retained for ^2>^\> where LXX 
and Theod both interpret as (^do-Atui . At vs.21 
i s rendered ^o^iMi i>J . Thus the Syriac i s a more precise description 
than the original Arcxm\c, no doubt ref lect ing already the specific 
interpretation of the Saints of the Most High a^  the Maccabees. At 
vsE.26.7 )ijz^::)^^l at the beginning of vs.27 has become 
at the end of vs.26, This makes l L o 3 ^ a reference to Antiochus' 
kingdom, and gives iiXiflD ( X9\6) a temporal sense. ^ 1 
in VS.27 has become lLoi\jDO-
These are the most substaj:itial variants i n the Peshitta translation 
I t s e l f . So far as they go, they f i t i n with the conclusions drawn from 
the evidence of syrian exegetes, that the syrian t radi t ion was already 
known to the translator. This conclusion could not however be maintained 
on the basis of this translation alone, because the evidence of these 
variants is quite i n s u f f i c i e n t for this purpose. The peshitta i s capable 
of interpretation in a western manner, and the conclusion that the 
Syrian tradit ion i s l i k e l y to have been known to the translator depends 
on the analysis carried out at the end of this chapter.^ 
More helpful from the point of view of this inve^:tlgation is the 
series of interpretative glosses. They are found i n the text of the 
earliest complete Peshitta ms of Daniel, Codex Ajnbrosianus, to be 
dated i n the sixth or seventh century, and they deal with the interpretation 
of items from chs v i i , v i i i and xi.1-12. Ch v i i has six glosses. The 
f i r s t four correctly ident i fy the four Kingdoms. At the beginning 
of vs.4-, A/OL^b^O -5AJ£>» This particular gloss i s missing i n the 
Codex Ambrosianus i t s e l f . Kallarakkal make;-- the obvious suggestion, 
" I t may have been l e f t out in the Codex Ambrosianus by mistake"*. 
However, one notes that this i s the only ident i f ica t ion common to both 
Syrian and western tradit ions. One may conjecture therefore that the 
glosses were put i n or iginal ly as a deliberate assertion of the syrian 
tradition by someone who knew the we?jtem t radi t ion also, and hence 
the unnecessary identifict^tion of the f i r s t icingdom was only added 
later. This suggests, but does not demonstrate, a def in i te ly late date 
for the glosses. 
The second gloss is at the beginning of vs. 5, 11 n^Vvf 
The thi rd is for the beginning of vs.6, JiMi'+5):) l o A j s T . However, 
i t apper-rs to be placed i n fact at the end of vs. 5, and i t has simply 
In f ra , pp. I S l - t t . 
2« Kallarakkal, op .c i t . , p. 3, 
3, Kallarakkal, op .c i t . , p.*^U 
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f u l l stops before and after i t , instead of the wiggly lines surrounding 
the other glosse- i n this manuscript. This strongly sug^^ests that the 
scribe was copying the glosses from an earlier manuscript, though 
this does not t e l l us anything about the date of this earlier manuscript. 
The fourth gloss i s for the beginning of vs.7, ^ Q A J D J iOiVD 
The other two glosses both ident i fy the l i t t l e horn as Antiochup, The 
f i r s t occui-s i n the midst of vs.8, immediately preceding the f i r s t 
mention of the l i t t l e horn: thus the f i r s t part of the verse runs 
a^  follows: X D O - ^ A ^ f C5NISJ-tNjfz^ t^OCn ^ i W ^ S o 
The single word flDQV^^ i s similarly inserted between vss, 20 and 21. 
A l l these glosses are accurate, and they preserve i n outline the 
Syrian tradition's interpretation of Daniel's four kingdoms and l i t t l e 
horn. That they are glosses from the formal point of view, not a normal 
part of the text, i s patent, and makes them d i f f i c u l t to date. The only 
safe observstion i s that they are not la ter than the seventh century. 
Two details have been noted which suggest that they were i n a manuscript 
before Codex Ambrosianus, but this does not take us def in i te ly back ; ^ r 
any considerable period of time, as we cannot t e l l the date of any 
manuscript which the scribe may have been copying, and the conjecture 
for the omission of the f i r s t gloss i n Codex Ambrosianus war, i n any 
case suggestive of a la ter rather than an earlier date* The poss ib i l i ty 
that this was a simple error of omission and that the glosses go r ight 
back to the translator himself s t i l l cannot be excluded, but existing 
attempts to demonstrate that they are early have not beon succeesful. 
Thus Rowley comments on the glons on v i i . 7 "The gloss i s omitted i n 
Lee's edd. I t stands in the Ambrosian MS (see Ceriani's photo-lithographic 
ed.) and i t i s probable that i t stood i n very early MSP of the Peshitta. 
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For Wyngarden has shown,... that Ephraem Syrus used the Peshitta, and 
since he presents the Greek view of the fourth kingdom, which he i s 
wholly unlikely to have invented, and since that view stands i n surviving 
MS? of the Peshitta, i t i s probable that i t was already there i n his 
time, and that i t was from this source that he took i t . " ^ But E^hraem 
clesrly did not get other items of correct exegesis from Peshitta 
glosses, so this chicken - and - egg statement of the problem i s not 
helpful even i n explaining what Ephraem's sources were, and the presence 
of glosses i n mss from the sixth or seventh century onwards of i t s e l f 
simply does not t e l l us whether these glosses were i n early rass or not. 
Kallarakkal produced another argument. "The t i t l e s may have been included 
i n the Syrian text earlier than the period i n which 'Rome became the 
mistress of the east'. Edessa became a Roman colony i n 214- P^tD, I t 
i s d i f f i c u l t to imagine that the t i t l e showing the idsn t i f i ca t ion 
of the fourth kingdom in terms of the Greek would have found i t s 
place in the Syriac text at a la ter time when Syria was under the 
Roman rule". But the ident i f ica t ion of the fourth kingdom as the 
Greek was adhered to by the Syrians at least down into the second 
milleniumj-'^ i t follows that the date of the Roman conquest of the 
East i s irrelevant for the dating of the Pesiiitta cflos':?es. The Syrians 
held that the rule of the fourth beast was a past event long completed; 
they were not tempted by the actualizing exegesis of i t found i n the 
west. Therefore the glosses may have been inserted at any time before 
the date of the Codex Arabrosianus. They remain however a valuable 
witness to the existence of the syrian t radi t ion during this long 
period. 
1 . Rowley, op .c i t . , p.70 n,4. 
2. Kallarakkal, op . c i t . , p,92. 
3. Kallarakkal himself notes that i t was supported "by Syrian Fathers 
l i k e Ephraem Syrus and Bar Hebraeus" (op .c i t . , p.89). 
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Theodore bar Koni> 
Theodore bar Koni i s one of three Nestorian authors who are already 
known to have had access to coaunon source materiel for their works 
on the whole OT, including the book of Daniel. Clarke, having compared 
his work on the Pentateuch with that of Isho bar Nun and Isho*^dad 
of Merw, comments " i t is overwhelmingly obvious that the three authors, 
whose works we have compared, consulted independently a common source".^ 
7an den Eynde comments similarly on their work on Jeremiah, Ezekiel 
and Daniel. "En tenant compte des a f f in i t e s et des divergences des 
textes communs aux t rois auteurs, i l faut conclure, com;2e a f a i t 
M.Clarke dans le cas des com.iientaires du Pentateuque, a 1'existence 
d^une source commune, que les t rois exegetes ont exploitee independam ent 
2 
l*un de I 'autre ," These authorc provide solid evidence of the syrian 
3 
tradition flourishing i n the eighth and ninth centuries, Theodore 
bar Koni»s work i s i n the form of questions and answers on the OT.^ 
The questions and answers on Daniel are placed among the Hagiographa, 
the main group of six. occupying a position between Job and Psalms« 
The fourth i s concerned with the interpretation of the v i r ion of Da 
v i i . I t s adherence to the syrian t radi t ion i s straightforward: the 
four kingdoms are Babylon, Medes, Persians and Macedonians, the l i t t l e 
1# E.G.Clarke, The Selected Questions of Isho bar Hun on the Pentateuch 
(1962), p.165. 
2. Commentaire d'lso^dad de Merv sur I'Ancien Testament, V« Jeremie, 
Ezechiel, Daniel. Traduit par C.van den Eynde (CSCO.S U 7 . 1972), p . x ix . 
3» For IshoMad of Merw, i n f r a pp.152-5. Isho bar Nun has been omitted 
from this investigation because his work on Daniel i s s t i l l unpublished. 
I t is known from one ms., Camb.Add.2017. 
4. For an account of Theodore bar Koni's edi tor ial methods, see Clarke, 
op.c i t . , pp.175-8. 
5» Ed. A.Scher (CSCO.S 26, 1912) %2,k - 3U,9 . This i s the only available 
text, but unfortunately i t "doe- not satisfy the requirements for 
a scient if ic edition" (Clarke, op .c i t . , p . l 2 ) . 
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horn i s ident i f ied as Antiochus ^iphanesj at v i i . l 3 the man-lixe f igure 
i s interpreted on two levels, as i t was by Ephraem,"*" referr ing at the 
simple level to the Maccabees, at the level of the type to Jesus. 
2 
Some details are worthy of mention. At vs.2, the interpretation 
of the four winds i s a l i t t l e d i f ferent from that of earlier representatives 
of the syrian t radi t ion . For E^hraem and Polychronius they were angelic 
powers set over the four kingdoms: Polychronius however was also aware 
3 
of a connection with the four points of the compass. Now Theodore 
bar Koni interprets them as heavenly rulers who govern the four regions 
( cr^CvM^) of the earth (c f . Rev v i i . l ) . The same interpretation 
is found i n Isho*^dad of Merw, and both quote Hb i.l4.« At vs.3, the 
beacto are different from each other because the four kingdoms have 
different laws, or customs ( ^ o V ^ < i ^ ) » This i s the th i rd attempt 
at this phrase la th in this t radi t ion, and l i k e those of J^hraem and 
Polychronius,^ i t i s an example of unique overinterpretation. At vs,4., 
the wings of the eafle symbolize the pride ( o f S i o i ) and speed of the 
f i r s t kingdom. The f i r s t quality i s given also by Jerome (superbiam), 
and both these authors say the eagle i s king of the birds as the l i o n 
is king of the beastc. These are predictable comments and i t i s reasonable 
to conjecture that they are earlier than Jerome, but we cannot safely 
say more. 
For the ten horns of vs.7, we are referred back to question 3, 
where a l i s t i s indeed supplied.^ I t s members may be iden t i f i ed as 
followsj Antiochus IV EJplphanes, Ptolemy V Epiphanes, Antiochus V Eupator, 
Demetrius I Soter, Alexander Balas, Ptolemy VI Philometor, Antiochus VI 
Supra, pp.112-3, 115-9. 
2. Cf. supra, pp.90, 120, 131, 132: i n f r a , p . l53. 
3. Supra, p,119 (Ephraem)j p.l30 (Polychronius). 
^* Supra, pp.119, 130. 
5. Ed. Scher, 341, 8-20. 
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Epiphanes, Trypho, Demetrius I I Nicator, ^ntiochus V I I Sidetes. I t is 
a reinarkable l i s t , beginning as i t does with Antiocnus IV Epiphanes, 
whom Theodore bar Koni, along with the rest of the syrian t radi t ion , 
correctly ident i f ied as the l i t t l e horn. I t serves only to confirm 
that the authentic tradit ion of identificatitsn of the ten horns had 
long ago been lost* Hence also Theodore*s fa i lure to ident i fy the three 
horns uprooted. The origin of the l i s t may be found with the help of 
Isho'^ dad of Merw, for the same kings occur in the same order i n his more 
prolonged account at Da xi»A» Van den Eynde notes that they are using 
a common source.^ I t i s a l i s t of warring Seleucids, running from Antiochus 
Epiphanes, who began the terr ible persecution of the Jews (Ptolemy 
V Epiphanes is included only as his vic t im), down to Antiochus VI I 
Sidetes, i n whose reign the Jews effect ively became independent of the 
Seleucids; he is <lefined by Isho^dad at the close of the l i s t 
The next step was to use the l i s t as i t is used by Theodore bar Koni 
in answer to question 3 i n overinterpretation of the ten toes of the 
Image. The usual parallelism between Da i i and Da v i i leads to the 
f ina l step, the ill-considered reference to tiie l i s t for an erroneous 
solution to the problem of the long-lost ident i f ica t ion of the ten horns 
of the fourth beast. 
At v i i ,13 the exegesis of ^ j u \ -K!i i s , as we noted, the same 
as that of Ephraem, But the terminology d i f f e r s , and at a point of such 
interest i t must be recorded. ^ ^ ( T j O r ^ A slp ^ < r > 
• INaI^IU;! l u / ^ ^A^a^ ^ c n L o I ^ K u 111 
Instead of Ephraem* s l U we have reference to the original his tor ical 
context (' A ) . One notes also that Theodore goes direct ly 
1. Van den Eynde, op . c i t . , adLoc, p . l U n.2 
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to the Maccabees, without any mention of the Saints of the Most High.^ 
For the fu l f i lment , Theodore bar Koni has the verb y^jt/as Ephraem 
had the noun from the same root, and a new term ^ C ^ l o L > 
support of the ident i f ica t ion , Theodore bar Koni quotes Num xxiv.24.. 
He is the only writer who does so, but this interpretation of Num xxiv.24. 
2 
is found elsewhere among the Syrians, Here Theodore bar Koni stops, 
as he has answered the question he set himself; i t i s but the lor^ical 
conclusion of the comn:entators' universal, and natural, tendency to 
comment f u l l y on the vision rather than the angelic interpretation, 
IshpCdad of Merw. 
Isho*dad i s another of the group of three Nestorian exegetes whose 
work has a common source.^ He i s another clear adherent of the syrian 
tradition, interpreting the four iingdoras as Babylonian, Median, Persian 
and Macedonian, the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphanes, the Saints of 
the Most High (on one level) as the Maccabees, and interpreting the 
man-like figure on two levels. At vs. l3, this interpretation of the man-like 
figure is expressed with a th i rd set of terms, but the meaning i s the 
same as i n Ephraem and Theodore bar Konij 
The connection between the man-like figure and the Maccabees is held 
firmly in the t radi t ion, so there i s no need to mention the intermediate 
stage of the deduction, that the man-like figure Mat a symbol of the 
Saints of the Most High,^ The Christian level i s bolstered up with a 
1. Cf. supra, pp.115-6. 
2. Isho^^dad of Merw quotes i t at Da x, 21, and he has the interpretation 
in detail ad loc.(ed. van den Eynde, CSCO.S 81, p.151, 5-12). 
3. Supra, p. l49. For a general estimate of Isho^dad as an exegete, 
based on his commentary on the Pentateuch, E.G.Clarke, op .c i t , , pp.173-5. 
4-. Cf. supra, p.116. 
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NT quotation, Mt rcvi.64.. At vs 14> Mt x x v i i i . l 8 i s added. The presence 
of both these quotations i n a single exegete i s of especial interest, 
because i t i l lustrates the f r a g i l i t y of any attempt to deduce from the 
supporting NT quotations the time at irfiich the exegete sets the fu l f i lment 
of Da v i i . l 3 - l i t at the typical level."*" Interpreted l i k e this Mt xxvi,6ii 
points clearly to the second coming of Jesus, and Mt xxvl i i .18 points 
equally clearly to the period immediately after the Resurrection, as 
i n the Cyprianic by-form of the western t rad i t ion . I t i s to be deduced 
that Isho^dad was not suf f ic ien t ly concerned about the time of the 
fulf i lment of Da v i i . l > 1 4 . at a typical level to e:qpress himself on 
i t as a problem. I t i s probable that l i k e Polychronius, he saw more 
than one thing typ i f ied here, and i t i s not impossible that the v^ole 
series of syrian exegetes at least from J j^hraem onwards saw both Jesus' 
reception of power from the Father after the Resurrection and his second 
coming typif ied together i n this single Danielle text , 
3 
Some of the details of Isho^dad's exegesis ca l l for special mention. 
At vs 5 Isho'^dad's comments on the choice of a bear as a symbol of 
Media are more illuminating than the bliuit (though related) comment of 
Theodore bar Koni; the lumbering t imid i ty of the bear has i t s point 
i n the Median kingdom being less powerful than both Babylon and Persia, 
The comment on i t s being raised on one side, though s t r i c t l y unique, 
i s evidently similar and related to those of two earlier adherents 
of this t radi t ion, Ephraem and Theodore bar Koni, 
At vs 6, the interpretation of the four wings i s again clearly 
related, i f not quite identical , to the remarks of Ephraem and Theodore 
bar Koni, 
1» Cf. supra, pp.ll7-9« 
2. In f ra , pp.198-200, 230-1, 512-3, 525-6. 
3. Cf. supra, pp.120, 121, 132, 138, 150, 151. 
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At vs 9 the p lu ra l i t y of thrones calls fo r th no less than three 
explanations, which reflects a concern about this problem normally 
found i n Jewish rather than Christian exegesis. The f i r s t i s ujiique, 
thou^ i t found adherents la ter , even among modem scholars:"'" 
ItvJDCK' i w V ^ " ^ l^ o^>->M . The second i s again unique, though the 
2 
rather vague description has some parallel i n two other interpretations: 
^ ^ Q A ^ O ^ I - O U : ) 4^l0 . The th i rd suggestion 
is specifically Christian, with the quotation of Mt xix.28, and thus 
i t recurs in the West, the same quotation being found i n Jerome and 
Theodoret. Isho'dad has resorted to the west to help solve a d i f f i c u l t y , 
and a Christian solution from there was congenial enough to deserve 
a mention. At vs 10 the r iver of f i r e symbolizes the ter r ib le and 
swift judgement. The comment i s clearly related to many others, including 
polychronius. Similarly the books are taken metaphorically of the accurate 
but merciful judgement of God. 
Verse 18 provides an interesting comment on the Saints of the 
Most Highs IKxA.:) I-K) W::5ii^LXL\, At one level , then, they are 
the Maccabees, as throughout the syrian t radi t ion . But L A - ^ ^ implies 
another level . Van den Eynde comments "^ Si par ' les saints' l^oracle 
annonce 'pour I ' ins tan t ' les Macchabees, i l trouvera son ple in achevement 
dans les elus sauves par l e Chrisf*. The same problem arose, i t w i l l 
be recalled, from the comments of Ephraem, and for the same reasons 
Christians must indeed be the solution,"^ 
At vs 19, Isho^dad chooses to comment on the namelessness of the 
beast, and cites i t s lack of national homogeneity. This explanation 
E.g. Montgomery, op . c i t . , ad l oc . , quoting Maldonatus with approval. 
2. Cf. i n f r a , pp.21>ii(Jerome)j 278-9(Tanch,Qed.l). 
3. Van den Eynd^ op .c i t , , p.131 n.2. 
4. Supra, pp .113-4. 
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i s found i n the west applied to the fourth kingdom as the Roman,^ 
I t i s no doubt of western o r i g i n , since i t occurs much e a r l i e r i n the 
west and r e f l e c t s the customary way of thinking about the Roman rather 
than the Macedonian kingdom. Two fiu'ther comments follow on the i r o n 
teeth, both unique, and each f i t t i n g the syrian t r a d i t i o n well enough 
when separately viewed, but both mistaken and inconsistent with Isho^dad's 
comment at v i i . 8 , where he said ( l i k e Ephraem) they were Alexander's 
armies. Here they f i r s t l y symbolize heavy Macedoniantribute; then captains 
( \ i : : ^ ' i o 3 ) j a view linked with his (unique) interpretation of the 
cLaws (found at Tii»19 only) as soldiers. "Isho^dad was a compiler.... 
Isho^dad slavishly copied out his source(s) without attempting to organize 
for his readers a well-balanced, clear, l o g i c a l e:q30sition of the 
specific scrip-t^ural passage under consideration..He does not seem 
to have noticed that t h i s method of combining extracts from d i f f e r e n t 
sources, rather indiscriminately i n some cases, resulted i n anomalies.* 
At vs.25 the somewhat extended comment on Antiochus Epiphanes accords 
i n general with the remainder of the syrian t r a d i t i u n . But the comment 
on the time, times and hal f a time, correctly calculated as 3^ years, 
implies that Isho^dad may have thought i t was the length of his reif>:n. 
He i s unusual i n giving i t s cause, which i s however very t r a d i t i o n a l j 
Anonymous. 
Mai published, from a catena, an anonymous comment on Da v i i , 7 
which bejongs to the syrian t r a d i t i o n and provides only the second complete 
l i s t of the ten horns from t h i s traditions Alexander, Antigonus, Demetrius, 
Seleucus I Nicator, Antiochus I Soter, Antiochus I I Theos, Seleucus I I 
Callinicus, Seleucus I I I Ceraunos, Antiochus I I I the Great, Seleucus IV 
1« Infra, pp, 
A- Clarke, op.cit., pp.173-5. 
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Philopator. This i s a good guess from a t r a d i t i o n which ha? l o s t the 
correct i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ; i t v a i l have involved putting the three horns 
cast down outside the ten, as did Polychronius. The inclusion of Alexander 
as a horn means that t h i s author must have i d e n t i f i e d the t h i r d kingdom 
as the Persian, and the second the Median. As b e f i t s a Greek member 
of the Syrian t r a d i t i o n , he goes on to show knowledge of, and r e j e c t , 
the western int e r p r e t a t i o n of the horns. The terms of the r e j e c t i o n 
are reminiscent of Polychronius, though the words are d i f f e r e n t : 
KOLTI ^OwT\d^<iv l^ovov XtN^ av/, ^vOTTsp »^pK£crfe>^ 
£TTL ^iv £K£\V'wv Tco o l p v u ^ u ) l^ovCiV. From the 
mention of Antiochus here, and at the beginning of t h i s co.ament, i t 
i^ clecr that he wai: i d B n t i f i e d , as i s usual i n t h i s t r a d i t i o n , as the 
l i t t l e horn, Antioch i s the obvious place of o r i g i n for t h i s comment, 
and one i s tempted to ascribe anonymous comments of any q u a l i t y to 
the great Theodore, but such conjecture f a l l s f a r short of proof. 
This completes our survey of syrian Christian e'vldence of the 
Syrian t r a d i t i o n . This evidence i s more than s u f f i c i e n t to demonstrate 
the existence of t h i s complete exegetical t r a d i t i o n . I t i s to be noted, 
however, that there i s further p a t r i s t i c evidence of i t s existence 
in writers who themselves belong to the western t r a d i t i o n . Jerome and 
Theodoret w i l l be discussed i n ch 4-> and there i s further evidence 
i n exegetes who f a l l outside the scope of t h i s thesis, such as Apol l i n a r i s 
1. There i s more than one anonymous comment i n Mai; at i i , 3 9 and i i . 4 1 
there are two comiaents which belong to the syrian t r a d i t i o n . 
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and Theodosius.^ I have also found one mediaeval Jewish w r i t e r , R.Hayyim 
ben Galipapa, who adhered to the same exegetical t r a d i t i o n . 15ie mam 
significance of t h i s t r a d i t i o n from the point of view of t h i s investigation 
i s that i t preserved an outline o f the o r i g i n a l author's own i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Da v i i . This outline must now be analysed i n order to demonstrate 
that i t was i n f a c t preserved continuously from the author's own time* 
For this purpose i t i s convenient to provide a rather conservative 
itemization of the authentic elements i n t h i s t r r i d i t i o n , tof':ether with 
a l i s t of those exe^etes who adhere more or less e x p l i c i t l y to each item. 
3. The four beast are the four kingdoms. A l l 
The f i r s t beast i s the kingdom of Babylon.^ A l l 
5. The second beast i s the Mediaii kingdom. Eph Pol CI Pesh TK 
Ish Anon Gal 
6. The t h i r d beast i s the kingdom of Persia Eph Pol CI Pesh TK 
Ish Anon Gal 
7. The fourth beast i s the Greek kingdom. A l l 
I t s ten horns are ten successive Macedonian kings. Aphr E^h Pol TK Anon 
The f i r s t horn i s Alexander. Pol Anon 
S. The l i t t l e horn i s Antiochus E^iphanes. A l l 
!• E.g. Apollinaris on Da xi,36 (ed. Mai, o p . c i t . ) ; Theodosius i n an 
unpublished work cited by Mai, op.cit., e.g. p.219 n.4-, at Da xi,35, 
"Pugnam interpretum quorum a l i i antichristum a l i i Antiochum i n t e l l e x e r u n t , 
r e c i t a t Theodosius i n s c h o l i i s . " 
2. I n f r a , pp.35M. 
3. The exegetes are abbreviated for tabiiLation; Anon = Anonymous, 
Aphr = Aphrahat, CI = Cosmas Indicopleustes, Eph = Ephraem, Gal = 
Galipapa, Ish = IshoMad of Merw, Pesh = Peshitta, Pol = Polychronius, 
Por = Porphyry, TK = Theodore bar Koni, 
4. t According to Aphrahat the f i r s t beast's appendages symbolize the 
story of Nebuchadnezzar. This i s correct, but i t occurs i n a western 
section of his work. Supra, pp.101-2. 
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(8) I t s mouth speaking big things i s his arrogance Eph Pol TK 
and blasphemy, 
9 f f , Judgement i s passed on the Macedonian kingdom, Eph Gal 
9. Ihe "Ancient of Days" i s God. Eph Pol Ish 
10. The "thousand thousands" etc. are angels, Pol 
11. The slaying of the fourth beast i p the Pol 
destruction of the Macedonian kingdom, 
12. The prolongation of the l i v e s of the f i r s t Eph 
three beasts means that the f i r s t three kingdoms 
were not destroyed but l o s t power, 
13. The man-like figure i s a symbol of the Saints Por Eph TK Ish 
of the Most High 
16. Daniel approached one of the angels mentioned Pol 
i n his vision, 
17. Four "kings" refers to the four kingdoms. B^h 
18,22,27. The Saints of the MoFt High are Por Eph TK Ish Gal 
the Maccabean Jews, 
21,25. The Saints of the Most High are the Por Aphr Eph 
Maccabean Jews. Pol TK Ish Gal 
21, The l i t t l e horn making war on the Saints i^hr Pol 
refers to Antiochus' measures against the Jews. 
25. Changing "times and the Law" refers to Antiochus' Aphr Eph Pol Ish 
measures against Jewish r e l i g i o u s practices. 
Time, times and h a l f a time = 3g- years. Por E^ h Ish 
A few of these items show a s h i f t of meaning away from the author's 
original i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , which they nevertheless cl e a r l y a t t e s t . This 
i s because they were wr i t t e n so much l a t e r . For the author of Daniel 
the Saints of the Most High were the group of pious I s r a e l i t e s to which 
he belonged. The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of them as the Maccabees involves 
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some eKpanslon of the author*s group, but i t nevertheless witnesses 
to the r i g h t sort of group. The author of Daniel did expect Antiochus 
Epiphanes and the Seleucids to be overcome, and the dominion to be 
given to the Jews, for whom the Maccabees fought."*" Interpreters mentioned 
here e f f e c t i v e l y have i n mind tlie Jews of t h i s period. Si m i l a r l y Ephraem 
and Galipapa have correctly preserved the author*s in t e n t i o n i n holding 
that i n vss#9ff judgement i s passed on the Macedonian kingdom. The 
author of Daniel however expected the end of the Seleucids to be the 
end of a l l things. I have nevertheless not Included here witnesses 
who thought that the Saints of the Most High were the Jews at the End, 
because i n f a c t they were invariably following an actualizing exegesis 
of the chapter. Nor have I included the syrian t r a d i t i o n * s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the Saints of the Most High receiving the kingdon^ The older i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
which they preserved was of the m i l i t a r y v i c t o r y of the Maccabees 
over the Seleucids, and t h i s represents perhaps too much of a s h i f t 
from the author's intentions to term i t the preservation of them. 
Nevertheless, we :mist note here that these interpreters (Por Eph TK 
Ish Gal) do i n t h i s way i n d i r e c t l y t e s t i f y to the preservation of the 
original author*s in t e r p r e t a t i o n . For how i s the o r i g i n of t h e i r view 
to be e^qDlained? 
V/hen the Maccabees defeated the Seleucids, three things could be 
done with the book of Daniel's predictions. They could be regarded as 
false. This war not consistent with regarding them as the Word of God. 
Therefore t h i s view i s not found among ancient interpreters of Daniel. 
Porphyry i s no exception because he followed t h i s exegetical t r a d i t i o n 
which did believe that Daniel ve.s the Word of God. A second p o s s i b i l i t y 
was to believe that the u n f u l f i l l e d predictions r e a l l y referred to something 
else. At length, the actualizing exegesis of the western t r a d i t i o n , 
hoth Christian and Jewish, did t h i s . A t h i r d p o s s i b i l i t y was to conform 
!• Cf. supra, pp.72-83. 
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the Danielic predictions and the actual course of history to each other. 
The remarkable f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegetical method made t h i s simple, 
and this i s what the syrian t r a d i t i o n has done, A comparison with IQpHab 
provides a proper ancient perspective i n which to view the extent of 
the distortion which i s involved. Seen i n t h i s perspective, there i s no 
more than a sl i g h t s h i f t i n the meaning. 
Thus the syrian t r a d i t i o n preserved the outline of the int e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the whole chapter. The four kingdom theory was preserved as i t was 
known to the author of Daniel - Babylon, Media, Persia, Macedonia, 
The account of the l i t t l e horn was r i g h t l y remembered as the story of 
the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes. The man-like figure was a symbol 
of the Saints of the Most High, Here the s h i f t begins, to accoroiwdate 
the interpretation to the facts of history. The Saints are the Maccabees,, 
and their triumph begins with the Maccabean vi c t o r y i n l64.B,C. But 
i f this i s the re s u l t of the handing down of the authentic t r a d i t i o n , 
we must explain why there i s no evidence of i t s existence at an e a r l i e r 
date. Apart from the d i f f i c u l t passage Or.Sib.iii.397-^^00, there i s 
a gap of some 4.50 years from the date of the book of Daniel to the f i r s t 
extant witness of a t r a d i t i o n which i s but a modification of the author's 
own interpretation, 
For th i s purpose, we have simply to deduce the place where t h i s 
exegetical t r a d i t i o n was handed down. I t s transmitters were the Jewish 
communities i n Syria, Edessa i s the obvious centre for a whole area 
!• On Or.Sib.lii.397-400, i n f r a , pp.413 - 416 , and on 4 Ezra xii.11-12, 
infrapp.^25-6. 
2. Kallarakkal, op.cit., esp. pp.92-3, having supposed that the Peshitta 
glosses must have originated at an early date outside the Roman sphere 
of influence ( c f . supra, pp.147-8), conjiectured t h i s area as the place 
Where the t r a d i t i o n embodied i n them was handed down. 
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where Jewish communities are known from pre-Christian times. Some of 
their members were subsequently converted to Ch r i s t i a n i t y , and the Jewish 
communities continued alongside the newly Jormed Christian groups. 
Hence the syrian chunches had so much more exegetical material i n com;non 
with the Jews than did the churches of the west. This may also explain 
a few p a r t i c u l a r l y Jewish features of the exegesis attested by Porphyry 
and Aphrahat, though those items which are exclusively Jewi,-:h are also 
western."^ This i s the path travelled by the authentic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the book of Daniel. I t s p l a u s i b i l i t y i s not diminished by the f a c t 
that we cannot t e l l the story i n more d e t a i l - th i s simply ref t c t s 
the lack of material coming from th i s environment i n t h i s period. There 
i s no direct evidence of the existence of the authentic t r a d i t i o n of 
interpretation of Da v i i actually dateable during t h i s period from t h i s 
area because there are no comments on the book of Daniel dateable during 
this period from th i s area at a l l . The f i r s t Syriac-speaking Father 
extant i n any quantity i s Aphrahat, who duly provides evidence of the 
existence of a large part of the t r a d i t i o n and of adherence to i t 
by contemporaries and predecessors, some of whom clearly held i t i n 
a purer form than Aphrahat himself. 
There i s an alternative theory, so widespread that i t must be dealt 
with i n d e t a i l . According to t h i s theory, the t r a d i t i o n was forgotten 
(or, according to the e a r l i e r adherents of th i s theory, never held), 
and revived (or produced) by Porphyry as part of his b r i l l i a n t discovery 
(or wicked invention) that the Book of Daniel i s a Maccabean pseudepigr aph. 
Such items of the syrian t r a d i t i o n as have been noted by previous scholarship 
have thus been attr i b u t e d to Porphyry, and such adherents of i t as 
have been observed have been accused of being his followers. This theory 
1. Supra, pp,95-6 (Da i i . 3 5 ) , 110 (Da vii.18,22,27), 
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began i n the p r e c r i t i c a l era, and that i s where i t belongs. Jerome 
has i t , " ^ A compiler, or a scribe, used i t to complain at Polychronius, 
ci t i n g Eudoxius before him, Mai demonstrates the decadent c i r c u l a r i t y 
of the Western t r a d i t i o n by declaring that Polychronius got i t from 
Porphyry, and quoting Jerome as evidence,^ Bardenhewer, f i f h t i n g against 
the dawn of c r i t i c i s m by maintaining that the fourth kingdom r e a l l y 
was the Roman, continued the error, c i t i n g the same passage of Jerome 
as his autt i o r i t y . ^ But when a more accurate view of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
and origin of the book of Daniel won the day, the information collected 
here about the syrian t r a d i t i o n was not immediately available. Moreover 
i t was observed, quite r i g h t l y , that Porphyry himself did discover 
that the book of Daniel was a Maccsbean pseudepigraph. I t was natural 
to believe also that he had guessed some of i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n correctly, 
and the fact that some of his remarks were patently wrong could only 
lend p l a u s i b i l i t y to the theory that he was working on his own against 
the odds. That he i s the e a r l i e s t witness to t h i s exegesis looks l i k e 
the decisive evidence. Hence the belief of so many c r i t i c a l scholars, 
that the real interpretation of Daniel v i i was forgotten, to be rediscovered 
( i n part, at least) by Porphyry, ^ 
1. Supra, pp.96-7, 
2. Ed, Mai, op.cit., s.v. Polychronius at v i i , 8 . 
3. E,g. at PolychroniuE on Da x i i , 2 . "Hanc quoque sententlam haurit 
a Porphyrio Polychronius....ut ex Hieronymo cognoscimus". And at v i i . 8 , 
"Reapse autem Porphyrii hanc opinionem r e f u t a t Hieronymus, Quare Apolinarius 
Antichristum pro E^iphaJie intellegens, haud temere opinatus s i t . A i t 
enim heic Hieronymus post reictum Porphyriumj 'ergo dicamus quod omnes 
scrip tores e c c l e s i a s t i c i tradiderunt, i n consuminationera mundi' etc," 
A. Bardenhewer, op.cit.: e.g. p.78, "Eudoxius hat Recht", 
5. Thus, for example, Harnack, op.cit,, p.34.» assumes that EiDhraem 
PolychroniuE and Anonymous (supra, pp,155-6) derived t h e i r exegesis 
of Da v i i and x i i from Porphyry. Montgomery, op.cit., p,-470, on Da x i , 
speaks of "ancient h i s t o r i c a l exegesis of the chapter as introduced 
by Porphyry,» 
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This view i s open to decisive objections. There are two general 
points. I n the f i r s t place, i f syrian Christians alrendy knew the 
Christian exegetical t r a d i t i o n such as we f i n d i t i n the commentaries 
of Hippolytus and Jerome,"^ i t i s very u n l i k e l y that they would accept 
a different exegetical t r a d i t i o n from the author of an anti-Christian 
onslaUL-ht on the book of Daniel i t s e l f . I n the second place, i t i s 
extremely d i f f i c t d t , i f not impossible, to explain how Porphyry could 
have originated the exegetical t r a d i t i o n , and how he found out that 
Daniel i? a Maccabean pseudepigr aph. I t i s not s u f f i c i e n t to say "L'exact 
correspondance de I ' h i s t o i r e avec l a prophetie avait i n d u i t l e c r i t i q u e 
a contester 1» authenticite de c e l l e - c i et a marquer pour date de l a 
composition l e moment precis ou s'arretent les previsions litteralement 
justifi^'es par les f a i t s " . Quite apart from the f a c t that Porphyry^s 
dating and knowliedge of the "facts'* i s not as accurate as th i s implies, 
Loisy*s view f a i l s to explain how Porphyiy caaie to observe the "exact 
correspondence" with history. I t would not be obvious to anyone who 
inherited the sort of exegesis that we f i n d i n the western t r a d i t i o n . 
Hence c r i t i c a l scholars have on the whole admitted that they do not 
know how Porphyry divined the Maccabean o r i g i n of Daniel.^ Once i t 
i s supposed, however, that he inherited the syrian t r a d i t i o n of exegesis, 
the matter becomes clear. I t was th i s t r a d i t i o n which t o l d him that the 
Danielic prophecies went down to the death of Antiochus Epiphanes and 
the Maccabean victory. With his extensive knowledge of re l i g i o u s sects 
he knew that they produced pseudepigraphical works which they a t t r i b u t e d 
to ancient figures. He can hardly have been unaware that Jews and 
1. I n f r a , ch 
2. A.Loisy, op.cit., p.l66. 
3. E : ^ ) l i c i t l y , e.g. J.Moffatt, Exp T A3 (1931-2), p.75: "Porphyry appears 
to have the honour of being the f i r s t to recognize the Maccabean o r i g i n 
of the book..,» How he cajne by t h i s view we cannot t e l l . * ' 
Christians possessed pseudo-prophetical works which they wrongly a t t r i b u t e d 
to their ancient heroes, and he x d l l have perceived also the actuallsing 
nature of some contemporary exegesis. Against t h i s background, his refusal 
to accept the claim that Jewi^^h prophets fo r e t o l d the future f a r ahead 
of their time i s not surprising. When the ^.yrian exegetical t r a d i t i o n 
i s added to these general views, the Maccabean o r i g i n of Daniel follows 
straightforwardly.^ 
These general considerations are supported by two points of detailed 
exegesis. The f i r s t concerns Porphyry's i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the second 
and t h i r d kingdoms. To modern scholarship, occupied i n i d e n t i f y i n g the 
fourth kingdom as the Greek and the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphanes, 
as well as determining the Maccabean o r i g i n of the book, the dramatic 
thing about Porphyry has been how much he got r i g h t . Here however the 
important factor i s that he got t[je i d e n t i f i c a t i o n wrong, being joined 
i n this by Aphrahat, whereas the rest of the syrian t r a d i t i o n f^ot i t 
r i g h t . For Porphyry and Aphrahat, the second kingdom was the Medo-Persian, 
and the t h i r d Alexander. JJot only i s t h i s wrong, but the rest of the 
Syrian t r a d i t i o n knew that the second was the Median and the t h i r d the 
Persian. This i s easy to explain i f we suppose that the Syrians received 
the correct t r a d i t i o n of interpretation handed down to them, and that 
Porphyry and Aphrahat inherited a by-form of i t created by western influence.^ 
But i f Porphyry i s t h e i r source, we are i n d i f f i c u l t i e s . Aphrahat*s 
adherence to the view of Porphyry i s odd, though t h i s i s but a detailed 
example of the general d i f f i c u l t i e s of having t h i s exegetical t r a d i t i o n 
dependent on Porphyry.More fundamentally, i t becomes impossible to 
1» See further P.M.Casey, op.cit, 
2. For the exposition of t h i s see above, pp.92-4., 10^-5. 
3. There i s also the f a c t that where the Syrians do not disagree with 
Porphyry, they preserve a f u l l e r trcndition. This would have to be a^xribed 
to our loss of Porphyry's work. 
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explain how the other adherents of th i s t r a d i t i o n deduced the correct 
id e n t i f i c a t i o n of these kingdoms. They had none of the resources of 
modern scholarship - l i k e Porphyry, they simply swallowed Darius the 
Mede. In short, i f they did not i n h e r i t a sounder t r a d i t i o n , they had 
neither the means nor the motive for al t e r i n g Porphyry's view. 
For the f i n a l argument we must leave chapter v i i for the exegesis 
of xi.4.0 - x i i , where Porphyry and the Syrians a l l made the same mistakes. 
They continued to inte r p r e t i t h i s t o r i c a l l y of the end of Antiochus 
Epiphanes, and took the beginning of ch x i i as an account of the Maccabean 
victory of I64, B.C. Had Porphyry inherited a western exegesis, which 
interpreted this of Antichrist and the f i n a l resurrection, he would 
have had no reason to a l t e r i t . Some scholars have nevertheless supplied 
him with one, Cramer comments on his exegesis of xi i , 1 - 2 "The above 
extract i s certainly one of the most interesting which Jerome has 
preserved, for i t reveals the anxiety of a hfeathen opponent to f i n d 
another explanation f o r Old Testament passages which the Christians used 
as prophecies of the resurrection of the dead."^ This i s oblivious 
of Christian adherence to the same exegesis, but that i s not the most 
fundamental objection to i t . No 'heathen' need have been concerned that 
the Old Testament predicted the resurrection of the dead, since he did 
not accept i t s authority. Porphyry could have beent^te content to suppose 
that the book of Daniel predicted the resurrection of the dead. Had he 
been able to deduce that i t predicted that t h i s would happen i n I64. B.C., 
he would have been especially happy to argue that i t was at th i s point 
that the author began to leave his v a t i c i n i a ex eventu and t e l l l i e s 
about the future^ 
T.W.Crafer, IThg. XV (1913-lii), p.496: s i m i l a r l y , e.g. L.Vaganay, 
DTC x i i , 2 , cols.2583-^. 
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The exegesis which Porphyry did i n f a c t follow i s not merely forced, 
and false to history. I t has another important facet. I t supposes that 
the account of the book of Daniel i s r i g h t , where we know i t tcbe 
prediction that was never f u l f i l l e d . That i s not the mistake of an 
anti-Christian Neoplatonist; i t i s the mistake of men who believed that 
the book of Daniel was the Word of God, and i t s prophecies true. Once 
this i s supposed, Porphyry's exegesis becomes explicable. An unhistorical 
Egyptian expedition with undue Danielle colouring i s found i n his exegesis 
precisely because his exegesis follows the book of Daniel. The opening 
of ch.xii has been forced i n order to reconcile i t with the facts of 
history. After Antiochus' death people did not r i s e from t h e i r graves, 
but the Maccabeans did win a signal v i c t o r y . Therefore that i s what 
the prophet Daniel must have been r e f e r r i n g t o . I t follows that Porphyry's 
exegesis was derived from the syrian t r a d i t i o n already at work before him,^ 
Thus we may sajely conclude that the syrian exegetical t r a d i t i o n 
preserved the outline of the o r i g i n a l author's inte r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel v i i . 
I t was inherited, not originated, by Porphyry, from the Syriac-speaking 
church, which i t had reached after transmission from the beginning by 
Syrian Jews, I t was therefore i n existence somewhere irjthe time of 
Jesus and when the Gospels were wr i t t e n , though lack of evidence makes 
i t s strength at that time impossible to estimate. This r e s u l t i s of 
'Qore general h i s t o r i c a l i n t e r e s t . I t has often been remarked that 
both Jesus and the Gospel writers inherited an interpreted bible. 
Unhappily, however, sheer lack of evidence often makes i t d i f f i c u l t 
to know what interpretations they did i n h e r i t . Scholars do not usually 
t r y to f i n d them i n the Syriac-speaking church. I n the cape of Daniel v i i , 
1. For further discussion of t h i s point, P.M.Casey, op.cit. 
2. Cf. further i n f r a , pp.U2, 56^-5. 
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and indeed other parts of Daniel also, these interpreters preserved an 
interpretation which i s the o r i g i n a l one and which was known i n the time 
of Jesus and the e a r l i e s t church. This does not t e l l us what else they 
preserved, but i t does mean that when we need to know how a passage 
of the Old Testament was interpreted i n the time of Jesus and the Gospel 
writers, the exegetical works of the syrian Fathers are now a good 
place to look. 
From the point of view of the Son of Man problem, t h i s chapter 
has brought some interesting negative results. None of the remarks of 
any of the exegetes of this t r a d i t i o n suggest any real o r i g i n a l connection 
between Daniel v i i and the Son of Man problem. I n p a r t i c u l a r , t h i s t r a d i t i o n 
which has preserved the outline of the author's inte r p r e t a t i o n has 
preserved no trace of any idea that the man-like figure i s a suffering 
one. Even an individual interpretation of t h i s figure i s clearly a secondary 
growth within t h i s t r a d i t i o n . I t i s absent from Porphyry and from some 
of Aphrahat's pretjecessors, and grafted on the the e a r l i e r corporate 
interpretation as a specific reference to Jesus by means of the typological 
interpretation of prophecy. Were i t i s found alone i n exegetes who 
otherwise belong to t h i s t r a d i t i o L , i t i s clear that i t has supplanted 
the earlier corporate interpretation as a r e s u l t of s p e c i f i c a l l y Christian 
theological pressures. This supports the conclusions reached i n ch.2, 
where i t was shown that the o r i g i n a l author chose the man-like figure as 
an empty symbol of the Saint? of the Most High,"'' I f the messianic 
interpretation were o r i g i n a l , i t s disappearance i n favour of the corporate 
view would be d i f f i c u l t to explain, especially i n face of the evidence 
here of a whole ezegetical t r a d i t i o n i n which the individual i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
i s so clearly secondary. I t i s not however d i f f i c u l t to explain the 
1. Supra, pp,^5 - 71. 
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secondary o r i g i n of the messianic interpretation."'' As the remaining 
material i s surveyed, i t w i l l become clear that these conclusions 
f i t perfectly with the rest of the evidence. 
1. I n f r a , especially pp.^43-;4, 557-8. 
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Chapter 4. P a t r i s t i c Evidence: the Western Tradition. 
I c a l l t h i s t r a d i t i o n the "western" to distinguish i t from the 
"syrian t r a d i t i o n " which was surveyed i n ch 3, The whole of p a t r i s t i c 
l i t e r a t u r e down to Eusebius was searched for evidence of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Da v i i : t h i s l i t e r a t u r e belongs almost e n t i r e l y to the Greco-Roman 
world, and i t evinces a uniform exegetical t r a d i t i o n . For the most 
part, evidence of t h i s t r a d i t i o n at th i s date i s found, not i n com.uentaries, 
but i n a number of expository works which make use of such verse(s) 
of Daniel as the author requires to give sc r i p t u r a l support to the 
point he wishes to make. Our knowledge of t h i s t r a d i t i o n i s f i l l e d 
out somewhat by the commentary of Hippolytus, and I have included two 
commentaries of l a t e r date, those of Jerome and Theodoret, to f i l l 
out the picture s t i l l further, as well as providing important evidence 
of the Syrian t r a d i t i o n and, i n the case of Jerome, some Jewish material 
as well. 
Since the purpose of this investigation i s h i s t o r i c a l i t i s convenient 
to discus:- adherents of t h i s t r a d i t i o n i n approximately chronological 
order. A complete l i s t of writers discussed i s given i n Table 2: where 
citations of Da v i i occur i n a single work i t s date i s given when known: 
when i t i s unknown, or quotations occur i n several works, the dates 
of the writer are given. As a gener.-d r u l e , only works which contain 
definite quotations from Da v i i are l i s t e d . However, an attempt was 
made to cover the ground exhaustively i n the early part of t h i s period 
when i t seemed reasonable to suppose that exhaustive coverage of the 
earliest material was what the investigation required. Since the results 
of this are of genuine i n t e r e s t , a small number of works are included 
i n Table 2 because i t has been suggested that they are dependent on 
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Da v i i , even though i n my view they are not i n f a c t dependent on i t . 
These works are enclosed i n brackets i n Table. 2, and discussed i n t h e i r 
place. 
Table 2 
1 Clement 
Barnabas 
(The Didache 
(j^ocalypse of Peter 
Valentinus 
Justin 
Irenaeus 
The Old Latin Versions 
Acts of Peter 
Clement of Alexandria 
Hippolytus 
Tert u l l i a n 
(Passio SS. Perpetuae et F e l i c i t a t i s 
Origen 
Cyprian 
Ps-Cyprian, Ad Novatianum 
Victorinus of pettau 
(Coptic Apocalypse of Paul 
Lactantius 
Eusebius 
J erome 
C.95 
C.70 - 140 
C.70 - 150) 
c.lOO - 150) 
C.150 
C.150 - 165 
C.177 
end of second century 
c.lBO - 190 
C.150 - 215 
c. 202-4 
c.200 - 215 
2nd/3rd century) 
C.185 - 25A 
248 
c.253-7 
2nd - 4.th century) 
304- - 314 
C.260 - 340 
407 
C.393 - A66 Theodoret 
Clement of Rome. 
The only authentic work of Clement, his Epistle to the Corinthians, 
contains a single quotation from Da vii.10 at 1 Clera.34.,6j 
17L 
r \ / > ^ ' V > / ' ch'^ c/ ^ 
-ri^5 ^0^V^5 otOToG* The point of the c i t a t i o n of Da v i i . l O 
is to provide scriptural warrant for Clement's or-inion that there r e a l l y 
are masses of angels waiting upoi. God. Thus i n form and content t h i s 
passage i s reminiscent of rabbinical use of t h i s verse.^ The te x t i s 
identical to that of Theodotion but with the order of the clauses reversed. 
For comment on t h i s , modern scholarship, dej?pite much e f f o r t , does not 
appear to have improved upon J.B.lLightfoot, who, remarking at the same 
time upon Iren.Haer.11,,7,4.; Ehis.Praep,Ev.,VII,15; Greg.Kyss.Horn.VIII i n 
Eccles.(l p.i63); Cyril.Hier.Catech.XV,2-4(p.237), observed "as i t i s 
quoted with every shade of variation i n d i f f e r e n t fathers and even these 
same fathers i n some cases give the r i g h t order elsewhere, no stress 
can be l a i d on th i s coincidence which seems to be purely accidental". 
The widespriCad theory that the quotation i s of l i t u r g i c a l o r i g i n i s 
uneound; the p o s s i b i l i t y that i t derives from some kind of testimonia 
collection i s plausible but unnecessary. 
This particular piece of exegesis i s not d i s t i n c t i v e l y western. 
I have catalogued i t under the western t r a d i t i o n because the western 
tr a d i t i o n i s held uniformly by a l l writers i n the Greco-Roman world 
whose exegesis does belong d i s t i n c t i v e l y to one t r a d i t i o n or the other 
(Porphyry i s the exception who proves the r u l e ) , and because i t f i t s 
this t r a d i t i o n perfectly well. 
Barnabas. 
There is one quotation from Da v i i , at IV,5. The text pf i t i s 
1- I n f r a , pp.262-81, 316-7. 
2. J.B,Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers,1,2 (1890), p.237. 
3. See W.C.van Unnik, "1 and the'Sanctus'.", JiS^5 (1951), pp.20^-4fi. 
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quite wild, following neither LXX nof Theodotion, and containing the 
interpretative additions "Troi|7(ji^vio)L^io\/ and vn^ t* . I t i s nevertheless 
clear that the description of the fourth beast and i t s horns ivS closely 
based on Da v i i . 7 - 8 , 23-4^ T T ^ j l ^ i ^ u i ^ l o v i s a very rare word: 
the dictionaries c i t e only Hesychius s,v» ^^[^^l and Hipp, de Antichristo 
XXV, of which the l a t t e r i s also an inte r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel»s l i t t l e 
horn. Hippolytus interprets the Danielle passage i n the same way as 
Barnabas."'" I t i s to be concluded that Barnabas had access to a work which 
provided a free interpretative translation of some at least of Daniel, 
and which he could i d e n t i f y as the work of Daniel, Hippolytus had access 
to the same work and/or the same t r a d i t i o n even i n d e t a i l . 
Barn.IV,4. i s even stranger, for the quotation here i s c l e a r l y recognizable 
as based on the same passage of Daniel, but i t i s introduced f\£\jii 
6£ OUTuiS 0 Trpoc|)«aTi^ S" .This prophet i s not i d e n t i f i e d , 
and the run of the passage does not support Kraft's suggestion that 
Enoch i s meant (cf.Barn.IV,3). This prophet i s however clearly distinguished 
from Daniel by the introduction to the aforementioned quotation at 
iv,5, O p o i u s y^i^K TOO avjT^io fl diviyjX. 
I t i s clear that Barnabas i s using a second work, no doubt a c o l l e c t i o n 
of interpreted prophetic testimonia. Barnabas therefore provides clear 
evidence of the existence of two separate sources each of which held 
a d i s t i n c t i v e l y western int e r p r e t a t i o n of the horns of the fom-th beast.. 
The interpretation of IV,i4-5 must now be considered i n d e t a i l . 
The ten horns are ten kingdoms. |^ oL(r\X£c<AL i s the more d i f f i c u l t 
reading, decisively favoured by transcriptional p r o b a b i l i t y . The l i t t l e 
1. I n f r a , pp. 1^^ -^0. 
2» R.A.Kraft, i n The Apostolic Fathers (ed.R.M.Grant), vol.3, Barnabas 
and the Didache^ by R.A.Kraft (1965), ad loc. 
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horn I s a l i t t l e king, who w i l l put down three of the kingdoms at the 
same time (reading f^(jt(nXn^o^^^ ; but fidi'S-iX^-^i^/ here may be r i g h t , 
giving the same sense, as he then put?, down the kings of three of the 
kingdoms at the same time). The context makes clear that these events 
were prophesied as being due to take place at the End. Tnis i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
belongs very clearly to the western t r a d i t i o n . ^ { ^ T i X t l ^ i l clearly 
cannot be a sequence of Rojncm emperorf, and thip i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
horns never was able to do ju s t i c e to Barnabas' repeated 0<|> t^/ , 
emphasizing that three of them were put down si.-nultaneously."^ They are 
ten kingdoms i n t o which the Roman empire ir: divided at the end» The 
fourth beast must be Rome, providing therefore the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 
others as Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece. Barnabas therefore witnesses 
to the existence of the western t r a d i t i o n , already found behind Revelation, 
and recurring i n the many church writers discussed i n t h i s chapter. 
However he d i f f e r s from them (and possibly, but not necessarily, from 
his sources) i n one aspect. His quotations support the remarks with 
which they are introduced, and can suitably be followed by •^ UV^E.VoLL 
o'Sv 6c:^t\X'LTt J only on one assumption, najT\ely that i n the aut.or's 
view i t was possible to recognize the events referred to i n thebuotations 
i n present, not i n future events. This view w i l l have been temporary, 
being revised when the End did not come, and i t does not diminish 
1. I t has often been suggested that Barnabas interpreted the horns 
as a sequence of Roman emperors: e.g.recently P.Prigent, Epj!tre de 
Bamabe" ( sc 172, 1971). This has frequently been assuiv^d and then 
used as a basis for dating t h i s work: e.g.A.L.Williams, JThS 3A (1933), 
PP«337 - 4-6. Villiaras notes that 6(J' iv/ cannot mean "under one" 
Bam.IV,^. Like some of his predecessors he s t i l l i n terprets \v 
l i k e t h i s i n IV, 5. But the only possible horn f o r the iv to refer 
to i s the l i t t l e horn i t s e l f , and to take i t l i k e t h i s i s , from a purely 
l i n g u i s t i c point of view, very forced and contrary to the run of the sentence. 
2. I n f r a , pp. U9-62, especially ^57-8, ^60-1. 
Barnabas' witness to the existence of the western t r a d i t i o n of the 
interpretation of Da v i i , but i l l u s t r a t e s v i v i d l y the actualizing nature 
of the exegesis characteristic of t h i s t r a d i t i o n . I t s details cannot 
be explicated with certainty, because thi s work cannot be precisely 
dated and the c r i t e r i a which apocalyptic authors used for such i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s , 
and which we are therefore bound to use i n following t h e i r t r a i n of 
thought, are too loose to provide certain i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i n t h i s case, 
A suggestion may, however, be p r o f i t a b l e . Let us conjecture a date 
c.A.D.TL.''" The ten kingdoms are ten Roman provinces, counted as the 
author saw f i t . The l i t t l e horn i s Vespasian, The description of the 
l i t t l e horn as ^iKpOS ^ji5-tVt6s may have originated as a simple 
transference of the epithet from the horn to the king, but i t could be 
applied without undue forcing to Vespasian's physical stature. He was 
"n"oi|?di(^0</^»<i^  especially because he was not a Julio-Claudiaji. The 
three kingdoms which he put down at once (reading (?:>=t^^\\i{^v 
for tnis) were Judaea, I t a l i a and Germania. His victory was i n fact 
very strikiing: and his elevation to the purple together with the crushing 
of the revolts i n ludaea and Germania w i l l have formed the present events 
which the author saw as presaging the End* 
I do not suggest that these i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s are to be regarded 
as certain, but they are possible, and they i l l u s t r a t e the kind of way 
i n which the author must have used the western t r a d i t i o n of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of this chapter as the basis for supporting the comnon delusion that 
the End was at hand. His chief importance for the purpose of t h i s investigation 
is that he provides clear evidence of the existence of the western t r a d i t i o n 
of interpretation i n more than one document at the end of the f i r s t 
On the interpretation of XVI,3-4- with regard to the date of t h i s 
vork, cf. especially Prigent, op.cit., ad loc. 
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or the beginning of the second century. He also i l l u r t r p t e s very c l e r k l y 
the actualising nature of this t r a d i t i o n . Unlike the Syrian t r s d i t i o n , 
the western always held the potential of being interpreted of present 
events l i k e t h i s , and of thus being u t i l i z e d i n support of the view 
that the End was at hand. 
One further passage i s worthy of mention, XII,9 *'|St vriXw 
U vo 5 
ToO BEOU ,,,, I t appears from t h i s that Barnabas wa:^  not aware 
of the Gospel t i t l e o vio^ ToG" d^^l^^^ov - indeed i t i s probable 
that he did not know any of the canonical Gospels."^ I t also suggests 
that he did not have the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of los u^o^ is/6j^uiTrou 
(Da v l i . l 3 ) as Jesus i n mind. He may not have thought much about Da vii.13 
at a l l , perhaps having read Daniel's prophecies only i n the works which 
he cites i n IV, 4-5. J l n a l l y i t should be noted that the use of u i o i 
j^V&^oTTou here i s quite unsemitic. I t i s contrasted with o^os TOO 
^to2 , and the sense appears to be that the virgin-born Je?us wa;;' 
son of God and not a son of a man. We are i n a d i f f e r e n t world from 
that i n which the Gospel term ^ U*ios ToG J^jb^^^xiov originated. 
Didache. 
The only relev^-^nt passage i s XVI,8, which has obvious points of 
contact with Da v i i . l 3 . However, t h i s i s a Christian work, here giving 
free expres?-:ion to Christian b e l i e f i n the return of Jesus, The terms 
of e:q:ression are especially reminiscent of Mt xxiv.30, and the author 
gives us no reason to suppose that he was looking behind t h i s to Da 
V11.13, though the use of ETTotv^ may be thought suggestive, being 
found i n Justin*s text of t h i s verse. 
The Apocalypse of Peter. 
The beginning of ch v i has several i n d i r e c t echoes of Da vii.9-13, 
i» So e.g. Prigent, op.cit., p.41. 
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with Jesus coming on a cloud, the angels, who s i t , and the r i v e r of 
f i r e . The weeping nations are reminiscent of Zech x i l . l O . But a l l t h i s 
i s woven together with other things i n t o a well-develooed picture whore 
items a l l belong to the imagery of second-century Christian b e l i e f , 
and some of which appear to be d i r e c t l y dependent on NT passages (e.g. 
Mt xxiv.30, using Zech x i i . l O with Da v i i . 1 3 ) . I t i s therefore not 
safe to use th i s passage as evidence of inte r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . 
The same may be said of the opening chapter, where the reference to 
Jesus coming on the clouds of heaven owes more to Mk xi.ii,26//44t xxiv,30 
than to direct use of Da vii.l3» 
ValentinuE, 
According to Hipoolytus, Elenchus VI,32, one of the t i t l e s which 
ValentinUE gave to n v^JV \HI^ O\)0'\^ was itoi^'iios TU>V 
This i t derived from Da v i i . 9 , and the connection with more conventional 
exegesis is not d i f f i c u l t to f i n d . I t l i e s i n the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
^\))1\\<Y]^ outrun as o TO*^  KOG-po»J Ov'^^lovj^oyoS ^  
that i:^ to say, the God of the Old Te-'tament, Conventional exegesis 
i d e n t i f i e d l i i a as the Ancient of Days i n Da v i i , and ValentinuR ha? 
t^imply absorbed thi:. conventional exegesis int o his system. Da vii.9-10 
was a standard source for the si^ernatural world, so i t w i l l be vs.9, 
rather than vss«13 and 22 which i.-^ r e a l l y i n ndnd. This doe;- not enable 
us to make any decuctions about Valentinian exegesis of the re;:t of 
this chapter. Similar use of Da vii.9-10 i s attri b u t e d to Valentinians 
by Clement of Alexandria, Excerpta e>, Theodot 38,1, where part of Da vii.10 
i s quoted, and the r i v e r of f i r e i s ::ald to pour f o r t h from under the 
throne of the Place i n t o Gehenna. The Place i,^ another term for the 
Dei/durge, used al^o i n Hippolytus, l o c . c i t . 
Justin. 
The references to Da v i i i n Jurtin's work are l i s t e d i n Table 3, 
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Table '5 
Da v i i Justin 
Apol. I , 51, 9 
Dial. U,8 
31 - 32 
13-14 76,1-2 
13-14 
The main Interpretative pas'age i s Dial.31-32, with which i t i s 
therefore convenient to begin. Justin expressed clearly his belief 
i n two parousias of Jesus, the f i r s t being his earthly l i f e , the second 
his future appearance i n glory. At Dial.31,1 he introduces the long 
quotation from Da v i i with a clear reference to the future coming of 
Jesus, which he evidently finds at vs.13. Tvl T&O 
-ir/6o*JS otVJToG OiWOVO^ yJi -ro<rolOT^ Sv^VdL^lS St^ RVv^T-lL 
This i s clear and straightforward evidence for the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
Jesus as wS ijAs jv^pwtrou ^ and for the interpretation of th i s 
scene as his second coTiing. Here (as elsewhere) i t also appears that 
Justin found the accompanying angels i n the Danielic t e x t . Angels are 
the natural subject of ^"T^lDTlpVI, and other interpreters clearly 
realised this**^ Justin* s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s a l l the more natural when 
1. E»g.Midr.Ps»a,5. 
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his (Septuagintal) reading at the end of v i i . 1 3 i s taken i n t o account: 
KJLt <3t TT^^t<r^^R6riS -n-(9o*rv^Yecyov ^VTW. The translator 
who supplied a subject for Tr^ oT»^ Y<^ yov no doubt had i n mind ^(i^ui 
yupiA^iS T T d ^ p t i r r i ^ K c t t r ^ v ^OT^ , and the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
them as angels i s universal. Justin w i l l have followed t h i s t r a d i t i o n . 
I n general the text of t h i s quotation i<? related to both the 
LXX and Theodotion. The hypothesis that Justin used a real Greek translation 
of Daniel which di f f e r e d from both of thec;e but wss thus related to 
them satisfies a l l the evidence about the often peculiar textual form 
1 2 of his OT quotations. I t i s not of much further i n t e r p r e t a t i v e value, 
but the following variants are worthy of mention. At vs .9 , tiie f i r s t 
occurrence of TT^ K^^ VOS r^^ipC^v has the a r t i c l e . At vs.13 there 
are the customary a f f i n i t i e s with both LXX and Theod, and p t T J 
where Justin usually has txTdVU , together with some redundant phraseology 
at the end of the verse, apparently r e f l e c t i n g more than one e f f o r t 
at translation: ^E^iUi^oov fv o^iy^iTt rv^s vuKTos j 
^ Sou ytra Tov ve<^Aw\/ -rou o u p ^ v c G u>s 
At VS.17 Justin has the i n t e r p r e t a t i v e p^s-iXiToiL , l i k e both 
LXX and Theod. At vs.lS mechanical error has resulted i n the replacement 
/ y i O t UV^IVTOU with o u . At vs.25 Justin reads JT^j^ous 
for TOOi (LXX and Theod), which i s no doubt another mechanical error 
originating i n Greek. 
Cf. especially G.Bartheiemy, Les Devanciers d'Aquila (1963). 
2. On the LXX i n f r a , pp.36^4-9, on Theod pp.370-l. 
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Justin t e l l s us very l i t t l e of his interpret^ition of the rest of 
the chapter, but i t i s enough to place him f i r m l y i n the western t r a d i t i o n . 
The l i t t l e horn i s i d e n t i f i e d as the being usually known as Antich r i s t , though 
Justin does not use th i s term, having the Pauline TOV Try uMC^idS 
ivB^i^-n^^/ ( 2 Th ii.3)« He i s apparently due to come very soon ( 
^eXXov-ros X i V u v ^ ' ^ ' i Bup-tis O V T O S ) . i t follows 
that i n Justin's view the fourth kingdom was Rome, and hence that the 
f i r s t three were Babylon, Medo-Fersia and Greece, 
The interpretation a t t r i b u t e d to Trypho f i t s i n t o the Jewish 
version of the western t r a d i t i o n . ^ He accepts the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
the man-like figure as the messiah. No Jew interpreted the expression 
t^s, ^V/6pi^"nou as Justin does l a t e r i n the dialogue, and 
Justin's f a i l u r e to make capital out of Trypho's use of the es^ression 
here indicates that he i s simply reporting Jeudsh acceptance of the 
iden t i f i c a t i o n . Higgins misrepresents the situation when he summarizes 
•Justin attributes to Trypho the eijq^ectation of the Son of man from 
heaven depicted i n the vision i n Dan.7." Justin does not a t t r i b u t e 
nis own interpretation of uiS uios otvBpu^nou to Trypho at a l l , 
l e t alone the use of the term "the Son of man". Higgins' further assertion 
that Trypho's denial of the Messiah's pre-existence and d i v i n i t y cannot 
be reconciled with the acceptance of a messianic view of Da v i i altogether 
Ignores Jewish messianic int e r p r e t a t i o n of th i s passage, substituting 
a Christian understanding instead. I n seeing the Jewish Messiah coming 
glory i n Da v i i , 1 3 , Trypho was simply following a Jewish t r a d i t i o n 
of interpretation of t h i s verse, a t r a d i t i o n which did not necessarily 
1- I n f r a , chs 5 - 6 , 
2* A,J.B.Higgins, NT 9 (1967), p 
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regard the Messiah as pre-exlstent and never thought of him as divine, 
Justin also attributes to the Jews the view that a 'time' i n 
Da vii.25 i s 100 years. This, and the absence of fur t h e r appropriate 
comment on Justin's part, i s s u f f i c i e n t to show that i n the interpretation 
of the four kingdoms also Tr^-pho did not belong to the syrian t r a d i t i o n . 
But i t i s d i f f i c u l t to go further than t h i s i n elucidating Trypho's 
interpretation,^ I have found no evidence of any Jewirh interpreter 
who gave thi s value to one 'time'. The form of Justin's next remark, 
beginning ot TOOTO e r t w , makes i t clear that he i s deducing 
the interpretation i n t h i s sentence (a reign of at lea s t 350 years 
for Antichript) from what he knows of Jewish interpretation: he i s not 
saying that he himself knows of Jews who believed i n a long reign of 
Antichrist on the basis of t h i s passage. While t h i s deduction i s not 
contrary to Jewish exegetical method, i t i s unlLcely to be r i g h t , 
both because Justin himself e x p l i c i t l y says he i s making his deduction 
from what he does know of Jewish exegesis at t h i s point and because 
the result i s so unlike known Jewish interpretation. That Justin himself 
had to make a conjecture at t h i s point suggests that he knew Fome basic 
facts about Jewish inte r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s passage, but he did not know 
2 
their interpretation thoroughly. 
I t i s convenient to work through Justin's other references to 
Da vii.13 i n the order of Table 3. At Apol 51,9 i t i s again applied to 
the second advent of Jesus. I t i s wrongly a t t r i b u t e d to Jeremiah, 
1. I t cannot be reached by gematria, which would not give t h i s r e s u l t : 
the remarks on t h i s by W.Shotwell, The B i b l i c a l Exegesis of Justin 
Martyr (1965), pp.4^-5 are rather confused, 
2. This i s consirtent with a hypothesis that he gained his knowledge 
of Judaism from debates with Greek~speaking Jews i n the manner related 
i n the Dialogue. The matter requires frer-:h investigation however, because 
existing surveys are methodologically unsound i n t h e i r use of Jewish 
evidence. Of, e.g. J.Neusner, Aphrahat and Judaism (1971), p,189 n,3, 
c r i t i c i z i n g Shotwell, op.cit. 
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and the form of the text i s unique, ending o l <i\j\jt\oL ^iroG 
(Tov ^^.^TCJ , This could be due to use of a col l e c t i o n of testimonia, 
but perhaps Justin was quoting from hi,- f a u l t y memory. There i s no 
need to suppose that he had Mt xxv.31 especially i n mind. We have seen 
from Dial.31-2 that Justin r e a l l y did think the angels were to be found 
at Da vi i . 1 3 , and Apol. 51,9 i s j u s t an erroneous but rather straightforv;ard 
expression of t h i s . Dial.14,8 says that Daniel foretold Jesuc' second 
coming, r ^ v SlUTtj^^v ^kurov xiJ^^ooirUv^ ou £V So^n K»tt 
tTri\/w TCJV V^^ikCj,v rr^p^TTdi^, This can only be a reference 
to Da vii . 1 3 , and i t i s clear that the same in t e i p r e t a t i o n of i t i s 
involved. I t i s interesting to note the use of Zech x i i . l O with it»^ 
2 
Dial.64,7 has been suggested as another allusion, but t h i s i s very 
unlikely, and i n any ca^ e^ i t would not give any additional i n t e r p r e t a t i v e 
information. 
Dial.76,1-2 again i d e n t i f i e s the man-like figure as Jesus, but the 
interpretation i s here taJcen somewhat further, the expression uis uTos 
j^vu puJTTO'o being held to indicate the v i r g i n b i r t h of Jesus. 
JuFtin interprets the Gospel t i t l e o uvos Tou j.\/un\^nou 
similarly at Dial.100,8-10. He knew neither Hebrew nor Aramaic: j u s t 
as he interpreted TTd-p^^i/Oi at I s vii.14 without knowledge of the 
Hebrew and accused the Jews of removing ixTO TOU ^UAOO 
from the text of Ps xcvi.lO, so he suggested an inte r p r e t a t i o n of tos 
M\.os ^VvJ^u)Trou which could only have originated with someone 
who did not know his Semitic languages and did share the customary 
deterraination of ancient exegetes to f i n d his religious dogma i n a 
b i b l i c a l text somehow. 
Dial 79 contains another allusion to Da vii.13, but from the in t e r p r e t a t i v e 
point of view i t adds nothing to the passages already discussed. I t i s 
i T c f . i n f r a , pp.450-2, 490-1. 
2. P.Prigent, Justin et I'Ancien Testament ( I 9 6 4 ) , p.107. 
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vorth noting however that here again Justin finds the angels i n t h i s 
text. 120,^ appears to be another allusion to t h i s verse, interpreted 
as before. At 126,1 Justin again interprets otos oi\rt3j?wTT0u 
(Da vii.13) as Jesus. 
Justin i s thus a clear adherent of the western Christian i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Da v i i . He also provides evidence of western Jewish inte r p r e t a t i o n . 
Irenaeus. 
A l i s t of references to Da v i i i n the works of Irenaeus i s given 
in Table 4. 
Table /, 
Irenaeus adv. Haer. Daniel v i i 
n , 6, 2 10 
111,19,2 13 
IV,20,U 
IV,33,1 13 
IV,33,11 13 
V,2$,2 - 26,1 8, 20-22, 23-25 
V,3^,2 27 
At 11,6,2 part of vs.lO i s quoted to demonstrate that there r e a l l y 
are innuraerable angels always around the Creator. This usage was noted 
above at 1 CI 34."^  
At 11,19,2 a set of OT prophecies about Jesus i s concluded *super 
nubes veniens universorum Judex". The f i r s t three words here are a very 
clear reference to Da v i i . l 3 , and i t i s equally clear that Jesus i s seen 
by Irenaeus as the man-like figure. We shall see that Irenaeus elsewhere 
clearly refers i t to Jesus' second coming, and t h i s i s evidently the 
case here too. Da v i i , 9 - 13 i s i n fact a judgement scene, and the 
Supra, pp.170-1.. 
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standard version of the western t r a d i t i o n takes i t as the scene of the 
last judgement. Irenaeus followed a l l his Christian predecessors i n 
believing that Jesus himself would be the judge at the f i n a l judgement, 
a belief expressed i n the Gospels with the use of the term 'Son of Man', 
I t i s therefore natural that Irenaeus should regard the appearance of 
Jesus i n v i i . I 3 as his appearance as the judge of everyone. We should 
not follow Harvey and Sagnard i n seeing any especial reference to vs.26,''' 
At 17,20,11 VES.13 and H are quoted and applied to Jesus i n the 
future, IV,33,1 i s more precise. Irenaeus i s w r i t i n g against the Jews, 
complaining that they w i l l not accept that the prophets announced 
two advents of Jesus: his account of the second begins "secundum autem, 
in quo super nubes veniet". Da vii,13 i s the only OT passage to which 
he could be r e f e r r i n g . IV,33,11 also applies i t to Jesus' second advent. 
Thus Irenaeus' exegesis of vs.13 i s the same as we have alreadv fo^jnd 
in Justin, with the addition of "universorum ludex" at 111,19,2, an 
addition which draws out an implication of beliefs which Justin already 
held. 
V,25,2 - 26,1 o f f e t ^ the f u l l e s t acco-jnt of the l i t t l e horn we have 
had so far. The context i s an acount of Anticnrir-t, who i s seen as 
Daniel's l i t t l e horn. The ten horns are ten kings among whom the Roman 
kingdom w i l l be divided at i t s end. The three horns are three of these 
ten, which i s r i g h t . The length of the l i t t l e horn's rule given at 
Da vii,25 was correctly preserved even i n the western t r a d i t i o n , and 
is here righoLy riven as 3h year.. There follows rappro. hement with 
Rv x v i i and Da i i . Following Rv x v i i . l l the l i t t l e horn i s described 
!• W.W.Harvey, Sancti Irenaei Libros Quinque adver^us Haereses (1857) 
ad I o c s F.Sagnard, I r 4 e e de Lyon; Centre les Heresies I I I ( SC 34, 
1952), ad loc. 
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as '•et ipse octavas i n eis": i f Irenaeus had a clear idea of t h i s , i t 
appears to be that the l a s t king, the l i t t l e horn, having k i l l e d three 
of the ten, can properly be described as the eighth of those l e f t . 
The rapprochement with Da i i enables Irenaeus to add some d e t a i l to the 
description of the ten kings who were symbolized by the ten horns of the 
fourth beast: quidem fortes et agiles sive efficaces, a l i i autem p i g r i 
et i n u t i l e s erunt et non consentiunt. The normal western i d e n t i f i c ^ i t i o n 
of the f i r s t three kinr^doms must be assumed to l i e begind this exegesis 
- Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece, 
Finally at 7,34,2 Irenaeus quotes Da vii»27. I t i s clear from the 
context that i t i s referred to the f i n a l rule of the righteous after 
the End, so that the Saints of the Most High have been i d e n t i f i e d as the 
righteous, which i s l o g i c a l enough,Simple identific.'^tion as Christians 
would have been less satisfactory: the more general term includes pious 
Jews who l i v e d before the coming of the Messiah, 
Thus Irenaeus witnesses to the western Christian interpretation of 
a substontial part of Daniel v i i . At V,35,l he majjes a remark which suggests 
that he may have known a d i f f e r e n t interpretation: *Et ne ad hoc tempus 
putetur dicta repromissio, dictum est propl»€tae, 'Et tu veni, et sta 
in sorte tua i n consummationedierura.It i s d i f f i c u l t to be precise about 
the exegesis here referred to, because there i s a dearth of genuinely 
comparable material at least from the period before Christianity became 
dominant i n the Ramon empire. Various conjectures are possible. Perhaps 
the simplest i s that, unlike Barnabas and Justin, Irenaeus did not think 
•the End was at hand, and was concerned to rebut a version of the western 
tradition which claimed that i t was imminent. The most straightforward 
alternatives are that he knew a version of the syrian t r a d i t i o n that 
saw the spread of C h r i s t i a n i t y i n the triumph of the Saints: t h i s version 
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might have reached him through Theophilus of Antioch. A l t e r n a t i v e l y 
someone working on the same general l i n e s as Melito of Sardis might 
have anticipated the western t r a d i t i o n as expounded by Eusebius i n seeing 
the Roman empire as the triumph of the Saints."^ None of these suggestions 
can be v e r i f i e d owing to the paucity of the evidence: the f i r s t i s 
perhaps the best. 
The importance of Irenaeus rests i n the f a c t that he witnesses 
to the western Christian t r a d i t i o n of int e r p r e t a t i o n of th i s chapter. 
The Old Latin Versions. 
The Old Latin versions of Daniel were translated from the Greek. 
There was at least one version probably as early as the l a t e second 
century B.C. which was made from the LXX, while a l a t e r version was 
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made from Theod. Evidence of the text i n our period comes from i t s 
interpreters, who are discussed as such. I n general, these versions 
are of minimal i n t e r p r e t a t i v e importance, and the variants of LXX 
and Theod are discussed i n t h e i r place. One r e s u l t of the translation 
from Greek int o Latin i s however of some inte r p r e t a t i v e i n t e r e s t , namely 
the effect o f the absence of the d e f i n i t e a r t i c l e i n the La t i n language. 
When oios o(vyp^OsTVOU was rendered i n t o L a t i n as " f i l i u s hominis", 
i t became the same as the Gospel t i t l e " f i l i u s hominis". The te x t of 
Da v i i . l 3 s t i l l contained u t , tanquam or quasi, but the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the two figures was nevertheless f a c i l i t a t e d . The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
had already been made i n Greek, but the use of La t i n may have f a c i l i t a t e d 
Tertullian^s development o f i t , ' ^ and w i l l i n any case have made i t look 
the more obvious. 
1- I n f r a , pp.208-9. 
2. F.C.Burkitt, The Old L a t i n and the I t a l a (1896). Montgomery, op. 
c i t . , pp. 29-31, -43-6. 
3. LXX, pp.36^-9. Theod, pp.370-1. 
4. I n f r a , •ppA^lr5• 
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The Acts of Peter. 
At ch 2^  Da v i i , l 3 i s quoted as a prophecy of Jesus, who i s i d e n t i f i e d 
as the man-like figure. No further i n t e r p r e t a t i v e conclusion can be 
drawn from t h i s passage, which i s the only one i n which the author 
makes use of Da v i i . 
Clement of Alexandria. 
There are two quotati ons from Da v i i . 9 i n the TT^A^^i^YuyoSj 
both of a homiletic nature. At 11,108,2 i t i s quoted to buttress Clement*s 
view that clothing should not be dyed. At III,16,A he inveighs i n 
similar vein a^iainst men who use a r t i f i c i a l means to conceal the natural 
effects of ageinf. He argues that i t i s honourable to appear old, and 
cites the Danielle description of God as an old man. Clearly the conventional 
iden t i f i c a t i o n of the Ancient of Days as God i s beinp used here. The 
use made of Da v i i , 9 i s otherwise unique i n the material I have collected, 
but i t i s a normal example of the midrashic application of Scripture 
to the problems of ordinary l i f e , done i n accordance with the basic 
principles common to a l l atscient exegetes. 
Hippolytus. 
Hippolytus wrote the f i r s t f u l l - s c a l e commentary on Daniel that 
has survived, and i t provides us with the f i r s t r e l a t i v e l y complete 
exposition of the western interpretation of Daniel v i i . I t i s recognizably 
the same t r a d i t i o n already encountered i n those writers so far discussed i n 
this chapter, and the same t r a d i t i o n that we shall f i n d behind the 
book of Revelation, IV,1 - 24 deals i n d e t a i l with the exegesis of 
ch v i i , using Theodotion's translation as the text . After noting that 
the beasts symbolize kingdoms, he defines the sea as a sy-nbol of the 
wnole world, a natural i n t e r p r e t a t i o n found i n the syrian t r a d i t i o n too.-*-
Supra, p. 101. 
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The fotir winds are held to symboiize the four divisions of the earth 
{'U\^ TCTpolTrepiATOV KT(V(V ) • given the r:eneral a t t i t u d e of the 
ancient world to the four winds t h i s i s again very natural, and closely 
paralleled i n Polychronius.^ The f i r s t kingdom ii- correctly i d e n t i f i e d 
as the Babylonian, This i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i s v i r t u a l l y unive. sal i n the 
western as i n the Syrian t r a d i t i o n * The confused views about the Medo-Persian 
kingdom enabled the actualizing; exegesis of the western t r a d i t i o n to 
be maintained without the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the f i r s t kingdom as Babylon 
being affected. The details of vs.4- are a l l interpreted of Nebuchadnezzar, 
a view which i s probably correct. 
The second beast i s i d e n t i f i e d as the Persian kingdom. This i s 
a distinguishing characteristic of the western t r a d i t i o n , Christian 
and Jewish al i k e , and i t i s wrong. The error has two causes. I t s d r iving 
force i s actualizing exegesis of the fourth kingdom, which reeults i n 
a contemporary i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of i t . For centurier, the period with which 
we are chiefly concerned, t h i s meant that the fourth kingdom was i d e n t i f i e d 
as Rome, and this necessarily had consequences for the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the other kingdoms. The second cause i s r e a l l y the means by which t h i s 
was achieved. Throughout this period, knowledge of the history of the 
Median and Persian kintdoms was poor and confused, not helped indeed 
by the errors of the book of Daniel i t s e l f , and hence that famous conaomerate 
Darius the Medc appearr i n the book of Daniel i t s e l f and i n the preservation 
of the Danielle t r a d i t i o n i n the syrian church. Tliis enabled the four 
icingdom sequence which the author of Daniel had used to be squashed 
up, the Greek kingdom being moved from fourth to t h i r d , and the Persian 
kingdom combined with the Median as the second beast. This should have 
1* Cf. supra, pp.130, 150. 
2. Supra, p.37. 
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caused trouble vdth beai^tly appendages, but t h i s was mitipated by the 
genuine obscurity of the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of these pieces, and by the 
f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegetical method. The r e s u l t i s that some of 
the new interpretations do not look at f i r s t sight less plausible than 
the old, so that u n t i l recently i t was easier to misidentify the four 
heads of the t h i r d beast as the Diadochi than to i d e n t i f y the three 
horns cast down at a l l * Moreover the general tendency to overinterpret 
syabolic details produces similar result? when applied to d i f f e r e n t 
beasts whether the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of a par t i c u l a r beast i s r i g h t or 
wrong. Thus the wettern t r a d i t i o n obtained a l o g i c a l consistency of 
i t s own, and contained no problems serious enough to worry i t s adherents 
unduly u n t i l the c r i t i c a l era. 
The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the three r i b s caused interpreters a good 
deal of trouble, Hippolytus espouses Medes, Assyrians and Bfllleylonians, 
a logical choice given the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the second beast as Persia, 
The command to "eat much f l e s h " i s related to the devastation caused 
by the Persians. Hippolytus ^^ oes on to relat e t h i s to the choice of a 
fierce bear as a symbol of the Persian empire. The whole discussion 
is a fine example of the f l e x i o i l i t y of ancient exe^etical method. 
The c r i t e r i a which the comiaentator u t i l i s e s are so loose that v i r t u a l l y 
any empire would s a t i s f y them: you have to be a b i t fierce to get an 
empire at a l l . Once the c r i t e r i a are accepted, and anything not mentioned 
by the commentator i s ipnored, the re s u l t has a p l a u s i b i l i t y that has 
led so raany interpreter:, completely astray* 
The t h i r d beast i s next i d e n t i f i e d as the Greek kinr^dom, as throughout 
the western t r a d i t i o n i n t h i s period. I t i s buttressed with general 
remarks about leopards and Greeks, concentrating on swift ingenuity 
but combined with cruelty. The four heads and four wings are duly 
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taken as symbolic of the division of the Greek kingdom i n t o four. 
This i s universal i n the western t r a d i t i o n of t h i s period, though 
specification of the four varies somewhat. Hippolytus specifies Seleucus, 
Demetrius, Ptolemy and P h i l i p . 
The fourth kingdom i s i d e n t i f i e d as the Roman. That i t was especially 
awful w i l l have surprised no survivor of the Severan persecution. 
The iron of i t s teeth, l i k e the i r o n legs of the statue i n Da ii , 
symbolized the strength of ct vov K^^ToovTts PU^OLVOL, 
VyopoX o v t i S o 'T^v|j?os (IV, 7, / . ) . I t s namelessness 
also required some explanation, which Hippolytus found i n the f a c t that 
the Romans, unlike, i n his view, the other three kingdoms, were not 
a single nation (IV, 8, 7). The ten horns and the l i t t l e horn are then 
pushed o f f safely into the i n d e f i n i t e future. Hippolytus did not expect 
the End soon; his remarks imply that others had done so, some only 
to lapse e n t i r e l y i n disillusionment. Evidence of t h i s expectation 
has been noted i n Barnabas and Justin, and a remark of Irenaeus may 
be interpreted as c r i t i c i s m of i t . " * " A fresh outbreak of eschatological 
dementia may be deduced, a natural reaction to the persecution which 
was now mercifully over. The actualizing nature of the western t r a d i t i o n 
made i t suitable for employment i n t h i s way, as the syrian t r a d i t i o n 
was not. Hippolytus comforts his flock, exhorting them to be patient 
and f a i t h f u l , and to believe i n the words of the prophets. Some of 
them had been f u l f i l l e d , and th i s was to be regarded as evidence that 
the others would be f u l f i l l e d too, i n Gk)d*s good time. He refers back 
to his previous work, y^i<rTou Trt^}L Too AV-ri^jO,Vrcu^ 
written some three or four years e a r l i e r . Naturally i t too had dealt 
with the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . 
I n the I n d e f i n i t e future, then, the Roman empire w i l l s p l i t up 
1- Supra, pp,173-5, 179, 18^-5. 
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into ten. These are the ten horns. This i s the point, and i t i s clear, 
though i n d e t a i l Hippolytus i s less than l u c i d , having now ten (^dtriXcTs 
( IV^ antichr.XXV: XXVIl), now ten ^^OK|>*TviL ( l I , X I I , 7 : 
antichr.XXVII), as well as SU^^JJ^TJ ( I V , X I I , ^ : antichr, XLIX). 
The problem i s complicated by MSS which read ^AtrvXtvjLV in,^ tead 
of (^(^(TiX^Ts at antichr.XXVII; i t s cause i s no doubt somewhat d i f f e r i n g 
interpretations of the ten toes of the statue (Da i i ) and the ten horns 
of the beast. Theoretically Hippolytus i d e n t i f i e d them with each other, 
but i n practice he has not quite completed the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . 
Hippolytus makes no attempt to specify a l l ten: the three cast 
down however he ^dves as Egypt, Libya and EtMopia. The l i t t l e horn 
he identif i e s as Antichrist, whose a c t i v i t i e s he saw portrayed at the 
end of Da x i , and i t i s from Da xi,4-2-3 (commented on at IV,4.9,/.) 
that Hippolytus has derived these three. Tnis i s wrong because of i t s 
incorrect presuppositions, but i t i s l o g i c a l , and the Christian west 
followed i t . Since the ten are contemporaneous, something had to be done 
with the other seven, Hippolytus outi^ Antichrist at t h e i r head (IV, 12,5). 
At vs.9, the Ancient of Days i s to be i d e n t i f i e d as God (the Father), 
the conventional i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , almost universal amonp' Christians. 
The t i t l e i t s e l f i s piven come rather forced exnlication, to avoid 
the p o s s i b i l i t y that God mig\)t be thought to age: Tov Tr^XjUo'ijVTA 
TUAiioo^tvov (lV,rL,2). The beings are correctly taken as the angels 
of service, to one of whom Daniel addresses himself at v i i . l 6 ( I V , V I I I , 9 ) . 
The scene i s that of the l a s t judgement, as Hippolytus makes clear at 
IV,XIV,2. I t i s at t h i s stage that the body of the fourth beast i s actually 
destroyed (Da v i i . . l l ) . At vs.13, Hippolytus follows the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the man-like figure universal i n the Christian west, as Jesus, 
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tr*i/5AY*\/0^£^^OS(lV,10,25 the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n e x p l i c i t l y at IV,XI,1). 
The context of the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n (IV,10-11) makes i t clear that Da vii.13-4 
i s placed at the time of the second coming of Jesus to carry out the 
fin a l judgement. The same interpretation i s found at antichr.XXVI, 
and Hippolytus put i t even more simply at antichr.XLIV: ^ 
?^^o^eVOV._ . Hippolytus found no d i f f i c u l t y at a l l i n supposing 
that at some stage i n the f i n a l events, the Son wavS broup-ht before 
the Father to receive T^v 1T«i(r?Y ^^^^ '^^'^^ e^Og^ruv 
KA SuVflL^iV |?>ci'n\tuv (lV,n,3) as Daniel had 
said. There i s no ancient rea:-on why t h i s should be found d i f f i c u l t . 
Of the la t e r view of Cyprian, that the event of Da vii.13-14- should 
be placed immediately after the Resurrection and not at the End at a l l , 
Hippolytus, even when wr i t i n g a Gommentary on the Danielle text i t s e l f , 
shows not the slightest trace. As elsewhere, Hippolytus follows Irenaeus, 
but i t i s important that u n t i l Cyprian the t r a d i t i o n i s unanimous. 
As to the term 'son of man* i t s e l f , Hippolytus appears to have 
known at least that i t was some kind of term f o r man ( uTTo TOC 
IV,XI,1), This does not prevent a western Christian from assimilating 
I t straight to the Gospel term 'son of man' coiiiplete with a r t i c l e s : 
"TTp OS -roG -Tc V -n* ^  0 ve n o o s -r i V Op W-U OU 
y-ffO \/£(|>e\^ S fa(nai'^ o^ )^ «c^  (IV,XI,3). But Hippolytus makes no further 
effort here to draw from t h i s term conclusions incompatible with the 
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Semitic o r i g i n of the terra. He does elaborate -^omewhat on the et e r n i t y 
of Christ»s kingdom (IV, XI, 3-5). He i s more theological i n the Synte^^ma, 
where he argues that Jesus i f called o^os v^WpooTTO'J at his 
appearance to Daniel because he was not yet incarnate."'" Christ* s kingdom 
w i l l be received by the Saints of the Most High (IV, X.). Hippolytus 
defines them at HT, XIV, 3s TOTS> ^O\JXO\S auToO 
This i s the standard Christian d e f i n i t i o n . I t s general scope euits 
the broad term ^^\^iot ovyt.'s-Too . Any exc l u s i v i s t narrowing 
down to Christians would have excluded the Jewish patriarchs of old, 
which orthodox Christians did not wish to do. 
For the period of Antichrist* s domination 3g- years i s specified 
(IV, XIV, 2): thus the correct Interpretation of the *time, times and 
half a time* has survived the draf-tic change of perspective i n the 
interpretation of the surrounding text. As to when th i s w i l l be, Hippolytus, 
after long exhortation against expecting the End soon and wanting to 
know when i t w i l l be, calculates that i t w i l l come i n 500 A.D. (IV, 
XXIV), safely out of the present. This calculation i s not dependent 
on the Danielle text, 
Hippolytus shows us the western Christian t r a d i t i o n well developed 
at the beginning of the t h i r d century. I t s main lines form a good example 
of f l e x i b l e method and actualizing exegesis. In his remarks on the 
man-like figure Hippolytus shows himself, l i k e his fellow western 
Christians, f a r removed from the seraitic environment i n which Jesus 
i» Ed. Nautin, p.2^3. I have not made any attempt to c o l l e c t evidence 
of Hippolytus* discussion of the term "son of man" from passages i n 
which he does not quote Da v i i . l 3 . 
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had l i v e d . The main l i n e s of t h i s exegeris now remained fi x e d throughout 
the rest of our period, though there i s detailed v a r i a t i o n to record. 
There was no motivation f o r a l t e r a t i o n u n t i l the end of the Roman 
empire, when an actualizing t r a d i t i o n had to re-form to take account 
of the new situation. 
Tertullian. 
Quotations and references to Da v i i i n the works of T e r t u l l i a n 
are l i s t e d i n Table 5. 
Table 5. 
Tertullian Daniel v i i 
Adv. Mc. 111,7,4 13-1-^ 
I I I , 2 i i , l l 13 
IV,lO,9-lii 13 
IV,39,11 13-1-4 
IV,41,-i 13 
Adv.Jud. XIV 13-14 
De Carne C h r i s t i XV 13 
De Carnis Res^ XXII 13 
AdT.Prax. I l l 10 
A l l but one passage i s concerned with vss.13-14-* Since T e r t u l l i a n 
drew so much from Jus t i n and Irenaeus, i t i s no suiprise to f i n d his 
interpretation the same as t h e i r s . ^ The man-like figure i s i d e n t i f i e d 
as Jesus. At Adv.Mc.III,7 T e r t u l l i a n expounds the idea of two advents 
of Christ, and Da vii.13-14 i s clearly as: itmed to the second. Adv.Jud.XIV 
is clearly related to t h i s passage; i t i s probably the work of a pseudonymoos 
writer d i r e c t l y dependent on Adv.Mc.III. l e r t u l l i a n was a m i l l e n a r i s t , 
!• For the d i r e c t dependence of Adv.Mc.ITI on a l o s t work of Justin, 
I*-Prigent, op.cit* 
and at Adv.Mc,III,2ii,ll the event of Da v i l . l 3 i s clearly placed at the 
fina l End. This i s normal i n western Christians who adhere to mi l l e n a r i s t 
belief. Christians w i l l f l y upwards ( I s lx.8) to meet the Lord ( l Thess 
iv,17) who w i l l evidently be coming downwards according to Da v i i . l 3 . 
Adv«Mc»IT,10 i s the most remarkable passage of a l l . Here we meet 
for the f i r s t time the view that the Gospel t i t l e ''Son of man" i s derived 
from Da v i i . l 3 . I t i s e3q>o-Lmded by a bib l i o l a t r o u s t h i r d century ecclesiastic 
who did not know his Semitic lanyiages. Writing i n L a t i n , he did not 
even have the problem of the a r t i c l e s to deal with. "Quid nunc, s i 
ipso t i t u l o f i l i i hominis censetur Christus apud Danielem?" Divorced 
from the semitic culture i n which Jesus l i v e d , he supposed that at Lk 
V.24. the h i s t o r i c a l Jesus was making a claim to forgive sins as the unique 
Judge of Daniel*s prophecy,^ I n his actual i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f Da v i i . l 3 
Tertullian's views are dependent on his predecessors Justin and Irenaeus, 
and hence the same as those of his Roman contemporary Hippolytus. The 
Gospel term " f i l i u e hominis" i s assumed to mean "born of a human being", 
and the sense i n which T e r t u l l i a n believed that Jesus was so born was 
that he was born of the v i r g i n Mary. He thought that the Gospel t i t l e 
"Son of Man" was to be found at Da i i i . 2 5 and v i i . l 3 . He misconstrued 
i i i . 2 5 , t u t that t h i s i s vdiat he thought i s clear from IV,10,12, and 
he repeats i t at Adv.Prax.l6. On v i i . l 3 he comments "Idem i p s i Danieli 
revelato directo f i l i u s hominis veniens cum caeli nubibus iudex, sicut 
et scriptura demonstrat". The directness of the revelation U a new 
Item, but i t appears to mean no more than that Jesus appeared d i r e c t l y 
to Daniel, The judge we have already seen i n Justin and his disciple 
For a discussion of the Marcan p a r a l l e l (Mk i i . l O ) , i n f r a pp.476-80. 
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Hippolytus. Despite the directness of the revelation, T e r t u l l i a n did 
read »tanquam"in his text (or he read W5 and thus translated i t ) : 
this i s clear from his quotations at 111,7,4; IV,39,11; De Carne C h r i s t i XV. 
At IV,21,8 he explained his interpretation of "tanquam f i l i u m hominis" 
as he found i t at Da i i i . 2 5 : "nondum enim vere erat, nondum s c i l i c e t 
natus ex homine'. I t may be assujned that he interpreted his "tanquam 
f i l i u s hominis" at vi i , 1 3 i n the same way, as Hippoiytus did,''" Tert'oliian 
next proceeds to argue that at Lk v,26 Jesus used the term ' ' f i l i u s hotainis" 
with deliberate reference to Daniel, deriving his authority to forgive 
sins from his judgemental function i n the Danielle scene. 
The remaining references to vss 13 and 14 are consistent with 
the interpretation thus expoanded. At IV,39,11 the et e r n i t y of Christ's 
kin^ 'dom i s stressed, with some d e f i n i t i o n (following Mt x x i i , 3 0 ) , 
"et regnum elus quod non corrumpetur, quia nec morientur i n i l l o nec 
nubent, sed erunt sicut angeli". 
The single quotation o f Da vii.10 at Adv.Prax.III i s conventional 
up to a point i n that Da vii.10 i s used to demonstrate the existence 
of myriads of angels serving the deity. The use made of t h i s de;!ionstration 
is however governed by the needs of the argument against the Modalist 
position of Praxeas. 
Tertullian^s interpretation thus clearly belon^ -^s to the western 
tradition. His known dependence on e a r l i e r adherents of i t and occasional 
other remarks'^ j u s t i f y the assumption that he adhered to the whole of 
I t . He i s especially intereEtin^; as the f i r s t extant author to deliberately 
1- Supra, p.192, 
2. E.g. De Res. Carnis XXV, where (int e r p r e t i n g Rv, and without mentioning 
Da v i i at a l l ) he eipresses his b e l i e f that the Roman empire w i l l 
s p l i t under ten kings and then be taken over by An t i c h r i s t , 
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derive the Gospel t i t l e "Son of Man" from Da v i i . l 3 . 
Passio SS.Peroetuae et F e l i c i t a t i s t 
There are possible examples of the use of the imagery of Da v i i , 9 
i n chs 4 and 12, but the influence may be i n d i r e c t , and nothing of 
interpretative significance can be drawn froni t h i s document* 
Origen, 
At Contra Cels» VI,46 Origen says that Daniel prophesied about 
Antichrist and that his prophecies concern ire^v. Twv^ |je\\ou9~w\^ 
^Bo^2s TOK} KoV^ou . I t i s clear from t h i s that i n general 
Origen belonged to the western t r s d l t i o n . The references to Danielle 
prophecy at 11,50 and Horn, i n Num m i l , 3 are too vague to be helpful 
to this investigation, but Comm i n Gen 111,4, though dealing with Da i i 
rather than Da v l i , i s helpful i n showing that Origen followed the 
western sequence of the four kingdoms as the Babylonian, Persian, Macedonian 
and Roman* A l l the reiwtining references to Da v i i i n the surviving 
works of Origen use vss.9-10. They are l i s t e d i n Table 6. 
_Table 6 
Origen Da v i i 
Contra Cels. IV,13 10 
nii,34 10 
GoBBu on Mt XIV,9 10 
m,4 9 
Com. on Jn V,7 10 
Hoai, on Gen XIII, 4 10 
Horn* on Lev IX, 8 10 
Hoau. on Nua IXVII,12 9 
Horn, on I s 1,1 9 
HOB. on Ezk 11,3 10 
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Three features of Origen^s exegesis of these verses are worthy 
of mention. The f i r s t i s that i n some passages he inter p r e t s tnem 
eschatologically. This i s especially clear i n the Comiiientary on Mt XlV»9j^ 
and i t i s in^iortant because i t further aligns Origen xdth the remainder 
of the western t r a d i t i o n . The second feature of note i s that i n one 
passage, Contra Cels. VIII,34> Origen uses Da vii.10 as a source of 
information about the heavenly world. This i s a typi c a l raidrashic use 
of the verse, noted above- and characteristic of rabbinical exegesis 
of i t . I t i s p a r t i c i d a r l y interesting to f i n d i t i n an exegete who i s 
so determined to i n t e r p r e t - these verses f i g u r a t i v e l y . This f i g u r a t i v e 
interpretation i s the t h i r d feature of Origen* s use of these verses, 
and i t i s especially characteristic of him. He makes the poVnt repeatedly, 
commenting, for example, at Comm. on Mt XVI,4 TTV6'J^dL"VVHvj WTIV 
The most e x p l i c i t l y allegorical statement i s at Contra Cels.IV,13 
\ e y O V T A L tTvAl TOU B t O U J T O O £ ^ J . ^ j L V t O U V T O S Xv^V 
Origen w i l l not have seen any inconsistencjj|in these features of 
his exegesis,'^ His importance from the point of view of t h i s investigation 
1. The comment on Da vii.10 printed by Rauer ( GCS 35, 1930) i n Frg LXXIX 
of Origen's work on Luke i s almost verbally i d e n t i c a l to t h i s . Of, 
Rauer, op.cit., pp.LVI f f . 
2. Pp. 17^ \ n . 
3. On Origen<s exegesis, R.P,C.Hanson, Allegory and Event (1959), esp 
ch I . Hanson (p.343) at t r i b u t e s the f i g u r a t i v e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
open books of Da vii . 1 0 to Origen i n his "Comm. on Rom.IX,41"j but t h i s 
passage i s not to be ^ ound i n Ramsbotham's edition of the fragments 
i a j C ^ 1X11(1912) pp.209-24, 357-68: XIV(1913) pp.lO-20, Figurative 
interpretation of the books i s however found at Horn, i n Gen X I I I , 4 . 
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lies not i n the f i g u r a t i v e work characteristic of him, but i n the 
evidence, meagre but s u f f i c i e n t , that he belongs i n outline to the 
standard form of the western Christian t r a d i t i o n . 
an. 
The single quotation from Da v i i i n the works of Cyprian i s that 
of Tss 13 and U at Test.11,26, I t follows the western Christian t r a d i t i o n , 
i n so far as the man-like figure i s i d e n t i f i e d as Jesus, but i n one 
important aspect i t marks a new departure, for the scene i s not, as i n 
a l l previous adherents of thi s t r a d i t i o n , hie second coining to carry-
out the f i n a l judgement? i t i s supposed to take place straight after 
the Resurrection, I t i s introduced by the heading "Quod cm resurrexisset, 
acciperet a Patre omnem potestatem et potestas eius aeterna s i t " , 
under which i t i s succeeded by quotations from Is xx i i i , 1 0 - 1 1 , Ps xc.1-2, 
RT i.12-18, Mt xxviii.18-20. Not u n t i l heading 28 do we reach the 
eschatological judgement "Quod ipse ludex venturus s i t " , followed by 
his eternal kingdom at 11,29 "Quod ipse s i t r e i i n aeternum regnaturus". 
I t i s important to define the senses i n which t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
does and does not f i t i nto the normal western Christian t r a d i t i o n . 
The western Christian t r a d i t i o n as we have found i t i n a l l i t s previous 
adherents i s a coherent and lo g i c a l whole. The fourth kingdom was the 
Roman; Jesus had l i v e d , died, risen and ascended i n the past during 
the dominion of t h i s fourth kingdom. I t was s t i l l dominant i n the 
present, at the time when i t s adherents were w r i t i n g , and i t would 
continue to be so. I t s horns were s t i l l i n the future. At some time i n 
the future i t would s p l i t i n t o ten, and the dominion of A n t i c h r i s t 
would follow. The eschatological int e r p r e t a t i o n of vss,9-lA i s consistent 
with this i n the simplest possible way. After the dominion o f A n t i c h r i s t 
would come the f i n a l judgement. The description of t h i s i s begun at 
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Ys 9. Hence the f i n a l destruction of Anti c h r i s t and indeed of the fourth 
kingdom i s found i n v s . l l . The second coming of Jesus as the e chatological 
Judge i s then found i n the coming of the man-like figure of vs.l3» and 
i t i s after that that he receives the dominion from his Father for ever 
end ever. This kingdom i s also the kingdom of the righteous, who w i l l 
reign with him for ever and ever. This i s the normal western Christian 
tradition. I t has a close p a r a l l e l i n the standard western Jewish 
tradition, i n which the future coming the Davidic messiah corresponds 
to the second coming of Jesus i n the Christian t r a d i t i o n . I t has been 
found i n a l l previous western Christian interpreters who quote vss 
13 and 1A» This i s not surprising, because on th i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n these 
two verses f i t with the reet of the chapter i n t o a l o g i c a l and coherent 
whole. Hence i t remained the normal inte r p r e t a t i o n of the western 
Christian t r s d i t i o n . 
This much cannot be said of Cyprian's view. I f the normal v/estern 
tradition i s otherwise adhered to, there i s a break at vs 13, when we 
suddenly go back fro.a the End to the immediate sequel of Jesus' Resurrection 
and Ascen^^ion c.A,D,30. The enormous f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegetical 
method made thi s possible. I t i s simplest when, as here, the exegesis 
of the rest of the chaptex- i s not under consideration. When a text i s 
required to support an item of religious b e l i e f , i t may be interpreted 
i n isolation. The new inte r p r e t a t i o n may, but need not, be grafted 
on to an existing i n t e r p r e t a t i v e t r a d i t i o n . I n t h i s case i t was, for 
the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the man-like figure as Jesus was already well 
established. Separated from the re. t of the chapter, vss 13 and 1/,. 
f i t Cyprian's interpretation b e a u t i f u l l y , with no forcing at a l l - given 
only theireligious b e l i e f which they are required to support. The adaptability 
of the exegetical method which allows t h i s appears most b e a u t i f u l l y 
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in Lactantius, who having inherited both interpretations cheerfully 
adhered to them both,^ 
l e t because t h i s requires the atomistic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of these 
verses, and because there were no overriding r e l i g i o u s reasons for 
allowing an atomistic i s o l a t i o n of these two verses to become dominant, 
Cyprian's view never overcame the ea r l i e r t r a d i t i o n . The views of i t s 
subsequent adherents can be traced d i r e c t l y back to him. I t i s a view 
that he may have originated himself, for i n his work the midrashic 
motivation for i t i s extremely obvious - texts are sought to support 
the view that Jesus received eternal power from the Father straight 
after the Resurrection. On analytical grounds, t h i s must be regarded 
as precisely the kind of si t u a t i o n required for t h i s exegesis to be 
originated. Contrary to the e x p l i c i t statement of Gaston, when the 
early church Fathers were actually thinking about the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Da v l i i t s e l f , they unanimously followed the eschatological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of these verses. 
Ps-Cyprian, Ad Novatianum. 
Da vii,9-10 i s quoted i n ch 17. I t i s clear from the context that 
these verses have been interpreted as a picture of the l a s t judgement. 
This i s the normal interpretation of the western t r a d i t i o n , 
Victorinus of Pettau. 
There are two quotations from Da v i i i n Victorinus' Commentary on 
Revelation. At p,120,2, commenting on Rev x i i i and x v i i , he quotes from 
Da v i i . 8 , i d e n t i f y i n g the three horns cast down as three leaders k i l l e d 
by Antichrist: thus the l i t t l e horn must be i d e n t i f i e d i n his view as 
Antichrist. I t i s clear from the context that the ten horns are ten 
simultaneous leaders i n the time of A n t i c h r i s t , and that the dominant 
1. I n f r a , pp.201-2. 
2. Op.cit,, supra, pp.1-2: i n f r a , pp.230-1. 
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empire at that time i s the Roman. 
At p,150, commenting on Rev xxi.3, Victorinus has a composite quotation 
of Da ii«44 and v i i . 1 8 . I t i s interpreted eschatologically of the f i n a l 
End. The Saints are the righteou::, who receive the kingdom i n the sense 
that they reign with God f o r ever. 
These quotations are straightforward examples of the western t r a d i t i o n . 
Of i t s previous adherents, Victorinus i s already known to have been 
dependent especially upon Irenaeus, Hippolytus and Origen.^ 
The Coptic Apocalypse of Paul» 
2 
The description of God at Boehlig and Labib p. 24 l i n e s 25ff.f 
which i s fragmentary, i s reminiscent of Da v i i . 9 , but i t may be that 
the influeace i s i n d i r e c t and that t h i s was now t r a d i t i o n a l imagery 
no longer necessarily thought of as connected with the Danielle t e x t . 
Lactantius. 
The main poassage i s Div.Inst.IV,12-21, where vss.13-14 are dealt 
with i n some d e t a i l . I n general Lactantius belongs to the wertem Cihristian 
t r a d i t i o n , i d e n t i f y i n g the man-like figure as Jesus* I n d e t a i l he held 
two dif f e r e n t interpretations at once, seeing a reference both to the 
period immediately a f t e r the Resurrection and to the second coming of 
Jesus to carry out the f i n a l Jud<j«ment. He expresses himself clearly 
at IV,12,12. "quod quidem duobus modis I n t e l l i g i t u r , quia et ntmc habet 
perpetuam potestatem, cum omnes gentes et omnes linguae nomen eius 
venerantttT, maiestatem confitentur, doctrinam secuntur, virtutem imitantur, 
habet Imperium atque honorera, cum omnes tribus terrae praeceptis eius 
obtemperant. et idem postea, cum rursus advenerit i n c l a r i t a t e ac potestate, 
ut omnem animaa iu d i c e t e t iustos r e s t i t u a t ad vitam, tunc 
So e.g. J.Qoasten, Patrology, v o l I I (1953), p.411. 
2* A.Boehlig and P.Labib, Koptisch-^ostische Apokalypsen aus Codex 
7 von SafT-R«nin.i,ri^ (1953). 
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vere totius terrae regimen o b t i n e b i t j tunc sublato de rebus humanis 
omni malo aureum saeculumut poetae vocant, i d est iustum et pacificum 
tempus orietur". Again at IV,12.15 "atquin propheta utrosque adirentus 
eius panels verbis comprehendit". Thus, so f a r from seeing any contradiction 
between the two interpretations which he in h e r i t e d , Lactantius demonstrates 
the f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegetical method by deliberately embracing 
then both. 
Of these two interpretations, the reference to the time immediately 
after the Ascension recurs at IV, 21 and i s repeated i n the I^pitome, 
Ji2fJi» Probably he took i t s t raight from Cyprian, who was a major source 
of his: Wlosok^ when engaged i n demonstrating and discussing the non-Cyprianic 
b i b l i c a l quotations i n Lactantius' work, reckons at least -47 of the 
75 i n DlT,Inst.IV were i n f a c t from Cyprian,"^ I t i s no objection to t h i s 
that Lactantius' text of these verses d i f f e r s i a some respects from that 
of C^rian. Lactantius knew another i n t e r p r e t a t i o n too, so i t i s not 
surprising that he knew and followed another t e x t , Cyprian had ejgjressed 
his interpretation i n the b r i e f e s t of headings. I t i s therefore especially 
interesting that the trappings of Lactantius' somewhat f u l l e r expression 
of i t are consistent only with a period i n which C h r i s t i a n i t y had 
spread rather widely. Theoretically, t h i s might have been a l a t e r development 
of an or i g i n a l Interpretation which was of a more purely supernatural 
orientations i n practice only Cyprian's b r e v i t y suggests that t h i s was 
the case. However, with so l i t t l e source material, t h i s point should 
not be pressed, Lactantius' dependence on Cyprian has one more d e f i n i t e 
and significant r e s u l t : he does not constitute independent evidence 
that the interpretation was held. We are i n t o the fo u r t h century now, 
and only Cyprian and his followers (assuming on general grounds that Lactantius 
1* A.ll0sok, StPatr IV (TO 79, 1961), p.237. 
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is not l i l t e l y to have been the only one) have appeared as adherents 
of this view. I t follows that t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n was not widespread 
i n the earliest period of the Church's h i s t o r y . 
for the other int e r p r e t a t i o n Lactantius had the whole of the western 
tradition to draw on. His other remarks belong to i t . He i s one of the 
few conmientators to explain the reason f o r the t i t l e "Ancient of Days't 
i t i s the same view as i s found i n the syrian E^hraem, for i t w i l l 
have been v i r t u a l l y universal, even though not usually a subject of 
coaaent: "anticum dierum appellavit deum summum, cuius aetas e t origo 
non potest conqjrehendi, quia solus a saeculis f u i t , u t e r i t semper 
i n saecula*^ The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the Ancient of Days a^ God the Father 
i s v i r t u a l l y universal among western Christians. I t i s no surprise 
to f i n d the actual expression " f i l i u s hominis" misconstrued of the 
incarnation (IV,15), as so often. F i n a l l y , Lactantius knew western 
Jews: he polemizes against them at IV,12.12, and i t i s d e a r that they 
interpreted the coming of the man-like figure as the coming of the 
Messiah at the eschaton. 
As for the rest of Da v i i , we have to r e l y on the eschatological 
extravaganza of Div.Inst.VII,16,l. There i s no d i r e c t reference to 
Daniel, though there i s much that r e c a l l s i t , 'Hhe Roman empire w i l l 
s p l i t under ten kings: an enemy leader w i l l put down three of them 
and lead the rest. A i i t i c h r i s t i s , however, another figure. This appears 
to be Daniel at second remove: no doubt at lea s t one of Lactantius' 
sources interpreted Daniel, and no doubt he would i n general i n t e r p r e t 
Da v i i along these standard western l i n e s when he thought about i t . 
Probably, however, he was not thinking about i t d i r e c t l y here. 
Ettseblus. 
Btteebius wrote a commentary on Daniel, and a polemical re p l y to 
Porphyry's "Againet the Christians" i n no less than 25 books. Unhappily 
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neither has survived. For Eusebius* view of Da v i i we are dependent on 
comments i n his surviving works, including some catena comraents. These 
are l i s t e d i n Table 7. I n general, they put Busebius very clearly i n 
the western t r a d i t i o n . 
T^b^e 7 
Eusebius 
Catena 
Caten& 
Catena 
Proph^Ecl .111,44 
H.E.I,2 
Da v i i 
13 
13-14 
18 
1>14 
£,10,13-U 
Praep.Bv.VII,15,13 
11,38,1 
Dem.Ev.V,19,3 
VII,1,72 
10 
9-10 
10 
v i i 
11,17,4-7 ^,10,13-U 
XV 
Laus Const.111,2 
Con tr.Marc, I I , 1,4-
2-14 
18 
13-14 
Eusebius 
De Eccl.Theol»II,9 
I I , 20 
I I I , 4 
1X1,17 
Comm. on Is vi.2 
Comm.onPs i i . 9 
l x v i i . 1 8 
x c v i . l 
xcvi.lO 
Comm.on Lk ix.26 
x i x . l 2 
xxi.28 
De vit.Pr.s.v.Da 
Da v i i 
10 
10 
10 
9-10,13-14 
10 
7 
10 
13-14 
10 
13-14 
13-14 
13-14 
v i i 
The most extensive passage i s the catena quotation from Dera.Ev.XV, 
I t i s the only one that deals with the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of a l l four beasts. 
Eusebius begins here with a somewhat elaborate statement of the i d e n t i t y 
of the interpretations of the statue of Da i i and the beasts of Da v i i . 
He then interprets the sea as the whole of human l i f e . This i s common 
enough i n i t s e l f , though Eusebius expounds i t more elaborately than i s 
customary. The f i r s t beast i s i d e n t i f i e d as the Assyrian kingdom, Eusebius 
is tne f i r s t western interpreter to do t h i s , and his view i s especially 
interesting because the Assyrian kingdom was the f i r s t i n the o r i g i n a l 
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1 pre-Danielic four kingdom sequence."^ His in t e r p r e t a t i o n i s the r e s u l t 
of his knowledge of th i s sequence as i t wis handed down by pagan wr i t e r s , 
quite independently of the book of Daniel* I t i s reasonable to associate 
with this his i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the second kingdom as the Persians, without 
any mention of the Medes. He proceeds with the customary western i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the t h i r d and fourth hearts as the Macedonian and Roman kingdoms. 
The Roman i s described as the strongest, and t h i s i s held to explain 
i t s comparison to i r o n . The same inte r p r e t a t i o n of the fo u r t h beast i s 
found at Comm. on Ps i i . 9 . The f i n a l sentence of the comment from Dera.Ev.XV 
suggests the awareness of other interpretations which we know that 
EusebiUE must have possessed, since he wrote against Porphyry* After 
the fourth kinrdom Eusebius expectr, at the end of a l l things, the kingdom 
of God. He does not interpret the man-like fi,^ure, but his remarks are 
not inconsistent with the individual i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of i t which he puts 
forward i n several passages. 
Some of the passages which quote vss 9 and 10 demonstrate Eusebius' 
adherence to the complete western t r a d i t i o n by placing the events o f 
these verses at the End. De EcclTheol»II,9 i s a clear example, the quotation 
from vs 10 being prefaced with the words KcLTA TCV T^ S^ 
B(?<^ vou T60 Gtcu ^opv /Sdis e V t^r&Ai 6 i ( r - m ' t j a . 
This i s also an example of the way Eusebius uses these verses i n a manner 
normal among Jews and Christians alike as a standard source of in^Jo^Ination 
about the heavenly world. The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the Ancient of Days as 
God the Father i s everywhere asr.umed. 
For the most part, Eusebius puts the evant of Da vii,13-14 also 
very clearly at the End, aft e r the f i n a l Judgement which the Son of 
Cf. J.W.Swain, "The Theory o f the Four Monarchies", SI 35(1940), pp.1-21. 
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Man has j u s t carried out. A catena coimnent on vs 13 i s one of the clear 
passages: S'd^Os r^^^ooy)J^l S»^ \oCJ (rO-tl T/|\^ H<K^OXOKJ 
-f/jV -rwv TfTfXegi^oT^Aiv I v ^ ^ i u o n v ^ w A p£T^ T*^ *' 
•trtfl^AVv|i|;o^^EVOS, This i s supported with Mt xxv.31. 
Against t h i s background of general adherence to the standard form 
of the western t r a d i t i o n , there are two passages which appear to imply 
the Cyprianic by-form. At Comm. on Lk XIX.12, the nobleman's long journey 
symbolizes Christ's stay i n heaven. I t i s clear that the reception of 
the kingdom take^ place before the return of Jesus to earth, for which 
1 Th i v . l 5 i s quoted, and i t i s clear that Jesus* coming on the clouds 
is not his second coming to earth. Cyprian's int e r p r e t a t i o n of these 
verses would f i t Eusebius' remarks very well. However, one must note 
that Eusebius' words are consistent with the reception of the kingdom 
by Jesus at the End immediately before his return to earth. The second 
passage i s P r o p h . E c l . I I I , ^ . This begins with the epchatological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
but i t concludes T C j O U V y p ^ S ^ C l ^0Vu» V)TT\ TCU Tbtpos 
v|Au<r<rAv t^oyoVo\|c?(r9=t.^ OT» WU()VOS '\V|TOOI 
£\S So^i^LV © £ o u TTATpoS. This suggests that Eusebius may have 
had both interpretations of Da vii.13-14 i n mind. However i t i s possible 
that eSoG^ i s i n a part tense simply because i t comes d i r e c t l y from 
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the Danielic t e x t , and does not mean that Eusebius regarded the event 
i t s e l f as^past. The s c r i p t u r a l quotations from J x i i i . 3 , Ac i.9 and 
Phil ii»ll inight be held to favour the Cyprianic view, but none of 
them is decisive ( P h i l ii.10-11 i s given an eschatological setting 
atComm on I s dLix.7-8). Clear evidence that Eusebius expressed Cyprian 's 
view i s therefore lacking. There were no theoretical reasons to prevent 
him from holding i t as well as the standard we tern view, as Lactantius 
had certainly done, and Comm on Lk x i x . l 2 at least suggests that he 
was not always perfectly consistent i n his exegesis of VoS 13-14? but 
that i s as far as the evidence allows us to go. The standard version 
of the w^em exegesis of these verses i s tue one which he normally 
expresses. One or i g i n a l development of i t i s to be noted. At De Eccl. 
rheol.111,17 Eusebius uses these verses against Marcellus to show that 
at the End, the Son, so f a r from contracting i n t o the Godhead, w i l l 
remain separate and w i l l have even more power than at present. This 
development i s dependent on the standard western exegesis of these 
verses* 
On the term 'Son of man', De Eccl.Theol.111,17 notes that Daniel 
used the same term as the Gospel writers. I t i s worth observing that 
the s i m i l a r i t y struck Eusebius, not the difference i n the use or absence of 
definite a r t i c l e s , i t H.E»I,2 Daniel ' s use of the term i s explained 
the incarnation, as in Eusebius' predecessors. 
On the Danielic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the vision, two of Eusebius' 
comments survive. A catena comment on verse 18 expresses the l o g i c 
of the western t r a d i t i o n : oTs ($c. iyiciS oc|ji'<rToJ) UJA 
JTTOCTTOXOV T^VJ \OV 6 ^ ^ SicrO i^ -wc^i r^s ScoTtj^ct s 
Here we have i t a l l , and Eusebius saw i t a l l i n Da v i i - successively 
from the fourth kingdom contemporary with him, i n the future the l i t t l e 
horn Antichrist, to be destroyed at the l a s t Judgement i n vss ^ff, the 
coming of the kingdom of God at the second advent of Jesus i n vs.l3, 
after which O L nXi^pOVo'^OL TOU Gto'O ^  (Tov w\,^ pOV(S'^ 0*. 
St ^j)i6"T0O , would reign with him f o r ever. Here the western 
tradition appears i n i t s true form as a l o g i c a l l y complete and consistent 
whole. 
A different interpretation of Da v i i . 1 8 i s found at Laus Constantini 
111,2 where i t i s applied to the Romans under Constantine. At f i r s t 
sight this looks odd, but i t i s e n t i r e l y consistent with orthodox Christian 
belief and with ancient exegetical method. There were always strong 
reasons for thinking God responsible i n some sense f o r a l l events i n 
the world. When persecution ceased and Christians became dominant i n 
the Roman empire, there was especially strong reason f o r thanking 
God for bringing such a wonderful event about. Any exegete who had 
spent years studying the prophetic words of Holy Wtit and t h e i r f u l f i l m e n t 
in the divine plan, was bound to search at once f o r Old Testament 
prophecies of the Christian triumph. So Hanson comments on Eusebius 
i n general "After the Peace of the Chruch he (sc Eusebius) cannot r e s i s t 
interpreting scriptural references to eschatological blessedness as 
referring to the happy state of the contemporary church under imperial 
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patronage!''' Eusebius' other theological remarks on Gonstantine and 
2 the Roman empire go much further than t h i s p a r t i c u l a r piece of exegesis. 
Thus from the theological point of view t h i s piece of exegesis 
is much less of an aberration than i t appears from the exegetical. 
Fro'm the exegetical point of view i t i s founded on the we;^tern t r a d i t i o n 
from which i t aroee. The Saintw^ of the Most High can become the Romans 
only when the Romans have become Christians: i n other words, the Saints 
of the Most High are i n th i s piece of exegesis Christians, who were 
in mind when previous adherents of t h i s t r a d i t i o n interpreted the 
Saints as the righteous receiving the kingdo^a at the End, This i s an 
item of actualizing exegesis vdth an obvious r e l i : ious motive, and such 
items were common i n the work of Jews and Christian throughout the 
ancient world. This one, compared with the standard western viet;, f i t s 
the pattern which Hanson noted. This method allowed of atomistic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
so we should not be concerned that t h i s p a r t i c u l a r item i s inconsistent 
with Eusebius' exegesis of the chapter elsewhere. I t i s the kindi of 
aberration everywhere allowed, and does not affect his position as a 
representative of the standard form of the western t r a d i t i o n . 
At Dem.Ev,IX,17,ii-7 Eusebius c r i t i c i z e s Jews who held messianic 
interpretations of both Da v i i , 1 3 and Zech ix,9. I t may be deduced 
that they adhered to the Jewish form of the western t r a d i t i o n of the 
book of Daniel.^ As with his predecessor Justin, and with the Fathers 
in general, Eusebius' remarks strongly suggest that, while he certainly 
did know something about Jewish exegesis, he did not know a l o t , 
I - H.P.C,Hanson, CHB I , p,A35. 
2* Cf.e.g,.F.E.Cranz, '•Kingdom and P o l i t y i n Eusebius of Caesarea«, 
(1962), pp.^7- 66. 
3. Cf, especially i n f r a , ch 5, saying 76. 
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With Eusebius we come to the end of the period i n which exhaustive 
cowrage of p a t r i s t i c quotations of Da v i i has been attempted. The 
western t r a d i t i o n has been found to be a consistent and l o g i c a l whole. 
Our knowledge of i t can be increased by considering the work of the 
next two surviving western commentators, Jerome and Theodoret.^ For 
this piUT>ose minor details of inte r p r e t a t i o n i n which they agree with 
pre^ous adherents of the t r a d i t i o n are not normally important, and 
w i l l therefore not be catalogued or discussed unless there i s special 
reason to do so. 
Jerome. 
The greatest value of Jerome's commentary i s that i t i s the prime 
source for our knowledge of Porphyry's work on Daniel. I t i s also 
useful as a source of Jewish exegesis. Porphyry's work has been discussed 
already, so that here we shall be concerned primarily with Jerome as 
a representative of the developed western t r a d i t i o n and secondarily 
as a source of a l i t t l e Jewish and syrian evidence. 
1. The •commentary'* on Daniel by Chrysostom published by Migne, PG 56, 
l93-2ii6, " i s t schwerlich etwas anderes ale: eine Sammlung von Katenenscholien* 
(O.Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altkirc^qichen L i t e r a t u r , I I I , 19 
P»337. A twelfth century manuscript of t h i s commentary has been catalogued, 
but further i n v e - t i ^ a t i o n i s required to f i n d out whether t h i s i s a genuine 
commentary, and research on ur-published material of t h i s nature l i e s 
beyond the scope of th i s t h e r i s . Cf.Codices Chryrortomici Graeci I I I 
Codices Americae et Europae occidentslis, by R.E.Carter (DER IRHT XV, 1970) 
p.110, No.120, c i t i n g G.de Andres, C^taloro de los Cc^dices Griegos 
de l a real Biblioteca de El Escorial I I - I I I (19^5-7), pp.20-4-5. 
Works of Jerome and Theodoret, other than t h e i r commentaries on 
Daniel, have not been included i n the investigation, except where 
reference i s clearly made to them, 
2. On Porphyry, supra pp.88 - 99. On Jerome as a source of Jewish exegesis, 
H.Braverman, Rabbinic and P a t r i s t i c Tradition i n Jeroine^s Commentary 
OP Daniel (1971). 
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ftt vs 1 Jerome comments on the date, supposing that Daniel has collected 
his personal visions at the end of the book f o r pos t e r i t y , thereby 
placing this one af t e r events which took place before i t . At vs 2 the 
four winds are seen as four angelic powers over the four kingdoms, as 
in the syrian tradition.-'- Jerome quotes Dt xxjdLi,8-9 i n support. He 
elaborates on the sea (which symbolizes the world), remarking on the 
primitive dragon therein, c i t i n g Job x l i . 2 5 , Am ix.3 and r e f e r r i n g probably 
to Ps I x x . l i i . I n his text he read "pugnabant", and t h i s he takes to 
mean the four angelic powers each working on behalf of his own kingdom. 
At vs U the f i r s t kingdom i s correctly i d e n t i f i e d as the Babylonian. 
A subsequent comraent makes i t clear that Jerome regarded t h i s ae the 
same as the Assyrian. This casts an interesting l i g h t on Eusebius' 
identifiestion of the f i r s t kingdom as the Assyrian, By means of t h i s 
identification the correct t r a d i t i o n that the l i o n i s the Babylonian 
kingdom has been reconciled with the older t r a d i t i o n which thought that 
the f i r s t of the four kingdom sequence i s the Assyrian. I t i s another 
example of the phenomenon better known through the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 
Medes and Persians. I n each case two empires have been i d e n t i f i e d with 
each other i n order to accomodate existing dogmatic ideas. I n his L a t i n 
text Jerome read "leaena"; why not tne more common "leo"? The real reason 
is that the translator followed the gender of the o r i g i n a l , but Jerome 
sought explanation along the lines of the fierce or decadent characteristics 
of the ejipire and the lioness. The eagle s i g n i f i e d pride, royalty or 
duration, being the chief of the birds, as the l i o n i s king of the 
beasts. For the imagery at the end of the verse, two explanations are 
suggested. One of them correctly interprets t h i s of Nebuchadnezzar^? 
!• See above, p.119, 
2. Supra, p,37. 
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the other applies i t to the Babylonian empire, and, while some of Jerome's 
coDinients are unique i n d e t a i l , his remarks are c l e a r l y expressing the 
general view, found i n both syrian and Jewish t r a d i t i o n s , that the enfeeblement 
of Babylon i s portrayed here.^ 
The second beast i s interpreted as the kingdom of the Persians, 
a hallmark of the western t r a d i t i o n . I t s being raised on one side produces 
an interpretation a t t r i b u t e d to "Hebraei"? n i h i l eos adversum I s r a e l 
criuiele gessisse. I have not found t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n a Jewish source. 
Items l i k e t h i s both expl&in why we must recover early exegesis from 
late sources, and provide some indication of the huge quantity of early 
material now l o s t . Jerome gives a cross-reference to Zechariah's \diite 
horses, and his commentary on Zech 1.8 makes i t clear that t h i s opinion 
i s that of his Hebraei too. His Jews were as western as he was himself. 
Jerome knew three interpretations of the three r i b s . The f i r s t i s that 
they are the three principes governing the empire, as Polychronius 
also appears to have thought.^ The second, that they are three kings 
after Cyrus, recurs i n a narrow and b i b l i o l a t r o u s Jew (Ps-Saadla)s 
Jerome ^propr*ately replies that there were l o t s more Persian kings. 
Jewish t r a d i t i o n at i t s narrowest concluded from the mention of four i n 
the OT that there were only four, but i t i s noteworthy that Jerome 
1* Supra, p.130. I n f r a , p$3i6, 
2. Coaaentarii i n Prophetoa Minores. ed M.Adriaen, Corp Christ., Ser.Lat. 
LXXVIA, 1970s Adriaen knows Jto p a r a l l e l to the opinion of the Hebraei 
either, but one assumes a broad search ha.n not yet been made - I have 
not atteBq>ted one either, as i t l i e s beyond the scope of t h i s investigation. 
Braveraann, op.cit.p.l82, does not appear to have got as f a r as Jerome's 
conmentary on Zechariah. 
3* Supra, p.l31. 
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does aot a t t r i b u t e t h i s item to his Hebraei* Jerome accepts Babylonians, 
Medes and Persians: the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s old, and probably of syrian 
origin.^ command to eat much flesh i s applied to the order of 
Artaxeraes ( c f . Esth i i i , 1 3 ) t t ^ i s i s t y p i c a l l y Jewish, though the only 
sign of i t i n the Jewish material which I have investigated i s i t s 
ascription to R»Saadia Gaon by Ibn Ezra, who f o r his part rejects i t . 
The t h i r d beast i s the Macedonian kingdom. I t has wings because 
ilexander conquered so r8^)idly, a t y p i c a l development within the western 
tradition* The four heads are the DLadochi, as i n Hippolytus, but w i t h 
Antigonus i n place of Demetrius. 
The fourth beast i s the Roman empire. Surprised by i t s namelessness, 
Jerome notes that his Hebraei si?)ply the boar from Ps I x x x . l ^ . Again 
these Jews are per f e c t l y western, and t h e i r view i s extant i n Jewish 
2 
sources. I n general, Jerome himself follars the normal western t r a d i t i o n , 
pushing the horns to the End. The l i t t l e horn's eyes are held to demonstrate 
that a human being i s symbolized, contrary to another opinion hereby 
witnessed to, that A n t i c h r i s t was a d e v i l or daemon. Apart from his 
misunderstanding of Porphyry, Jerome's comments contain a major error 
i n ascribing his general view of t h i s passage to "omnes scriptoreS" 
ecdesiastici*. This i s a product of polemical ignorance. Jerome knew 
neither Aphrahat nor Ei)hraem, and he was not anxious to know that some 
people followed the same exegesis as Porphyry, though he l e t s i t s l i p 
now and then. 
At vs 9 Jerome quotes Rev iv.1-6 to provide thrones, on 12 of 
which, i t would seem, the apostles s i t (Mt x i x . : ^ ) . The Son of man 
!• Supra, p.l20. 
2. In f r a , pp.2^>^, 2^7-8. 
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is Immediately i d e n t i f i e d as the Lion of Judah (Rv v,5), and hence 
as Jesus. The context of the material from Rv suggests that Jerome 
has interpreted the Danielic passage eschatologically, and t h i s impression 
i s confirmed by his comments on v s s . l l - 14-. Most of the comments on 
V3S.9 - 10, however, e:q)licate them i n a manner consistent equally with 
a static view of them, reminiscent of rabbinical comments and of one 
strand of midraschlc use which we have noted at intervals i n the western 
tradition.^ Jerome's remarks are characterized here by a very f u l l use 
of Scripture. 
Consistently with his exegesis of vss 2 - 8 , Jerome finds the 
destruction of Antichrist and the Roman empire i n vss 11 and 12. The 
other three eii5}ires are conceived to have continued u n t i l this point 
i n time. The concluding comment here leads straight i n t o vs 13> and i t 
i s important because i t shows clearly that Jerome placed the event 
of vs 13 at the Ends ...et nequaquam terrenum imperium e r i t sed 
sanctorum conversatio et adventus F i l i i Dei triumphantis, de quo d i c i t u r 
*Ecce i n nubibus caeli quasi f i l i u s hominis veniebat'*. I t follows 
from this that Jerome belonged to the mainstream of the western t r a d i t i o n , 
not to the Cyprianic byform. As te the actual term 'Son of man', for 
Jerome i t signifies the Incarnation: a f t e r the customary rapprochement 
with Da i l , "nunc sub persona f i l i i hominis introducitur, ut assumptio 
camis humanae s i g n i f i c e t u r i n F t l i o Dei". Unlike some of his predecessors, 
Jerome did at least know some Hebrew, and he w i l l have been aware 
was simply a term f o r 'man'. His comment, l i k e a 
f a i r proportion of other p a t r i s t i c comoients on th i s verse, would s t i l l 
good sense i f 'homo' were substituted for ' f i l i u s hominis'. I t 
Supra, pp.171, 182, 197, 205. I n f r a , pp. 262-81. 
2. Cf. Jerome on Da v i l i . l 7 b . 
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is ifltaresting to conjecture that i f translators had so rendered here 
witli J^vflpwftos and homo, some (not a l l ) p a t r i s t i c comments would 
have been much as they are now. However, since to ancient exegetes the 
(ft>rd of God did not do things by chance, but by the w i l l o f God, significance 
could be f e l t i n the parallelism of f i l l u s hominis with f i l i u s Dei 
even ^ e n an exegete knew i n t e l l e c t u a l l y that \ / i X ")IL was a normal 
term for 'man'. 
Jerome then quotes Ac i.9> and since the ewent of Da v i i . l 3 has 
already been placed at the End, the point must l i e i n the l a s t l i n e 
•sic veniet quomodo v i d i s t i s exim euntem i n caelum*. The use of the term 
" f i l i u s hominis* to symbolize the Incarnation was thus an additional 
element added to the eschatological schema of these verses. The (flotation 
from Phil i i . 6 - 8 deals with the huiniliation of the Son and cannot be 
held against the general picture. Jerome knew Cyprian»s work and might 
well have taken over Cyprian's exegesis, but i n commenting on the actvi-al 
Danielic text he has not done so. 
At vss 17-18a Jerome contrasts the earthly kingdomswith that of 
the Saints, and usee the contrast to assert that the kingdom of the 
Saints i s heavenly. •Cessat erro mill e annorum fabula*. The com.\ient on 
vs.l8b i s polemical: i t i s clear from t h i s that the exegesis which he 
condemns throughout his commentary was not confined to Porphyry. How 
widespread i t was Jerome does not say. He mentions the same group again 
at xi.36, Torphyrius autera et cet e r i qui s€qu-untur eum, de Antiocho 
^Iphane d i c i arbltrantur*. The designation o f t h i s group as followers 
of Porphyry i s a product of the same polemical ignorance manifest i n 
the comment on v i i . 8 . At vs 25, Jerome not only repeats the cor r e c t l y 
preaepved time of 3k years, but adds his knowledge of the dual behind 
•tempora". At vs 27 the reception of power by the Saints i s p a r t i a l l y 
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defined: "Hoc de C h r i s t i imperio quod sempiternum est*. F i n a l l y Jerome 
correcUy notes that t h i s chapter concludes the Aramaic section of the 
book. 
In conclusion, then, Jerome belongs to the standard form of the 
western t r a d i t i o n , to which he provides f u l l witness. I n addition 
to giving evidence of the exegesis of Porphyry, his remarks show that 
others adhered to i t . He also knew Jews whose exegesis of t h i s book 
was as western as his own, a fact confirmed by his remarks about them 
i n other chapters of his commentary.^ 
Theodoret. 
Theodoret's commentary provides the f u l l e s t exposition of the western 
tradition i n the l i t e r a t u r e under review. I t i s important also because 
he clearly knew Christians i^o belonged to the syrian t r a d i t i o n . The 
date of his commentary has not been precisely determined, but he w i l l 
have known the commentaries on Daniel by Theodore and his brother Polychronius. 
His comments however make i t clear that he i s r e f e r r i n g to a d e f i n i t e 
groi^, not only to these two. He came from an area where the two exegetical 
traditions clashed. Here Polychronius held the syrian t r a d i t i o n ( a l b e i t 
not i n a pure form), and here Theodoret attempted to demolish i t . 
At least, however, he does not suggest i t was the work of Porphyry* 
He i s also very anti-Jewish, but his remarks suggest that, while he 
regarded the syrion t r a d i t i o n as Jewish i n s p i r i t , he did not k^ow 
any Jews who actually held i t , and the remainder of his anti-Jewish 
polemic i n t h i s work suggests a simple reason for t h i s , namely that he 
vas s i ^ l y not well acquainted with Jews. His attack on them f o r not 
!• Brareraan, op.cit.: add the comment on ii^35, where the Jews known 
to Jerome held a corporate but eschatological i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f the 
stone, which i s again western Jewish. 
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regarding Daniel, as a prophet shows very l i t t l e understanding of the 
Jewish position as i t occurs i n Jewish sources. His i n s t i n c t f o r regarding 
the Syrian t r a d i t i o n as Jewish i n s p i r i t i s of course accurate enough* 
The tr a d i t i o n was Jewish and indeed authentic i n o r i g i n , and had not 
succumbed to Christian or other western adaphitions» I t was associated 
with exegetes whose work was i n fact based on old Jewish t r a d i t i o n s , 
and doubtless there were Jews to prove i t , as well as the re j e c t i o n 
of specifically Christian pieces of exegesis on the part of these people. 
Adherence to "Jewish" exegesis was an sccusation often flung at Theodore* 
At vs 2, adhering to the now customary i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the sea 
as l i f e , Theodoret e:g)ounds i t s waves as symbolic of l i f e ' s troubles, 
thus providing a straightforward example of the way i n which t h i s t r a d i t i o n 
developed more and more detailed overinterpretation with the passage 
of time. The winds symbolize p o l i t i c a l change, and there are four of them 
to correspond to the number of empires to which the subject peoples had 
to give their changing allegiance. At vs 4-j Theodoret, l i k e Jerome, 
held that the f i r s t beast symbolized the Assyrians and Babylonians, 
yip TOOTiOV K1K£\VUV ^olO-iUu^ as he said 
at iii.98« H i s . j u s t i f i c a t i o n for regarding t h i s as the f i r s t kingdom 
goes r i g h t back to the pre-Danielic four kingdom sequence* X0T/| 
Theodoret f e l t the need to j u s t i f y h i s view that Assyrians and Babylonians 
formed a single kingdom, and did so at some length i n h i s comment on 
ii*31^33. The basic j u s t i f i c a t i o n i s s c r i p t u r a l , but Theodoret alleges 
support from secular authors and Persian custom. Everything that happens 
to the beast i n v i i . ^ i s explained with complete consistency of the 
overthrow and humiliation of t h i s entire, the use o f I s x.l2 being 
particularly noteworthy as constituting a development which could take 
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place only a f t e r the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the f i r s t beast with the Assyrian 
kingdom. 
At Ts 5 the bear i s i d e n t i f i e d as the Persian kingdom. At ii.31-3 
Theodoret had included the Medes, but passage of time and ease of abbreviation 
alike tend to produce t h e i r omission and the restoration of the Persians 
to sole possession of the second place. The choice o f the bear and the 
command to eat much flesh are both explained by Persian cruelty. For 
the ribs i n i t s mouth, Theodoret read Tj?u TTrfjO^ : t h i s unique 
reading i s doubtless due to assimilation to vs 4t Theodoret knew the 
correct Tr\s.Op^ and, taking the view that t h i s made no difference to 
the symbolism, interpreted them as the East, North and South, over 
which the Persians ruled, an in t e r p r e t a t i o n which i s unique among the 
authors under review, as i s his view of i t s being raised up on one 
side. According to Theodoret, i t l o s t much of i t s empire without being 
c o i ^ e t e l y destroyed, and t h i s feature of the beast represents the 
Persians l e f t with only one part o f t h e i r great empirem 
At vs 6 the choice of the leopard i s linked to the a b i l i t i e s 
of Alexander - he was s w i f t , sharp and wily ( TToiK^Xos can also 
refer to the colouring o f the leopard). I t s four wings are held to symbolize 
Alexander's control of the whole world. The four heads however symbolize 
the division of the kingdom a f t e r his death under the Dladochij Theodoret 
specifies Ptolemy, Seleucus and Antigonus, as i n Jerome, but hesitates 
between Antipater and P h i l i p f o r the fourth. That power was given 
to i t symbolizes that the Macedonian kingdom was bigger than i t s predecessors^ 
Theodoret r«Barks that nevertheless i t too came to an end* 
The namelessness o f the fourth beast i s explained by the composite 
racial make^i^) of the Roman state. This explanation was already found 
i n HippolytUfi, and was to make i t s way across' to Isho^dad.^ Commenting 
1* Siq?ra, pp»189, 15^1-5. 
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inthe^sual way on this beast* s shattering act iv i t i es , Theodoret 
lUikes special mention of Roman exaction of tribute, a fact which he 
stresses again in commenting on the interpretation of the vision. 
The beast^s feet symbolized the Roman army» Theodoret saw i t as different 
from the others because the Roman empire was more powerfxil and famous 
than the other kingdoms* The customary western identification of the 
three horns as Libya, Ethiopia and Egypt i s supplied at xi.^2-3. At 
vii»8 the l i tt leness of the l i t t l e horn i s ascibed to i t s emergence 
from a l i t U e Jewish tribe. This i s unique in the material studied, 
though the emergence of the Antichrist from the tribe of Dan ^oes back 
at least to Irenaeus, who also identified the l i t t l e horn as Antichrist,^ 
Theodoret also read fe£u3j)r|TOV from Da v i i i » 5 . He interprets vos 
Theodoret*s comment on vss 9 and 10 begins by tying these verses 
tei^orally to the preceding: t\<tVVJL ^ £ V , Cfi^CTiV, ^TTflt-VTJL 
£TOApd. TO Kt^JJ-S . . . . £t^ >S lKdLW\r£ TO Wj7iT^pV0V^ 
and he concludes by quoting Mt xix.28. I t i s clear that he belongs to 
the standard form of the western tradition, Vss 9 and 10 give a picture 
specifically of the l a s t Judgement, following on immediately from the 
activities of the l i t t l e horn. The other striking feature of Theodoret* s 
remarks at this point i s his continual and most emphatic stress on the 
figurative nature of Daniel's language. Vs 11 i s integrated naturally 
into the pictare of the f ina l Judgement, Theodoret adds a rather forced 
stress on the fact that i t i s the body of the beast which i s destroyed: 
this he takes to signify that righteous men in the Roman kingdom w i l l 
not be destroyed, tiie term 'body* referring to a l l the others, Vs 12 
1. Supra, pp,18>-4: for the emergence from Dan, Irenaeus V,30,2y of, 
already T.Dan V,6, 
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simply indicates the limited duration of the kingdoms unti l the destwction 
of the fourth. The construction (genitive absolutes) l inks this comraent 
vlth the quotation of vss 13 and 14-, making i t clear that these verses 
portray an event at the l a s t Judgement, after the dettruction of the 
fourth beast# 
Theodoret states this expl ic i t ly and at length in his comment on 
Tss 1 3 and 14» which he interprets of the second coming of Jesus, for 
vhich he quotes Mt xxiv .30 and ITh i v , l 6 - 1 7 , T O O T O rflL<|>Cl)S ^ydiS 
T^^V ^ ^ O U t r i A V . Theodoret shows no sign of having even known the 
exegesis of Cyprian, and so far from finding his own exegesis awkward, 
he regards i t as obvious. I t results in his exegesis of "Uiis chapter 
forming a coherent whole. He notes that Jesus receives the kingdom 
(jlvopio-noV , the thought behind this being that his divine nature 
already had complete divine power before the Incarnation, 
As for the actual expression *son of man", Theodoret's comments are 
interesting: » lOV avypUTTOU CTot^S oiTTOWalAtoV^ 
SOf|v lvt\jij?€ C^O0"iV . This i s a brief egression of the standard 
vestem interpretation, but Theodoret spoke SyriaC, and hence knew the 
idiom ve i l enough. At xi.9-10 he explains V i O O S S t olUTt^U 
Ignorance of the Semitic idiom was useful in a mear>ure, but not essential 
to the expression of the religious dogma of the Natures of Christ . 
I t i s essential only to a theory which requires Jesus to have had 
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Da v i i a 3 especially in mind when he used the terra «son of man" on the 
ground that this i s the only suitable place where the term occurs. 
Another striking feature of Theodoret's exposition i s the way he 
fulniinates against the Jews. But he gives l i t t l e evidence that he knew 
Jewish exegesis at a l l well, and rather than evidence of genuine Jewish-Christian 
controversy, this appear to be a ca&e of Theodoret cheering up his 
fellow Christians by making ridicule of a favourite Christian butt. 
At vss 17 and 18 Theodoret i s very emphatic about the number four, 
but i t appears that the source of the trouble l i e s in Da i i , where 
he argues at some length that even his text with i t s (^oiCTi Xt t^A 
J ^ f ^ at i i .41 does not involve a f i f t h kingdom. At vs 19 the iron teeth 
are again interpreted as Roman exaction of tribute, with much emphasis. 
The claws are held to be symbolic of the army; this part of the interpretation 
recurs in the syrian Isho^dad, That they were bronze i s interpreted 
uniquely: bronze had already been used as symbolical of the Macedonian 
kingdom, and was now used to symbolize the fact that in Theodoret*s 
day many Macedonians were Roman soldiers. At vs 20 Theodoret makes no 
comment on his unique reading TI^AOTOV , which should therefore be 
disregarded as a scribal s l ip . The size of the horn receives the only 
western comment in the material under review? appropriately called 
• l i t t le* as he explained at v i i , 8 , i t qualified for the description 
^eft^ui T w v XovTTMv' after i t had put down the other three. 
At vs 22 Theodoret paraphrases the text in such a way that i t emerges 
clearly that the Ancient of Days carries out the judgemental function 
himstlf and does not give i t to the Saints of the Most Highj 
U-LToiXuiTij Sii^Ji^s • Theodoret's comaient on vs 23 i s striking 
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even in an ac tual is ing t r a d i t i o n : "Td^'JTol ^ £ 
y£.^oL&i^KQlp£\/. He c i tes contemporary exainples o f Roman harshness. 
For Theodoret this was f u l f i l m e n t o f D a n i e l p r o p h e c y . I t t e s t i f i e s 
to the f l e x i b i l i t y o f his exegetical method and the looseness of his 
c r i te r ia , which i s p a r t i c u l a r l y in te res t ing in a commentator who i s 
by ancient standards both learned and acute. 
On the ten horns, Theodoret, at vs 24-f adds a polemical comment? 
jXX\ K«tTi TJIUTOV i v j L T T v j r e ^ ^ ^ V . This i s untrue, since 
the text does not say whether they are simtltaneous or saccessive. 
I t i s not however an unnatural interpretation. I t i s deliberately 
alaed at the syrian tradition, which correctly preserved the sequential 
interpretation of the horns. Against i t Theodoret urges what must have 
\ 0 £ y V ^ KolTfll T)A U T O V 
ir^o aoTCO T o L T r c i V w c e i ; The text does not say that he overcame 
thea KJ-TvL T A I O T C V at a l l , and the text does not specify the sense 
of T*Atr€\VU)(r€l either. The strength of Theodoret's argument real ly 
l ies in the weakness of the contemporary syrian tradition, which he 
knew, and which had forgotten long since the identification of the horns 
and consequently was in real d i f f i cu l t i e s at just this point. 
I t vs 25 Theodoret gives a cross-reference to Da x i i . l l , \Mch f i l l s 
out his picture of the events of the l a s t days. At x i i . 7 he refers back 
to ^ i .25 for the 3k years. At x i i . l l , this i s reckoned identical to 
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the 1290 days, T!o make up the 1335 days, he explains (at x i i a 2 ) that 
ve have the preaching of E l i j a h . Then f ina l ly < (^>.V0 ^£Trf.L %\ ^ 
/Ittnrc/T^s lrr\ t^SV \ / £ < ^ £ ^ C J V TOVJ oupdivoO l^'^o^^s/os. 
This i s vi i ,13 interpreted of the second coming again. In favour of his 
view that these intervals of days do not refer to the persecution under 
Antiochus Epiphanes, Theodoret then contrasts the 2,300 of Da viii .14.. 
Here the western tradition preserved the correct interpretation of 
Antiochus Epiphanes, and here Theodoret had found 6J- years of Jewish 
disaster under him. This showed that the 3k y^ar period of v i i . 25 , 
x i i ,7 f was rightly referred to Antichrist. The general trend of argument 
i s the same as that which Jerome had used against Porphyry. 
At vs 26, Theodoret buttresses his interpretation with NT quotations 
chiefly from Mt xxiv and 2Th i i . The inclusion of Mt xxiv.30 i s especially 
interesting from the point of view of this investigation. Theodoret's 
general attitude to this matter i s best indicated by his remark Q)pifi'\i 
TT^S T J l I V ^ Y p ^ T U ) O ^ S UTTO T O U ^SjSjihK^Kj 
This use of the HT prepares the way for his assault at the end of the chapter 
on Christian adherents of the syrian tradition. His remaining intecpretative 
comments are straightforward and do not c a l l for discussion. 
Thus far Theodoret i s a f u l l representative of the western tradition 
of interpretation as i t was expounded by the earl ier authors whose 
views have been recorded in this chapter. His exegesis i s a coherent 
and logical whole. After the appearance of Antichrist at vs 8, vss 9-14. 
portray the events of the End, with the destruction of Antichrist 
and the fourth kingdom i n vs 11, succeeded by the second coming of the 
Lord in vs 13. We have seen this in the tradition before: i t s fu l les t 
extant commentator merely expounds i t in f u l l with the same logical 
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sequence of events* We have, however, had signs of knowledge of, and 
resistance to, the syrian tradition. Now Theodoret rounds off his commentary 
on this chapter with a f ierce attack on this exegetical tradition. 
The primary iiqjortance of this i s the fact that i t provides unimpeachable 
evidence of Christian adherence to the syrian tradition in Theodoret* s 
tiae. The way that Theodoret argues against i t i s also interesting: 
i t shows clearly that Theodoret was an acute and logical c r i t i c , even 
at a point where his conclusions are not as a matter of fact correct, 
and i t i l lustrates very well the strengths of the western tradition 
and i t s abil ity to stand up against the syrian tradition when i t encountered i t . 
• This i s very straightforward evidence of Christians 
who believed that the fourth kingdom was the Macedonian. Theodoret* s 
f i r s t argument against this position i s that the four heads of the third 
beast clearly symbolize the division of the Macedonian kingdom into four. 
This i s wrong because i t undervalues the abstract natiure of some of 
the Danielle symbolism and involves a f l e x i b i l i t y of exegetical method 
such that a l l sorts of interpretations can be read into a b ibl ica l 
text. Bat no ancient commentator understood either of these points, and 
i t must be conceded that Theodoret's argument, even though incorrect, 
ie a logical and indeed c r i t i c a l argument. His second argument concerns 
the ten horns: the Macedonian kingdom did not sp l i t into ten» We saw 
at v i i , 2 i the basis for Theodoret* s argument here, and though i t i s wrong, 
i t i s reasonable. He does not repeat the argument for the simultaneity 
of their appearance here because he thought he had established i t at 
^ i . 2 ^ . I t i s tke more understandable i f we suppose (as we surely must) 
that the form of the syrian tradition which he had especially in mind 
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here was that represented by Cosmas Indicopleustes, who did indeed hold 
that the ten horns represented the splitt ing up of the Macedonian kingdom 
after Alexander* s death,"^ Of course the Roman kingdom did not sp l i t 
into ten either, and the western tradition* s way out of that one was 
not cr i t ica l but actualizing - Daniel i s presumed to have prophesied 
the truth, and since i t had not happened yet i t would happen la ter . 
That this could be woven into a coherent whole with the eschatological 
interpretation of vss 9-14 made i t a l l the more plausible. There i s 
no mention of Polychronius but the answer i s implicit . Not Theodoret, 
b t the Syrians are to be held guiltyt ^ut^tT^l ^i^'^fllTdL 
whereas they f i t Antichrist exactly, as the NT quotations at vs 26 
have shown I 
At ii,4.3 Theodoret had supplied another argument from the sequence 
of four kingdoms. His fault was to regard the Medes and the Persians 
as a single kingdom, which puts the counting of the sequence of kingdoms 
right out. However i t i s to be noted that i t was faulty history, not faulty 
logic, which led Theodoret astray, 
Theodoret* s next argument deals with events after the f a l l of the 
fourth kingdom: o i \ t ol Ot (7 Y \ V r o u o u ^ £ 
)\vr\c^v Tov TT \<^jLV(^ r^v ( ? i ( r v X t u v f ^ v T O . 
Clearly his Christian opponents had correctly preserved the interpretation 
of the l i t t l e horn as Antiochus Epiphanes, Against their view Theodoret 
has three arguments. The f i r s t i s that the Maccabean kingdom was not eternal. 
This i s a genuine weakness of the syrian tradition, and Theodoret has 
hit i t with unerring accuracy, though he did not have to produce this 
criticism himself. I t i s at this point that the syrian tradition had 
1* Supra, p,140, 
2» Si^ra, p , i ; ^ . 
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shifted somewhat from the author's original interpretation, and this 
ifl the te l l - ta le trace.^ Theodoret was right not to accept the plea 
(which he must have known) that the language was figurative. I t i s clear 
that he knew adherents of the syrian tradition who, unlike Polychronius, 
interpreted a l l the Danielle statements about the Saints of the Most 
High of the Maccabees. His second argument i s that not a l l the Maccabees 
were holy. This i s less good: Theodoret has interpreted the author's 
description somewhat overl i teral ly . Thirdly he objects to the manner 
of their triumph: O i ' t C f ^ S ^ < T i \ i ( l . V €m^T?u6l^(y'^V, 2\)u 
C T ^ t A T ^ yooVTtS t V i K u V • This i s not wrong, though i t i s perhaps 
less obviously right than Uieodoret thought* but the punch real ly comes 
with a repetition of his f i r s t argument - KJU T ' * ^ ^ T f X.OS 
t S t ^ t ^ V T O . I t i s an appropriate note on which to end his crit ic ism. 
He then summarizes his position and ends with a very Christian conclusion, 
quoting Mt xxv.3ii. Theodoret may have f e l t that the exegesis which 
he opposed was Jewish in s p i r i t , but he had no doubt that i t was held 
by Christians and that the NT was a good weapon to wield against them. 
His conclusion i s noteworthy also because i t repeats again the logical 
outline of the we.stern tradition. 
Can we learn any more about Theodoret's Syrians? I t i s clear that 
he is dealing in part with a contemporary group. A comment at ii.4.3 
makes i t clear that earl ier written commentaries belong to this group. 
From this, and from Theodoret*s account of syrian exegesis discussed 
above, i t follows that he knew more commentaries belonging to the syrian 
tradition than are extant now. He must have read, surely, Polychronius 
and Theodore: he may have known the commentary of Ephraem too. What 
Supra, pp.l59-60. 
2- Cf. supra, pp.ai-2. 
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was in Theodore's commentary we do not know: indeed we have to surmise 
on general grounds that he belonged to the syrian tradition. I t i s no 
Bore than reasonable conjecture that Theodoret'knew at least one other 
written commentary. 
So Theodoret's Syrians reckoned the fourth kingdom the Macedonian, 
the l i t t l e horn Antiochus Epiphanes, the Saints of the Most High the 
Maccabees, and some of them reckoned the ten horns contemporary with 
each other after Alexander's death. What did they make of the man-like 
figure? Theodoret does not say. There are two poss ib i l i t ies , and i t i s 
reasonable to suppose that some of them adhered to each. One i s that 
they agreed with Bieodoret that the man-like figure was Jesus, Theodoret 
then had no need to cr i t i c i ze this view because he held i t . This i s 
Polychronius' interpretation, which Theodoret must surely have known. 
The other possibil ity i s that they regarded the man-like figure as simply 
a symbol of the Saints of the Most High. Theodoret has then already 
attacked the essence of their position by cr i t i c iz ing their identification 
of the Saints as the Maccabees, and has no need to make a separate attack 
on their interpretation at this particular point. This i s especially 
the case also because he has already l e t f l y at them at i i . ^ i , where 
i t i s in fact clear that he k:new both the equivalent interpretations 
of the stone. Here he attacks f i r s t of a l l the view that the stone i s 
a symbol of the Maccabean kingdom, and then the view that i t i s a symbol 
of the f i r s t coming of Jesus, Some at least of these interpreters appear 
t« have held that the fourth kingdom was the Roman, but i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to detach their view of this matter from Theodoret's cnunter-argument, 
and i t may be that they included the Roman kingdom up to the time of 
Jesus in the fourth beast with the Macedonians, as j^hrahat certainly 
<^ d,. f inal ly i t i s probable enough that some of Theodoret's Syrians 
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will have interpreted the man-like figure on both levels , the interpretation 
vhich we have f i r s t found in the comments attributed to Ephraem. However, 
i t i s to be noted that none of this i s very clear from the evidence 
of Theodoret himself. In short, while he certainly witnesses to the fact 
that the syrian tradition was very strong in his time, he cannot be said 
to be an effective additional witness to i t s Interpretation of the man-like 
figure. 
In conclusion, some estimate must be offered of Theodoret as a 
commentator. His commentary on Daniel v i i i s as good as any o*^er from 
the ancient world, and a good deal better tha.t\ most of those extant. 
He i s a fu l l representative of the western tradition, and he knew the 
Syrian also. His criticism of the la t ter i s remarkable for i t s c r i t i c a l 
quality, even though i t s conclusions are not actually correct. His commentary 
i s eloquent of the fact that strong argument could be combined with 
theological pressure to cause and continue the disappearance of the 
original exegetical tradition in the west» 
This concludes our study of adherents of the western Christian 
tradition. From i t there emerges a consistent picture of a logical , 
well thought out and consistent exegetical tradition. Unlike the syrians, 
the western exegetes did not preserve much of the original exegesis of 
the chq)ter, and what they did preserve can largely be deduced from the 
biblical text. I t i s d i f f i cu l t to read Da v i i in Greek and maintain 
that the four beasts were something other than kingdoms. Here i n the 
west the authentic tradition had collapsed in favour of theological 
and exegetical pressures. These were twofold. The f i r s t was that of 
actualisation. The direct result of this was the identification of the 
fourth kingdom as Rome, and this caused other changes. The four kingdom 
sequence had to be altered: i t was squashed i ^ , the Medo-Persian becoming 
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the second kingdom and the Macedonian the third. Bibl ical information 
about Medes and Persians was there to ass i s t this process, above a l l 
in liie book of Daniel i t s e l f . Secondly, some kind of sh i f t had to take 
place in the timing of vss 9 - l i . Originally this had been the l a s t 
Judgement, due in 164 B , C , , with the destruction of the Macedonian kingdom. 
I t remained the l a s t Judgement, but i t was now due in the future at 
the End, with the destruction of the Roman kingdom. Moreover, something 
had to be done about some of the details of the fourth beast, which 
were patently inaccurate i f applied to contemporary Rome. These too 
were pushed off to the End. 
The specif ical ly exegetical pressure affected vs 13. Jewish evidence 
shows clearly a western tradition in which the original corporate 
interpretation of the man-like figure has been preserved.^ Strength 
of messianic e35)ectation could affect this , resulting in the messiah 
being found in 0<\)( or even in ^iAH. This same pressure was found 
among the Christians, but here i t was stronger, for two reasons. F i r s t l y , 
in the earliest period, there was a need for bibl ical texts which 
reassured the community that Jesus would return, ^propriately interpreted, 
Da v i i . l 3 i s a very good one, arguably even the best. Secondly, 
at a later date, there i s the direct influence of the Gospels. Outside 
"Uie Semitic world, uvo^ ivBpuTVou appears to echo 
clearly o v'ioi -noO iv&pJsTTOu and f i l i u s hominis i s 
used in the rendering of both: at Mk x i i i , 2 6 , xiv,62 and paral lels 
the figure i s clearly interpreted as the returning Christ, Hence 
Daniel's man-like figure i s interpreted as Jesus - at his second 
coming moreover, since this f i t s both the eschatological schema of 
tli© western tradition and the direct influence of the New Testament, 
ftffthermore, this pressure could not be accomoiodated in the west by use 
of the typological interpretation of prophecy because this exegetical 
laethod had not been developed before this exegetical tradition was 
1. Infra, pp.289-303. 317-8, 338^40, 343-6, 361-2. 
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established, though i t i s found in due course, notably in Jerome's 
commentary on Daniel. 
The result of these pressures was the collapse of the original exegesis 
of this chapter and i t s disappearance in the west* In i t s place there 
was a new interpretation, no less consistent, coherent and logical than 
the one i t had replaced. Hence i t was handed down from onegeneration 
to the next, and in the hands of i t s f inest Antiochene supporters i t 
was even held si?)erior to the syrian tradition. I t i s notable that 
i ts support of specif ical ly Christian belief was held out in i t s favour. 
The interpretation of vs 13 i s of especial interest to this investigation, 
and i t s study has produced a significant result v*ich i s contrary bo 
Uie most e:q)licit statements of some scholars. The interpretation of the 
man-like figure as Jesus i s universal in this tradition, but i t i s the 
specifically eschatological interpretation of vss 13-14- which i s original 
to i t . I t i s the only one that f i t s the coherent pattern of interpretation 
of this whole chapter which this exegetical tradition persistently maintained. 
I t was needed in the earl iest period as witness that Jesus would return, 
and so i t i s found in the majority of the sources. Cyprian's view, 
that the event of vas 13-lA took place immediately after the Ascension, 
i s a midrashic by-form. I t owed i t s origin to the need to find scriptural 
backing for the reception of power after the Ascension on the part of 
an author who did not find i t d i f f i c u l t to produce other OT texts for 
the return of Jesus, and in a period when the NT was in any case canonical, 
so that most Christian exetetes, firm in their knowledge of NT scriptural 
warrant for the return of Jesus, would not feel uneasy at the disappearance 
of what had once been the clearest scriptural text for that event* 
By the time of Eusebius, only one more extant Father has adhered to 
Cyprian's exegesis, i l lustrat ing the f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegetical 
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method by holding both interpretations at once. Thus i t s attestation 
in the whole of the f i r s t three centuries i s very weak. I t i s to be concluded 
that i t was unknown in the earl iest period of Christianity.^ Many 
scholars have held a contrary view, and Gaston i s distinguished from 
them only by his c lar i ty: •Cyprian»s understanding i s not only typical 
of the early church in general when they read Da 7:13f for i t s e l f and 
not in connection with Mk 13:26, but i t i s also the natural and correct 
understanding** There are three things wrong ;ri.th this . In the f i r s t 
place, as a statement about patr is t ic exegesis, i t i s on empirical 
guounds simply false. Secondly, that Cyprian's view i s natural i s true enough, 
but the same can be said of the other ancient interpretations of this 
verse too, for the relevant cr i t er ia for the naturalness of an interpretation 
are those prevalent in the ancient world, and by these standards most 
ancient exegesis i s perfectly natural anyway. Many things could be 
said of the exegesis of IQpHab, but i t does not seem helpful to term 
i t "unnatural". Thus the naturalness of Cyprian's interpretation i s of 
marginal relevance and does not lead to any useful conclusion. Thirdly, 
Cyprian's understanding should not be called "correct" when his identif ication 
of the man-like figure i s quite wrong. In short, Gaston's whole procedure 
is inappropriate for determining what exegesis of this verse i s l i k e l y 
to have been in vogue in the earl iest period. The same goes for a l l 
modem attempts to build on Cyprian's view. 
Finally, something must be said about the date of the origin of 
this tradition. In this chapter we have found i t s basic elements already 
there in Just in . Barnabas and the Apocalypse of Peter support an earl ier 
1. I assume here my cofaclusion that NT evidence does not demonstrate 
otherwise, in fra , pp^94-5, 505-10, 525-6. 
2» Gaston, op.cit . (supra, pp.1 - 2) . 
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date. I t i s highly probable that i t was a good deal older than any 
of these witnesses, but for the proof of this , the evidence collected 
and discussed in subsequent chapters of this thesis must be taken 
into account. 
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Chapter 5. Jewish Evidence; Rabbinical Literature, 
This chapter wi l l deal with quotations of Da v i i in rabbinical 
literature as i t might be conventionally defined - the Targums, Mishnah, 
Tosephta, Talrauds and Midrashim, Jewish commentaries on Daniel are 
discussed in ch 6. Works generally classed as neo-hebraic apocalyptic 
are discussed in ch 7. The decisive criterion in deciding whether to 
discuss a midrashic work in ch 5 or ch 7 was that of form. >adrashim 
which consist of collected sayings are discussed in ch 5, wherei^ is 
those that consist of a connected story have been c lass i f ied with other 
pseudepigrapha in ch 7. This i s especially useful because the la t ter 
really date fmm the time at which they were composed, and rabbinical 
midrashim of this kind can easily be marked off from earl ier pseudepigrapha, 
whereas the midrashim in ch 5, even when they were collected together 
in the second millenium, can preserve unchanged very old sayings which 
are not to be found in the vei^meagre older sources. Moreover the exclusion 
of neo-hehraic apocalyptic from ch 5 permits the definition of the scope 
of ch 5 as dealing with actual quotations of Da v i i , without recourse 
to possible allusions. Hence passages which mention the four kingdoms, 
or the river of f i r e , without quoting Daniel v i i , have been excluded 
from this investigation. Not that the assertion of an allusion to Da v i i 
in these passages i s necessarily convincing. The four kingdom theory 
did not originate in , and continued to be held by non-Jews ignorant 
of, the book of Daniel. For centuries i t remained alive both inside 
and outside Judaism. More i s needed to explain i t s prevalence than i t s 
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presence in the book of Daniel: the actual historical situation of 
the Jews i s of equal importance. Hence the assumption of a reference 
to i ts standard proof text on every occasion i s more than the evidence 
warrants. Similarly the r iver of f i r e i s paralleled, albeit not exactly, 
in Eak i , ^e great OT passage for chariot mysticism, and duplicated 
in 1 En xiv, as in SSZuta 8,6. Again, though Da vii .9-10 i s the standard 
proof-text^ the aBsuii?)tion that i t was always in mind seems gratuitous. 
This problem i s the less serious for the fact that I have found 
no less than 98 passages in this l i terature which do quote Da v i i , 
producing a total of 116 quotations, a suff ic iently large niimber for 
the exegesis of the rabbis to be established in a satisfactory manner. 
These passages are l i s t ed in Table 8. I have numbered them for ease 
of reference and c lass i f ied them verse by verse. Passages which quote 
more than one verse of Da v i i are numbered according to the f i r s t verse 
that they quote, and catalogued but inset at subsequent verses. 
Table 8 
t s . No Passage Vs. No. Passage 
2 1 Dt.R.5,8 (ii) 11 Midr.Ps.18,11 
2 Dt.R.9,3 8.Cant.R,2,15,l 
3 Agg.Ber.U,3 12 Esth.R.Proem 5 
3 k Lev.IU13,5 13 Xalq.Shiffl.Rem*1064. 
5 Mekh.Shir.n,98(Ex.xv 7) 5 l i l bT.Meg.lla 
6 Ex.R»22,l 15 bT.Qid.72a 
7 Mldr.Ps.80,6 16 bT. A.2,2b 
8 Cant.R»2,15,l 17 Gen.R.97(N.V.) 
9 Cant.R.3,4,2 lO.Gen.R.99^2 
4 10 Gen.H»99,2 -4«Lev.R.13,.5 
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Table 8 (continued) 
Passage Vs No Passage 
(5) 
18 
ll.Midr.Psa8,n 
12«Esth.R,ProeB 5 
Esth.R.10,13 
19 
8 
Mekh. Besh. I I ,137(Kx.xiv. 5) 
i4.LeT.R,13,5 
20 
21 
22 
2 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
,Melch.Bah,IX,41 
Gen.R,U,17 
Ex.R.15,6 
Bx,R,25,8 
4.Lev,R,13,5 
Midr.Ps,22,5 
Midr.P8.75,5 
7,Midr.Ps.80,6 
Midr.Ps.l4D,2 
Cant,R,6,10,l 
Pesiq.l7,it 
Tancb.Ta2*10 
PRE 28,6 
13* 7alq* Shim. Rem.lObi^ 
31 Gen.R.76,6 
26.Midr.P8.140,2 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
bT.Pea.ll9a 
bT»Hag.l3b-14a 
bT.BB.91b 
bT.5an.38b 
'g.Nelflti I,Gen xv.l7 
MekluShir.IV,23-4(Bx xT»3l 
(9 
10 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
U 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
Mekh,Bah.V,24(Ex xx.2) 
S.Dt.xi.22,para.49(85a) 
Ex.R.15,26 
Ex. R* 30,18 
Lev.R. 25,3 
Lev.R.31,8 
Dt.R.2,37 
Micir.P8.4»4 
Midr.Ps.47,2 
Miclr.Ps.72,2 
Midr.Ps.93,1 
Cant, R.1,1,10 
Cant.R.3,11,1 
Lam.R.1,1,1 
Esth.R.1,6 
Pesiq.l5>3 
Pesiq.22,5 
Pesiq.22,App. 
Pes.R. 21,6 
Pes.R.37. 
Tanch.Qed.l 
Tanch.Mis.4 
Agg.Ber.14,1 
i3.yalq.Shim.Re1n.lO64 
61 pT.Sukka 5,4 
33.bT.Hag.l31>-14a 
37.Mekh.Shir.IV,23-4 
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Table 8 (continued) 
I r s t , Passage Vs. No, Passage 
(10 ) 38.Mekh.Bah.V,ai(Ex.xx,2) (13 3.Agg.Ber,U,3 
62 S»Kum.vi.26.para»^ Agg.Ber.23,1 
il2.Lev.R.25,3 U 80,Nmn,R.13,U 
63 LeT.}U31»6 85 Mldr.Haggadol Gen 3tlix.l0 
6^1 Num.H«ll,7 15 9.Cant,R.3,4.,2 
65 Kum.R,12,8 86 Lam.R,5,9,l 
66 Midr.Psa03,18 16 87 pT.Ber.ljl 
49.Gant.R.l,l,lO 88 Gen.R.65,21 
67 Pes.R»33,10 89 Sx» E* 4-3 9 A 
68 Pes*R»4B 90 Midr.Ps.1,2 
69 PRE 4 91 Ruth R»Proem 1 
u 70 Lev.R.7,6 19 92 Esth.R.4,12 
71 Nuni.R.11,1 93 PRE 28,3 
72 Midr.Ps.11,5 20 10,Gen,R,99,2 
73 Pesiq.^,8 9-4 Lajn.R.2,3,6 
Pes.R,U,15 23 95 bT,Sheb.6b 
75 Tanch,Ts.4, l6.bT.A.Z.2b 
76 Tanch.Huq.27 19.Mekh.Besh,n,139(Ex.xiv.5) 
26.Midr.Psa40,2 2A 31.Gen.R.76,6 
13 77 bT.San.98a 9^.Lain.R.2,3,6 
78 Gen.R.13,11 25 96 bX.San.97b 
79 Gea.R.13,12 97 ^dr.Ps.10,1 
80 Ruffi»R»13,14 98 Midr.Ps.10,2 
81 Mldr.P8.2,9 27 71.Nufli.R,ll,l 
82 MidrpPs.a,5 85.Midr,Haggadol Gen xLix.lO 
83 TanchtTol.ao 
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Parallel passages are not marked i n table 8, but t h e i r existence 
is noted i n the discussion of each passage which constitutes the bulk 
of this chapter. The problems involved i n t h e i r study happen to be l a r g e l y 
avoidable i n t h i s p a r t i c u l a r investigation. Leaving aside the mere quotation 
of some of these sayings i n mediaeval compilations, there are two 
main problems. F i r s t l y , some passages which quote Da v i i have p a r a l l e l s 
which do not quote i t . However, t h i s Investigation i s concerned with 
the study of exegetical t r a d i t i o n s . Fortunately these can be dated 
by n^ans of external c r i t e r i a , so that the main task i s achieved by 
the consideration of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s chapter when i t i s i n 
fact quoted, and the results of t h i s are i n no way diminished by the 
more hypothetical nature of detailed conjectures which could be made 
about tiie o r i g i n a l i t y and date of i t s use i n such cases. Secondly, 
some of the passages i n Table 8 are p a r a l l e l to each other. Here they 
t e s t i f y to the widespread transmission o f the sayings which they contain, 
and the collection of a l l these passages has made i t possible to make 
such quantitative assessments as are required without i t being necessary 
to determine which form of a saying extant i n more than one form i s 
the original one. 
Another problem, which has to be faced by every student of rabbinic 
l i t e r a t u r e , i s the p r e - c r i t i c a l nature of so much of the modern scholarship 
i n this f i e l d . Neusner has f o r c e f u l l y drawn attention to i t . ^ One 
of i t s effects, crucial to any h i s t o r i c a l investigation, i s the d i f f i c u l t y 
of dating sayings. The t r a d i t i o n a l method i s by means of the rabbis 
to whom the sayings are attri b u t e d , but i t s r e l i a b i l i t y has not been 
subjected to adequate c r i t i c a l investigation. One respects, but one 
cannot contentedly accept, the judgement of one of the few c r i t i c a l 
!• J»Heusner, Rabbinic Traditions about the Pharisees (1972K vol 3, pp.320ff. 
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scholars i n the f i e l d . *»To be sure, a t t r i b u t i o n s are not always r e l i a b l e * 
But ve are no better o f f i n deciding they never are r e l i a b l e and i n 
rajecting out of hand the r e l i a b i l i t y of the rabbinic process of trangmission, 
i n particular a f t e r 140 A.D., when i t appears to be sound and under 
excellent control. I t i s the f i n a l clause whicly produces a feeling 
of unease and a desire for proof. Examples of Inconsistency i n the 
opinions attributed to rabbis are not d i f f i c u l t to f i n d . One such example, 
drawn from the laaterial under study i n t h i s chapter, v d l l s u f f i c e 
here. In a saying found i n the p a r a l l e l passages 33 and 35, R.Aqiba 
holds the opinion that the thrones of Da v i i . 9 are two i n number, one 
for God and one for David. He i s converted to the opinion of R.Jose 
the Galilean, who reckons one for judgement and one f o r righteousness, 
but R.ELeazar ben Aiariah argues that one i s for God to s i t on, while 
the other i s for his footstool. I n passage $8 Aqiba's o r i g i n a l opinion 
goes uniaentioned; he now holds that the thrones are those of the nations 
of the vorld which God w i l l cast down. R.Jose the Galilean gets the 
opinion previously a t t r i b u t e d to Eleazar ben Aaariah - one throne for 
God to s i t on, the other for his footstool. Eleazar himself i s not mentioned. 
This sort of evidence makes i t hazardous to r e l y on the a t t r i b u t i o n s 
of sayings which we f i n d i n our sources and hence on the t r a d i t i o n a l 
system of dating when, as so often, there i s no means of checking i t . 
In any case, many of the sayings that quote Da v i l are anonymous. 
They occur i n very l a t e works, but i t i s usually, and r i g h t l y , held 
that these works sometimes preserve very o l d material. I t i s fortunate 
that for the purposes of the present investigation external c r i t e r i a 
v l U again provide a con^jlete answer to these problems. We are concerned 
with exegetical t r a d i t i o n s j i t happens that these are dateable before 
1* Neusner, op.cit., p. 357. 
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and after rabbis to whom the sayings are a t t r i b u t e d , and t h e i r continuance 
In the Mantiae inevitably follows. Nevertheless, I have collected 
from t r a d i t i o n a l scholarship information about those rabbis to whom 
sayings which quote Da v i i are attributed. Some patterns emerge from 
this, and they are interesting enough to be worth recording, 
A further consequence of the state of scholarship i n t h i s f i e l d 
is the lack of tools for the investigator, such as the b i b l i c a l scholar 
i s generally accustoffled t o . There are hardly any modern c r i t i c a l editions 
edited to the standards vAiich i t i s appropriate to require nowadays. 
Pindar i s better served, l e t alone Ve r g i l . Sometimes there i s no edition 
at a l l . This i s perhaps an appropriate place to suggest also that publication 
l/npT^ pV/^H n^ay not always be appropriate to an age which has 
begun to appreciate the fundaiiental. importance of i n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y 
research. Other tools also are lacking. Consequently i t i s sometimes 
d i f f i c u l t to t e l l , without undertaking a lengthy project, whether two 
parallel passages are i n f a c t p a r a l l e l passages of d i f f e r e n t works or 
effectively belong to d i f f e r e n t recensions of the same piece, and 
variations I n p a r a l l e l passages, including variations i n t h e i r quotations 
of Da v i i , may be no more than variations of the manuscript t r a d i t i o n . 
Another d i f f i c u l t y f o r an. investigation of t h i s kind i s the sheer 
extent of the material. Consequently, i t has not been possible to read 
I t a l l . SB and various indexes have been used, and references i n the 
few available works of modern scholarship followed up. Better indexes 
would have been hel p f u l . I t i s d i f f i c u l t to believe that some sayings 
i n published material have not been missed, and i t i s reasonable to 
suspect that more information about the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of vss.9-10 
ittay be forthcoming from unpublished material belonging to the l i t e r a t u r e 
of Jewish mysticism. l e t t h i s i s a less serious f a u l t than might at 
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f i r s t appear, because t h i s l i t e r a t u r e has already been scoured i n search 
of sayings which quotes Da vii.13-14. Given the quantity of material 
that has been uncovered, i t may safely be said that the results w i l l 
be free fron serious bias i n a manner relevant to the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of these crucial verses. 
Finally one group of sayings which do not involve quotations from 
Da f i i have been included i n the investigation. They are l i s t e d i n 
Table 10.^ The unifying factor of t h i s group belongs to e a r l i e r scholarship, 
i n that a l l of them have been thought to allude to Da v i i and/or to 
be relevant to the study of the Son of Man problem. In each case I 
shall argue b r i e f l y that t h i s i s not correct. 
We must turn now to the discussion of the passages l i s t e d i n 
Table 8. I have found no quotations of vs 1 at a l l . Like vs 28, also 
unquoted, i t constitutes no more than the narrative framework for the 
vision, so the lack of midrashic i n t e r e s t i s unsurprising. The f i r s t 
31 passages, which include quotations of vss 2-8, a l l contain one 
of the main themes of rabbinical exegesis of t h i s chapter, namely the 
rabbinic version of the four kingdom theory. According to t h i s the four 
beasts seen by Daniel i n t h i s vision do indeed symbolize four kingdoms 
which oppressed I s r a e l , but the four kingdoms are consistently i d e n t i f i e d 
as Babylon, Persia (Media), Greece and Home. Rome was the l a s t kingdom 
which would oppress I s r a e l . I t s destruction would be followed by the 
redemption of I s r a e l . Only i n passage 4, which i n the course of an exposition 
of four kingdom theory provides a whole c o l l e c t i o n of sayings on Da v i i , 3 - 7 , 
do ve fin d a l l four of Daniel's beasts mentioned and i d e n t i f i e d as 
these four p a r t i c u l a r kingdoms - Babylon, Media, Greece and EMom, which 
last i s a very comoon cipher f o r Rome throughout the rabbinic l i t e r a t u r e , 
8ut the consistency of the exegesis, and the f a c t that abejrrant passages 
1. Infra, p,310. 
really can be explained as aberrations, j u s t i f i e s the assumption that 
vhen a passage uses one part of one verse i n such a way as to demonstrate 
adherence to one part of the four kingdom theory, the author(s) of the 
passage i n question did i n t e r p r e t Da v i i i n such a way that i t gave them 
scriptural support for the whole theory. Thus for example, i n a saying 
foiand i n passages lAf 15 and l 6 , we see R.Joseph being rude about Persians 
by way of e ^ l a i n i n g that they are meant by the beast of Da v i i . 5, which 
is said to be l i k e a bear. Thus the second beast of Daniel*s series, 
the bear-like one, i s here interpreted as a symbol of the Persians. 
In view of the consistency of rabbinical exegesis of these verses, 
we are enti t l e d to assume that behind t h i s saying l i e s the view that 
the f i r s t beast symbolises Babylon, the t h i r d Greece and the fourth 
Rome. 
No trace survives i n t h i s l i t e r a t u r e of the o r i g i n a l view of the 
author of Da vii that the kingdoms were Babylon, Media, Persia and 
Greece, though t h i s view not only survived i n the syrian t r a d i t i o n 
but i s also found i n a Jewish w r i t i n g of the mediaeval period, Galipapa's 
Epistle of Redemption.^ I n view of t h i s , i t would be pointless to suggest 
that i t might l i e behind passages which mention the four kingdo-Tis, but 
do not i d e n t i f y any of them, or passages which i d e n t i f y the f i r s t kingdom 
as Babylon, but do not i d e n t i f y any of the other beasts. On the contrary, 
it i s precisely the known consistency of t h i s exegesis, and the known 
consistency of the four kingdom theory which occurs i n a large number 
of passages without any mention of Da v i i , that enabled the rabbis to 
talk of s f l ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ without i d e n t i f y i n g them. So t h i s small group of 
passages, which might, i f removed altogether from the confext of the 
rabbinic l i t e r a t u r e , be held to be ambiguous i n that they Jo not say 
^' lafra, pp. I S 4-1 
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which kingdoms they are ta l k i n g about, may not with any p l a u s i b i l i t y 
be held to witness to anything other than the usual rabbinic four kingdom 
theory. 
Vith t h i s i n mind, I shall discuss each of the passages i n turn. 
I t w i l l be convenient to follow the order of table 8, but I shall discuss 
the ^diole of a passage at i t s f i r s t occurrence i n table 8, taking 
the sayings i n the order i n which they occur i n each passage. Rabbis 
to whom sayings are attri b u t e d , and t h e i r tradents, are mentioned at 
the end of the discussion of each saying; lAere none i s mentioned, 
I have regarded the saying as anonymous. Each rabbi i s b r i e f l y discussed 
at the end of the f i r s t saying att r i b u t e d to or transmitted by him. 
1. Dt.R.5,8. 
Here the point of t h ^ u o t a t i o n of Da v i i . 2 i s to obtain the equation 
which i s then used to i n t e r p r e t Jer ii . 2 i 4 . The exegetical 
method i s standard, and clearly implies the universal view that the 
four beasts symbolize the foiu: kingdoms. Similar exegesis of the four 
winds has been noted i n both Syrian and western Christian traditions."'' 
2. Dt.R.9,3> 
Here the exegesis of Da v i i . 2 i s the same as i n pass^age 1, the 
equation « J\\3^D being used f o r the desired i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Ecd. v i i i . 8 . 
The saying i s a t t r i b u t e d to R,Nehemiah, a second century tanna and 
one of the outstanding disciples of R.Aqiba, i n one of his many debates 
with R.Judah. 
h Agg.Ber.Uf3. 
Da v i i , 2 i s quoted i n t h i s passage for divine punishment of Israel's 
1. Supra, pp.119, 130, 2L1, a ? . 
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enemies: d e a r l y i t i s intended to c a l l to mind the whole vis i o n . I t 
is followed by a straightforward example of the messianic exegetis of 
TS 13. The man-like figure i s clearly described to Abraham as 
L Lev.Ra3,5* 
In this passage a group of sayings have been collected, which together 
vi r t u a l l y amount to a b r i e f rabbiriical commentary on Da v i i , 3 - 7 . They 
are gathered under the heading 
and several of them have par a l l e l s i n d i f f e r e n t midra£hic works. The 
f i r s t saying i n L0V.R,13,5 to quote from Da v i i does not however belong 
to this group, but to the preceding group of sayings, which are gathered 
together under the heading 
For this Gen xv.l2 i s quoted, and interpreted i n two ways as re f e r r i n g 
to the four kingdoms, Babylon, Media, Greece, and Edom, Edom i s a normal 
rabbinical cipher for Rome, and the second exegesis of Gen xv.l2 quotes 
part of Da v i i . 7 i n support of the int e r p r e t a t i o n of the word Tl'O^X 
as a reference to Edom, This passage therefore witnesses to the standard 
rabbinical four kingdom theory as exegesis of Da v i i . There are pa r a l l e l s 
i n passages 20,21,2^  and 29. 
The main group of sayings, under the heading 
begins with the quotation of vss 2-3. There are, 
however, no sayings dealing with vs 2. The f i r s t saying of th i s group 
deals with the interpretation of |\) , suggesting that i f Israel 
are worthy ^S)^ ^  , i f not X^'H I'O . The obvious source of t h i s 
alternative i s Ps lxxx.14. quoted i n the next saying, and th i s i s supported 
^ the pa r a l l e l passages 7 and 9. This i s especially interesting because 
the boar of Ps I x x x . l ^ was Interpreted as Rome, the connection with 
th« fourth beast of Da v i i . 7 being e s ^ l i c i t l y made i n passage 7 as 
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veil as by Jerome's Hebraei.^ The subject of the saying i n Lev.R.13,5 
is not d e a r j the compiler at least w i l l have supposed that i t referred 
to a l l four kingdoms. 
The next saying i s a t y p i c a l example of a l - t i q r e i exegesis, substituting 
^ i ^ , "hating*, for ^ i V . I t s motivation i s clear, and i t s e:^ression 
wholly i n harmony with the four kingdom theory. 
The f i r s t beast i s i d e n t i f i e d as Babylon, as i n a l l t r a d i t i o n s , 
and the description of i t as l i k e a l i o n but with eaglets wings i s 
illuminated by means of two passages of Jeremiah, both of which were 
elsewhere applied to Babylon, Jer iv,7 and xlix.2?.. There follows a 
debate between R,ELea2ar and R.Samuel bar Nachman, i n which Eleazar 
argues that the whole beast suffered damage except f o r i t s heart, while 
Samuel includes the heart, quoting Da i v . l 3 ; t h i s quotation implies the 
common (and correct) view that the story of Nebuchadnezzar i s referred 
to here. 
R.KLeazar ben Pedath was a t h i r d century amora (d.279). Born i n 
Babylon, he studied under Samuel and Rab. He emigrated to I s r a e l , where 
he studied under ganina and became associated with Johanan at Tiberias, 
having some contact also with Joshua ben Levi. This saying i s one of 
several pieces of evidence of contact with Samuel bar Nachman. Samuel, 
a Palestinian amora of the l a t e t h i r d and early fourth centuries, was 
one of the most renowned haggadists of his time. He has sayings a t t r i b u t e d 
to him i n passages 52, 83 and 92, thus including i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
Da v i i , 9 , 13 and 19 as well as vs 4-> and since saying 52 preserves the 
eschatological setting proper to the western t r a d i t i o n , t h i s gives him 
Supra, p.213. 
2» Supra, p.37. 
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a consistent basic outline of the whole chapter. He transmits sayings 
of his teacher Joshua ben Levi and of Johanan, both contemporary Palestinians. 
These three rabbis have more sayings quoting Da v i i a t t r i b u t e d to them 
than any ther rabbi save Haninah and Berekiah (who are otherwise connected 
with them) and they are the only three to whom sayings quoting Da v i i . l 3 
are attributed (passages 78 , 99 and 83), so i t i s especially interesting 
that they a l l come from t h i r d century Palestine and are connected by 
other evidence* 
Passage contains one saying dealing with vs 5. HH i s wr i t t e n 
as T l , so that i t can be read as the word for *wolf«, and i t i s then 
interpreted of Media, with the help of Jer v«6 interpreted of a l l four 
kingdoms. There are very precise par a l l e l s i n passages 10 and 12. Only 
passage 12 clearly a t t r i b u t e s t h i s exegesis of Da v i i . 5 to Johanan: 
the wording of assages 4- and 10 alike could be taken to mean that t h i s 
exegesis of Da v i i . 5 has been deduced from Johanan's exegesis of Jer v,6. 
I t may plausibly be supposed that the a t t r i b u t i o n to Johanan i s secondary^; 
R.Johanan ben Nappaha, a Palestine amora of the t h i r d century 
(c.180-279), was a leading haggadist as well as an outstanding halakhic 
teacher, so i t i s no great surprise to f i n d that he has more sayings 
quoting Da v i i a t tributed to him than anyother rabbi. Apart from the 
parallel passage 12 j u s t mentioned and another saying i n passage 4 
(quoting Da v i i . 7 ) , they are to be found i n Passages 9,15, 16//96, 
31,35 and 79, giving i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da vii.3,5,7,8,9,13 and 23. 
^ a r t from some doubt as to the extent of the material r e a l l y a t t r i b u t e d 
to him i n passage 31, these passages a t t r i b u t e a consistent exegesis 
to him. The four beasts symbolize the four kingdoms. They are described 
as different from each other because they i n f l i c t e d d i f f e r e n t misfortunes. 
The second beast i s Persia, i t s three r i b s Halvan, Adiabene and Ni s i b i s . 
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The fourth beast i s Rome, and i t s ten horns are ten Roman eiBperors. 
Daniel saw the f i r s t three beasts on one night and the fourth on another 
night because i t vas equal to the other three. Commenting on vs 9, he 
explains that God does not act without consulting his heavenly family. 
At vs 13, the man-like figure comes downwards with the clouds. However, 
the exegesis of the Jewish we: tern t r a d i t i o n i ^ consistent f or the most 
part, so this consistency cannot be regarded as an ar-ument of any consequence 
in favour of the accuracy of these e t t r i b u t i o n ; , and even on the presuppositions 
of traditional Jewish research, there i s .some reason to think that the 
attribution to him of one s-^ying i n passages 4/A0/A2 i s secondary. 
However, i n view of thi s weight of evidence, his adherence to the western 
tradition of interpretation universal i n the material surveyed i n t h i s 
chapter i s d i f f i c u l t to doubt. His connections with Samuel bar Nachman 
have already been noted, and i t i s not surprising to f i n d that such a 
famous rabbi has some connection with s€.veral other autiriors of sayings 
that quote Da v i i . He was head of the academy at Tiberias. 
There i s one saying i n passage 4. that deals with Da vii,6. I t 
identifies the t h i r d kingdom as Greece, Part of Da v i i . V i s then quoted 
and the fourth beast i d e n t i f i e d as Edom, a normal rabbinical cipher for 
Rome. The f i n a l saying of this group i s a debate between R.Johanan 
and R.Simeon ben Laqish. Both assume that because an introductory formula 
including does not recur after vs 2 u n t i l vs 7, Daniel must have 
seen the f i r s t three beatts i n one might and the fourth &n another night. 
Johanan explains that t h i s i s because i t was equal to the other three, 
Simeon argues that i t w-s even more powerful. The debate u t i l i z e s 
Ezk xxi.19-20. 
Simeon benLaqish, or Resh Laqish as he i s often known, was another 
third century Palestinian amora. He married R.Johanan's sist e r and 
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became a leading disciple and colleague of Johanan i n the academy at 
Tiberias. This passage i s one o f a very large number of debates between 
these two rabbis. Another i s found i n passage 78, Simeon ben Laqish 
is also the author of a saying i n passage where he interprets the 
second beast as Ahasuerus* 
5> MelditShir,VI,98 (Sx.xv.7)* 
This i s part of a passage which seeks to show that Egypt i s i n f e r i o r 
to other kingdoms. This i s done by c i t i n g OT texts i n which the Egyptians 
are likened to i n f e r i o r things. Da v i i . 3 i s linked with SSol i i . l 5 4 
There are dose p a r a l l e l s i n pasfflges 6 and 8. 
6. Ex.R.22,1. 
As i n passages 5 and 8, SSol i i . l 5 i s compared with Da v i i . 3 to 
show that Egypt i s i n f e r i o r to the other kingdoms. I n t h i s passage only 
this comparison i s given, and Ezk xxix.l5 i s d i r e c t l y associated with 
i t , whereas In passage 5 i t i s quoted at the end of the series of comparisons. 
In the actual con5>arison of SSol i i . . l 5 and Da v i i . 3 , a l l three passages 
are very closely p a r a l l e l . 
7> Midr,P8.80.6. 
This passage deals \dth interpretation of Ps lxxx.14. i n terms of 
the four kingdoms. There i s p a r a l l e l material i n passages U and 9. 
Da v i i , 3 i s quoted here i n support of seeing an allusion to the four 
kingdoms at I s x x i . l "^TIP . This part of the passage has a close 
parallel i n passage 9« 
Tliere follows a discussion o f the najnelessness of the fourth beast. 
I t i s said that Daniel did not give i t s name because Moses and Asaph 
had named i t at Lev xi.7 and Fs lxxx.14. This saying has a p a r a l l e l 
i l l passage ^, but ttie p a r a l l e l does not r e f e r to Daniel. The saying 
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i s transmitted by R.Phinehas and R.Hilkiah i n the name of R. Simon. 
R^Siion, or Simeon ben Pazzi, was a Palestinian amora of the second 
half of the t h i r d century, who also l i v e d for some time i n Babylonia. 
He was essentially a haggadist, and he i s named as the tradent of a 
large number of b i b l i c a l interpretations by his teacher Joshua ben 
Levi, of whose haggadic sayings he i s i n f a c t the chief tradent. He 
was thus associated with some of the main authors of sayings that quote 
Da v i i , and he i s named occasionally as the transmitter of sayings 
by Johanan, Simeon ben Laqish, Hanina and Samuel bar Nachman. Among 
the l a t e r amoraim who transmit his sayings, R.Berekiah i s especially 
worthy of mention. R.Hilkiah i s the commonest tradent of Simon's haggadic 
sayings, and R^phinehas i s usually named vdth R^Hilkiah as a second 
tradent. R»Phinehas ben Kama and R.Hilkiah were both fourth century 
Palestinian amoraim. In passage 58 they transmit a saying of R.Reuben. 
8> Catit.R>2,15,l. 
This passage i s p a r a l l e l to passage? 5 and 6, SSol i i . l 5 and Da 
T i i . 3 being used i n one of a series of comparisons to show that Egypt 
i s i n f e r i o r to the other kingdoms. In t h i s passage, part of Da vii.-4 i s 
quoted too, but t h i s i s not a s i g n i f i c a n t variant.^ 
9. Cant.R>3.^.2. 
The f i r s t saying to quote Da v i i . 3 uses i t to i n t e r p r e t I s x x i . l . 
This i s closely paralleled i n passages K and 7. The second saying 
i s unique to t h i s passage, and interprets ^ X~l ^ ^ i V 
as meaning that they i n f l i c t e d d i f f e r e n t misfortunes ( sflOP ) , This 
! • In the version of passage 5 i n the Mekhilta of R.Simeon ben Yohai, 
there are quotations from Da v i i . 3 - 7 . The sense i s not affected, and 
such variants can easily arise i n the w r i t i n g down of the sayings. 
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item i s transmitted by R.Hanina i n the name of R.Johanan. This i s awkward, 
because R»Hanlna, with no patronymic or other description, ^.hould be 
Hanina ben Kama, who was Johanan* s teacher. I t i s simplest to suppose 
that something has gone wrong with the transmission of the tradent.^ 
There follows the saying about the o r i g i n of the kingdoms from the 
sea or the forest irfiich has already been noted as paralleled i n passages 
k and 7. 
Further on i n Cant.R.3,A,2 a saying has been collected which quotes 
Da v i l . l 5 with Num xxi.4- and Lam v.9 i n explanation o f I s xxi.3, the 
eiqplanation of a l l t h i s distress being found i n awareness of the oppression 
of the kingdoms. There i s a close p a r a l l e l to t h i s saying i n passage 
86. I t i s at t r i b u t e d to R.Simeon ben Gainaliel, an ascription which normally 
refers to Simeon ben Gamaliel I I , who l i v e d i n the f i r s t h a l f of the 
second century A.D. and had to remain i n concealment for some time a f t e r 
the end of the r e v o l t under Bar Kochba. He thus had good reason for 
the exegesis a t t r i b u t e d to him here. He was a colleague of R.Aqiba, 
R»ELeazar ben Azariah and R.Meir. 
10» Gen.R.99,2. 
The f i r s t saying i n t h i s passage explains the comparison of Judah 
to a l i o n (Gen x l i x . 9 ) by saying that i t r e c a l l s the Babylonian empire 
which was to be destroyed by one of his descendants, namely Daniel, and 
for the comparison of the Babylonian empire to a l i o n Da v i i . 4 i s quoted. 
The second saying explains the comparison of Benjamin to a wolf (Gen x l i x . 4 ) 
s i m i l a r l y as an aliusiun to l ^ d i a , quoting Da vix.5. The l i n k between 
the two i s Mordecai, of the t r i b e of Benjamin. Both sayings are p a r a l l e l e d 
i n passage 17, which does not quote Da v i i . 4 . A reference to Da v i i . 4 . 
1» So apparently W.Bacher, Die Agada der Palftstinensischen Amorfter^ 
vol I (1892), p.253, n . l . On Hanina, i n f r a , p.250. 
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must however be assumed i n the o r i g i n a l saying so that i t w-tll make 
sense. The second saying i s paralleled also i n passage 18. 
Gen,R,99,2 continues by j u i ^ t i f y i n g the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the second 
beast as a wolf, having 3J*1 w r i t t e n defectively as i n pasiiages k and 12. 
Here (and here only) t h i s i s a t t r i b u t e d to R,Hanina. The passage proceeds 
with R.Johanan's in t e r p r e t a t i o n of Jer v.6, ar noted i n the dircussion 
of pasf.age 4., 
R.Hanina ben Kama was an early t h i r d century rabbi, who came from 
Babylon and settled i n Palestine where he taught Johanan at Sepphoris, 
i n s t r u c t i i ^ h i m erpecially i n haggadic exposition of Scripture, ^anina 
has sayings quoting Da v i i a t t r i b u t e d to him i n passages 12, 48 and 91» 
so i t i s especially i n t e r e s t i n g to see him connected so d i r e c t l y with R.Johanan 
who has more such sayings attributed to him than any other rabbi, 
Hanina was also closely connected with Joshua ben Levi, and Resh Laqish 
was another of his prominent pupils. According to the sayings a t t r i b u t e d 
to him, he interpreted the f i r s t beast as Babylon and the second as Media 
( w r i t i n g -^H as ) . He also interpreted i n vs 9 as the 
seventh of God's seven garmentsin an in t e r p r e t a t i o n which preserves 
the eschatological structure of the western t r a d i t i o n . From vs 16 
he deduced that there i s no s i t t i n g down i n heaven. 
U*Midr.Ps.l8,ll. 
I n t h i s passage Am v,19 i s interpreted of the four kingdoms. Da v i i . 4 
i s used to support the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the l i o n i n Am v,19 as Babylon, 
and Da v i i . 5 i s used to support the i d e n t i f i c s t i o n of the bear i n 
Am V.19 as the Medo-Persian kingdom. The saying i s a t t r i b u t e d to R.Judah. 
I t has a close p a r a l l e l i n passage 12, where R.Judah stands at the head 
of a chain of transmission, and the a t t r i b u t i o n of the saying to him 
here may well be due to the loss of some such chain. 
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R.Judah ben Simon, the Palestinian haggadist of the late third 
and early fourth centiiries, often referred to simply as R.Judah, was 
the son of R.Simon, the author of a saying in passage 7« He studied 
under his father, and often transmits his sayings. His tradents include 
RtBerekiah, He i s also the author of passage -i2, where he uses Da vii.9-10 
for information about the heavenly world. 
12.Esth»R.Proem 5> 
R.Judah ben R#Simon opens this proem with Am v.l9i transmitting 
a tradition of R.Huna and R.Aha in the name of R.Hama in the name of 
R.Hanina. This tradition interprets Amv.l9 in terms of the four kingdoms, 
utilizing Da vii.j^ and v i i .5 , and i t i s very closely parallel to passage 
11, which i s however attributed to R.Judah himself. Into i t i s interpolated 
the defective writing of HI"! and the interpretation of Jer v.6 according 
to R.Johanan noted in the parallel passages k and 10. 
Hanina*s saying i s transmitted in the f i r s t instance by his son 
R.Hama ben Hanina. Another step is desirable before R,Judah ben R.Simon, 
though the obvious candidates for description simply as R^Runa and 
R.Aha barely f i t . The problem can be solved in the traditional manner 
by suggesting that the two rabbis referred to are in fact R.Huna the 
elder from Sepphoris and R.Aha ben Hanina, both Palestinian amoraim 
of the required date. 
13» Yalq. Shim. Rem, 106>^ . 
This section of this Yalqut includes a whole collection of sayings 
which deal with Da v i i . Most of them have been found in earlier sources, 
but two are unique and one i s so different from the other version of 
i t which I have found that i t requires separate notice. 
The f i r s t saying quotes from Da v i i ,4 and concerns the hybrid 
form of the f i r s t beast. A similar saying i s found in passage 4, with 
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the quotation of Jer i v .7 and xl ix .22 , uherear- here a Pentateuch,',! passage 
i s given for the eagle, Dt x x v i i i . ^ 9 , and Jer x l i x . l 9 i r f^ dded to Jer i v . 7 
fo r the l ion* The univerf^al ident i f icat ion aa Bab/lon i s to be at^ s^wned* 
The second saying concerns the fourth icingdom, held to be namelepf: 
except that i t i s called This i s a clef!r reference 
to Da v i i , 7 . The ident i f ica t ion with Rome is clear from the scriptural 
quotations, Dt x x i i i . 8 and Dt . i i ^^ - , which refer re-.pectively to Edora and 
Esau, both ciphers fo r Rome, 
The f i n a l saying of Rem,106ii is related exe-^etically to 3^, 37, 
6o and above a l l 56, of which i t i s v i r tua l ly an alternative form. 
However the differences at a verbal level are so great that i t must be 
classified as an alternative version of a saying from 56 rather than 
the same one. Here God i n Da v i i . 9 is held to appear as an old man 
teaching Torah, 
This saying i s attributed to R.Hiyya bar Aba, an amora of the 
t h i rd and early fourth centuries. Born i n Babylonia, he eraigratrd to 
Israel , and his subsequent travels apparently took him back to Babylonia, 
among other places. In Palestine he was an outstanding pupil of Johanan, 
many of whose sayings he transmits, and among other rabbis with whom 
he Was associated were Hanina ben Mama and Joshua ben Levi . The part 
of passsge 56 which i s paral lel to passage 13 i s not attributed to him, 
but i n passage 56 he i s credited with an additional saying affirming 
the unity of God against heretical (presumably Christian) use of Da vi i .9-10. 
14*bT.Meg.lla> 
The f i r s t of the two specimens of the exegesis of Da v i i . 5 preserved 
i n this passage ouoter the bear-like monster for the Persian king 
Ahasuerus rather than for the Persian kingdom, apparently under the 
influence of Prov xxv i i i , 15 . However, according to ancient thought 
the king was the representative of his people, and thip -ort of change 
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i s common enough. No greater s h i f t i n interpretation ip involved than 
i n the second saying, i n which R.Joseph uses this verse as an excuse 
for being rude about the bear-like nature of the average Persian, 
That such shif ts are so uncommon in the interpretation of our passage 
i s direct ly attributable to the requirements of the four kingdom theory 
and the fac t that Da v i i i s the main b ib l i ca l source for this theory. 
The f i r s t of these sayings has no para l le l . I t i s attributed to 
Resh Laqish. I t i s the only saying involvir^a quotation of Da v i i that 
i s attributed to him. He i s however involved i n debates i n which another 
rabbi quotes Da v i i in pass'.'ges and 78. 
The second saying has very precise parallels i n pas.:ages 15 and 16 
and a less precise one i n passage 18, into which i t was no doubt collected 
from the Talmud. I t i s said to have been transmitted by R.Joseph, this 
a t t r ibut ion being preserved also i n the paral lel passages 15 and 16. 
R.Joseph was a Babylonian amora who was head of the academy at Pumbeditha 
for a time before his death i n A.D,333. He was especially renowned 
for his b ib l ica l exegesis. 
15.bT.Qid.72a. 
The f i r s t saying here i s the only rabbinic par-age I have found 
which provider an interpretation of the three ribs i n Da v i i .5 . ' ' ' I t s 
interpretation of them, as Halvan, Adiabene and Nisibis, i s unique 
i n the works covered i n this inve t igat ion. A th i rd century date, necessary 
i f the at t r ibut ion to R.Johanan is correct, provides a satisfactory, 
though not the only possible, Sitz ira Leben, 
The second saying i s a precise para l le l to the second saying 
1 . The fourth saying i n passage 13 i s derived from this passage, but 
the names have become corrupted i n transmission. 
2. Cf^J.Neusner, Babylonia vol.2 (1966),p.8. 
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i n passage 
The th i rd saying likewise iaplie? the ident i f ica t ion of the bear 
as Perrda. Like the second, i t involves the assunption that Persians 
are i n fiome way bear-like. I t i s attributed to R»Ammi, 
R.Amrai bar Nathan w\s a Palestinian amora of the end of the th i rd 
century. His main teacher was R*Johanan. He was also taught by Resh 
Laqish, and he transmits sayings of Joshua ben Levi, 
16« bT,A.Z.2b. 
This pasj:age begins with a long aTi^ ument to the effect that Edom 
w i l l be the f i r s t of the nations to be judged, because i t i s the most 
important. Part of Da v i i .23 is quoted i n support of this view, and 
R*Johanan ident i f ies the kingdom referred to here as Rome, this part 
of the pas age being verbally psrslleled i n passage 95. Further on i n 
the argument Da v i i . 5 i s quoted. I t brings with i t R^Jos^eph's saying 
already noted i n passages \k and 15. Of grester interest however is i t s 
c i tgt ion on account of the main story, to show that at the las t Jud-ement 
F^rsia comes before God second, after Rome, because she is second i n 
importance after Rome. Here the word TlJ^ii lhas been taken i n an unusual 
w?y. In the original text i t was used because the bear-like bes-t was 
the second to arise from the great see, after the l i o n - l i k e one, 
but here i t i s supposed that i t i s used to signify that Persia was 
the second kingdoai i n a d i f ferent and more general sense. This way of 
taking a word i n the desired sense i n a manner quite divorced from i t s 
context i s standard r-ibbinical practice. I t i s believed that Persia 
was the second kingdom in significance, and a l l t ru th i s to be found i n 
the bible. Here we duly f ind the beast which symbolises Persia described 
as Tji^iR, and the desired exegetical use can be made of i t . However, 
since i t interprets the second beast as Persia and the fourth as Rome, 
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this passage must be regarded as one of the many uitnesre- to the st?^ndard 
rabbinical exegesis of this chapter, and the Interpretation of \ A ^ i f V 
i s a l i t t l e local peculiari ty of a type very common throu^'hout the rabbinic 
l i t e ra tu re . 
I t i s not cler.r whether thi? piece of exege^ i^s i s intended to be 
attributed to the author of the main argument of the pas£?.ge, R.Hanina 
b.Papa (but some say H.Simlai). Hanina bar Papa waf:: a Palestinian 
amora at the end of the third and beginning of the fourth centuries. 
He belonged to the circle of R.Johanan's pupils. R.Simlai was an amora of 
the cecond half of the th i rd century. He was born i n Babylon, but 
emigrated to Palestine. He studied haggadah under the great haggadist 
Jonathan, who was himself a pupil of Jo^anan: among the rabbis whose 
sayings he transmits is Samuel, and among his tradents ELeazar ben 
Pedath* 
17. Gen.R.97> 
In c i t ing Da v i i . 5 in support of the comparison of Benjamin to a 
wolf, this pas>?.ge provides a close paral lel to part of passage 10. 
18. Esth,R.10,13. 
In this passage Da v i i . 5 i s quoted for the comparison of the kings 
of Media and Persia to a wolf, this being used to interpret the comparison 
of Benjamin to a wolf i n Gen x l ix .27 . This saying i s parallel to one 
i n pas^sge^ 10 and 17. I t i s amplified with a saying about the bear-like 
nature of the kings of Media and Per:ia. This i s a moderately close 
paral lel to R.Joseph's saying i n pas ages H - l 6 , but i n the course of 
transmission i t has suffered alteration; , including ttte loss of i t s 
a t t r ibut ion. Despite th is , and i t s new context, i t remains a simple 
witness to the interpretation of the second bea.t as the kingdom of 
the Medes and the Persians* 
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19. Mekh,Besh,Iia37 (Ex,xiv.5)« 
This unique passage l i s t s kingdoms which subjugated Israel , Da v i i , 6 
i s quoted for Greece, Da v i i .23 for JV^y^ID vTllO^O (eo called 
even though i t is not the fourth i n this p ' r t i cu la r l i s t ) . Together 
with passage 20, thi? passage shows the rabbinical ident i f ica t ion of 
Daniel's beasts establisjied when the Kekhilta was co.iipored, 
20. Mekh>Bahax.U (Ex xxa5-19)* 
This passage contains a close parallel to the f i r t t sayi.g of 
passage 1, and has other parallels i n passages 21, 2k and 29. Here the 
second version of the exegesis of Gen xv. l2 i n terms of the four kingdoms 
uses a quotation from Da v i i , 7 to support the interpretation of 
as , that i s , Rome. 
21. Gen.R>U.17. 
This pas. age i s a very close parallel to the f i r s t saying of pas;;age 
Here, as there, part of Da v i i . 7 i s quoted to iden t i fy m 
Gen XV. 12 as Edom. 
22. Ex.R.15,6. 
In this pasrage SSol v i . lO i s interpreted of the four kingdoms, 
and part of Da v i i . 7 i s quoted to j u s t i f y the reference of JM 
(S?ol vi . lO) to the time of the Roman empire. 
23. Ex.R.25,8. 
In this unique pas; age part of Da v i i . 7 i s quoted as scriptursl 
evidence of the deliverance of Israel into the hands of Edom. 
2U Midr.Fs.22,5* 
Here part of the description of the fourth beast i n Da v i i . 7 i s 
quoted to iden t i fy T^Q'^ X from Gen xv. l2 as the kingdom of Babylon. 
This i s a unique aberration which can be explained without undue d i f f i c u l t y . 
This passage is one of several passages which interpret Gen xv. l2 
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i n terms of the four kingdoms. I have collected the f i r s t saying in 
passage 4, passages 20, 21, 29 and Ex.R.51,7 ( l have not attempted to 
collect a l l those which do not quote Da v i i ) . There are clearly two 
versions of the exegesis of Gen xv . l2 . The f i r s t verr.ion interprets 
T^^^X as Babylon, Tl^VO Persia, T)5'n\as Greece, and 
a? Rome. The second run;^  i n the opposite direction, taking 
as Rome, as Greece, as Persia, and 
as Babylon. Of especial interest are the OT passage? cited i n support 
of this exegesis, so these are l i s t ed i n Table 9. 
Table 9 
Babylon Medo-Persia Greece Rome 
20, Mekh.Bah,9,31f(first version) 
21. Gen.R,44.,17(first version) 
4 .Lev.R ,13,5{first version) 
2i4.Midr.Ps. 22,5 
Ex.R.51,7 
Da i i l . l 9 
Da i i i . l 9 
Da v i i . 7 
Hab i . 7 
Esth v i i . ^ -
Esth v i i i . l 6 Da v i i i . 8 
Da v i i i . 8 
Jer xlix .21 
Jer x l i x . 21 
Jer xlix .21 
20. Mekh.Bah.9,36f(second version) 
21. Gen,R,44.,17( second version) 
4.»I^ev.R.13,5(second version) 
30.PRE 28,4-9 
Is xxi .9 
Is xxi .9 
Is xxi .9 
Is xxi .9 
Esth i i i . l 
Esth i i i . l 
Esth i i i . l -
Da v i i . 7 
Da v i i . 7 
Da v i i . 7 
Da v i i . 7 
The fixed form of the second version, with i t s quotation of Da v i i . 7 
for ? )^J ( = Rome emerges clej^rly. The form of the f i r s t verrlon is 
wilder, and this i s reflected i n the variations on the OT passages 
clted,0nly i n this one passage is Da v i i . 7 the quotation for Tl^ '^K 
= Babylon. This i s the passage regularly cited for = f^me i n the 
second version, and this appear;: to be i t s or ig in . In the course of 
transmission. Da v i i , 7 has remained attached to 
instead of to 
Rome. I t i s noteworthy that three passage:^  provide both versions of 
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the exegesis of Gen xv.l2, namely passages 1, 20 and 21, of which passage 
20 i s known to be much earlier in date than Midr.Ps. The use of Da v i i .7 
in the interpretation of in passage 2k i s the only trace here 
of the second version. Finally i t may be observed that the production 
of such an aberration wil l have been assisted by the customary brevity 
of the quotation. 
25. Midr.Ps,75,5> 
This passage i s parallel to passage 9iii which simply quotes Da vii.20 
rather than v i i .7 for the fourth beast with i t s ten horns. The two 
passages are closely related, though they are by no means identical. 
Both are anonyxaous. Each of them l i s t s ten horns of Israel (passage 
25 adding a possible eleventh), with a scriptural passage in support 
of each: the identification of the horns, and the scriptural passages, 
are not a l l the same in the two versions. Both versions say that these 
horns were removed from Israel v e^n they sinned and were given to other 
nations, and i t is at this point that Da vi i .7 or vii.20 i s quoted. 
Both versions use Lam i i . 3 for the cutting off of Israel's horn, and 
Ps Ixxv. l l for the eventual restoration of the horns of Israel . 
This use of Da v i i .7 or vii.20 in an atomistic manner combined 
with other passages of Scripture i s typical of the rabbinical use of 
the OT for midrashic purposes. While i t involves an abnormal interpretation 
of the the horns, i t does not imply a different interpretation of the 
rest of Da v i i . This i s especially clear in passage 25, where the quotation 
of Da v i i .7 i s immediately followed by a remark which i s not found 
in the parallel passage 9ii; 0^^^^ AlPIX l^\/V)iV lO^t i 
/li^ni. This indicates the normal identification of the 
four beasts as the four kingdoms. 
26. Midr.Ps.li^.2. 
Interest here centres on the vivid amplification of the activities 
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of the l i t t l e horn. The ci tat ion of the beginning of vs 7, and even 
more the ci ta t ion of vs 11 for the destruction of the whole fourth 
beast, makes i t probable that we have another example of the standard 
exegesis, with the fourth beajt symbolizing Rome, rather than that 
the l i t t l e horn i s being taken as a synibol of Rome, as in passage 31. 
The point of the c i ta t ion from vs 7 i s to jrhow that when the Ro.nans 
oppress Israel , they oppose God as wel l . The use of vs 11 for the destruction 
of Rome is typical of i t s use i n rabbinical l i t e ra ture , as shown in 
pa^ E^^ ges 70 - 76. 
27. Cant.R>6,10,l. 
The fearfulnesE of Roman armies i s referred to i n this unique 
passage, so that the usual ident i f ica t ion of the fourth beast with 
Rome is presupposed. I t is attributed to Joshua ben Levi, as are sayings 
i n passages 51 and 77. He was one of the most outstanding Paleinian 
amoraim in the f i r s t half of the th i rd century. His associates included 
Johanan and Samuel bar Nachman, the other two rabbis who have sayings 
which quote Da v i i .13 attributed to them, as well as Hanina ben Hama. 
He was especially renowned a? a haggadist, and several sayings are 
attributed to him in which, as i n passage 77, he resolves apparent 
contradictions between passages of Scripture. His use of Da v i i . 9 i n 
passage 51 rhows considerable midrashic freedom, and his interpretation 
of the man-like figure i n passage 77 i s messianic. 
28. Pesiq.17,A. 
In th is unique pass-ge Dt xxxi . l7 i s .-^plit up for interpretation 
of the four kingdoms. Da v i i . 7 i s quoted i n support of the interpretation 
of D^Tll, which is given as Q l l K H , thus providing evidence 
of the u,vual ident i f ica t ion of the fourth kingdom as Rome. The saying 
appears to be attributed to R.Tanhuma. 
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R.Tanhuma bar Abba was a Palestinian amora of the second half of 
the fourth century. Among his teachers wafi R.Phinehas, and among the 
rabbis whose sayings he transmits Joshua ben Levi, Simeon ben Laqish, 
Samuel bar Nachman end Judah ben Simon are especially worthy of note. 
29. Tanch.Tasi»10« 
In this passage Hab i .7 i s being interpreted, and peirt of Da vi i .7 
i s quoted in support of the interpretation of X"i l i \ Ul^X of 
Edom. The normal rabbinical interpretation of Da v i i ,7 , with the fourth 
kingdom as Edom, that i5, Rome, is thus presupposed. 
30. PRE 28,6> 
This passage is parallel to the f i r s t saying in passage 1, and to 
passages 20, 21, Zk and 29* Here, as in passage 20, part of Da vi i .7 
i s quoted in support of the identification of T^^^X in Gen xv.l2 
as J l ^ y ^ X l J l O ^ P . 
31# Gen.R.76,6. 
This passage, and passage 26, are the only ones I have found in 
this literature that deal with the interpretation of the horns."^ There 
are at least two separate exegetical traditions here, though i t seems 
probable that the passage is an amalgam from more than two sources. 
The f i r s t of these traditions regards the horns as symbols of Roman 
individuals: th« identification of the fourth beast as Rome may be 
assumed. The second interprets the l i t t l e horn as symbolic of Rome, 
and three of ttie other horns as the three prior kingdoms, Babylon, 
Persia and Greece. 
The opening remarks belong to the f i r s t tradition. The l i t t l e horn 
i s Ben Netzer, that i s , Odenathus, a Palmyrene vassal of Rome (A.D.258-67). 
Neusner, op.cit., p.50, says that reference to the l i t U e horn 
"was repeatedly made in the exegesis of this period^ i . e . circa Odenathus, 
but he does not give, and I have not found, references. 
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That the three horns cast down before him are three of Odenathus* 
conten5)oraries is not in doubt, though there is some difficulty in 
identifying them, due not least to the vagaries of the transmission 
of the text.^ Then the l i t t l e horn i s identified, anonymously again, 
as Rome. This i s the second tradition. Then R.Johanan identifies the 
ten horns as descendants of Esau. I t may be supposed that he means to 
identify them as ten Roman emperors, and his saying then belongs to 
the f i r s t exegetical tradition. I t is notable that i f ve now suppose 
that R»Johanan's saying stops at this point, the result i s consistency 
in the exegesis of Da v i i in sayings attributed to R.Johanan* Another 
reason for supposing that R.Johanan*s saying does end at that point 
i s that the next piece of interpretation belongs to the second exegetical 
tradition. This takes the l i t t l e horn, for the second time in this passage, 
as symbolic of the wicked kingdom, that i s , Rome* The three horns 
uprooted before i t are interpreted jllAWK^'H J I O 
that i s , Babylon, Persia and Greece, in accordance with the normal rabbinic 
version of the four kingdom theory. This confirms with great clarity 
that i t i s in fact the l i t t l e horn which has been identified as Rome. 
Then for the third and last time we have the l i t t l e horn interpreted 
as Rome, with a final saying added about her. 
Of the two exegetical traditions found in this pas;^ age, the f i r s t 
i s perfectly consistent with the standard four kingdom exegesis of 
Daniel v i i as i t i s found in so many other passages. I t s identification 
of the l i t t l e horn with a contemporary, Odenathus, illustrates the 
1. Cf. S.Liebermann, "Palestine in the Third and Fourth Centuries", 
Jfig.37 (1946), pp.31-a. 
2. Cf. infra, p.337, 
3» Cf. supra, pp,2ii5-6» 
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actualising nature of the western t radi t ion, Jewi':^ h and Christian al ike, 
and w i l l no doubt have been accompanied by the belief that the End was 
at hand. I t i s interesting that i t must be dated at about the time 
when the t radi t ional dating of attributed sayings produces a concentration 
of Danielic four kingdom material. 
The second interpretation of the horns found i n this passage i s not 
consistent with the standard exegesis of Da v i i , and i t does not recur. 
I t s motivation w i l l have l a i n part ly i n the perception of s imilar i t ies 
between the behaviour of the l i t t l e horn and that of the iloraan power, and 
par t ly i n the perception of a s imilar i ty between the three horns being 
uprooted before the l i t t l e horn and the standard four kingdom theory with 
Rome as the las t of four successive world powers. This piece of midrashic 
exegesis i s atomistic and does not imply any interpretation of the 
rest of Da v i i at a l l . Such atomistic ef for ts are, i n rabbinic exegesis, 
not universal, but they are standard and comaion. I t i s worthy of especial 
note that the theory thus found i n unusual fashion i n Da v i i , 8 i s the 
same standard theory as elsewhere, for the determining factor i n the 
exegesis is the theory and the situation of the exegete. The consistency 
of the theory and the plain simplicity of f inding i t i n the usual way 
i n the four beasts of Da v i i explains the consistency of the standard 
exegesis. The complete uncontrollabil i ty of the method explains the 
occasional maverick, 
32.bT.Pes.119a. 
This i s the f i r s t passage that quotes from Da vi i .9 -10 , The quotation 
here stretches no further than the words j^ 'Ol^ ptJH, which 
however are so unusual that they must be regarded as such. They are 
used i n the interpretation of Is xx i i i , 18 y)V^!^ T)to '05, and 
the two suggested interpretations have the Ancient of Days concealing 
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TVWSl ^lf\J^ and '?n\Sl respectively. The ident i f ica t ion 
of him as God, universal i n a l l tliose rabbinical parssges surveyed i n 
this chapter which iden t i fy him, f i t s this pas rige, thou^^h i t should 
be remarked that his ident i f ica t ion as an ?mgelic figure would also 
make sense of i t , ' ' ' 
33. bT.Hag.l3b-lAa, 
This passage contains a considerable collection of sayingr about 
the heavenly world, the group which deal with Da vii.9-10 following 
on from a collection of sayings which are based primarily on material 
from Ezekiel. Of those which quote Da vii .9-10, some have parallels 
elsewhere. The f i r s t saying attempts to reconcile Da vi i .10 and Job xxv.3. 
I t i s supposed that Job xxv.3 shows that the angels were inniunerable 
when the Temple was standing, and that Da vii .10 shows the number 
very large but f i n i t e after the destruction of the Temcle. The parallels 
i n passages 62 - 64. a l l express the same sentiment, but they are not 
verbally exact. 
The next saying £ives an alternative reconciliation of the two 
passages. According to this , the number in Da vi i .10 i s that of one group, 
but the groups are innumerable. Again there are parallels , not verbally 
precise but giving the same sense, in passages 62 - 64.. Jose ben Dosai 
(omitted i n passage 63 where his tradent Rabbi therefore has the saying 
attributed to him), generally knovm as Abba Jose ben Dosithai, was a 
Palestinian tanna in the period after Hadrian. He transmits sayings 
of earlier tannaim, including Eliezer and Jose the Galilean. His haggadic 
sayings include other examples of the reconciliation of apparently 
contradictory bib l ica l passpges. Rabbi is a normal abbreviation for 
Rabbi Judah the Prince, the patriarch of Judaea i n the l a t t e r part of 
1. For such an ident i f ica t ion , see i n f r a , ip.333, 3.^ 3. 
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the second and early th i rd centuries. His father was Simeon ben Gamaliel I I , 
the author of a saying i n passage 9, and his pupils included Hanina ben 
Hama, A saying about the r iver of f i r e i n Da vii .9-10 i s attributed 
to him in passage 67. 
Next follows the saying of R.Jeremiah b.Abba, which say? simply 
that the thousands do minister at the f i e r y streajn. This is perhaps 
intended to imply that God has innumerable servants elsewhere. The quotation 
i s then followed by a saying which gives the source of the f:tream as 
the perspiration of the l i v i n g creatures* This appears to be formally 
separate from the saying of R.Jeremiah bar Abba. I t makes a separate 
point, begins with a question formally parallel to the next saying, 
and can be paralleled i n a di f ferent context (Cf.Gen.R.78,1 / / Lam.R. 
3,23,8, without quotation of Da v i i .9 -10 , unless the words ' ^ U ^ 1 ^ T i l 
are regarded as such), One paral lel saying which expresses the same view 
of the source of the f i e r y stream in d i f ferent words i s to be found at 
passage 69. 
Jeremiah ben Abba was an amord of the f i r s t half of the fourth 
century. Born i n Babylonia, he emigrated to Israel and became a recognized 
authority i n both countries. He transmits one or two sayings of Johanan 
and Joshua ben Levi and several sayings of R.Berekiah. 
Next, the view is ascribed to Rab thatrt^ he r iver of f i r e descends 
on the wicked in Hel l . Jer x x i i i . l 9 i s quoted i n support. This view i s 
found ascribed to Joshua ben Hananiah at Gen.R,78,l//t.ain.R.3,23 without 
the quotation of any scriptural text,The saying i s transmitted by R.Zotra 
ben Tobiah, a th i rd century araora who was a pupil of Rab, Rab i s the normal 
designatin of Abba ben Alva, who war- born i n Babylonia i n the necond 
half of the second century. He went to Israel where he joined the academy 
of Judah the Prince, Among his associates there was Hanina ben Hama, 
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He returned to Babyl6nia where he founded the academy of Sura and became 
a leading amora. He was one of the most eminent and p r o l i f i c Babylonian 
haggadists, and his haggadic sayings show the great inr^uence of his 
teachers in Is rael . He was a colleague of Samael, and many debates 
between them are preserved. Further on i n thivS paEs- ge Samuel attributes 
to him another sayin^^ about the r iver of f i r e . 
A similar view of the descent of the r iver of f i r e is next attriouted 
to R.Aha bar Jacob, the occurrence of ^I^i i n Job x x i i . l 6 having caused 
this text to be assimilated to Da v i i . 1 0 , AJja ben Jacob wa? a Babylonian 
ainora of the f i r s t half of the fourth century. 
I t i r d i f f i c u l t to know whether the next saying real ly involved 
a quotation of Da v i i .10 before i t was collected here, but i t cle^jrly 
aentlonr the r iver of f i r e and i t f i t s the ;:eneral e^cegesis of this verse 
well enough. Here we f ind that the angels of service are created from 
this river of f i r e , and after a song of praise they ceare to exii:t . 
R.Sa:nuel, i n debate with R.^iya b.Rab, attributes t h i r to R.Hiya's 
father Rab. Together with Rab, Jilamuel was the outstanding Babylonian 
amora of the middle of the th i rd century. In passage 51 he transmits 
a saying of Joshua ben Levi, and in passage 90 a saying quoting Da v i i . 1 6 
i s attributed to him, though even on tradi t ional grounds this a t t r ibut ion 
rai-jht be regarded ae erroneous. 
The next sayi. g reconciles Da v i i . 9 and SSol v . l l by applying Da v i i . 9 
to God when he f i t s , as he i n fact does here, and SSol v . l l to God when 
he goes to war. This i s amplified by means of a saying attributed to 
an anonymous Mar which says that s i t t i n j i s especially f i t t i n g for an 
old man. The saying i s unique, though there are others (37//38, 56, 
cf.6o) which apply Da vii.10 to God*s appearance at some part icular 
time. 
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The next saying deals with the plural j l ^ l l ) which waf a major 
problem i n the exegesis of this verse. I t i s dealt with i n several paseaf^es, 
and i t i s convenient to catalogue the di f ferent interpretationr here. 
The author of the book of Daniel had them placed for the he-^venly court 
to s i t on."^ This interpretation appears to have been forgotten, though 
the fourth and f i f t h interpretations noted here are not far removed 
from i t . Of the eight interpretations of the piural j ^ b l D , the 
f i r s t three assume that there were two thrones, whereas the others 
assume there were many, the exact number being unspecified. 
1. One throne is for God, the second is for ^^David". Passage 33//35. 
2. Both thrones are for God; one for , the other for TljDS'. 
Passage 33//35. 
3. Both thrones are for God: one to s i t on, and the other as his footstool . 
Passages 33//35, 58. 
U» The thrones are for God's he-^venly family. I t may be assumed that 
here too one throne is for God, Passage 35. 
5. One throne i s for God, others for his heavenly Sanhedrin. Passages 41,^ 5^. 
6. One throne is for God, the others for the chief men of Israel , 
Passage 58, 
7. One throne i s for God, the others for the house of David and the 
elderr of Israel , Passage 58, 
8. The thrones are the thrones of the nations of the world, which God 
w i l l ca.?t down, means "were thrown down", Pas:ages 4-6, 58//59. 
The f i r s t interpretation, attributed to R.Aqiba, has been the subject 
of muc^ ^ discussion for a particular reason. "Opinio Aqiba ostendit 
Filium hominis danielicum agnituji esse ab eo ut Messiara davidicum, 
Tribuebat enim i l l i Messiae unum ex thronis - videtur copitasse eos 
1.Supra, pp. 
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non fuisse plus quam duos - qui p a r a t i erant ante iudicium de b e s t i i s 
et adventum F i l i i hominis; quod sane non fecisset, s i non existimasset 
Filium hominis esse i l i u m Messiam inthronisandum". Thus Dhanis, a 
l u c i d expression of the usual view."'" But i t i s not j u s t i f i e d . I n the 
f i r s t place, while t h i s passage makewS pre f e c t l y sound sense on the assumption 
tha t "David* here means the Messiah, t h i s i s not a necessary assunqption. 
The passage makes excellent sense also i f i t i s simply sipposed that 
"David" actually means "David". R.Aqiba i s then saying that the real 
h i s t o r i c a l David w i l l r i s e from the dead and take part i n the f i n a l 
Judgement, s i t t i n g on one of the thrones. While t h i s view i s not otherwise 
attested, i t f i t s p e r f e c t l y well into the thought of thisperiod, and 
does provide a solution of the problem constituted by the p l u r a l i t y of 
thrones. Secondly, there i s nothing inconsistent i n holding that there 
were two thrones, that David or the Messiah sat on one of them, but that 
vs 13 actually svjmbolises the a r r i v a l of the people of I s r a e l . The lack 
of precise p a r a l l e l to t h i s combination of views may be due simply to 
the small quantity of the evidence. The only i d e n t i f i a b l e rabbinic adherent 
of the corporate in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure, R.Samuel bar 
Nachman i n passage 82, has no int e r p r e t a t i o n of the thrones a t t r i b u t e d 
to him. I t i s noteworthy, however, that Rashi and Ibn Ezra, who preser-^ed 
the corporate inte r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure, both i n f a c t believed 
i n the coming of the Messiah, Belief i n the Messiah's p a r t i c i p a t i o n 
i n the Judgement, l i k e belief i n his coming, cannot be regarded as s u f f i c i e n t 
evidence that an interpreter actually interpreted the man-like figure 
as the Messiah. Thus, while i t i s certainly true that the man-like f i g u r e 
was interpreted of the Messiah by t h i s time, and cer t a i n l y possible that 
R.Aqiba shared t h i s view, t h i s passage may not be regarded as evidence of i t . 
1. E.Dhanis, Gregorianum AS (196^), p,36. 
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The chief problem which the rabbis had i n int e r p r e t i n g t h i s passage 
was the p l u r a l i t y of the throne.^. In addition to the passage.-: which 
specify the occupants of the thrones, the closely p a r a l l e l passages 
37 and 38 emphasize the unity of God and indicate by th e i r mention of the 
nations of the world a backgroiind of controversy with Chri.^tians. Passage 
35 also provides a background of controversy with the Minim. There i s 
further relevant Jewish material also, not only i n the enthronement of 
Enoch i n the Similitudes of Enoch, where i t i s uncertain whether he has 
his own throne or not, but more aramatically i n the ca.ve of Metatron, 
In 3 En xv i Metatron i s punished because Acher thought there must be 
two powers, and according to Odeberg the Bodleian Ms. MICH 9 fol,67b 
explains the p l u r a l thrones i n Da v i i . 9 of the thrones of God and of 
Metatron.^ I t i s l i k e l y therefore that heretical Jewish material of th i s 
sort l i e s i n the background also. A l l th i s explains the virulence of the 
reje c t i o n of Aqjiba's o r i g i n a l opinion i n passage 33//35i and of Jose 
the Galilean's opinion which he then took over, and the disappearance of 
R»AqJ-ba's o r i g i n a l view altogether i n passage 58. Instead, Aqiba gets 
something altogether safer: 
i n the p a r a l l e l passage 59 t h i s opinion 
i s expressed anonymously. These dangers are avoided i n e;(planations 
4.-7, which have a number of beings, whether human or heavenly, s i t t i n g 
down, though even th i s w i l l not have s a t i s f i e d everyone, as a comparison 
with passages 87 - 91 indicates. 
F i n a l l y , something must be said of the authors of t h i s group of sayings 
2 
m passage 33» A l l three are famous Tannaim, who were closely associated 
1» H.Odeberg, 3 Enoch, or The Hebrew Book of Enoch (1928), p.l06, cf.p .35. 
2» For the precise opinions a t t r i b u t e d to each of them i n d i f f e r e n t 
passages, supr« p,238, Tradents of saying- i n other passages are discussed 
ad loc. 
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with each other. R.Aqiba ben Joseph was born c.A,D»50 and martyred 
i n A.D.135. He studied at Jabneh before founding his own school at 
Bene Barak. His pupils included R»Meir. Another saying i s a t t r i b u t e d 
to him i n passage 93t but even on t r a d i t i o n a l assumptions the a t t r i b u t i o n 
must be regarded as suspect. ELeazar ben Azariah, his contemporary, 
was one o f the sages of Jabneh, He was dead before the outbreak of the 
r e v o l t under Simon ben Sosibah. I n A,D.95 he accompanied R.Aqiba on 
a famous journey to Rome. Primarily a haggadist, he frequently disagreed 
with Aqiba on exegetical matters. Jose the Galilean was another of 
the sages of Jabneh. After being a pupil of Aqiba, he l a t e r became his 
colleague. Like Eleazar ben Azariah, he appears to have died before 
the r e v o l t under Simon ben Kosibah. He studied the bible together with 
Eleazar ben Azariah, and several exegetical controversies between him 
and R.Aqiba have been preserved. 
3^ * bT.BB 91b> 
I n t h i s passage 1 Chron iv.22 i s interpreted, and ff^{n^ Q^'^HlHl 
is interpreted as the things that were said by p ^ J l \ i . 
i n passage 32, the expression i s so unusual that i t must be a reference 
to Da v l l (the manuscripts varying between the forms yV\^ and 
X^Pt^)j no i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i s given, but the normal i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
a^- God makes excellent sense. 
35. bT.San.38b. 
One of the sayings i n t h i s passage i s new. According to R.Johanan, 
thrones were placed and one Ancient of Days took his seat because he 
does not act without consulting his heavenly family."^ The other sayings 
are closely paralleled i n passage 33 (they are verbally almost i d e n t i c a l 
throughout) and have been discussed there. 
1. Supra, p.266, i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 4. 
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_36. Tg N e o f l t i I , ad Gen yY.17» 
Here l ^ ^ " ^ at l e a r t i s cited from Da v i i . 9 , which 
appears to have been very i n f l u e n t i a l i n the picture of the Judgement 
given i n t h i s passage. The e;:chatological setting of Da vii.9-10 characteristic 
of wej:tern trad i t i o n s i s very clear, with the judgement of the kingdoms 
cl e a r l y taking place at the Last Judgement. 
37. Mekh>Shir.IV.23-i:; (EX.XY«3)> 
This passa^:e and passage 38 form close p a r a l l e l s , the parallelism 
being verbally exact for a considerable part of the time. Da vii . 9-10 
i s here suppoc^ed to provide a description of God at the time of the 
Redemption of I s r a e l . Clearly therefore they have been placed i n the futtire 
at the time of the f i n a l Judgement. This eschatological placement of these 
verres conforms to the standard outline of the western trrsdition, Jewish 
and Christian al i k e . The second point dealt with here i s the p l u r a l o f 
\\b')2l: t h i s passage provides evidence of controversy with Christians. 
38. Mekh.Bah.V,2/!^ .(Ex xx.2). 
This passage forms a close p a r a l l e l to passage 37, See the discussion 
there. 
39. S Dt XI.22, para A9 (85a). 
Here part of Da v i i . 9 i s quoted as a l i t e r a l depcription of God's 
throne» 
40>Ex>R.15,26, 
I n ar uin^ that 1 Chron xxix.23 does not mean that Solomon l i t e r a l l y 
sat on God»s throne, this passage quotes Da v i i . 9 a:-: providing a l i t e r a l 
description of the throne: since i t was flames of f i r e , Solomon could 
not Have sat on i t . There are parallels i n pas .-^ges 4.7 and 4.9, of which 
the l a t t e r i s the closed. These p a r a l l e l s are not verbally exact, but 
!• Supra, p.268. 
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but a l l three passages make precisely the same use of Da v i i . 9 . This one 
i s unattributed. 
41*Ex.R>30,18. 
One of several passager which deal- with the p l u r a l 
t h i s one has the heavenly Sanhedrin s i t Ling on them, 
i s e x p l i c i t l y i d e n t i f i e d as God, and the purpose of his s i t t i n g i s to 
punish the wicked. God is thou£ht to look l i k e an old man i n Da vii,9> 
and to have changed h i f clothing .n accordance with Is x l i i i . 2 , Ex x l i i , 1 3 , 
i n order to carry out the punishment. This lir.ks the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n with 
pas Ege 44- and p a r a l l e l s . An eschgtological setting appears to be implied. 
The saying i s a t t r i b u t e d to R,Meir, the second century Palestinian 
tanna. His main teacher was R.A.cjiba, and among his colleagues who were 
leaders i n the generation after the r e v o l t under Simon ben Kosiba were 
R.Simeon ben Gamaliel I I and R.Nathan. His tradents include R.Johanan. 
42.Lev.R.25,3» 
Here Da vii.9-10 i s used with Dt iv . 2 4 . as a l i t e r a l description 
o f the heavenly world, i n p a r t i c u l a r f o r the f i r e which renders the deity 
unapproachable by human beings. The sayirjg i s a t t r i b u t e d to R.Judah ben 
Simon. 
43*Lev.R.31.8> 
Here the opening of Da v i i . l O i s applied to the sun, giving v i v i d 
b i b l i c a l support to the picture of the ^un streaming f o r t h each morning, 
and supporting the view that God doef^  not need l i g h t from men. The 
manuscripts of rabbinic works often abbreviate t h e i r b i b l i c a l quotations, 
and here, where 
picks up Da v i i . 9 
' ^ l ^ , the appropriateness to the context of D^S^K 
T ) A I ^ | ^ ^ should also be observed, following the midrashic statement 
1. Supra, pp.266-8. 
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i n x '\\'0n^^ TiiTi i^^xn. m i e t h i s 
i s the only example of the application of th i s verse to the r i s i n g sun, 
i t i s from the point of view of the methodology of rabbinic exegesis 
pe r f e c t l y sound. I t f i t s i n t o the general picture of the use of Da vii.9-10 
as a source of information about the heavenly world, Thenjis no j u s t i f i c a t i o n 
for moving thaq-uotation to a d i f f e r e n t part of the passage, 
The saying i s attr i b u t e d to R.Abina, a t h i r d century Palestinian 
2 
amora. His two sayings i n t h i s passage are associated with two sayings 
of R.Bereklah. 
U*Dt.R,2,37, 
Like passages ^^ 8, 54-, 55 and 56, t h i s interprets " n\if^ Q^in 
Da v i i , 9 as one of God's several garments. None of these passages i s 
id e n t i c a l (though 55 and 56 are almost verbally precise p a r a l l e l s to 
each other). Their interpretations may be conveniently catalogued here. 
44-» I t i s the sixth of God»s ten garments. 
A8. I t i s the seventh of God's seven garments, and he w i l l put i t on 
i n the days of the Messiah, 
54» I t i s the fourth of God's ten garments, and he put i t on to take 
vengeance on Babylon. This event i s clearly placed i n the p a j t , so the 
author has presumably placed i t at the time of the h i s t o r i c a l event 
of the defeat of Babylon, which presaged the end of the Jewish e x i l e , 
55. I t i s the fourth of God's seven garments, and he puts i t on to 
1. As does Slo t k i i n the 5oncino English Translation. Margoliouth's 
textual apparatus gives no support for t h i s procedure. 
2. In fact there was more than one Palestinian amora of th i s name, and 
i t i s not always clear who i s meant. Cf^W.Bacher, Die Agads der 
Palastinensischen AmorSer, v o L l I I (1899)> pp.539-^0: Encyclopaedia 
Judaica voL3, cols.971-2. 
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forgive Israel's sins. The time o f t h i s event i s not stated, and should 
perhaps be assimilated to the eschatological setting of the f i f t h , 
s i x t h and seventh garments i n t h i s passage, as i n passage 57. 
57. I t i s the f i f t h o f God's seven garments, and he puts i t on to forgive 
Israel's sins. This event i s c l e a r l y placed i n the future, from which 
an eschatological setting may be deduced. 
Clearly the same basic idea of exegesis of involved 
i n a l l these passages but i t s execution i s not at a l l f i x e d i n form. 
I t i s thus not surprising that another variant of t h i s t r a d i t i o n can 
be found \Aich does not quote Da v i i . 9 . I n Gant.R.-i,10, f o r example, 
God's ten garments are derived from Ps x c . l , I s l i x . l 7 , I x i i i . l , l x i i i . 2 
and Ps c i v . l . More s i g n i f i c a n t f o r our purposes i s the f a c t that t h i s 
whole group of passages t e s t i f y to the widespread use of Da v i i . 9 as 
a source o f information about the heavenly world. The eschatological 
setting \Mch i s clear i n passages ifi and 57, and probably i n ^ l i e d i n 
55t i s also noteworthy. While a l l these passages have a simil«ir m i d r a ^ c 
motivation, t h i s p a r t i c u l a r group have preserved the eschatological 
s e t t i n g of these verses \ ^ i c h i s proper to the western t r a d i t i o n . This 
i s also in5)lied i n the similar exegesis of Da vii . 9 r .found i n passage 41. 
Passage 44 i s a t t r i b u t e d to R.Berekiah. I t i s the only passage i n 
t h i s g r o i ^ -Uiat i s a t t r i b u t e d t o any rabbi. R.Berekiah was a Palestinian 
amora of the fourth century. He i s also the author o f passages 73//74, 
where he quotes Da v i i . l l f o r the destruction o f Rome. He transmitted 
a huge quantity of e a r l i e r haggadic sayings, and i n the material under 
review he i s found as the tradent of sayings by Rabbi and Samel bar 
Nachman. Elsewhere he i s a prime tradent of sayings of Samel bar Nachman, 
having been ta»ght by Samel bar Nachman's pupil Helbo. Among many 
other rabbis whose sayings he transmits are Rabbi, Johanan, Joshua 
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ben Levi, Simeon ben Laqish, Haninah ben Hama and Judah ben Simon. 
^5»Midr.Fs^^,^. 
In t h i s passage, as i n passage 41, the heavenly Sanhedrin s i t on 
the thronesi I t i s a unique passage, which places t h i s event on New 
Year's Day e^ery year, when the heavenly Sanhedrin r a t i f i e s the decision 
of the earthly Tanhedrin as to the date when the new year begins. The 
way Da v l i . 9 - 1 0 has been used here, divorced from i t s context, i s i n 
accordance with the normal midrashic use of f^cripture. The sentence 
which immediately follows the quotation nevertheless implies a more 
conventional use of these veses as applied to the Judgement of God, 
which usually takes place at the Last Day. I t may be that the quotation 
has been collected with t l i i s sentence from elsewhere, and the use of 
Da v i i . 9 - 1 0 of a daily judgement of God i s worthy of mention at t h i s 
point.^ The sentence runs 
The passage i s attributed to R.Hoshaia, a designation which probably 
refers to the second century amora who taught R.Johanan. 
^6.Midr.Fs.^7,2« 
This unique passage gives an eschatological s e t t i n j t o Da v i i , 9 » 
associating i t with the f u l f i l m e n t of Ps x l v i i . 5 , Hag i i . 2 2 and Ob i , 2 1 . 
^7.Midr.Ps>72,2. 
This passage contain? a close p a r a l l e l to psss!^ge 40. See the 
discussion there. 
48* Midr.Ps.93,l« 
This i s one of a group of passages which i n t e r p r e t as 
one of God's garments. See the discussion at passage 44., This version 
of the t r a d i t i o n i s attributed to R,Haninah. 
A9*Cant.R,l,l,10. 
This has the same exegesis as i n passages 40 and 4-7, some parts 
l . C f . i n f r a , pp.437-8. 
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of i t being verbally p a r a l l e l to each of the-e. The f i r s t explanation 
of 1 Ch xxix.23, which i s p a r a l l e l to passare 4-0 and was there anonymous, 
and which i n th i s passage contains the actual quotation of Da v i i , 9 , 
i s here at t r i b u t e d to R.Isaac, a t h i r d century Palestinian mora, and 
an important haggadij't from the r chool of R.Jo^anan, whose sayings 
he transmits. He has many debates with R.Levi, and among h i r tradents 
i s R.Berekiah, 
50. Cant.R>3«ll.l» 
In t h i s passage Da v i i . 9 and Dt iv.2A are contrasted with Ps civ.3, 
as one of f i v e i l l u s t r a t i o n s of the general tinith that God has made 
peace between the things he has created. The passage assumes that 
Da v i i . 9 contains an accurate description of God's throne. The p a r a l l e l 
passage 65 makes the same use of Da vii.9-10 vathout quoting from Dt iv.2A. 
The j j t t r i b u t i o n s i n the two p a r a l l e l passages confirm the impression 
ffl'^de by the form of each of them that t h i s saying i s not being a t t r i b u t e d 
to a p a r t i c u l a r rabbi. 
51. Lam.R.I,l,l. 
There i s a close p a r a l l e l i n passage 53. These two passages are 
not far from being verbally i d e n t i c a l , and i t i s clear that we have to 
de^l with a single .^  tory which has been collected into two midrasKic 
collections. God i s mourning, apparently f o r the destruction of Jerusalem 
and the ex i l e of h i r people. Several things are mentioned which a human 
king did when mourning, and a sc r i p t u r a l pas;age i s cited f o r God doing 
something similar to each of them. For the lowering of one end of the 
bed, part of Da v i i , 9 i s cited , being taken as "put down",-^  
While t h i s cannot be reconciled with some of the other interpretations 
of these verses, i t f i t s the general pattern of t h e i r use for the 
1. For t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of V^l, cf.passages ^6, 58//59, 
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heavenly world. Moreover i t coheres with the general assumptions of 
rabbinic exegesis, which begins with a si t u a t i o n or an ides (God mourning 
f o r his suffering people) and interprets the passages i t needs i n 
whatever way i s required to illuminate t h i s s i t u a t i o n . I t must be observed 
that Da v i i , 9 i s thus placed at the time of the f a l l of Babylon, as 
i n passage 5A» However, t h i s i s not evidence of consistent i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the chapter with vss 9-10 placed at t h i s time: i t i s simply that 
two separate midrashic pieces have found t h i s setting useful. 
I n passage 51 the saying i s attributed to Joshua ben Levi, being 
transmitted by Samuel to R»5ahman. I n passage 53, however, i t i s a t t r i b u t e d 
to Bar Kappara. R,Nahman ben Jacob was a Babylonian amora of the l a t e 
t h i r d and early fourth centuries. He transmits many haggadlc sayings 
i n the name of Samuel,^ Bar Kappara was a Palestinian rabbi, a discipl e 
of Judah the Prince. Among his associates was Joshua ben Levi, who often 
transmits his sayings, as does Simeon ben Laqish, 
52. Esth,R.I,6, 
There are para l l e l s i n passages 58 and 59» These passages deal with 
the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of , which i s taken i s i s o l a t i o n from the 
res t of the clause as an a t t r i b u t e of God. Passage 59 appears to be 
l i t t l e more than an abbreviated version of pass-sge 58 i n t h i s saying. 
The equally b r i e f passage 52, though offer i n g at least a similar exegesis 
( i t s brevity involves a loss of precision), appears to be independent, 
X p i i s taken to mean that God i s free from claims upon him, and the 
f u l l e r version of passage 58 says with awful precision that the nations 
of the world having received a l l the reward they deserve i n t h i s world, 
1 , He i s also credited with the d i f f i c u l t saying about 
i n f r a , 
pp,>U-5. I t i s to be noted however that Bacher alt e r s the text of saying 
51 to bring the a t t r i b u t i o n into l i n e with Lam.R,3,28. For passage 51 
he keeps Joshua ben Levi as the author, with a single tradent, Samuel bar 
Nachman, W.Bacher, Die Agada der Palftstinensischen Amoraer.vol.1(189?^ ^p.l 
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God w i l l be f r e e to l e t f l y at them i n the next. The talcing of a word 
i n comparative i s o l a t i o n l i k e t h i s i s not at a l l unurusl i n rabbinic 
exegesis: t h i s does s t i l l f i t the general picture of these verses being 
interpreted of the heavenly world, and the eschatological r^etting proper 
to the western t r a d i t i o n i s implied i n the f u l l e r version of passar^e 58. 
The sayi'g i n par?SRge 52 i v a t t r i b u t e d to J^ amuel bar Nachmsn, being 
transmitted by R.Levi. The pa r a l l e l s i n pas; .nges 58 and 59 have no a t t r i b u t i o n . 
R.Levi, a Palestinian amora i n the l a t t e r part of the t h i r d century, 
was another outstanding hagt:^dic pupil of R.Johanan, He has two sayings 
quotin^f Da v i i . a ttributed to him. In pasc^age 56 he applies Da v i i . 9 
to the apperrance o f God when he gave Toreh to I s r a e l , and i n passage 
70 he uses Da v i i . l l to ^how that Rome w i l l be punished by f i r e . Among 
those rabbie whose sayings he trancinits are Samuel bar Nachman, Simeon 
ben Laqiah, Hanina ben Hama and Joshua ben Levi, i n addition to Johanan 
hiaself, and he transmits tannaitic sayings of R.*^iba and R.Meir. 
Several of R.Levi*s sayings are tran-mitted by R.Berekiah. 
53.Pegiq.15,3. 
This i s a close par^-^lel to passage 51. See the discussion there* 
54»Fe£iq.22,5. 
This i s one ofthe pas?:age; interpreting 'r\\(/\3^S {"DB. v i i . 9 ) as 
one of God's garments. See the discussion at passage 4^. 
55. PeEiq,22,App. 
This i s one of the pas^ager int e r p r e t i n g ?l(/Q5(Da v i i , 9 ) 
as one of God»s garments. See the discussion at pasra^^e 4^ .^ 
56. Fes.R,21,6> 
Like pas::3geE 37//38, t h i s begin with Ex xv.3, interprets Da v l i , 9 
of God's appearance at a par t i c u l a r time and goes on to refute any suggestion 
that more than one God i s involved. The resemblance i s otherwise not 
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close, however. This pas^^age quote Job xii , 1 2 instead of Ex xxiv.lO, 
and applies Da v i i . 9 to God's appesrance, not at the End, but at the 
time when he gave the Torah to I s r a e l , The ground for t h i s i s 
^"^^ ? \ ' ^ \ r i and i t i s this which i s supported with 
both Job x i i . l 2 and Da v i i . 9 . This part of the pasr-.j^e i s a t t r i b u t e d 
to R,Levi« 
The following saying i s attributed to Hiyya bar Abba, and the idea 
of more than one God i s said to be drawn by R SlWV^ This i s 
indicative of the same kind of debate as l i e s behind sayings 37-8. 
57, Pes.R.37. 
This i s one of the pass^ge^ which i n t e r p r e t ?|l/l3^(Ba v i i . 9 ) 
as one of God's garment?. See the discussion at passage 44« 
58. Tanch.Qed.l. 
This pas; Ev-e containr several s:yings, most of which are paralleled 
elsewhere. The f i r s t quotation i s clearly set at the time of the Last 
Judgement when God w i l l judge the nations of the world. I t i s followed 
by the debate between R,Aqiba and others paralleled i n pasS'^ge 33»"'" 
Then, i n a saying of yX), the thrones are given by the angels to the 
chief men of I s r a e l , and God s i t s J l ^ H judging the nations 
of the world, so that here too an eschatolo^dcal setting of Da vii.9-10 
i s implied. Hag i i i . 1 4 - i s quoted, and i n the following sr:ying the thrones 
are said to be f o r the house of David and the elders o f I s r a e l , ^ The 
setting i s again the judgement of the nations. 
l - Supra, pp.238, 266-9. 
2. The quotation of Da vii.9-10 i s not i n fact repeated again at t h i s 
point, and t h i s saying cou].d be simply i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Ps cxxii.5 
which i s quoted, but I include i t here becauce Da vii.9-10 i s so c l e a r l y 
part of the present context i n passage 58. I n t h i s context i t should 
rather be said that ps cxxii,5 a^d Da v i i . 9 are being interpreted together. 
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The next saying, which i s at t r i b u t e d to R.Reuben, being transmitted 
by R.Phinehas i n the name of R.Hilkiah, has the thrones occupied by-
God and the house of David, who a l l participate i n judging the nations. 
Thus an eschatological setting i s again implied. There i s no sign that 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da vii,22 has played any part i n the assignment of 
the thrones to the house of David: on the contrary, the context points 
to the influence of Ps cxxii,5. 
R.Reuben was a fourth century Palestinian amora, R.Phinehas i s the 
commonest tradent of his sayings, some of which presuppose sayings 
of R.Samuel bar Nachman and R»Levi. 
The l a s t saying to quote from Da vii.9-10 deals with the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of XpA. See the discussion of the p a r a l l e l passage 52. 
59. Tanch.Mis.>4» 
There are two sayings here that quote Da v i i . 9 . The f i r s t contains 
the same exegesis of X p i as i s found i n passage 52: see the discussion 
there. The second saying i s an almost verbally precise p a r a l l e l to a saying 
which i n passage 58 i s attributed to R.Akiba. Here i t i s anonymous."'" 
60. Agg.Ber.U,l. 
This unique passage likens God's appearance i n t h i s vision to that 
of an old man. The preceding quotation i s of Ex xv,3 where God i s said 
to have been seen by Moses as a warrior. The same combination i s found 
i n passages 37//38 and 56. 
61. pT.Sukka 5.4-. 
Here part of Da vii.10 i s quoted, again at a source of information 
about the heavenly world. The a t t r i b u t i o n to H i l l e l i s of especial i n t e r e s t 
but ifflpos:ible to v e r i f y . He was an outstanding Pharisee at the turn 
1. Cf. supra, pp.238, 266-9, 278. 
2. J,.Neusner, Rabbinic Traditions about the Pharisees(l971) v o l , I , pp.267-8, 
attempts a c r i t i c a l discussion of t h i s saying, but t h i s necessary attempt 
cannot be said to have led to a conclusion useful f o r our purposes. On 
H i l l e l i n general, cf.Neusner, op.cit., esp.vol.I,pp.212-34j0,vol.III,pp.255-72. 
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of the eras, and thus a contemporary of Jesus. 
62,S,Num Ti . 26 , para 42. 
These sayings have p a r a l l e l s i n passages 33, 63 and 64. See the 
discussion at passage 33. 
63. Lev,R.31.6. 
This passage contains two alternative reconciliations of Job xxv .3 
and Da T i i . l O , both of which are paralleled i n passages 33, 62 and i>U* 
See the discussion at passage 33* 
64. Num.R.ll,7. 
The f i r s t saying i n t h i s passage to quote Da v i i . l O i s unique 
i n the material under review. Da v i i . l O i s used to support the proposition 
t h a t God goes i n peace with many con^anionss other passages are used 
to show that i n war he goes alone. The passage quoted with Job xxv ,3 
and Da v l i . l O at t h i s point i s from Ps l x v i i i . l 8 which i s also used 
with them i n passage 63. The saying i s attr i b u t e d to R, Simeon. 
R.Simeon ben Jochai was a tanna i n the middle of the second century. 
He was a pupil of R.A3ciba, and survived the r e v o l t under Simon ben 
Kosiba together with his f e l l o w ^ p i ^ i l R.Meir, Among his pupils was 
Judah the prince, and his sayings are transmitted by Johanan and Joshua 
ben Levi. 
The two reconciliations of Job xxv .3 and Da v i i . l O are almost verbally 
i d e n t i c a l to those i n passage 62. See the discussion of the p a r a l l e l 
passage 33. 
65. Nua.R.12,8. 
See the discussion of the p a r a l l e l passage 50. 
66. Mldr.P8.103a8. 
I n t h i s unique passage Da v i i . l O i s used to provide information 
about the heavenly world, i n p a r t i c u l a r the existence of the ministering 
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angels. I t i s a t t r i b u t e d to R..Tanbum bar Ranilai, s. t h i r d century Palestinian 
amora. He was a pupil of Joshua ben Levi, vhosc sayings he trsumitE^ 
as well as those of Johanan, Among his tradentr i s Berekiah, 
67. Pes.R>33,10. 
In t h i s unique passage Da vii.10 i s quoted for the f i e r y r i v e r 
under the throne of glory. I t i s also ^aid that the angels are created 
from i t , as i n the Talmudic passage 33. The paE;;;p£e i s a t t r i b u t e d 
to Rabbi, and transmitted by R.Berekiah, 
68. Pes.R.^8. 
I n t h i s unique passage Da vii.10 i s quoted f o r the number of f i e r y 
being? who stand before God. Nura x x v i i i . 2 i s being interpreted, and the 
anrels are said to be f i e r y beings who are renewed dail y , and who 
neither eat nor drink. 
69 .PRE ^. 
This pas age s-^ ys that the r i v e r of f i r e (Da vii.10) comes f o r t h 
from the sweat of the sAl^^D, as i n pass^ -^ ge 33 (the saying of R.Jeremiah 
b.Abba). I t i s part of the description of the divine surroundings. 
The a t t r i b u t i o n of t h i s work to R.Eliezer ben Hyrcanus, the outstanding 
excommunicated tanna of the f i r . 7 t ^nd early second centuries, i ^ to be 
regarded a^  pseudepigraphical, even on the as.^umptions of t r a d i t i o n a l 
Jewish scholarship. 
This concludes the pas:age£ which quote Da vii.9-10, and with 
the exegesis of v? 11 we return to the four kingdom theory. This ver^e 
i n f a c t t e l l s of the dertruction of the fourth berst, i t i s natural 
that the rabbis sho-jld quote i t f o r the de,-bruction of Rome* 
70.Lev.R>7.6. 
In t h i s paSE&ge Da v i i . l l i s quoted to ,-how that Rome ( / l O ^ O 
Tiyi^/'^T)) w i l l be punished by f i r e . The pas: age to which i t belonf;s 
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i s a t t r i b u t e d to R.Levi, who gives several other examples of punishment 
by f i r e i n i l l u s t r a t i o n of Lev,vi.2. 
71. NuiB,R.ll,l, 
I n t h i s unique pas age the point of the quotation of vs 11 i s to 
show that Rome w i l l be destroyed by f i r e . 
There i s also a quotation from verse 27; th i s it u^ ed i n a s t r a i j htforward 
way for the eventual deliverance of I s r a e l , 
72. Midr,Ps.ll.5. 
Like passage 70, t h i s passage contains a set of examples of punishment 
by f i r e . The two paE^ :?.ges are by no means i d e n t i c a l , though they have 
some material i n common. Da. v i i . l l i s quoted for the destruction of 
n\"lX, which i s to be interpreted here, as normally i n t h i s l i t e r a t u r e , 
as a cipher for Rome, 
73. Pesiq.A,9. 
The saying whicji quotes Da v i i . l l i s verbally i d e n t i c a l to passa^ e 
74. (another part of this passage has a p a r a l l e l i n passage 4.) • The purpose 
of the c i t a t i o n i s a^ain to show that Edom w i l l be de troyed. I t i s 
attri b u t e d to R.Berekiah. 
74. PeE.R.l^,15. 
This saying i s verbally i d e n t i c a l to passage 73 from the p a r a l l e l 
part of Pegiqta. 
75. Tanch.Ts.>;. 
This i s another passage c i t i n g Da v i i . l l to show that Rome ( TlO^'O 
Tl^\/"iri) w i l l be de-troyed by f i r e . 
76. Tanch.Huq.27. 
Here Da v i i . l l i s quoted for the destruction of Rome (Edom) seen • 
at I s xxxiv.6 with the help of Num.xix,5, where her m i l i t a r y leaders 
are found. 
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I t may be concluded that a l l those passages which quote Da v i i . l l 
have a simple and consistent exegesis: none i s much more than a catena 
of OT quotations strung together with very amall pieces of i n t e rp re t a t ive 
comoient: and except f o r 73 and 74-, which are verbal ly i d e n t i c a l , they 
have every appearance of being quite independent o f one another. 
Verses 13 and form a un i ty , dealing symbolically wi th the triumph 
of I s r a e l , the natural culmination of event; according to the four 
kingdom theory. The rabbinical passages which quote these verses f i t 
na tu ra l ly s t ra igh t i n t o th i s pa t tern . I n the in t e rp re t a t ion of the man-like 
f i g u r e , however, two separate strands o f in te rp re ta t ion are detactable. 
The f i r s t , much the commoner i n th i s l i t e r a t u r e , in terpre ts th i s f i gu re 
as the Messiah, while the second regards i t as a symbol of the people 
of I s r a e l , 
77, bT.San,98a. 
Like the saying before i t , to which i t constitu-tes, from the formal 
po in t of view, an exact p a r a l l e l , th i s has Joshua ben Levi harmonizing 
two texts . The second i s Zech i x . 9 , and i t determines the way i n which 
Da v i i , 1 3 has been interpreted, " I n den Pseudepigraphen wird auf Sach,9j9 
nirgends Bezug penommen; dagegen i s t i n der rabbin, L i t e r a t u r die 
Deutung auf den Messias gang u.gSbe,*^ This must be the in terpreta t ion, 
o f Zech i x . 9 here, and f o r th i s rea::on the in te rp re ta t ion of the man-like 
f i g u r e must be messianic al,?o. The word-play between and i^^ il 
i s to be noted: c f , iJj i n pasrage 79 and i n passage 83, 
The messianic in te rp re ta t ion of the man-liice f i gu re i s not e x p l i c i t l y 
stated, but simply assumed i n th i s Saying, with no ind ica t ion that 
a d i f f e r e n t in t e rp re ta t ion was known. The corporate in t e rp re t a t ion of 
the man-like f i gu re i s assumed i n j u s t the same way i n passage 82, 
1 . SB v o l . 1 , p,84.2, wi th evidence. 
2^U 
No deductions about the r e l a t i v e frequency of there two ^.tresms of 
in te rp re ta t ion can be drawn from t h i s , When a rabbi used a tex t l i k e t h i s 
he was not bound to say i f he knew that some people interpre .ed i t 
d i f f e r e n t l y . ^ 
The saying i s t ranrmit ted by R.Alexander, a t h i r d century Palest inian 
amora who transmits other sayings of Joshua ben Levi* 
78»Gen.R.13 , l l . 
There i ? an almost verbal ly exact p a r a l l e l to t h i f passage i n 
Midr.Ps.135,1. The f i r p t ed i t ion o f Midr.Ps went no fxirther than P s . c x v i i i . 
The publisher o f the second ed i t ion drew on the Yalqut f o r t h i s c-^ nd other 
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psalms, ;-o i t appears that th is raying v^r collected in to the Yalqut 
from Genesis Rabba and thence in to Midr.Pss. There i s a much lees precise 
p a r a l l e l i n pT.Sukka 1,5. I t i s clear that Genesis Rabba has not borrowed 
from the ea r l i e r work: these are two versions of the same t r a d i t i o n 
which developed separately as they were handed on by word of mouth. 
I n pT.Sukka 1,5 Resh Laqish quotes Gen i i . l 6 insteod o f Ps.cxxxv.7, 
and Johanan quotes Dt xvi ,13 instead of Da v i i i l 3 . One cannot maintain 
the o r i g i n a l i t y of Da v i i . l 3 , despite the number o f sayings i n which 
Johanan quotes th i s chapter. I t may wel l be that the saying was transmitted 
without exe--etic8l support fo r ei ther view, but even i f Da v i i . l 3 was 
added to th i s t r a d i t i o n at a l a t e st.^ge of i t s development, some attempt 
must be made to determine i t s i n t e r p r e t - t i o n i n the version of Gen.R.13,11 
as i t stands now. 
However, the s i tua t ion which cal led f o r t h t h i s debate c l e - r l y has 
no connection wi th the problems with which th i s inves t iga t ion i s concerned. 
1 . Midr.Haggadol on Gen x l i . l i s not a separate pass-ge, but a quotation 
of bT.San 98a. 
2. W.G.Braude, The Midrash on Psalms, v o l . 1 (1959), p . x x x i . 
3f Supra, pp.Z45-6, 
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Given the exegetical method of the rabbis, i t i s not at a l l ;=urpri,sing 
that t h i s should happen sometimes. As a r e su l t , only one aspect of 
Johanan^s in te rp re ta t ion o f Da v i i . l 3 can be deduced. His view requires 
that the clouds do descend, from heaven to the normal cloud l e v e l . 
The poin t o f the c i t e t i o n i s l o s t unless i t be held tha t Da v i i . l 3 
does involve such a descent. Thus f a r Johanan'p i n t e rp re t a t i on i s correct* 
Resh Laqish does not dispute i t , but his view of Da v i i . l 3 cannot r e a l l y 
be extracted from his disagreement with Johanan about the o r i g i n o f clouds. 
79. Gen,R.13a2. 
I n t h i s passage, which foUovs s t ra l f ;h t on from passage 78, the 
f i v e terms f o r "cloud*are a l l explained by means o f s c r i p tu r a l quotation. 
Da v i i . l 3 being employed i n respect o f ^AH . These sc r ip tu ra l quotations, 
except f o r I s i . l , are missing i n the verbal ly precire p a r a l l e l Midr.Ps. 
135,2. One would conf ident ly a t t r ibu te the omission to the compiler o f 
the Yalqut (probably th i s i s i n f a c t cor rec t ) , but f o r the existence o f 
pT.Ta^an.111,3, which provides a close p a r a l l e l to th i s pas^^age, except 
f o r the sc r ip tu ra l quotations: f o r H i l , Ex x i x . 9 instead o f 2 Sam x x i i . l 2 : 
" I X i^a- Gen i i , 6 again ( job x x x i i . 2 7 was the only other p o s s i b i l i t y ) : 
has none at a l l instead o f Da v i i . l 3 : )i^W\ has Ps cxxxv.7 
again (Je2jx,13 = l i . l 6 and Prov x x v . l ^ were the only other p o s s i b i l i t i e s ) : 
\^\X) ^as Zech x . l instead of Job x x v i i i . 2 6 ( the only possible 
ch-nge). The changes f o r and f ^ t H mean that we cannot resor t 
to a b a f f l e ^ scribe to explain the omission o f Da v i i . l 3 . Eere too, 
as f o r pas a^e 78, ve may suspect the transmission o f the saying without 
the OT passages, and a l a t e inse r t ion o f Da v i i . l 3 , and here again we 
must t r y to establish i t s i n t e rp re t a t ion as i t now stands. I t i s d i f f i c u l t , 
and H.Freedman was duly b a f f l e d j "The relevance o f t h i s verse i s not 
apparent; perhaps he t ranslates: »with the meek ones (sc. the angels) 
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of heaven*. Possibly however i t i s misplaced, and should be quoted at 
the beginning;'* ^anan, as i t i s w r i t t e n , ' w i t h the clouds o f ( ^anane) 
h e a v e n ' T h e edd. omit i t altogether."^ Theodor and Albeck do not 
omit i t . Formal considerations favour re tent ion of the t e x t . The quotation 
would be redundant i n the augre^ted pos i t ion , because i s a common 
word. The quotation i s i n the same pos i t ion as f o r HIJ , which i s slso 
a common word. The matter i s d i f f e r e n t i n the care of 
and \ ^ ^ n • In the OT, " I X occurs i n Gen i i . 6 (here quoted) and 
Job x x x i i . 2 7 only; K^WXin Jer x . l 3 = l i « l 6 , Ps cxxxv.7 (here quoted) 
and Prov xxv . lA : t ^ t D i n Job x?cviii.26 (here quoted)=xxxvii i .25 
and Zech x . l . Since these are rare words, each i s irar.ediately followed 
by a quotation of one of the few pas' ages i n which i t occurs: t h i s 
sc r ip tu ra l support performs the funct ion of showing that there is^such 
a word and i t has, i n the passage c i t ed , the general sense of "cloud" 
as required by the raidrash. Then there fol lows the f a n c i f u l midra:hic 
explanation o f the name. Since however 3 ^ and are common wordr:, 
t he i r very occurrence needs no sc r ip tu ra l support. So the word i s immediately 
followed by the midrasKtc explanation, and i t i s th i s which i s then supported 
by a sc r ip tu ra l quotation. The p a r a l l e l i n pT.Ta<?an,ni,3 arranges 
matters d i f f e r e n t l y . " I X , as here, has the quotation f i r s t : t ^ l f ) 
and K ^ l / J are d i f f e r e n t . The quotation of Zech x . l a f t e r the midracchic 
e^ l ana t ion o f V\r\ at leas t makes perfect sense because i t i s eas i ly 
construed as upporting i t : Ps.cxxrV .7 can also be cons-tiued as supporting 
i t s midrashic explanation. This i s a comprehensible va r i a t i on , and does 
not undermine the explanation of the order of the quotations i n pass^ ^^ ^^ e 
79 which I have given. Passage 79 i s formal ly more precise - pT.Ta*an. I I I ,3 
even has a quotation f o r j J H missing. But the quotation f o r l i i , 
l.H.Freedman, Soncino English Tran: la t ion , ad l o c . 
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d i f f e r e n t and equally appropriate, s t i l l fol lows the mid rah i c explanation, 
i n pT*Ta*^an.III,3 as i n Gen.R.13,l2« To re turn to the l a t t e r , the relevance 
o f 2 Sam x x i i . l 2 as support f o r the explanation o f 3il i s clear 
enough, yince i t provides a p ic ture o f a darkened sky. So Da v i i . l 3 
must be intended to perform the same func t ion , supporting the luidrashlfc 
eaqjlanation o f ^iiJ which has been given. But that raidra hie explanation 
involves a f a n c i f u l word-play wi th QMA5i ; i t i s hardly to be expected 
that a t ex t should be found to support such an explanation o f |A!4 
i n a s t raightforward way. and that explains the p e c u l i a r i t y i n the use 
of Da v i i . l 3 which i s involved here. Probably the idea i s that men 
w i l l be Q ^ I A M towards each other i n the age to come; t h i s at leas t 
makes sense of the quotation both i n i t s context and i n the general framework 
of rabbinic thought. I t does not, however, enable us to say anything 
h e l p f u l about the in t e rp re ta t ion of the man-like f i g u r e . 
80.Num.Ra3,U. 
This i s a very straightforward example of the messianic in t e rp re t a t ion 
of the man-like f i g u r e . I t i s quoted to show that the messiah w i l l 
r u l e over the land, and i t i s thus clear that vs 1^ has been in terpre ted 
of the ru le o f the messiah over the earth. 
The saying i s anonymous. Dhanis comments "sat is enira apparet cum 
iam non pert lnere ad opiniones Rab (d.24.7) et Mar Samuel (d.254.) de qui bus 
i n contextu anteceaenti sermo factus est. Inveni tur autem i n ea parte 
Bemidbar Rabba quae ect compilatio recens (non anter ior saeculo X I I ) " , 
^nd Dhanis i s appropriately puzzled to know why Bowman dates th is saying 
''probably no l a t e r than 0,^,0.200"."^ Boiraan gives no reason. 
_81.Midr.Ps.2.9* 
The way i n which the man-like f i gu re was in terpre ted by the person 
l .E.Dhanis, Gregorianum Z.S (196^) p.36 n.3: J.Bowman, Exp.T> fclX 
(19ii7-8), p . 285. 
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responsible f o r the quotation of Da v i i . l 3 i n t h i s passai-:e i n uncertain. 
Braude's t r ans la t ion i s not a t a l l ambiguous. "The chi ldren o f I s r ae l 
are declared to be sons i n the decree of the Law, i n the decree of the 
Prophets, and i n the decree of the W r i t i n g s . , , . ^ But t h i s i s a d e f i n i t e 
in te rp re ta t ion of the ambiguous 
Help may be sought from the usual i n t e rp re t a t ion of the other OT passages 
quoted. Ps i i . 7 i s elsewhere interpreted of the messiah,"^ but the sonship 
of I s r ae l i s such a wel l established idea that i t s i n t e rp re ta t ion o f 
I s r ae l would not be su rp r i : i ng , and th i s p o s s i b i l i t y i s clinched by 
the quotation of the unambiguous Ex i v . 2 2 . SB comment ™Die l.Festsetzung 
bezieht s ich auf I s r a e l , die 3 auf den Messias, bei der 2 b l e i b t imgewiss, 
ob man unter dem "Knecht Jahves" I s rae l oder den Messias verstanden 
2 
Hat." For 1 and 2 t h i s i s correct . I n the case of 3 i t i s f a i r enough 
f o r the quotation of Ps c x . l : i n raboinic l i t e r a t u r e t h i s verse i s 
apparently interpreted universa l ly of ind iv idua ls , o f whom the messiah 
I S the one who f i t s best here. I t i s therefore clear that the author 
o f t h i s fflidrash regards texts which support the sonship o f e i ther the 
raessiah or I - r a e l (we have already had both) i n the most general sense 
(neither I s l i i . l 3 nor Is x l . l nor Ps c x . l ac tual ly contains the word 
"son") as coming s a t i s f a c t o r i l y wi th in the purview o f his in t roductory 
. Thus the in t e rp re ta t ion of Ps c x . l here cannot be 
held to control that of Da v i i , 1 3 . Hence Cither i n t e rp re t a t i on of the 
man-like f i gu re w i l l su i t th i s passage adequately, as the messiah or 
as the people of I s r a e l , and there i s notliing to t e l l us which i s 
correct . 
1 . SB vo l I I I , pp.673f. 
2. SB vo l I I I , p , l 9 
3. SB vol IV, pp .^52ff . 
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So f a r I have discusred the t e j j t as Buber found i t i n the manuscripts 
o f the Midrash on Psalms which he used f o r his ed i t i on , but he brackets 
the quotation o f Da v i i . l 3 because o f i t s absence from the Yalqut on 
Ps i l . One point about the form of the saying may be held to favour 
the view tha t i t was not o r i g i n a l l y par t of the t e x t . I f i t be omitted, 
the quotation o f Ps i i . 7 a f t e r Ps c x . l f i t s p e r f e c t l y as the opening 
to the next saying, thr^t o f R.Judan. But i f we r e t a i n the t ex t as Ruber 
p r i n t s i t without h is brackets, we have one too many quotations of Ps i i . 7 
that which fol lows Ps c x . l being altogether redundant ( i t i s not surpr is ing 
that Braude leaves i t ou t ) . The date o f t h i s anonymous addit ion to 
t h i s anonymous midrac^h cannot be precise ly determined, but the above 
information ce r t a in ly sug^est^^ that i t was not ear ly . 
One fu r the r poin t i s perhaps j u s t worthy o f mention i s respect 
o f the motive f o r the addit ion o f the quotation o f Da v i l . l 3 « Both t h i s 
verse and the quoted part of Ps i i . 7 contain a word T\AK • i i . 7 
*you'. Was Ps i i , 7 interpreted 'my son i s coming'? 
The l a s t word o f the quotation from Da v i i . l 3 may be spel t , as i n 
Buber* s t ex t here, )(IT^« ^And look! wi th the clouds o f heaven one 
l i k e a son o f man! You are hel«?( ) '^1T) Cf. 1 En I x x i . However, 
such conjecture i s so d i f f i c u l t to control and to harmonize with known 
exegetical t r ad i t ions that i t i s of very doubtful value. 
82.Midr.Ps.21,5» 
This i s a standard kind o f passage from the formal point of view, 
consist ing i n the r econc i l i a t i on o f two apparently contradictory OT 
quotations. The quotations are from Da v i i . l 3 and Jer xxx ,21 , and the 
l a t t e r has been an important fac tor i n the usual messianic i n t e rp r e t a t i on 
o f th i s whole passage.^ The par t quoted runs 
l»J\s SB put i t , "Wihrend die Schriftbelef/e von elner Einzelpersf lnl ichkel t 
(Mesp.ias) handeln, denkt die Auslegung an eine Mehrheit" (SB, v o l . 1 , 
p .957). They dispose o f the Mehrheit by reading IsfllX twice w i t h 
Yalq.Ps.21 ( O p . c i t . , v o l . 1 , p.486).But th i s a l t e r a t i on o f the t€Kt i s 
methodologically unsound. On Yalq.Ps.21, v . f u r t h e r i n f r a , pp .297-8 / 
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"And I w i l l bring him near and he w i l l approach me". The s u f f i x o f 
\1A3D|>T)1 re fers to the ru l e r of I s r a e l , who i s the subject o f t h i s 
verse.^ But there i s evidence that a d i f f e r e n t i n t e rp re t a t i on was current 
i n ancient times? some interpreters took the s u f f i x to r e f e r to the 
people of I s r a e l , who were thus assumed to be the subject of 
I sha l l argue f i r s t that th i s i s the in t e rp re ta t ion of the LXX and Targum;^ 
I sha l l go on to show that t h i s WQS the in t e rp re ta t ion followed by the 
author of Midr.Ps.21,5 which may then be seen to make consistent sense, 
without any need t-o a l t e r i t s t ex t ; th i s sense involved the corporate 
in t e rp re ta t ion of the man-like f i gu re from Da v i i . l 3 . 
LXX 
F i r s t , then, the in te rpre ta t ion of Jer xxx.21, beginning wi th the 
Here oLvjXO^Ji' i s p l u r a l because i t represents the s u f f i x of I^Jinj^Tll 
in terpre ted of the people: J t ro^TjOCi lOOT( i s l ikewise p l u r a l , 
because the people have been tsken to be the subject of . But 
there i s a major d i f f i c u l t y i n that the problems posed by the LXX o f 
Jeremiah are s t i l l unresolved: i t i s not obvious that the LXX of any 
given passage r e a l l y ie e t rans la t ion of the exis t ing KT. Therefore 
we cannot assume i t here, especially when o^UVcAyu and -iTrOO'T/?£C^uJ 
are so rare , and, one might suppose, unexpected, as renderings of 
and I t must therefore be demonstrated that the LXX 
1 . This i;-: the general opinion o f the commentators, expressed cle-^rly 
by O r e l l i . "Das s u f f . i n wehiqravtiw geht n icht auf das Volk, sondern 
auf der Herrscher oder Kflnig i n I s r a e l , der i n diesem Vers das subj . 
i5 t" (Kurz Kommentar Alten Testamentes. hrsg.H.Strack und O.Zflckler, 
vol.4. (1887), ad l o c ) , I see no reason to dispute t h i s , as an i n t e rp r e t a t i on 
of the o r i g i n a l author's meaning. 
2. Midrashic in terpre ta t ions o f Jer xxx.21 are not o f any assistance. 
I have found only three - bT.Git.56a, bT,San.98b, bT.Qid.70b. None of 
them i s concerned wi th the relevant pa r t o f Jer xxx ,21 . 
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i s p e r f e c t l y comprehensible as a t rans la t ion o f the MT."^  
We may begin wi th H D j ) , I t s Hiph. occurs a fu r the r I64. times i n 
the OT, but the LXX has no other examples o f (TUv/^yu as a t rans la t ion 
of i t . The explanation of th is i s a matter of the context o f the occurrences. 
In the v a f t major i ty o f care;;-, the context i s one of the presentation 
of o f f e r ings to God. Hence the use of TTj^Jor^eptJ ( 78 times) and 
/ 2 
TT^OQ^dLyu ( 4-5 t imes). Likewise the presentation o f o f fe r ings to a 
1. A retroversion was produced by G.C.Workman, The Text of Jeremiah 
(1889), p.3-^3, who conjectured an o r i g i n a l Hebrew tex t U'^ A'S'IlpI 
'IHII/^t • This i s very l i t e r a l i s t i c , simply u t i l i s i n g the 
commonest ecuivalentr o f O-uVoiyui and <ixro(np£^U . Driver was j u s t l y 
c r i t i c a l o f Workman»s general theory - r .R .Dr iver , ''The Double Text of 
Jeremiah^, The Expositor, Third Series, v o l . I X , (1889), pp.321-37. 
Streane dissented from Workman's view of this^. pa r t i cu la r passsget 
"This V. bears conspicuously the marks of an unsk i l l ed t rans la tor . 
I n the middle the reference of the o b j , Pron. i s changed from the sing, 
to the p l u r a l . V ' X A I I S rendered -ITTO ^ T ^ V ^ O U ( r t v ( Q however 
has CTT^^'T. ) and by oATTOS-Tpi^lJoll ( AQ £U\0-T(?f'(JoLV ) . 
(A.W.Streane, The Double Text of Jeremiah (1896), p.211). However, there 
i s s t i l l no detai led discussion of th i s passage. 
2, Trpocr<^/pu) Ex x x i x . 3 , Lev i . 2 , 3 , 5 , 1 3 , U , 1 5 , i i . l , / ; , 8 , l l , 1 2 , 1 3 , 
U ( b i s ) , i i i . 6 , 9 , v i . l 3 , v i i .3 ,9 , l l ,12(bis ) ,13 ,18,29,33,38, i x . 2 , 1 5 , 
16,17, x . l , x i i . 7 , x v i i . 4 , xx i .6 , 8 ,17 ,21 , x x i i . l 8 ( b i s ) , 21,25, x x i i i . l 6 , 
37, Nura . i i i .4 , v.9 ,25, v i . l 6 , v i i , 2 ,10 ,11 ,12 , i x . 7 , xv .4 (bis ) ,7 ,9 ,13 , 
x v i . 3 5 , x v i i . 3 , - i , i v i i i , 1 5 , x x v i , 6 l , x x v i i i . 2 , 2 6 , x x i x . 8 , xxxi .50 , 
Ezk x l i i i . 2 3 , 2 4 , x l i v .7 ,15 ,27 , x l v i . - ^ , Ezra v i i i . 3 5 ( l Esd v i i i . 6 3 ) , 
1 Ghron x v i . l . 
- n " [7o r /y io Ex x>ax,10, Lev i . 2 , 3 , 1 0 , i i i . l ( b i s ) ,3 ,7(bis ) ,12, i v . 3 , 14 , 
V.8, v i . 7 , v l i . 8 , U , l 6 , 2 5 , v i i i .18 ,22, x . l 9 , x i v . l 2 , xv l . 6 , 9 ,20 , x x i i . 2 0 , 
22,24, xx i i i . 8 , 18 ,25 ,27 ,36 (b i s ) , Num.v i .U , v i i . 3 , xv.27, xv i . 5 , 17 , 
x x v i i i . 3 , 1 1 , 1 9 , 2 7 , xxix,13,36, JLCh x x x v . l 2 . 
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king or governor: i r |70T<^£pw and TT^oT/yu) , twice each."^ Yet 
even wi th in th is r i g i d de l imi ta t ion o f context there are exceptions: 
fltVol(^CpVA5 , XdL^ ?eL\/u> , and ^ " ^ ^ ( ^ ^ » ^^^^ each.^ There are no 
examples o f t ruvz/ycJ because i t does not have the r i g h t meaning f o r 
these contexts. The major i ty of the remaining examples do have a group 
o f people as the object of the verb. The context i s one of c u l t i c presentation 
again, and though (TUVoiyO would make sense, the words used are a 
more accur- te representation of the Hebrew, wi th TT^OC^i^YtJ 15 times, 
Tr|JOtJ"<^^pui once, and a second example of X()L^ J/v/u> Two of 
these examples are however worthy of note, Jos v i i . l 6 and 1 Sam x.20: 
they are the only two of the I64. examples of the Hiph. o f HDp which 
haye the whole people as the object . Here, perhaps, some hes i ta t ion i s 
i n order. Might not «ruV«tyLJ have been u t i l i zed? I t might, but need 
not . Two observations are more relevant. In Jos vi i . l4--18 HD") occurs 
not once but several times. Most instances are translated wi th -ff^0'^<^YUJ. 
But the f i r s t example i s rendered K-t-L (Tuv^L^^ir^^eO^GE. The 
context i s a good p a r a l l e l to the one instance i n Jos v l i . l 6 that we 
noted. The means of t r ans la t ion , the Niph. o f HDp by the passive 
of cruVotyu , i s an excellent p a r a l l e l to (TUV^iyu) i n Jer x x x ( x x x v i i ) . 2 L . 
The second observation i s numerical. We are not now t r y i n g to explain 
<rOtf-Axyw once i n I65 p o s s i b i l i t i e s , but twice i n , at most, a handfu l . 
And to explain that , i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to note that i t i s less obvious 
and straightforward than tTpoCTdLYU). Num xvi .9-10 also deserves special 
1 . rTj7oa"<»e||7ci Judg i i i . l 7 , 1 8 : T T p o f r / y u Mai i . 8 , Ps I x x i i . l O . 
2. AVA<|»€|7uJ Lev i i i . U , X < ^ ( l / v t o Egik x l i i i . 2 2 ( ) ^ d L ^ A / v U 
also f o r Hps at x l i i i . 2 0 , 2 1 ) , iyyi^^U Hag i i . U . 
3. fX^tor^sji^ Ex x x v i i i . l , xxix.-4,8, x l . l 2 , U , L e v . v i i i . 1 3 , 2 4 , Num v i i i . 9 , 
10, x v i i i . 2 , Jos v i i . l 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 Sam x .20,21. ^ ^ o ^ ^ ^ u J Lev v i i i . 6 . 
diV^A) Num i i i . 6 . 
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mention, because here God i s the subject as we l l as a group of people 
the objec t . But again the context i s c u l t i c , and TTpor/^LJ accurate 
where ^y-ov/yui would not do. The remaining examplet; are less homogeneous 
and cannot be grouped together; the same verbs are used, and O^i^^^/yu) 
i s out o f the question i n every instance,^ S i m i l a r i t y o f raenning demands 
inclu-rion of the P i e l ; the few examples lack any dominant context. 
Four have ts^^is^^, accurately and unremarkably, and two are corrupt . 
At Ps l x v , 5 we f i n d -apocVj l^ l^ /v t^ , a choice ; ^ i c h i s in te res t ing 
because i t i s unique. Even more so i s Ezk x x x v i i . l 7 , which produces 
another compound of cru /^ , namely G-oVATrTu),"^ As a rendering of I l " ) p 
t h i s i s unique: moreover i t i s idiomatic and pe r f ec t ly sound. Again 
we have to record no instances of (TOv/ciyu) : i t would not f i t any of 
these s ix references. One more compound of (rvjv/ should be recorded, 
( r v J ^ ^ e ' y v O ^ l f o r tPie Qal o f " D p at Ex x i v , 2 0 . Again i t i s unique 
and idiomat ic . 
Jer xxx(xxxv i i ) . 21 i s d i f f e r e n t . Here, i f the s u f f i x i s taken as 
a reference to the people, the thought i s that God i n some sense brings 
his people near to him. I t i s not a thought which i s found i n any 
o f the other occurrences of the Hiph o f H D p , and tha t explains why 
1 . One more c u l t i c act - Lev , ix .9 TrpO'T^eptO . A dispute i s brought 
before Yahweh Kum x : v i l , 5 mQ>T-^yi^ ; d i f f i c u l t cases are to be brought 
before Mose- Dt i . l 7 *lVftL(^€^uJ , Jael presented Sisera w i t h curds 
Judg v,25 Tr(?0^1'VY*^^ ^ Trpo5"4cp'^ ^» A person i s brought 
before o thers , for d i f f e r e n t reasons, a l l T T ^ o r ^ u i . Kum v . l 6 , xv.33, 
Jos v i i i . 2 3 . Ahaz moved his a l t a r 2 Kings xvi.14. ^rX^^^J^K/y^ . iDp 
i s r i g h t l y used, but i t s semantic area goes beyond -XTpOT^iOK^ and 
-nr^ Ci(r<iyto , and £yyt {jW i s ca l led upon I s v .8 , x x v i . l 7 , Ezk x x i i . 4 . 
Corruption or misunderstanding at Num xxv.6 TTp^^^/y^ v i . l i i GoTU» 
*^ V^Y*'S*^  x L i . l , x l v i . l 3 , Ezk i x . l , xxxvi .S , Corruption at Hos 
v i i . 6 , Job xxx i .37 . 
3. Not the easier o^uvikyw , read by Q. 
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the LXX t rans la tor used a word which i s not found as a t r ans la t ion 
of the Hiph. of ZD^ anywhere else i n the LXX. ( T y v / y t j was a l o g i c a l 
and i n t e l l i g i b l e choice. I t was, o f course, a common word, and Hatch 
and Redpath give no less than 50 words translated by i t i n the LXX."^ 
That God w i l l gather h is people together i s an idea which r e a l l y i s 
to be found i n the context: f o r i t s representation by (TUVAyw again 
we need look no fu r the r than Jer x x x i ( x x x v i i i ) . 8 . That th i s idea should 
be found at xxx(xxxvi i ) .21 as an in t e rp re ta t ion o f God bringing h is 
people to him should not now be surpr is ing. 
For Qal and Niph only are relevant . There are 84. f u r t he r 
occurrences, including another i n Jer x x x ( x x x v i i ) , 2 1 . Jl u OC"TpC<pto 
i s used twice i n Jer xxx(xxxvi i ) .21 , and nowhere else. The majo r i ty 
o f examples are divided between the usual words f o r approaching i n 
d i f f e r e n t ways: ^<^^\\\^ , 'Vrpo<3'C y y i ' t j U ) , tT^O ^ / ^ y o ^ o L L , TTpOTdiyu), 
f 2 
TTOpeiopaiL and -Tr^OCrroptvjopflLt » The unique and idiomatic 
i s more intere.- t ing ( the vagaries o f 1 Kings x v i i i . 3 6 ^VJ^f^Oui may 
be l e f t aside) - l < ) \ V T r | | J t Gen x i x . 9 : t ^ ^ t ^ ^ O y i o t l Ex xx.21s 
KoiTctXdLjJ^diVw Am i x . l 3 : K o \ \ C l Job x l i . 8 : ^ Trdp^ToLTCTuj 
1 . E.Hatch and H.A.Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint (1897), s.v» 
2. e y y i ^ ^ Gen x v i i i . 2 3 , x i x . 9 , xxvii .21,22 ,26,27, x x x i i i . 3 , x l i v . 1 8 , 
x lv . i ^ (b i£ ) , Ex xix .22, x x i v . 2 ( b l s ) , xxxiv .30 , Lev.xxi ,21,23, Judg i x , 5 2 , 
xx,23B, g Sam x i . 2 0 , 2 Kings i i . 5 , i v . 2 7 , v . l 3 , I s x x i x . l 3 , x l i . l , 1.8, 
l x v . 5 , Ezk i x . 6 , x l i v . l 3 , Ps x c i . 7 , 2 Ch x v i i i . 2 3 - . T f ^ o e - t y y f ^UGen x x x i i i i . 6 , 
7 ( b i s ) , Num v i i i . l 9 , Dt xx .2 , Judg xx.23A» -rr(?or/pyo^dL Gen x x i x . l O , 
x l i i i , 1 9 , Ex x i x . l 5 , xxxiv .32, Lev x x i . 2 1 , Num x x : i i . l 6 , Dt X3d .5, 
xxv .1 ,9 , Jos x i v . 6 , x x i . l , 1 Sam x v i i . i i O , 2 Sam i . l 5 , x . l 3 , 1 Kings xx,13, 
22,28, x x i i . Z i , Jer x L i i . l , Ruth i i . U , Ezra i v . 2 , i x . l ( 1 Esd v,65, 
vlH65). irpoT^yu) Jos i i i . 9 , 1 Sam v i i . l O , i x . l 8 , x iY.38, ( x v i i . l 6 ) , 
xxx .21 , 2 Sam x i . 2 1 , 1 Kings x v i i i . 2 1 , 3 0 ( b i s ) , Jer x L v i . 3 , Ezk x l i v . l 3 , 
Joel i v . 9 , 2 Ch xxix,31« ITOplUO^oil Jos v i i i . l l , TTpoS-TTOpe'io^iii 
Ex xxiv.1-4, 3cxvii i .43, xxx.20, Num i v . l 9 . 
3. I n f a c t t h i s i s Theodotion creeping i n t o a defect ive LXX, 
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1 Ch x i x . l i ^ : tro\C3 -TOTTov/ I s x l i x , 2 0 . I t i s to t h i s class that 
* l T r O ^ T ( ? t ^ ^ belongs. Elsewhere i t is used of turning away from 
sins , and, f requent ly , i n the sense of "return**. This i s i t s sense here. 
Having taken l^ JlD-'^ ^Tll o f God's gathering together h i s people, the 
t rans la tor in terpre ted as denoting t h e i r re tu rn to him. This 
i s na tura l , l o g i c a l and id iomat ic , and should not provoke i n c r e d u l i t y . 
The LXX i s , therefore, best regarded as a t rans la t ion of the 
Hebrew t e x t , par t of which i s quoted i n Midr .Ps»21,5 . The s ignif icance 
of th i s f o r present purposes i s that the t rans la tor thought tha t the 
s u f f i x of I^JlX^"^T)\ re fer red to the people, who were, therefore , 
the cubject of VW* 
The Targum should cause us less t rouble: i t s in te rp re ta t ive expansions 
are not so productive of textual conjecture. I t translates the phrase 
i n question ^^Vt^Eii [ l ? l A J l ^ i j U i n j i X l • Thus f o r l ^ J l l ^ j ) 7 ) | 
i t has given i A l ^ ' ^ p X l : the same verb, but i t i s important 
to note that i t use? a p l u r a l s u f f i x instead o f the singular of the 
MT. For ^^X. the t rans la t ion seems less s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d -
. For Qal and Niph of the Targuras 
almost always use 31^ p , but here i t should indeed be avoided because 
1 . Some Mss read £"Tr\<rTp£<|)uJ : but i t i s better to read d.Tro<rrj7e<fU 
twice i n Jer x x x ( x x x v i i ) , 2 1 , as do both Ziegler and Rahlfs i n t h e i r 
respective e d i t i o n r . The a t tes ta t ion of dTTO*3"Tp^<buj i s strong, and 
£ T T \ c r T ( 7 e < f s e e m s the easier reading. The LXX uses i t f requent ly 
of turning to God and th i s may not be said of ino^T^gotJ (Jer 
i i i . l O A only) - though there i s some doubt as to the correct reading 
i n a large proport ion of examples (G.Bertram, ThWNT V I I , p.732), a f a c t 
re la ted to the overlap between the semantic areas of the two words 
(cf. W.L.Holladay, The Root Subh i n the Old Testament (1958), p .27 ) . 
t T T K r T p f ^ would ce r t a in ly have been appropriate here; the people 
respond to God bringing them near by turning to him. 
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i t was used to t ranslate the previous word. None o f the words used 
elsewhere i s common enough to be expected."^ Foiir times only i s God the 
object , used at Jer xxx.21b and Ezk xl iv . l3« Ex x i x . 2 
has a d i f f e r e n t circumlocution of s imi lar lae^ning ^V^^^ ^ l^F")p 
t Only Ex x x i v . 2 i s more d i r ec t , as b e f i t s the approach 
of Moses. Jonathan provides three fu r t he r examples o f a f t e r 
representing the Hebrew Hip used of approach to God. 
i s standard usage i n the circiMstances; given tha t f o r once HTlp 
should be avoided, l o g i c a l i n t e rp re t a t i on . Note again 
tha t i t i s p l u r a l . The Targum also has p l u r a l suf f ixes throughout the 
opening of the verse, and f o r the same reason, namely that the suf f ixes 
have been interpreted of the people. F i n a l l y the c l a r i t y of the Targum 
i s noteworthy: i t was to achieve t h i s c l a r i t y tha t the t rans la tor 
consistent ly used the p l u r a l . 
I t i s therefore to be concluded tha t the LXX and Targum const i tute 
two witnesses to an in te rp re ta t ion of Jer xxx.21 which took the s u f f i x 
of \^Jl"IDp?ll as r e f e r r i n g to the people of I s r a e l , who were consistent ly 
wi th th i s regarded as the subject of V\l . I s th i s the in t e rp re t a t ion 
which was assumed by the author of Midr.Ps.21,5? The repeated | i l \ K 
should not admit o f -^.doubt. The author o f t h i s midrash says e x p l i c i t l y 
that he thinks both these sc r ip tu ra l pas ages are dealing wi th a p l u r a l 
e n t i t y , and since both passages are known to have been in terpre ted 
1 . ii^y, the commonest, no more than three times - 1 Sam i x . 1 8 , xxx .21 . 
Am i x , 1 3 . 
2. Ezk xl . i i6, x l i v . l 5 , Zeph i i i . 2 . 
3. The Targura i s supported by variants i n the LXX; these are however 
perhaps most eas i ly understood as inner Greek corruptions - given the 
LXX t ex t wi th the singular oiuToO representing sin^^llar su f f i xe s 
i n the Hebrew i t i s not sxirprising that copyists should sometimes pre fe r 
the easier fltuT**i>^. 
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elsewhere of the people of I s r a e l , that i s how he must have in terpre ted 
them too. I n the case of Da v i i . l 3 , that menns he thought that the man-like 
f i g u r e was to be Interpreted of the people of I s r a e l . 
A t rans la t ion may now be given: l i k e the LXX and Targum, I have 
had to use the p lu r a l in j t ranr la t ing Jer xxx,21, i n order to prevent the 
meaning from becoming unnecer-sarily obscured, 
'*Rabbi Berekiah said i n the name of Rsbbi Samuel; One Scripture 
says "And he came to the Ancient of Days and they brought hirn before 
Him* (Da v i i . l 3 ) , and axiother Scripture says "And I w i l l bring them near 
and they w i l l approach me" ( j e r x x x , 2 l ) . How csn both these Scriptures 
be r ight? The angels w i l l bring them to the i r region and the Holy One, 
blessed be He, w i l l s tretch f o r t h His hand and bring them near to Him, 
Hence i t i s said "And I w i l l br ing them near"» 
The problem posed by the apparently contradictory OT texts i s 
that i n Da v i i . l 3 the angels (assumed as the subject of "they brought") 
are said to bring the man-like f i ure, the symbol of the people of I s r a e l , 
before God; whereas i n Jer xxx,21, God says that he himself w i l l bring 
them near. The problem i s solved by supposing that the angels bring them 
most of the way, as f a r a."the place where the angels dwell ; God then 
stretches out h is hand and brings them the res t o f the way. 
There i s a p a r a l l e l Version of th i s raidra. h i n the Yalqut to Ps x x i . 
I t read the singular IA|K twice where Midr,Ps»21,5 has the p l u r a l 
; s i m i l a r l y a singular s u f f i x giving 1 A^'^Ht) inr tead of |Jl5^r)9 
and i t inser ts ]6 between ^ \ l / l 3 and - "the Holy One, 
blessed be He, w i l l s t retch f o r t h His hand to him". With these readings, 
the subject o f the whole midrash i s the mes i ah , not the people o f 
I s r a e l , and both OT quotations are in terpre ted of him. Mechanical error 
i s not a s u f f i c i e n t explanation o f these four variants which provide 
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a consistent change of sense? we are dealing wi th deliberate a l t e r a t i o n , 
and we have to decide which version i s the more o r i g i n a l , and what was 
the o r i g i n o f the l a t e r one. I f the readings o f Midr.Ps.21,5 are o r i g i n a l , 
the a l tera t ions are read i ly comprehensible. Although corporate in te rpre ta t ions 
o f both Da v i i , 1 3 and Jer xxx.21 are found elsewhere among the Jews, 
they are not obvious: when one i s faced not simply wi th these texts , 
but wi th the i so la ted parts o f them quoted i n the actual t ex t of t h i s 
midrash, which deal en t i r e ly wi th a singular e n t i t y and have l o s t 
altogether the context which suggests tha t that e n t i t y i s a corporate one, 
a corporate in t e rp re ta t ion i s not only not obvious, i t i s p o s i t i v e l y 
obscure. A messianic in te rp re ta t ion which was also established f o r both 
s c r ip tu ra l quotations elsewhere, looks more straightforward alto:;ether. 
Someone, no doubt the man who collected th i s piece from Midr.Ps. i n to 
the Yalqut, hence supposed that the p l u r a l Si\K roust be wrong, and 
al tered i t twice to IvR^K. He now had a more s t ra ightforward midrarh, 
but to make things quite clear he made the other al terat ions too. I f , 
on the other hand, the readings of Yalqut to Fs x x i are held to be o r i g i n a l , 
the supposed al terat ions to the straightforward midrash which i t contains 
are not s im i l a r l y explicable. Therefore the version found i n Midr.Ps, 
i s the more o r i g i n a l one. 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that the o r i g i n a l version of t h i s 
midrash i s found i n Midr.Ps.21,5 and tha t t h i s preserves the o r i g i n a l 
corporate in t e rp re t a t ion o f the man-like f i gu re as a symbol o f the people 
o f I s r a e l . 
This midrash i s a t t r i bu t ed to R,Samuel, who i s to be i d e n t i f i e d 
as S^^uel bar Nachman, and transmitted by R.Berekiah» 
83*Tanch.Tol.20, 
I n t h i s passage Da v i i . l 3 i s quoted as sc r ip tu ra l support f o r the 
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in t e r p r e t a t i o n of ^Ji^^ i n 1 Ch iii.2A as the rnespiah. This i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of i s also found i n the Targum of 1 Ch i i i . 2 4 . , but without 
the quotation of Da vii«13« The midrash which occupies the whole section 
Tanch.Tol.20 has a p a r a l l e l i n Agg.Ber.U, which however lacks thi.9 
interpretation of ^ A i i l nnd the attendant quotation of Da vii.l3« 
How are these facts to be explained? 
The p a r a l l e l at Agg.Ber.^4 i s very close. Despite minor variations, 
i t i s clear that i t i s a version of exactly the same raidrash. This midrash 
begins and ends with Ps c x x i . l , but the chief passage round which i t i s 
woven i s Zech iv.7,10. The general reason for the quotation of 1 Gh i i l . l O f f 
i s that here i s to be found a fRinily tree of the Davidic l i n e . I t was 
natural thst Jewish interpreters should conclude that the messiah was 
to be found at the end of the Davidic l i n e . But there are two variations 
of this view. The f i r s t sees the messiah i n ^i i l i , the l a r t real name i n 
t h i s l i s t . Thie view i s found i n Tanch.Tol.20 and Tg. 1 Ch i i i . 2 4 . . 
The second sees the messiah i n the l a r t word of the l i s t . This 
view i s found i n Tanch.Tol.20 // Agg.Ber./W-. Now the specific purpose 
of the quotation of 1 Ch ii i . 1 0 - 2 4 i n the midrash Tanch.Tol.20// Agg.Ber.44. 
i s to establish the l i n e of descent David - Zerubbabel - 7?33.V »^ These 
l a s t two are to be found i n Zech iv»7,10, the passage which i s o^ fundamental 
i n the development of t h i s raidrarh. Thus i t i s the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
1 Ch i i i , 2 4 ?KDSy as the messiah v;hich i s native to t h i r midra h. The 
in t e r p r e t a t i o n of ^AiBas the messiah contradicts t h i s and i s absent 
from Agg.Ber.44. Therefore i t was not o r i g i n a l l y part of t h i s midrash.-^ 
But t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of i s an addition from the point 
l.That i t appears i n the somewhat truncated version of t h i s midrash 
i n Yalqut on Zech iv.7 merely indicates that the coaipiler of the Yalqut 
knew the verrion which we f i n d i n Tanchuma, 
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of view of t h i s midrash, i t i s certainly older than the compilation 
of Tanchuma. I t i s found i n the Targum, and i t s appearance where i t i s 
not r e a l l y siiitable i n Tanchuma i s only comprehensible as the c o l l e c t i o n 
of an already existing piece of exegesis of the b i t l i c a l t e x t u t i l i s e d 
there. I t does not seem possible to date i t more exactly. I s the quotation 
of Da 7ii,13 an o r i g i n a l part of t h i s piece of exegesis? That i s hardly 
passible to decide. Two separable thought processes are involved. The 
f i r s t , beginning from the assumption that the messiah i s the l a s t person 
i n David's l i n e , observes that "^ AAlj i e the l a s t person of the Davidlc 
l i n e i n 1 Ch i i i . 2 ^ , and concludes that he i s the messiah. The second 
finds s c r i p t u r a l support for t h i s conclusion i n Da v i i . l 3 . But these 
two points might have occurred to the same person almost simultaneously, 
or the second might have occurred to a second person only long af t e r 
the f i r s t , since i t i s i n accordance with the normal methods of rabbinic 
exegesis, but i t i s not obvious. I f the f i r s t point was held without the 
second, i t i s p e r f e c t l y explicable that Da v i i . l 3 was added l a t e r , 
as per Tanchuma. I f the whole thing was thought of at once, i t i s p e r f e c t l y 
understandable that the exegetical support should be l e f t out, above 
a l l i n a Targum, which i s not replete with OT quotationst 
When Da vii»13 was used for exegetical support as i n Tanchuma, 
how was i t understood? SB are quite happy to c l a s s i f y Tanch.Tol.20 
under the general heading of the mes^^ianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like 
figu r e , adding « Anani wird i n diesen Stellen gedeutet = der mit den 
'Wolken' kommende".'^  But we have seen that i s being interpreted 
1. SB, vol . 1 , P.4B6. Similarly, G.Vermes, Jesus the Jew (1973), pp.171-2 
explains the interpretation i n English " i . e . Cloud-Man" and l i n k s i t 
with what he regards as other evidence o f the messianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Da v i i . l 3 i n antiquity. 
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as a name of the messiah, on the h&sirr of 1 Ch i i i , 2 ^ . I t is therefore 
not a t i t l e , and should not be translated. C I that i s required i s that 
we take i t to be the name of the messiah instead of a word for ^clouds". 
"... and beholdl with ^anani of heaven one l i k e a man was coming", 
"One l i k e a man" i s then a symbol of Isra e l i n accordance with one of 
the standard int e r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s verse, and the verse i s held to 
contain what so many people would have liked i t to contain - both the people 
of I s r a e l and th e i r messiah. The other exegetical t r a d i t i o n , which 
interprets the man-like figure as the messiah, i s not compatible with 
finding the messieh i n 
The rea.Tons for the choice of Da v i i . l 3 exegetical support f o r 
finding the raes.-.iah i n ^ i ^ ^ of 1 Gh i i i . 2 4 . emer.^ e clearly from a 
con: ideration of alternative possibilitievS, In the consonantal text 
of the OT, the word occurs i n another 15 passages.^ I n fact a l l these 
are exa.uples of ^Aiil, meaning ''answer me", but that does not matter, 
for the relevant question i s whether any of them could be reinterpreted 
to produce the required exegetical support for ^Ajii • Most of them 
of f e r no hope at a l l , the most plaucible p o s s i b i l i t y being the i s o l a t i o n 
of -^ii i i from Ps lxix,19, c i i . 3 or c x L i i i . 7 with the sense 
" ^anani hastens". Da vii,13 i s much simpler, for what i s fo.md i n 
pa£:£^ lge 83 i s the rtra i r h t f o r w a r d uce of. an actual sentence interpreted 
i n one of the two way?: which were standard throughout the rabbinical 
per:od with only the one small vowel change to bring i n *^anani as 
required. And i t i s to t h i s that bT.San.98b provides Euch an excellent 
p a r a l l e l . A translation w i l l , de5:pite the inevitable dir tortion.:, 
1. 1 Kin^:E x v i i i . 3 7 , Ps iv.2, x i i i . . ^ , x>;vii.7, l v . 3 , 1^.7, I x i x . U , 
17,18, I x x x v i . l , c i i , 3 , c v i i i . 7 , cxix.14.5, c x l i i i . 1 , 7 . 
2, For present purposes p a r a l l e l s to these sayings elsewhere and the 
similar saying i n Gen.R.I.6 and p a r a l l e l s , may be ignored. On the names 
of the messiah, cf. SB, vol.1, p.64f. 
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illuminate the exegesis of the sc r i p t u r a l passages quoted, 
"yhat i s his (sc. the messiah's) name? The school of R.Shila said 
'His name i s Shllah, as i t i s w r i t t e n " u n t i l Shilah comes^'lGen x l i x . l O ) . 
The school of R.Yannai said *His n^ me i s Yinnon, as i t i s wr i t t e n 
'May his name be for ever: before the sun existed his name was Yinnon"* 
(Ps l x x i i . 1 7 ) . The school of R.Hanina said "His name i s Haninah, as 
i t i s w r i t t e n "where I w i l l not give you Haninah"' (Jer x v i . l 3 ) . And 
there are some who say "His name i s Menahem the son of Hezekiah, as 
i t i s w r i t t e n "for Menahm, the restorer of my soul, i s f a r away"* 
(Lam i.l6)"» 
The inadequacies of the Hebrew alphabet are especially i r r i t a t i n g 
here, where they were so useful to rabbinic exegetes, but the main point 
i s , I think, clear. The messianic exegesis of W i n Gen xl i x . l O 
was standard."'' So was the messianic exegesis of Ps I x x i i , including 
verse 17t the Targum ad loc, i s especially interesting as providing 
a mes .ianic ex:;.-esis of th i s verse and certainly not regarding l i ^ 
as a messianic name, as some other rabbinic pass'iges certainly do."^  
Jer x v i . l 3 and Lam i . l 6 both provide pictures of national distress. 
Only t h e i r actualisation i s required for the absence of the messiah 
to f i t t h i s picture perfectly.'^ Thus we have here four examples of s l i g h t 
changes being made to accommodate the name of the messiah i n an appropriate 
context. The same war. done with Da v i i . l 3 to accommodate the messianic 
name ^anani. This i s the only OT text capable of accommodating ^anani 
i n t h i s way, and i t i s t h i s , not the t r a d i t i o n of s p e c i f i c a l l y messianic 
1. See A.Poznanjjki, Schiloh (1904). 
2. SB index, s.v, 
3. E.g. bT.Pes.54a, PRE 32. 
4-. For an example of the actualizing exegesis of Lam i . l 6 , see Lam.R. 
ad l o c . 
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i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like f i g u r e , which explains the choice of 
Da vii,13 to support the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of ^anani with the messiah. 
With the man-like figure taken as a symbol of the people of Is r a e l i n 
triumph, a perfect context for the insertion of the messiah i s found. 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that t h i s passage provides further 
evidence of the corporate int e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like f i g u r e . I t 
has also emerged that *^anani i s not a t i t l e created by Da v i i . l 3 , 
but a name drawn from 1 Ch i i i . 2 4 , 
8^.Agg.Ber.23,l* 
This i s another clear example of the mestianic exegesis of Da v i i . l 3 . 
This midrash has several d i f f e r e n t explanations as to what w i l l be seen 
and rejoiced at according to I s l x v i . l 4 . One view i s that i t w i l l be 
the messiah .-pringing f o r t h from the gates of Rome, and f o r t h i s Da v i i . l 3 
i s quoted. Clearly the man-like figure has been interpreted as the 
messiah. The view that the messiah w i l l come from Rome i s found i n 
bT.San 98a, and i s probably much older.'"^ The c i t a t i o n of Da v i i . l 3 may 
perhaps indicate that he v-s expected to f l y thence to Jerusalem on the 
clouds: cf. Pes.R.L^3j according to which a l l the children of Isra e l 
w i l l travel to Jerusalem on the clouds ( I s lx.8 i s quoted i n support). 
The Exodus imagery no doubt l i e s behind t h i s ( c f . the Targums on Ex 
xii . 4 2 ) . Further deductions about the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v l i . l 3 
cannot safely be made from t h i s kind of use of i t . 
85. Midr.Haggadol Gen xlix,10» 
This passage interprets Da v i i , 1 4 of the mespiah, a view which 
presupposes the messianic int e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure of 
Da v i i . l 3 . I t i s true that the messiah i s not s p e c i f i c a l l y mentioned 
i n the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Q^Ql^ AT)p^ 1^ 1 , that the whole i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
!• Cf. R, l e Deaut, La Nuit Pascale (1963), pp.359ff« 
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of t h i s phrase would make sense i f the subject at the beginning of i t 
were the people of I s r a e l , and that thi;: might be held to be implied 
by the quotation of Da v i i . 2 7 . Nevertheless, i t can hardly be doubted 
that the messiah,is the subject. He i s s p e c i f i c a l l y mentioned at the 
inter p r e t a t i o n of the previouri part of the vers^e, 
The i n t e r p r e t s t i o n begins f T V ^ r ) TjT . The rest of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of this phrase consists of sayings l i f t e d from bT.San,98b, 99a. There 
i s one variation i n order, and a handful of very s l i g h t rainor variations 
on a verbal l e v e l here Bnd there, so thnt the borrowing i s clear enough. 
While the f i n a l saying of R.Simlai i s not about the messiah d i r e c t l y , 
the refit of the .tories l i f t e d from bT.San* do discuss the raessiah. 
We may therefore say that the interpretation of T l ^ * ^ ^ as King Messiah 
has set up a context such that the writer can go on to the int e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Q^'Oy JTHp^ 1^1 without needing to repeat that he i? t'^.lking 
about the raessiah, wherea; he should have indicated a change of subject 
i f he had one i n mind. This in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the end of Gen xLix,10, while 
1 
not universal, i s ^ tcindard. 
The interpretation of Q'^O^i 1^ 1 i s closely p a r a l l e l l e d 
elsewhere, above a l l i n Gen.R,9S,S, vhich has the following successive 
words i n common with our text? KW:C1^\ )3 J\7)p^ 1^ 1 
.xA!\>(X UyyV TlTlp^l This strongly sug.reEts that the quotations 
from Da v i i were added to th i s exegesis at a very l a t e date, 
A quotation from Da vii.27 followr next, and i n view of the messianic 
int e r p r e t a t i o n j u s t indicated, i t should probably be deduced that the 
s u f f i x of has been interpreted ar a reference to the messiah. 
This d i f f e r s from the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s verse i n pas^^age 71, but 
i t is found i n the commentaries of Pseudo-Saadia and Samuel ben Nissira.^ 
1» poznanski, op. c i t , 
2. I t s f a i l u r e to recur more often i n the material under review may 
be simply the r e s u l t of f a i l u r e to comment on t h i s point. 
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This concludes the rabbinical passages which quote from Da v l i . l 3 - l A . 
Further problems are however best dealt with when the exegesip of the 
whole of Da v i i has been surveyed, eo we w i l l turn now to the int e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Da v i i . 1 5 . 
86. LamtR.5>9,l» 
This i s p a r a l l e l to part of passr^ge 9: see the discussion there. 
These two p a r a l l e l passages are the only ones that quote vs 15. 
With the exegei.is of vs 16 we return b r i e f l y to the heavenly 
world, 
87. pT.Ber.1.1* 
This passage i s related to a l l the other passages, i n which Da v i i . 1 6 
i s quoted (passages 8S - 91). I n a l l cases Da v i i . l 6 i s used as s c r i p t u r a l 
backing for saying that no-one s i t s down i n heaven (except God) and/or 
the angels have no knee Joints. Though these passages are related to each 
other, no two of them are i d e n t i c a l . The relationship between them 
i s i n some repects complex, due no doubt p a r t l y to independent use of 
exactly the same exegetical t r a d i t i o n , p a r t l y to the hazards of a long 
process of transmission. Suffice i t to say that the use made of Da v i i . 1 6 
i n these passages i s consistent, and t h i s passage i s a standard one 
for use as OT support for the above statements. 
The saying i n passage 87 i t s e l f i s at t r i b u t e d to Samuel bar S-t-r 
and transmitted by Hanina ben Andarai, This a t t r i b u t i o n i s part of the 
material i n common with pess-ge 88. However the author does not recur 
and his i d e n t i t y remains uncertain,''" Hanina ben Andarai i s not much better 
known. He recurs as a tradent of a saying i n .T,Meg.75b,/^3,^ 
1. Samuel bar Nachman i s suggested by W.Bacher, Die Agada der Palg^stinensischen 
imorfier, vol.1(1892), p.5^6 n . l , 
2. Bacher, op.cit., v o l . I l l (1899), p.64A n . l . 
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88.Gen,R,65.21, 
See the discussion of the p a r a l l e l passage 87. 
See the discussion of the p a r a l l e l pa?rage 87. 
90. Midr.Ps.1,2. 
See the discussion of the p a r a l l e l passage 87. The sayings are 
attr i b u t e d to R.Samuel, and transmitted by R.Huna, R.Huna was a leading 
Babylonian amora i n the second h a l f of the t h i r d century. He was an 
outstanding disciple of Rab, whose sayings he transmits, as well as 
those of Samuel, who also taught him. This suggests that the a t t r i b u t i o n 
of passage 87 i s not relevant and Samuel here -hould be i d e n t i f i e d a" 
the leading Babylonian amora who transmit? sayings i n par.:ages 33 and 51, 
91. Ruth.R>Proem 1. 
See the discussion of the p a r s l l e l passage 87. Here the opinion 
that there i s no sittinjdown i n herven i s attributed to R.Haninah* 
92. Esther R. 4-,12. 
In t h i s unique pass? ge the usual r'^bbinical i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the 
fourth kingdom as Rome i s presupposed. The det a i l of i t s use, apparently 
ac sc r i p t u r a l proof thet Roman o f f i c i a l s seal documents i n L a t i n , i s 
unusual, but f i t s p e r f e c t l y w i l l with the normal method^, of rabbinical 
exegesis. I t i s attributed to R.Hanina ben Adda, who shoxiLd perhaps be 
i d e n t i f i e d with Haning ben I d i I I , a Pale, t i n i a n amora of the end 
of the t h i r d and beginning of the fourth centuries, 
A second point i s made, especially noteworthy as i t i s the only 
attempt mpde i n the passages discussed i n t h i s chapter to deal with 
the problem of the addition of occasional details i n the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
not found i n the vision. This passage makes capital out of i t : the 
fa c t that t h i s piece of scri p t u r a l evidence occurs only i n the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
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i s held to demonstrate the value of repeating a text . This point i s 
at t r i b u t e d to Samuel bar Nachraan. 
93> PRE 28,3* 
Here Da vii.19 i s quoted^ i n f-upport of the interprets.tion of 
i n Gen xv,9 as the fourth kingdom, here i d e n t i f i e d as the sons 
of Ishmael. Thie use of Da vii.1 9 i? i n accordance with the normal use 
of the visionary part of thi s chapter. The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n makes i t clesr 
2 
that, i n i t s present form at least, t h i s pass-^ [';e i " of l a t e dste, 
and t h i r raake^ nonsenre of it^ a t t r i b u t i o n to R.Akiba. ^he order of 
the four kingdoms (Edom/Seir, Greece, Medo-Persia, Ishmael) shows that 
the modification of the four kingdom theory to incorporate the Arabs 
has not been applied i n t h i s passage with the consistency which i n 
due course became normal. 
The a t t r i b u t i o n i s disputed even on t r a d i t i o n a l grounds by Bacher, 
who notes that several sayings i n PRE are att r i b u t e d to R.Jikiba, *ohne 
das deutlich wflre, dass der Autor dieses Werkes die betreffenden Sfttze 
anders als w i l l k f l r l i c h mit dem gefeierten Namen verbunden hStte",^ 
94-* Lam.R.2,3.6. 
While this paet^ge quotes Da v i i . 20, the par^^llel passage 25 
quotes Da v i i . 7 : see the discussion of pas age 25. 
95> bT.$heb,6b. 
There are two sayings here. I n the f i r s t , the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
the fourth kingdom as Rome i s presupposed, the point of the quotation 
being to show that Rome i s more powerful than Persia. This saying i c 
1. So Friedlander, i n his t r a n r l a t i o n , Pirke de Rabbi Eliezer ( I 9 l 6 ) j 
the quot5.tlon i s absent from the editions available to me. 
2. Friedlander, op.cit,, p.199. 
3. Or R.ELiezer, as i n at l e f j r t some manuscripts. 
4-. V.Bacher, Die Agada der Tannaiten. vol.1 (1903), p.339 n.2.. 
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at t r i b u t e d to Raba, i n answer to a question from R.Papa. Raba i s an 
abbreviation for R.Abba ben Joseph ben Hama, the leading fourth century 
Babylonian amora. He was taught by R.Joseph, and R.Papa wag one of his 
pupils. 
The second saying i s a verbally precise p a r a l l e l to a saying i n 
passage 16: see the discussion there. 
96, bT.San.97b, 
This passage i s not primarily concerned with, and gives very l i t t l e 
i n f o rmatljn about, the int e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . 2 5 , from which i t quotes. 
There was evi dently a t r a d i t i o n that i t had been used i n i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Hab i i i . 3 so as to produce a prediction of the redemption of Is r a e l 
at a date which was now passed, and i n t h i s passage, such calculations 
are rejected. The western t r a d i t i o n always held the po t e n t i a l of such 
usage, and examples have been noted i n other chapters. 
This saying i s att r i b u t e d to R.Nathan, the second century Babylonian 
tanna, who spent many years i s I s r a e l . Among his teachers was Jose the 
Galilean, f^ nd his associates included R»Simeon ben Gamaliel I I and 
R.Meir, 
97, Kidr.Ps.10,1, 
In t h i s passage Da v i i . 25 i s used i n exposition of Ps x.l-4-i and 
for t h i s midrashic reason the a c t i v i t y of the l i t t l e horn has been 
generalized to i l l u s t r a t e the evildoing of the wicked and the nations 
of the world. Some items of the verse are nonetheless correctly interpreted. 
The f i r s t a c t i v i t y of the l i t t l e horn i s seen to be blasphemy. The 
Saints of the Most High are correcLly i d e n t i f i e d as the children of 
I s r a e l , with appropriate quotations from Lev xix.2 and Ex xix.6. They 
are however also i d e n t i f i e d as D^i \^^^ , a f a c t which i s due to 
the ease with which a midrashist can use the p l u r a l form of 
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The l i t t l e horn i s then c o r r e c t l y seen as t r y i n g to abolish the Torah, 
and | ^ 4 ^ t are i d e n t i f i e d as JIH^^^'^ .The s i t u a t i o n which has 
c a l l e d forth t h i s generalized exegesis i s e j ^ l i c i t at the end of the 
passage, and i t i s the same as t h a t which c a l l e d forth the conventional 
four kingdom exegesis - I s r a e l i s oppressed, and hopes for deliverance. 
I n Da v i i . 2 5 i s found some account of her misfortunes, together with 
hope of deliverance* 
The beginning of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . 2 5 i s a t t r i b u t e d 
to R.Jose, R.Jose was a fourth century P a l e s t i n i a n amora. He t r a n s m i t s 
the sayings of many e a r l i e r rabbis, i n c l u d i n g Johanan (mediated by 
Abbahu), Judah ben Simon and the l a t t e r * s f a t h e r Simon. 
98.Midr.ps>10,2. 
I n t h i s passage Da v i i . 2 5 p ^ S p ^ l i i l 1 3 
i s quoted t o show t h a t I s r a e l w i l l n o t be oppressed f o r ever, but a t the 
end o f t h i s time God w i l l hear them and d e l i v e r them. No attempt i s 
made here t o c a l c u l a t e the l e n g t h o f time i n v o l v e d . 
This concludes the d e t a i l e d discu:::sion o f pasF-rges of r a b b i n i c a l 
l i t e r a t u r e which quote p a r t s o f Daniel v i i . Before £;ener8l conclusions 
may be drawn, however, we rm:-t discuss a small number o f o t h e r pas. -ges 
which e i t h e r are, o r have been thought t o be, r e l e v a n t t o an i n v e s t i g a t i o n 
o f the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f Da v i i and the Son o f Man problem. The c r i t e r i a 
f o r I n c l u d i n g passages here are not p e r f e c t l y p r e c i s e , since the q u i r k s 
o f previous i n v e s t i g a t o r s could enable one t o i n t r o d u c e a host of 
i r r e l e v a n t material.''' I have s e l e c t e d siX passages, l i s t e d i n Table 10, 
1 . The m a t e r i a l to be i n v e s t i g a t e d coiold alLO be expanded by i n c l u s i o n 
o f a l l passages r e f e r r i n g t o the f o u r kingdoms or the r i v e r o f f i r e . 
For the e x c l u s i o n o f these, p a r t l y on methodolo.^lcal grounds, pee 
above, pp. 233-4-. 
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which have either been much discussed or who:e inclusion seems to me 
to be r e l a t i v e l y feasible. 
Table 10 
99, Tg. Ex xii.>42 
100. Tg, Ps lxxx.18 
101. pT.Ta^anith 2, 65b, 69. 
102. pT.Toma 5, 
103. bT,San.96b. 
10^, bT,San.98b, 
99. Tg. Ex x i i , ^ 2 . 
This passage hat: been discussed i n de t a i l by Le De'aut.'^  There i s 
no question of a quotation of Da v i i . 1 3 , but rather the p o s s ' b i l i t y 
of an allusion. I t seems to me to be a very doubtful p o s s i b i l i t y . A l l 
those sources which read X-i i^ for the Messiah, a reading which 
Le Deaut rejects, read i t for Moses too. The influence of iaagery from 
the Exodus t r a d i t i o n i s very clear, and renders appeal t o Da vi i , 1 3 
unnecessary. I t i s uncertain whether the messiah i s said to have cotDe 
f r o j i Rome (cf bT.San 98a, and pass?^ge 84-) or from on h i r h . Even i n the 
l a t t e r case, reference to Da vii.13 i s by no means clear. I t was sometimes 
thought that Israel would be redeemed by a person who came down from 
2 
heaven and t h i s may be a l l that i s involved here. I f there were an 
allusion to Da vi i . 1 3 , obviously i t would involve the messianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure, and the connection with 15 Risan and the Exodus 
imagery would be most interesting. But the l a t t e r i s probably a l l that 
we should f i n d i n t h i s pas5*{':e. 
1 . R.leDeaut, La Nuit Pascale (1963), esp, pp. 359-69. 
2, Of. SB I I , 33^ff for rabbinic evidence, and i n the intertestaraental 
period cf the roles of Michael, Enoch and Melchizedek, 
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I n view of recent scholarly discussion i t i s of some importance 
to add the simple observation that there i s no mention of "the Son of 
Man* in t h i s passage. 
100. Tg.Ps lxxx.18. 
This passage has to be considered because i t has been brought i n t o 
the discussion of the Son of Man problem i n Judaism, but i t s presence 
in t h i s discussion merely shows the desperation of scholars i n t e n t 
on producing evidence of a Son of Man concept i n Judaism where none 
r e a l l y exists. Bowman t y p i f i e s the errors. "In Ps Ixxx,15(16) 'the 
son' (aV the branch) i s translated X f l V t i XD^t^ (King Messiah) 
and i n v.l8 the 'son of man' i s rendered l / i ^ Aramaic equivalent 
of Ben-Adam. The almost complete i d e n t i t y of W.15(l6) and 17(18) might 
suggest that Bar-Nash here i s a synonym for Malka-M'shiha especially 
as LXX has uios dvopi^TTou i n both cases". "The p o s s i b i l i t y exists 
that LXX understood |Z1 i n v.l 5 ( l 6 ) as equivalent to Q^K |D. 
( v.l7(l8)) and that the Tg interpreted t3. messianically i n the l i g h t 
of PB i i . 7 . " "The Peshitto, too, has lju i n both cases"."^ The 
facts of the matter have hardly been misstated, but a straightforward 
and simple explanation can replace these convolutions. 
I n vs 18 QnK~^2l is translated "^ 3. by the Targum precisely 
because t h i s r e a l l y i s the most straightforward and simple Aramaic 
equivalent of i t . Except i n the book of Ezekiel, where the use o f 
DnK i s clearly exceptional, i t i s the normal Targumic rendering 
of DIX ZL , and should be regarded as natural and predictable. 
The LXX of vs 18 (LXX Ps lxxix.18) has oUv rfV^PujTrov^ , the normal 
LXX rendering o f QIK ^1. The LXX of vs 16 (LXX Ps l x x i x . l 6 ) has 
utov oivtJpuTTou simply bij assimilation to vs 18: the only difference 
1. J.Bowman, Exp.T. LIX (1947-S), p.283 and n.4. 
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between verses l6b and 18b i n the MT i s thus removed, the r e s u l t i n 
the UX being verbal i d e n t i t y K^ V €^ "1- u'ov 4v6pk)Trou^ OV 
ixpoLTdLl.''uiO'j.s o-toLuT^o . Similarly Pesh has AjU predictably 
for 0"1K^|D. i n vs 18b, and by assimilation i n vs l6b. I t i s also the 
case that the Targum has rendered 3. i n vs 15 as 
This i s clear and straightforward evidence of messianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the part of the Targum, but i t does not show that V\ ^1 was thought 
by i t s author or anyone else to be a synonym for 
Since the messiah was expected to be a man, a normal Aramaic term f o r 
'man' could be used to refer to him as to any other man. Thus the translator, 
i n t e r p r e t i n g the passage i n a messianic sense, had no reason to diverge 
froa the natural and predictable rendering of DIK H as \/l ^IL. 
This passage i s therefore an example of the normal use of 
as an Aramaic ejqiression for 'man', and does not provide any evidence 
of a Jewish Son of Man Concept, 
101, pT, Ta'^anith 2. 65b> 69, 
The starting-point of R.Abbahu's famous saying i s Num x x i i i , 1 9 , 
a f a c t which must be borne i n mind, because i t e3q)lainE so much of the 
form of the saying. I t does not make sense except as the piece of a n t i -
Christian polemic which i t i s universally recognized to be, "Dem rabbin. 
JudentuDi i s t der Messiaaname 'Menschensohn' g l e i c h f a l l s fremd. Nur 
einraal findet er sicfy hier, offenbar der c h r i s t l . Redeweise entlehnt, 
i n einem gegen das Christentum poleraisierenden Ausspruch*,^ Thus SB, and 
there i s no dispute. The context ensures that 0*1 X 3. i s correctly 
understood as a Christian t i t l e . I t follows that t h i s passage i s not 
evidence of the existence of a Son of Man concept i n Judaism, I t i s 
to be noted that there i s no trace here of Da v i i , 1 3 , 
Lachs has expounded the background as i t emerges from t r a d i t i o n a l 
1» SB v o l , I , p,959. 
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Jewish research.-^ He dates Abbahu c.250-320. I have not found any sayings 
that quote Da v i i a t t r i b u t e d to R.Abbahu. He was a pupil of R.Johanan 
and a transmitter of sayings of Swon ben Laqish and Sajnuel bar JIachman. 
102. pT.Yoma 5. 
This passage i s considered relevant by Bovraian, who argues that here 
V ' - i cannot mean only a human being, ^nd, noting Abbahu's i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of t h i s figure as God, asks "Was i t because his colleagues i d e n t i f i e d 
Bar-Nash with K®-Bar-Enash (Dan 7^^)?^ This suggestion i s not convincing. 
The basic story i s about the high p r i e s t Simeon the Just, who said that 
when he entered the Holy of Holies he was accompanied by another figure 
This reminds Bowman of the Ancient of Days, but i t i s to be observed 
that the terminology i s quite d i f f e r e n t ( the only root the 
two descriptions have i n common), so that dependence cannot be demonstrated, 
and i f R.Abbahu had wished to assert such dependence he could easily 
have done so. Abbahu i n f a c t quotes Lev x v l . l 7 and Ezk i.lO before 
concluding - l o u '\x VI ^ 1 T i i T i T ^6 -y^x w 
Bowman argues that "Bar-Nash cannot here mean merely 
a human being, otherwise Ezek 1"^^ would not have been cited". But Ezk i.lO 
i s too straightforward a midrashic e^qiansion of Lev x v i . l 7 f o r t h i s 
to be the case. Lev x v l . l 7 prohibits any man from being i n the Tent 
of Meeting when the High Priest goes i n to make atonement, and Ezk i.lO 
simply extends the p r o h i b i t i o n i n normal midrashic fashion to the A^^H 
who had man-like faces. Bowman notes that the Peshitta of Ezk i.lO 
has i x j 4-^, but t h i s i s the normal syriac f o r Q~1K« His argument 
that '^ H, the normal Aramaic term f o r 'man', must mean something 
1. S.T.Lachs, "Rabbi Abbahu and the Minim", 1^60(1969-70), pp.l97-2L2, 
2. J.Bowman, op.cit., p.285. 
else here, i s thus unsoundly based. The sentence makes p e r f e c t l y good 
sense as an assertion by Abbahu that t h i s figure was God, not a man. 
Reference to Da vii,13 i s unnecessary and unhelpful, and the passage 
does not constitute evidence of a special "Son of Man Concepf*. 
103* bT.San.96b. 
We are concerned here with R.Nachman's saying about ^^91 "^IL. 
The t i t l e does not recur i n the f i r s t millenium at a l l , and i t i s 
genuinely d i f f i c u l t to explain. I t has been suggested that 
Vt^eXiQ .-^  This i s ingenious, but i t is doubtful whether i t i s correct. 
The uniqueness of the t i t l e makes i t r e l a t i v e l y probable that the author 
of the saying at least would know what he was t a l k i n g about, and i f 
the t i t l e meant "son of the cloud" a d i f f e r e n t explanation would be 
expected. Moreover i t is d i f f i c u l t to see why the Greek V£^€Xt^  
should be used instead of the Hebrew or Aramaic ^A^,^ I f however 
the t i t l e i s derived from Am i x . l l which is quoted, i t s uniqueness i s 
not d i f f i c u l t to explain, because i t i s simply exegesis of a singU 
s c r i p t u r a l t e x t and i t i s not a p a r t i c u l a r l y suitable messianic t i t l e 
when i t i s removed from t h i s context, R.Isaac's ignorance of i t i s 
not d i f f i c u l t to explain either. There i s no quotation of Da v i i . 1 3 , 
The assumption of a connection i s based on the Greek V£<^ £\vj together 
with the fact that t h i s i s the standard t e x t that connects the messiah 
with the clouds. But i f t h i s were correct we would expect ^^iS "^ 1 
or the l i k e to occur, and the more accurate iSj would be equally 
i n t e l l i g i b l e as a reference to the Exodus cloud typolog^ically interpreted 
( c f . passage 99), 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that, while t h i s i s a d i f f i c ^ l l t 
saying, i t does not provide satisfactory evidence of the use of Da v i i . 1 3 
1. Cf,J.Levy, Neuhebrgisches und chaldiisches Wflrterbuch flber die Talmudim 
und Midrashim, vol I (1876), p. 259a. 
2, Cf. W.Bacher, Die Agada der Babvlonischen AmorSer (^1913), p.80 n.5. 
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nor any evidence of a Son of Man concept i n Judaism. 
IQ^. bT,San.98b. 
This passage dircusses the I d e n t i t y of the Messiah, and one comment 
runs: A H i ^ n ^ ' X p x o XI^> ^'Jl'O |\) 
Some scholars have treated t h i s as the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the me?siah 
as Daniel himr.elf,''' hut may indicate llkenof: rather than i d e n t i t y , 
and t h i s i s what appears to be involved here. I t should however be added 
that even the actual I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the messiah as Daniel, though 
i t would be very i n t e r e r t i n g , would not d i r e c t l y a f f e c t the results 
of t h i s investigation since i t would s t i l l not provide any satisfactory 
l i n k with Da v i i . i t s e l f . 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that there six passaj^e^ l i s t e d i n 
Table 11 have cast no further l i g h t either on rabbinical exegesis of 
Daniel v l i or on the J^ on of Man problem. 
We can now summarize the rabbinical i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s chapter 
and deal with the outstanding problems. Two main themes account f o r the 
bulk of i t s use. The f i r s t i s the rabbinic four kingdom theory, the 
succession of kingdom:-: beinc Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece and Rome, 
under whose sway the bulk of the material wa^  formed. Only one passage 
(93) mentions the Arabs: as the bulk of these sayings were preserved 
they w i l l have been accompanied by the sme understanding of the t h i r d 
and/or fourth kingdoms, always stretched down i n d e f i n i t e l y to the present 
time, found i n consistent fs^hionin the mediaeval Jewish commentators, 
some of whom are studied i n ch 6. The succession of these kingdoms would 
be followed by the Judgement i n vss 9-10, whose eschatological setting 
i s clear i n several pas,-ages, the destruction of Rose at vs 11, and the 
1. E.g. L.Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, vol . VI (l94b ) , p.41^ 
n.77. Cf. supra, p.62. 
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Jewish triumph, found by the rabbis, with or without the Messiah, i n 
vss 13 and lA and i n t h e i r i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , vs 27. The second main theme 
i s the heavenly world above. Verses 9-10 were a standard source of 
information about i t , and were used mldrashically and tiraelessly without 
attention being paid to t h e i r eschatological setting, and a I t t l e more 
information was found i n vs 16. 
This i s an e n t i r e l y natural r e s u l t , for the following reasons. 
The four kingdom theory i s actually to be found i n Da v i i . Since the 
names of the kingdoms are not supplied, i t makes no difference that 
the rabbis i d e n t i f i e d them d i f f e r e n t l y from the author of the book. 
Moreover the expression of the theory here i s clear and straightforward: 
yet i t i s at the same time very v i v i d . Da i i . 3 8 f f cannot equal i t i n 
c l a r i t y and vividness: and there are no more OT passages which can even 
produce an appropriate comparison. Hence Da v i i i s the chief OT passage 
used as exegetical support for the four kingdom theory. I n the case of 
information about the heavenly world, the matter i s less clear-cut, 
but basically similar. There are more OT passages that can be quoted: 
I s v i and Ezk i are two of the most obvious. But t h e i r number i s quite 
l i m i t e d , and Da vii,9-10 remains unique for some items. Hence i t i s 
a standard and much used passage. 
Despite differences of d e t a i l , i t i s clear that the whole of the 
rabbinical t r a d i t i o n of exegesis corresponds to what, i n dealing with 
the Christian exegetical material, I have termed the "western* t r a d i t i o n . 
The coherent outline of the western schema i s especially clear when the 
eschatological setting of vss 9-10 i s kept i n view, and t h i s i s not 
i n any way undermined by the f a c t that i n typ i c a l employment of t h e i r 
midrashic methods the rabbis could also make use of aspects o f these 
two verses which did not involve the u t i l i z a t i o n of t h e i r eschatological 
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setting which i s so clear i n some passages. I t i s t o be noted f u r t h e r 
that only western Jews were knovm to those Fathers discussed i n ch 4 
who mention Jewish int e r p r e t a t i o n . 
This r e s u l t i s also i n t e l l i g i b l e . The "western" t r a d i t i o n consists 
i n giving way to r e l i g i o u s , theological and exegetical pressures i n a 
manner coinmon to Jews and Christians and i n accordance with the exegetical 
methods and presuppositions o f both. Only a t h i n stream, centering 
perhaps near Antioch, but resurfacing suddenly among the Jews i n Hayyim 
ben Galipapa, resisted. The bulk of Jewish exegesis does not belong here 
at a l l , so i t i s to be expected that i t s exegesis of Da v i i should not 
do so either. 
One item i s exceptional i n t h i s , and i t i s one which l i e s near 
the centre of th i s investigation, namely the corporate i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like f i g u r e . Here the rabbis preserved the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of i t as a symbol of the Saints of the Most High, But at t h i s point 
Jewish and Christian pressures are d i f f e r e n t . The Christians had the 
New Testament t e l l i n g them that the Son of Man would come on the clouds 
of heaven (Mk x i i i . 2 6 , xiv ,62 and p a r a l l e l s ) : t h i s i s dependent on 
Da v i i , 1 3 , and cannot be found i n any other OT te x t . Hence even the 
Syrians preserved the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n only by means of a complex 
exegetical device which allowed them to eat t h e i r cake and have i t . 
For Jews the matter was d i f f e r e n t . The Messiah was important, but (to 
varying degrees) less than essential: more than that, he could be found 
a l l over the OT by the time any self-respecting ancient exe^ete had 
finished with i t . The exceptional item, his cmming on the clouds of 
of heaven, though i t could be used, was not desirable i n any strong sense, 
so the i n e r t i a of the t r a d i t i o n was able to keep i t s e l f i n t a c t . Pressure 
fo r the messianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n produced i t , but did not dispose of 
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the o r i g i n a l view. I n the pas-age^ surveyed i n t h i s chapter, the corporate 
view i s outnumbered by tiie messianic, but th i s i s not d i f f i c : . i l t to 
explain. The corporate in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure renders 
i t generally unsuitable for midrashic use. I t i s si g n i f i c a n t that the 
one straightforward use of Da vi i . 1 3 i n t h i s sense, psss-^ge 82, i s not 
an example of i t s use as e>:egetical support for a statement of Jevdsh 
triumph, and has been misunderstood. In passage 83, the only other 
rabbinical passage i n which i t i s fo ^ nd, i t was the only t e x t that could 
provide the kind of exegetical support required, and again i t has been 
misunderstood. I t i s i n fact too obscure to be genuinely useful. The 
corporate interpretation of the man-like figure may be clear enough i n 
i t s context, but the context i s removed when i t i s cited i n the course 
of a midraL^hic exposition, Vs 14. i s also obscure i f thus interpreted 
and deprived of i t s antecedent, whereas there are many packages which, 
l i k e I s x l v . l 7 and 0l>,i,21 for example, could be used with greater c l a r i t y 
f o r the eventual triumph of I s r a e l , I t follows that the r e l a t i v e strengths 
of the two interpretations among the rabbis cannot be deduced from the 
number of times that e.^ ch of them occurs. The correctness of the corporate 
int e r p r e t a t i o n shows that i t occurred ea r l i e r than the beginning of the 
rabbinical period, and i t s occurrence i n ch 6 comcines with the evidence 
of pasE<iges 82 and 83 to show that i t was alive during tKe whole rabbinical 
period. This i s a si g n i f i c a n t r e s u l t , because i t t existence i n the time 
of Jesus may now be deduced. The date when the messianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
was produced can be found only after further work on the external evidence 
to be discussed i n the following chapters of t h i s thecis. 
While the passages surveyed i n t h i s chapter have produced no less than 
116 quotations of Da v i i , some verses are not used at a l l , and t h i s 
requires explanation. The verses not used are 1, 12, 17-18, 21-22, 
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26 and 28, Verses 1 and 28 belong to the narrative framework of the v i s i o n , 
so i t i s not surprising that they have f a i l e d to provide raidrashically 
interesting material. Verse 12 could be problematical for a straightforward 
four kingdom theory, and d e a r l y does not provide useful information. 
I t i s s i g n i f i c a n t that a l l the other verser; belong, not to Daniel's vision 
i t s e l f , but to the angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . Some verses however have also 
special reasons which help to explain the lack of in t e r e s t i n them.Verse 
17 provides the information that the four beasts are to be interpreted 
as four . The normal meaning of t h i s word i s "kings", but throughout 
the use of Da v i i i n the rabbinic writings the beasts are interpreted, 
as the author intended, as four kingdoms. The only exception to t h i s rule 
i s passage 14-, where Da v i i , 5 i s quoted and the bear-like beast i s interpreted 
as the Persian king Ahasuerus. Passage 18 indeed has the p l u r a l ^ ^ ^ \ ) , 
Hence vs 17 would not be useful to the rabbis* Vss 21-2 constitute the 
additional piece of visionary experience which occurs during the angelic 
int e r p r e t a t i o n . Vs 21 concerns the l i t t l e horn. There are i n any case 
only f i v e passages which ded-l with the horns at a l l * Of these, the 
closely p a r s l l e l 25 and 94 use t h e i r quotations only to show that the 
nations of the world h,?ve got horns now, between the time when Is r a e l 
sinned and the time when she w i l l be redeemed. Passage 10 simply uses 
i t , together with Dt x x x i i i , 1 7 , i n order to connect the fourth kingdom 
with Joseph, by the hand of whose descendant i t would f a l l . Passage 
26 also quotes vss 7 and 8 f o r the blasphemy and e v i l a c t i v i t i e s of the 
fourth beast, not of the l i t t l e horn. This leaves passage 31 as the only 
passage which i s r e a l l y interested i n the details of the horns, including 
the l i t t l e horn* Nor i s t h i s gener'^l lack of in t e r e s t surprising, when 
the structure of the western t r a d i t i o n i s taken i n t o account. The horns 
became of v i t a l midrashic i n t e r e s t only when they were i d e n t i f i e d as 
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contemporaries as a sign that the End was at hand. While t h i s did happen 
(and passage 31 i s an example of i t ) , the material studied i n t h i s chapter 
as a whole rejects t h i s expectation. Alte r n a t i v e l y the horns could be 
i d e n t i f i e d as past history (as i n Rashi, but we do not know how widespread 
t h i s view was), or pushed o f f i n t o the future where they might be 
regarded as ir r e l e v a n t d e t a i l . I n view of these factors the absence o f 
quotations of vs 21 should not occasion surprise. The oppression of 
Is r a e l was seen i n terms o f the fourth beast, rather than the l i t t l e 
horn, the inte r p r e t a t i o n of the fourth beast as Rome, which was, as 
interpreted by the rabbis, oppressing I s r a e l throughout the rabbinical 
period, being to a l l intents and purposes invariable, 
Vs 26 i s concerned with the destruction of the fourth beast. This, 
however, i s more clearly and graphically portrayed i n vs 11, which Is 
therefore used instead (passages 26, 70-76). 
None of t h i s , however, applies to vss 18 and 22, which seem on 
the face of i t to provide excellent and useful statements of Jewish 
t r i u n ^ h , but which are not used at a l l . For a general explanation we 
must note the comparatively small use made of the whole of the angelic 
inte r p r e t a t i o n . This can be seen very cl e a r l y from Table 8, I t i s 
especially s t r i k i n g that even the t h i r d statement of Jewish triunph, 
u s e l i n so s t r i k i n g l y straightforward a manner i n passage 71, occurs only 
once more. There i s clearly a great bias of usage i n favour of Daniel's 
vision rather than the angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , A p a r a l l e l phenomenon 
may be observed among the commentators of a l l t r a d i t i o n s . Their comments 
on vss are uniformly much longer than t h e i r comments on vfs 15-28, 
This i s not simply because vss 1-14. occur f i r s t and commentaries are 
wr i t t e n i n l i n e a r fashion. This vision i s the basic form of revelation 
i n t h i s chapter. From the point of view of a commentator, when the 
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v i s i o n has been explained, the angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n has l a r g e l y been 
explained also. From the point of view of a rabbi seeking OT support 
for (primarily) the four kingdom theory, the natural place to thinic 
of f i r s t i s the great vision of Daniel, rather than i t s angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
and only the vision contains substantial information about the heavenly 
world. Hence the great bias i n favour of midrashic use o f the v i s i o n 
rather than the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , with the complete absence of some verses. 
The next problems concern the use of vs 13 and the Son of Man problem. 
In the f i r s t place, i t i r customary to regard the number of quotations 
of Da v i i . 1 3 i n rabbinic l i t e r a t u r e as not many. But the standard of 
judgement i n accordance with which the number of quotations that there 
are i s regarded as a small number i s not normally made evident, Fortimately, 
the vicious incomprehension of Lagrange i s rare among serious modem 
investigators. He charges the Jews with "une h o s t i l i t e sourde centre 
1*interpretation chre'tienne". Again "La clairvoyance des tannas et des 
amoras n*est done pas douteuse, non plus que l e u r application a detourner 
l e sens d'un endroit genant, et cette Inquietude explique sufisamment 
qu ' i l s aient s i peu parle du texts de Daniel.*^ Here the standard of 
judgement applied to t h i s and other matters i s e x p l i c i t l y Christian, 
and inappropriate to the understanding of the rabbis precisely because 
i t i s Christian and they were not. There i s no indication i n t h i s material 
that the Jews were embarrassed over the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . 1 3 , 
nor was there any reason why they should be, since they could e a r i l y 
maintain that i t referred to t h e i r messiah and not to Jesus. Neither 
was supposed to have come on the clouds yet, so the prospects even of 
s e l f - s a t i s f y i n g , l e t alone of f r u i t f u l debate were not good. Hence 
Da v i i , 1 3 does not enter the f i e l d of genuine Jewish-Christian controversy 
1» M.J.Lagrange, Le Messianisme chez l e s J u i f s (1909), p,228. 
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u n t i l l a t e r . But i f more abundant Christian usage of Da vii.13-14 does 
not provide reason for thinking that the rabbis should have made greater 
use of these verses, does anything else? The Jewish Son of Man concept 
might be suggested, but we have seen that there i s no evidence that 
the rabbis held any such concept, and i t w i l l be shown i n ch 7 that 
there was no sach concept held among the Jews at a l l . Two more appropriate 
standards of judgement may be suggested, (1) The frequency of the use 
of the rest of Da v i i . (2) A comparison with the use of other OT texts 
by the rabbis. 
Both of these standards of judgement require the quantification 
of the information collected i n such a way that genuinely appropriate 
comparisons can be made, and t h i s process i s not free from theoretickL 
problems. Let us begin with the rest of Da v i i . Da vii.13 i s quoted 
nine times. Should we then point out that t h i s i s much more than vs 
6, quoted only twice, and conclude that vs 13 i s quoted a l o t ? I t i s 
true that vs 13 i s quoted much more than vs 6, and i t i s easily explicable 
- the rabbis were more interested i n the messiah than i n the dead and 
gone kingdom of the Greeks, and the messiah i s not even the only reason 
f o r the quotation of vs 13. That we do not conclude from t h i s dimply 
that vs 13 i s quoted a l o t serves to point up the purely r e l a t i v e nature 
of judgements that a p a r t i c u l a r text i s used a l o t or a l i t t l e , Iforeover 
the verse i s not always a consistent u n i t of length. Perhaps the most 
f r u i t f u l sort of comparison with the rest of the chapter i s that which 
concerns the main themes for which t h i s chapter i s used. 
I t i s clear that i t i s quoted f o r the four kingdom theory and f o r 
information about the heavenly world more often than for the triumph 
of the messiah. Why i s this? I have already explained why t h i s chapter 
should be a standard and moh used passage for the f i r s t two points. 
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I n the case of Da v i i . l > l - i , used as a source for the triumph of the 
messiah, two fundamental differences are to be observed. F i r s t l y , there 
are plenty of other messianic passages; the real uniqueness of Da v i i , 1 3 - l ^ 
consists only i n the clouds, which were not a matter of great concern 
to rabbinic exegetes at a l l . Secondly, there was a second t r a d i t i o n 
of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of these two verses, which was inimical to t h e i r 
employment i n midrashim. These two factors amply explain why Da v i i 
i s used so much more for the four kingdoms and for information about 
the he?venly world than for the triumph of the messiah,"^ 
I t i s more d i f f i c u l t to compare the frequency of the use of other 
OT texts by the rabbis. F i r s t l y , what kind of text should be selected 
f o r comparison? Other messianic tenets are the obvious choice, but Da v i i . 1 3 
i s not only a messianic text. The second d i f f i c u l t y i s a p r a c t i c a l one. 
The whole area i s under-researched. Consequently, the gathering of r e a l l y 
adequate conqparative exegetical material i s a long research project 
i n i t s e l f . This investigation of the interpretation of Da v i i has been 
indi c a t i v e , as well as i l l u s t r a t i v e of the dangers of rapidly assembling 
what looks l i k e a f a i r sample of the material from SB and available 
indexes. I t may turn out misleading, i n quantity and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
For what i t i s worth, I have not been able to f i n d , i n such a rapid 
hunt with such tools, any genuinely comparable material which was c l e a r l y 
used more extensively by the rabbis. I s x i . l f f w i l l exemplify the 
s i t u a t i o n . I omit the Targume, which interprets the passage messianically. 
1 . The number of times Da v i i , 1 3 i s used could be somewhat increased 
by the inclusion of works c l a s s i f i e d as neo-hebraic apocalyptic and 
dealt with therefore i n ch 7, i n f r a pp.4.37-41. However t h i s would not 
a f f e c t the number s u f f i c i e n t l y to be relevant to the argument, and i f 
the number were larger the argument would simply have to be made more 
sophisticated by laying stress on formal considerations. 
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because there i s no Targum to Daniel. For I s x i . l , f i v e passages which 
in t e r p r e t i t messianically,(Lam,R.I,l6,5l//pT,Ber.2,4.J Midr,Ps.72,3: 
Tanch»Way,12j Pes.R,33 (152b)j Tanch, 3J/^\ 13), and one other (bT.San.^3a), 
For Is x i . 2 , a further three messianic passages (bT,San.93b: Gen,R,2,4f 
Gen,R,NV.97; counting Ruth,R.7,2 and Num,R.13,ll as par a l l e l s to bT,San»93b 
and Gen.R^ NV 97 respectively) and three others (Gen.R.8,lj Num,R,10,5r 
Num,R»14,10). The r e s u l t i s generally comparable Td.th that for Da vii,13-14. 
I t i s not d i f f i c u l t to imagine, or to f i n d out, that i f the whole 
pas;nge Is xi.1-5 i s taken as the u n i t of comparison, i t i s used more 
than Da vii,13-14 because i t i s longer and therefore provider .aiore information 
to be used. 
One item of importance emerges. There i s no reason to suppose that 
Da vii,13-14. should have been used by the rabbis more or less than i t 
was, and the attempts to explain why i t occurs so l i t t l e i n rabbinic l i t e r a t u r e 
have been based on a false premiss. 
Next, a negative conclusion i s of the utmost importance. The man-like 
figure appear.; i n nine rabbinic passages. None of them shows the sli g h t e s t 
awareness that l / i K '^H wasever a t i t l e . Nor can Da vii , 1 3 be 
shown to have produced any other t i t l e . Conversely passase 101, the sole 
passage which shows awareness of the Christian use of 'son of Man' 
as a t i t l e , carries no trace of Da vi i , 1 3 . The rabbis did not connect 
the two. I n succeeding chapters of t h i s thesis the explanation of t h i s 
w i l l emerge clearly. There was no Son of Man concept i n Judaism at a l l . 
I t i s a phenomenon which occurred only within C h r i s t i a n i t y , where i t was 
not produced by Da v i i , 1 3 , The two became connected within C h r i s t i a n i t y 
because thi s t e x t was applied to Jesus and contains the term \/l K ')1, 
I n these circumstances the results of the investigation of the rabbinical 
evidence are e n t i r e l y comprehensible. 
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F i n a l l y , we must return to the problems of dating the<xegesis of Da v i i 
collected from rabbinical l i t e r a t u r e . While the t r a d i t i o n a l use of the 
rabbis to whom sayings are attr i b u t e d i s unsatipfsctory, the evidence 
of a t t r i b u t i o n may not be ignored, ap i t i s s t i l l possible that the resultant 
picture i s l a r g e l y correct. Table 11 l i s t s a l l the rabbis involved i n 
the transmission of par'ages 1 - 98 i n approadraate chronological order, 
as supposed by the standard works of t r a d i t i o n a l research i n t h i s f i e l d . 
The actual dates are taken largely from SB, and, except when they are 
stated to be the date,: of a sage's d(eath), they give the approximate 
f l o r u i t as t r a d i t i o n a l research would place i t . The posit i o n of each rabbi 
r e l a t i v e to the sayings he ie connected with i s then given, as A(uthor), 
T(radent) or simply D(ebater), the verses of Da v i i quoted i n these 
sayings, and f i n a l l y the pasrages i n which these sayings are to be found. 
Table 11, 
Sayings Sage Date Capacity Verses 
H i l l e l B,C.20 A 10 61 
Eliezer ben Hynanus 90 A 10 69 
ELeazar ben Azariah 100 A 9 33 
Jose the Galilean no A 9 33,58 
Aqiba ben Joseph d.l35 A 9 33,58 
Abba Jose ben Dosithai HD A 10 33 
Simeon ben Gamaliel 140 A 15 9 
Meir 150 A 9 41 
Nehemiah 150 A 2 2 
Simeon ben Jochai 150 A 10 64 
Nathan 160 A 25 96 
Rabbi(judah the Prince) d,217 A 10 63,67 
T 10 33 
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Table 11 (continued). 
Sage Date Capacity Verses Sayings 
Bar Kappara 220 A 9 53 
Ranina ben Rama 225 A ^,5,9,16 10,12,48,91 
Hoshaia 225 A 9-10 45 
Rab(Abba ben Aiva) d.2^7 A 10 33(bis) 
Joshua ben Le-vi 250 A 7,9,13 27,51,77 
Simeon ben Laqish 250 A 5,7 4,14 
D 13 77 
Simlai 250 A 5 16 
Samuel ben Abba ben Abba d.25^ A 16 90 
ha-Kohen T 9,10 33,51 
Hiyya ben Rab 255 D 10 33 
Kama ben Hanina 260 T ^,5 12 
Samuel bar Nachman 260 A 4,9,13,19 4,52,83,92 
Alexander 270 T 13 77 
ELeaaar ben Pedath 270 A 4 
Zotra bar Tobiah 270 T 10 33 
Johanan ben Nappaha d.279 A 3,5,7,8,9,13,23 4,9,12,15,16 
35,79,95 
Hiyya bar Aba 280 A 9 13,56 
Simon ben Pazzi 280 A 7 7 
Tanhum bar Hanilai 280 A 10 66 
Huna d.297 T 16 90 
Aha ben Hanina 300 T 4,5 12 
Ammi bar Nathan 300 A 5 15 
Hanina ben Adda 300 A 19 92 
Ranina bar Papa 300 A 5 16 
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Table 11 (continued) 
Sage Date Capacity Verses Sayings 
Huna the elder from 300 T 12 
Sepphoris 
Isaac 300 A 9 49 
Levi 300 A 9,11 56,70 
T 9 52 
Reuben 300 A 9 58 
Hilkiah 320 T 7,9 7,58 
Judah ben Simon 320 A 4,5,9,10 11,42 
T 4,5 12 
Nachman ben Jacob 320 T 9 51 
Joseph ben Hiyya d.333 A 5 14-16 
Berekiah 340 A 9,11 44,73/4 
T 10,13 67,82 
Jose 350 A 25 97 
Raba(Abba ben Joseph ben d.352 A 23 95 
Hama) 
Phinehas ben Kama 360 T 7,9 7,58 
Papa d.376 D 23 95 
Aha bar Jacob 425 A 10 33 
Abina A 10 43 
Samuel ben S-t-r A 16 87,88 
Hanina ben Andarai T 16 87,88 
The most notable feature to appear from t h i s table i f the concentration 
of fowc kingdom material i n the period c.A.D,250-300, and the prominence 
within t h i s of the consistent exegesis found i n so many sayings a t t r i b u t e d 
to R,Johanan, This i s the same period within v^ich the only saying 
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d e f i n i t e l y dateable by in t e r n a l c r i t e r i a must be dated, the reference 
to Odenathus i n passage 31, The disturbed conditions maJce t h i s r e s u l t 
plausible, though most other parts of the rabbinical period would 
do well enough on t h i s score. The evidence discussed i n ch 7 w i l l 
however cle a r l y demonstrate the existence of the outline of the western 
Jewish t r a d i t i o n e a r l i e r than t h i s , A second factor worth remarking 
upon i s that the transmission of the exegesis i s p e r f e c t l y i n t e l l i g i b l e 
i n t r a d i t i o n a l terms i n view of the contacts noted between the d i f f e r e n t 
rabbis i n TahLe 11, 
However, any attempt to go further than t h i s , and especially any 
attein)t to extract p r o f i t a b l e information from the early date of the 
f i r s t few rabbis i n Table 11, must wear a very f r a g i l e a i r , because of 
the doubt surrounding the accuracy of such a t t r i b u t i o n s , ^ I t i s more 
p r o f i t a b l e therefore to concentrate upon the dating of the exegetical 
t r a d i t i o n found i n these sayings. I t s general consistency i s important, 
because t h i s enables i t to be treated broadly as a single e n t i t y dateable 
by means of external c r i t e r i a . The western Jewish t r a d i t i o n w i l l be 
shown i n ch 7 to have been i n existence as early as the f i r s t group 
of rabbis i n Table 11, and the commentators i n ch 6 w i l l provide evidence 
that i t continued to f l o u r i s h i n the mediaeval period. The rabbinical 
sayings collected i n t h i s chapter show that t h i s coherent exegetical 
t r a d i t i o n was the dominant t r a d i t i o n i n western Jewry throughout t h i s 
period, and t h i s r e s u l t i s both s i g n i f i c a n t and independent of the 
r e l i a b i l i t y of the a t t r i b u t i o n of these sayings. 
1. Cf, supra, pp.237-9. 
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Chapter 6, Jewish Evidence? Some Mediaeval Commentators. 
The extension of the investigation i n t o t h i s area may at f i r s t 
sight seem surprising, i n view of the l a t e date of the writers concerned. 
I t was done i n search of early material, especially the corporate i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure, and the results have j u s t i f i e d the search. 
While almost a l l writers belong to the western Jewish t r a d i t i o n , there 
i s an exception of the utmost int e r e s t ; amid the mostly l a t e exegesis 
there i s an occasional early item, above a l l precisely the corporate 
in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure; and the formal f a c t that these 
writers are commentators has added to t h e i r value. Unlike the Christian 
commentators, Jewish commentators comment on the o r i g i n a l t e x t of 
Daniels t h i s i s the only section of the material that preserves any 
comment on the d i f f i c u l t i e s of vs 1 at a l l . I n short, the works considered 
i n t h i s chapter are valuable for formal reasons and because Jewish t r a d i t i o n 
could be conservative for centuries on end, even though i t was not 
necessarily or always so. 
I f the state of scholarship i n the f i e l d of rabbinical l i t e r a t u r e 
i s inadequate, here i t i s worse. To enable the investigation to be 
carried out on a reasonable time-scale at a l l , i t was decided to confine 
i t to published commentaries, and to r e s t r i c t i t to ch 7 of those commentaries, 
except f o r the following up of cross-references found i n ch 7 of the 
commentaries. How much material has been omitted i s simply unknown. 
I n p a r t i c u l a r , there i s always the p o s s i b i l i t y that other exegetes who 
thought that a l l the prophecies were f u l f i l l e d i n the time of the second 
temple agreed with Hayyim ben Galipapa's exegesis of Daniel,''-
1* Cf. e.g. Saadia Gaon, The Book of Belief and Qpiniona (Tr. Rosenblatt. 
Yale Judaica Series, vol I . 1948) v i i , p,312. 
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However, i t may be supposed that the value of any further material that 
might be found w i l l be i n i t s i l l u m i n a t i o n of mediaeval Jewish exegesis 
rather than i n any e f f e c t i t might have on the study of early C h r i s t i a n i t y , 
The basic facts o f the authentic t r a d i t i o n occurring i n a mediaeval 
Jewish source, and of the preservation of the corporate i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure independently i n the western Jewish t r a d i t i o n -
these important conclusions have been established from the material surveyed. 
One further r e s t r i c t i o n had to be imposed - the published t e x t 
of these commentaries has been accepted as the only text available. 
Occasionally manuscript research would be valuable, but to f i n d and 
sort out the manuscript witnesses to Rashi*s commentary alone would be 
a research project i n i t s e l f . Not a single one of the writers surveyed 
i n t h i s chapter has the benefit of a properly consrituted s c i e n t i f i c a l l y 
edited t e x t . To t h i s extent t h i s chapter of t h i s thesis consists of 
gathering from t h i s area such f r u i t f u l conclusions as can now be gathered. 
This useful exercise i s carried out with f u l l awareness that i f the state 
of scholarship were d i f f e r e n t more information could be gathered which 
would i n d e t a i l be more r e l i a b l e . The authors surveyed i n t h i s chapter 
are l i s t e d i n Table 12, with the conventional dates. 
Table 1^ 
Jephet clOOO 
Rashi 1040 - 1105 
Ibn Ezra c,1142 and 1153 
Pseudo-Saadia End of t w e l f t h century 
Samuel ben Nissim 1274 
R»Hayyiffl Galipapa c,1310 - 1380 
Samuel ben Nissim was selected as a convenient stopping-point 
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when i t became apparent that comnientators of la ter date were producing 
a decreasing quantity of early material, and the information searched 
for had been found: Hayyim Gallpapa was added because he was known to 
have preserved the outline of the author's original exegesis of Da v i i . 
The stopping-point i s i n a sense arbitrary, and the poss ib i l i ty of furtJier 
information of interest being produced from la ter com.nentators cannot 
be ruled out, but practical considerations necessitated the l imi ta t ion 
of this investigation and i t seemed sensible to allow the finding of 
the essential information to dictate the stopping-point. 
With the purpose of this investig?3tion i n mind, the discussion 
of these cominentators w i l l be briefer than those of chs 3 and A. The 
most in^jortant points of their exegesis w i l l be discussed, together 
with interesting details and any early information, but details which 
are clearly of late origin or which have been encountered i n ch 5 
w i l l normally be ignored. 
Jephet. 
Jephet i s generally regarded as one of the f inest b ib l ica l commentators 
among the Karaites* His commentary was written in Arabic: consequently 
I am dependent here on the English translation of Margol^outh. His 
exegesis has four points of especial interest. (11 The fourth kingdom 
i s Rome and the Arabs. (2) The man-like figure ie the Messiah. (3) The 
clouds of vs 13 are exp l i c i t l y said to be symbolic. (4.) The Ancient 
of Days i s ident i f ied as an angel» 
Jephet stands i n the western Jewish t rad i t ion . We have seen i n ch 5 
that, l i k e i t s Christian counterpart studied i n ch 4, this was an actualizing 
t radi t ion, and for centuries i t had taken the view that the fourth kingdom 
was Rome, but the f a l l of the Roman empire i n the West created a 
problem for this point of view, as did the subsequent rise of the 
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Arabs, at least for people under their sway. How was this to be reconciled 
with the Danielic schema? In the f i r s t place, the Roman empire could 
be stretched. This was a simple matter i n the Eastern half of i t , 
because this had not fa l l en , and i t was done i n the West too, Edom 
becoming v i r t ua l l y a Jewish cipher for the Christian West, Secondly, the 
fourth kingdom could be stretched to include the Arabs as wel l , much 
as Aphrahat had stretched the Greek kingdom to include the Roman, and 
this i s the solution adopted by Jephet. At vs 1 he explains that Daniel 
••was already acquainted with the facts about the four kingdoms* as i n 
Da i i , but that he subsequently received f u l l e r accounts oj them, to 
be found i n Da v i i - x i i . Then at v i i , 7 he declares that the fourth 
beast i s a description of the kingdom, of Rome, giving a cross-reference 
to his discussion at i i . 4 0 , where he had expounded at some length his 
view that the fourth kingdom was f i r s t the Romans, then both the Romans 
and the Arabs. Thus this actualizing t radi t ion expanded i t t view of 
the fourth kingdom to accomodate the course of history. 
The ident i f ica t ion of the man-like figure as the Messiah i s assumed 
without question: i t should probably be deduced that Jephet belonged 
to a group of western exegetes among whom i t was the only interpretation 
that had survived. He gives two reapons for the choice of a man as 
a symbol of the Messiah. "One i s , because he i s wise and knows his Lord. 
A second, because he i s lord of a l l . " This i s very Jewish, and not 
fa r removed from the original author's way of thinking. The f i r s t reason 
i s close to the notion that to obey God i s manly, and the second assumes 
that man is a suitable symbol because he i s dominant over the beasts. 
However the mode of i t s expression and i t s attachment to the Messianic 
interpretation suggest that this i s not a preservation of the original 
reasons, but a secondary comment which approximates to the view of the 
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original author because Jephet, l i k e him, was Jewish. 
The comment on "with the clouds of heaven" runs "because God 
Almighty shall send him, and men shall witness him as they witness 
the clouds". This i s interesting as an example of the kind of thing 
a commentator says when he actually wants to assert that the clouds 
are symbolic: the absence of comments of this type i n any author renders 
the view that he regards them as symbolic a precarious one, Jephet 
continues "Then we are told how he came to the angel who sat judging 
the people, and how the angel l e t him come before him and close to him, 
and then how God gave the kingdom to him." This does not suggest that 
even Jephet regarded the remainder of the description as purely symbolic. 
The angel here i s the "Ancient of days", exp l i c i t l y ident i f ied at vs 9: 
"The Ancient of days i s an angel whose task i t shall be to judge the 
nations on the day of Judgement (cp.Ps»1.3)". Jephet i s the f i r s t 
Jewish source to depart from the tradit ional ident i f ica t ion of him as 
God: Ibn Ezra later specified Michael, but i n the sources under review 
the tradit ional ident i f ica t ion was usually adhered to . The tendency 
to attribute to intermediary figures any action to be carried out 
was already well established i n the intertestamental period, and this 
i s but a la ter example of i t . I t was not normally strong enough to move 
the older interpretative t radi t ion . I t i s interesting that i n spite of 
this ident i f ica t ion Jephet correctly ident i f ies the "divine passive" 
i n vs 1^, recognizing only the authority of God himself as suf f ic ien t 
to give the Messiah the "sovereignty, glory and dominion". 
Some of the details of Jephet's interpretation are worthy of mention. 
At vs 1 he reasonably points out some possibi l i t ies for the interpretation 
of "And told the sum of the matters", commenting "meaning either that 
he wrote down the important points of the dream; or else referr ing 
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to the heading words i n the chapter 'Daniel answered and said' , as they 
are written; and meaning that the events took place just as they are 
recorded i n this book*. At vss 2 - 3 he interprets the great sea as 
•the ocean*, and goes on to suggest "Apparently he must have fancied 
i n the dream that he was standing on the sea-shore t i l l the animals 
rose". I t should no doubt be deduced that Jephet is not at this point 
dependent on any exegetical t radi t ion, but this i s a display of proper 
exegetical insight from an interpreter with the same Jewish presuppositions 
as the original author. 
The interpretation of the appendages of the f i r s t beast i s carried 
out i n terms of the story of Nebuchadnezzar, with reference to Da i v . 
This i s r igh t , and so widely attested that i t must represent the preservation 
of the author's original view."*" As with the ident i f ica t ion of the f i r s t 
beast as Babylon, the western t radi t ion had no reason to alter t h i s . 
The second kingdom is Persia and the th i rd Greece, i t s four wings being 
the Diadochi» 
The absence of comparison i n the case of the fourth beast i s explained 
•because i t had not any single rel igion or doctrine, nor did Daniel 
recognize i n i t any animal form to which he could l iken i t ; he can only 
t e l l of the horror, terror, and fear which i t inspired". The second 
part of this i s on the r ight l ines , though the f i r s t i s secondary. The 
interpretation of the teeth i s interesting? "i.e.TITUS THE SINNER, and 
the others l i k e him, who invaded ci t ies and shed blood". This i s the 
f i r s t occurrence of this interpretation i n the material under review. 
I t i s secondary within the western t rad i t ion , but i t could be o ld . 
The ten horns are interpreted at vs 24 as "10 thrones, belonging to 
Rome, on each of which a governor sat". They exist siniu.ltaneously, 
l . C f . supra, pp.37, 101-2, 211-2. 
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and are not placed at the End, but at the time of the rise of Mohammed, 
whom Jephet regarded as the l i t t l e horn ( c f , his comments at xi,14., /^O), 
The three horns cast down are thus three places which Mohammed conquered. 
History continue* af ter this l as t horn, and Jephet gives a direct ly 
actualizing comment on part of vs 25 "The prophecy 'and he shall wear 
out the saints of the Most High' i s now i n course of fu l f i lment upon 
Israel", This did not however lead Jephet to believe that the End was 
at hand when he wrote. 
The setting of vss 9 - 10 i s clearly that of the Last Judgement, 
and the f i n a l comment on these two verses sho^s the logic of the western 
Jewish t radi t ion s t i l l identical to that found centuries earlier among 
western Christians, "He thought i t appropriate to mention the day of 
Judgement af ter the termination of the four kingdoms, to show that 
at the close of their sovereignty they must expect judgement, punishment 
and condemnation, and that their works are taken count of against them." 
At vs 16 the interpretation of "within i t s sheath" i s correct. 
Only the Jewish commentators, remaining within the culture of the author, 
preserved this accurately, Jephet was however uncertain as to \^ether 
Daniel woke up and then went back to sleep again. At vss.17-18 he comments 
interestingly "A general statement, without special ejtplanation of the 
four animals; corresponding to the method of both Joseph and Daniel 
i n the interpretation of dreams; which is to give a general idea, 
resolving the knotty and d i f f i c u l t point ." The Saints are interpreted 
at vs 27: i t i s clear that we have secondary variation on the t radi t ional 
and correct ident i f ica t ion of the Saints as Israel , d i f f i c u l t y being 
caused by the fact that the term for "Most High" i s p lu ra l . Their 
humiliation i s graphically depicted i n a summary of some of the sufferings 
of the Jews. 
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For his discussion of the "times" Jephet gives a reference forward 
to x i i . 7 . He makes i t clear that he does not think the duration of this 
period can be known, and he places i t i n the future. In a concluding 
section, Jephet exp l i c i t l y states his dependence on earlier sources, 
both written and oral . He then gives some details of the calculations 
of the End bij earlier scholars, thus provid^ing e^qjlicit evidence that 
at various times the western t radi t ion had been u t i l i z ed to calculate 
that the End was near. Unlike the syrian t radi t ion , the western always 
had this potential, and i t was used for this purpose by Jews as well 
as by Christians. 
Jephet belongs very simply to the western Jewish t radi t ion . He 
has preserved a very small quantity of authentic exegesis which had 
been passed on from the very beginning - the four beasts are kingdoms, 
the f i r s t Babylon, i t s appendages indicating the story of Nebuchadnezzar: 
at vs 15 he has the correct interpretation of Daniel's s p i r i t within 
i t s "sheath", and he knew that the Saints were I s rae l . I n general, however, 
he exhibits the a b i l i t y of an actualizing tradi t ion to adapt i t s e l f 
continuously, i f slowly, to historical change, 
Rashi. 
Rashi, also belonged to the western Jewish t radi t ion . He commented 
on the Aramaic text, and some of his comments are simply translation 
of words for the benefit of people who understood only Hebrew, Like 
Jephet, he stands i n a t radi t ion which continued to iden t i fy the fourth 
kingdom as the Roman, but stretched i t dowi to his own time. The outstanding 
feature of his exegesis from the point of view of this investigation 
i s his preservation of the original corporate interpretation of the 
man-like f igure. 
The f i r s t three kir^ gdoms are exp l i c i t l y ident i f ied as Babylon, 
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Persia and Greece. The comments on vs 7 begin with a saying from Lev.R, 
13,5, without making any expl ic i t ident i f ica t ion of the fourth beast 
at a l l . Evidehtly Rashi regarded the ident i f ica t ion as so obvious that 
exp l ic i t statement of i t at the beginning of the comment on vs 7 was 
not necessary. I t i s supplied i n the comment on the ten horns, which 
clearly ident i f ies the fourth kingdom as the Roman and supplies also 
an interesting ident i f ica t ion of the horns as Caesar, Augustus and 
the other Roman emperors down to Vespasian, Consistently with this 
a comment on vs 8 ident i f ies the l i t t l e horn as Titus, an iden t i f ica t ion 
which Rashi repeats at vs 2A» This ident i f ica t ion from past history i s 
contrary to the normal logic of the actualizing western t radi t ion, 
J^art from i l l u s t r a t i ng the strains involved i n stretching the fourth 
kingdom into the second millenium, i t witnesses to the conservative 
nature of the Jewish t radi t ion . In view of the way i n which new exegesis 
i n this t radi t ion i s normally actualizing, we should probably date 
this piece of exegesis c,70 A.D, I t s fa i lure to occur earlier may be 
ascribed direct ly to the paucity of earlier Jewish exegesis of this 
verse. 
The comment at vs 18 f i r s t l y follows the ancient and correct iden t i f ica t ion 
of the Saints as Israel , and then makes clear that the Jewish triumph 
w i l l follow on the end of the fourth kingdom, already iden t i f i ed as 
the Roman, and here iden t i f ied as Edom, a normal Jewish cipher for Rome, 
I t follows from this that i n Rashi's view the fourth kingdom was s t i l l 
i n existence i n his own time: i t § demise would be followed by the Jewish 
triumph. Thus, i n accordance with the normal logic of the western t rad i t ion , 
Jewish as well as Christian, vss 9-10 portray the future Judgement 
of the fourth kingdom, followed by i t s destruction i n vs 11 and the 
triumph of the Jews symboliaed i n vss 1 > 1 ^ . 
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The interpretation of the man-like figure begins with the well-known 
comment at vs 13 , On this basis Rashi*s interpretation 
has always been simply said to be messianic."^ At vs 14., however, there 
i s another commenti. 5 k ^ i / ^ i ji)^n:> ? i ^ n m \ x T i 
This may be translated "He has compared the nations to beasts, and 
Israel he has compared to a son of man, because they are meek and 
fault less.* This i s an expl ic i t statement of the corporate interpretation 
of the man-like figure as a symbol of the people of Israel* The reason 
given for the choice of this symbol i s on the r ight lines# They are 
meek and faultless i n obedience to God, and hence suitably symbolized 
by a man, for to be man-like is to be properly obedient to God, This 
i s on the r ight l ines because Rashi holds the same general basic ideas 
as the author of Daniel; the same general notions were u t i l i zed by Jephet 
m the expression of his messianic view. 
How is this to be reconciled with Rashi*s comments at vs 13? There 
are two poss ib i l i t ies . The f i r s t i s that the comrfient at vs 13 does not 
belong to Rashi's text . The only edition available when this chapter 
was written was that i n the 186^ rabbinical bible. I t i s well known that 
this i s an uncri t ical textus receptus, not reliable for details. Thus 
Grossman remarks that Rashi's b ib l i ca l commentaries include "annotations 
writ ten alongside Rashi's comments by others, and la ter interpolated 
into the text by copyists" . I t i s noteworthy that i n Da i i the messiah 
i s siu^jly tacked on at the end of a comment at i i . i U t 
1^ E.g.Montgomery, op .c i t . , p. 321: J.Sarachek, The Doctrine of the 
Messiah i n Mediaeval Jewish Literature (1932), p,55, 
2, Supra, p,332, 
3. A.Grossman, EJ 13, 1559. Cf.M.Liber, Rashi (1906), p,231. 
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T)^\(^X)T) J \O!^ '0 Here the las t four words may be suspected 
as a gloss, bringing i n the messiah where otherwise only the corporate 
interpretation of the stone i s to be found, an interpretation consistent 
with the corporate interpretation of the man-like figure at v i i . l3» 
The corporate interpretation of the stone i s also expressed i n a comment 
at i i . « r J IX y^PJll fl^m J V ^ ' W T ) Ti) 
The removal of these two detachable phrases would result i n a consistent 
picture. Rashi, who "occasionally deviates from the traditions of 
Talmud and Agadah i n not interpreting certain passages messianically",' 
would then have preserved the coiporate interpretations of the stone 
and the man-like figure, and the presence of the messiah at ii»44- and 
T i i . l 3 would be attributable to copyists who believed i n the messitt(\ic 
interpretation. 
To test this poss ib i l i ty would require research into the manuscripts 
of Rashi*s commentary, and this l i es beyond the scope of this thesis. 
The considerations so far advanced invi te such an investigation, but 
they do not amount to proof that the suggested glosses must be excised. 
The alternative poss ib i l i ty i s that Rashi held both interpretations 
at once. The key then i s precisely the f i n a l comment at ii.44-> 
X^T)! • Rashi w i l l have shared the general 
notions of antiquity of the king as a representative of his people: 
at v i i . 17 yX)K he comments quite bluntly vS\lO^ <D ^ 
He must have inherited both traditions of the interpretation of the 
man-like f igure, since the corporate interpretation i s found i n his 
comment on vs 1-4 and he knew the messianic view from the Talmud (bT.San.98a),^ 
! • Sarachek, op . c i t . , p.53. 
2. ^parent ly he e3q>resses the messianic interpretation of the man-like 
figure i n commenting on bT.San.98a. Unfortunately I have not been able 
to check th is , and i n any case i t would not follow that Rashi put forward 
the messianic interpretation i n his commentary on Daniel, since he 
could have changed his mind, as Ibn Ezra did. 
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He may have concluded that the man-like figure was a symbol of Israel 
and of her leader at the redemption, the Messiah, 
Some details of Rashi's exegesis are worthy of comment. The saying 
at vs 5 about the wolf i s evidently e;q>lanatory of an exegetical t radi t ion 
found i n Lev.R,13,5 and parallels.' ' ' The comment on the beast's position 
i s especially interesting i n an adherent of the western t radi t ion since 
i t shows him f i t t i n g i n the Median kingdom for a one year reign before 
the Persian empire real ly held sway. The two kingdoms have real ly been 
pushed together into one beast, with help from b ib l i ca l data about 
Darius the Mede lying i n the background. On the three r ibs , the interpretation 
of l i ^ J l l I D i s no doubt a reference to bT.Qid,72a.^ Rashi's own 
interpretation - Cyrus, Artaxerxes and Darius who had the temple b u i l t -
is unique i n the material under review, but i t i s probably very old, 
as IE indicated by the related view known to Jerome, 
At vs 15f Tli~lA IXH, Rashi has just managed to preserve the 
old t radi t ion: '^WT) 1^0. '^"1 Tl^TUJ IVI^D X ^ ^ l^SXi. 
At vs 22 Rashi comments The reference 
i n DTl^is clearly to the Sainjis of the Most High, and the s u f f i x 
of T l \ W i s presumably intended to pick up » We may therefore 
translate ''And they were given vengeance on the horn". From the use of 
the term T\V>|)J i t appears that Rashi thought that judgement was given 
i n their favour, which would result i n their getting ?S>pA, I f he thought 
they became the judges, he would surely have made a d i f ferent k i n i 
of comment. The comments on vss 9 and 13 f i t this picture very well , 
with God s i t t i ng i n judgement on the kingdoms because he was angry 
I f Supra p.24-5. 
2. Supra p»253» 
3. Supra, pp,212-3» 
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with them for maltreating his children, and Israel thereby obtaining 
just ice. He si ts with the court, not with the Saints, and at vs 26 
Rashi has correctly preserved the meaning of , commenting 
d i - p ^ T ) -^^'sw p T \ l 
At vs 25 the comment on J i l l m i s very sound: 
In dealing with the times, Rashi, l i k e Jephet, comments on the transient 
actualizing of his less fortunate predecessors i n the western Jewish 
t radi t ion: u'^fT) \h mi v'K mwm mvTw 
Here again the actualizing nature of the western t radi t ion and i t s potential 
fo r use i n declaring that the End i s at hand i s graphically portrayed. 
Rashi i s thus a straightforward representative of the western 
Jewish t radi t ion . His exegesis of Da v i i conforms to the logical outline 
of the western t radi t ion and his remarks t e s t i f y to i t s actualizing 
nature. His especial importance to this investigation l i e s i n his 
clear preservation of the o r i g i n ^ corporate interpretation of the man-like 
figure as a symbol of the Jews. 
Ibn Ezra. 
Ibn Ezra also belonged to the western Jewish t rad i t ion . His exegesis 
has two especially remarkable features. F i r s t ly , to accotfwcdate the 
passage of time he has made the fourth kingdom the Arab kingdom only, 
and stretched the th i rd to include botii Greeks and Romans. Secondly, 
l i k e Rashi, he has preserved the corporate exegesis of the man-like 
figure as a symbol of Israel . Discussion of his views i s complicated 
by the fact that he wrote two separate recensions of his commentary. 
The shorter one was written f i r s t and has been edited by Matthews: 
for the longer I have again used the uncr i t ica l received text found 
i n the 186/^ rabbinical bible. Itiedlflnder gives a hair-raising account 
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of the transmission of the text of Ibn Ezra's works. This \s especially 
unfortunate because i t does again affect the interpretation of the 
man-like f igure, but the lengthy manuscript research which would be 
necessary to make any progress at a l l l i e s far beyond the scope of this 
thesis, so I shall simply discuss the evidence that i s available, I 
w i l l begin i n each case with the longer recension, ^ i c h i s always 
referred to unless otherwise stated, and deal with the shorter only 
where i t d i f fe r s from the longer i n matters of interest. 
The f i r s t kingdom is ident i f ied as the Babylonian, and the second 
as the Persian - thus far the ident i f ica t ion i s that which i s universal 
i n the western t rad i t ion . At vs 6 the th i rd kingdom is ident i f ied as 
Tawan. This was the tradit ional term for the Greek kingdom, so that 
i n i t s e l f this ident i f icat ion had hardly been altered, and Ibn Ezra 
at once explains that this kingdom begins from Alexander, proceeding 
also with the tradit ional western ident i f ica t ion of the four wings 
as the Diadochi, But for Ibn Ezra Yawan included the Romans as well 
as the Greeks, and at v i i , 7 , having ident i f ied tiie fourth kingdom as 
the Arabs, he says that the Redeemer w i l l come ^Si\/ 
. The two kingdoms are the th i rd and fourth, both of them 
s t i l l i n existence i n Ibn Ezra's time. Re refers back to Da i i . 4 i i , 
which he had interpreted very clearly i n his shorter recension? ' ^ i ^ l 
The western t radi t ion has here continued to actualize, this time stretching 
the th i rd kingdom as well as the fourth r igh t down into the second 
millenium. 
The comment on v i i , 7 begins with the simple ident i f ica t ion of the 
1* M,Friedllnder, Essays on the Writings of Abraham Ibn Ezra (1877), pp.196-7,. 
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fourth kingdom as the Arab, and the ten horns are iden t i f i ed as ten 
divisions of the contemporary Arab empire. The normal structure of 
a western exegesis then continues with the l i t t l e horn placed i n the 
future: Tl^ T^ ^ -J^ t I ' J l ^ UlW Tli \ i lpn ]-)}\) 1X11 
,^Xl\T) JlSt^ niO Qllp. This structure proceeds with the exegesis 
of vs.9. The Ancient of Days i s Michael: this i s the same tradi t ion 
as Jephet, for whom he was the mighty though unnamed angelic prince. The 
time is clearly at the End: 
This i s duly taken up with a cross-reference i n the commentary on x i i . l , 
where i n the context the placing of these events at the End could not 
be clearer. 
This exegesis continues consistently with vs 11 taken to symbolize 
the comprehensive destruction of the kingdom of Ishmael i n a few days: 
the point i s rammed home again i n the comments on vs 12» Verses 13 and 
14- then deal with the f i n a l triumph of Israel . This structure i s b r i e f l y 
repeated i n the comments on vss 18ff . Thus Ibn Ezra's exegesis exhibits 
the logica l ly coherent structure of the f i n a l l y eschatologlcal and 
actualizing exegesis of the western t radi t ion. 
The second major featxire of Ibn Ezra^s exegesis that calls for 
lengthy discussion i s his ident i f ica t ion of the man-like f igure. In 
the shorter recension he espoused the messianic interpretation, which 
he states blunUy: Iip15^ DV^) XID Tl\ 
However, i t is evident that when he came to write the longer recension 
Ibn Ezra had changed his mind. The comment on vss 18ff gives the logic 
of a sound exegesisf ^\61- [l^ l^pM ViX^X* ITl VVYBl 
,D^\ii l a i D^ia l a m^s>Vi y<ia vnp misiV) 
A translation may serve to c l a r i f y the point. "Now the interpretation 
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of the text 'one l i k e a son of man' i s that at the End the Saints of 
the Most High w i l l receive the kingdom and they w i l l take possession 
of the kingdom for ever and ever,* The comment at vs 13 must be interpreted 
i n this l i g h t . x \ T i n t ' j n 
A translation w i l l help here too, though i t w i l l require some jus t i f ica t ion . . 
'*Rabbi Joshua says that this 'man-like f igure ' i s the Messiah (bT.San>98a), 
This i s a well established opinion, but i n fact this figure represents 
the holy people, that i s , Israel .* cannot mean that 
R.Joshua's opinion i s correct, because this would not make sense of the 
context. That these words need not have such a meaning i s clear from 
Ibn Ezra's usage elsewhere, for example i n his com.^ entary on Isaiah 
v i . l , 5: i n both cases two irreconcileable opinions are given, separated 
by the remark X\\) D \ . I t follows thatjthe semantic range 
of i n this kind of context covers views which are sensible and 
well established but not as a matter of fact correct. For the adversative 
rather than simply restr ic t ive use of p*) see for example Ibn Ezra's 
commentary on Isaiah v.2, 29, vi.lO,"^ Once i t i s seen that for him i t s 
semantic range includes this adversative use, i t must be admitted here 
on grounds of sense. I t i s therefore to be concluded that the above translation 
is sound: effor ts to extract a different exegesis from this comment 
have suffered from cutting o f f the sentence after ^ X l \0\\, 
and from ignoring the rest of Ibn Ezra's remarks. 
1 . For the adversative use of i)"} already i n the OT, B.Jongeling, 
'^a particule ^ XVIII (1973), pp.97 - 107. 
2» E.g.C.Schffttgen, Horae hebraicae et Talmud!cae, vol,2 (17^2), p,263; 
the end of the sentence i s completely distorted by E.Ktfnig, Die messianische 
Weissagun^en des A,T. (I923)p.299 n . l , who translates •nur i s t er das 
heil ige Volk, welches Israel i s t " and ignores the comments on vss I4. 
and 18ff . Most scholars have accented that Ibn Ezra followed the 
corporate interpretation: cf . Morfeomery, op .c i t . , p,301, Rowley, o p . c i t . , 
p.62 n.2. 
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Ibn Ezra states the corporate interpretation of the man-like f igure 
again i n his comments at vs I4.. He begins by saying " I I H . 
DT) Sl\y\\ ^^y^D ^ i\J^^ ^t^^ 
I t appears that Ibn Ezra has interpreted these two verses i n a purely 
symbolic way. In this comment he generalizes from the divine g i f t of 
vs 14 representing a Jewish victory by supposing i n accordance with 
normal Jewish religious ideas that a l l events on earth real ly are 
controlled by God. He then proceeds ViX TllW ^JTlPKI 
^XU"I -^ra^. fOV^ X l T l l / ^X^V^ XI?) 
D^Ai^^y v ^ i p ^ iTi^ y y i i "P'JB 
. j v y ' X D Ti^HD. viv^i sim^ naioTii 
The grammatical remark ^0?) X^TlV must refer to the noun 
This does i n fact refer to the species 'man': i t i s very d i f f i c u l t 
to see what else Ibn Ezra could have meant. Unhappily his expression 
i s s t i l l too brief to be f u l l y informative - did he think this had something 
to do with i t s appropriateness as a symbol of Israel , rather than a 
description of an individual figure?^ As a proof he cites one of the 
expressions of the triumph of the Saints, from vs 22. I t i s this which 
he amplifies when he actually reaches vss 18f f , In short he shows an 
unusually sound grasp of the fact that vst 18,22 and 27 were i n fact 
intended to supply the interpretation of vss 13 and 14. 
Why did Ibn Ezra change his mind? I t may be supposed that he took 
the messianic view from the t radi t ion which he inherited, and that this 
included the Talmudic saying of R.Joshua which he quotes i n the longer 
recension. Whether he knew the corporate Interpretation at this stage 
we do not know. He may have f i r s t encountered i t on his subsequent 
journeys. I t may be supposed that i n considering the merits of the 
two traditions he was i n fact swayed by the arguments that he puts 
1 . Cf. supra, p.51. 
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forward i n the longer refiension. He had always been prepared to depart 
from opinions e3q)ressed i n the Talmud and Midrash, especially where 
legis la t ive matters were not involved, and i n some other cases also, 
e,g, Num xx iv . l7 , Zech ix,9> he did not accept widespread messianic 
interpretations,^ These features of his efltegesis are to be found here 
i n his acceptance of the corporate interpretation of the man-like f igure. 
Some detailed points i n his exegesis also cal l for comment. At 
vs 1 he takes issue with Jephet, without great success. As for the great 
sea, he admits i n the longer commentary that he does not know what i t 
means, having therefore dropped his suggestion i n the earlier recension 
that i t was the r iver Euphrates, This was an interesting idea, properly 
gromded i n peshat, going astray because Ibn Ezra assumed the author 
was the prophet Daniel l i v i n g i n Babylon, whereas the perspective i s 
rea l ly that of the Maccabean author l i v i n g i n Palestine, At vs 4- Ibn 
Ezra attributes to Saadia the correct t radi t ion of interpretation of 
the f i r s t beast's appendages as symbolizing the story of Nebuchadnezzar, 
but he rejects i t , preferring an ancient view that the enfeeblement 
of the Chaldeans i s referred to. His remark is interesting as indicative 
of the comprehensive misunderstanding of apocalyptic characteristic 
of a l l interpretative tradi t ionsi "H^ 
At vs 5 the d i f f i c u l t APpTI I H l\d\/> is interpreted as the 
destruction by Cyrus and Darius of three c i t ies on one side of the 
Chaldean empire. The command to eat much flesh i s interpreted with 
reference to the Babylonian kingdom, an interpretation which i s certainly 
old . At vss 9 and 10, Ibn Ezra accoi5f>dates the information i n the 
Danielle text to current views of the real structure of the heavens. 
He also f i l l s out somewhat the picture of the Ancient of Days as Michael 
1 , Priediander, op , c i t . , p,96: Sarachek, op , c i t . , p , l l 3 . 
2, Supra, p,130, 
3, Cf, supra, p»191» 
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casting dovm the thrones of the idolaters. However t h i s takes place 
at the beginning of the End, uhen I s r a e l i s delivered, and Ibn Ezra 
introduces, as he does only at t h i s point i n his commentaries on Da v i i , 
his esoteric l e v e l of exegesis which i s appropriate for the wise«^ 
At t h i s l e v e l he sees the f i n a l Judgement carried out by the Narre himself, 
a remarkable approximation to the mainstream of the western t r a d i t i o n 
of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of these verses. 
At vs 15 Ibn Ezra also preserves the correct meaning of 
commenting At vs 16 he comments correctly 
D \ ^ n 3 - T i l , The comment on vs 1^ 1 includes quotation from vs 
22. Here Ibn Ezra read HTl* and interpreted i t l i k e the Peshitta 
and Vulgate, with the Ancient of Days as subject: "and he gave judgement 
fo r the Saints of the Most High". He evidently did not think that the 
Saints became the judges. 
At vs 25 the int e r p r e t a t i o n of SCl\ i s on the r i g h t 
l i n e s : UJ\^\S\\ ^ K'^W' ^ ^ i P JlWvS V\S^' 
Most of the comment on t h i s verse i s i n f a c t to be found at x i i . l l 
rather than i n s i t u . The period denoted by "time, times and hal f a time* 
i s correctly given as 3^ years, but consistently with the western 
exegesis of the whole chapter t h i s i s the period of Israel's distress 
under the l a ^ t king of Ishmael, before the coming of the Redeemer. 
Ibn Ezra's commentary i s the f i n e s t representative of the western 
Jewish t r a d i t i o n considered i n t h i s thesis. He i s especially important 
to t h i s investigation because he i s the second representative of t h i s 
t r a d i t i o n to preserve the o r i g i n a l corporate int e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
man-like figure as a symbol of the people o f I s r a e l . I t i s noteworthy 
that he did so i n a work i n which he f r e e l y expressed his own b e l i e f 
i n the coming of the Messiah. 
1* Of. Frieilfcider, op.cit., pp.137-8. 
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P8eudo*Saadla« 
There I s general agreement that t h i s commentary was not w r i t t e n 
by Saadia himself. The tw e l f t h century date was supplied by Spiegel."^ 
However, the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the details of the fourth kingdom i s 
so inconsistent that i t i s d i f f i c u l t to be confident that t h i s i s r e a l l y 
a single commentary at a l l . For the text I have again used the 186^ 
rabbinical bible: i n t h i s conmientary the need for a proper c r i t i c a l 
t e x t i s most obvious. The tw e l f t h century date should be treated with 
a good deal of scepticism, though i t i s clear enough that much of the 
material belongs to the mediaeval period a f t e r the Arab conquest. The 
commentary belongs to the western t r a d i t i o n , and as a whole (given that 
i t i s variable i n det a i l ) i t preserves the proper structure of the western 
t r a d i t i o n . The inte r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure i s messianic. 
The f i r s t kingdom i s i d e n t i f i e d as Nebuchadnezzar, the second as 
Cyrus, king of Persia. This i s a form of the standard western i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of these two kingdoms as Babylon and Persia. The t h i r d kingdom i s i d e n t i f i e d 
as Yawan. A more detailed comment then gives the ancient western view that 
t h i s i s Alejcander, and the four wings and heads are the Diadochi, but 
a second comment makes i t clear that the t h i r d kingdom has been stretched 
down i n t o Roman times. The fourth kingdom i s the Arab, stretched backwards 
before the Arab conquest. The f i r s t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n comes at the beginning 
of vs 7 D"^K \^ i V 3 ^ X l T ^ i n i . Then at vs 8 i t i s the l i t t l e 
horn which i s s p e c i f i c a l l y i d e n t i f i e d as Ishmael, regarded as only 
part of the Arabs. Thus the author regai'ded the l i t t l e horn as his 
contemporary, a view which permitted, but did not demand, the conclusion 
that the End was at hand. Ps-Saadia knew and rejected the opinion that 
the fourth kingdom was i t s e l f Ishmael, though his comment on the end 
of the verse, which concludes Ci^^^K ^ i H ^ "^P^t , i s suggestive 
of the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the l i t t l e horn as Mohammed. He placed the 
1. H.Spiegel, Saadia al-Fayyumi's arab. Danielversion (1906), pp.l3f. 
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ten horns i n the past, and his stretching backwards of the fourth kingdom 
i s most graphically indicated i n the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of T)p"I^l T)5bK 
which are chronologically placed 
respectively. Then -n6o*> T i 5 m K^m i s more broadly situated 
Wi-Ui the l i t t l e horn estnblished as a contemporary kingdom, the 
exegesis of the next few verse follows the coherent eschatological 
schema characteristic of the western t r a d i t i o n . The time at which the 
events of vss 9-10 are set islMpplied by the comment 
Again, after quotations from Mai i i i . l 9 , I s v,l6, and Zeph i i i . 8 
mv'^^ " D i A J i n ^ n x D w m. 
At vs 11 we have the destruction of the fourth kingdom. At vs 12 Ps-Saadia 
explains that some of the e a r l i e r kingdoms s t i l l e xist, though without 
any sovereignty, and some w i l l s t i l l continue to the End. F i n a l l y he 
notes that i n these verses we have the destruction of Ishmael: 
.Y")XT) ^> /T) Gj\i:>5b ^9^a 
With the l a s t Judgement having thus taken place, complete with the 
destruction of Ishmael, the Messiah comes i n vs 13 and receives the 
sovereignty f o r ever. This completes a consistent and l o g i c a l exegetical 
outline, which conforms completely to the basic pattern of the western 
t r a d i t i o n . 
This general pattern i s repeated i n the comments on the i n t e r p r e t a t i v e 
section o f the dream. The fourth beast isogain i d e n t i f i e d a5 Aram at 
vs 23. At vs 25 Ps-Saadia refuses to calculate the time, clearly taking 
the view that the end of t h i s period has not yet come. At verse 27 
we have the f i n a l ^ triumph of I s r a e l with the coming of the Messiah 
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and the inauguration of his everlasting dominion. But the l i t t l e horn, 
e x p l i c i t l y i d e n t i f i e d above as Tshmael, i s here equally e x p l i c i t l y i d e n t i f i e d 
as the Roman emperor Titus, a view previously noted a? that of Rashi, 
The f i r s t comment i s at vs 21 
.\X>\^^K> ? l ^ \ T ) l t^ip'S)T^ Sl'J. 
This i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i ? repeated at vs 21, end again i n the f i r s t comment 
on vs 25, and i t cannot be reconciled with the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f the 
l i t t l e horn offered i n the commentary on the vision. I t i s simplest 
to :'uppose that something has £-one wrong with the transmission of the 
te x t o f th i s commentary. I t i s noteworthy that only the single word 
Q'liJ i n a comment on vs 23 stands against taking the inte r p r e t a t i o n 
as giving a «;onsistent picture of the fourth kingdom as D l I X , with 
the horns i n the past but the kingdom i t s e l f stretched, as i t had been 
by Rashi, to permit the conclusion that i t s t i l l existed, and with the 
f i n a l judgement to follow i n due course. This also belongs to a standard 
form of the western t r a d i t i o n . I t i s therefore to be concluded that 
t h i s commentary has acquired inconsistent comments, a l l of which belong 
to the western Jeidsh t r a d i t i o n within which i t was w r i t t e n , transmitted 
and edited. 
The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the man-like figure i s given very straightforwardly, 
with use of Jer x x i i i . 6 : 0-^1/0 . Zech ix.9 i s then 
quoted, and the apparent contradiction i s rerolved, no doubt with 
bT.San 98a i n mind, by saying that the Messiah w i l l i n fact come i n 
humility ( T l l i y i ) . Then the clouds of heaven are actually i d e n t i f i e d : 
This i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i s unique i n the material under study. Ps-Saadia 
then stresses the f i g u r a t i v e nature of the langu:;.ge of t h i s passage* 
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In the f i n a l comment on vs 13, the words ^TllZ^^T) |'PI^ y>^M 1^1 
are supported with a quotation from Ps c x . l . The only previous Jewish 
passage we have noted using both these texts i s Midr.Ps.2,9, where 
they are not associated i n t h i s clear and e x p l i c i t way.^ Messianic 
interpretation of Ps cx.l as of Da vii.13 i s very old, and t h e i r eventual 
combination no surprise. I t w i l l very probably have been quite independent 
of Christian influence. The r e s u l t of t h i s process i s remarkable because 
i t i s i n some ways similar to what Glasson, Perrin and others have 
supposed took place behind Mk xiv.62. Here Ps cx.l r e a l l y i s used to 
i l l u s t r a t e the results of the Messiah being brought to the Ancient of 
Days, and here the understanding of Da vi i , 1 3 i s e x p l i c i t l y said to 
be f i g u r a t i v e . 
In view of th i s i t i s important to note some of the differences. 
Mark does not say that his interpretation i s f i g u r a t i v e , and he does 
not t i e i t to ^ T l l I L ' l - j i T l li\ 
. Per contra, he 
follows Ps c x . l with the Son of Man (the term does not occur i n Ps-Saadia) 
coming with the clouds of hesven, using the f i r s t part of Da v i i . 1 3 . This 
part of the verse appears to be interpreted by Ps-Saadia as by Mark of 
the coming of the Messiah to earth ( TlUyH K T ) . Thus whereas 
Ps-Saadia uses Ps cx.l with the l a t t e r part of Da vii.13 f o r the coming 
of the Messiah to the Ancient of Days i t does not follow that Mark has 
done so. On the contrary, while Ps-Saadia has the coming before the s i t t i n g , 
Mark notoriously has the Son of Man s i t t i n g before ke comes. Further, 
Ps-Saadia's interpretation of the clouds i s unique. Here i t becomes 
important that he wrote more than 1,000 years l a t e r than Mark. Some 
aspects of his interpretation are nevertheless known to be early, and 
i t r e a l l y i s the case that the combination of these texts i n t h i s way 
1. Supra, pp.287-9. 
2. I n f r a , pp.505-10. 
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i s perfectly feasible i n f i r s t century Judaism and Chr i s t i a n i t y : but 
that t h i s p a r t i c u l a r f i g u r a t i v e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the clouds i s as early 
as that i s u n l i k e l y i n view of i t s f a i l u r e to occur e a r l i e r , and that 
i t l i e s behind early Christian use of Da v i i . l 3 i s even more improbable 
because of i t s complete f a i l u r e to occur i n early Christian sources. 
Some of these differences are simply a r e f l e c t i o n of form - Mark was 
wr i t i n g a Gospel, not a cofomentary on Dant-€.l - but there ii: more to 
i t than that. Ps-Saadia demonstrates, what we already knew, that Ps.cx.l 
and Da v i i . l 3 might have been combined by the early Christians i n the 
way that Glasson and others have suggested. I t s t i l l has to be demonstrated 
that they were so combined, and i t i f ; at th i s point, i n his i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the Marcan evidence, that Glasson's argument r e a l l y f a i l s . 
At vs 14. the Danielle text i s reinforced with quotations from 
Ps.ii.6 and 1 Sam i i . l O , and Ps-Saadia repeats that there w i l l be no 
other kingdom aft e r I s h ^ ^ e l . His commentary chows no sign of h-'ving 
known the corporate interpretation of the man-like fi^/ure. He followed 
the conventional Jewieh identificp^tion of the Saints as I s r a e l , and 
having declared i n his comment on vs 27 that they w i l l receive the 
sovereignty he has no hesitation i s proceeding to c a l l t h i s 
The stress on the f i g u r a t i v e nature of Daniel's language i s a 
remarkable feature of Ps-Saadia*s commentary* We have noted i t at vs 13, 
where he i n fqct applied i t also to a quotation from vs 9, and he had 
already made the same point at some length i n his comments on vs 10. 
These comments are not unparalleled among commentators, but they are 
unusual i n the material under review, so that t h i s stress on the f i g u r a t i v e 
nature of Daniel's language may not be applied to other writers o f 
di f f e r e n t p e r i o * without further ado. 
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Some of the detailed remarks found i n t h i s comifientsry are worthy 
of mention. Vs 2 has a prolonged discussion of the meaning of ^H^Wi 
r e a l l y possible only i n someone who i s co:fi:i.enting on the o r i g i n a l text. 
At vs 4- Ps-Saadia has preserved with unu:?ual clariby the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the beastly appendages as t e l l i n g the etory of Nebuchadnezzar. At 
vs 5 he notes a remarkable and anonymous inte r p r e t a t i o n of 
as an error for "teeth**.^ At vs 15 T i m K \ n is again correctly 
interpretedt ^ iT^TlV H i X i T ) «^\\T)1/ ~l\[a 
I'^^^Q. T ) K n At VE 16 Ps-Saadig correctly notes 
that a l l t h i r takes place Q l ^ T ) \fl.O. At vs 22 he comiients 
iiCW^^ ^ p \ i l l ITlMV! : he did not expect I s r a e l 
to become the judges. At vs 25 he comments appropriately on the "Times 
and the Law": $k^\/^o m\/> mil r i i i v 
:w^\m a n s i \ ^ i j i \ o v n . He refuses to calculate the time. At vs 27 
he produces the Messiah in the int e r p r e t a t i o n by supposing that the 
Euffix of refers to him; hence he coimnents 
Consistently with thip he takes 
i n the l a s t clause of the verse to r e f e r to the Messiah as w e l l ; 
. This i n t e r p r e t a t i o n has 
been noted i n Midr.Haggadol Gen x l i x . l O . 
I t may be concluded that t h i s commentary belongr clearly to the 
western Jewish t r a d i t i j n , the structure of which i t has accurately 
preserver], even tliough i t contains inconsistent comments. I t i s remarkable 
for i t s stress on the f i g u r a t i v e nature of Daniel»s lan^ma^e, 
Samuel ben Mlssim. 
Samuel ben Nissim e n t i t l e d his work V ^ " ) ^ j ^nd a 
1» Of, supra, p.38. 
2. Supra, p.304-. 
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considerable proportion of his comments on Da v i i are collected from 
previous authors, a f a c t which i s typical of his method as a commentator. 
Waxman observes, "His commentaries are denoted by the author himself 
and others as Midrash, as they contain a large number of MLdrashic 
excerpts, but he also quotes profusely Saadia, Ibn Jannah, Rashi and 
Ibn Ezra."^ I t i s no surprise to f i n d that the comments collected by 
such an author belong to the western t r a d i t i o n , but i t i s not to be 
expected that his method would r e s u l t i n detailed consistency. 
For the four kingdoms, the ancient rabbinical sequence i s preserved: 
Balgrlon, Medo-Persia, Tawan and Edom, But to get anywhere near ben 
Nissim's time with such a sequence, something has to be stretched. 
The f i n a l comment on vs 6 appears to include Rome i n Yawan, but a l l the 
other comments i d e n t i f y or assume the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the fo u r t h kingdom 
as Edom or Rome, and there i s no mention of the Arabs. Ca.early Edom 
has been stretched down to ben Nissim's own day and i d e n t i f i e d as the 
Christian West, I n d e t a i l he quotes at vs 8 from GenR,76,6, a co l l e c t i o n 
of comments which are not consistent with each other, nor with the 
f i r s t comment on vs 8 which i d e n t i f i e s the ten horns as the Caesars 
from Julius Caesar to Vespasian, a view espoused by Rashi,^ I n general, 
however, Edom goes on past Samuel ben Nissim's own time, and the standard 
eschatological structure of the western t r a d i t i o n s i s very clear i n some 
of the comments on vss 9-10, which make i t clear that t h i s i s the f i n a l 
judgement at which the four kingdoms w i l l be judged and destroyed, and 
Is r a e l acquitted and saved. Several sayings discussed i n ch 5 are quoted 
here, flrom bT.Hag 13b-liia, bT.San 38b, Tanch.Qed.l, TaJich.Mish,4., Esth,R,I,6, 
1 . A.Waxman, A History of Jewish L i t e r a t u r e , vol.11 (%938), p,35, 
2. Supra, pp,260-2, 
3. Supra, p.337. 
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and PRE kj and some new material U added. The de:tructiwi of Sdom 
follows at vs 11. 
The comiTient on ve 13 begins with .3 blunt lacs^-ifjuic i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , 
n^\/\)T) TIT • I t i s the only identiflc:5tion that Samuel 
ben Nissim shows he knew. I t I F foUcwed by a quotation from bT.San 98a, 
which also interprets the man-like figure messi-^nically, and then a 
quotation from Midr.Ps.21,5."^ Thitr shows a single a l t e r a t i o n from the 
o r i g i n a l t e x t , the f i r . s t J l l X having been altered to i X l l K . This 
produces the me^'-ianic interpretr.tion of the man-lilce figure ngain. 
In the context of Samuel ben Nissim's comments, i t i s quite s u f f i c i e n t 
to ensure that both Da vii.13 and Jer xxx.21 are interpreted rae.':;£ianically. 
The absence of the other variants deliberately made at Yalq Ps 21 i s 
especially interesting. An effect of the alte r a t i o n of the f i r ^ t J\ |X 
to jvA^K iv= that the second J)IK i^" now mo.'t naturally interpreted 
as r e f e r r i n g not to the people but to the mectiah and the angels accompanying 
him. The comment on vs 14- i s a rapprochement with Gen x l i x . l O , which 
Samuel ben Nissim w i l l h^ve interpreted messiajiicealiy, as at Midr. 
Hag^;adol Gen x l i x . l O . He mentions the mesoiah i n the int e r p r e t a t i o n 
at v£ 3., and evidently found him i n the Danielle text at vs 27, where 
he comments -^ D P^X l ^ O j ^ J l ^ X l l l ^ l 
, c i t i n g Tg.Gen x l i x . l O . He should have 
read the corporate int e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure clearly expressed 
at least i n Rashi and Ibn Ezra, but he ignores i t altor/ether. 
Few of the details of Samuel ben Nisf:lm»r> exegesis are s u f f i c i e n t l y 
helpful to t h i s investigation to be worthy of mention. He dir-cusses 
the d i f f i c u l t i e s of vs 1, and j f l ^ ^ O at vs 2, both factors more 
1. On bT.San, 9Ba, supra, pp.233-4: on Midr.Ps..21,5, pp.289-98. 
2. Supra, ppf303-4. 
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important to commentators wno read the o r i g i n a l Aramaic tex t . At vs 4-> 
with the all-embracing fervour of a true midrashist, he see? i n the 
appendages of the beast both the t^tory of Nebuchadnezzar himself and 
the story of Babylon u n t i l i t s f a l l . At vs 15, l i k e his predecescors 
i n t h i s t r a d i t i o n , he knew the correct i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
He correctly notes that at vs 16 Dardel approaches one of the ministering 
angels, though he r e t a i l s the opinion of anonymous interpreters who 
i d e n t i f i e d the interpreting angel a;; Michael, The comment on vs 22 
i s outstanding for the c l a r i t y with which i t expresses the universal 
view that i t i s God, not the Saints of the Most High, who does the 
judging: i i ^ i i k o i iK-^\/'i\/ Qji^5':iT)xn "^^nv i^5b 
j^^yS ^hW QTii fnjim T>s(nn ao^w 
/a o</ Q^ H ^ J i i J 3 i/ii,(Dtxxxii.36Ai I'w" pi ^o'mxiT) p i 
(Joel iv.2) " I XI He continues the correct 
t r a d i t i o n of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the "times and the Law'', 
Thus Samuel ben Nissim i s another representative of the western 
Jewish exegetical t r a d i t i o n . His coLuaents are l a r g e l y lacking i n o r i g i n a l i t y , 
and when he preserver ol d material i t i s the same old material as has 
occurred i n e a r l i e r writers. His value to t h i s investigation i s therefore 
very l i m i t e d , and i t seemed reasonable not to carry the investigation 
any further, with the sole exception of the next author, who i s especially 
s i g n i f i c a n t , 
R*Hayyim Galipapa, 
Galipapa did not write a commentary, and h i r work i s not extant. 
He i f included here becaase he did write about what he thought Daniel v i i 
o r i g i n a l l y meant, and his thought? on t h i s matter make his work the most 
remarkable i n t h i s chapter. He, alone of Jews whose work has been 
covered i n the scope of t h i s investigation, adhered to an outline of 
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the o r i g i n a l interpretation of t h i s chapter. Our source i s Joseph 
Albo, who, i n his "Book of Principles" IV, ii2, quotes from Galipapa^s 
" ^ i s t l e of Redemption". 
Galipapa preserved the o r i g i n a l sequence of the four kingdoms as 
Babylon, Media, Persia and Greece: he knew also that the l i t t l e horn 
was Antlochus !^lphanes# The Saints of the Most High he i d e n t i f i e d as 
the Maccabees. One item associates him s p e c i f i c a l l y with the t r a d i t i o n 
found behind the evidence of syrian Christians and used by Porphyry. 
He believed " 1 1 ^ 1 ' A ^ l VMUS ^ 
Extant Syrian Christians introduce t h e i r Christ l a t e i n Da v i i . Porphyry 
did not, and neither did Galipapa. This i s the Jewish t r a d i t i o n which 
Syrian Christians received. More generally, moreover, t h i s i s the modification 
to the o r i g i n a l author's interpretation found elsewheare only i n the 
Syrian t r a d i t i o n . 
Galipapa's exegesis shows some further secondary items developed 
i n the t r a d i t i o n which he received. Perhaps the most remarkable i s the 
in t e r p r e t a t i o n of '^01^ as Mattathias. This change w i l l 
probably have been a response to c r i t i c i s m . Possibly i t was general 
c r i t i c i s m of t h i s t r a d i t i o n , and the int e r p r e t a t i o n of the Ancient of 
Days was adopted to be s p e c i f i c a l l y rooted i n the Maccabean period. 
This w i l l necessarily have involved f i g u r a t i v e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of items 
such as the throne of f i r e , but f i g u r a t i v e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s to be found 
i n a l l t r a d i t i o n s even \rfien the o r i g i n a l i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the Ancient 
of Days as the deity i s preserved* 
Another s t r i k i n g secondary feature i s the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Q^\iJ 
i n v i i . 1 8 as one j u b i l e e t ^10 K 
This again w i l l probably have been a response to c r i t i c i s m . The c r i t i c i s m 
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w i l l h'ive been the one famil i a r from Aphrahat and Jerome, that i f the 
Jews had received the sovereignty for ever they should s t i l l have i t , 
and they manifestly hadn't* Given ancient presuppo.^itionr i t i s a useful 
reply, so much so that i t s abrence among syrian Chrietian,? mr?kes probable 
a deduction that i t had not been thonphi of when they took over the 
t r a d i t i o n from the Jews. The objection to which i t i s a response may well 
be Chriw'^tian i n o r i g i n , not only i n extant e>:preGsion. Galipapa's 
further support of t h i s , u t i l i s i n g Midr,Ps.9|2, i s evidence that some 
of the secondary support of t h i s t r a d i t i o n i s of very l a t e Jewish ori<:in. 
The inte r p r e t a t i o n of the three r i b s (Media, Babylonia and AsHyria) 
and of the four wings and heads of the t h i r d beast (the four kings 
who ruled over Persia and Media, Da xi.2) both show the tendency to 
overinterpret characteristic of a l l exegetical t r a d i t i o n s . They may 
also have been encouraged by adverse c r i t i c i s m . The western t r a d i t i o n 
had an especially plausible view of the t h i r d beast's wings and heads, 
and Galipapa or his predecessors may therefore have f e l t that a very 
d e f i n i t e reply was essential. 
What,then, did Galipapa make of the man-like figure? Albo does not 
t e l l us. The only interpret?^tion that f i t s both Galipapa's known exe^^esis 
and Albo's silence i s that i t w^ s a symbol of the Saints of the Most 
High, the Hasmoneans. This i s the view of known adherents of the same 
t r a d i t i o n , i t f i t s Galipapa's setting, with I s r a e l coming to Mattathias, 
and i f Galipapa had an unusual interpretation Albo should have mentioned 
i t . The only other known inte r p r e t a t i o n , the messianic, doea not f i t 
here at a l l . " ^ I t i s therefore to be concluded that Galipapa held the 
o r i g i n a l corporate in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figu r e as a symbol 
I * The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n as Judas Maccabaeus was an invention of Jerome, 
not held by anyone before Sahlin. V.si^jra, pp. 61-2, 9ii-9, 
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o f the Saints of the Most High* 
In o u t l i n e , then, Galipapa adhered to the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the author of Da v i l x the t r a d i t i o n he received has the same basic 
modification as the t r a d i t i o n found among syrian Christians, and some 
further secondary d e t a i l s . Where did he get i t from? Albo knew no-one 
else who followed i t : he e x p l i c i t l y says that Galipapa*s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
of the four beasts d i f f e r s from that of a l l the commentators: 
Q^\/^9^r) 5C) \lSi'^y Jll^n ^1T) associates Galipapa 
with others because l i k e them he held that some prophecies which Albo 
and others thought were messianic had already been f u l f i l l e d i n the 
time of the second Temple. What the others thought of Daniel, Albo 
gives no d e f i n i t e sign of knowing.^ Abravanel was l a t e r to accuse Galipapa 
of taking his int e r p r e t a t i o n from Porphyry, but t h i s i s a repeat performance 
of Jerome's polemic at an even lower l e v e l . I t i s possible that Galips^a 
or his predecessors got th i s exegetical t r a d i t i o n from syrian Christians, 
adding to i t those features which are secondary and Jewish. More probably 
the t r a d i t i o n was handed down among the Jews i n Syria, and at length 
came from them to Jews i n the West. Lack of evidence of i t i s d i r e c t l y 
a t t r i b u t a b l e to the lack of any considerable l i t e r a t u r e from syrian Jews* 
We can deduce that i t was handed down among them f o r centiiries before 
i t turns up i n Aphrahat, and i t i s only reasonable to conjecture that 
they continued to hand i t down l a t e r . However, where the evidence i s 
so meagre one should not be too dogmatic i n choosing between these 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s . 
I n conclusion, i t i s clear that the bulk of the material surveyed 
!• I t would be inte r e s t i n g to investigate the works of Moses ibn G i k a t i l l a 
and others to see whether they did i n f a c t take the same view as Galipapa, 
but that l i e s beyond the scope of t h i s thesis. 
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i n t h i s chapter consists of the actualizing material characteristic of 
the western t r a d i t i o n . Like i t s Christian counterpart surveyed i n ch Ut 
the Jewish version of the western t r a d i t i o n has i t s own coherent and 
l o g i c a l structure. The four kingdoms were stretched down to the author's 
own day when the End was at hand, and into the i n d e f i n i t e future when 
i t was not. Ibn Ezra at least stretched the t h i r d kingdom down to his 
own day, including the Roman empire i n i t with the Greek, and i d e n t i f y i n g 
the fourth kingdom as the Arab, This view i s also found i n Ps-Saadia, 
The other exegetes whose work has been surveyed retained the older western 
view of the t h i r d kingdom as the Greek, and modified the older western 
view that the fourth kingdom was the Roman by extending the floman 
empire down in t o t h e i r own time, I t f i eastern ha l f had never f a l l e n , 
but i n the West t h i s view depended on the ideological continuity provided 
by C h r i s t i a n i t y , D i f f e r i n g i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s of the horas were preserved, 
some of them r e l i c s of times when th i s exegetical t r a d i t i o n had been 
used to say that the End was at hand. Like i t s Christian counterpart, 
and unlike the h i s t o r i c i z i n g t r a d i t i o n of syrian Christians, of Porphyry 
and of Galipapa, the actualizing western Jewish t r a d i t i o n always held 
the potential of such usage, and i n d i r e c t evidence surveyed i n t h i s thesis 
has shown that at various times i t was i n f a c t so used. 
After the fourth kingdom the End would come, and the western Jewish 
t r a d i t i o n found the f i n a l Judgement i n vss 9-10. Included here was 
God's judgement on the kingdoms, the destruction of the Roman power 
being consistently found at vs 11, This would be concluded with the 
triumph of I s r a e l , which t h i s t r a d i t i o n uniformly found at vss 13-li4, 
irrespective of whether the man-like figu r e was seen as the messiah 
leading the Saints of the Most High, or as a symbol of them. Thus t h i s 
exegetical t r a d i t i o n forms a coherent and l o g i c s ! whole, the same basic 
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outline as i s to be seen l y i n g behind the diverse rabbinical sayings 
studied i n ch 5, and a very precise Jewish equivalent of the western 
Christian t r a d i t i o n studied i n ch i ^ . 
Perhaps the most important aspect of t h i s t r a d i t i o n from the point 
of view o f the present investigation l i e s i n the amount of very o l d 
material which i t preserved. A l l the writers surveyed here knew that 
the four beasts were the four kingdoms, and that the f i r s t was Babylon, 
Jephet, Ps-Saadia and Saimiel ben Nissim preserved the correct l i n e of 
interpretation of the details of vs 4. as t e l l i n g the story of Nebuchadnezzar, 
and Ibn Ezra knew t h i s as the view of Saadia. Rashi, Ps-Saadia and 
Samuel ben Nissim correctly i d e n t i f i e d the Ancient of Days as God* 
As b e f i t s Jewish authors, a l l knew that the Saints of the Most High 
were I s r a e l , Unique to the Jewish t r a d i t i o n i s the preservation by 
every formal commentator i n t h i s chapter of the o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of TU~[i )(WIL» Ibn Ezra and Ps-Saadia clearly knew that Daniel's dream 
continued through the whole chapter, including the angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
Ra^hi, Ibn Ezra, Ps-Saadia and Samuel ben Nissim a l l make clear that 
at vs 22 judgement was given i n favour of the Saints; o f the view that 
the Saints became the judges there i s no sign. At vs 25 Rashi, Ibn Ezra, 
Ps-Saadia and Samuel ben Nissim are a l l on the r i g h t l i n e s i n t h e i r 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the l i t t l e hom»s determination to change JT~H [^Jt^f; 
and Ibn Ezra correctly preserved the length of time as 3^ years. But the 
most s t r i k i n g f i n d i n t h i s t r a d i t i o n i s the preservation of the corporate 
in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure by Rashi and Ibn Ezra,*^ The 
pressures i n favour of the messianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n were not as strong 
i n Judaism as i n Ch r i s t i a n i t y , There was no especial need f o r a t e x t 
which had the messiah on the clouds, and there was no canonical New 
1, I t was l a t e r espoused by Abravanel also. 
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Testament with the messianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure 
v i r t u a l l y w r i t t e n i n the mouth of the Son of God* There was of course 
the Talmud, with the messianic in t e r p r e t a t i o n i n bT.San 98a, but Ibn 
Ezra's remarks on Da vii.13 afford a clear i l l u s t r a t i o n of the f a c t 
that while t h i s did carry some weight, i t s authority was not equal to 
that of the New Testament i n Christian c i r c l e s . At times Judaeo-Christian 
controversy provided some reason for dropping the messianic in t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
but t h i s does not appear as a major factor i n the preservation of the 
corporate view over the centuries. 
Even more s t r i k i n g than t h i s i s the existence of one mediaeval 
Jewish writer vdio does not belong to the western t r a d i t i o n at a l l * 
Galipapa preserved the o r i g i n a l four kingdom sequence, together with 
the correct i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the l i t t l e horn. Albo's account of his 
view also implies that he held the o r i g i n a l corporate i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure as a symbol of the Saints of the Most High» 
The preservation of a l l t h i s old material i s important i n enabling 
us to deduce, with the help of the terminus a quo provided by the book 
of Daniel i t s e l f , that t h i s exegesis was i n existence i n the time of 
Jesus. This has a useful general consequence. I f th i s much of the o r i g i n a l 
exegesis of Daniel v i i was preserved by mediaeval Jewish exegetes, 
i t i s reasonable to suppose that the/ have preserved other items of 
exegesis from t h i s period too. Modern analytical methods enable us to 
some extent to sort out mediaeval items from what i s genuinely old. 
I t follows that mediaeval Jewish exegetes constitute a l a r g e l y untapped 
source which might provide further interesting information as to the 
exegesis of b i b l i c a l passages current i n the time of Jesus, 
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Chapter 7> Jewish Evidence; Versions, Apocrypha and Fseudepigrapha, 
I hsve defined the expression •Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha" 
rather widely to include Jewish works written from the time of the 
book of Daniel onwards. Most of them were wr i t t e n within 300 years 
of that date, but I have not set a fixed terminus ad quem. Some all u s i v e 
works of neo-hebraic apocalyptic were included i n the investigation, 
and a few works which are probably, but not certainly, Jewish, For 
t h i s section of the material I have not r e l i e d on references and 
Indexes, but have systematically re-read a l l the l i t e r a t u r e which can 
reasonnbly be dated within two or three centuries of the time of 
Jesus, excepting only philo and Josephus, for whose works I did simply 
check references and indexes. This work has clearly demonstrated 
the f a c t thet previous workers have already combed a l l these works 
thoroughly and catalogued a l l possible references to Da v i i i n them. 
The works to be discussed are l i s t e d i n Table 13. They include 
a l l works i n t h i s category which certainly use Da v i i , together w i t h 
a few where such usage i s often suspected or which have been cit e d 
as s i g n i f i c a n t evidence of the existence of a Son of Man concept 
i n Judaism, Those works, which i n my view cannot be shown to have 
u t i l i z e d Da v i i , are placed i n brackets i n Table 13, 
Table 13> 
LIX Da v i i 
LXX Kuffl xxiv.17 
Theodotion Da v i i 
The Similitudes of Enoch 
( 1 Enoch 1-36, 72-108) 
( 2 Enoch) 
The Dead Sea Scrolls 
The Sibylline Oracles 
(The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs) 
Josephus 
(The Testament of Abraham) 
(The Apocalypse of Abraham) 
K Ezra 
2 Baruch 
The Lives of the Prophets 
3 Enoch 
The Hebrew Apocalypse of E l i j a h 
The Ascension of Moses 
The Mysteries of R^Simeon ben Jochai 
Midrash Wayol'a*^  
LXX Da v i i . 
This i s the oldest extant translation of Da v i i , being probably 
as o l d ac the second century B.C, I n Da v i i i t i s not w i l d l y d i f f e r e n t 
from the MT and Theodotion, as i t i s i n Da i i i - v i , but i t has a number 
of variants, the most important of which must be considered here. 
The minor variants i n vs 1 are not of s i g n i f i c a n t i n t e r p r e t a t i v e 
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value. At vs 2 eVtTO^diV i s a reasonable rendering of 
At vs U TV^K was evidently considered feminine, as i t i s rendered 
XtiliVaL . At vs 6, TTETevVCiO i s correctly read by P 967, and 
i& rendering of a corrupt | l \ /S instead of 
At vs 8, K A {JooXdli TToXXil io evidence of a corrupt t e x t . 
The translator has made excellent senr.e of i t , perhaps si^posing that 
the t e x t should have read T | J l ) i ^ W T l J l ^ ^ M ^ and keeping i n mind 
that the horns symbolize ten kings of the l a s t kingdom. The next phrase 
also shows evidence of corruption, though without affecting the sense. 
For O p y j l X P967 correctly has i^ i ^ ^ y O i^^iV . At the end of the 
verse, there i s an addition, W U £Tro/tl TToKe^>OV TT^05 T005 ^sjU^S, 
The information, but not the exact wording, i s derived from vs 21. 
I t cannot be part of the o r i g i n a l teatt because the Saints constitute 
the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure and therefore cannot be mentioned 
u n t i l the angelic int e r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel's dream.It i s a straightforward 
glfiss, probably due to the translator, possibly to an Aramaic scribe^ 
who, considering ri e j h t l y enough that the information was importsnt, 
deduced that i t aust have been seen by Daniel i n his dream and therefore 
related i n the f i r s t h a l f of the chapter. Evident corruption of the t e x t 
i n t h i s verse can only have encouraged him. 
At the end of vs 9 Sj.Sv'^ '^ OU T«L , which must be read with 
P967 Syh^, provides further evidence o f corruption, being evidently 
derived from ^T)l followed by the omission of at lea s t some 
l e t t e r s and perhaps the words down to At the end of vs 10 K p i r ^ p i c / 
must mean "the court", so the translator knew that the heavenly court 
sat down. At vs 11 the omission of|the second S\^\'^ T^tH was no more 
than sensible: ) ^ may have dropped out of the translator's texts 
and ATrETU^TrflLv/^y^Vj i s a very c o l o w ^ rendering o f J l ^ ^ l 3 j ) , 
but i t does not reveal the author's i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the fourth kingdom. 
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At the beginning of va 12, -rou£ KURXW ^UTOU i s not an aberration, 
a« i s shown by WUKXW and K w K o B l V at vss 7 and 19 respectively. 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t to know whether the translator had any precise conception 
of the inte r p r e t a t i o n . Possibly he thought that the period between the 
Maccabean victory and the End was being dealt with here, but t h i s suggestion 
Cannot be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y v e r i f i e d . 
At va 13 occurs the most discussed variant i n this chapter, the 
LXX having € t n instead of , a variant often ascribed to messianic 
interpretation,*^ This suggestion cannot be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y v e r i f i e d . 
No messianic interpreter, whether a comrr.entator or a creative w r i t e r , 
shows signs of finding any d i f f i c u l t y i n the Messiah coming with the 
clouds, and conversely a heavenly figure employed as an empty symbol 
could as well have come on the clouds as with them. Mechanical error 
Bay reasonably be suspected, with 6^ instead of , on the ground 
that the LXX shows ample evidence of minor corruptions i n th i s chapter, 
some of which have neen noted, but either scribe or translator may have 
slipped up because his imagination naturally portrayed a heavenly figure 
coaling on the clouds rather than i n them. Unfortunately there are other 
variants, of \Aich the most airicward i s 'TraiKjuCS • This variant 
has seemed to add p l a u s i b i l i t y to the view that the translator interpreted 
the man-like figure messianically, but even i f i t were part of the o r i g i n a l 
LXX text, i t would by no means follow that the translator i d e n t i f i e d 
the man-like figure with the Ancient of Days, However, i t should be 
treated as a corruption of the o r i g i n a l LXX t U i 'TrAA\oO , the \ 
having dropped out a f t e r kJ.t This explanation has the advant^age 
1. E,g, W.Bousset, Die Relig;ion des Judentums im spithellenistiEchen 
Z e i t a l t e r , ( ^ 9 2 6 ) . pp.264.-5. 
2. Cf» supra, pp.52-3. 
3. So e,g, J.Ziegler, Septuaginta. Vetus Testamentum Graecum Auctoritate 
Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis, v o l . XVI pt,2: J,A,Montgomery, 
op«cit,, ad loc. 
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of e3?)laining the i n t r u s i o n of <JS t i f t h i s were o r i g i n a l or deliberate, 
i t should be found also at vss 9,22. The change from Trd.Ki.iaO to 
TT-LXJLIOS wil l have been consequent upon the loss of the t , and 
the manuscript evidence i s so meagre that the unanimity of i t s witaiess 
to u s -TTAKMoi cannot be regarded as a strong argument i n favour 
of i t s o r i g i n a l i t y . The insertion of o\ TUpt«-Tir^vtoTts correctly 
i d e n t i f i e s the subject of Trpo<r<^ \^ .C\^ ov t the bare Jiuiw i s surprising 
and again suggests corruption ( TrAp»]^ dk.V probably owes i t s o r i g i n 
of dittography of trj.jjffy ), Vs 14 also shows variants of a minor nature 
which appear to owe t h e i r o r i g i n to a corrupt t e x t . I n short, the translator 
appears to have done h i s best with a d i f f i c u l t and somewhat c o r n e t 
t e x t . His variants are not those of someone with d e f i n i t e i n t e r p r e t a t i v e 
ideas confidently imposed i n his translation: they do not even allow 
us to deduce what interpretative ideas he possessed. None of them demandLs 
either the corporate or the messianic i n t e r p r e t ' ^ t i j n of the man-like 
fig u r e . I t i s therefore to be concluded that here, as elsewhere i n 
t h i s chapter, the translator had some d i f f i c u l t y with the d e t a i l s of 
inter p r e t a t i o n because of the state of the t e x t , but that his i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like figure cannot be deduced, 
Vs 15 shows further evidencr- of minor corruption. At vs 17, apart 
from w r i t i n g more smoothly than a word f o r word rendering, the translator 
has ^4rw\i7dLL • This i s correct i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , possibly assisted 
by reading y 0 ^ as ]l } A further substantial variant i s 
j.TroXov)VT4L for lOl • Again the number of variants i n the 
translator's text encourage the assumption that he was making sense of 
a corrupt, uncertain or i l l e g i b l e t e x t . His version, though aTroXovJvTdiv 
i s i n d e t a i l quite d i f f e r e n t from ^ I Q I j ) ^ , nevertheless makes good 
sense and f i t s p e r f e c t l y accurately i n t o the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
! • See further above, pp.5-4-5. 
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chapter, f o r the destruction of the four kingdoms and the v i c t o r y of 
the Saints gives a good suomary of the meaning of Daniel's dream. At 
Ts 19 Su(^&t»p6VT0$ i s an a l t e r a t i o n which f i t s well i n t o the 
description of the fourth beast. At vs 20 ToO XAoGvTos appears 
to be a corruption of the doublet To3 iXXoO found i n 88 Syh, 
At vs 22 K A T ^ V H^\TiV fiSwii^ ToTs d\f(oiS TOO U4>IVTO'J 
i s a l i t e r a l translation of the Aramaic, ast^uming for MT I ^ T J * . 
This Greek, l i k e the Aramaic, could, i f taken i n i s o l a t i o n , mear^  that 
the Saints became the judges, but i n the LXX, as i n the Aramaic te x t , 
the context favours the interpretation *he gave judgement for the Saints 
of the Most High*. A l l exegetical t r a d i t i o n s support t h i s view, and the 
translator shows no sign c r a v i n g to guard against misunderstanding, 
€ ^ o ^ ^ i s vei7 free f o r s i t combines with the rendering o f 
the e a r l i e r p a r t of the verse (reading HT)* and translating E'S^K? ) 
to stress the divine control of these events. At vs 23 mechanical error 
has l e d to vyfjv a f t e r Tr5<rdLV instead of |?di<TiXtu\/ • i f the 
error took place i n Aramaic the translator has been l i t e r a l i s t i c . At 
ve 24 KJLKOiS i s an in t e r p r e t a t i v e addition, I t f i t s i n t o the author ' s 
picture of the l i t t l e horn, but does not help us to deduce the translator's 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of i t . I t recurs i n Theodotlon, and could have originated 
i n Ara.^c as a mechanical error, ^\/^XIL being read from a corrupt 
t e x t . At vs 25 K4TiTpivJj£t i s accurate f o r ^ ^ 3 ? . tToLVTA 
i s inserted as the subject of -fTdipfliSo fey^O^STdii : t h i s was a sensible 
piece of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , ironing out an ambiguity i n a manner consonant 
with the author's view of the l i t t l e horn.^ At vs 27 eSwWt makes 
clear that the dominion i s given by God to the Saints, and the problem 
created by the s u f f i x o f avoided with ^(i^\XtU(r«tv 
At the end of the verse tvoi K«ATflLTT^ 0<|^ 5 Tcid \oyou appearf= 
1. Cf. supra, p.76. 
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to mean that the reign of the Saints w i l l be temporary, but the denotation 
of the End i s derived from a l i t e r a l translation of the Aramaic and i s 
very iiiq)recise, A temporary reign of the Saints i s consistent with 
either exegetical t r a d i t i o n . 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that very l i t t l e evidence of 
real interpretative value can be drawn from the LXX of Da v i i , though 
i t s i n terpretation of details i s sometimes clear. I t provides evidence 
of both textual corruption and of i n t e r p r e t s t i v e t r a n s l a t i o n . I t could 
hardly belong to the western t r a d i t i o n as previously defined, because 
i t was wr i t t e n too early, but i t could have belonged to the same actualizing 
t r a d i t i o n at an ea r l i e r stage of development, or to the syrian t r a d i t i o n . 
The translator has not given any clear evidence of hi£ inte r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man-like f i ^ r e , 
LIX Num xxiY.17. 
This passage i s too early to be dependent on Da v i i , but i t has been 
brought i n t o the Son of Man debate by Flusser, who comments "Possibly 
the designation of the Messiah as "man" i s a proof that the special 
concept of son of man already existed i n the early t h i r d century B,C*E.'•^  
This argument i s dependent on the view that the special son of man 
concept can be shown to have existed l a t e r : i t w i l l be argued that t h i s 
view i s incorrect, but an alternative explanation o f t h i s passage w i l l 
not go amiss. The LXX translator followed the common mes?ianic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of t h i s passage. He was perhaps troubled by the rare word l i " ] ! ! / , but 
one t h i i ^ h e knew was that t h i s was the Messiah, and another thing he 
knew was that the Messiah was a man, not a pussycat or a g o r i l l a . So 
he put, very prosaically, ^ivSj^uiTTos . Other versions have d i f f e r e n t 
but equally straightforward messianic renderings. There i s no connection 
with the Son of Man, nor with an Urmensch, The expected deliverer i s 
1. D,Plusser, EJ 11, 1410 (s.v, Messiah), 
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termed a man because that i s what he was expected to be. The lack of 
transcendental features i s to be noted: t h i s i s a very earthly deliverer, 
Theodotion Da r i i . 
This translation i s of early but uncertain date. I t appears to be 
of Jewish o r i g i n (hence i t s inclusion here), and the uncertainty of 
i t s date does not seriously affect the present investigation because 
i t i s not of great in t e r p r e t a t i v e significance i n Da v i i . I t s few 
variants do not align i t to any exegetical t r a d i t i o n , and few of them 
c a l l for discussion, Vss 1-2 read more smoottiljjf than i n the o r i g i n a l 
Aramaic, omitting \/)C), and then reading f o r 
T^M at the beginning of vs 2 with further omissions. For | n * \ ^ j 
ov i g a reasonable rendering. At vs Jif TY^K i s rendered 
^id^V^^ , as i n the LXX, At vs 10 tT^Ktv' i s a natural abbreviation 
fo r ^ Q i l , and even the wi l d "support" of the LXX does nothing 
to undermine the accuracy of the MT, As i n the LXX, WptTrj'piov must 
mean "court", so t h i s translator also knew that the heavaty court sat 
down. At vs 11, the omission of the second J ^ i T ) T^tD , as i n the LXX, 
i s again no more than sensible. The translation of vss 13-14 i s very 
sound, and permits o f no deductions as to which of the possible interpretations 
the autlior espoused. 
At vs 15, T l A n \ y i X I i s rendered tV ^^^t 
but the Aramaic idiom i s foreign to Greek, so that the avoidance of 
l i t e r a l i s m i s not adequate evidence that the translator was rendering 
anything other than the MT, At vs 17, j ^ i ^ i s rendered ^ A T i X t T j t L ^ 
as i n the LXXs t h i s i s correct i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , ^ Theodotion then adds 
4.t -A^VJi^^o-ovT^ic , a supplement which gives the same sense as the 
Septuagintal ^TToXoOv'Ut. I t f i t s the outline of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of t h i s chapter very well? i t may be supposed that the t r a n ^ a t o r regarded 
1. Supra, pp.54-5, 367. 
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destruction of the kingdoms as too important to be omitted from the 
summary, and the LXX or another text with i t s variant may have encouraged 
him i n his be l i e f and caused him to produce what i s i n effect a conflate 
reading. The rendering o f Fft with t"n( i s sound, given the sense. 
At vs 22 eS»^ V<.£ , as i n the LXX, presupposes "IID^ with the Ancient 
of Days as the subject, and the whole clause represents the Aramaic 
accurately at a l i t e r a l l e v e l i the context and known exegetical t r a d i t i o n s 
j u s t i f y the assun$>tion that the translator f^upposed that judgement 
was given i n favour of the Saints, At vs 23 ^ ' ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ t ' - KWJl 
i s not accurate, but accurately r e f l e c t s tha author's view of the fourth 
kingdom, )iAWis again the verb replaced i n vs 24, where for 
Theodotion has the int e r p r e t a t i v e uiT£po(5"E^ l^olK0?S . This 
inte r p r e t a t i o n f i t s well i n t o any exegetical t r a d i t i o n , and may have been 
assisted by textual corruption,^ At vs 25 TrdlX*»v3«^c i s not as good 
as the LXX \<iToi t pu^tL , but i t suggests that the translator did 
understand the Aramaic, The singular So^i^O^Titv has no subject, 
but wa? perhaps intended to be taken impersonally, which would be a 
reasonable in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the Aramaic. At vs 27 the s u f f i x of 
i s rendered oluTCU ^ g^d u j i s rendered doTtO : t h i s i s straightforward 
l i t e r a l translation, so that the reference i s a matter f o r conjecture: i t 
i s reasonable to suppose that the translator had i n mind God himself, 
picking up u d> \<rT0O , 
I t i s to be concluded that i n general t h i s i s an accurate t r a n s l a t i o n 
of Da v i i i n t o Greek. At that l e v e l the author has correctly interpreted 
the chapter. At the l e v e l t h i s investigation seeks to deal with, however, 
t h i s translation i s of very l i t t l e value, because there are so few i n t e r p r e t a t i v e 
alterations. I n p a r t i c u l a r , there i s no indication as to whether the 
translator interpreted the man-like figure i n a corporate or a messianic sense, 
1. Supra, p,368. 
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The Similitudes of Enoch, 
The Similitudes of Enoch i s a d i f f i c u l t work, \^ose i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
and datir»have not been f a c i l i t a t e d by the f a c t that i t i s extant only 
i n l a t e ethiopic manuscripts, but i t Is a central piece of evidence 
for the widespread scholarly b e l i e f i n the e^xistence of a .'^on of Man 
Concept i n the Judaism of the time of Jesus. I t should probably be dated 
c.lOO B.C. - A.D.70, since i t s ideas can be made i n t e l l i g i b l e against 
the background of t h i s period. Later dates have recently been advocated 
by Hindl^and Milik,"^ Hindley suggests A.D.115-35> but the evidence 
cited i s not precise or l i t e r a l enough to be t i e d down l i k e t h i s to 
a specific h i s t o r i c a l period, and i n a work which has patently suffered 
i n transmission i n a manner which includes the i n t e r p o l a t i o n of extraneous 
material, a dating based on l i i i , 7 , l v i . 5 - I v i i does not carry the 
r e s t of the work with i t . M i l i k u t i l i s e s 1 En l v i . 5 - I v i i i n an equally 
unsatisfactory way as one argument for his dating c.270 A.D. I t i s clear 
that the Qumran sect were not the people among whom the Enoch l i t e r a t u r e 
originated and flourished: Milik^s conjecture that they l o s t i n t e r e s t i n 
i t neatly, i f unintentionally explains the absence of fragments of the 
Similitudes on the assumption that they were not inritten e a r l i e r than 
about the end of the f i r s t century B,C., and the Qumran evidence should 
not be used to support a l a t e r date. 
The crucial use of Da v i i made by the author of the Similitudes 
consists i n his employment of the vision of Da v i i . 9 f , beginning at 
1 En xlvi.l,Associated with i t i s the f i r s t occurrence of the term 
'son of man' at x l v i . 2 . That t h i s author did i n f a c t make use of Da v i i . 9 f 
!• J.C.Hindl€y, "Towards a Date for the Similitudes of Enoch, An H i s t o r i c a l 
Approach", NTS.U (1967-8), pp.551-65. J.T.Milik, "Problemes de l a 
L i t t 6 * a t u r e Henochique a l a Lumiere des Fragments Arameens de Qumran", 
H ^ 6 ^ (1971), pp.333-78, especially pp.377, 335. 
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i s widely admitted^ and r i g h t l y , i n view of the large number of common 
elements i n the descriptions of the two main fissures i n both passages. 
Yet there have been denials. Mowinckel i s t y p i c a l of these: he depends 
on attempts to i s o l a t e e a r l i e r material behind Da v i i . 9 f f , on the basis 
of the evidence of Da v i i alone. Having deduced from Da v i i that there 
was already a concept of a heavenly "Man" i n I s r a e l , he argues that i t 
i s t h i s conception which 1 Enoch presents d i r e c t l y , whereas Da v i i gives 
a symbolic reinterpretation. This view f a i l s with the f a i l u r e of the 
ef f o r t s of Hfllscher, Noth and others to isolate e a r l i e r material behind 
Da v i i . The dependence of 1 En x l v i on Da v i i i s also rejected by 
F.H.Borsch, who suggests on a much broader base of evidence that the 
author " i s using language and imagery, a kind of ideogrammatic way of 
speaking, which i s not to be traced to any one source but which was 
rather generally known during t h i s era.I* But only the looseness of 
Borsch's c r i t e r i a could allow the conviction that there i s s u f f i c i e n t 
evidence that such a way of speakihg-was generally known down to the 
le v e l of the details which these passages have i n common. 
K.Mtlller, on the other hand, has argued that the l i t e r a r y dependence 
i s the other way around. Having l i s t e d contacts between Da v i i and 
1 En x l v i and correctly supposed that he has provided evidence of l i t e r a r y 
dependence of one of these documents on the other he concludes: "Damit 
aber kann das oben angefragte sochliche VerhMltnis von Dan 7:9,10,13 
vgl.7:14,22 zu den ubereinkomraenden Menschen.-ohnstflcken im ath Hen 46-4?. 
48:2-7 die ursprttngliche Sinngebung bewahrt haben, wlhrend sowohl Dan 7 
ale. auch I t h Hen 71 und a l l e anderen Menschensohnabsckjikte des fith 
1. R.H.Charles, The Book of Enoch, or 1 Enoch, Translated from the 
Editor's Ethiopic Text. (^1912), ad l o c : N.Perrin, Rediscovering 
the Teaching of Jesus (1967), pp.l64ff. 
2. Supra, pp. 
3. F.H.Borsch, The Son of Man i n Mytto and History (1967), p.149. 
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Hen das originftre TTerstfindnis umdeuten",'^ I t w i l l be shown that t h i s 
conclusion depends on a complete misunderstanding of the term 'son of 
man' i n the Similitudes, but there are other f a u l t s too. The methods 
used i n Mtlller*s attempt to carve the Similitudes in t o disparate 
fragments are unsatisfactory. To c i t e but one example, Mllller finds 
significance i n the lack of mention of the pre-existence of the Son of 
Man i n 1 En Ixx- l x x i . ' ^ But the reason f o r t h i s i s that the author has 
mentioned i t already ( 1 En x l v i i i . 3 , 6 ) and has no reason to repeat i t 
i n a comparatively b r i e f n r r r a t i v e of Enoch's translation. I n denying 
dependence of the Similitudes on Da v i i , Mtlller lays a l o t of stress 
on one reason, "well eine l i t e r a r i ^ c h e Verwandtschaft ausschliesj^lich 
f f l r Dn 7:9,10,13 geltend gemacht werden kann«.^ This idea goes back 
at least to Noth, but i t i s hardly r i g h t , since Enoch receives the subritance 
of Da v i i . l ^ . and the absence of traces of the rest of Da v i i i s i n 
fac t explicable.^ Nor i s i t methodologically sound to use s l i g h t differences 
between two documents as disproof of the use of one by the other, "Zum 
anderen wissen die Bilderreden nichts von einem "Kommen* des Menschensohn 
*mit den Wolken des Hiramels'".^ No, but i t does know of a coming of Enoch 
to the Ancient of Days on the chariots of the wind ( c f . I En lxx,2, Ezk 1 ) , 
and Mailer has offered no j u s t i f i c a t i o n of the r i g i d i t y of mind which 
1 . K.Mflller, "Beobachtun, en zur Entwicklung der Menschensohnvorstellung 
i n den Bilderreden des Henoch und Im Buche Daniel", Ost.Christ.25 
(Fg.Biedermann), 1971, pp.253-61. '•Men-chensohn und Messias. Religions-
geschici:ilLchen Vorflberlegungen zum MentchenKohnproblem i n den synoptischen 
Evangelieni», J2.16 (1972), pp.l6l-87. He l i s t s contacts between Da v i i 
and i En x l v i i n Ost.Christ .25, pp.254-5 and B2 16, pa75. The quotation 
i s from BZ 16, p.l77. 
2. Dp.cit., BZ16, pp.l62-7-i. 
3. Op.cit., BZ 16, p.173. 
Op.cit., JZ 16, p.176. 
5. On Noth, supra pp.lS-'SOson the other points, i n f r a pp.-^0-2, 
6, Mttller, op.cit., BZ 16, p.l76. 
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requires an author to u t i l i z e every such d e t a i l i n order to s a t i s f y 
us that he has used a source at a l l . Other points could be iuade, but 
i t w i l l be more profitable to o f f e r a more convincing explanation of 
the primary evidence. 
We may therefore agree with R.H.Charles and many other scholars. 
"In this and the following chapters (sc.I En x l v i f f ) Daniel 7 has been 
l a i d under contribution and from i t have been drawn d i r e c t l y the expressions 
'Head of Days' and 'Son of Man'".*^  This f i r s t e x p l i c i t use of Da v i l . 9 f 
i n 1 En xlvi.1-2 (there may be reminiscences of i t e a r l i e r i n x l . l , 
xlv.3) requires some detailed exairtlnation, has become 
'one who had a head of days'. The a l t e r a t i o n might be f e l t to indicate 
wore clearly the eternal pre-existence of the deity rather than his age, 
and t h i s may be the reason for i t . The remainder of the description 
of him i s v i r t u a l l y l i f t e d from Da v i i . 9 . The description of the man-like 
figure i s more elaborate than i n Da v i i . 1 3 , but the likeness to a man 
i s clear enough, and i n x l v i . 2 we have quite clearly i n Enoch's question 
zeku walda sab^e, i f , l i k e our author, you ignore the in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the son of man figure i n Da v i i i t s e l f , or at le a s t do not recognize 
that the Saints of the Most High constitute that explanation, the 
figure i s i n fact mysterious, and i f the questions i n x l v i . 2 are a 
l i t e r a r y a r t i f i c e , they are by no means a r t i f i c i a l , but arise n a t u r a l l y 
out of the OT text as t h i s author understood i t . The presence of t h i s 
figure with the Head of Days indicates that the time within the vision 
1» R.H.(3harles, op.cit., ad loc. 
2. I quote form the English translation of Charles, op.cit. I have 
made reference to his edition of the ethiopic t e x t when t h i s seemed 
essential: R.H.Charles, The Ethiopic Version of the book of Enoch (1906). 
The new edition and commentary promised from Knibb and Ullendorff were 
not available when t h i s was wr i t t e n . 
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i s a f t e r that of the coming to the Ancient of Days i n Da vii,13. ' '" 
This leads us straight to the problem of the use and meaning of the 
term 'son of man' i n the Similitudes. Before a new theory i s proposed, 
two negative propositions, neither of them new, must be established. 
F i r s t l y , the term 'son of man' i s not i n any sense a corporate expression* 
Secondly, i t i s not a t i t l e . The f i r s t point Involves c h i e f l y two scholars, 
N.Messel and T,W,Manson. Messel argued that i n the Similitudes the 
Son of Man i s '•Eine Personifikation des jttdischen Volkes«.^ Yet so l i t t l e 
of the work i s l e f t by the time he has finished his c r i t i c a l operations 
that t h i s simple statement of t h i s position i s almost misleading, for 
the only Son of Man statements that he allowed as authentic are i n chs 
x l v i and x l v i i i . This i s not, however, one of the decisive objections 
to his own theory which Messel honestly provided on p,70 of his book. 
Riddled with errors of method, his work evinces so narrow and monochrome 
a picture of contemporary Judaism that he has to c'hLl i n Christian 
interpolators who indulged i n the peculiar habit of interpolating 
various items which are simply not d i s t i n c t i v e l y Christian, Other scholars 
too have argued for Christian interpolations i n t h i s work, but I w i l l 
3 
not repeat the decisive discussion of SjiJberg, 
Manson^ argued that the Son of Man i n the Similitudes i s an idea: 
t h i s idea existed i n the mind of God before the creation of the world: i t 
contains a double o s c i l l a t i o n : the group idea finds expression i n the 
concept of the elect and righteous ones: the individual idea finds expression 
i n two personalities - at the beginning of the course of events i n 
1* V. further i n f r a , pp,>iOO-l, 
2* N.Messel, Der Menschensohn i n den Bilderreden des Henoch (BZAW 35, 1922),p.1, 
3. E,Sjflberg, Per Menschensohn im Rthiopischen Henochbuch (194.6), pp,3ff, 
A» T,W:Manson, '•The Son of Man i n Daniel, Enoch and the Gospels'*, 
M L 32 (W9-50) , ppa71-93 = Studies i n the Gospels and Epistles. pp,123-45. 
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Enoch, who i s regarded as the f i r s t human individual to embody the 
Son of Man idea, the nucleus of the elect and righteous ones: at the 
end i t finds expression again i n the figure of the Messiah who i s to 
carry out the f i n a l vindication of the Saints. 
Manson's hypothesis i s quite alien to the thought>-world of the 
Similitudes. The trouble begins at 1 En x l v i . l , where Hanson already 
thinks that the Son of Man i s "evidently^ syrabolic. This i s not eirident 
to every reader. "Der Menschensohn i s t ebenso wenig ein Symbol wie 
der Herr der Geister*.'^ Hanson t r i e s to r e s t r i c t the Son of Han's righteousness 
and his position as a revealer of secrets, "...what the Son of Man possesses 
and reveals i s the hidden treasure of God's wisdom and righteousness 
embodied i n the Law*'. A broader and more acciirate picture has resulted 
from the work of Sj^berg, whose discussion has the consummate advantage 
of being based on 1 Enoch rather than on rabbi Phinehas. "die Gerechtigkeit 
gehflrt ihm von Anfang an als ein T e i l seines Wesens. Wie es zur Seligkeit 
der Gerechten gehflren wird, dass sie der gflttlichen Gerechti^keit 
t e i l h a f t werden, so i s t i h r Erlflser von Anfang an i n besonderem Hasse 
derer t e i l h a f f . Moreover, the Son of Man reveals a m u l t i p l i c i t y of 
cosmological, eschatological and other secrets.^ Hanson argues that the 
Son of Man i s not pre-existent. His argument i s defective i n method. 
He cites examples from the OT of God hiding people, and says that i n 
a l l cases the reference i s to divine guidance and protection amid the 
dangers and t r i a l s of t h i s mortal l i f e . Similarly he refers to Levy 
NHWB ii, 357f f o r rabbinic evidence to show that to bring a person 
under the wings of the Shekinah i s a regular way of describing conversion 
to Judaism and that i t means divine care and protection here and now, 
!• E.SjSberg, Der verborgene Merxschensohn i n den Evan^elien (1955),p.45 n.2. 
2. Hanson, op.cit,, BJRL 32 p.lSO = Studies p.l32. 
3. E.Sj«berg, Der Menschensohn im Bthiopischen Henochbuch. p.,^?, 
4. SjBberg, op.cit., ch,V, 
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But the semantic f i e l d of the words meaning 'hide' i s much wider than 
appears from Manson's examples, and the 'mortal l i f e ' and 'here and 
now' element i s provided by tense and context, not by the meaning of 
words isolated from t h e i r context. The context i n i Enoch makes i t clear 
that pre-mundane hiding i s i n view. Granted that pre-mundane election 
was known to the rabbis; so was pre-lttundane creation of various items. 
The passages quoted by Hanson put forward these ideas i n quite d i f f e r e n t 
terms from 1 Enoch, where i t i s said that the son of man figure was 
named and hlAdlen before the creation of the world ( l En x l v i i i , 6 , 3): the 
natural implication i s that he existed at that time."^ At three points 
Manson seems to have caught what i s I suppose the occupational disease 
of scholars working i n the f i e l d of ancient thought - a refusal to accept 
that an ancient w r i t e r could r e a l l y have believed what seems to us 
incredible: he calls the Son of Man '•inert", objects that "the story 
i s a l l beginning and end; and the middle seems to have dropped out", 
and says that SjOberg declared the problem of the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
Enoch with the Son of Man "insoluble" with no mention of the r e l i g i o n s -
geschichtlich data which Sjdberg supplied. Moreover the Similitudes 
provide no positive evidence of the Son of Man as an idea that i s being 
actualized. This hypothesis i s supposed to provide an explanation of 
Enoch's i d e n t i f i c a t i o n with the Son of Man; i t provides no explanation 
of the absence of similar remarks about other people who are supposed 
to actualize t h i s idea. The inclusion of '^divine vindication" as an 
element of the t o t a l conception indicated by the term Son of Man enables 
Manson to overlook the fact that i t i s said of the Son of Man that he 
vindicates the righteous and elect by his condemnation of the kings and 
mighty; whereas the righteous and elect are vindicated by t h i s process, 
1 . V, further, SjBberg, op,cit., ch.IV. 
2. Op.cit., BJHL 32 p.l87f = Studies pa37f. 
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Moreover the Son of Man i s portrayed as one who reveals: the righteous 
and elect as those whocBceive revelation? 1 En x L v i i i . ^ also distinguishes 
between the Son of Man and the righteous. The fact that the son of 
man figure and the elect and righteous have i n common certain basic 
q u a l i t i e s , those of election and righteousness, should not be allowed 
to obscure these fundamental differences. F i n a l l y the use of the term 
"corporate personality" gives the false impression that a common feature 
of I s r a e l i t e thought i s being used,"^ 
Thus the chief attempts to prove that the r^ on of man i s a corporate 
e n t i t y have not been a success. Final proof that he i s an individual 
w i l l come with his i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , but f i r s t i t must be shown that throughout 
the Similitudes the term 'son of man' i s not a t i t l e . I t i s used with 
a demonstrative 12 times, without a demonstrative 4- times, Charles argued 
that the demonstrative represents the d e f i n i t e a r t i c l e of the Greek 
Vorlage, and Sjflberg accepted t h i s as being at least possible. I t 
i s true that the ethiopic demonstrative could be used as a translation 
of the Greek a r t i c l e and that i t i s so used i n those parts of 1 Enoch 
where the Greek text has survived; moreover i t i s possible that i t was 
so used by the translator of the Similitudes. Charles quotes three 
examples of t h i s usage i n the Similitudes (ixiiao, lxxi,13, l i i . 5 ) . 
But the data which he uses to establish the proposition that the demonstrative 
represents the Greek d e f i n i t e a r t i c l e are quite uncontrolled; f or a l l 
we know the Greek Vorlage, assuming f o r the moment that there was one, 
may have had the a r t i c l e with the t i t l e Lord of S p i r i t s a l l 10^ times; 
in which case Charles' examples would show that the translator of the 
Similitudes could use the ethiopic demonstrative to translate the 
!• Cf.J.W.Rogerson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality -
1 Re-examination", JThS NS H I (1970), pp.1 - 16. 
2, Charles, op.cit., pp,86-7. Sj8berg, op.cit., p,46. 
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Greek a r t i c l e , but usually did not. The one piece of evidence that ue 
can r e a l l y control i s the t i t l e «the Elect One*, I n the twelve relevant 
exanpleE(xxxix.6, xl.5 , x l i x . 2 , i i , l i . 3 , 5 , l i i . 6 , 9 , Ixi.5,8,10, I x l i . l ) 
the demonstrative does not occur once. Therefore i t s occurrence 12 
times with the expression *son of man* cannot be the r e s u l t of a random 
process whereby the translator sometimes did, but sometimes did not, 
represent the Greek a r t i c l e by means of the ethiopic demonstrative. 
This argument i s a l l the stronger for the f a c t that the remaining four 
occurrences of the term 'son of man* can be explained as not needing 
a demonstrative, Eerdmr^ns appears, from Sjflberg's account, to have at 
least pointed out t i : i s piece of evidence, "Man kSnnte allerdings mit 
EERFMANS darauf verweisen, dass bei dem zweifellos als T i t e l gebrauchten 
Ausdruck *Der AuserwShlte* nieraals ein Demonstrativum steht. Die vorausgesetzte 
^bersetzungsmethode i s t also i n diesem Falle nicht gebraucht"."^ SjSberg's 
reply i s feeble. *Aber die M f l g ^ i c h k e i t , dass es trotzdem beim Ausdruck 
'Menschensohn* gebraucht worden i s t , iSsst sich wegen der allgemeinen 
Inkonsequenz der Ubersetzungsmethode und speziell wegen der gennannten 
Belege aus 1 Hen,62,10 und 71,13 nicht b e s t r e i t e n . C l e a r l y Sjffberg 
has accepted that the a r t i c l e was used with the t i t l e 'the Elect One"; 
but his remarks altogether f a i l to explain the difference between 0/L2 
occurrences with "the Elect One" and 1 ^ 6 occurrences with 'son of man*. 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of t h i s being due to chance i s very remote, E.Kianis 
also used th i s information, but indiscriminately^ "Proportio opposita 
casuum i n quibus ex una parte nomen F i l i i hominis et ex altera nomina 
Capitis dierum et Domini spirituum adhibentur cum adiectivo demonstrativo 
aut sine eo confirmat, ut nobis videtur, hoc adiectivum, ubi coniun^iitur 
1 . SjBberg, op.cit.p.i^?, r e f e r r i n g to Eerdmans» a r t i c l e i n Theol.Ti.idschr. 
28 (1894). I have not seen t h i a a r t i c l e , which i s w r i t t e n i n Dutch, 
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cum nomine F i l l i hominis, servare suam vim plenara, seu dare eidem noniini 
determinationem scigularem qua careat."'*' The trouble with t n i t arguiDent 
i s the p o s s i b i l i t y that both the t i t l e s "Head of Days* and ^ord of 
S p i r i t s " occurred i n the supposed Greek Vorlage invariably, or almost 
invariably, without the a r t i c l e . But t h i s can hardly have been the case 
with the t i t l e "the Elect One": thus i t i s the c o n t r o l l a b i l i t y of t h i s 
item of evidence which gives i t i t s decisive importance at t h i s point. 
So f a r a Greek Vorlage has been assumed. However Ullendorf^ *^ as 
again canvassed the p o s s i b i l i t y of d i r e c t translation from Aramaic int o 
ge'ez without the in t e r p o s i t i o n of a Greek Version. The .Tgument i s not 
implausible, though i t i s not, I think, decisive either.. He expounds 
the general situation l i k e t h i s , ".••direct translation from an Aramaic 
language would scarcely have presented any serious d i f f i c u l t y f o r the 
Syrian monophysite monks who had settled i n Ethiopia i n the fourth and 
f i f t h centuries... These Syriac-speaking monks were among the translators 
of the blKLe i n t o ethiopic, and the unmistakable imprint of Syrian on 
ecclesiastical ge^ez i s too well known to warrant r e p e t i t i o n here", 
A further general observation i s necessary. The Enoch material from 
Qumraji, with the notable absence of any recognised fragments of the 
Similitudes, has demonstrated the existence of quantities of the material 
found i n 1 Enoch quite separstte from the Similitudes. The p o s s i b i l i t y 
therefor exists that the Similitudes were translated i n t o ge»ez quite 
separately from the rest of 1 Enoch, and the present 1 Enoch put together 
f i r s t i n ethiopic. Thus we cannot assume that the Similitudes were 
1» E.Dhanis, Greeorianum -45 (196^), p.26 n.37. 
2. E.UllendorfT, "An Aramaic »Vorlage of the ethiopic tex t of Enoch?*, 
A t t i del Convegno Internazionale d i Studi E t i o p i c i , Accad.naz»dei Linc e i , 
Problem! a t t u a l i d i scienza e d i cultura, quad,-48, 1960. 
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translated from the same language as other parts of 1 Enoch. I f they 
were translated d i r e c t l y from Aramaic, a simple explanation of the absence 
of Greek fragments i s obtained, but neither this nor the detailed arguments 
so far put forward may be regarded as decisive. We rnu?t therefore provide 
some assessment of the effect of the hypothesis of direct translation 
from Aramaic on the above discussion of the use of the demonstrative 
with the term 'son of man'. I f the Similitudes were translated d i r e c t l y 
from Aramaic (or Hebrew), the general tenor of the above arg'oment i s 
strengthened. The r a r i t y of the demonstrative with the t i t l e s of God i s 
now relevant, as i n the argument of Dhanis; t h i s and the absence of the 
demonstrative with the t i t l e "the Elect One" i s s u f f i c i e n t to chow that 
the demonstrative with the terms for 'son of man* represents a genuine 
demonstrative i n the o r i g i n a l t e x t . This weight of evidence cannot 
be overthrown by the d i f f i c u l t i e s of 1 En I x i i . l O , l x x i . l 3 , l i i , 5 . 
But i n a l l three cases one may suspect only the slightest of errors i n 
a f a i l u r e to perceive thepecise nuance of the Aramaic or Hebrew XiH.^ 
Some support for the presence of a demonstrative with one occurrence 
of the term "sonof man' i n the Vorlage i s provided by the posi t i o n of 
zeku aft e r walda sab^e i n 1 En x i v i i i . 2 . "Wegen dieeer Stellung des 
Demonstrativums i s t mit grSsster Wahrscheinlichkeit zu behaupten, dass 
auch der griechische Text ein Demonstrativum gehabt hat". While t h i s 
i s probable i t i s not, however, certain. Further support for t h i s p o s i t i o n 
has sometimes been sought i n the absence of the demonstrative with the 
term "son of Man' i n the ethiopic Gospels. Thus Colpe remarks "Da die 
ath Ev-'ffbers 0 U^os -rou jvQpwTtov ohne Pron demonstrativum 
1« I t i s possible that an example of the opposite: error, a f a i l u r e 
to recognize that X l H .^ihould be taken as a demonstrative, i s to be 
found at lxi x , 2 7 . I n f r a , p.390. 
2, SjBberg, op.cit., pp.52-3. 
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wiedergibt, o f f e n s i c h t l i c h well sich dort die spezielle Bdtg Jewells 
aus dem Zshg ergibt, i s t anzunehmen, dass der Ubersetzer der Bilderreden 
das Demonstrativum bewusst gewfthlt hat"*"'" But the consistency of usage 
i n the ethiopic Gospels marks them o f f from the book of Enoch and makes 
t h i s kind of argument precarious, T.W.Manson suggested that the demonstrative 
was used to indicate the translator's opinion that the term Son of Man 
i s being used i n a special sense. This explanation at least has the 
merit of talcing seriously the absence of the<Wonstrative with the t i t l e 
•the Elect One". But the translator may have been wrong? i f he was acting 
deliberately, we should have expected him to have been consistent i n 
his rendering o f the term 'son of man*; and we sha l l see that the demonstrative 
i s explicable as representing a genuine demonstrative used i n a p e r f e c t l y 
normal way» 
A further problem i s the fact that there are three d i f f e r e n t 
ethiopic expressions f o r 'son of man' i n the Similitudes; walda sab*e 
xlvi,2,3,A» x l v i i i . 2 ; walda be^esi l x i i . 5 . lxix.29 ( b i s ) , I x x i . l ^ U 
walda ^eguala e^mma^ eiaw lxLi.7,9>liC« I x i i i . l l j lxix.26,27i, I x x . l , 
lx2i,17, walda sab^e also occurs i n a Noachic passage, 1 En lx,10. 
Charles and Sj6berg have produced very strong arguments f o r thinking 
that these d i f f e r e n t e^q^ressions are translation variants. Nevertheless, 
Ullendorffrecently revived the view of Schmidt that the ethiopic represents 
three Aramaic expressions, ^ 1 ^ VlUXI T i l l , and Xl/J TD 'TfUj' 
Ullendorf^ comments " i t i s unlikely that any of these pairs of expressions 
i n either ethiopic % r aramaic had a clearly defined and sharply d i f f e r e n t i a t e d 
range of meaning". For Aramaic t h i s i s misleading; the l a t t e r two of 
1. .MB V I I I , p.426 n.l82. Cf,Sj8berg, op.cit., pp.A7-8: Dhanis, l o c . c i t . 
2, Op.cit., BJRL 32 p,178 = Studies p.130. 
3» Charles, op,cit., p,86; SjBberJ, op.cit,, pp»4.2-il. 
A* Ullendorf^ op.cit,, p,265. N.Schmidt, i n Old Testament and Semitic 
Studies i n Memory of W.R.Harper, v o l , I I (1908), p.345fj Oriental Studies 
dedicated to P.Haupt>:'(1926). p.l20f. 
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these e3q)resslons were correctly characterised by Sj«berg as " c h r i s t l i c h e n 
fbersetzungkflnsteleien"."^ Schmidt, understandaoly impressed by the correspondence 
of these expressions with those of the ethiopic translators, supposed 
that the text had suffered at the hands of Christian copyists. However, 
Schmidt was never able to give a very satisfactory account of the work 
of these Christian copyists and i t i s important to observe that t h i s 
would s t i l l leave us with X\^iK i n the o r i g i n a l t e x t . Ullendorff 
appears to have supposed that a l l three expressions belonged to the 
o r i g i n a l Aramaic. But the Similitudes are incomprehensible as a Christian 
work: these phrases are incomprehensible i n a Jewish work: and the reasons 
why each i s used i n each passage are on t h i s hypothesis quite obscure; 
i t i s good therefore that UllendorfP appears to have retracted t h i s 
suggestion, leaving us with the hypothesis that the three expressions 
are translation variants. Colpe has also commented on t h i s problem, 
but his com,;:ents are not s u f f i c i e n t l y precise, "Dass kein T i t e l v o r l i e g t , 
zelgt vor aliem der Wechsel der Ausdrflcke sekbst. Es g i b t deren nSmlich 
d r e i , u diese sind zudem aussci-iliesslich aus einigen der sieben im 
1th vorkommenden W9rter f f l r Menschen zusammengesetzt. Das i s t ein 
starkes Argument dafflr, dasr. im Griech u Aram (oder Hebr) spezifische 
Ausdrttcke zugrunde lagen, aber kein T i t e l " . There i s no attempt here 
to meet the ar|ments of Charles and Sjflberg that the three expressions 
are translation variants. 
1. Op.cit,, p.^3 (n.lA from p,A2), 
2, E,Ullendorf^ Ethiopia and the Bible (1968), p , 6 l , 
3* Colpe merely r e t a i l s t h e i r position i n a footnote ( o p . c i t , , p,4.27 
n,191)« I t i s not clear what expressions Colpe thinks the Vorlage may 
have used. Furthermore, his discussion, especially B I I I 2b »Die Erhflhung 
Henochs zum Menschensohn", does not r e a l l y take the consequences of 
his i n sight that the term "son of man' i s not a t i t l e . 
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The term for which they are translation variants w i l l have beenXVJX 
or, i f the o r i g i n a l language of the Similitudes was Hebrew, 
I t has emerged from the above discussion that t h i s term required d e f i n i t i o n , 
normally supplied by means of a demonstrative. Clearly i t i s not a t i t l e . 
But i n that case, which man does t h i s author keep r e f e r r i n g to? The 
answer i s given at the climax of the Similitudes where God says to 
Enoch "You are the man who i s born to righteousness..." ( I x x i . l ^ . ) . 
O v e r l i t e r a l l y , "You are the son of man..." but 'son of man' means 
'man'. This verse has caused much d i f f i c u l t y and incomprehension, not 
least ffom being treated as the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of two separate figures, 
Enoch and "The Son of Man"» Charles found i t so d i f f i c u l t that he changed 
the text, a procedure which involved the consistent and thoroughgoing 
a l t e r a t i o n of several words and for which the evidence of the iaanuscripts 
gives no warrant.''" Others have argued that 1 En Ixx-^lxxi i s a l a t e r 
addition. M.ELack, on the other hand, argued that these two chapters 
constituted the o r i g i n a l kernel of the work. The problem does involve 
the structure of the Similitudes: that i s d i f f i c u l t , for the text has 
been disturbed by the interpolation of some Noachic material, and the 
long process of transmission and translation has not been beneficial. 
However, M.D.Hooker has at l a s t enabled us to see the structure, with 
the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the son of man figure at the end.'^ The term 
'son of man' f i r s t occurs i n the second parable; i n i t Enoch sees the 
son of man i n heaven; his name i s named, and he i s revealed to the 
righteous and elect. Thus the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n with the Elect One i s made 
1. R.H.Charles, op.cit., ad loc. 
2. Among many scholars, e.g.recently U.B.Mflller, Messias und Menechensohn 
i n jfldlschen Apokalypsen und i n die Offenbarung des' Johannes (1972), pp.5^f. 
3. M.Blaek, "The Eschatology of the Similitudes of Enoch", JThS. NS 
I I I (1952), pp.1 - 10. 
A. M.D.Hooker, The Son of Man i n Mark (1967), pp»37-A8. 
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known i n heaven and passed on to the righteous and elect. I n the t h i r d 
parable, the Elect One i s actually ent^oned, and the revelation i s made 
to the kings and the mighty and the exalted and those who dwell on the 
earth (1 En I x L i . l ) . Thus Enoch sees the time of the general unveiling. 
Thus i n the second parable we see the son of man whose revelation to 
the righteous and elect as the Elect One brings them hope. I n the t h i r d , 
we see the Day of the Elect One, and on closer examination those brought 
to judgement discover that he i s the Son of Man, Then ch,lxxi provides 
the real name of t h i s figure - Enoch himself. "The secret which i s known 
now to the elect - which i s , indeed being made known by means of t h i s 
book - i s that the Son of Man who y / i l l one day be manifested to a l l 
as the Elect One of righteousness and f a i t h i s Enoch himself,*^ 
With t h i s structure i n mind, we can discuss some of the son of man 
sayings. Most of the work of i n t e r p r e t i n g them on the hypothesis that 
the term i s not a t i t l e has i n f a c t already been done by SjBberg and 
Hooker, but the new points are important. The term f i r s t occurs at 
x l v i , 2 , as we have seen, and the description of the figure of whom i t 
i s used has caused several scholars to assume that a heavenly being 
i s described. Thus Sjflberg at once asserts, rather than demonstrates, 
that "die hier geschaute Gestalt i s t tatsMchlich kein Mensch - wenigstens 
im gevBhnlichen sinn des Wortes. Sie i s t vielmehr ein himmlisches Wesen, 
der ganz besondere himmlische Mensch*. But that i s not what the author 
says, Ch.lxxi provides the clue - t h i s i s the description of an exalted 
man. I n xLvi.3 the r e l a t i v e clauses define the term 'son of man' -
they t e l l us which son of man the author means. This makes good sense 
of the f a c t that Enoch rather than the angel i s the f i r s t to use the 
1. Hooker, op.cit,, p,42. 
2. Sjaberg, op.cit., p.50. 
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term, A new translation i s a straightforward way of making the point. 
2, Then I asked one of the angels, one who went with me and showed 
me a l l secrets, concerning that man, who he was, where he was 
from, and why he went with the Head of Days. 
3, He replied, "This i s the man who has righteousness: righteousness 
dwells with him, and he reveals a l l the treasures of that which 
i s hidden, because the Lord of S p i r i t s has chosen him, and his 
l o t i s pre-eminent before the Lord o f S p i r i t s i n uprightness 
f o r ever.* 
Why then i s the term f o r 'man^  walda sab^e? The term i n ths Vorlage 
w i l l have been )1{/\X or U~IX The use of t h i s rather than 
any other expression or word fws 'man' i s to be explained by the influence 
of Da vii,1 3 at t h i s point. I n considering his i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , we must 
r e c a l l the circles from which t h i s work emanates. As early as Gen v.24-
we f i n d the exaltation of Enoch: i n the l i t e r a t u r e of our period we f i n d 
ample evidence of the development of speculation about him resulting 
i n the a t t r i b u t i o n of a remarkably high position to him, notable i n 
Jubilees, I , I I and I I I Enoch, and the Enoch material from Qumran, 
To these people Enoch was a figure of primary importance and incomparable 
d i s t i n c t i o n . Such a person wrote I En x l v i . 3 , i n i ^ l c h he f i r s t of a l l 
i d e n t i f i e s the mysterious visionary figure of x l v l . l as a man, and then 
says four things about him, (1) Righteousness i s his outstanding characteristic. 
C f . i En i.2 E^vtJ^ Y'^ '^ f^'^ '"^ ^ S\KotlOS tCTTiV/ x i i . ^ , 
x v . l , x i i i . l O , xiv.1,3, as well as Wsd I v , Test Levi x.5, Test Dan v.6, 
Jub x,17, and above a l l 1 En I x x i . U . Obviously i n the Intertestamental 
period as a whole other people were designated as outstandingly rifrhteous 
as. well: such, f o r example, was Noah (cf Sir x l i v . 1 7 ) . Nor need i t be 
forgotten that t h i s q u a l i t y i s predicated of the whole group of the 
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elect i n the Similitudes. But to a member of the Enoch c i r c l e s the si;nple 
description of a single, otherwise unidentified, man as ''the raan who 
has righteousness, with whom righteourness dwells** could hardly mean 
anyone but Enoch himself,^ (2) He reveals a l l the treasures of that which 
i s hidden. But who, i n the view of the Enoch l i t e r a t u r e , i s the great 
revealer? Enoch, (3) God chose him. This time we do not have a recognisably 
exclusive description, but t h i s does more than j u ^ t f i t the picture, 
i t i d e n t i f i e s him as the Elect One. Cf. also 2 En l x i v , 5 . (A) *his 
l o t i s pre-eminent before the Lord of S p i r i t s i n uprightness for ever". 
This appears to make him the most distinguished human being ever, and 
thus further i d e n t i f i e s him as Enoch. A l l t h i s i s seen from the point 
of view of people f a m i l i a r with current speculations about Enoch. The 
extent to which i t would be clear to any outsider i s another matter. 
But the Enoch speculations were quite widely known, and i f the term 'son 
of man* i s , as I have argued, not a t i t l e , i t would naturally be read 
simply as *msji'. Given that a man i s being described here, and that 
the description of x l v i . l suggests that t h i s was a man exalted to heaven, 
the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n might be clearer than i s usually supposed. Thus 
the f i n a l and e x p l i c i t answer to the f i r s t question i n x l v i , 2 , which 
comes, as we have seen, i n lxxi,14., makes e x p l i c i t what many readers 
would already know, 
Walda sab^e occurs i n a Noachic passage, Ix.lO. "This use of the 
phrase i s a f t e r the manner of Ezekiel, and stands i n strong contrast 
with the main conception of the Son of Man i n the Parables.*^ The passage 
belongs to a Noachic section(cf, l x , 8 ) , presumably not from the hand 
of the author of the Similitudes, but i t i s worthy of mention f o r two 
1* This might be thought to i d e n t i f y him also as the Righteous One of 
1 En x x x v i i i . 2 , but i t i s probable that instead of "the Righteous One" we 
should read "righteousness" with the majority of the best manuscripts, 
2. Charles, op.cit., ad loc. 
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reasons. F i r s t l y , there i s strong contrast no longer: here again we 
have the term 'son of man' i n i t s normal sense."'' Secondly because, 
although the use of the phrase i s af t e r the manner of Ezekiel ( i t i s 
not, of course, exclusively h i s ) , the ethiopic translator has used 
walda sab^e whereas i t i s walda 'eguala 'emmaheiaw which i s found 
2 
throughout Ezekiel i n the ethiopic bible. This corresponds to the 
generally deviant picture of the translator which emerges from the 
work of Charles and Sj«berg, 
In the t h i r d parable, the term 'son of man' recurs at l x i i . 5 . 
Enoch has been seated on the throne of his glory and revealed to the 
kings and the mighty and the exalted who recognize him and are duly 
distressed "when they see that son of man s i t t i n g on the throne of 
his glory**. There should be no doubt which son of man i s involved -
t h i s i s the Elect One on his throne of glory, that i s , to the i n i t i a t e d , 
Enoch. The whole passage i s linked with the vi s i o n that began i n ch 
x l v i i n that the same figure i s involved, but i f X ^ X ^H, or 
i s a fixe d expression, i t i s reasonable to see i t as a 
further means of l i n k i n g the visions together p r i o r to the e x p l i c i t 
revelation at I x x i . l i ^ , The next occurrence of the term at l x i i , 7 has 
been the subject of comment because i t i s one of the four examples 
without the demonstrative. But here the demonstrative i s not necessary 
because of the context. The figure of whom the term i s used has been 
under discussion since the beginning of the chapter, and the term 'son 
of man' has j u s t been used of him at l x i i . 5 . This context supplies 
the reference usually indicated by the demonstrative - the son of 
1. The p a r a l l e l with Ezekiel i n p a r t i c u l a r i s s u f f i c i e n t to undermine 
the e f f o r t s of H,L,Jansen, Die Henochgestalt (1940), p. l l A , to extract 
more from i t than t h i s . 
2. R.H.Charles, op.cit., p.86. 
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aan referred to i s the son o f man the author has j u s t been t a l k i n g 
about. The same applies to l x i x , 2 7 , where the demonstrative i s not 
necessary immediately after the occurrence of the term i n l x i x , 2 6 , 
though here one suspects that the ethiopic l o t u , which immediately 
preceds lawalda 'e^uala e^mmal^ eiaw, may represent the Aramaic or 
Hebrew X\'i^t and that )( \ T l should have been taken here as demonstrative, 
as i t should not at 1 En I x i i . l O , lxxi,13i l i i . 5 . " ^ 
I x x . l i s more d i f f i c u l t , because of the problems involved i n establishing 
the correct t e x t , Charles' translation rune "And i t came to pass a f t e r 
t h i s that his name during his l i f e t i m e was raised a l o f t to that Son 
of Man and to tlie Lord of S p i r i t s from amongst those who dwell on the 
ear.th". Here, and here only i n the whole of the Similitudes, i s i t made 
quite dear that the son of man figure i s i n heaven while Enoch i s on 
earth. But Charles* reading w i l l have been determined by his c o n c ^ t i o n 
of the Son of Man, One must i n f a c t give great weight to considerations 
of i n t r i n s i c p r o b a b i l i t y i n a ease l i k e t h i s when the text i s i n such 
a state, and f o r t h i s reason i t i s better to follow the reading of U« 
Charles' comments on t h i s manuscript are of i n t e r e s t . I t i s "possibly 
as early as the 15th cent", and i t antedates the recension of the t e x t 
made by ethiopic scholars i n the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
"This MS would form a good t h i r d to g and q but that i t i s so inqjerfect 
a f t e r c h ^ t e r 83". I n three places i n chs i - x x x i i ( 1 En iii, i v , 
xxi,7) Charles thought that i t alone preserved the correct reading,^ 
We may conclude from t h i s that, judged by the standards which p r e v a i l 
i n the manuscript t r a d i t i o n of t h i s work, U i s a good manuscript. At 
I x x . l i t reads "Now i t came to pass aft e r t h i s that the name of that 
1» Supra, p.382. 
2. R.H.Charles, op.cit. Piis comments on the Mss are on pp.xxi - x x v i i . 
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son of man was raised a l o f t whi]£he wds s t i l l alive to the Lord of 
S p i r i t s * . I t i s supported by two more manuscripts. The reading of W 
i s identical to that of U*"^  Charles dates i t i n the seventeenth or 
eighteenth century. V reads "And i t came to pass after t h i s that the 
name of the son of man was raised a l o f t to the Lord of S p i r i t s * , d i f f e r i n g 
from UW i n the omission of we •* etu before walda ^eg:uala ^emmaijeiaw 
(possibly homoioarcton, as i n M at lxix.29, and the omission of walda 
^ etu i n MTU at lxix,26 and at lxix,29)> and i n the omission 
also of bei aw. Charles says of V, ^ 9th cent, copy made for M.d'Abbadie 
from a MS i n high estimation among the native scholars. This MS has 
a l l the bad characteristics of the l a t e r type of te x t , but has some 
excellent readings** Plemming and Radermacher note that both V and W, 
though l a t e Mss. representing a vulgete text, occasionally preserve 
an old reading, A further trace of the reading of UW may be seen i n 
the absence of "and" before "to the Lord of S p i r i t s " i n the majority 
of manuscripts. 
Thus t h i s reading has good manuscript support, including one of the 
ea r l i e s t and best Mss. I t also makes excellent and straightforward 
sense: "that son of man" i s Enoch, and the verse begins the narrative 
of Enoch"E translation. The absence of "the Son of Man" i n l x x i , l - 1 3 
has often been noted: Chjotles conjectured a l o s t passage between verses 
1» For the readings of W and V I am dependent on the textual apparstus 
of J.Flemming, Das Buch Henoch, TU x x i i (= NF vol. V I l ) (1902), and the 
translations of F.Martin, Le Livre d'Henoch t r a d u i t sur l e text ethiopien 
(19D6) ad loc., and M,Black, op.cit., p.4 n.2: these readings are not 
given by Charles i n the textual apparatus to his edition of the ethiopic 
t e x t , 
2, Das Buch Henoch, hrsg von J.FLemraing und L.Radermacher, GCS V (1901), p.10. 
3t wabaj^aba. the reading i n Charles' t e x t , i s attested according to 
his apparatus only by GT, and supported by the reading of Q, wohabag 
but without "and* we have MUji -0 reading bahaba. and 0 ,B haba. 
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13 and lA i n which he supposed that the Son of Man was mentioned.^ 
This d i f f i c u l t y now disappears. During his l i f e t i m e on earth, Enoch 
saw i n a vision himself as the eschatological judge. Of him the term 
'son of man' was used, up to l x i x , 2 9 i as we have seen. But at lxix,29 
the t h i r d simiL*tude ends, and I x x - l x x i no longer t e l l s us of Enoch's 
visions. I t t e l l s the story of his translation. Hence we do not have 
to deal with two figures, Enoch i n the pa.^t having a vision, and Enoch 
i n the future i n the vision. We have only Enoch i n the past being 
translated, and of him the term "son of man" i s nsei at l x x , l and again i n 
Ixxi.1^,17 as i t was used of him before. The whole passage I x x - l x x i 
2 
now appears as a more u n i f i e d narrative. For these reasons, we may 
conclude that the reading of UW i s r i g h t . I t involves the same use of 
the term 'son of man* as we have found throughout the Similitudes up 
to t h i s point. 
The f i n a l passage Ixxi,14.-17 contains some further points of d i f f i c u l t y . 
I n Ixxi,14 we have the fourth passage where the term 'son of man* i s 
alleged to occur without a demon.-^trative (excluding the Noachic I x . l O ) , 
1 . Charles, op.cit,, ad loc, 
2. On other aspects o f the unity of 1 En I x x - l x x i , E.Sjflberg, op.cit., pp.159-67* 
3. The o r i g i n of the readings of the other manuscripts i n Charles* 
apparatus i s a matter for conjecture rnther than certainty. From the 
mechanical point of view, one might begin with bafaaba occurring after 
^emmatieiav being written by mistake after heiaw,Hence the reading of g, 
j^eiaw ba^aba lawalda ^eguala ^emmatieiaw, G i s dated by Charles i n the 
f i r s t h a l f of the sixteenth century and he implies that he regards i t s 
text as bei^wijing to the best type. Subsequently bafeaba was altered 
^ ^ababehu for s t y l i s t i c reasons and the second bahaba was altered 
to wabababa f o r reasons of sense ( t h i s i s now attested by GT(Q), v.p,391 n.3). 
From the point o f view of the sense i n general, any scribe who eopied 
1 En l x x . 1 did so str a i g h t a f t e r copying I x i x , 2 6 - 2 9 : he may have thought 
therefore that "that son of man" was i n heaven and concluded that 
I x x . l ought to leave him there. 
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Twice, at l x i i . 7 and lxix.27 we have found i t unnecessary because of 
the context (though i n the second of these pas-ages there wa? some ground 
for a conjecture that i t might have stood i n the Vorlage), Here, as 
at xLvi.3, we have a r e l a t i v e clause instead to t e l l us which son of 
man the author means*"^  This deals with a l l four occurrences of the term 
•son of man* without a demonstrative: a l l of them are readily explicable 
on the assumption that where the demonstrative does occur i t i s a genuine 
demonstrative. Here as elsewhere the term * son of man' means simply 'man*. 
"You are the man who i s born of rirhteousness; 
Righteousness dwells i n you 
And the ri/hteousness of the Head of Days w i l l not leave you.* 
There i s a clear reference back to x l v i , 3 * not because both verses contain 
a t i t l e , "the Son of Man"", but because of the context, lxxi.14. i d e n t i f i e s 
Enoch as the visionary figure of x l v i , 3 , whose description bey.ns "This 
i s the man who has righteousness: righteousness dwells i n him,,," 
The use o f the same term 'son of man' i s help f u l , but the keynote 
i s righteousness. The speaker i s apparently God, the subject (the Head 
of Days) being taken over naturally from vs 13 to vs 14. The speech 
!• I n the interests of precision i t must be noted that we^etu occurs 
before walda sab^e at x l v i . 3 and before walda be^esi at l x x i . l 4 . Charles 
says that i t serves as the copula, "a frequent use i n Ethiopic, and i n 
these passages i t cannot r i g h t l y be taken otherwise", (op . c i t . , p,87). 
One might want to suggest that we^etu could nevertheless haye got 
there o r i g i n a l l y because of s demonstrative i n the Vorlagej but i t i s 
more importaat to note that once the r e l a t i v e clauses i n both passages 
are seen to perform the function of defining the son of man who i s 
mentioned there, the sense i s clear and unaffected by such hypothetical 
considerations. I t i s interesting to note that SjJJberg uses XM\ as 
a copula i n his reconstruction of hypothetical Hebrew and Aramaic o r i g i n a l s 
of xLvi,3a ( o p . c i t . , p,50). 
2, The second l i n e of the description does have the same verb at both 
x l v l , 3 and I x x i . U ( hadara = dwells), so I have translated accordingly: 
th i s i s obscured i n the translation of Charles, 
3, The matter i s not however e n t i r e l y unambiguous; the most satisfactory 
attempt to deal with the problem i s that of Sjflberg, op.cit., p.l55ff. 
which begins i n vs 15 ends at the end of vs 16. Thus vs 17 i s to be 
regarded as a concluding passage by the author.''' The term 'son of man' 
again refers to Enoch, and the whole verse forms a straightforward 
summary conclusion. 
"And so there w i l l be length of days with that man 
And the righteous shall have peace and an honest way of l i f e 
I n the name of the Lord of S p i r i t s f o r ever and ever." 
What more could the Enoch c i r c l e ask for? 
This author's picture of the Enoch story may now be summarised. 
Enoch was pre-existent, l i k e other righteous people (1 En Ixx,^.: c f , x x x l x . i i f ) . 
He was bom, and l i v e d his l i f e on earth. During t h i s l i f e he saw visions, 
including visions of himself as the eschatological judge. He did not 
die, but was exalted to heaven, where he was greeted by God. There he 
i s now, shortly to reappear at the end as the eschatological judge. 
In that capacity he would deliver and vindicate the group of which the 
author was a member, condemning t h e i r oppressors. This picture may 
not be e n t i r e l y f a m i l i a r , but i t should not on that account be regarded 
as beyond b e l i e f . The br i e f report of Gen v.21-24- i s s u f f i c i e n t on 
i t s own to provide an early date for the presence of Enoch speculation 
i n I s r a e l . Already i n 1 En x i i i we f i n d Enoch occupying the r o l e of an 
intermediary figure who conveys the news of the judgement of God to the 
wicked angels, and the whole Enoch l i t e r a t u r e t e s t i f i e s to the extrao r d i n a r i l y 
high position which the Enoch c i r c l e accorded to him. ?y the time the 
Similitudes were w r i t t e n , theological and other pressures had produced 
the variety of intermediary figures who l i e at the centre of the multiform 
messianic expectation of t h i s period. When these pressures h i t the 
1. This follows the punctuation of e.g. G.Beer, i n E«Kautzch, pie 
Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen (1900), vol 2, p.278: Flemraing and 
Radermacher, op.cit. 
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Enoch c i r c l e , i t was Enoch whom they elevated to the position of eEchatological 
judge and redeemer. Then the author of the Similitudes, or the group 
of which he was a member, read the book of Daniel, and found t h e i r 
man i n Da vii.l3« This finding, thou^^h unique i n extnnt l i t e r - ^ t u r e , 
i s p erfectly comprehensible and f u l l y i n accord with the exegetical methods 
universal i n contemporary Judaism. The author then proceeded to make 
creative use of his discovery: i t i s t h i s use which explains why he 
chose to use the term 'son of man' rather than any other word f o r 
man i n his descriptions of his heavenly hero. He used i t , not as a t i t l e , 
but as an ordinary expression for 'man'. 
We must now return to t h i s author's use of Da v i i as a whole. 
Table 14 provides a l i s t of passages which may be considered worthy 
of examination for possible use o f t h i s chapter. 
Table I f t . 
1 Enoch Da v i i 1 Enoch Da v i i 
x l . l 10 l i i . ^ U 
xLi.9 22 liii»6 13 
xlv.3 9 I v ^ l 9,13 
3cLvi.l-2 9,13,16 I v . ^ 9 
xlvi.3-5 13-U,25-6 lx.1-2 9-10 
x l v i , 6 25 Ix.lO 13 
xLvi.7 19,23 l x i . 8 - 9 9-10 
xLvi.8 25 I x i i . l 7f 
x l v i i , 2 10,22 l x i i . 2 - l 6 13-14 
x l v i i . 3 9-10 I x i i i . l l 13 
x l v i i i . 2 13,9 l x v . l 2 18,22,27,U 
x l v i i i . 5 U I x i x . 26-9 9-10,13-1-4 
x l v i i i . 7 - 8 13 1XX..1 13 
xLviii.S-lO 11-12,17-27 I x x i . l 9 
xLix.2 U l x x i . 2 10 
l i . 3 9 lxxi.6-17 9-10,13-14 
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I t does not seem possible to demonstrate that tne author has 
made use of any of the Danielle i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the vision of Da v i i , 9 f . 
Indeed, the whole section Da vii.15-28 has l e f t no d e f i n i t e trace 
i n t h i s work. I n considering the p o s s i b i l i t y that Da v i i , 2 2 might have 
been interpreted to mean that the Saints became the judges, the most 
interesting paspage i s 1 En Ixix.?7-"and the sum of the judgement 
was given to the son of man". I f the son of man figure of Da vi i . 1 3 
were interpreted as the leader of the Saints of the Most High, Da vi i . 2 2 
thu^^ interpreted might conceivably lead to the conception of t h e i r 
leader as the man who did the judging. But t h i s procedure i s very hypothetical: 
the s i m i l a r i t y of expression i s not of i t s e l f s u f f i c i e n t to imply 
l i t e r a r y dependences and the thought of the two passages i s not r e a l l y 
the same. Therefore the o r i g i n of the entrusting of judgement to the 
son of man i s to be found elsewhere, and the s i a i l a r i t y of the two 
passages, such as i t i s , must be coincidental. I t follow.^: that Danielic 
influence phould not be found i n x l i . 9 , even i f Charles^ text i s correct.^ 
x l v i i , 2 i s a l i t t l e d i f f e r e n t ; "that judgement may be done unto them". 
But here, while the passages have i n common the thought of the vindication 
of the righteous, the rense of "judgement" i n x l v i i . 2 ie d i f f e r e n t from 
that of Da v i i . 2 2 . 1 En l x v . l 2 comes from a Noachic in t e r p o l a t i o n , so 
that dependence on the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the v i s i o n of Da v i i i n t h i s 
pas-age would not demonstrate sucfe dependence on the part o f the author 
of the main part of the Similitudes. Here Enoch says to Noah, "The Lord 
of S p i r i t s ....has destined thy righteous seed both for kingt;hlp and 
great honours*. The kingship of the whole group of the righteous i s 
a p a r t i c u l a r l y interesting contact of thought, but i t r.Jist remain 
doubtful v^ether t h i s i s due to direct dependence. Fi n a l l y the righteous 
l i . I t i s probably not correct; Sjaberg, op.cit., p.34, n.llO. 
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and elect i n the Similitudes are also called holy ( l En xxxviii.-4j5, 
xxxix.4., x l i i i . 4 , x l v i i i . 7 , 9 e t c . ) . But the Danielle expression "holy 
ones of the Most High" i s conspicuous by i t s absence, and the use o f 
the term "holy" of human beings; i n t h i s period i s less reraarlcable than 
i s sometimes thought.^ 
I f the l a s t paragraph has seemed at times a l i t t l e far-fetched, 
2 
i t s necessity i s indicated by the work of Hartman. His suggestions 
are the source of a l l the remaining comparisons f o r 1 En x l v i . l - S i n 
Table I4. His di;=cussion of the Similitudes i s confined to x l v i . 1 - 8 . 
He arranges the OT material i n f i v e columns. Col 1 contains "passages 
of which I am certain that they and no others influenced that t e x t 
and that i n t h i s connection the wording of the t e x t was coneiderably 
influenced by the passage ( i t becomes almost a quotation)". I n col 1 
Hartman has placed Da vii.9,13: that may be granted. Col 2 contains 
"passages which I am s t i l l certain have influenced the t e x t (these 
passages and no others), without the text being so "quoting" as i n the 
f i r s t case". For 1 En xlvi.2-3 col 2 has Da v i i . l 6 . ^ Hartman's cer t a i n t y 
i s unwarranted, though the l o g i c of a case l i k e t h i s i s such that the 
scope f o r unprofitable debate i s almost i n f i n i t e . What the two passages 
have i n common i s a seer asking an angel about the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
whst he has seen. Since the Danielle vision was used by the author, 
the p o s s i b i l i t y that Da v i i . 1 6 was i n his mind cannot be ruled out, 
but since the sftuation wap part o f the common coin of apocalyptic, 
i t cannot be confidently assumed. Also i n col 2 Hartman has 1 Eh x l v i . 7 
influenced by Da v i i . 1 9 , 2 3 / The text of 1 En x l v i . 7 i s unfortunately 
1» Cf. supra, pp#72-83: C.H.W.Brekelmanp, "The Saints of the Most High 
and t h e i r Kingdom", 0T§. XIV (1965), pp.305-29s G.F.Hasel, "The I d e n t i t y 
of the 'Saints of the Most High* i n Daniel 7", Bib 56 (1975), pp.173-92. 
2, L.Hartman, Prophecy Interpreted (1966). 
3* Hartman, op.cit., p p . l l 2 , 118, 119. 
-4. Hartman, op.cit., p.12^* 
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doubtful: but i t may be right''' and the stars of heaven may symbolize 
the righteous as they may i n Da v i i i . l O ( c f . 1 En x l i i i . - 4 ) . I f t h i s 
i s so, a reasonable case can be made out for l i t e r a r y dependence on 
Da v i i i . l O (Charles* clearer comparison i s obtained only by re w r i t i n g 
the t e x t ) . Hartman puts t h i s passage (perhaps not wrongly) i n col 4» 
But the case for Da vii,19>23 i s weak. Here verbal connection i s minimal. 
Hartman i n f a c t puts his c i t a t i o n of Da vii.19,23 opposite the only 
part of the verse that sounds l i k e an echo, "and tread upon the earth", 
and we lack any other indication that our author was attein)ting any 
int e r p r e t a t i o n of the fo u r t h beast. The current experience of the Ehoch 
group and the common stock of apocalyptic expressions are s u f f i c i e n t 
to explain the use of t h i s language here, and reference to Da v i i i s 
hardly helpful i n terms of l i t e r a r y dependence and int e r p r e t a t i o n 
(though Hartman's discussion o f the common motif of huhris i s not 
without i n t e r e s t ) . The remaining allusions f o r x l v i # l - 8 i n Table 13 
belong to Hartman's col 4-j ^ i c h "includes passages i n which motifs 
which resemble those i n the texts are to be found". Thus no more than 
a most general context of thought i s r e a l l y indicated. 
I can f i n d no trace of the ea r l i e r part of Da v i i either. For 
1 En I x i . l Charles appropriately cites Ps Ixxv.-i, which i s much more 
relevant than Da v i i . 7 f . Likewise there i s no trace of Da v i i . l l - 1 2 . 
One si g n i f i c a n t item does emerge from consideration of the remaining 
possible allusions i n Table 13. The vision of Da v i i , 9 f i s used elsewhere 
i n the Similitudes, outside the son of man passages. One such example 
i s 1 En xlvii.3« Once we have established the use of t h i s v i s i o n by 
the author, we cannot deny i t s place as a source i n such passages as t h i s . 
Of especial i n t e r e s t i s the e a r l i e r part of 1 En I x z i , where the imagery 
!• So A.Caquot and P.Geoltrain, Sem. 13 (1963), pp.44.-5. 
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of these verses i s used, as i s 1 En xiv: cf. al£0 Ezk l."^ '^Ihether 
anything else of significance can be extracted i n the way of l i t e r a r y 
contact i s doubtful. Reminiscences of other part.^ of the book of Daniel 
may be sought. Thus for Da x i i . 1 - 3 cf 1 En x x x v i i i . ^ i , xxix,7, x l i i i , ^ , 
x l v i l . 2 - 3 , 1.1, l v i . 5 f , l v i . 8 , l x i . 6 , Ixii.10-16, I x x i . l . In none of 
these pa?:s3geF can l i t e r r ^ r y dependence be demonstrated; there i s however 
the same context of thought, and that i s in i t s e l f worth noting. 
We can now begin to draw together the information collected and 
consider Da v i i from t h i s author's point of view. He wa? fami l i a r with 
the book of Daniel: he drew upon the v i - i o n of Da v i i . 9 * l A , and i t i s 
not surprising that possible reminiscences of other parts of Daniel 
can be foand i n his work. The Similitudes belong to the same context 
of thought aJl^B. v i i . The group which the author represents i s oppressed: 
but the time w i l l come shortly when they w i l l be vindicated by t h e i r 
Godj as part of this process the dead, or so^^e of them, i d . l l r i s e : 
those accepted by the group for vindication, but th e i r oppressors for 
condemnation and puni.^hment; the c r i t e r i o n whereby membership of the 
group i s delineated i s that of relationship to the deity whom they wor?hip. 
I t i s i n the interpretation of the vision precisely th-at differences 
appesr* 
I n Da v i i . 9 , thrones were placed, ^"01^ took his seat, and 
the description of him and hi? throne goes on i n t o vs 10. I n the Similitudes, 
there i s no mention of the placing of thrones, but the description of 
God and his throne i s used, apart from statement;- that Enoch or God 
sat on a throne, i n x l v i . l and I x x i , and the term ^Vl^'appears 
to be a source of the divine t i t l e "Head of Days". As f a r as the tlirones 
are concerned, i t i s probable, but i t cannot be established with certainty, 
Cf.G.Kuhn, ZAW 39 (1921), pp.252, 274: M.Black, op.cit. 
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that Enoch, l i k e Enoch/ketatron i n 3 Enoch, has a separate throne to s i t 
on.^ I n that case our author may have thought that these two thrones 
were the thrones of Da v i i . 9 . In the rest of Da vii,9-10, we have the 
myriads who stand before the jlncient of Days and serve him, the s i t t i n g 
of the heavenly court and the opening of the books. These features recur 
i n the Similitudes, except f or the s i t t i n g of the court. I n the case of 
3 
Da v i i , i t i s t h i s which explains the p l u r a l i t y of thrones i n Da v i i , 9 . 
I n the Similitudes, ttie beings who stand before God always stand: t h i s 
i s s p e c i f i c a l l y stated i n 1 En x L . l , x l v i i . 3 , lx,2, and l a t e r became a 
rabbinic doctrine,'^ I n I x x i there i s a similar conception, but the scene 
i s less s t a t i c . The absence of the court may be related to the f a c t that 
Enoch, the man-like figure, has taken over the function of judging, though 
the opening of the books s t i l l takes place i n f r o n t of the Head of Days 
i n 1 En x l v i i . 3 . Da vii,13 deals with the a r r i v a l of the man-like figure 
before the Ancient of Days. The author of the Similitudes interpreted 
t h i s figure not as an empty symbol of the Saints of the Most High, but 
as his hero Enoch, He appears to have taken the 0 i n WAK TD as an 
indication of the difference between an ordinary man, and a man who has 
been exalted to heaven as Enoch i s i n 1 En I x x - l x x i . The coming before 
God takes place i n 1 En I x x i , which i s chronologically p r i o r to the material 
which Enoch foresaw i n visionary form diiring his l i f e t i m e . That produces 
a chronological problem, i n that the coming to God then takes place before 
the judgement, whereas i n Daniel i t i s the other way round. But our author 
has reused the material of the Danielic vision quite r a d i c a l l y , and i t 
seems therefore best to say that he has put the coming to God at the 
end of his book (as i t occurs at the end of the Danielic vision) and 
analysis of his work reveals a chronological problem that he did not 
!• Sj9berg, op,cit,, pp,62ff, 
2. Cf, supra, pp«266-8. 
3. Supra, pp.4-3-4. 
4. Supra, p,305. 
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f e e l . There i s moreover a l o g i c a l problem, i n that once the man-like 
figure of Da v i i . 1 3 has been interpreted as the eschatological judge 
i t i s a l l too easy to give him the contents of vs 14 i n order to carry 
out the judgement, and i t i s f i i r t h e r quite natural to bring him before 
God for that purpose. But there i s no sign that our author was aware of 
any problem. He was a creative w r i t e r who wrote a new work, not a c r i t i c a l 
commentator, and he has reused the imagery of t h i s source material with 
complete freedom. 
The absence of the clouds i n 1 En I x x i eeems to me a minor point. 
They are there i n 1 En xiv.8, though t h i s may not be connected with 
Da v i i . 1 3 . Here as there Enoch goes up in t o heaven, and i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to see why every d e t a i l of Da v i i should be retained for e x p l i c i t mention. 
In the course of the Similitudes Enoch appears to have been given everything 
that the man-like figure receives i n Da vii.l4> including the reverence 
of a l l peoples and nations of every language ( 1 En x l v i i . 5 > c f . l x i i . 6 ) . 
The apparent exception i s Terms such as 'king*, 'kingship', 
'kingdom', 'reign', seem to have been alien to the author of the Similitudes 
as a means of expressing the position of the exalted Enoch (contrast only 
the Noachic passage 1 En lxv.l2). Enoch was not a king i n the older Jewish 
material about him, and deliberate rejection of the expectation of a king 
from David's l i n e may have played a part here (though the two occurrences 
of the term 'anointed', x l v i i i . l O and l i i . 4 . , are quite unselfconscious). 
But Enoch could be said to have been given the r e a l i t y of kingship -
he i s enthroned and clearly i s the leader of the com.f.unity of the righteous 
and elect, and on his act i n vindicating the elect and righteous by condemning 
the kings and mightjjdepends t h e i r salvation. 
The absence of verses 11 and 12 coheres well with the absence of 
traces of the r e s t of the chapter. This author was not concerned with 
the four kingdom theory, nor with a p a r t i c u l a r mythol^igical form of 
expressing i t . Whereas Da v i i contains a symbolic v i s i o n and then, necessarily. 
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i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , the visions of the Similitudes are intended to convey 
r e a l i t y , mostly future r e a l i t y . But i f t h e i r author was not concerned 
with past kingdoms, and probably not with Antiochus E^iphanes either, 
he was very concerned about the people who were oppre:-:sing the righteous 
and elect at the time when he wrotej i t i s of t h e i r overthrow and the 
vindication of his group that he writes. Enoch was, he believed, the 
redeemer of that group, and the deduction that he WGS to be found i n the 
man-like figure of Da v i i . l 3 i s f u l l y i n accord with the exegetical 
methods universal i n contemporary Judaism. Against t h i s backgroimd his 
use of Da vii.9-14 i s not i n any way d i f f i c u l t to comprehend. I t implies 
that these verses have been given an eschatological setting, and t h i s 
places the author of the Similitudes i n general xdthin the western t r a d i t i o n s 
of interpretation of these verses. Against the background of th i s actualizing 
t r a d i t i o n , his application of the prophecy of the man-like figure to 
his own hero Enoch i s another example of the way i n which t h i s t r a d i t i o n , 
unlike the syrian, was always capable of reinterp r e t a t i o n i n the l i g h t 
of current b e l i e f . 
The most important result of the investigation of th i s author's use 
of Da v i i i s not, however, the way he interpreted i t , but the demonstration 
that he does not witness to the existence of a "Son of Man Concept" i n 
Judaism. He used the term 'son of man' as an ejqiression f o r 'man', choosing 
i t rather than any other term for 'man* because he was inspired by the 
vision of Da v i i , 9 f with i t s use of 'son of man' at Da v i i . l 3 . But the 
Similitudes have always been the mainstay of the widespread scholarly 
b e l i e f i n the existence of t h i s "Son of Man Concept", so that i t s absence 
here w i l l enable us to demonstrate that there never was any such concept 
i n Judaism at all» This demonstration w i l l be completed i n dealing with 
the other documents discussed i n t h i s chapter, 
1 En 1-xxxvi, I x x i i - c v i i i . 
This i s not a homogeneous work, but i t i s convenient to continue 
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the t r a d i t i o n a l practice of dealing with i t a l l together."^ I n the opening 
section, reminiscences of Da v i i may be suggested at i.9 and v.4.. 1 ^ 
i.9 belongs to the same general background a.s Da v i i . l O , but i t s picture 
of the judgement d i f f e r s i n d e t a i l from that of Da v i i , the "ten thousands" 
i s not s u f f i c i e n t indication of direct l i t e r a r y dependence, and the date 
of t h i s part of 1 En could as easily be before Da v i i as aft e r i t . At 
V.4 the charge of blasphemy i s too general to be t i e d down to the l i t t l e 
horn's words i n Da vii.8,11,20. 
The most interesting passage i n t h i s whole section i s 1 En xiv.S-25f 
where the suggestions of dependence on Da v i i are balanced by Glasson's 
view that the dependence of Da v i i on 1 En x i v i s obvious. While there 
are clearly s i m i l a r i t i e s between these two documents, neither view i s 
demonstrable. Glasson exaggerates these similarities b^ misinterpreting 
both documents, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n supposing that i n Da v i i the man-like 
figure ascends to heaven, and that i n 1 En I x x i (which he regards as relevant) 
"the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , Son of Man = Enoch, reappears". I t i s not found there, 
and had never appeared previously. Moreover some of his detailed correspondences 
involve items which are clearly too common to serve as evidence of l i t e r a r y 
dependence. This applies especially to the word 'behold', and the f a c t 
that "one has 'in the night visions', the other ' i n the vision'"; these 
correspondences are simply due to the fact that both passages are apocalyptic 
visions. F i n a l l y Glasson's statement that "Both accounts were o r i g i n a l l y 
1. I am dependent on the surviving Greek te x t , and on the English tr a n s l a t i o n 
of the Ethiopic version by R.H.Charles, op.cit. The Aramaic fragments 
from Qumran were unfortunately s t i l l not available when t h i s was w r i t t e n . 
2. The l i s t of surviving fragments given by M i l i k , op.cit., HThR 6^ (1971), 
PP«335-7, includes i.9 and i i . l - v.6. 
3. T.F^Glasson, The Second Advent (194-5) ,pp.K-l6. According to M i l i k , 
op.cit., there are Arajnaic fragments of 1 En x i i i . l 6 - x i v . l 6 , xiv,18-20. 
4» I f Mi l i k ' s date f o r 1 En v l - x i x proves correct, 1 En x i v could not be 
dependent on Da v i i because i t was written before i t . Cf.Milik,op.cit.,pp.34,5-8* 
written i n Aramaic and the o r i g i n a l resemblance was probaKLy even closer" 
appears to be simply a statement of f a i t h , since he offers no actual evidence 
that makes probable any deduction that the Aramaic o r i g i n a l of 1 En x i v 
was i n f a c t more l i k e Da v i i than extant texts. On the other hand, attempts 
to demonstrate that l i t e r a r y dependence i s the other way round have not 
been more successful, being usually based on nothing more solid than 
the general assumption of pre-Qumran scholarship that Daniel \mz the f i r s t 
apocalypse, and the consequent assumption that 1 En x i v predates Da v i i . 
I t i s i n fact doubtful whether l i t e r a r y dependence should be assumed at 
a l l . I t i s clear that the items which the two pas.^ages have i n common 
became part of the stock of apocalyptic imagery, and ttie evidence i s 
too scanty to enable us to determine whether they had already done so, 
though recent discoveries at Qumran have suggested thpt some works of 
Jewish apocalyptic may be a good deal older than previously supposed. 
On the other hand, there i s nothing improbable i n the suggestion that 
one of these authors used the other's work. Prom the point o f view o f t h i s 
investigation, i t i s therefore important to observe that i f 1 En x i v 
i s the l a t e r work and was dependent on Da v i i , i t does not enable us 
to make any deductions as to the way Da v i i was interpreted, beyond the 
us of vss 9 f f f o r the description of the heavenly world. The creative 
author of 1 En x i v reused his imagery, and took the ascent of Enoch to 
heaven from Enoch t r a d i t i o n s , not from Da v i i . 
Three more pasi-^ age^ j of 1 En i.-xxxvi should perhaps be mentioned,^ 
At 1 En x v i i i . 2 f Enoch sees the four windt- of heaven, and at vs 5 they 
Carry the clouds. Comparison with Da v i i does not indicate l i t e r a r y 
dependence because these notions were too widespread. At xxi.5 Uriel's 
question prompts Charles to comment "The Aramaic o r i g i n a l = Dan,vii.16 
(cf,19)", but here too questions of t h i s kind are eo appropriate to 
such a document that they cannot demonstrate l i t e r a r y dependence. F i n a l l y 
1» According to M i l i k , op.cit., there are no Aramaic fragments of these 
passages extant. 
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at 1 En x x x v i i i . l the great beasts \^ich d i f f e r e d from each other merely 
constitute the most general background from which the author of Da v i i 
drew his imagery. 
There are no passages i n 1 En I x x i i - l x x x i i that indicate dependence 
on Da v i i . ^ 
The next passages that require discussion are from 1 En xc. At 
xc.9 Charles may well be r i g h t i n thinkinj^ that the great horn i;: Judas 
Maccabaeus. But there i s no real contact with Da v i i , vrfiere the same 
image, horns, i s used f o r the opposite purpose to denote kings of the 
hos t i l e fourth kingdom, and Antiochus Epiphanes the persecutor of the 
Jews isjespecially prominent as tiie l i t t l e hoi^. 
At XC.20 there i s evident contact with the thought-world of Da v i i . 
But there are differences too, and the opening of the books i s too common 
a feature to serve as s u f f i c i e n t evidence of l i t e r a r y dependence. Glasjon 
suggested that i n thi.s verse God i s asgisted by the cingel Michael, and 
he comments "evidently the writer thought that the phrase (sc.Son of man) 
i n Dan,7jl3 stood for Michael". But Glasson made no serious attempt to 
show that Da v i i i s being used here at a l l . 
At XC.30 there i s again some contact of thought with Da v i i : both 
works portray the subjection of surviving Gentiles to the Jews. But 
t h i s does not constitute evidence of l i t e r a r y dependence. 
At xc.37 i t i s Strack-Billerbeck who are at f a u l t . "Die frflheste 
einzelpersflnliche Ausdeutung von Dan.7:13f findet sich 1 E 90:37; 
doch i s t hier der Ausdnick 'wie ein MS' unberflcksichtigt geblieben". 
1. According to M i l i k , op.cit.,pp,338-43, there are now pieces of an 
o r i g i n a l Aramaic work which was much longer and which should be dated 
e a r l i e r than the book of Daniel, 
2. M i l i k , op.cit., does not l i s t any Aramaic fragments of t h i s chapter. 
3. T.F.Glasson, op.cit,, p.28. 
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Again, "W-ese Wdrte gehen auf Dan. 7:14- zurttck und bezeugen durch ihre 
BeBlehung auf den Messias die i n d i v i d u e l l e Fassung von Dan,7:13".^ I t i s 
certainly the case that the man-like figure i s not mentioned: the simplest 
e^qjlanation of that i s that he was not i n mind. Again Jewish triuii5)h 
provides some contact ofthought, but no evidence of l i t e r a r y dependence. 
There are no more passages i n 1 Enoch that require serious discussion 
i n terms of possible l i t e r a r y dependence on Da v i i * I t i s therefore 
to be concluded that there i s no s u f f i c i e n t evidence f o r supposing that 
the authors of these works were dependent on Da v i i . As f a r as we know, 
the f i r s t author i n t h i s group to be inspired by t h i s chapter was the 
auljior of the Similitudes, 
2 Enoch, 
There i s j u s t one passage i n t h i s work where a reminiscence of 
Daniel v i i might be suspected, namely 29A3, where V a i l l a n t translates 
" l a ayriade des myriades d'anges" and compares Da v i i ^ l O , The translation 
of Charles and M o r f i l l does not support t h i s , and i t i s i n any case 
i n s u f f i c i e n t on i t s own to demonstrate l i t e r a r y dependence,^ 
1 , SB v o l , I , pp,486 and 956, 
2» I am dependent on the translations of Charles and M o r f i l l and of 
V a i l l s u t f o r t h i s work, which i s extant only i n Slavonic recensions. 
The text appears to lie i n an unsatisfactory state* 
3» This i s therefore not the place f o r a discussion of the fantastic 
theories of V a i l l l a n t and of A.Rubinstein, "Observations on the Slavonic 
book o f Enoch", JJS 13 (1962), pp.1-21, according to whom t h i s i s a 
Christian work. The argument i s methodologically unsound: some of the 
necessary points have been made by G»Scholem, Jewish Gnosticisn. Merkabah 
MysUcism and Talaudlc Tradition (1960), p»17 n,9: M,Delcor, "Melchizedek 
from Gentsis to the Qumran texts and the l ^ i s t l e to the Hebrews", 
JSJ 2 (1971), pp.115-35. 
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The Dead Sea Scrolls. 
Since the majority of these s c r o l l s emanate from the same community, 
a l l are generally homogeneous, and the quantity of material relevant 
to t h i s investigation i s l i m i t e d , i t i s convenient to follow the common 
practice of dealing with them a l l together. Fragments of seven copies 
of the book of Daniel i t s e l f have been found at Quaran, two from cave 
1. four from cave 4 and one from cave 6. The t e x t i s i n general reasonably 
close to the MT, but with some approximations to the LXX Vorlage. 
The only fragments of ch v i i are 4QDn* and 4QDn^, which apparently 
preserve the t r a n s i t i o n from Aramaic to Hebrew i n Da vi i * 2 8 - v i i i . l . ^ 
Of primary importance i s 4.Q174> where quotations from Daniel x i 
and x i i are introduced by the rubric ^X^Xl l^tH UXl^^ 
one of the standard introductory formulae f o r the c i t a t i o n of Scripture. 
There i s no longer any doubt that the book of Daniel was regarded as 
Holy Scripture by the Qumran Sect, and the position of b i b l i c a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
at Qumran entails the conclusion that Daniel v i i was interpreted there. 
The task of recovering that interpretation i s however more complicated, 
as there are no quotations of t h i s chapter i n the surviving published 
l i t e r a t u r e . Reminiscences have however been suggested. M i l i k quotes 
the beginning o f a dream from Giants (Starcky's l o t ) and declares 
"T s u i t l a description du Jugement qui s'inspire de Dan 7J9-10".^ M i l i k " S 
1» They are s t i l l unpublished, so I r e l y on the report of F.M.Cross, 
RB 63 (1956) p. 58. 
2. The conjecture of C.Roth ( VT X, 1960, p.58) that there w i l l have 
been an actual 'WifS on Daniel i s p e r f e c t l y plausible. A.Mertens, 
Das Buch Daniel im Lichte der Texte,vom To ten Meer (1971), pp.28-9 
gbes beyond the evidence i n deducing from 4Q174 the canonical emplacement 
of the book of Daniel among the Prophets rather than the Writings, 
3. J,T.Milik, i n Tradition und Glaube. Festgabe fftr K.G.Kuhn (1971), 
p.122. 
claim cannot be tested u n t i l the remainder o f the passage i s published. 
I f true i t would be very inte r e s t i n g : a judgement i s i n f a c t to be found 
i n these verses, so that to a point the in t e r p r e t a t i o n would be accurate, 
including the preservation of the o r i g i n a l author's conception of the 
descent of the Ancient of Days i n order to carry out the Judgement,^ 
Moreover such use of these verses i n a work other than a commentary 
would preflgwsome of the rabbinic exegesis of these verses* 
Strugnell believes that the influence of vs 10 i s to be found i n 
4fl Serek Sirftt * ^ l a t Haslabat, but the part which he has published 
points with certainty only to Ezk i. The part which comes closest 
to Da v i i i s 40, 5 ^VO J1^^13 U'K ^^QV/ j f l b 
Strugnell has no hesitatioh i n declaring that derived 
from the ^ -^ 1 ")Tli of Da v i i . l O , "a feature which knows 
great success i n the l a t e r angelological l i t e r a t u r e " . But the derivation 
i s by no means obvious. The context of these references points very 
clearly to Ezekiel i, and Strugnell r i g h t l y describes Ezekiel as "the 
fountain head of a l l t h i s l i t e r a t u r e " . For 40,24,5 Ezk i,4,27, v i i i , 2 
provide as good a p a r a l l e l as does Da v i i . l O , Similarly X6Dis more 
l i k e l y to be drawn from Ezk i,26 than "from I s ():1 or Dan*7:10"# Yet 
these matters w i l l be more happily discussed when the whole of the 
Qumran material i s made available. Da vii,9-10 was as obvious a passage 
for thea to use f o r information about the heavenly world as i t was for 
the rabbis: decisive evidence that they did so use i t a t an early date 
may yet be forthcoming. 
At CD XX,8 occurs the ejqjression ^Wllp , The p o s s i b i l i t y 
has been suggested that t h i s i s intended to pick up the Danielle 
1 . Supra, p*41, 
2. J.Strugnell, "The Angelic L i t u r g y at Qumran", SVT V I I (1960), pp.318-45. 
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^i/np*^ But there i s nothing i n the context to suggest 
t h i s , and i t i s noteworthy that the phrase does not recur i n the Qumran 
material so f a r published. I t should rather be regarded as one of the 
many pieces of evidence o f general a f f i n i t y between the Qumran community 
and those pious Jews from whom the book of Daniel had appeared many 
2 
years before, 
Mertens has produced some more fantastic suggestions. At IQM I,13fr 
ZVI,11 he f i n d dependence on Da vii.24» "Die Entsprechung l i e g t i n der 
3 
Dtreizahl der Dan.7t24 besiegten KBnige und der Lose des Heeres Be l i a l s . * 
I t i s not surprising that i n the course of a b a t t l e there sV^ould at one 
stage be three groups on each side, as there are not i n Da vii,24* 
"In unserem Zusammenhang s o i l nun gezeigt werden, dass den Verfassem 
der Texte vom Toten Meer auch der Antiochus des Daniel-Buches vor 
Augen gestanden hat, als sie daran gingen, die Feinde der Sekte, vor 
allem den jPrevelpriester, darzustellen." But the assembling of general 
pa r a l l e l s between what Daniel says of Antiochus Epiphanes and what the 
Qumran writers say of t h e i r enemies i s not s u f f i c i e n t to prove t h i s . 
I t i s obvious enough that we are dealing with similar religious groups 
v i l i f y i n g t h e i r enemies i n a generally similar h i s t o r i c a l situation 
at about the same time. I t would therefore be surprising i f some general 
par a l l e l s were not produced. Detailed p a r a l l e l s are required to make 
out a respectable care f o r l i t e r a r y dependence, and these are lacking. 
One of Mertens' more relevant attempts at one i s t h i s j "Dass die feindlichen 
Mftchte i n der Kriegsrolle das "iHom Be l i a l s " genannt werden, i s t selbst 
wiederum eine Anspielung auf Dan.7:20-25; 8:9-12*. But the metaphor of 
E#g.F.F.Bruce, i n Neotestamentica and Semitica, Fs M.HLack (1969), 
p.228 n.l8, 
2# Cf. i n general Mertens, op.cit. 
3» Mertens, op.cit., p.55* 
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horn i s much too common to be t i e d down to a single b i b l i c a l passage 
l i k e t h i s : f o r another b i b l i c a l example, cf.P3,lxxv,10* 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that no certain reminiscences of 
Daniel v i i are to be found i n surviving published l i t e r a t u r e from 
Qumran, The outline of i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n there must be deduced i n a 
more complex manner. I n the f i r s t place evidence of a l i v i n g Danielle 
t r a d i t i o n at Qumran i s provided by 4Q0rNab and 4Qps-Dan. The l a t t e r i s 
especially s i g n i f i c a n t : here i t appears that Daniel gives a prophecy 
of world history which includes the four kingdoms and goes down beyond 
the date of the canonical book of Daniel, So f a r , however, there i s no 
clear sign of the interpretation of the four kingdoms, nor of reminiscences 
of the canonical book. There i s evidence that the l a s t kingdom w i l l 
be t e r r i b l e , i n a manner generally reminiscent of the fourth kingdom 
i n Da v i i , and there w i l l be a time of distress before the end. I t i s 
moreover noteworthy that the summary of the End announces the r i s e of 
the people of God without any mention of the Messiah: 
This i s the same context of thought as Da v i i , but i t i s not evidence 
of l i t e r a r y dependence, so that pending publication of the f u l l t e x t , 
the significance of ^ iQps-Dan i s simply that i t does provide evidence 
of a l i v i n g Danielle t r a d i t i o n , ^ 
There i s further relevant evidence from an Aramaic work which i s 
s t i l l ui^ublished, though M i l i k already gave a preliminary account 
of i t twenty years ago. I n i t a visionary encounters four t a l k i n g trees, 
of which the f i r s t i s Babylon and the second Persia* The t h i r d and f o u r t h 
ought therefore to be Greece and Rome, I t appears therefore, though 
one must be cautious u n t i l the actual text of t h i s work i s published, 
!• On 4^s-Dan, Mertens, op,cit., pp,^2-50» 
2. J.r,Milik, M,63 (1956), p.411. 
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that the Qumran sect knew the four idngdom sequence with Rome as the 
fo i i r t h kingdon. I f they held t h i s view, they can hardly have f a i l e d 
to £^ >ply i t to the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . That they did so i s suggested 
also by ii(J17Ai where the quotations from Da x i and x l i are given an 
eschatological setting, which i s characteristic of the western t r a d i t i o n . 
There i s farther, but uncertain, support from HQ Melch 3, l i n e 18, 
where ^K"^ i l should probably be read. The context demands an 
eschatological setting f o r the quotation, which again therefore belongs 
to the western t r a d i t i o n , no doubt of Da ix«2il-6» I t i s reasonable to 
deduce that the same t r a d i t i o n of actualizing exegesis, which i s i n general 
characteristic of b i b l i c a l inteiTpretation at Qumran, was followed f o r 
Daniel v i i also. I t follows therefore that the Qumran sect interpreted 
the four kingdoms of Daniel v i i as Babylon, Persia, Greece and Rome. 
Their i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure cannot be deduced, as the 
Jewish version of the western t r a d i t i o n preserved both corporate and 
messianic interpretations of i t . The Saints of the Most High w i l l have 
been interpreted as the pious of I s r a e l , with or without the angels of 
God, For t h i s stream of interpretation 4-0174. gives a terminus a quo, ce r t a i n l y 
not l a t e r than the beginning of the f i r s t century A.D., a date at the 
end of the f i r s t century B.C. being more probable on palaeographical grounds. 
This clearly shows the western t r a d i t i o n i n existence at the time of 
Jesus, I t i s however unfortunate that i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like 
figure a t Qumran remains unknown. F i n a l l y i t should be remarked that the 
lack of certain trace of Daniel v i i i n so many Qumran documents, while 
not r e a l l y surprising, does appear to show that t h i s chapter was not 
of especially fundamental in5)ortance to the sect. 
What of the Son of Man problem? "Plainly, what Qumran has done f o r 
us i s to illuminate the OT phrase as belonging quite c e r t a i n l y to 
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Messianic ideas i n the century before the ministry of Jesus*. "The 
Qumran community probably thought of i t s e l f as f u l f i l l i n g the p r o p i t i a t o r y 
ministry of the ^^ Ebed Yahweh (IQS 5t6-7; 9:3-5; IQSa l s l - 3 ) and the j u d i c i a l 
ministry of the Son of man (IQpHab 513-6)". Such opinions are widespread, 
but Mertens was more accurate "Die Vorstellung von elnea Menschensohn 
gibt es im Schrifttum von Qumran nicht".^ t i l X ^ occurs three 
times i n the published s c r o l l s . At IQH IV,30 i t i s i n synonymous parallelism 
with M A X «uid clearly refers to mankind i n general. At IQS XI,20 
CL"1K occurs s i m i l a r l y i n a col l e c t i v e sense, p a r a l l e l to T l \ ( ^ 
This example i s of especial i n t e r e s t because a scribe has Inserted 71 
over CnX » thus giving us our only extant example of m ) ( V ) j H * 
Again the reference i s clearly to mankind i n general* The t h i r d example 
i s 44318^, f r g Jt, l i n e 4> which i s too fragmentary to i n t e r p r e t . I n 
Aramaic occurs i n i t s normal generic sense at IQ^pGii XXI,13, 
where i t represents from Gn x i i i , l 6 . K ^ 3 . occurs with 
reference to mankind i n general at llQTgJob IX,9 and XXVI,3, where 
i t i s a straightforward l i t e r a l rendering of the Hebrew Q I K 
at Job xxv , 6 , XXXV.8. 
Thus there are no examples at a l l of the use of the term "son o f man" 
as a messianic t i t l e at Qumran. Therefore the evidence of these documents 
does not illuminate i t "as belonging quite certainly to Messianic ideas". 
However, the absence of the actual t i t l e "Son of Man" at Qumran i s generally 
recognized, and a fundamental f a u l t i n attempts to f i n d a "Son of Man 
Concept" i n these documents l i e s i n the si5)position that there i s evidence 
from outside Qumran that there was such a concept. Thus when Bruce c i t e s 
1. Respectively Albright and Mann, i n M.Black, The Scrolls and C h r i s t i a n i t y 
(1969), p.24l F.F.Bruce, op.cit., i n Ps Black (1969), p.228 n.l7: 
Mertens, op.cit., p.l6l» 
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iQpHab If3-6 as evidence that the community expected to execute judgement 
at the end of the age he hardly misinterprets t h i s passage of IQpHab. 
The main f a u l t i n his treatment l i e s i n his view that therewa.s i n Judaism 
the concept of a "Son of Man" who had a j u d i c i a l ministry to f u l f i l . 
I f there were ample evidence of such a concept, i t would be natural and 
methodologically not unsound to c i t e such a passage as evidence of 
contact with i t , but the evidence surveyed i n t h i s chapter (and i n 
ch 2 above) shows that there was no such concept. Therefore a passage 
such as IQpHab V,3-6, which does not contain the term "Son of Man" 
cannot be held to provide evidence of a "Son of Man Concept". Thus the 
Qumran documents, which contain no examples of the use of the term 
'son of man' as a messisnic t i t l e , do not provide any evidence that there 
was a "Son of Man Concept" i n Judaism. They do provide a large quantity 
of very Interesting evidence about intermediary figures and the function 
of the community, but t h i s evidence must be f i t t e d into other theoretical 
categories. 
The Sibylline Oracles. 
This i s a collection of very disparate material, some of i t c l e a r l y 
Jewish i n o r i g i n , some of i t equally clearly owing i t s present form to 
Christian influence. The main passage where the influence of Daniel v i i 
i s very probkbly to be found i s 111,397-400. I t i s however a d i f f i c u l t 
passage to i n t e r p r e t ^ , perhaps at least p a r t l y becpuse the text has 
not been accurately transmitted. The pa r t i c u l a r references to S E K A 
K€pflLTu)v and Trjipol^uo^£VOV/ Rfp<AS i n l i n e s 397 and 
400, combined with the s u i t a b i l i t y of the general context, are s u f f i c i e n t 
to warrant the universal view that Da v i i i s i n mind here. I t i s generally 
held also that, at le a s t i n the present form of the t e x t , the t e r r i b l e 
figure of l i n e s 388ff i s Antiochus IV Ei)iphanes, and that the passage 
refers to subsequent events af t e r his death. This too can hardly be 
denied. The passage therefore constitutes evidence of the correct 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the fourth kingdom as the Macedonianj the details 
have however been brought to date at some time l a t e r i n the second 
century to conform them to l a t e r h i s t o r y . The motivation i s that of 
actualizing exegesis, and the passage does not belong to the syrian 
t r a d i t i o n . I t i s an example of the kind of exegesis characteristic of 
the western t r a d i t i o n , but i t comes from a period p r i o r to the r i s e of 
the Roman power i n Palestine, and hence the fourth kingdom i s s t i l l 
the Macedonian. 
I t i s of some importance to note that these conclusions are not 
dependent on certain i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of a l l the detailed events referred 
to i n the te x t . A further attempt at reconstruction must however be made. 
The family which Antiochus IV Ji)iphanes wished to destroy was that of 
his brother Seleucus IV Philopator. The reference here i s to the murder 
of Seleucus IV himself, which was attributed to Antiochus IV E^iphanes, 
and the murder o f Seleucus* son Antiochus.''' Line 395 states i n general 
that the descendants of Seleucus IV Philopator w i l l destroy those of 
Antiochus IV I^iphanes. Lines 396-^00 carry the story down to Trypho. 
p i ^'^V i j , v IS Antiochus V Bupator, the only real son of Antiochus 
IV Epiphanes. He was asoassinated on the orders of l^j^^oToXovyoS, 
flemetrius I Soter, an action i n t e l l i g i b l y described as K O ^ £ L . I n 
l i n e 397 oOTciV ^^X\o i s Alexander Balas, who made a spurious 
claim to be a son of Antiochus IV. Demetrius I Soter, now described 
as -u-Op^ U^ >£ir^ S Y ^ V f v j s v/€V£T?j|)i » died i n b a t t l e 
against him ( KO\^£i , l i n e 3 9 8 ) . Line 399 i s the most d i f f i c u l t 
on any hypothesis, and i t seems impossible to avoid the conclusion 
1» Supra, pp . 39 - 4 0 . 
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that the t e x t must be emended. I therefore propose to read 
This may be translated "And he, since he i s one of the sons, 
plunging to a similar r u i n shall perish". The subject i s Alexander Balas. 
includes him among the sons of Antiochus IV Epiphanes 
and therefore under the general rule of l i n e 395 that he w i l l be destroyed 
by the descendants of Seleucus IV Philopator. I n f a c t he was k i l l e d a f t e r 
a bat t l e against Demetrius I I Nicatorjhis death could reasonably be 
brought under t h i s general head by an apocalyptist because i t was 
a result of the struggle against Demetrius I I . I t i s to be noted that 
this part of my reconstruction of l i n e 399 follows the reading of the 
manuscripts. The second ha l f of the l i n e is more d i f f i c u l t , and i t s 
reconstruction entails a greater amount o f guesswork. The phrase I have 
used i s both close to the manuscript reading and accurately points out 
that Alexander Balas suffered a fate similar to that of Antiochus V 
Eupator, son of Antiochus IV. I n l i n e 400 TTJipAt^OO^^-^^oV Ki^JiS. 
IS Trypho. R A L T<iT£ ov^ requires a short i n t e r v a l , and Trypho 
i s well described l i k e t h i s because he did not belong to the Macedonian 
royal family. 
The ten horns were probably Seleucus IV Philopator, Antiochus IV 
Ii)iphanes, Antiochus son of Seleucus, Ptolemy VI Philometor, Antiochus 
V Eupator, Demetrius I Soter, Alexander Balas, Ptolemy V I I Euergetes, 
Demetrius I I Nicator and Antiochus VI Si)iphanes. This l i s t neatly covers 
a l l the events referred to i n t h i s passage. Since the author described 
Trypho as TOpa<^\)/^evcv KtOoiS » he °iust surely have seen 
bim as Daniel's l i t t l e horn. The prophecy w i l l date from c.l40 B.C., 
when Trypho had put down Antiochus VI by murder and might be thought 
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to have put down Demetrius I I Nlcator, The author perhaps e3q)ected him 
to put down a t h i r d horn, Ptolemy V I I Buergetes, before the End came, 
but such i s the f l e x i b i l i t y of actualizing exegesis that he may have 
seen the putting down of a t h i r d horn i n the death of Alexander Balas. 
The f l e x i b i l i t y of the exegetical method which t h i s author must 
have employed, together with some textual uncertainty, leave t h i s 
reconstruction plausible but uncertain. However, a plausible reconstruction 
with no obvious f a u l t s i s some gain, end brings s o l i d support to the 
general demonstration that t h i s passage i s an example of actualizing 
exegesis of Daniel v i i dating from the period when the Macedonians 
were s t i l l i n power. 
A handful of other passages i n the Sibylline Oracles have been suggested 
as reminiscences of Da v i i , but i n no case can t h i s be demonstrated. 
The main ones are II,241--i: I I I , 4.9-50: IV, UlU V,41ii» With I I , 241-ii 
we may con^jare Da vii.9,13« Geffcken however more appropriately compared 
Mt xix.28, XXV.3I, Chrys. Horn, de Res.l.^ There i s certainly Christian 
influence i n Sib.Or.II, and i t i s no more than reasonable to see i t 
here tooj any influence of Da v i i i s but i n d i r e c t l y mediated. 
On 111,49-50 Nikiprowetsky comments "Surtout, l a formulation des 
vers 49-50 semble directement emprunte au Dan 7: 13-14, 18j autrement 
d i t , l e saint r o i ne serait autre que " l e f i l s de l*homme" du prophete, 
c<est a dire s o i t l e symbole des "Saints du Tres-Haut", s o i t l e r o i 
de I'emplre des Saints, figure surnaturelle dont l e pouvoir ne passerait 
pas comme celui des autre? empires, mais durerait jusqu'a l a f i n des 
temps." Nikiprowetsky barely attempts to j u s t i f y t h i s judgement. Genuinely 
d i s t i n c t i v e features of Da vii.13-14 are lacking here, the long rule of 
1 . J.Geffcken, Die Oracula S i b y l l i n a (GCS 8, 1902), ad l o c . 
2. V.Hikiprowetsky, La troisleme Sib^ylle (1970), p.l36. 
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the Messiah being too widespread to serve as such, even on the assumption 
that i t has been read i n t o the text of Daniel, 
On IV,it7f Nikiprowetsky comments "ce sont les quatre empires du 
Livre de Daniel que l e s i b y i l i s t e distribue entre les dix generations" 
and elaborates further "11 n'est impossible que l e s i b y l l i s t s a i t place 
l e regne du " f i l s de I'homme", pre'dit dans l e Livre de Daniel, et l e 
Royaume de Dieu, apres l e renouvellement de I'Bon."^ But there i s no 
sign of Daniel i n the text . There i s a succession of worldly kingdoms, 
f i v e i n number. The f i r s t four are the o r i g i n a l four of the four kingdom 
theory, Assyria, Media, Persia and Greece: the f i f t h i s Rome, Thus 
the four kingdom theory has been modified to take account of the Roman 
empire by turning i t i n t o a f i v e kingdom theory, and i t i s notable that 
i t i s the o r i g i n a l sequence which has been modified, with Assyria i n 
f i r s t place, not the Danielic sequence, which began with Babylon, 
Divine judgement i s threatened on the f i f t h kingdom, to be followed 
by the resurrection of the godly to a new l i f e , but there i s not the 
slightest trace of the man-like figure of Da v i i , 1 3 . I t i s therefore 
to be concluded that the author was making use not of Da v i i but of 
another version of the four kingdom theory, 
V, 414. i s a l i t t l e more complex to deal with. Again Da vi i . 1 3 i s 
the suggested source. Bowman goes so f a r as to f i n d the Aramaic VJi I I I 
l y i n g behind avir^p , but he offers no evidence i n support of th i s 
conjecture,-^ The passage belongs to the general category of Jewish 
1» Nikiprowetsky, op.cit., p,99. 
2. J.W.Swain, "The Theory of the Four Monarchies", ^  X X X V (194-0), 
pp,l - 20: D.Jlusser, "The four empires i n the Fourth Sybil and i n 
the Book of Daniel", I s r Or St 2 (1972), pp,14S - 75. 
3» J, Bowman, E J ^ / T . L I X (19-47-8), p. 286. Others supporting the idea that 
the influence of Da v i i , 1 3 i s to be found here include E,Sj8berg, Per 
yerborgene Menschensohn i n den Evangelien (1955), p.53: D.S.Russell, 
The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic (1964), pp,344.-5, 
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messianic b e l i e f , and the term 'son of man' does not occur i n i t , so that 
i t should not be used as evidence of the existence of a Son of Man concept 
i n Judaism. The messianic figure i s probably one of the heroic figures 
of the past returning, though the p o s s i b i l i t y that t h i s i s a rather 
overwrought description of a preexistent man cannot be ruled out. I n 
either case he i s called a man because that i s what he was e3q)ected to be. 
I n the Judaism of t h i s period t h i s should cause no great surprise, and 
once that is«panted there i s no especial connecting l i n k with Da vii,13« 
The Sibylline Oracles therefore provide no evidence of the existence 
of a Son of Man concept i n Judaism, There i s one passage, 111,397-i^OO, 
which i s demonstrably dependent on Da v i i , and i t i s the only example 
I have found of the actualizing western t r a d i t i o n at work before the 
advent of the Romans caused t h i s t r a d i t i o n to i d e n t i f y the fourth kingdom 
as the Roman instead of the Greek. 
The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 
There i s only one passage i n these Testaments where a reminiscence 
of Da v i i has been reasonably conjectured, namely T,Jos«xix,12, Unfortunately 
the text of t h i s passage i s i n an unsatisfactory condition, and Christian 
influence seems f a i r l y clear at vs 11, so that i t cannot be excluded 
with any confidence here. However, even i f Christian influence be excluded, 
the agreement with Da vii,14.,27 i s not s u f f i c i e n t to allow of the 
assumption of l i t e r a r y dependence, i n view of generally similar statements 
elsewhere? cf. Da i i i , 3 3 , i v,31, vi,27, Ps cxlv,13. 
Josephus, 
Josephus provides clear evidence that he did interpret'^ Daniel v i i , 
but he does not t e l l us clearly what his inter p r e t a t i o n was. Up to a 
point i t can be worked out. The main passage i s AT X, 188 - 281, which 
contains a lengthy summary of the book of Daniel, Josephus regarded 
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i t as holy w r i t j at X,210 he says i t i s to be found TOis yp-tppao^iV. 
X,267 ranks Daniel himself with the prophets, among whom he i s indeed 
especially distinguished: ou xX ^ tXXoVT<j, ^ovov 
Unfortunately the summary omits chapter v i i altogether. Two factors appear 
to be involved. I n the f i r s t place the whole account i s biased towards 
stories rather than visionst P a r t l y t h i s w i l l be due to t h e i r greater 
attractiveness to Hellenistic readers: p a r t l y to the fact that the visionary 
material i s more r e p e t i t i v e , and Josephus i s able to give the basic 
prophecies from the visionary chapters f a i r l y concisely. The second factor 
i s a p a r t i c u l a r application o f the f i r s t . Daniel v i i provides, i n the 
main, the four kingdoms and the subsequent Jewish triumph. Josephus 
had given as much of t h i s scheme as he dared i n his summary of Da ii, 
and he had no need to repeat i t . We may thus turn to his outline of the 
interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream i n Da i i i n order to deduce 
from i t an outline of his in t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . AI X,208 t e l l s us 
that the f i r s t kingdom i s the Babylonian. The succeeding kingdoms are not 
naaed, but i t i s clear that they are interpreted according to the 
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standard western schema as the Medo-Persian, the Greek and the Roman. 
The stone belongs to Tal ^fKXovTdl » but Josephus e x p l i c i t l y refuses 
to say what i t means. Clearly he thought, as the western t r a d i t i o n did, 
1^ For Josephus and the book of Daniel see further ? ,F .Bruce, "Josephus 
and Daniel", ASTI k (1965), pp.l4S-65. The p l u r a l at 
AJ X,267 i s i n t e r e s t i n g : had Josephus*acquaintance with the Essenes 
led him to -iQps-Dan? This would not be inconsistent with his regarding 
only the canonical book of Daniel as canonical (the singular |^^|]\iW 
at X,210 as at XI, 337). But i t i s very conjectural. 
2. F.F.Bruce, op.cit. 
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that t h i s prophecy symbolized the destruction of the Roman empire by 
the hand of God. That was not, however, a sensible, practical thing 
for a Jew to say. This i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da i i may be applied straight 
to Da v i i . The sajne sequence of kingdoms w i l l have been seen here. 
As at Qumran, however, the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure cannot 
be deduced precisely, and for the same reasons. There i s no e x p l i c i t 
statement, and both individual and corporate interpretations of i t 
were preserved i n the western t r a d i t i o n among the Jews. That Josephus 
held i t to symholize the destruction of the Roman empire i s clear enough. 
He nnist surely have interpreted the Saints of the Most High as Jews, 
perhaps with angels. The r e s t of his int e r p r e t a t i o n of the chapter i s 
however a matter of guesswork, and unprofitable beyond the point we 
have now reached. 
Some scholars have found traces of the o r i g i n a l interpretation 
of Da v i i i n Josephus. None of these suggestions can be v e r i f i e d , 
because Josephus has now been shown to belong to the western t r a d i t i o n , 
and i n each case an alternative explanation of the evidence i s to be 
preferred as an account of his own opinion, though the f i r s t example 
may possibly be a trace of the more correct t r a d i t i o n . Montgomery sees 
a reminiscence of Da vi i . 2 5 i n the 3^ years of B.J.1,19: 1,32,"^  
t h i s i s i t s ultimate o r i g i n at least the reference i s not direct. Neither 
passage mentions the book of Daniel, and Josephus followed the normal 
interpretation of Da v i i i as an account of the Greek kingdom ending with 
Antiochus Epiphanes (A#J.X,269-76), specifying the period of the desolation 
of the temple as 1296 days(A.J.X,271). This i s the 3^ - years of B.J.I,19 
and I j 3 2 * Josephus w i l l probably have followed the l a t e r western t r a d i t i o n 
of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel v i i i . l ^ as 2,300 days, and seen the 1296 
!• J.A.Montgomery, op.cit., p.313 (on Da v i i , 2 5 ) . 
days as included here. The o r i g i n of the figure of 1296 i s more problematical, 
but i t may be simply an attempt to render 3 j years precisely, i n the 
manner of other Danielic predictions. While i t i s not impossible that 
th i s dftting goes back to the syrian t r a d i t i o n correctly i n t e r p r e t ing 
Da v i i , 2 5 , the inconsistent and sometimes confused chronology of Josephus 
i n t h i s matter suggests that simple confusion with other time indications 
i n Daniel may have taken place. Certainly t h i s does not constitute evidence 
that Josephus himself interpreted Da vii,2 5 of the events which took 
place under Antiochus Ephiphanes, 
Marcus, i n a note on A.J.XII,322, finds the prophecy which Josephus 
i s r e f e r r i n g to i n Da xi,31 and v i i , 2 5 . ^ This time there i s an e x p l i c i t 
reference to Daniel, but i n view of the above evidence of Josephus' 
interpretation of t h i s book the reference must be to Da v i i i . Likewise 
again Schlatter, on the l i t t l e horn of Da v i i , 8 j "Josephus hat a,10,276 
das Horn auf Antiochus Epiphanes gedeutet HiernaAhStte er die 
griechische und die rSmische Herrschaft miteinander verbunden und zusammen 
dem vierten Tiere gleichgesetzt". But A.J.X,276 has no reference to the 
l i t t l e horn of Da v i i - the reference i n the case of the remarks about 
Antiochus B^iphanes i s to Da v i i i which Josephus has j u s t summarized 
and discussed. When he goes on to t a l k about the Romans the reference 
i s then to Da v i i , i x , x i - x i i . For Josephus the t h i r d kingdom was the 
Greek and the fourth the Roman, Daniel had also clearly prophesied the 
crimes of Antiochus Epiphanes i n Da v i i i . 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that Josephus i s pnother early 
Jewish witness to the western t r a d i t i o n of in t e r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel v i i . 
One calculation alone appears to show very i n d i r e c t contact with the 
!• R,Marcus, i n his edition of Josephus, Jewish Antiquities (Loeb 
Classical L i b r a r y ) , ad loc, 
2. A.Schlatter, Das AT i n der .johanneischen Apokalypse (1912), p,89« 
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Syrian t r a d i t i o n , but t h i s contact cannot be v e r i f i e d with certainty. 
The Testament of Abraham. 
There i s no trace of the book of Daniel i n t h i s work. One passage 
has been drawi i n t o the Son of Man J«bate by Jlusser, who comments 
^According to the apocryphal Test. Abrahsm the son of man i s l i t e r a l j y 
Adam's son Abel who waf. k i l l e d by the wicked Cain, f o r God desired that 
every man be judged by a man (the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n i s based upon a verbal 
understanding that son of man i n Hebrew i s ben-Adam)",^ This i s misleading. 
The term uios .lVD|?uTroo does not occur here at a l l . Abel i s 
described i n ch x i i i as o^ vos , but t h i s i s a l i t e r a l description 
of his universally recognized relationship to Adam, and i f t h i s passage 
i s a direct translation of a Hebrew o r i g i n a l , i t i s clesr that the 
translator was r i g h t to understand U1K(Ti) 1 l i k e t h i s . This does 
not constitute i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of anything with anything else. The statement 
explains why judgement i s being carried out by a human rather than a 
supernatural being, the contrast being with the divine statement CVu) 
Ou Kpi\/^ « I t was never intended to explain why the 
man i n question i s Abel rather than any other man. I t i s to be concluded 
that t h i s passage provides no evidence of a Jewish "Son of Man Concept". 
The Apocalypse of Abraham. 
At x i , p.49 one phrase i n the description of Jaoel recalls Da v i i . 9 , 
•and the hair of his head l i k e snow". The reminiscence i s not precise, 
and i s not paralleled i n the r e s t of the description of Jaoel. I t indicates 
the dependence of t h i s work on the trad i t i o n s of Jewish apocalyptic, 
EJ 15, 160, s.v.»»son of man". 
2. This work being extant only i n a Slavonic version, I am dependent 
oa the translation of G.H.Box, The Apocalypse of Abraham (1919). 
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but i t does not constitute s u f f i c i e n t evidence of l i t e r a r y dependence 
on the book of Daniel. 
I n t h i s work tiie important intermediary figure i s the archangel 
Jaoel. Of him Box says " I t i s t h i s supreme angelic being who i n one l i n e 
of apocalyptic t r a d i t i o n becames the heavenly Son of Man".^ But the 
f a u l t here l i e s i n the misinterpretation of other documents, rather 
than i n any mi sunder stanivng of the position and function of Jaoel; i t w i l l 
be shown , elsewhere that there was no Son of Man i n Judaism. 
4- Ezra. 
This work has suffered i n tranmission so badly as to increase 
enormously the d i f f i c u l t i e s of interpreting i t . Neither the semitic 
o r i g i n a l , nor the Greek translation from which extant versions were made, 
has survived. Whether i t has suffered even more at the hand.? ofscholarship 
i s a moot point. The r i g i d chopper of l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m seemed to leave 
us with a collection of dispsrate fragments asse-nbled and misinterpreted 
by a n i t w i t who knew not what he did. Fortunately a rescue operation 
has recently been mounted. The work of Stone and Breech has been preeminent; 
theiC' general approach and Breech's illumination of the structure of 
th i s work w i l l be assumed i n the following discussion. 
That part of t h i s work i s dependent on Daniel ie not i n doubtj 
xii.11-12 does not allow of any. Ch x i i i i s also r i g h t l y recognized 
by most scholars to be dependent on Da v i i . However both these visions 
have been held to consist of e a r l i e r material, and i f true, t h i s would 
be important. I t i s therefore necessary to discuss aspects of the unity 
1. Box, op.cit . , pp.xxv-xxvi. 
2. M«Stone, Features of the eschatology of 4 Ezra.(Diss. Harvard, 1964.. 
Unpublished): M.Stone, «The Concept of the Messiah i n IV Ezra", i n 
Religions i n Antiquity, Essays i n memory of E.R.Goodenough (1968), pp.295-312: 
E.Breech, "These fragments I have Shored Against My Ruins: The Form and 
Function of A Ezra", j g . 92 (1973), pp.267-74f cf. also J.Keulers, Die 
Eschatologische Lehre des Vierten Esrabuches (1922), Pt I ch IV "Die 
Einheit des Buches"* 
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and authorship of t h i s work, as well as i t s use of Daniel v i i and i t s 
significance f o r the Son of Man problem. 
I t i s convenient to begin with chs i - x , x i v . Do they provide evidence 
of the use of Da v i i ? The closest passages concern the narrative framework 
of visionary experiences: U Ezra i i i . 1 - 2 , cf. Da vii,1,15: 4 Ezra 
v.l(i-15, cf. Da v i i . 28, I n both cases we are dealing with the visionary 
terminology of Jewish apocalyptic, and while the author may have had 
Danielle examples of t h i s terminology i n mind, such pasL;ages cannot, 
for t h i s reason, constitute d e f i n i t e evidence of such use. Other examples 
of visionary terminology which has some Danielle p a r a l l e l are to be 
found at U Ezra iv. 2 1 , ix.38, x.25,30. Similarly vi.20 might be accounted 
a reminiscence of Da vi i . 1 0 , but the opening of the books i s too common 
an apocalyptic motif for t h i s to be regarded as a certain deduction. 
Thus we must conclude from t h i s evidence that the author of U Ezra 
i - x , x i v belonged to the same general thought-world as Daniel, but 
l i t e r a r y dependence cannot be demonstrated."^ F i n a l l y that t h i s d i f f e r s 
from the positive results obtained for x i - x i i and x i i i i s not to be 
accounted as evidence of d i v e r s i t y of authorship: i n these two visions 
the author had special reasons for having recourse to Da v i i . 
We turn next to the f i f t h vision (4. Ezra x i - x i i ) , which provides 
such straightforward evidence of dependence on Da v i i . "aquilam quam 
v i d i s t i ascendentem de mari, hoc est regntun quartum quod visum est 
i n visu Danielo f r a t r i tuo»(xii.ll). That Da v i i (not Da i i ) i s i n 
mind i s shown by other references: Table 15 gives a l i s t of clear and 
unambiguous references. 
1. The same can be said for the whole book of Daniel, not only ch v i i . 
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Table 15 
4 Ezra Daniel v i i 
x i . l 3 
xi.2 2 
xi.39 2-8 
x i . 40-42 7,23 
x i i . 3 11 
x i i . l 3 7,23 
However, i f i t i s clear that t h i s author used Daniel v i i , i t i s 
equally clear that, l i k e the author of the Similitudes of Enoch, he was 
a creative w r i t e r who reused the Danielic material f o r his own purposes^ 
From i t he has taken the four kingdoms, of which the fourth i s contemporaneous 
with him and to be followed by the triumphant f i f t h . Secondly he has 
taken imagery as he wanted i t . As a re s u l t of th i s procedure, i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to recover much of his int e r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel v i i i t s e l f , 
but the main lines can be l a i d - down. 
I t i s obvious, and undisputed, that the eagle represents Rome, 
At x i i . l l t h i s i s clearly i d e n t i f i e d as the foizrth kingdom i n Da v i i . 
I t should follow that the author of 4- Ezra x i i believed that the fourth 
beast i n Da v i i symbolized the Rooian kingdom, but his i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
i s followed by a remark which has caused untold trouble to i t s interpreters, 
"aquilam quam v i d i s t i ar cendentem de mari, hoc est regnum quartum 
quod visum est i n visu Danielo f r a t r i tuo, sed non est i l l ! interpretatum 
quomodo ego nunc t i b i interpreter vel interpretatus sum" (xii.11-12). 
The comment of Keulers i s t y p i c a l : "offenbar i s t Ezra flberzeugt, dass 
das v i e r t e Tier Daniel nicht als das rflmische Weltreich gedeutet worden 
war."^ But t h i s i s not what the text of 4 Ezra actually says. I t f i r s t 
1 , Keulers, op.cit., p,109» 
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of a l l c l e a r l y i d e n t i f i e s Daniel's fourth kingdom as the Roman. I t 
then says that t h i s kingdom (the subject of the next sentence i s regnum 
quartum, already i d e n t i f i e d as Rome) was not interpreted for Daniel 
i n the same way as i t i s now to be interpreted for Ezra."*" Con^arison 
of the two Interpretations shows at once that t h i s i s the case. Instead 
of Daniel's ten kings, followed by another king who puts down three 
kings, 4- Ezra has 12 + 3 kings i n the main sequence of Roman emperors 
and eight lesser ones. Once t h i s kind of difference i s looked for i t 
emerges that while the general picture of Rome i s the same i n 4 Ezra 
as i n Daniel a l l the details are d i f f e r e n t , and t h i s i s reflected i n 
the f a c t that Da v i i . 2 3 i s the only verse of the angelic in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Daniel's visions to f i n d a place i n Table 15. This makes perfect 
sense of 4- Ezra x i i . l 2 . I f the author believed, as he says, that Daniel's 
fourth kingdom was as a matter of f a c t the Roman, he i s not l i k e l y 
to have believed that Daniel's angelic interpreter thought otherwise. 
Thus the author of 4- Ezra i s one of the e a r l i e r examples of the 
1. I t i s d i f f i c u l t to give any other meaning for the word "interpreter*: 
"vel interpretatus sumi* looks l i k e a translator making a second attempt 
at -W^ U/S, but t h i s kind of hypothesis i s rendered u n v e r i f i a t l e 
by the state of preservation of th i s work, 
2. One should not too readily assume that U Ezra thought the angelic 
interpretation i n Da v i i was wrong even i n d e t a i l . He may have regarded 
i t as an incomplete revelation. He could f o r example have interpreted 
the sequence of ten horns as the main Roman emperors from Caesar to 
Trajan, with Hadrian as the l i t t l e horn. One could conjecture further, 
but t h i s conjecture becomes so complex and uncontrollable as not to 
be very useful. I t would help i f the details of ^  Ezra i t s e l f could 
be interpreted wit^i certainty, but a l l the proposed i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s 
have grave problems. One might suggest the main wings as the emperors 
from Caesar to Domitian, the three heads Trajan, L.Quietus and Hadrian, 
with the f i r s t six l i t t l e wings Piso, Vindex, Kerva, ignotus of Pliny 
IX,13,12, Casperius Aelianus, Frugi Crassus. But l i k e a l l previous e f f o r t s 
at i d e n t i f i c a t i o n t h i s one too has i t s problems. 
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western t r a d i t i o n , ^ I t may safely be supposed ( c f , especially xi.39) 
that he i d e n t i f i e d the previous kingdoms as Babylon, Medo-Persia and 
Greecet at Da v i i , l l he saw the destruction of Rome (4 Ezra x i i . 3 ) . 
The Danielle v i s i o n was to him a series of symbols, and he f e l t quite 
free to use i t f o r his own symbolism. The sequence of empires was 
however a r e a l i t y , as was the divine overthrow of Rome shortly to be 
accomplished by God though his Messiah, The man-like figure i s not used 
i n t h i s vision however. The synbolism of L, Ezra x i - x i i i s kept within 
the animal world, the Messiah being symbolized by the Lion of Judah. 
The symboliem of the man-like figure i s reserved f o r the climactic v i s i o n 
of k Ezra a d i i . 
I n ch x i i i clear reminiscences of Da v i i are confined to vss 2 
and 13 which are repeatedly recalled, at xiii.2,3,5,25,32* I t i s t h i s 
Use of Da v i i which explains why the man comes from the sea and then 
f l i e s with the clouds of heaven. I f the man-like figure of Da v i i i s 
interpreted as an individual i t i s natural to ask where he came from 
(as i n 1 En x l v i ) , and the reply that, l i k e the beasts, he came from 
the sea, i s l o g i c a l enough. The Danielle winds also reappear at k Ezra x i i i . 2 , 
1# Quite how early i t i s d i f f i c u l t to say, but general considerations allow 
confident l i m i t s of c.A.D.70-150. The Eagle vision would provide greater 
precision, but i t s details cannot be interpreted with confidence. The 
ide n t i f i c a t i o n s suggested on p.^26 n.2 would give a date ixnder Hadrian and 
suggest C.A.D.135, but the construction of a lengthy and learned argument i n 
t h e i r si5)port would enable one to say only that t h i s dating was perhaps 
more probable than not. 
2. There i s therefore no need to suppose that we havo a "fragment of a 
star-god myth«(Gunkel), l e t alone a mixture of two d i s t i n c t traditions, neither 
of which i s to be found elsewhere (G.H.Box, The Ezra Apocalypse(l912Kr),38?. 
c i t i n g Gunkel, presumably i n G.Kautzsch, Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen 
des ALten Testaments(1900). vol.2 p#397 n.u,). With the t e x t and so simple 
an ejplantion i n mind, i t i s simply w i l f u l to assert *Dass der Mensch aus 
dem Meere kommt und dann mit den Wolken f l i e g t , i s t unnaturlich; urspriinglich 
war nur vom einen oder vom andern die Rede" (J.Keulers, op.cit., p.l23. 
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and i t i s the wind that takes the man from the sea f l y i n g along with the 
clouds of heaven {l^. Ezra xiii»3)» 
I t i s not d i f f i c u l t to deduce t h i s author's in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
Danielle figure - he thought i t was a sytabol of the Messiah. Thus he 
was able to use i t i n his own symbolic vision. This free use of synibolism 
as such i s the same as i s to be found i n the f i f t h vision Ezra x L - x i i ) . 
The author r e a l l y did believe i n the vindication of Isra e l by God through 
his Messiah, He had a very clear appreciation of the difference between 
visionary symbolism and actual r e s l i t y , not i n any way inconsistent with 
his great love of the former, and i t i s unfortunate that t h i s clear 
appreciation has been largely obsciured by scholars who have not ."hared 
h i t ideas about the r e s l i t y shortly to be accomplished, 
A serious problem for t h i s investigation i s the word for 'man' 
i n the Vorlage# I t has been widely assumed that i t was Q"l K ^1 
or VAX ^ 1 . and the chapter has been used as evidence of the existence 
of a Son of Man concept i n Judaism.^ In the f i r s t place i t i s very u n l i k e l y 
that t h i s was the term used for 'man* i n the Vorlage. The l a t i n uses 
'homo' consistently i n the vision (xiii«3, 5, 12), and ' v i r ' i n the 
inter p r e t a t i o n ( x i i i , 2 5 , 32, 51). The syriac supports the d i s t i n c t i o n , 
with l u i n the vision and l-i-Crb^in the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . I n 
a l l cases the reference i s to the figure which f i r s t appears i n x i i i . 3 
t y p i f y i n g the approach of many c r i t i c s ) . Nor should we deduce that the 
man had wings (H.Gressman, Per Messias (1929), p«379), which i s to 
invent a piece of symbolism which the author did not as a matter of f a c t 
usej s t i l l less should we argue from t h i s that he corresponds to a god 
(Oressman, l o c . c i t . ) , which i s to ignore both the Fyabolical nature of 
the symbolism and the intermediate status of intermediary figures i n 
thi s period of Jewish thought. 
1. J.Bowman, Exp T LIX(l94.7-8), p#286j U.B.MILler, Messias und 
Menschensohn i n .jfldischen j^ocalypsen(l972), pp.l07-155» 
where there i s a lacuna i n the L a t i n and the Syriac reads ^1 
.yjO'+<i5 \-0^5 The L a t i n must surely have read 'homo' here too. 
This leads us back to the Greek which must have read o t v B ^ u T T o j 
i n the vision and liV ^ p i n the in t e r p r e t a t i o n . I f , as appears probable^ 
the o r i g i n a l language of 4- Ezra was Hebrew, thi f f means that Q"1K w i l l have 
been used i n the vi s i o n . The expressions used at the f i r s t occurrence 
may then be compared with Ezk i,5 Jli'O'l, i*26 'nX")\)0 
Da X.18 Q I K T I K ' ^ ^ I ) , Having been used l i k e t h i s i n the 
opening phrase, t \ ~ l X ^ as retained i n the rest of the accoiint of the 
visio n . I n the in t e r p r e t a t i o n , however, the author used V^Y. as 
a natural word to refer back to a par t i c u l a r man,"^  Should the o r i g i n a l 
language of th i s work have been Aramaic, one may for the same reasons 
conjecture VAK i n the vision and i n the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
I f the o r i g i n a l had read X\l\ ^ or V i K ^IL, the Greek 
shoul-d have read K)\OS a v ^ ^ T T C u and hence the L a t i n ' f i l i u s 
hominis'. Absolute certainty on t h i s matter i s not obtainable, since 
i t r e a l l y i s true that ^ S J ^ ^ K ^ ' ^ X O S would be an accurate translation 
of niK 'jH or \/\K \ l t but the consistency of the LXX 
and Vulgate of the OT i n rendering n~IK ^ with i\iO^JiXrou 
and ' f i l i u s hominis' respectively makes i t much more probable that the 
term was QlK (or possibly \/.\X ) • The Syriac \xx -V^may not 
be held against t h i s . By the time i Ezra was translated i n t o Syriac 
-tN^ was such a common word f o r man as to be a regular translation 
of oiVQ^taTTo^ J2 the L a t i n 'homo' i s therefore the decisive evidence 
2 
1» G,Dalaan, Die Worte Jesu ( 1930), p,200 already suggested "War das 
^fr i g i n a l hebrftisch, so wftre f f l r syr vorauszusetzen V^^KTl, f f l r 
syr XVA^n., lat,'homo' dagegen D"IK?1, und auch v,3 dementsprechend 
nlcht O n X oondern'^^Q'lX J l \ 0 ~ i : ) , v g l . l 0 i l 8 \ 
2, I n spite of t h i s Hartman s t i l l holds up the Syriac against the 
La t i n 'homo': L.Hartmann, op.cit,, p,96 n,40. 
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with the Syriac st^porting the evidence of the L a t i n that separate words 
were used i n the vision and the interpretation and supporting also 
the kind of d i s t i n c t i o n that must be made between the words ?o u^ed. 
This conclusion should not be used a^^ evidence that t h i s author t/as 
independent of Danieli^ the coincidencep with Daniel v i i are too great, 
and i t i s clear that t h i s author was a genuine Gre?itive w r i t e r . He 
was therefore not bound to r e t a i n precisely the expression of one of 
the sources which inspired him. This i s especially the ca;;e i f , as i s 
probable, the author was w r i t i n g i n Hebrew. He could not then use 
Daniel's W l K " ^ ^ J when he moved i n t o another language the choice 
of STIK as the word for 'man' i n the expression 
(or perhaps Q l X T l ) O Q ^ ) which presumably underlies the Syriac 
ijU-»<^:i ^ 1 was altogether natural (and paralleled 
e.g. at Ezk i , Da x.l8 quoted above). 
I f , as i s therefore very probable, the term 'son of man' did not 
occur i n 4- Ezra x i i i , t h i s chapter cannot be used to demonstrate that 
there was a "Son of Man Concept" i n Judaism. But the p o s s i b i l i t y that 
i t did so occur remains, and i t i s therefore important to establish the 
way i n which the term 'man' i s used i n t h i s chapter: i s i t a t i t l e ? 
The f i r s t occurrence clearly i? not sot i j L i ' t ^ ^ -QSD 
i n x i i i , 3 , going back probably to DIX j7l\)'T!). Here the term 'man* 
i s part of the description of the visionary figure, not a t i t l e of 
t h i s being. I n the vision, the remaining occurrence:- of 'homo' ( l j U 'Kri) 
are a l l accompanied by some defining term making cle^x a reference 
!• As e.g. (^ r.H.Box, op.cit., p.282. I t should be noted that Box's argument 
depends he^.vily on his as umption of aji Urraensch .•source behind Daniel v i i 
and on his l i t e r a r y dissection, which enables him to ignore ( t h i s time 
with widespread scholarly support) the f i f t h vision (4. Ezra x i - x i i ) 
as evidence of t h i s author's use of Da v i i . 
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back to t h i s visionary f i g u r e : a demonstrative at vss 3 and 12, and a 
re l a t i v e clause at 7diU5* This ic^ necessary because the term 'man' 
i s not a t i t l e : some defining item i s needed to make i t clear t h s t the 
reference i s to the visionary man of xiii,3» The evidence of the vision 
i s similar: each time ' v i r ' occurs i t i s accompanied by 'ascendentem' 
and i n the f i r s t and l a s t of these examples the phrase 'de corde maris' 
completes the picture. Here too, then, the word 'man' i s not a t i t l e . 
Thus throughout t h i s chapter the words f o r 'man' are used as the Semitic 
words for 'man' (inc'.udirig U^K 12. and VAX. "^H) normally are 
used. Each instance i s carefully defined to refer back to ^L^O 
i j U ^ ^ D of the vision, xiii,3« I t i s clear from the inte r p r e t a t i o n 
thst t h i s visionary figure i s a symbol of the Messiah, though i n the 
interpretation of t h i s vision the term i t s e l f does not occur - God refers 
to him as 'my s e r v a n t ' I t i s therefore to be concluded that the term 'man' 
i s not a t i t l e i n 4 Ezra x i i i and that A Ezra does not provide evidence 
that there was a Son of Man concept i n Judaism, 
But did the author of 4 Ezra write t h i s vision and xtr interpretation? 
I t i s almost universally held that he did not, and on th i s occa ion even 
Stone, who has done so much f o r ovir understanding of t h i s work, has 
joined the general view. His a r d e n t requires r e f u t a t i o n , for i t implies 
that the exegesis of Da v i i i n t h i s vision was found i n an e a r l i e r 
source, and the son of man aspect of the problem become? that much more 
1. The Hebrew TUM ( or possiblij Aramaic ^^JlUil) was translated i n t o 
Greek as tT-iT^ , and a Xhristia-n translated that as ' f i l i u s ' . Cf.e.g, 
B,Violet and H.Gressman, Die Apokalypsen der Esra und des Baruch i n 
deutscher GestaltfGCS 32, 1924), ad l o c : E,iaianis, Greeorianum 4-5(1964.), 
PP»32-3l M.Stone, op,cit., Features of the Eschatolory of i Ezra, p p . T i f f , 
2. This conclusion has been stated before, but without adequate discussion. 
E.g. N.Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus (1967), r,l65: 
G.Vermes, Jesus the Jew (1973), pp.172-3. 
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con5)lex i f a d e f i n i t e w r i t t e n source i s presupposed."'' 
Stone's f i r s t argument concerns the visionary manj the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the man i s given i n x i i i , 2 5 f f , whereas the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of his 
r i s i n g from the sea i s added only at the end of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
at x i i i , 5 1 f f . But we must not require of an author that he expound 
his interpretation only i n the order most obvious to us. The source of 
t h i s pie<e of symbolism i s Da v i i . 2 . The separation of i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
has the function of giving i t emphasis. I t should be concluded that the 
problem with which i t deals was of especial concern to the author and 
his group. They were i n the utmost distress: God would shortly deliver 
them through his Messiah, But was the Messiah not a man? Where then 
was he to be found? "sicut non potest hoc vel scrutinare vel scire 
quis, quid s i t i n profundo maris, sic non p o t e r i t quisquam super terram 
videre f i l i u m meum ( v i z . ^IIL':::^) vel eos qui cum eo sunt n i s i i n 
tempore d i e i . " This i s the reply of a desperate apocalyptist rather 
than a learned don, but that i s no reason to a t t r i b u t e i t to a dirawitted 
redactor. I t s position makes perfect sense as a device of the author 
himself. 
Stone's next argument i s that verses 27f state that the weaponlessness 
of the man and his f i e r y breath are to be interpreted. But 7 verses 
intervene, wherein i s included * a reference to the man's voice which 
was mentioned i n v,^ and i s not interpreted elsewhere", and an ej^lanation 
of the mountain. Here a main source of confusion i s Stone's assumption 
that the voice of the Messiah i n x i i i , 3 3 i s an in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
symbolic voice of x i i i . i ^ . This assumption should be rejected. The symbolic 
voice of x i i i . ^ , l i k e the symbolic look of x i i i , 3 , i s not interpreted 
1, Stone, op.cit,, i n Religions i n Antiquity, pp,303-10, I assume 
Stone's criticisms of the e s r l i e r scholarship. 
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at a l l . They belong to the symbolism, and were intended to produce an 
awesome picture from t r a d i t i o n a l imagery: that they have not had t h i s 
e f fect on modem observers i s a function of the observers. The voice 
of x i i i . 3 3 i s nothing to do with t h i s : i t i s the voice of the real Messiah. 
Once t h i s i s seen, the order and logic of t h i s section of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
can be straightened out* Verses 2 9 - 3 3 give the setting i n real l i f e 
necessary to e ^ l a i n how and when the events symbolized i n the vision 
w i l l take place. These then occur i n t h e i r proper orders the gathering 
of the nations (vs 5, interpreted i n vs 3-4), the mountain (vss 6-7, 
interpreted vsc 35-6), the weaponlessness of the man and his f i e r y 
breath (vss 10-11, interpreted vss 37-8) culminating i n the destruction 
of his enemies(vs 11, interpreted 38). The summary of x i i i . 5 - 1 1 i n 
x i i i . 2 7 - 8 i s indeed b r i e f . But f o r l i t e r a r y reasons i t had to be b r i e f , 
and the author selected the most important item f o r i t , namely the 
man destroying his enemies, which symbolized the forthcoming deliverance 
of the Jews the Messiah. 
Stone's t h i r d argument i s that the ten tribes material seems to be 
an o r i g i n a l l y independent pericope. That i t depends on older laradition 
i s not i n dispjaie, but i t makes perfect sense as i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
visionary material (xiii»12-13), and Stone has done nothing to show 
that t h i s author could not have wr i t t e n i t . His fourth argument points 
out that the companions of the Mes&iah introduced i n x i i i . 52 are mentioned 
nowhere else i n either the vision or the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . However they 
are not mentioned i n x i - x i i and do not actually do anything i n vii . 2 9 
and xiv.29. I t should be concluded that t h i s author did believe i n them 
but did not think they were important enough to symbolize or to mention 
repeatedly. Stone's next point i s the "seemin-dy double explanation" 
of the mouhtain, though Stone himself i s not i n c l i n e d to l a y too much 
stress on t h i s p a r t i c u l a r argument, on the grounds that Zion and Mt, 
Zion are to be regarded as v i r t u a l l y i d e n t i c a l . The author has indeed 
combined two items of t r a d i t i o n , the descent of the heavenly Jerusalem 
( c f . % i i , 2 6 ) and the condemnation or defeat of the nations at Jerusalem 
( c f . 2 Bar x l ) . Given that t h i s i s what he has done, i t seems quite 
plausible that he should symbolize i t as i n x i i i . 6 - 7 by means of the 
mountain which he has p a r t l y drawn from Da ii, a source to which he 
returned f o r the »sine manibus' of xiii.36."'' I t i s to be concluded 
that the in t e r p r e t a t i o n i s not confused, and does not provide reason 
fo r believing that i t was not writt e n by the author of the vision. 
F i n a l l y Stone argues, r i g h t l y enough, that the concept of the 
Messiah i n the interpretation corresponds broadly to the ideas about 
him i n the rest of 4- Ezra. However he thinks that the notion of the 
Messiah i n the vision i s d i f f e r e n t and that t h i s supports the view 
that the vision was o r i g i n a l l y an independent piece. But the author 
used imagery i n the vision of k Ezra x i i i which he did not use elsewhere 
i n order to construct a piece of dramatic visionary symbolism, ^ Ezra 
i s not f u l l of three-headed eagles with umpteen wings e i t ^ r , but 
that does not constitute a reason for thinking that i t s author did 
not write the Eagle vision. I t i s i n the whole nature of Jewish apocalyptic 
that unique visions may be constnicted, largely, as here, from t r a d i t i o n a l 
materials. This argument represents the f a i l u r e , so common i n scholarship 
on t h i s book, to appreciate the author's clear d i s t i n c t i o n between 
his visionary symbolism and his ideas of r e a l i t y . ^ 
1. Cf. L.Hartman, op.cit., pp,97-8 and n.48, 
2. This classical f a l l a c y also runs through the recent discussion 
of U.B.MBller, op.cit., pp.12^-8. 
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I t i s thet-€fore to be concluded that, l i k e Ms predecessors whom 
he so j u s t l y c r i t i c i s e d , Stone has f a i l e d to demonstrate that t h i s work 
haJ more than one author. We can now summarize.' the results of investigating 
t h i s author's in t e r p r e t a t i o n of Daniel v i i . He believed that the vision 
of Da v i i was a piece of visionary symboli.^^m. On t h i s symbolical l e v e l 
he thought that the man-like fi-nire, l i k e the beasts, came from the 
sea. This symbolism he f e l t free to use fo r his own creative purposes. 
The r e a l i t y which i t represented included a series of four worldly kingdoms, 
Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece and Rome, The destruction of Rome was symbolized 
i n vs 11. The man-like f i j ^ e wa? a symbol of the Messiah, Thus the author 
of 4- Ezra i s one of the e a r l i e r extant examples of the western t r a d i t i o n 
of exef^esis. The second r e s u l t i s of grerster general significance, 
though i t i s not new: th i s work does not provide e^ddence of the existence 
of a Son of Man concept i n Judaism, 
2 Baruch, 
The main pas.age of t h i s work where dependence on Daniel v i i i s 
normally assumed i s chscodx-xl. Here there i s a sequence of four kingdoms 
as i n Daniel v i i ; the fourth i s tiie most awful and the most f u l l y 
described, and i t i s to be succeeded by the rule of God's Messiah, Some 
caution i s however appropriate. The idea of four kingdoms to be followed 
by a f i f t h existed before and independently of Daniel, i n rabbinical 
l i t e r a t u r e i t i s often mentioned without reference to Daniel, and the 
survival of the o r i g i n a l sequence has been noted i n Sib Or IV,^7f,"^ 
Detailed examination of 2 Bar X33dx-xl does not reveal the detailed 
agreement with Da v i i that would constitute proof of l i t e r a r y dependence, 
Periiaps the closest p a r a l l e l i s xl,3 AsUkO T ^ t t o l^CS^Lo 
cf. Da vii,14.,27, Tet i Ezra x i - x i i shows how d i f f e r e n t an account of 
!• J.Swain, op,cit,t supra, p.417. 
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the f ourth kingdom om be from Da v i i even when the author i s c e r t a i n l y 
dependent on i t : lack of detailed contact with Daniel v i i , even i n 
2 Bar xxxlx.5-7a, cannot therefore be held to constitute proof of 
l i t e r a r y independence. General considerations f^ivour the usual view 
that t h i s author was dependent on Da v i i . They certainly have the basic 
four kingdoms and a f i f t h i n comnon. A Jew of t h i s period should have 
known the book of Daniel, and 2 Baruch has very strong a f f i n i t i e s with 
4 Ezra, whose author was certainly dependent on Da v i i . On these general 
grounds i t i s to be concluded that the author of 2 Baruch was probably 
dependent on Da v i i . 
Three other passages may be mentioned where dependence on Da v i i 
has been suspected. At x x i v . l -hSXO such dependence 
i s not out of the question, but the motif i s too common for this to be 
certain. At l i i i . l there i s i n s u f f i c i e n t contact f o r l i t e r a r y dependence 
to be asserted. ^-'S^ -LCia should probably be taken with «i M \ 
rather than with thus removing the main ground of comparison. 
At x i i i . 8 Charles comments "The imagery i s derived from Dan.vii.l3". 
This i s a surprising judgement. The two passager have very l i t t l e i n 
common: the main common item i s cloud, which i s very d i f f e r e n t l y used 
i n 2 Bar l i i i from Da v i i . I t i s therefore to be concluded that these 
three passages do not provide d e f i n i t e evidence of dependence on Da v i i . 
I f i t i s r i g h t to suppose that the author of 2 Baruch i s dependent on 
Da v i i , a bare outline tojhis i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of i t i s not d i f f i c u l t 
to deduce. The f i r s t kingdom i s , predictably, Babylon (xxxix.3), and i t 
i s equally clear that the fourth ^nd l a s t kingdom i s Rome. I t nmst 
follow that the second and t h i r d were Medo-^ersia and Greece respectively. 
!• P.Bogaert, Apocalypse de Baruch, vol.11 (1969), p.99. 
2- R.H.Charles, The Apocalypse of Baruch (1896), ad l o c . 
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The fourth kingdom has a single f i n a l leader; t h i s unnamed r u l e r was 
presumably seen as the l i t t l e horn,"'" The fourth kingdom i s then followed 
by the reign of the Messiah, and the evidence of 4- Ezra aupports the 
p o s s i b i l i t y that the man-like figure was interpreted as the Messiah, 
Thus i t i s to be concluded that the author of 2 Baruch was probably 
dependent on Da v i i , though the evidence i s not strong enough fo r t h i s 
conclusion to be regarded as certain. I f i t i s r i g h t , his i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
i s one of the e a r l i e r examples of the western t r a d i t i o n of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
to have stirvived. 
The Lives of the Prophets, 
These l i v e s include a l i f e of Daniel, whose conclusion may contain 
old apocryphal Jewish material. But the only clear dependence on Da v i i 
(apart from statements to the effect that his visions are recounted i n 
the book of Daniel) i s a free quotation of Da vii,13-14. i n the Dorothei 
Recensio, The passage i s clearly of Christian o r i g i n : nothing can be deduced 
of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n beyond i t s conventional Christian application 
to Jesus, who i s i d e n t i f i e d as the man-like f i g u r e , 
3 Enoch, 
Da vii.9-10 has been used at 3 En x v i i i , 1 9 , x x v i i i , ? , xxx,2, 
xxxT,il,xxxvi,l,^ The interpretation i s consistent i n these passages. 
1 . R,H.Charles, op,cit., ad l o c , i d e n t i f i e s him as '•probably Pon?)ey'», 
but Bogaert ( o p . c i t . , p,7i4) i s r i g h t to r e j e c t t h i s view, Pompey was 
long dead when 2 Baruch was w r i t t e n , and t h i s f i n a l leader was due f o r 
execution by the Messiah (2 Bar x l , 2 ) , 
2, I have used the edition of H.Odeberg, 3_ Enoch, or The Hebrew Book 
of Enocsh (1928), despite the criticisms of G.Scholem, Jetfish Gnosticism. 
Merkabah Mysticism and Talmudic Tradition (1960), Nothing better was 
available, though the study of t h i s material i s being much improved 
by some Jewish scholars* 
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^^ "Ol ^ "p ^Jl^ is not quoted, but i t i s clesr that he has been interpreted 
of God. The scene is taken to be that of God s i t t i n g i n judgement every 
day. The description of his clothing and hair (Da vii.9) has been 
u t i l i z e d i n x x v i i i . 7 . This work contains a good deal of speculation 
about the r i v e r of f i r e . I t i s interpreted l i t e r a l l y , and taken as a 
permanent feature of the divine environment: so also are the anf;els 
o f D a v i i . l O . lUJl^ XAH 
takes place at the beginning of the d a i l y 
judgement: i t appears from xxx.1-2 to be interpreted of the s i t t i n g 
of the Heavenly Council ( ^\~1\T^ Tl'^lV)* The opening of the books 
takes place at the d a i l y judgement: the books are further defined i n 
x x v i i i , 7 as U^AN) HS^bl Q^ O^ - ^ I j } ^ . The placing of the thrones 
i s not dealt with: i t i s natural to conjecture that the c e l e s t i a l 
Beth Din sat on them. F i n a l l y this work f i l l s i n the picture with 
many details not found i n Da v i i , but t h i s may not be described as 
exegesis of these verse?,. There i s no trace of any use of the rest of 
t h i s chapter i n 3 Enoch, I n view of the results obtained from the 
Similitudes of Enoch, i t i s p a r t i c u l a r l y noteworthy that there i s no 
trace of any part of Da v i i i n the Enoch-Metatron sections of 3 Enoch.^ 
1. Odeberg's attempt ( o p . c i t . , pp.i>63) to show that the author(s) 
of 3 Enoch were acquainted with the Similitudes i s unconvincing, f o r 
four reasons, ( l ) Some of the parallels which he quotes are hardly 
relevant because the 3 En passage cited i s not concerned with Enoch, and 
there i s nothing to suggest that i t i s a question of the transference of 
these remarks to other beings. (2) Some examples are cases of independent 
use of the same source. Thus Da v i i i s used independently i n 1 En j d v i . l 
and 3 En x x v i i i . 7 j note especially i n 3 En x x v i i i . 7 dependent 
on X ^ i l i n Da v i i . 9 , and not occurring at 1 En x l v i . l . (3) The Similitudes 
and 3 Enoch are both composite works. I f i t could be shown that part of 
3 En was dependent on ps r t of the Similitudes, that would not show that 
the whole of 3 En wa: dependent on the whole o f the Similitudes. (4.) Some 
of Odeberg's par a l l e l s are p e r f e c t l y comprehensible a? independent use of 
the same t r a d i t i o n s . This applies e.g. to his c i t s t i o n i of the Q^dus^a 
in 1 En xxxix.10-13 and 3 Enoch. 
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Though there are differences i n d e t a i l , the general pattern of 
exegesis o f Da vii.9-10 i n t h i s work corre^onds to t h a t of the rabbinical 
l i t e r a t u r e , i n that they are used to give information about the permanent 
state of the real heavenly world above. There i s however no trace of 
the placing of these verses at the eschatological consummstion of a l l 
things char^.cteristic o f the western tr.'^ditions. 
The Hebrew Apocalypse of E l i j a h , 
This work, which i s possibly to be dated as early as the t h i r d 
century A.D,, provides the only Jewirh evidence i n the material surveyed 
for the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the l i t t l e horn as a sort of A n t i c h r i s t figure -
the e v i l king who opposes God snd his people i n the l a s t times. The 
description of him i s clearly based on thic Danielic f i g t i r e and e^splicitly 
i d e n t i f i e s as ^K'Sl though i t i s amplified and 
developed beyond anything found i n Daniel,"'' There are no other certain 
traces of the book of Daniel, but there i s mention of the four kingdoms. 
The fourth i s c l e s r l y Rome, so the standard rsbbinical schema of Babylon, 
Medo-Persia, Greece, Rome i s to be assumed. I n view of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the l i t t l e horn i t must be concluded that the author of t h i s work 
interpreted the four kingdoms of Da v i i i n t h i s sequence too. There 
i s no trace of his int e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like figure; the author 
clearly believed i n the coming of the Messiah, and could have used the 
man-like figure to portray him i f he had wished t o . However, t h i s evidence 
i s s u f f i c i e n t to c l a s s i f y t h i s work as belonging to the Jewish version 
of the western t r a d i t i o n . 
The Ascension of Moses, 
This l a t e work contains one quotation of Da v i i . l O , used as s c r i p t u r a l 
1* For the description, M,Buttenwieser, Die hebrgische SLias-Apokalypse 
(1897), pp.l6f, the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n being at p.18 l i n e s 3f, 
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su^jport for the r i v e r of f i r e which comes f o r t h from the swe?.t of the 
holy creatures which support the throne of glory. This i s a standard 
rabbinical use of t h i s verse.^ 
The Mysteries of R.Simeon ben Jochai. 
This l a t e Je\dsh midrash, which apparently dates from the eighth 
century, clearly i d e n t i f i e s the man-like figure of Da vii«13 as the 
messiah ben David, settiK^his coming to Jerusalem i n the l a s t times 
aft e r the death of the Messiah ben Ephraim. 2ech x i i . l O i s quoted f o r 
the death of the Messiah ben Ephraim, but there i s no organic connection 
between these two texts and the quotations of Da vi i . 1 3 and Zech x i i . l O 
are separated by a considerable section of midrash, the passages quoted 
i n t h i s part being Zech x i i . l O , x i i i . 9 , Is l i i i . 3 , x l . 3 , Da v i i . l 3 , 
vii,14,, I s xi.i4, Zech x.8. 
Midrash Vayosa^. 
The use of Da vii.13-14 i n this l a t e Jewi-sh raidrash, which was 
apparently edited i n i t s present form as l a t e as the eleventh century, 
i s very similar to thst i n the Myr.teries of R.Simeon ben Jochai. Following 
the death of the Messiah ben Joseph at the hands of Armilus, an event 
which leads to the quotation of Zech x i i . l O , the Messiah ben David 
comes to Jerusalem. For th i s Da v i i . l 3 VSK X f ^ V A^A^  
i s quoted, so that the man-like figure has elesrly been i d e n t i f i e d as 
the Messiah ben David. Part of Da v i i . 1 4 i s then quoted, with the variant 
D : ^ 0 0 f o r D^QI, making cle?!r that a transfer of power from 
Armilus to the Messiah ben David i s involved. After that the Messiah 
ben David k i l l s Armilus ( i s xi.4), and God gathers the I s r a e l i t e s 
together (Zech x.8). 
I t i s to be noted that, while Zech x i i . l O and Da vi i . 1 3 are quoted 
1* Supra, pp. 264, 281, 316. 
i n close proximity, the quotp.tions are not o r r a n i c a l l y connected, so 
that t h e i r use cannot provide Jewish background f o r the application 
of both these texts to Jesus, 
At t h i s point the investigation of l a t e Jewi:-'h midrashim was brouf^ht 
to a h a l t , because i t w^s cle r that, even i f any further exa:irples of 
th i s usage were to be found ( and other workers who hed found these 
had not found more), they were not l i k e l y to be i n any way s i g n i f i c a n t 
for the study of the e a r l i e r period at which t h i s investigation was 
aimed. I t i s to be noted that i f these l a s t two examples, and any others 
that might be found, were to be c l a s s i f i e d with the material i n ch 5 
as rabbinical l i t e r a t u r e , they would further increase the proportion 
of messianic as agsinst corporate interpretation of the man-like figure 
i n the extf=nt l i t e r a t u r e but they would not a f f e c t the argument that 
t h i s preponderance i s due to the midrashic usefulness of the messianic 
interpretation,"^ 
I n t h i s chapter I have assembled a l l the evidence of the use of 
Daniel v i i i n Jewish documents of the e a r l i e r (mostly pre-r^bbinical) 
period. The f i r s t r e s u l t to note i s that t h i s use cannot be described 
as extensive. This i s not especially surprising once t h i s chapter i s 
no longer connected with a Son of Man concept i n Judaism, but i t i s of 
some in^jortance because of the contrary asi uraptions of so much scholarship* 
!• Sq>ra, pp,317-8J on formal c r i t e r i a , p.233t on the d i f f i c u l t i e s of 
u t i l i z i n g material of t h i s kind i n an i n v e s t i r s t i o n of th i s scope, 
PPt239-40 , 268, I t w i l l be deduced that l a t e Chrirtian Daniel apocalypses 
investigated have turned out to be l a t e and Christian, but i t w r surprising 
to f i n d how l i t t l e use they made of Da v i i anyway. For the works referred t o , 
cf, especially A.M.Denis, Introduction aux Pseudepi,^raphes grecs d'Ancien 
_Te5tament(l970). ch xxxLv, "Les Apocalypses de: Daniel": F.Macler, "Les 
Apocalypses apocryphes de Daniel", Rim 33 (1S96), pp,37-53, 163-76, 
288-319: H,Schmoldt, Die S c h r i f t vom .lunpen Daniel (Diss, Hamburg, 1972), 
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Secondly, a l l those documents which have yielded positive r e - u l t s belong 
to the western, not the syrian, t r a d i t i o n of in t e r p r e t a t i o n : the one 
document which might appear to be an exception, Sib Or I I I , 388-^ 0^0, i s i n 
fac t an example of the kind of actualizing exegesis characteristic of 
the western t r a d i t i o n dating from the period before the Roman conquest 
of t h i s area, and hence in t e r p r e t i n g the fourth kingdom not as the 
Roman, but as the Macedonian kingdom running down beyond Antiochus IV 
I^iphanes i n t o the second half of the second century, An early date i s 
thus provided for the western t r a d i t i o n ^ which has been shoim to antedate 
the teaching of Jesus. However, the western Jewish t r a d i t i o n preserved 
the corporate inte r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like f i g u r e , and i t i s not clear 
that an individual i n t e r p r e t a t i o n had been produced as early as t h i s * 
From t h i s evidence, meagre and geographically not emanating from the 
main area where the syrian t r a d i t i o n i s known to have flourished, f i r m 
conclusions cannot be drawn as to the r e l a t i v e strengths of the two 
inter p r e t a t i v e t r a d i t i o n s i n t h i s esrly period. 
The origins of the western t r a d i t i o n are clea r l y to be found i n 
the actualizing nature of much b i b l i c a l exegesis of t h i s period. Given 
th i s a t t i t u d e to Scripture, the f a c t that the eschatological events 
predicted i n the book of Daniel did not occur at the time of the death 
of Antiochus Epiphanes was bound to re s u l t i n some inte r p r e t a t i v e readjustment. 
I n the immediately succeeding- period, a gap could be imagined between 
the l i t t l e horn and ihe End, a view not found i n the meagre evidence as 
long as the l i t t l e horn i s interpreted as Antiochus Epiphanes, though 
i t i s evidenced l a t e r as the western tradtion repeatedly came to terms 
with h i s t o r i c a l changes, as for example i n the commentary of Rashl, 
Alternatively, actualizing exegetes of the e a r l i e s t period, s t i l l with 
the fourth kingdom as the Macedonian, could bring the l i s t of horns up 
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to date: t h i s I s found i n Sib Or I I I , 397-400, As the Seleucid power 
faded and the Romans trampled over the whole Mediterranean area, a more 
fundamental adjustment vas called f o r . The l a s t kingdom was evidently 
not the Macedonian, f o r the Romans had come to power. Their rule was 
not always kind, and the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of them as the fourth kingdom 
was bound to be made by actualizing exegetes. The Macedonians would 
have to become the t h i r d kingdom, and the Medes and Persians had Danielic 
encouragement for becoming the second. I t i s a probable deduction, 
though unsupported by the meagre empirical evidence, that t h i s adjustment 
was made before the l a t e s t date that palaeography w i l l allow us to assign to 
4.Q 174., though the important factor f or th i s investigation i s that 
i t must have taken place before the ministry of Jesus# 
This actualizing approach to Scripture allows, but i t by no means 
necessitates, an individual i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the man-like f i g u r e . 
I n rabbinical l i t e r a t u r e , i n which the classical form of the messianic 
hope i s to be found, the man-like figure i s i d e n t i f i e d ars King Messiah, 
and the neohebrsic apocalypses included i n thie chapter have aaniferted 
the same exegesis i n t h e i r use of Da vii.13-14. for the a r r i v a l and 
triumph of the Messiah ben David. Such an i d e n t i f i c a t i o n .co;ld hardly 
occur i n t h i s form i n a group of documents writ t e n before the messianic 
hopes of the Jews had r e a l l y c r y s t a l l i s e d i n t o t h i s classical form of 
expectation of "the Messiah", but i t was preceded by similar i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s 
with two of the redeemer figures characteristic of Judaism at the time 
of Jesus. One of them, "my servant" i n 4 Ezra x i i i , c l e a r l y anticipates 
the rabbihical i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the man-like figure as the Messiah, 
though i t d i f f e r s i n i t s assumption that Daniel's figure i s a symbol, 
and hence suitable f o r creative reuse as a symbol. The other i s Enoch, 
an i d e n t i f i c a t i o n to be found i n a work whose date is uncertain, and 
cannot be confidently asserted to be e a r l i e r than the ministry of 
Jesus or even the w r i t i n g of the Gospele« This makes i t a l l the more 
important to observe the dynamic i d e n t i t y of the situation of early 
Christian exegetes and members of the Enoch c i r c l e . A l l were profoundly 
religious Jews, and as such they shared a l l fundamental Jewish b e l i e f s , 
including an actualizing and f l e x i b l e mode of b i b l i c a l exegesis: both 
groups held allegiance to a single intermediary figure, whom they 
believed to have l i v e d on earth as a man, to be now i n Heaven, and to 
be going to carry out a j u d i c i a l function which would vindicate them 
at the l a s t day i n the very near future. These factors e ^ l a i n the 
s i m i l a r i t y i n t h e i r use of Da v i i . l 3 , and they did not require an e a r l i e r 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n vdth any other redeemer figure, be he termed "the Messiah" 
or not. They provide moreover special reasons for the use of Da vi i , 1 3 
which were absent from the more orthodox beliefs of l a t e r rabbinism, 
so i t i s a plausible guess that our meagre evidence correctly represents 
the position, that these two sectarian groups employed Da vi i , 1 3 at 
an e a r l i e r date than Pharisaic Jewry, as well as with the greater i n t e n s i t y 
that chargcterizes the Similitudes and the GospeLs. Hence our i n a b i l i t y 
to date the Similitudes of Enoch accurately matters l i t t l e . The iii?)ortant 
factor i s the s i m i l a r i t y of the situation of the Enoch c i r c l e to that 
of the early Christians, such that independent application of Da v i i . l 3 
to t h e i r respective intermediary figures i s readily comprehensible. 
Another important, and related, r e s u l t of t h i s investigation i s 
the demonstration that there was no Son of Man concept i n Judaism. 
Evidence that there was such a concept i n Judaism has been found p r i m a r i l y 
i n three passages, Da v i i . l 3 , k Ezra x i i i and the Similitudes of Enoch, 
and t h i s investigation has shown that t h i s i s not correct. I n the 
case of Da v i i . l 3 , i t was found that i n the present form of the chapter 
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the man-like figure i s not a TetH e n t i t y at a l l , but sji empty sjrahol 
of the Saints of the Most High. Attempts to f i n d a source behind t h i s 
chapter i n which t h i s raan-like f i ^ r e ves somethin{: else were shown 
to be uniformly unconvincing. At A Eisra x i i i i t wae found very u n l i k e l y 
that the term 'son of man' had occurred, and i f i t did, i t was not 
a t i t l e , but a normal Semitic expression f o r 'man', Mced to describe 
a purely visionary f i ^ r e who symbolize^ the Mecsiah. A main source 
of t h i s figure i s i n fact Da vii.l3« I n the Similitudes of Enoch, the 
foundation document for the view that there was a Son of Man concept i n 
Judaism, the term 'son of man' does occur but i t was found to be 
the normal Aramaic e:qpression f o r *man'. The par t i c u l a r man referred 
to throughout t h i s work i s Enoch. The reason f o r the choice of t h i s 
term i s that t h i s work i s also dependent on Da vli« Thus the three pas^ajes 
are Da v i i . l 3 and the only two passages of early Jewish apocalyptic which 
are dependent on i t , and th i s dependence l a r g e l y ejqplains t h e i r common 
features. 
On these few passaj^es the notion that there was a Son of Man 
concept i n Judaism has been founded, so that even one of i t s confident 
supporter.^ has to confess "K.e erhaltemnZeugni^e f i l r die jtldische 
Menschensohnvorstellung sind spftrlich**.^ Others have denied i t s existence 
altogether, but the d i f f i c u l t i e s of caving a s a t i s f c t o r y account 
of the evidence, above a l l of the Similitudes, have prevented t h i s view 
!• U.B.MHller, Messias und Menschensohn i n jgdischen j^okalypsen und 
i n der Offenbarung des Johannes (1972), p.H5« MitLler's theory that some 
of the soiirce : show a mixture of the conceptr of Mer iah and Son of Man 
i s i n e f f e c t a further confession of the small quantity of evidence on 
vrtiich the l a t t e r i s founded, and even then he has to conclude "Die 
Belege fttr diese Kontamination von Messias- und Men^^chen^ohnvorstellung 
sind nflr spHrlich erhalten" (o p . c i t . , p.14.6). 
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from gaining general acceptance.^ I t i s to be hoped that the above account 
may be regarded as more satisfactory. Once i t has been sho^ n^ that these 
three passages do not provide evidence of the existence of a Son of Man 
concept, the logic of the argument must be altered to deal with other 
passages i n which i t has been found. I t has not been suggested that the 
existence of a Son of Man concept i n Judaism may be founded on other 
passages: only that a Son of Man concept, whose existence i s supposed to 
be established on the basis of Da v i i . l 3 , 4 Ezra x i i i and thejsimilitudes, 
has been i n f l u e n t i a l elsewhere. Once i t i s shown that these three passages 
io not provide evidence that there was such a concept, allegations of 
i t s influence elsewhere necessarily collapse. I n p a r t i c u l a r , once i t 
i s shown that Da vi i , 1 3 does not provide evidence of a Son of Man concept, 
an argument that another passage i s dependent on i t may no longer be 
held to show that i t too i s influenced by the Son of Man concept, but 
quite the reverse.-'^ Into t h i s general absence of a Son of Man concept 
1» To put i t more blun t l y , most of i t ^ ; advocates have been so patently 
incompetent that a majority of the best scholars have not taken them 
seriously! f or exampler,, cf P,Parker, "The Meaning of Son of Man", JHi 60 
(1941), pp.151-7: J.Y.Campbell, "The Origin and Meaning of the Term Son of 
Man", JThS 48(1947), pp.145-55. Even the best presentations are r i g h t l y 
f e l t to f a l l short of proof* For recent examples, cf. N.Perrin. Rediscovering 
the Teaching of Jesus(l967), pp . l 6 4 f f : G.Vermes^ Jesus the Jew(l973KDD>l69-77> 
2. Assistance i s sometimes sought from the Gospels, but i n view of the lack 
of Jewish evidence and the standard problems of Son of Man research t h i s 
must be regarded as methodologically unsound. For a recent example, c f , 
G,H,P,Thompson, "The Son of Man - Some Further Considerations".JThS 
NS n i (1961), pp» 203-9. 
3. Cf. e.g.l,Mailer, BZ 16(1972), p,181. Mttller argues, r i g h t l y enough, 
that the author of 4 Ezra x i i i . 1 - 1 3 i s dependent on Da vli,2,13, and 
concludes "Dieser Befund l e g i t i m i e r t die FoJ^erung, dass sich der Verfasser 
des Visions-berichts aus 4 Ezra x i i i . 1 - 1 3 i n der Gest?lt des dem "Meere" 
entsteigenden und "mit den Wolken des Himmelr fliegenden "Menschen" bewusst 
einer spezifischen Passung der Menr:chensohnvorstellung anschliesst, die ihm 
i n Zusammenhsjig mit Dan,7:13 bekannt geworden war". Once i t i s seen that Da v i i 
does not have a Son of Man concept, t h i s argument f a l l s to the ground. 
the negative evidence of the rabbinic l i t e r a t u r e f i t s perfectly. I t 
i s well known that the rabbis had no Son of Man concept? i t i s no longer 
necessary to argue either that they were exceptional, or that the concept 
was confined to ever narrowing cir c l e s of early Jewish apocalypticists. 
Thus the Son of Man concept i n Judaism i s a product of modern 
scholar^^hip. Most of the pas'ages which have been brought together 
under th i s umbrella should r e a l l y be cl a s s i f i e d under two heads, vipionary 
symbolism, and messianic and intermediary figures. Visionary symbolism 
accounts for only two of them, but they are two of the central ones. 
Da v i i . l 3 and U Ezra x i i i . Most of the others come under the heading 
of messianic and intermediary figures. Judaism at t h i s time produced 
a r i c h abundance of these, and i t i s altogether natural that t h i s abundant 
flowering i n the imaginations of disparate groups was not governed 
by a fix e d terminology. Most of them were men, raised up to an unusually 
high position, but there are exceptions: Michael, Jaoel, some people's 
viewF^ of Melchizedek, l a t e r Metatron, a l l these were heavenly beings 
at some time thought by some people to be especially active i n some 
function between men and t h e i r transcendent God. That words for 'man' 
are occasionally used of individualdwho belong to the former group i s 
not surprising. Here belongs the Similitudes: that the figure seen 
i n the vision i s Enoch i s not to be e x p l i c i t l y revealed u n t i l the end, 
so \i/lX W Wat. taken from Da v i i . l 3 to serve as a description of 
him, repeated many times. Here too go Test.Abr.?, with i t s use of 
elvGpuiTTos i n a general statement with i m p l i c i t reference to Abel: 
Sib Or V,a4 Jv^ jp ydw-ipfTr^s s LXX Num xxiv.7,17 iv&^U)TTos. 
There was indeed a "Man" concept i n I s r a e l at t h i s time, but we usually 
col) him the Messiah, I n neither case do we respect the variegated 
terminology of the primary evidence. 
The Jewish evidence can now be seen c l e a r l y . The Jews had no Son 
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of Man concept, and t h e i r use o f Da v i i did not turn ViK i n t o 
a t i t l e . I t follows that the o r i g i n o f the Gospel term o \hos xoO 
avBpwTTOU w i l l have to be sought i n developments for which Jesus 
or his followers were responsible. 
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Chapter 8, The New Testament: the Book of Revelation. 
John was steeped i n the Old Testament. "He had so profound a 
knowledge of the Old Testament that he constantly uses i t s phraseology 
not only conrciously, but even unconsciously", "In proportion to i t s 
length the Book of Daniel yields by far the greatest number" of 
Old Testament reminiscences,'^ Of John's extensive use of Daniel 
there i s indeed no doubt, despite the absence of e x p l i c i t quotations. 
Nor i s i t any surprise to learn that a wr i t e r of such Semitic Greek 
read the Old Testament i n i t s o r i g i n a l languages. But allusive and 
unconscious use can be d i f f i c u l t - t o detect, and does not always permit 
of deductions as to the interpretation of the Old Testament passage 
alluded to. While we can class i f y John wit h i n one exegetical t r a d i t i o n , 
i t i s not possible to map out many of the details of his i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
and there are some passages where he seems to use Daniel v i i but his 
use and inter p r e t a t i o n of i t remain uncertain. Table 18 l i s t s pasEages 
where reminiscences may reasonably be sought. 
1 . R.H.Charles, A C r i t i c a l and Exegetical Commentary on the Book 
of Revelation (ICC, 1920), vol.1, p.xxi: H.B.Swete, The Apocalypse 
of St, John (1909), p . c x l v i i i , 
2, This much i s shown by the work of Trudinger, and confirmed i n the 
case of Ezekiel by Vanhoye, even i f both go beyond the evidence i n 
d i f f e r e n t ways: L,P.Trudinger, "Some Observations Concerning the 
Text of the Old Testament i n the Book of Revelation", JThS NS m i 
(1966), pp,82-8: A,Vanhoye, " L ' u t i l i s a t i o n du l i v r e d'Ezechiel dans 
1'Apocalypse", Bib 43, 1962, pp,436-76. 
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Table 18 
Rev Da v i i Rev Da v i i 
i.7 13 x i i i , l - 8 3-8,11,20-21,25 
i . l 3 13 x i v . l i i 13 
i . U 9 x v i i . 3 7 
iv,2 9 x v i i , 7 7 
V.11 10 xvii.S 11 
v i i . l 2 xvii,12 20,24 
xi,2 25 x v i i , l 6 7 
xi,7 xx«4 9,22,26,27 
xia5 U,27 xx»ll 9 
i i i . 3 7 xx,12 10 
x i i , 8 21 x x i i . 5 18,27 
x i i . U 25 
At Rev i,7 yir^ T3V vt^iVCJ/ i s a l i t e r a l rendering of 
Da vii,13 A^A'^ i (Theodotion did the sAm, unlike the LX3C): 
]^o^ tpyeXAL also recalls T\AK I n an author 
demonstrably dependent on Daniel i t can hardly be denied that t h i s i s 
the genuine reminiscence a l l scholars confess i t to be. The man-like 
figure has been interpreted as Jesus, With Jesus already established 
as the subject of the previous verses, John's purpose would not have 
been v e i l served by taking over the expression vj\oi oiv tJpuivTOu^ 
The reference i s clearly to the parousia, and a descent from heaven 
i s in5)lied» I t i s therefore reasonable to suppose that Jojm adhered 
to the normal view of the western Christian t r a d i t i o n , that the parousia 
o f Jesus was to be found at Da v i i , 1 3 , though some caution i s appropriate, 
since he may have taken his information d i r e c t l y from another source, 
We must consider next the possible source. Rev i,7 also quotes 
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from Zech x i i . l O . Like Da v i i . l 3 , t h i s t e x t i s quoted elsewhere i n the 
New Testament on i t s own(Jn xix.37), and Da v i i . l 3 and Zech x i i . l O are 
quoted together also at Mt xxiv.30. These two OT texts are used adjacently 
i n one Jewish source, Midrash Wayosa^, where Zech x i i . l O i s cite d f or 
the death of the Messiah ben Joseph, and t h i s i s immediately followed 
by the appearance of the Messiah ben David, for which Da v i i . l 3 i s quoted. 
They are both used i n the Mysteries of R.Simeon ben Jochai as well , though 
i n t h i s case the two texts are separated by a considerable section of 
midrash.'^ However, the two texts are not organically connected i n either 
Jewish source. More fundamentally, i t i s d i f f i c u l t to see how the Jews 
could have used Zech x i i . l O of a messiah at the time when John wrote 
the Book of Revelation, as they do not appear to have held appropriate 
messianic beliefs as early as t h i s . Therefore Jewish use of these texts 
together should be dated l a t e r than the time of the Book of Revelation. 
Therefore the combination of these two texts i n two l a t e Jewish sources 
i s the r e s u l t of independent work, and does not constitute satisfactory 
evidence that John was dependent on a Jewish source which combined them. 
Some scholars have argued that he was d i r e c t l y dependent on Mt xxiv.30. 
This i s especially true of the e a r l i e r scholarship, wr i t t e n at a time 
when any reasonable s i m i l a r i t y was interpreted as evidence of l i t e r a r y 
dependence,^ Torrey s p e c i f i c a l l y argued "Direct dependence of the one 
passage on the other i s certain, for the clause ' a l l the tr i b e s of the 
earth shall mourn ( f o r him)' i s not found i n the Old Testament, but 
i s made up from two separate verses (10 and 12) i n Zechariah".'^ This 
argument i s unsound, because such a combination could j u s t as easily 
1. Supra, pp.440-1. 
2. There i s of course 4QAha, but the remarks of Starcky ( ^ 70, 1963, 
p.492) are no substitute for the t e x t , s t i l l unpublished th i r t e e n years 
l a t e r . I n the meantime I so not see s u f f i c i e n t reason to a l t e r these 
remarks about the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of in t e r p r e t a t i o n o f Zech x i i . l O . 
3« E.g. R.F.Charles, op.cit., ad loc. 
4. C.C.Torrey, The Apocalypse o f John (1958), p,94. 
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be made by the author of a testiiooniura which was then used independently 
by John and Matthew: indeed, t h i s cannot even be regarded as proof that 
a d e f i n i t e exegetical t r a d i t i o n was not handed down o r a l l y . Lack of 
more d e f i n i t e l i t e r a r y contact between the two passages makes di r e c t 
l i t e r a r y dependence very unlikely. Use of a common exegetical t r a d i t i o n 
i s clear: the false ascription of t h i s same combination of OT texts to 
Hosea by Justin (Dial.14,8) suggests that t h i s t r a d i t i o n was written,"*" 
Matthew, l i k e John, applies Da vii.13 to the parousia: i t may therefore 
be supposed that the common exegetical t r a d i t i o n on which they depend 
did the same. Thus Rev i . 7 , together with Mt xxiv.30, provides evidence 
of early Christian use of Da v i i . l 3 with reference to the parousia. This 
use of Da v i i . l 3 must antedate the book of Revelation, 
At Rev i . l 3 dependence on Da vi i , 1 3 i s almost universally assumed, 
Cf 
but Dalman r i g h t l y dissented. "Der Seher schaut 1:13 Jesus als O^oiov" 
o^ov ciVupu>Trovj m emer Schildering, velche aber nicht an Dan,7, 
sondern an Dan.10:5,6 erinnert, sodass also der Ausdruck aus Dan.l0:l6,18 
genommen i s t , wo geheimnisvoll von "einem Menschenahnlichen" erzAhlt 
wlrd*,^ The imagery of the verse i s reminiscent also of Ezekiel {cf,e.g, 
Ezk i.26,ix,2). The factor which suggests dependence on Da v i i , 1 3 i s the 
expression opoiov ufov ivfejpwTTou , which could represent V/iX t D . 
But ft'^Oiov i s a standard component of visionary material, and i n dealing 
with a writer of such Semitic Greek i t cannot be too strongly emphasized 
that ^Zl and |3. are absolutely normal terms for 'man* and for 
t h i s reason the occurrence of utos iv^iJunrcsu cannot of i t s e l f point 
to a par t i c u l a r b i b l i c a l t e x t at a l l . For the same reason Dalman's reference 
to Da x.l6 also cannot be regarded as more than pos5:ible,'^ though the 
1. B.Lindars, New Testament Apologetic ( I 9 6 l ) , p,127 and n.2 
2. I n f r a , pp,503, 512-3. 
3. G.H. Dalman, Die Worte Jesu (^1930), p. 206, 
4. The d i f f i c u l t i e s with the text of Da x.l6 are not r e a l l y relevant here. 
Like the man-like figure of Da vii.13, the figure of Da x.l6 was interpreted 
o f Jesus at l e a s t by some l a t e r commentators (J.A.Montgomery, op.cit.,p.420). 
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contact with Da x»5ff makes i t a better choice than Da vi:U13« I t should 
also be noted that o^o^ov VJvOV ^vypv^rroo i s not the same as o *->io^  
TOO 5v6^LiTTou , a Gospel expression of which John shows no knowledge. 
Nor should t h i s passage be connected with any Jewisii Son of Man concept, 
since i t has been shown above that there was no such concept i n Judaism, 
and i t would be methodologically unsound to use Revelation, a Christian 
work, as evidence for the existence of such a concept i n Judaism when 
i t i s absent from Jewish sources. However, the e:i^res^ion o^o\ov u»oV 
iv&^w'ffou i s genuinely d i f f i c u l t , as optivos should be expected to follow 
normal Greek usage and take the dative. I t i s natural to point straight 
to Rev xiv . 1 4 where the i d e n t i c a l ejqjression oyO\ov o»oV aivPpuiTTOU 
recurs, but we shall see that, whereas i . l 3 f i s a description of the 
heavenly Jesus, x i v . l ^ . describes a d i f f e r e n t being: the explanation of 
the expression which John uses i n two quite independent descriptions 
i s to be found i n careful study of his language. 
That John wrote unduly Semitic Greek was noted by the e a r l i e r scholarship, 
but s c i e n t i f i c study of his language has been r e a l l y put on i t s feet 
by Miissies, whose general approach and results w i l l be assumed i n the 
following discussion."!" I t i s notable that Musties refrains from deciding 
whether John wrote i n Hebrew and/or Aramaic a work which was subsequently 
translated i n t o Greek, or wrote himself i n Greek which was very influenced 
by his mother tongue. But i t i s the fact of t h i s Semitic influence 
which i s important f o r t h i s investigation, rather than the precise manner 
i n which i t was brought about* The expression o^ovov u^ov JV^^UTTOU 
contains two semitisms, which are susceptible of separate explanations. 
Utov' ^vSj^to-vro^ rather than jv6|?u)tvos i s due to the 
Semitic \ / iX ^jL or QIK 1 ( i t i s the normal translation 
of U I K |I1 i n the Septuagint). I t i s normal i n Jewish apocalyptic 
to compare supernatural beings to mens John did i t again with part 
!• G.Mussies, The Morphology o f Koine Greek as Used i n the Apocalypse 
of St.John; A Study I n Bilingualism (1971), 
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of a supernatural being at iv , 7 , where he i s dependent upon Ezekiel 
(cf, Ezk i.lO , x,14). So John has o*lW Iv(^(JiiTrOU twice, i n 
descriptions of two d i f f e r e n t heavenly beings, one description being 
possibly dependent on an occurrence of Q^K |3 i n his t e i i t of 
Da x,l6. This should not be regarded as remarkable i n an author of such 
Semitic Greek* 
John's use of o'^0\0S i s normal i n content, but his grammar 
here, as elsewhere, has a tendency to go astray,^ He uses i t no. less 
than 18 times i n his e f f o r t s to describe visionary phenomena, together 
with 3 more mundane comparisons. Of these 21 exaii^les, four show 
i r r e g u l a r i t i e s i n the use of case,"^ i . l 3 and xiv,14 have already been 
cited: the others are ix.lO { t k ^ 9 pc) W-U E^j^oOTiV O u p i i 
Ou<^4\S (TROpmo\S » x i i i . l l ( J^ '^ ) y^^t J Y e v K t p x i 
QUO O^OtU JipviU . Mussies has provided the basis of an 
e:q)lanation: "These attractions may perhaps be explained from the fact 
that i n Hebrew and Aramaic ~D " l i k e " formed one word with the following 
substantive."^ This has helped John to put o''^ o»0S and i t s following 
substantive i n the same tase four times. The exai^les a t i,13 and 
x i v . l 4 hsve one other thing i n common, i n d i r e c t l y related to the fact 
1 , I use the term 'tendency' advisedly, John's Semitic background shows 
not only i n obvious semitisms, but also i n the use of some native Greek 
phenomena more often than i n normal Greek, and i n the use of some items 
with occasional, not invariable, variations from the norm. This i s to 
be expected of a man w r i t i n g i n a foreign language. See Mussies, op.cit., passim, 
2, Describing visionary phenomena i , 1 3 f l 5 , i i , 1 8 , i v , 3 ( b i s ) , 6 , 7 ( t r i s ) , 
i x . 7 ( b i s ) , x,19, x i i i , 2 , 1 1 , xiv,14, x x i , l l , 1 8 . Otherwise, x i i i , 4 , 
xviii,18s I class i f y x i , l here too, on the ground that, although i t occurs 
i n a vision, H-lX^j^^os i s a mundane object being here mundanely 
compared pJ- ^ Su) , but the one example i s of l i t t l e consequence. 
3« Rev iv,3 i s also of i n t e r e s t i n that here o ^ o i o i id|ased as a 
feminine: c f , F.Blass, A.Debrunner and R.W.Funk, A Greek Grammar o f 
the New Testament ( I 9 6 l ) , para#59.2, 
4» Mussies, op,cit,, p,139« 
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that both are comparisons of a complete supernatural being to a mans 
they are the only two of the 21 examples of o'^ o^os i n Revelation 
i n which a noun i s not f i r s t established i n a case so that O^Otos 
can agree with i t . I n both cases UioV i s i n the accusative af t e r 
tT^oV ^ and o^ovov has been attracted i n t o agreement with i t , ^ 
The following conclusions emerge. The e:q5lanation of the occurrence 
of o^^ov u^ov ivftpuiTTou twice has been found i n the Semitic 
nature of John^s Greek. I t does not provide evidence of a Son of Man 
concept, nor any connection, other than at a simple l i n g u i s t i c l e v e l , 
with the use of o u^ o& ToCi" ivfe^ wTTOu i n the Gospels. At 
i»13 there i s no sign of the influence of Da v i i . l 3 . 
At i.14. i t i s universally and r i g h t l y recognized that John has 
drawn on tt^ e picture of the Ancient of Days at Da v i i . 9 for the imagery 
which he has used i n his description of the risen Christ. I t i s not 
in^JOssible that John i d e n t i f i e d the Ancient of Days as Jesus. Some Jewish 
exegetes saw an angelic figure here, Galipapa i d e n t i f i e d him as Mattathias, 
and tirie i d e n t i f i c a t i o n as Jesus has been noted as an opinion of Ephraem* 
In that case John w i l l have interpreted the man-like figure as a symbol 
of the Saints, and extracted £(>j^ £TJ.i p t T ^ TuiV ve<|»t\S^  
(Rev i.7) from a testimonium. However, th i s author's creative reuse of 
OT imagery i s too o r i g i n a l for these conclusions to be regarded as 
demonstrable on the basis of such s l i g h t evidence. At t h i s time Jewish 
authors did reuse such imagery i n t h e i r descriptions of the intermediary 
figures characteristic of t h e i r apocalyptic works (as, f o r example, 
1. xiv.14. i s not quite straightforward, but cf, Mus^ -:ies, op.cit., p.lOO. 
Jessies i s r e a l l y i n d i f f i c x i l t i e s over xi.3 TTe(>i^€|2X^p£Vous. 
As with oyoios i n i,13 and xiv.li^^, there is no noun established 
i n a case f o r HCpt l^fp^^ivovjs to agree with: t h i s has caused 
grammatical trouble, the outcome being that cr-^KKouS i s correctly 
i n the accusative and m i^j2«|2X(^ /^tVous attracted to agree with i t i 
2. Supra, p.ll5« 
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the description o f Jaoel I n the i^ocalypse of Abraham, ch.ad), and i t 
i s consistent with John's use of the r e s t of the OT to suppose that he 
did the same. Moreover his view of Jesus, f o r which he has supplied 
abundant evidence of a more straightforward kind, cannot be read o f f 
such use of the 0T« I t must therefore be coacluded singly that John 
has used the imagery of Da v i i , 9 f o r his description of the risen 
Jesus: but further conclusions as to his i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da vii,9-14 
cannot be extracted with any confidence from t h i s passage* 
At Rev iv , 2 Torrey traces i\<i\ro back to V'O'l of Da v i i . 9 . 
I t i s one of several examples of what he regards as "verbal reminiscences 
of the Aramaic o f Daniel; not quotations, but j u s t such words and phrases 
as an apocalyptist w r i t i n g i n Aramaic would be l i k e l y to have i n mind 
and to repeat","^ But t h i s example serves only to i l l u s t r a t e the looseness 
of Torrey's c r i t e r i a , which render proof impossible. This conjecture 
does not permit of any deduction about John's in t e r p r e t a t i o n o f the 
Danielic passage* 
At Rev v . l l the number of divine beings round the throne, ^Opi^Sss 
yOpuSuciV K-U yiKvA^HS ^\X\oiSuiV , i s probably derived 
from Da v i i , 1 0 , This cannot always be affirmed with certainty, but i n 
a writ e r steeped i n the OT and demonstrably dependent on Daniel i t i s 
the most probable source* Mussies notes the avoidance of ^ i X 
and y ) U ^ ( j i , presumably to ensure that the number i s i n d e f i n i t e l y 
huge, an exegetical point observable i n rabbinical use of t h i s verse,^ 
The four winds of Rev v l i . l are too common to be t i e d down to 
Da v i i , 2 , though t h e i r occurrence here i s of some int e r e s t because the 
1* C,C,Torrey, op,clt,, pp,45-6, 
2. CMussies, op.cit., p*223: supra, p,263« 
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four angels recur among the fathers as an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the four 
winds of Da vii*2« 
At Rev xi.2 the i n t e r v a l o f 4-2 months i s that of Da v i i . 2 5 , x i i . 7 
(when correctly interpreted, as i t was i n both syrian and western t r a d i t i o n s ) ; 
i t recurs at x i i i . 5 > as at xii.14., where i t has been taken from Daniel 
more l i t e r a l l y as kJiipov Hiv K J . \ ^ 0 0 5 K(.Ll i^^\<ru V<A\^ O\J : 
cf. also the 1260 days of Rev x i . 3 , x i i . 6 . The western t r a d i t i o n of 
interpretation i s Implied up to a point, i n that t h i s period now refers 
to a part of the eschatological events, not to past history at the time 
of AntiochUE Epiphanes. However, free use of the phrase has been made 
i n the creative formation of a new apocalypse. I f t h i s phrase stood on 
i t s own, one might have to conclude that i n t e r p r e t a t i v e deductions could 
not be made from such creative reuse. However, i n the case of t h i s author^ 
consistent use has been made of so much of the material from Da v i i as 
to j u s t i f y the deduction t ^ a t John followed the outline of a western 
t r a d i t i o n of inte r p r e t a t i o n . The next such passage i s xi.7, where 
i n such a context must go back to Da vii.21s the beast i t s e l f takes us 
to Rev x i i i and i t s source again i n Da v i i , *ro ^ ^ ( ^ "^""^  
/.V<i|?<iVV6V I K Tf|S 4[?\is'(rou r e c a l l i n g especially 
Da v i i . 3 , 7 . With Da v i i c l e a r ly i n the author* s purview one cannot 
r e f r a i n from c i t i n g Da vii.14.,27 f o r the l a s t clause of Rev x i . l 5 , though 
t h i s sentiment i s not d i s t i n c t i v e enough to be t i e d down to t h i s single 
OT passage. 
Rev x i i contains further possible examples of material from Da v i i . 
At x i i . 3 the mythological beast has ten horns, the number of which may 
plausibly be derived from Da vii.7,24. At vs 8 Charles comments « f TVo^/^y^rev 
•••• \fLAi o o k Vc")^v5r£V r e c a l l s Da vii,21», but the notion 
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of any d i r e c t reference seems forced."'" The e3q)ression at Rev x i i . l 4 , 
K*l\^oV KA \<cl.\po'\3i KfliipovJ has already been noted 
as reminiscent of Da v i i , 2 5 , x i i . 7 . 
At Rev x i i i , l - 8 the strange beast i s clearly an amalgsm which draws 
on a l l four beasts from Da v i i , Charles notes that i t " i s clearly based 
on Dan,7:2-7* I t comes up from the sea, as the four beasts i n Daniel 
did: the number of i t s heads may be d i r e c t l y derived from adding together 
the heads of the four beasts, though t h i s characteristic has probably 
an older history; i t s ten horns are from the fourth beast, and i t s likeness 
to a leopard, i t s possession of the feet of a bear, and the aiouth of 
a l i o n , are borrowed from the f i r s t three beasts."^ The (TTO^i XiVouv 
ytv^ oLXd. f of which ^ X i i C ^ i ^ ^ U S i s an accurate in t e r p r e t a t i o n , 
i s from Da vii.8,20 ( c f , v i i , l l , 2 5 ) . The 42 months have already been 
noted as from Da v i i , 2 5 , x i i . 7 . At Rev x i i i , 7 , Tfo^^j^'A^ -TToX^jJOv^ 
j J t T J L T U V tfl^^VUiV K o l l VVHy^CTAL - L U T 0 0 5 i s from 
Da v i i , 2 1 , This mighty beast i s clearly symbolic of Rome, I t i s reasonable 
to deduce again the western t r a d i t i o n , with the fourth beast as Rome, 
the Saints of vs 21 being Christians, and the setting eschatological* 
However, we should not go further than t h i s i n extracting the exegesis 
of so creative and allusive an author, 
1. R.H.Charles, op.cit., ad lo c , 
2. R.H.Charles, op,cit,, ad loc, 
3. For example M.Kiddle, The Revelation of St John (1940), ad loc., 
supposes that i n John's view Daniel "was granted four glimpses of the 
same ferocious monarch who was to oppress the world i n the l a s t days," 
But John's creative reuse of Danielic material i s not s u f f i c i e n t to 
j u s t i f y the a t t r i b u t i o n to him of thi s unexampled exegesis, which does 
not f i t the Danielic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , John w i l l have known that Daniel's 
vision was visionary: the r e a l i t y which i t symbolized could be d i f f e r e n t l y 
symbolized, by l i t e r a r y authors as i n genuine visions. 
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The next passrege to be deal t w i th i s x i v . l < ; , where o^o \ov o i ov 
i v & | 9 w v r o u occurs f o r the vsecond time*"*" There i s much t r u t h i n the 
coniment o f Ris t , "Were i t not tha t he i s ca l led *one l i k e a son o f man' 
the heavenly being 'seated on the cloud' would scarcely be I d e n t i f i e d 
as the hesvenly Chris t i n his second advent, but would be considered 
as an angel, f o r his funct ion here d i f f e r s but l i t t l e from that o f the 
angel i n the next scene.* But we have seen that t h i s term consists o f 
two semitisms, and does not o f i t s e l f consti tute adequate reason f o r 
any speci f ic i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f the being i n question nor s u f i l c i e a t 
evidence of dependence on Da vii«13» The l a t t e r po in t may be deal t wi th 
f i r s t . Otfcer features o f Rev xiv.14. may be held to provide evidence o f 
dependence on Da Y i i . l 3 # n o<^v , KOLV. ( O O U i s too much pa r t 
of the common coin o f apocalyptic to be so regarded* The cloud i s 
a po in t o f general s i m i l a r i t y , but i t i s too d i f f e r e n t l y dealt w i t h to 
consti tute actual evidence of dependence. "Ifens Daniel i l est question 
de »nuees«, mais pas d'une nuee blanche". ''This i s f a r too s l i g h t a 
circumstance to indicate the reaper's i d e n t i t y . . . , t h e r e i s every d i f fe rence 
between the single motionless white cloud o f John's v i s i o n , and the great 
surging mass o f threatening storm-clouds, which were to chariot the 
Messiah, John has spoken before o f cloud as an accompaniment of angelic 
appearance; the etrong angel o f ch X was ' c l ad i n a c loud ' . Again, we 
must remember how the witnesses r i se to heaven ' i n a c loud ' . The f a c t 
i s that the reaper's pos i t ion 'on a cloud' simply corresponds wi th the 
f l i g h t i n mid-heaven o f the angels who shout "their message? to the 
world i n verses 6-12. His s t a t i c pos i t ion i s dictated by the metaphor 
1» On i . l 3 , supra pp.^52-5. 
2, M.Rist, i n The In te rp re te r ' s Bib le , v o l , 12 (1957 ) , ad l o c . For 
what fo l lows , c f , especially Kiddle, o p . c i t . , ad l o c . 
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o f the s ick le , sweeping wi th one f i n a l stroke through the r ipe corn 
of wickedness.* Swete ta lks of "the white cloud, . .which was so f a m i l i a r 
to dwellers by the Mediterranean and Aegean*, and because o f general 
considerations such as there, one f i nds that Verg i l provides a closer 
l i t e r a r y p a r a l l e l than Dani*lt 
Aetheria turn f o r t e plaga c r i n i t u s Apollo 
desuper Ausonias acies urbemque videbat 
nube sedens»^ 
I t i s to be concluded that John i s not dependent here on Da v i i . l 3 , 
and that the view that he i s has derived i t s v i t a l support from f a i l u r e 
to understand the e:5)ression c ^ o \ o v v j i o v <iv©pu3Tr0O. 
The understanding of th i s expression also removes the only plausible 
reason f o r i d e n t i f y i n g th i s f i g u r e as the heavenly Chr is t . I t may now be seen 
as an angelic f i r u r e , obeying the co:;dnand of I ^ W o s i y y c X o i 
( x i v . 1 5 ) , and performing a funct ion very precisely p a r a l l e l to that 
o f o t X W dlYyfXos (x iv .17-19) .^ 
At Rev x v i i the ten horns mentioned repeatedly may reasonably 
be derived from Da v i i s i t i s less reasonable to derive the destruction 
of th i s beast from Da v i i a i . At vs 12 the ten horns are i d e n t i f i e d 
i n accordance wi th Da v i i , 2 4 as ten kings. Then we are t o l d that they 
1 . A»Loisy, L'Apocalypse de Jean (1923), ad l o c j Kiddle , o p . c i t , , ad l o c , : 
Swete, o p . c i t . , ad I o c s V e r g i l , Aeiieid IX , 638-40. Cf. 2 En i i i . l , 
Ape P e t r i v i , Joh-Buch d Hand 116:5, Ginza R. (Lidzbarsk i )XVII , l ,374 . 
2. Charles, o p . c i t . , ad l o c , considered th i s was the view of his 
in te rpola tor . Kiddle , o p . c i t . , ad l o c , already put forward a strong 
argument f o r the ident i f ic?^t ion o f th i s f i g u r e as an angel; h is argument 
requires only |ihe modif icat ion and precis ion brought by a more sophisticated 
understanding o f the actual e35)resslon o ^ o i o v u^oV dL\/6/9U>Tro'J • 
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w i l l r u l e s i « u l t a n e o u s l y i n the l a s t times. This i s the l a t e r western 
t r a d i t i o n o f Danielle i n t e rp re t a t i on . I t i s probable that John r e a l l y 
did i n t e rp r e t ; Da v i i l i k e t h i s : i t i s one o f the few points which enable 
us to go through JoJm*s creative reuse o f Danielle material back to 
his in te rpre ta t ion o f i t . 
Rev xx,4 contains several possible reminiscences o f Da v i i . The 
thrones r e c a l l vs 9i here the v ic tor ious martyrs s i t on them. K A t 
oiuTOiS i s strongly reminiscent o f Da vii .22 ,26« 
In Da v i i . 2 2 the meaning i s that judgement was given i n t he i r favour. 
At Rev xx,4 i t i s generally supposed that they became the judges, but 
i t should be noted that the Danielic meaning would not be unduly d i f f i c u l t , 
BpoVCO^ are not necessarily more than "seats*; i t would make good 
sense f o r the v ic tor ious martyrs to be sat on heavenly seats even i f 
they were not goin^ to judge: the judg^ement ( i t s outcome f o r them a 
foregone conclusion) was then given i n t he i r favoiu: K J A £t|i?^0"civ 
m lj^a^^^\euO^*LV ^er^ TOO ^purro i j . This i s p a r a l l e l to the 
outcome i n Da v i i , 2 2 , 2 7 . Furthermore, t h i s creative author reuses his 
material so f r e e l y that i t i s unsafe to deduce that he saw the Saints 
made judges i n Da v i i . 2 2 , especially when that exegesis i s unexampled 
iin tlie a a t e r i a l under review. 
The single throne o f Rev x x . l l i s to be found at I s v i . l as wel l 
as Da v i i . 9 and was now i n any case an established item of b e l i e f . At 
Rev xx,12 the opening o f the books i s probably from Da v i i . 1 0 . I t had 
become a feature o f Jewish apocalyptic, but i n a w r i t e r who so c l ea r ly 
made use o f Daniel an iden t i ca l phrase should be accepted as coming 
from that source. Rev x x i i , 5 however i s more probably to be regarded 
as a p a r a l l e l to the expression o f v i c t o r y f o r the Saints i n Danielj 
The fo l lowing conclusions may now be drawn, John was a cregtive 
apocalyptist who used Da v i i , as he used other parts of the Old Testament, 
as a source o f dramatic imagery. Consequently i t i s not always possible 
to t e l l when he r e a l l y i s dependent on i t , and the task o f deducing his 
in te rpre ta t ion of i t i s hazardous. The main l i ne s o f h is inteirpretat ion 
can however be l a i d down. I n general he was an early iadherent o f the 
western t r a d i t i o n . I n h is view the f o u r t h kingdom was Rome, and i n 
Da v i i eschatological events were predicted. The ten horns were ten kings 
who would have a b r i e f and simultaneous reign i n these l a s t times. 
Rome, the fou r th kingdom, would be destroyed and the Saints, v ic to r ious 
Christians, would reign wi th Chris t . I t i s probable that he i d e n t i f i e d 
the man-like f igu re of Da v i i , 1 3 as Jesus, and saw his parousia predicted 
there. I f John did not take t h i s view himself, he used a source which d i d , 
so that he consti tutes i n any case early Chris t ian evidence o f t h i s 
exegesis. Verses 9 and 10 he used as a source o f imagery, apparently 
placing the judgement there i n the l a s t times. 
The negative resul t s of t h i s chapter are equally important. John 
shows no knowledge o f the Gospel expression o u'ios r ^ o i\/6|7u) T T O U . 
The expression o'^OtoV U*tov JvGpuiiTOO , which he does use 
twice, i s a combination o f semitisms. The two occurrences o f i t are 
connected wi th each other only at t h i s l i n g u i s t i c l e v e l , and are not 
dependent on Da v i i , 1 3 . 
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Chapter 9» The New Testament Epis t les . 
I t i s convenient to begin wi th the l e t t e r s a t t r ibu ted to St Paul, 
The book of Daniel has not been very i n f l u e n t i a l i n them, E l l i s , f i n d i n g 
93 quotations from the OT, has none at a l l from t h i s book,^ Allusions 
have however been sought; above a l l Da v i i . l 3 and the Son of Man have 
been sought behind the major Pauline epis t les , since they patent ly 
do not occur i n them, and when both are held central to the h i s t o r i c a l 
Jesus and/or the Gospel wr i t e r s , th i s i s d i f f i c u l t to e^^lain. We shal l 
discuss the most important passages i n the order of the Canon, 
The f i r s t passage i s 1 Cor v i . 2 . The idea that th i s verse contains 
a reminiscence of Da v i i , 2 2 requires us to suppose that Paul in terpre ted 
Da v i i , 2 2 i n a sense which i s not impossible but i s unexan5)led i n 
the material surveyed i n t h i s thesis . Whereas 
means tha t judgement was given i n favour o f the Saints o f the M^st High, 
we have to believe tha t Paul took i t to mean tha t liiey became the judges. 
But the red . d i f f i c u l t y wi th t h i s view i s the lack of evidence that 
Paul had t h i s passage i n mind a t a l l . Closer pa ra l l e l s are provided 
by Wsd i i i . 8 , which s^ys of the righteous ( Q I R J , ( U ) / > i i i . l ) . 
K |? ivouc-iy z^Vr\ , and IQpHab [Jl^ H T O T I L l 
. C l ' ^ l \ ' n U 3 \ A ) ^X. Thus there i s clear Jewish evidence f o r 
t h i s b e l i e f , which was na tu ra l ly taken over in to C h r i s t i a n i t y , There 
! • E ,E,ELl is , Paul 's Use o f the Old Testament (1957), App,I A» E l l i s 
catalogues four allusions i n App.I B: we shal l see that 1 Cor v l , 2 and 
1 Thess i v . l 7 are improbable, 1 Tim v i ,15 i s u n l i k e l y too (Da i i . 4 . 7 ) : 
only 2 Thess i i , A ( D a x i ,36) i s l e f t as being reasonable, and even t h i s 
i s not d e f i n i t e enough f o r us to deduce that Paul held the western i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
even o f the end of the book of Daniel , 
2, As asserted e.g. by C.H,Dodd, According to the Scriptures( l952K p,68. 
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i s no evidence that requires us to associate i t wi th mis interpre ta t ion 
of Da v i i . 2 2 , which moreover ce r t a in ly cannot be held responsible f o r 
the pa ra l l e l remark at 1 Cor v i . 3 O O K o '^S-^Tf o n }yyi\o\)S npty/ouptv'. 
On these groundsit i s best to conclude that Paul did not have Da v i i . 22 
i n mind. 
At 1 Cor XV.47 Paul declares tha t o ^t^Te^oj ^vB^^unros 
ovpd^VOK) . His argument d id not require absolute precis ion i n the 
d e f i n i t i o n o f t \ ooPotvoo , but Goudge's comment gives the most 
probable sense. "The reference i s s t i l l not to the Incarnat ion, but to 
the Lord as g l o r i f i e d . Our Lord i s "of heaven" from the Ascension onwards; 
i t i s thence that He acts, and thence that we look f o r Him to come ( 1 Thess 
i v . l 6 , 2 Thess i . 7 ) . The l a t t e r thought i s already i n St Paul 's mind. 
I t i s the Second Coming, that w i l l be the signal f o r the transformation 
o f the ear thly bodies o f his people. Cf. P h i l , i i i . 2 0 , 2 1 and Col,iii.4**«'^ 
The background to the description o f Jesus as o SfiTtjJos JVG^t-^inos 
may l i e i n Jexdsh Adam speculation as we l l as the f a c t that Jesus was 
ac tual ly a man: but that he was a man was b l ind ing ly obvious, and that 
he was oi^oivoo i n t h i s sense was a commonplace o f early Chris t ian 
b e l i e f . There i s no need o f any other f i g u r e o f a man from heaven to 
e ^ l a i n i t , and there i s no pa r t i cu l a r feature o f the Pauline passage 
to l i n k i t to Da v i i , 1 3 . ^tuTOJos i s simply derived from comparison 
wi th Adam, and the select ion o f Jesus as the fundamentally important 
salvation f i g u r e ; i t too has no connection wi th Da v i i . 1 3 . F i n a l l y the 
descript ion o f the Danielic f i g u r e as "well-known" has not been shown 
to be appropriate f o r Paul. 
1 Cor XV.23-8 has been c i t ed , not so much f o r Da v i1 . , l3 , as to 
argue that Paul thought o f Jesus as the Son of Man. there can be 
l i t t l e doubt that he (sc Paul) thought of Jesus as the Son of Man. The 
1 . H,L,Goudge, The F i r s t Epis t le to the Corinthians (1903), ad l o c , 
2. C.K.Barrett , From F i r a t Adam to Last (1962), p,75. 
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locus classicus i s 1 Cor 15.27 (c f .15 .47) . Paulas use o f PP.8*6 i s only 
explicable i f Christ be i d e n t i f i e d wi th the Son of Man.«^ This i s misleading. 
Paul's argument does require the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f Jesus as 1 / 1 a n d / o r 
U l X p . o f Ps v i i i . 5 (LXX ^v^j^wiros and \j\hs iv6()tOTTO*j ) , but 
i t does not require any reference to , or knowledge o f , the Gospel term 
o UIOS Tcw dV/fej^ uiTTou , a term which Paul never uses. U I K 1 , 
i n standard Septuagint translationese U\os J v B p i ^ D u , means "man*. 
I f the Word o f God said something about any u n i d e n t i f i e d man which was, 
i n the view of an early Chris t ian exegete, actual ly true o f Jesus, i t 
followed that God was speaking about Jesus. This basic presupposition 
of early Christ ian exegesis explains Paul's choice o f Ps v i i i here. I t 
IS what the Psalm says, not i t s use of the term Oios dVU^uj-rrou , which 
i s the decisive f ac to r . The same fac tor explains i t s combination here 
wi th a reminiscence of Ps c x . l . I t i s noteworthy that Ps v i i i and Da v i i . 1 3 
are not combined anywhere i n the New Testament, 
P h i l i i . 7 i s par t of a passage genuinely d i f f i c u l t to i n t e rp re t , 
and hence appropriately enough the subject of much learned conjecture, 
but Bonnard's l i s t i s almost a catalogue o f learned errors *Apres Lohmeyer 
et Hering, nous pensons retrouver i c i l a f i gu re de 1*Homme ce l e s t i de 
Dan.7:7"13j du F i l s de 1'Homme des evangiles synoptiques, du Second 
Adam des ep?tres pauliniennes, fortement transformee (ou pre-formee) 
sous I ' i n f l u e n c e d'Esale 4-9 a 53*. We are concerned, at leas t p r imar i l y , 
wi th the f i r s t two items on t h i s l i s t . Lohmeyer i n f a c t argued tha t ws 
ivBpui-vTOS i s a representation of V<iK from Da v i i . l 3 . His theory 
has been severely, and j u s t l y , c r i t i c i z e d . I t depends on a misunderstanding 
1 . A.M.Hunter, Paul and his Predecessors ( 1961), p.865 l ikewise , e.g. 
A.E.Rawlinson, The New Tertament Doctrine of the Christ (1926), pp.124.-5: 
against them e.g.D.E.H.Whiteley, The Theolopy o f St Paul (I964.), p . l l 7 . 
2. P.Bonnard, L 'Ep l t r e de Saint P.aul aux Phil ippiens (1950), p.^S: c f . 
E.Lohmeyer, Kyrios Jesus. Eine Untersuchung zu Phi l .2s 5-11 (1928). 
3. See especially R.P.Martin, Carmen C h r i s t i (1967). Mart in includes 
a reconstruction o f a hypothetical o r i g i n a l Aramaic t e x t . 
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of the man-like f i gu re i n the t ex t of Daniel i t s e l f , and i t presupposes 
a Jewish Son of Man concept. Lohraeyer d id not explain why Paul wrote 
dVSptOTTos instead of O^ os iv/OpkirrovJ • th i s hi ,^hiights the 
f a c t that there i s no rea l re la t ionship between the exis t ing t ex t o f 
P h i l i i . 7 and Da v i i . 1 3 , necessitating the conjecture that i t was more 
l i k e Da v i i . 1 3 once than i t i s now, Lohraeyer's understanding o f "Pon o f 
Man" i n the Gospels i s also unsat isfactory,^ and does not provide an 
adequate foundation f o r the concept which he found behind P h i l i i . 7 . 
His theory i s therefore to be re jected. One factor i n early Christ ian 
b e l i e f which rhould not be i n need o f very profound and complex explanation 
i s the usual view that when Jesus was on earth he was ils oivDj^uiiros, 
1 Thess i v . l 7 has reminded many scholare, o f Da v i i . 1 3 . There i s 
no sign here o f the Son of Man, and for tunate ly few scholars have gone 
as f a r as Harnisch, who compensated f o r h is absence by producing "das 
primare Stadium der Uberlieferung" which duly begins 
O U \ O S T O O ^VDpUTTOU 
Rewriting the text l i k e th i s i s quite unsound. Nor should the clouds 
be regarded as s u f f i c i e n t evidence of the inf luence of Da v i i . l 3 . I n 
the ancient world, clouds were normal vehicles f o r heavenly journeys.^ 
I n most s tor ies , i t i s true, one person went i n a cloud, but t h i s i s 
because, i n most s tor ies , only one person went. A l o t of people go 
i n Pes.R.I,3, where the children o f I s rae l t rave l on clouds to Jerusalem 
at the End, I s lx . 8 being quoted i n support. The r a r i t y o f t h i s kind 
1* I n f r a , chs 10-11, passim, 
2. W.Harnisch, Eschatologische Exirtenzt ein exe^etischer Bei t ra^ 
zum Sachanliegen von 1 Thessaloniker 4,13 - 5ill(l973). The "reconstruction" 
i s on p.44» 
3. Cf i n f r a , p.542. 
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of passage ( at l eas t i n extant, published Jewish sources that I have 
seen) accounts f o r the absence of a more precise Jevdsh precedent f o r 
1 Thess i v . l 7 . I n Jewish thought o f t h i s per iod, the Jews do not go 
up to or towards heaven at the time of the End, or at any other t ime. 
Hence they do not normally f^ o a l l tofjether on clouds. Christians normally 
depicted the End by brin^dng Jesus down to enrth at his parousia, but 
tha author o f 1 Thessalonians was d i f fe ren t? he supposed that Jesus 
and f a i t h f u l Christians would meet i n the a i r . This i s unusual, though 
given the presuppositions o f his thought i t i s not i l l o g i c a l . Cdven 
that he had a heavenly journey f o r a l o t of people, i t i s e n t i r e l y 
natural that he should take them there on clouds. There i s however no 
special contact wi th Da v i i , 1 3 , which cannot be the o r i g i n o f the whole 
idea because th i s idea i s not to be found there, nei ther i n the o r i g i n a l 
in t e rp re ta t ion of t h i s t ex t nor i n the s p e c i f i c s l l ^ Christ ian in terpre ta t ions 
of i t which gradually emerged. The usual Christ ian use of Da v i i , 1 3 
would have applied i t to the descent of Jesus rsther thaji the a-^cent 
of the f a i t h f u l . I t i s true that having thought of th i s ide? of the ascent 
of the f a i t h f u l as a solut ion to one of the problems of e^rly Chris t ian 
eschatology the author might h?ve sourht and found sc r ip tu ra l support 
f o r i t i n Da v i i , 1 3 , i n t e rp re t ing i t rather l i k e Midr Ps 21,5 o f the 
Saints (here Christians)going up towards heavent but t h i s would be rather 
d i f f i c u l t because they do not meet the Ancient o f Days, unless the 
otherwise rare and l a t e in te rp re ta t ion of him as Jesus was already current 
and used by t h i s author, or T O O Kup 'oO be taken as a reference 
to God i n the o r i g i n a l Word of the Lordr moreover, what i s decisive, 
the tex t o f 1 Thess i v . l ? gives no sign at a l l that the author i s 
in te rp re t ing Da v i i . 1 3 l i k e t h i s . Nor should we deduce that Jesus 
must have been in terpre ted here as the man-l i ie f i g u r e coming on the 
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clouds to meet them. The author does not say t h i s , and therefore we 
may not be sore tha t he had Da v i i . 1 3 i n mind at a l l . 
Hartman has taken the conventional view even f u r t h e r , f i n d i n g 
Da v i i . l 3 behind 1 Thess i v . 1 4 i ' ^ t l crov oiurG . Hartman's method 
i s unsat isfactory, as we have seen."^ There are f u r t h e r f a u l t s here too. 
I f Hartman can f i n d a co l lec t ive Parousia i n 1 Thess i i i . l 3 , quoting 
Zech x i v . 5 , and i n 2 Thess i . l O comparing 1 Cor v i , 2 , Jude 14> 4 Ezra 
v i i , 2 8 , he need not squeeze i t out of Da v i i , 1 3 . His attempt to f i n d 
the multitude of Christians i n ot Tr<i|?t5^TrjK0T£S of Da v i i . l 3LXX 
i s therefore as unneces>-ary as i t i s forced ( i t i s also unexan^-led 
i n the material under review). The immediate source of Jf^ei o-uv .ii'TW 
i s the re l ig ious be l i e f found i n t h i s passage; divine co l l ec t ion o f the 
f a i t h f u l a t the End was a normal feature o f Jewish and o f Chris t ian 
apocalyptic. There i s no need to t i e every expression o f i t to a pa r t i cu l a r 
Old Testsjnent t ex t . 
2 ThesB i i has been less of ten associated with Da v i i , but the 
attenqst has been made, and the absence of t h i s connection i s i n f a c t of 
some importance. The most d e f i n i t e attempt was made by Orchard, but even 
he was not able to f i n d d e f i n i t e traces o f the language of Da v i i , having 
to content himself wi th point ing out the general correspondence of Paul 's 
picture o f 0 ^vSpuiTTOs Tf js dvo^us with the Danielic descr ipt ion 
of Antiochus Epiphanes. This i s not enough. On the contrary, the lack 
o f spec i f ic trace of Da v i i suggests very strongly that Paul did not 
have i t p a r t i c u l a r l y i n mind. I n i t s e l f tha t i s not surpr is ing: but 
together w i th other negative evidence i t f a l s i f i e s the theories o f scholars 
who believe that " th i s chapter was much i n the mind o f early Chris t ian 
thinkers".- ' I f t h i s were the case, 2 Thess i i was an obvious place to 
1 . Supra, pp.397-8: on 1 Thess i v . 1 4 , Hartraan, o p . c i t . , pp.186-7. 
2. J.B,0rchard, «St. Paul and the Book of Daniel", Bib 20(l939),pp.172-9, 
3. C.H.Dodd, According to the Scriptures (1952), p,67. 
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make use of i t . 
• I t i s thus to be concluded that traces of Da v i i are absent from 
the Pauline and deutero-Pauline ep is t les . I t i s also to be noted, though 
i t i s we l l enough known, that the Gospel term o inos T O U oiv6puiTrou 
does not occur i n Paul. I f t h i s were because his Greek was too good 
f o r such a barbaric phrase i t should have been removed by Luke f o r 
the same reason. I n f a c t , however, i t s absence i n Paul has helped i t s 
barbari ty to be exaggerated.'^ The numerous attempts to f i n d Da v i i . 1 3 
and the Son of Man behind some Pauline passages have been due to the 
erroneous be l i e f i n a Jewish Son of Man Concept and to the f a i l u r e of 
New Testament scholars to solve the Son of Man problem i n the Gospels. 
The Epis t le to the Hebrews. 
There are no quotations o f or allusions to Daniel v i i i n t h i s 
work, \j\os ^v6pwTrou occurs at i i . 6 i n a clear c i t a t i o n of 
Ps v i i i . 5 according to the LXX version, which ha? here rendered l i t e r a l l y 
i n i t s usual manner. The author's exposition of the psalm does not fasten 
on th i s term at a l l , and he shows no sign of knowing the Gospel term 
0 o^ \os ToO ivS^uiTTOo . Nevertheless, scholars have sought to 
show that Da v i i . 1 3 l i e s i n the background and that the author used 
a Son of Man Ghristology: Giles concludes a recent discussion "there 
i s s u f f i c i e n t evidence to warrant the be l i e f tha t , i n quoting from 
Ps 8, our author gave the t i t l e *Son of Man* to Jesus." 
The decisive evidence against th i s view i s the r ead i ly observable 
f a c t that the author does not use the t i t l e o utos T O O J\/6^uiTrou , 
as,he could so easi ly have done i f he knew i t and saw any sign of i t 
i n Ps v i i i . Giles c l ea r ly expresses the basis o f arguments to the 
1 . ^  Cf. i n f r a , p . 590. 
2. P.Giles, "The Son o f Man i n the Ei) is t le to the Hebrews", ExpT LXXXH 
(197-4-5), pp. 328-31. 
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contrary, "The b e l i e f that Jesus used the t i t l e o f himself would make 
i t important to the early Church, I t appears i n a l l the Gospel t r a d i t i o n s , 
Q, Mark, M, L and that underlying the Fourth Gospel, which seems to 
indicate that there was a wide knowledge of t h i s t r a d i t i o n . I n whatever 
form the wr i t e r and his readers knew the Gospel t r a d i t i o n they would 
almost ce r ta in ly know that Son of Man was Jesus's self-designat ion. 
I t would, therefore, appear almost inconceivable that they would f a i l 
to see i n Ps 8 a reference to Jesus as the Son of Man or the Second 
Adam".^ But i f these presuppositions produce a pred ic t ion which i s 
f a l s i f i e d by the t ex t o f Hebrews, we should not suppose that the author 
of Hebrews must have believed what he does not say; we should regard 
the predic t ion as fa l se , and reexamine a set o f presuppositions which 
have rendered the Son of Man problem insoluble . 
None o f Giles* detailed arguments carry much weight. She ci tes 
Zuntz art^uing f o r the o r i g i n a l i t y o f the reading T\& , but then going 
on to i n t e rp r e t Ps v i i i . 5b ^Truly the Son o f Man, f o r him thou v i s i t e s t " . 
This i s forced and unconvincing, because i t has to be drawn out of 
a l i t e r a l t rans la t ion used by an author who gives no sign i n his quite 
f u l l coaiment on the quoted psalm that he has understood i t i n th i s 
unexampled manner, T I S may h??ve been read by the author of Hebrews 
i n his tex t o f the psalm, i f indeed i t i s r i g h t to read i t i n the t ex t 
o f Hebrews; i t i s i n any case c lear ly explicable as a scr ibal a l t e r a t ion 
to conform i t to the gender o f /?ioTTos , I t makes sound sense, 
not neces;^arily d i f f e r e n t from . I t i s probable enough that the 
author saw Jesus as the i'vBp^TTos and KJ\O% <iv6pu>Trou of 
the psalm, and i t i s possilile that the reading T»s assisted such 
1 . Giles, o p . c i t . , p.329. 
2. G.Zuntz, The Text of the Epist les (1953)» pp.48-9. 
an understanding, but i t i s raisleadinc to say thr.t the I n t t e r term re fe r s 
to the Messiah and qui te u n j u c t i f i a b l e to import the term "the Son of Man", 
which i s only appropriate to the Gospel o utos TOG iv9pi^Troo, 
I t i s to be concluded tha t , even i f the reading TTS i s correct and 
the psalm has been in terpre ted of Jesus, t h i ; : does not cor. i j t i tute evidence 
that the author knew the terra Son of Man as a t i t l e o f Jesus or had 
a Son of Man Christology. 
Giles also discusses the use of Ps c x . l w i t h Da v i i and Ps v i i i . 
But her descript ion o f the l a s t two as "the two major Son of Man texts" 
i s tendentious, and i t i s to be noted that Da v i i and Ps v i i i are not 
i n f a c t used together, as they should be i f her approach to the-e problems 
were sound. The use of Ps c x . l and Da v i i . 1 3 together i s probably 
to be found only i n a single t ex t , Mk xiv .62, so that the description 
of the evidence as "the frequent use o f Ps 110^ wi th Dn 7 and Ps 8" 
i s misleading. The actual use of the l a t t e r texts wi th ps c x . l i s not 
d i f f i c u l t to explain and i s i n no vsy dependent on the use o f the term 
'son o f man'. 
I t i s thus to be concluded that t h i s Epis t le shows no sign o f 
Da v i i . l 3 or knowledge o f a Son of Man concept. I t has a quotation 
from Ps v i i i , which i s applied to Jesus i n the normal manner o f e?r ly 
Christ ian exegetes: Qj^ t^ TTos and u'^ os Iv/OpuiTTCJ i n accordance 
wi th the Semitic para l le l i sm of the psalm, he i s seen as an ideal representative 
man, but not as "the Son of Man", 
The Catholic Epis t les . 
None o f the.:e documents show any ?±gn o f Da v i i ; the absence of 
any trace o f i t a t 2 Pet i i i . l C f , Jas v .7-8 , 1 Jn i i . l S , i v . 3 , 2 Jn 7 
i s perhaps wor-Uiy of note, because i t might be considered surpris ing 
i f Daniel v i i had i n f a c t been an exceptionally importi^nt pa r t o f 
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Scripture to the early Church, 
Thus th i s chapter i s i n e f f e c t a catalogue o f negative resu l t s . 
That such a large par t of the New Testament ;:.hows no d e f i n i t e trace 
o f Da v i i i s important because i t f a l s i f i e s the be l i e f o f many scholars 
that Da v i i was an especially important chapter to the early Chris t ians. 
The wel l known absence of o \j\os T O U -^v^optoTTOu i s important 
too. The general f a i l u r e to solve the problems of i t s use i n the Gospels 
has prevented the s traightforward consequence of i t s absence i n the 
Epistles from being accepted: there i s no Son of Man concept i n the 
^ i s t l e s , whose authors show no sign of knowing the Gospel term. 
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Chapter 10. The New Testament; the Gospels and Acts. 
The main purpose of t h i s inves t iga t ion was to f i n d out whether 
the Gospel term o u^os -roO av6p\iTrou was derived from Da v i i . 1 3 * 
We must now consider the i n t e rp re t a t i on o f sayings which may reasonably 
be considered to show signs o f the inf luence o f Da v i i . The question 
arises whether a l l Son o f man sayings should be discussed, on the 
ground that the expression o uws TOo div;^ |7tiTTou i s i t s e l f a sign 
o f the influence o f Da v i i . 1 3 . Manson's formulation i s famous: '•We 
have no good reason to suppose tha t he (sc. Jesus) was aware o f any 
other Son o f Man than the Dan ie l i c .«^ Here we have i n a nutshel l one 
main reason f o r pers is tent scholarly attempts to f i n d the o r i g i n o f 
O uioJ TOG ivj&j?uTT<so i n Da v i i . 1 3 , but i n so f a r as Hanson's statement 
i s not simply wrong, i t i s grossly misleading. Jesus had known another 
son o f man p e r f e c t l y w e l l ever since he was o ld enough to f i n d human 
speech i n t e l l i g i b l e . His mother tongue was Aramaic. I t i s r i g h t l y 
agreed by a l l competent scholars on the basis o f s u f f i c i e n t evidence 
tha t W^ X X L was a normal Aramaic terra f o r 'man'."^ Therefore Jesus 
must have heard and used t h i s 'son o f man' r egu la r ly . Therefore the 
simple occurrence o f the term o uios Tou dtvapbiTrou cannot be regarded 
as s u f f i c i e n t evidence o f the influence o f Da v i i .13s other traces 
of such inf luence must be found before any such influence may be 
1 . T.W.Manson, BJRL 32 (1950), p.191 = Studies i n the Gospels and 
Episttes (1962), p . l 4 3 . 
2. I take the conventional view of t h i s matter, but the fo l lowing remarks, 
which are o f methodological importance, apply equally wel l to Hebrew, 
w i th CDK in instead o f ^ 1 . The solut ion o f the problem confirms 
the conventional view. I t i s adumbrated i n an a r t i c l e now i n the press: 
P.M.Casey, «The Son o f Man Problem", ZNW 67(1976): c f . i n f r a , pp.571ff . 
3. G.Vermes, "The use o f W3 X i / X ^ " ^ i n Jewish Aramaic", App.E i n 
M,Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (-^967), pp.310-28. 
regarded as demonstrable. 
This does not o f i t s e l f exclude the p o s s i b i l i t y that a r e s u l t o f 
the inves t iga t ion might be that the term i s i n f a c t derived from Da 
v i i , 1 3 : these are p a r t l y matters of method and procedure, and would 
s t i l l be correct i f a l l Son of man sayings i n f a c t showed many d i f f e r e n t 
signs o f Da v l i . l 3 . However, most o f them i n f a c t do not, and i n arguing 
that they are not dependent on the influence o f Da v i i . 1 3 I shal l draw 
at tent ion to t h i s f a c t and discuss i n de t a i l only s u f f i c i e n t sayings 
of th i s kind to ensure that a f a i r presentation o f other theories i s 
provided: t h i s discussion, and that o f borderline cases where the inf luence 
of Da v i i i s possible but not obvious, w i l l ensure that a l l the necessary 
points are made without repeating them f o r each saying where the inf luence 
of Da v i i . l 3 i s not i n my view to be found. Table 19 l i s t s those sayings 
which i t seems to me p r o f i t a b l e to discuss. 
Table 19 
1 NT Text Da v i i NT Text Da v i i 
Mk i . l 5 / / M t i v . l 7 22 Mt xxiv.UZ/Lk xii.40 13 
Mk ii.lO/jMt ix .6//Lk v.24 13-1-4 Mt XXV.31 13-lA 
Mk v l i i . 3 8 / A t xvi .27 /Ak ix .26 13-14 Mt x x v i i i . 3 9 
Mk ix,12//Ht x v i i . l 2 a Mt x x v i i i . l S U 
Mk x . ^ 5 / M XX. 28 u Lk i .32-3 U 
Mk x i i i . 2 6 / / h t xxiv.30 /Ak xx i .27 13-14. Lk x i i . 8 13 
Mk xiv .62 / /h t xx7i .64/Ak xxii . 6 9 13 Lk x i i . 3 2 U ,18 ,27 
Mt X.23 13 Lk xvi i»22 13 
Mt x i i i . 4 1 13-lA Lk x v i i i . 8 13 
Mt xvi .28 1 3 - U Jn i . 5 1 13 
Mt x i x . 2 8 / / t k x x i i . 3 0 9,: L0,13,22 Jn V.27 13 
Mt x x i v . Z i 25 Ac i . l l 13 
Mt xxiv.27 / / tk x v i i . 2 4 13 Ac Vii.56 13 
Mk i,15 was suggested by Dodd."^  I t is a muddled suggestion, 
ut i l iz ing Theodotion's Greek version of Da vii .22, yet relying on 
an original Aramaic to conform Mark*s ^\j\\iiv to the quite differently 
used £<^ 6oL<rfV of Da vii.22Theod» DoAi's suggestion that VWP 
underlies the Marcan i^ v^ y\K€V is very improbable, since 
corresponds so much more naturally to the normal meaning of rjyyiKEV. 
T^^wy makes excellent sense, as any underlying IDy* would have 
done, and the origin of the suggestion of X ^ l ^ i ^ a theory of "realized 
eschatology* alien to the Gospel evidence. In fact the passages have 
two things in common, the fulfilment of the time, and the concept of 
the kingdom of God. The latter is a fundamental Jewish concept writ 
large in the te^iching of Jesuf and the synoptic tradition. I t is therefore 
not sufficient to t ie down the reference to any single scriptural 
passage. The concept of the fulfilment of the time, somewhat differently 
expressed in the two passages, is too common an apocalyptic idea to 
be attached to a single text. I t is moreover a different time which 
has come; in Mk i . l 5 i t is the ministry of Jesus, the decisive time 
when however the kingdom is s t i l l at hand; in Da vii.22 the f inal 
time has really come and the kingdom is in fact received by the Saints, 
the central group of Da v i i who are not mentioned here or anywhere 
else in the Gospel of Mark or the teaching of Jesus. Mk i,15 does 
not claim or need direct dependence on an OT text. I t is a summary 
statement of the centre of Jesus* teaching as Mark saw i t . Dodd*s argument 
therefore does not merely f a l l short of proof; i t should certainly 
1* C.H.Dodd, According to the Scriptures (1952), p.69. 
2. C.H.Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (^196l). Of.e.g. W.G.Ktlmmel, 
Promise and Fulfilment (ET ^196l), especially pp.19-25: H.fUdderbos, 
The Coming of the Kingdom (ET 1962), pp»36-4.7; R.Schnackenburg, God's 
Rule and Kingdom (ET 1963), pp.77-86. A f u l l discussion must unfortunately 
be regarded as beyond the scope of this thesis* 
be rejected. 
At Mk i i . l O the influence of Da v i i is found to be fundamental 
by Farrer, as i t was by Tertullian."^ He begins by misstating what he 
calls the "lexicographical sense* of '*Son of Man* which according 
to him means *the coming bearer of Adamic rule". Ve have seen that 
this is erroneous* He goes on to denigrate the use of "lexicographical 
method* in terms which strongly suggest that he is incapable of handling 
the philological evidence.. *What we want to know is not this lexicographical 
sense of »Son of Man> but Christ's doctrine of the Son of Man*. That 
he had one is in dispute and may not be assumed; that i t was unrelated 
to the sense of l / i X is not a useful presupposition. Dismissing 
the study of Galilean Aramaic "We can make do with a more economical 
supposition, that the apostles were the masters of i t . In that case 
we may credit them with knowing when Christ was speaking of Hhe Son 
of Man' (in inverted commas) and when he was not." The repetition of 
this anachronism does not explain why the evangelists could not use 
a normal Greek phrase, nor does i t demonstrate that the apostles were 
as a matter of fact so closely associated with the writing of the 
Gospels in Greek that they could prevent shifts of meaning from taking 
place when the material was translated from one language and culture 
into another, *0r are we to be told that this dialect was so r ig id 
as to make i t physically impossible for any speaker of i t to refer with 
sufficient clarity to Daniel's phrase? Surely that cannot be meant; 
for the seventh chapter of Daniel was sometimes (we must allow) read 
i n the Galilean synagogues, translated into the vernacular by the 
targumjst....* Really7 What did the targumist do? Drop his alephs? 
1. A.M.Farrer, A Study in St. Mark (1951), pp.267-75: Tertullian, 
Adv.Mc.IV,10, discussing Lk v .Zi . Of. supra, pp.l9il-5, 
2. Supra, pp. 51-2. 
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Of course a speaker of f i r s t century Galilean Aramaic could easily 
have referred with sufficient clarity to Daniel's phrase. He could 
for example have said something l ike this: 5 X U J^ Q l l ^ t H K l 
. ^^np U6nTl ^{JlDi^l "HldP XiPl HiDl 'i^ l'Ti TifiK O J 
But the question which Farrer has obscured is not whether a f i r s t 
century Aramaic speaker could have referred xrf.th sufficient clarity 
to Daniel's phrase, but whether he could have done so in such a way 
that the sentences which he spoke could be tranf^lated into Greek in 
a normally comprehensible nianner to produce Gospel sayings which we 
now possess, complete with the phrase c uios Too dV/uj?tOTTou, 
This is a more d i f f i c u l t question which cannot be decided without 
proper appreciation of the philology involved and an attempt to actually 
reconstruct some of these sayings in Aramaic as near to f i r s t centiury 
Galilean Aramaic as we can get. I t w i l l be argued that in order to 
refer with sufficient clarity to Daniel's phrase, an Aramaic speaker 
had to make i t clear in the context that he was in fact intending such 
a reference, and that this might eiqjlain Mk xiv.62 but cannot explain 
Mk i i . l O . 
In search of a "deeper meaning" Farrer asserts the direct dependence 
of Mk i i . l O on Da v i i . "'The Son of Man hath authority upon earth' puts 
together the most important phrases of Daniel v i i " . Why e^oocru ( l^^V) 
should be regarded as more important than [2«I<3-I\£M. ( JTl^^P) and 
more important than ] ^ \ \ Farrer does not explain: 
this indicates his unDanielic perspective. Verbal contact between the 
two passages is not sufficient to indicate l i terary dependence* o u^oi 
Tou dvO^ooTTOu is not obviously dependent on WliX 
U o^s ^vy^uTTou ) not so much because i t differs from 
/,7B 
i t (the difference might be explicable i f i t is a deliberate reference, 
as in Mk x i i i . 26 , xiv.62) but because ^ i X H i--^ such a comraon 
Aramaic term for *man'. The use of f^ooo-fdi in Mark is different 
from the use of in Da v i i , as Farrer virtually recognizes 
in seeing the need to argue that the Danielle authority includes 
authority to forgive sins. His argument is unconvincing. He appeals to 
''the equation drawn between the authority of God and the authority 
of the Son of Man, or of the Saints, on this earth** We may overlook 
the difference thus skated over between the Danielle 
and 0 \)\os -fou otv/W(?u>TVoo because ancient exegetes including 
Mark could actually overlook i t . But Farrer's formulation is s t i l l 
misleading. In Da v i i the authority of God is only equated with the 
authority of the Saints (or, when vii.13 is messianically interpreted, 
the authority of the man-like figure) in the sense that the authority 
of the Saints to rule in their kingdom is the divinely given authority 
of God, not in the sense that the Saints are given other aspects of 
God* s authority, such as forgiveness of sins* Farrer then proceeds 
to vs 22. " I t may be that the true meaning of Daniel's Aramaic is not 
'judgement was committed to the Saints' but 'judgement was given 
i n favour of the Saints'. This may very well be, but the Enochian 
Similitudes, the Septuagint, St Paul and St John in the Apocalypse 
agree in the other view, and we may safely suppose that St Mark would 
be on their side*" Farrer does not stop to demonstrate that these 
authorities took that view; we have seen that i t is not demonstrable 
i n any one of them, so that Farrer's suppOidtion is anything but safe, 
" ^ t t i n g Daniel's several statements together we get the result; 
the divine authority over the earth, and especially the divine authority 
i n judgement, is given to the Son of Man," We do not get anything of 
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the kind: even i f Da vii .22 were held to mean judgement was put in 
the hands of the Saints (which i t does not), that would not make the 
man-like figure the judge. But the f ina l blow i s s t i l l to come. "Now 
i f the divine authority of judgement does not consist in the remitting 
and retaining of sins, in what does i t consist? Daniel says he 
confers i t on the Son of Man". This theological statement is not to 
be found in the Danielle text at a l l t in Da v i i the authority given 
to the Saints is that of exercising rule in their kingdom, and i f 
anyone thought that in vs 22 they were given the function of Judgement 
( i t has not been shown that they were or that Mark thought that they 
were), i t s purpose would be the annihilation of the fourth kingdom, 
not the forgiveness of sins. 
Thus we are l e f t as connecting links between Mk i i . l O and Da v i i 
the term "son of man", too common to function as such and the matter 
at issue, and the earth. I t is not sufficient. But the matter cannot 
be settled without the uncertain labour of reconstructing an Aramaic 
sentence that Jesus might have spoken and which might have given rise 
to Mk i i . l O : one might suggest the following; 
. K ^ l K |^X13n XVAX 1 1 . Which son of 
man? I t is not only that there are not sufficient markers in the context 
of the sentence to supply the automatic answer "the one in Da v i i " , 
though i t is important that there are none at a l l , cannot do i t , 
and i f one were to reconstruct to Farrer's hope, XWX. 
would not do i t either, because the authority, or abi l i ty , in this sentence 
is different from that of Da vi i .14. Moreover the constant exegesis of 
the western tradition places the giving of this authority to the man-like 
figure after he has come on the clouds at the eschaton, not while Jesus 
was on earth. The variant of Cyprian gives i t to him after the Resurrection, 
The Syrian tradition brought Jesus i n at Da v i i . l 3 - l A only bu means of 
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an exegetlcal device altogether absent from the New Testament. Thus 
Farrer's view involves the invention of a unique exegesis of Da v i i 
which was fundamental to Jesus and then quite forgotten. That i s not 
a point in his favour. 
Farrer attempts to avoid i t by digging out yet a third level of 
meaning. "The enthronement of the Son of Man w i l l impose the public 
recognition of an authority already spiritually actual, the authority 
to forgive sins; and I t is this authority that Christ exercises here 
and now". Mark did not say this; as so often, the attribution of profundity, 
of pattern, of the umpteenth layer of meaning, is but an excuse for the 
abandonment of a l l reasonable criteria of assessment. I t is a l l the more 
plausible and misleading for i t s general approximation to genuine Marcan 
christology, so that one can almost forget that Mark is supposed by 
Farrer not merely to believe this, but to believe i t as exegesis of Da 
v i i . Moreover Mark normally ascribes authority to Jesus without the use 
of the term "Son of man", and Matthew at least knew that the authority 
to forgive sins could be exercised by other men too (Mt ix .8) .^ 
Finally, K ^ I K ^ . The Marcan m rr^s yi^ js defines the sphere 
of the act i n question; i t i s the same place as Da v i i (though i t does 
not occur in v i i . l 3 - l i ^ ) , the same place as most of the OT and the same 
place as the whole of daily l i f e in the time of Jesus; in short, i t does 
not point to Da v i i in particular. 
I t is therefore to be concluded that there was no reference to Da 
vii.13 in this saying: Mark has given no sign that he suw any such reference 
either. Moreover i t may be suggested that the Aramaic reconstruction 
which I have proposed makes excellent sense of a different kind.^ 
Mk vi l i .38 is a more widely canvassed, and indeed more reasonable 
1. Cf. G.Vermes, Jesus the Jew (1973), pp.68-9,180; inf ra , pp.577-8» 
2. P.M,Casey, op.clt.s in f ra , pp.577-8. 
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suggestion. I t is normal, and right, to see Mk vi i i ,38 as a further 
development of Lk xii .9/ /Mt x.33. exTAi^^vJvBt^ and £Tr^i<r^ov6yjr£T-tc 
go back to the Aramaic 1 0 0 , whereas ( ^TT) jLpVoO -^'^ ^ translates 
so that there has been bifurcation in the Aramaic tradition. 
The Marcan version is right in having o O^ os TOU jvBpuTTOu 
representing an original l ^ i K ^ H , ^ This means that the original 
saying had nothing other than the term V \ K to l ink i t with 
Da v i i . l 3 , and this cannot be regarded as sufficient to demonstrate 
a connection. The question then is whether- Da vii .13 has been used 
in the secondary development of this saying oTotv tsr S^^^ 
TOO TT^T^s JLuTovj £^T,A Ttov oiyytKuv Tuv at yio\^ . 
We shall see that Mk xi i i .26 and xiv.62 provide evidence of the western 
Christian interpretation of Da vii.13 of the parousia of Jesus. This 
is the interpretation which is required here. Thus general condderations 
favour the possibility of an allusion, and this is supported by the 
detailed description. ^\9rj could represent T^j]X s ^ ^ ^ ' [ j recalls 
n ' j ) ^ ! , and angels must be presupposed as the subject of ^7)13^1)?) 
(as explicitly in Midr Ps 21,5). The decisive factor is the collocation 
of 'son of man' and 'coming', Jesus was expected to come according 
to New Testament writers whose work, we have seen, shows no trace 
of the use of Da v i i : see 1 Cor iv .5 , xi.26, 2 Thess i . lO , Heb x.37 
(Hab i i . 3 ) : likewise the day of the Lord ( l Thess v.2), God ( Jude U ) , 
even jbt ichris t ( 1 Jn i i . l 8 , iv .3 ) . Similarly the Acts of the j^ostles, 
where we shall find no clear or conscious trace of Da v i i , refers 
1 . J.Jeremias, Rew Testament Theolo^. vol I (1971), p.7 n,2, 
2, On i t s originality, cf.e.g,Fh,Vielhauer, m 60 (1963), p.1^2. 
3» So e.g,. G.Vermes, Jesus the JeV (1973), pp.18^-5: more circumspectly, 
("Dan 7,13f. bzw. apokalyptische Tradition") H.E-.T9dt, Per Menschensohn 
i n der synoptischen gberlieferung (1959), p«41» 
to the coming of Jesus (Ac i . l l ) , and the coming of KAipo\ iv/p(.v'U^€iOS 
when he w i l l be sent (Ac i i i . 2 0 ) . Hence the Marcan expansion of a reference 
to Jesus at the Knd with a reference to his coioing is not surprising. 
But the Gospel examples have a peculiarity. In the synoptic Gospels, 
where influence of Da vii,13 is certainly to be found at Mk x i i i . 26 
/ / ^ t xxiv.30//l.k xxi.27 and Mk xiv.62/Alt xxvi,64., i t is invariably 
O mos ToO iyGj?U5TrOU who w i l l come, and there are no 
less than five further examples; Mt xx iv .U /A^ xi i .40, Mt x.23, 
xvi,28, xxv,31, Lk x v i i i . 8 . There is one exception, whose origin is 
easily traced. At Mk x i i i .35 , OOW o ' U T £ ^/jip \roT£ o 
KUp\os TfjJ oVus C^ ^^ tTotL , we are clearly dealing with the 
application of parabolic material, and i t is from the parable that 
the expression O Ksj^ tos -xt^ i^\\L\^% comes. This i s also 
the source of Mt xxiv.4.2, so that the Matthean c Ksj^ io5 U^^v 
tjO^lT^i. has i t s origin in parabolic material. This is the only 
exception to the general rule that in the synoptic Gospels a l l statements 
which say with reference to the parousia that Jesus w i l l come take 
the form of saying that the Son of man w i l l come. 
The fourth Gospel is different. In this Gospel there is no certain 
trace of Da v i i at a l l , and nowhere is i t said that the Son of man 
w i l l come. Mostly, i t is true, i t is the Paraclete who w i l l come anyway, 
but there are a few passages where Jesus says tp^D|J<4L of his 
return ( Jn xiv,3, 18, 28, xxi.22, 23). The consistency of these 
sayings is very striking. I t must be deduced that the collocation 
1. Cf. J.Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus (ET ^1963), pp.53ff; 
J.A.T.Robinson, Jesus and His Coming (1957), p.141. 
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of o vj^ os -roZ iv6(7UTroo and e(»yo^<tt has a specific 
origin. This collocation cannot be explained by any particular feature 
of the Aramaic language. I t is not a grammatical item at a l l . Two 
of the eight synoptic examples certainly are dependent on Da v i i . l 3 , 
where they have turned into 0 mo& T^O JvBpiJTTOU 
and taken up TlM with f^^OpJL . I t follows that Da vii .13 is 
the source of a l l these statements that the Son of man w i l l come, 
Mk x l i i , 26 , xiv,62 provide indubitable evidence of midrashic use of 
this text. I t is possible, that a l l the other examples depend on this 
midrashic use, and i t is possible that Mark was not aware of the influence 
of Da vii,13 at Mk v i i i ,38 , that is to say, i t may be that the influence 
of Da vii .13 was indirect,^ Whether this influence of Da vii.13 was 
consciously f e l t is d i f f i c u l t to decide. But i t is clear that Da vii,13 
really did exercise this Influence, and this is an is^ortant finding 
for this investigation. Furthermore, we have noted that Mk viii ,38c 
is an e3q)ansion of a Son of roan saying of which a more original version 
is to be found at Lk xii.9//4l"t x.33. But the term 'Son of man' was 
m the original saying, whereas ^C)(*^ »^^ ^ Therefore the 
expansion of this saying with influence from midrashic use of Da vii .13 
was the work of the early church, not of the historical Jesus, and 
this midra^lc use of Da vii.13 in this particular saying is demonstrable 
only at a stage of the saying's development other than that at which 
the e:q)ression O u^os Tou jx/G^^TTou originated i n i t . 
Matthew omitted the f i r s t part of Mk v i i i .38 , no doubt because 
he already had Mt x.33 from Q. But he retained the secondary addition, 
with a fresh beginning to include the Son of man; ^(XXtL \ p p o 
otos TOO AvQ t^^ TTOu epj^wSxc ev T7 ^^^^ T O ^ 
1 . I t i s classified as an example of indirect reference to Da vi i .13 
by Vermes, op.cit , , pp,178-9, 18<i-5. 
t r ^ r ( ? O S ^UToO ^ t r i Ti3v l^|^f^k^v » ioTOU (Mtxvi.27). 
Then in true midrashic fashion he added a quotation from Ps l x i . l 3 . 
One cannot be certain whether he recognized any allusion to Da vi i .13. 
Lk ix.26 is an abbreviated version of Mk vi i i .38 with minor modifications. 
Here too i t is impossible to say whether the author saw any allusion 
to Da vii,13 in his Marcan source. 
Mk ix,12 explicitly refers to the Old Testament for the suffering 
of the Son of man, and Moule, taking up an earlier reference to Da 
TLi,21, argues that Da v i i is the Scriptural passage referred tos 
the suggestion has been f u l l y worked out with reference to a l l the 
suffering Son of man sayings by M.D.Hooker,''' I t is not acceptable, 
in the f i r s t place because, as we have seen, there is no suffering 
Son of man in Da v i i : the imagery of this chapter is inconsistent 
2 
with the idea that the man-like figure suffers. Moreover, we have 
found no ancient exegete who thought there wad a suffering Son of man 
3 
in this chapter. This removes the basis for Moule's conjecture, 
Gaston has suggested that Mk x.4.5 is a correction of Da vii.l4.»^ 
1. C.F.D.Moule, "Prom Defendant to Judge - and Deliverer", BSNTS I I I 
(1952) = C.F.D^Moule^ The Phenomenon of the New Testament (1967): 
M.D.Hooker, The Son of Man in Mark (1967): also C.K.Barrett, Jesus 
and the Gospel Tradition (1967), pp.41ff, 
2. Supra, pp,i;6-9, 69-71. 
3. On this theory see further infra , pp. 54-3-6. 
Mk ix.l2 hardly makes sense in i t s present position, and for this 
reason i t is the only Son of man saying which I think may really have 
been misunderstood. Perhaps i t was originally a general statement, "And 
how is i t written of a man( ^JK ^*1), that he is to suffer many things 
and be rejected!« The background is the contemporary theology of martyrdom: 
the f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegesis w i l l have allowed this to be seen i n 
many OT passages. Jesus said i t for i t s relevance to Elijah s John the 
Baptist, This suggestion makes the underlying Aramaic coherent. A translator 
misunderstood i t because he was accustomed to Son of man sayings referring 
to Jesus: i n i t se l f this one makes sense l ike that too, 
4. L.Gaston, No Stone on Another (1970), pp.395, 401-2. 
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CorrecUon of the book of Daniel is not, on the face of i t , a probable 
line for Jesus to have taken, so that i f Gaston's hypothesis is to be 
accepted, clear evidence is required that Da vii .14 is in fact being 
referred to, but this is just what Gaston has fai led to supply. The 
sense of S\*(K0V<^6j^Vikt suggested by the context in Mark is 
hardly that of Da v i i aA , and the tense of shows that, i f 
i t were understood in the normal sense of and referred 
to Jesus' coining to earth for his earthly l i f e , i t could not refer 
to the DfiK of Da vii»13 as i t was understooi when we know i t was 
used, that i % as a reference to the parousia of Jesus. I t is therefore 
to be concluded that Da v i i . l A was not in mind* 
The dependence of Mk x i i i .26 on Da vii.13 is universally recognized. 
The occurrence of the Christian term o "oios T O O Jv6j?OTroo 
is not consistent with the view that this verse was part of a Jewish 
apocalypse taken over by Mark. This view, motivated by theological 
rather than historical considerations, is based on arguments which are unsound 
of method,^  As well a:^  this Christian term, Mk x i i i ,26 has SpJ^o^evov 
( T j j l ^ ) and £v v£^f\^t\S , Its dependence on Da v i i . l 3 is therefore 
clear. In view of this, i t is natural to suppose that SuVot^jUS 
and Sc^rjs also reflect \il^W of Da v i i ,U»^ Iv V£(^e\dt\s 
picks up • Too much should not be made of the change 
from l i 3 to tv when formal conciderationi? are brought into view* 
Mk x i i i . 26 is not a translation of Da vii ,13, but part of a new apocalyptic 
! • In particular the demonstration that an item of belief wa£ Jewish 
does not show that i t was not Christian: the contrary assumption has 
the function of making early Christiejiity as unJewish as possible 
and the effect of rendering i t s origins inexplicable. On the background 
to modern dissection of Mk x i i i , see the siirvey of G.R,Beasley-Murray, 
Jesus and the Future (1954). 
2» So e,g, Gaston, op,cit . , p.33 and n,2. 
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work in which creative use has been made of Da vii.13 to form a new 
piece of Christian material. \JLl^t\^{S means more or less 
the same as * i i ^ * " U ^ ; where creative re-use of a text is in question, 
greater precision is not to be expected, especially i f the new work 
was written in the f i r s t place in Greek. Subsequent Christian interpreters 
were quite happy to interpret Da vii,13 as the par^usia of Jesus 
when they read ix^! , ^irl or a variety of other prepositions. 
The position of £V ve^AeLis after cpj^ii'^e.Vov helps to 
make i t clear that the clouds are the vehicle for the Son of man's 
journey. 
One aspect of the interpretation of Da vii.13 implied by Mk x i i i .26 
is easy to recover; the man-like figure has been interpreted as Jesus, 
This much is a straightforward example of the western Christian tradition. 
Other aspects of the interpetation of this verse are bound with the 
question of i t s authenticity. I f Jesus said i t , he said i t in Aramaic. 
A reconstruction should therefore be atte^npted; 
The main, problems here are the use of X V / i X . " ) I L and the likelihood 
of there being any Aramaic background to 0\^ OVT »^. , The d i f f i cu l ty 
with X W A X . is that i t is an ordinary Aramaic term for 'man', 
so that the f i r s t question that would arise on this sentence being 
heard would be "which son of man?" A feasible answer might be "the 
one in Da vii.l3"« 
In the f i r s t place, l e t us suppose that Jesus held the original 
corporate interpretation of the man-like figure in Da vii ,13, a possibility 
made more reasonable by the demonstration that this interpretation 
of the man-like figure was known among the Jews at the time of Jesus."*" 
1. Supra, pp,318, 361-2, 
This interpretation of Mfc xiii.26 is however improbable. Da vii .13 is 
not suitable for midrashic use l ike this because of the obscurity of 
the resulting statement.^ That Jesus meant this would not be clear to 
anyone. I t is significant that there are no comparable Jewish examples, 
despite the fact that this interpretation of the man-like figure was preserved 
right through the rabbinical period. Of the two examples of the use of 
Da vii.13 interpreted l ike this is Jewish mldrashim, one, Midr.Ps,21,5, 
is due to the apparent contradiction with Jer xxx, 21: this kind of 
problem was indulged in by the static bibliolatry of the well developed 
rabbinical tradition, and is alien to the early Christian tradition. 
The other example, Tanch.Tol.20, uses Da v i i . l 3 because i t is the only 
OT passage that can offer support for the identification of in 1 Chron 
l i i , 2 ^ as the Messiah, Secondly, i f Jesus held and used the corporate 
interpretation of the man-like figure, and did so in sayings which were 
remembered and written down in the Gospels, i t s absence in the western 
Christian tradition would be very remarkable. Thirdly, the context is 
against this view. The subject of i'^too-riXt'c at the beginning of Mk 
x i i i ,27 Btust be a person. An Arsjnaic version might have continued |^ ~11C1 
The subject of 
would have to be God. I t i s possible that the assumption that i t must be 
God who would gather the elect was so strong that this could be done, 
but the suddenness of the change of subject perhaps adds cumulative 
weight against the hypothesis under consideration. Moreover, i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to see how Da vi i ,13 could be f u l f i l l e d in this sense when the elect had 
not yet been gathered. Finally the uniform misinterpretation of the term 
K W X ^3. in the traditions which culminated in the Gospels would 
be d i f f i c u l t to explain. These same reasons forbid the conjecture that 
this is an early Christian midrash using the corporate interpretation 
of the man-like figure# 
Im Supra, p,318. 
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Let us next suppose that this saying goes back to Jesus and that 
he interpreted the man-like figiire as himself. I t must f i r s t be noted 
that this is linguistically sound only i f XViK "^1 in this saying really 
is a reference to Da vii.13-1^.'' ' This assumption is not d i f f i c u l t , because 
of the niunber of contacts between these two passages, but i f Jesus is 
the subject of vs 27, he should have reverted there to the f i r s t person 
singular, and i t is just this which he so strikingly never does. However 
i t is s t i l l possible that vs 26 is a genuine saying, and that Jesus was 
so confident of the assumption that i t was God who would collect the f a i t h f u l 
that he could proceed to vs 27 without explicitly stating the subject 
of n^l/^ ( .^ xTOT-r^ XtX ) . A second objection to the authenticity of 
this saying is that Jesus never expresses his belief in his return in 
any other way. This raises the larger problem of this whole group of 
sayings, and we shall return to i t . For the time being, i t is to be noted 
that, so far, detailed arguments against the authenticity of this saying 
under^ t^ood in this sense" have not been decisive, A further possibility 
is that this is a genuine ssiying in which Jesus referred to the coming 
of a messianic figure other than himself. This possibility ie excluded 
by the fact that he did not believe in the advent of such a figure,^ 
The next possibility to consider is that the proposed Aramaic reconstruction 
is sound but that i t originally formed part of an early Christian 
1. G.Vermes, Jesus the Jew (1973), p.183 would regard the saying as 
sound Aramaic on the ground that ){V\K l U i s a circumlocution for 
' I ' ; but his description of the important evidence which he collected 
cannot be regarded as satisfactory. Al l Aramaic examples of this idiom 
are general statements as well. Therefore, unless special circumstances 
are created by use of a Scriptural text, my reconstruction of Mk x i i i .26 
is not sound Aramaic when XVAK 13. is understood as a reference to the 
speaker, because i t is not also a general statement. V. P.M.Casey, op.cit . ; 
inf ra , pp.$71ff. 
2. Infi-a, pp, 560-1, 
3. The contrary impression is derived only from Son of man sayings. For 
the explanations of this, infra , pp. 560-1, 584.. 
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midrash done in Aramaic, interpreting the man-like figure as Jesus, 
From the point of view of the Arajuaic, the saying is now sound provided 
that this is seen as a nddrash deliberately using the terms of Da vii,13# 
I t has so much in common with Da vii ,13-1^ that i t is not d i f f i c u l t 
to see i t l ike this. The change from 
is not d i f f i c u l t to accoimt for once i t is remembered that this verse 
is a new creative work, BaniaL might have seen Jesus looking ' 'like 
a son of man", but as a result i t could be said that people would see 
"the son of man" (sc, the one whom Daniel saw): there is no need to 
repeat the characteristically visionary ^ because the people of the 
last days would not have a vision of Jesus at his parousia, they would 
actually see him coming. Verse 27 could proceed in the third person 
because everyone knew that Jesus was the Danielle son of man just referred 
to, or alternatively on the assumption that the subject must be Grod, 
The articles in T W KMV TOO avftpuTtOu are then to be esplained 
as a function of the translation of the material into Greek,. Even 
i f the difference between the absolute and emphatic states of the 
Aramaic noun was breaking down, i t i s probable enough that the emphatic 
state would be used in this sentence, and the natural tendency of 
a translator to use the Greek articles for rendering i t would be reinforced 
by the fact that he knew he was referring to a definite person.^ General 
support for this view of Mk x i i i ,26 comes from the fact that a Sitz 
im Leben in the early church can be found for this whole group of sayir^s*^ 
Moreover there are some reasons for believing that this midrash 
was f i r s t constructed in Greek, I f this could be demonstrated, i t 
would be a decisive reason for attributing this saying to the early 
1 . Cf, P,M.Casey, op.cit . j inf ra , pp» 576-7, 579-80, 
2. Infra, pp.. 555-61, 
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church rather than to Jesus. The f i r s t is ov^(iVT-i.e . Though this 
is a satisfactory translation of |\tn* , i t s appearance here might 
be considered somewhat coincidental, because i t also occurred in a 
non-Septuagintal version of Zech xi i . lO in midrashic use in the early 
church, or at least in an early church raidrash which had OV>0VTJ.L 
in i t as a translation from Zech x i i . lO . This occxirs in i t s simple 
form in the Gospel which shows no certain trace of Da vi i ,13, at 
Jn xix,37, o'l^ouTAi £U ov €^£K^Tir^a-^v . I t recurs 
in modified version as 6V|I£TI1-V , with the Semitic impersonal giving 
way to the specification of a general subject, at Rev 1,7 TT s^ 0<)&^\^OS 
VtA O^Ttv/es i<uTC>V f ^ l u / v / T t ^ T J ^ ^ / (though X and a 
y 
few other Mss read 6vbo\/T«*. L , and the reading should be taken 
seriously). I t is striking that here i t is joined midrashically to 
Da v i i . l 3 ^\io\J ^pY^"^-^^ p t T J T*Jv vc^tkuy/. Also o^£T«tc 
( or oiboVTdtv ) gives word-play with ^0^1)0^1^^ quoted with 
1 ^ 
Da vii,13 from Zech x,10-12 at Rev.1.7. ovyovTA*. also occurs with 
the certain allusion to Da vii.13 at Mk x i i i .26 , and Mk xiv,62 has 
0 \ | ) £ T ^ £ introducing what is certainly a mldrashic combination, 
as i t clearly depends on Ps cx.l as well as Da vii . l3» Mt xxiv,30 
expands Mk x i i i»26 , and this ea^ansion includes a certain quotation 
from Zech xii.10-12 Ko^o»^T^«. TTJO-JLL A <^o\A ^?js 
Thus a l l certainly conscious allusions to Da vii,13 in the New Testament 
are certainly to be found in midrashic combination with other OT allusions; 
! • Cf. supra, pp#4.50-2# On this and other aspects of this argument, 
cf. especially K.Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus (1967), 
pp,175-85. 
2»This point must not however be used on i t s own to stand historical 
argument on i t s head; i f another reason for oi^loVTdt in Mk x i i i , 2 6 
could be found, Mt xxiv,30 could show only that Matthew found here a 
suitable point for the introduction of Zech x l i . l O f f , not that Mark 
must have had i t in mind. 
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and a l l have either a c i t a t i o n from Zech x i i . l O f f or are introduced 
v i t h odi^VTflli. or oAjttrB^* I t i s therefore rather probatle that 
2ech x i i a o f f i s the source of t h i s word. This ej^ilains very simply 
why Mark has changed from the second person address of the discourse 
of Mk x L i i to the (Semitic) impersonal p l u r a l of x i i i , 2 6 - i t was l i k e 
t h a t i n the midrashic source. The consistency of the use of cv^o^AL 
suggests that t h i s midrash was done i n Greek, and shows that the version 
of Zech x i i . l O f employed was not the LXX, which represents 
with err i |jX tUovT^i t . 
However, i t i s d i f f i c u l t to f e e l that t h i s argument has been raised 
to the l e v e l of proof. od^O^-i*. i s not a rare word, and the number 
of occurrences here i s perhaps not too great f o r the Marcan examples 
to be independent. Belief i n the return of Jesus was widespread i n the 
early church, and the conclusion that people would see him at the 
End i s not a surprising one. I f the sayings are genuine, a similar 
view may s t i l l be taken of Mk x i i i . 2 6 , and i n addition 
at xiv«62 would have made a very dramatic threat. I t i s not improbable 
that T l l n should be rendered with OV^C^AL i n both these sayings. 
I t should perhaps be concluded that the introduction of both Mark*s 
certain allusions to Da v i i . l 3 with c>l|>o^ J.t strongly suggests the 
influence of an early Christian midrash done i n Greek, but does not 
demonstrate i t , 
Glasson i s outstanding among scholars \ho have t r i e d to show that 
1 , Jewish use of these two texts i s not relevant here, because i n the 
l a t e Jewish sources which use them both they are not organically 
connected, and the use of Zech x i i . l O l i k e t h i s appears feasible 
only i n Judaism at a time somewhat l a t e r than the New Testament period, 
Cf supra, pp. 440-1, 451, 
Mk x L i i . 24.-7 as a whole i s dependent s p e c i f i c a l l y on the LXX version 
of the Old Testament and therefore originated i n Greek. His attempts 
to show that i t i s the LXX rather than the MT which i s i n mind are 
not always convincing even according to his own standards of judgement, 
and a major d i f f i c i i l t y to which he pays i n s u f f i c i e n t attention i s that 
of demonstrating that the OT passages suggested r e a l l y were i n mind 
i n any version to the extent that p a r t i c u l a r words must be derived 
from them. Thus Glasson argues that Mk x i i i . 2 5 Oi- «^ crtEj)£S €<rovT<^L,.. 
TTiTTTovTes , Jl*- oUVJi^tvs Ai IV ToiS COpd.V0\S i s dependent 
of I s xxxiv^XX. But i t i s not verbally i d e n t i c a l with the LXX, and 
the sentiment i s r e a l l y found i n the Hebrew: 
gives the only item f o r which lel xxxiv,4, i s a unique OT source.'^ 
At x i i i , 2 7 Glasson and others see dependence on Zech i i . l O LXX. Seitz 
put the argument clearly: "In i t s present form t h i s appears to be the 
creation of a Hellenistic community, rather than a deposit from Palestinian 
t r a d i t i o n , since the Hebrew of Zech i i . l O says nothing of gathering 
but only of scattering", "For Hebrew ^'^S}^, ^ i l V ^ S LXX reads 
o-uv^^U) o^as , an al t e r a t i o n of the o r i g i n a l which penoitted i t s 
2 
midrashic combination with Dt.30:3f". But the LXX did not arise out 
of t h i n a i r , and the p o s s i b i l i t y that i t s authors and the early Christians 
were dependent on a version that read ^fi96 ) < Q-^ftl/D A l D l l 
cannot be excluded.Moreover the LXX t e s t i f i e s to a reasonable i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the whole passage of Zechariah which Jesus and early Aramaic-speaking 
Christians may have shared. Another d i f f i c u l t y i s that of showing that 
1. T.F.Glasson, "Mark x i i i and the Greek Old Testament", Exp T LXIX 
(1957-8), pp.213-5: cf. L.Hartman, Prophecy Interpreted (1966), pp.156-7: 
R.T.France, Jesus and the Old Testament (1971), pp.255-6, 
2. O.J.F.Seitz, Stud Ev H (1973), TU 112, p.4B9. 
3» So Beasley-Murray, op.cit,, p. 2^ 47. 
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Zech i i . l O was i n mind at a l l . The gathering of the elect has been 
a standard Jewish b e l i e f from the OT period onwards. iTncro^-<yiJ 
i s a reasonable enough term f o r es^ressing i t . The four winds are 
so common an item that i t can hardly be asserted that TUJV Tscrtr-flt^uv 
> / ^ ^ ilVt^JWV must come from here. I f OT o r i g i n for €TH<5-ov.LS^ti 
i s sought, other plausible (though uncertain) sources can be found. 
I f the four winds are not derived from Zech i i , 6 ( i i . l O LXX), the 
gathering can easily be taken from Dt xxx.4 ( " ^ ^ I j ^ ^ j LXX <TUV(^^f^ ) • 
Zech x i i . l O probably l i e s behind o V|;O\/T-L». r midrashic use of Zech 
xiv.5 has been plausiblt^ suggested as an OT source of the angels i n 
Mk x i i i , 2 7 . ^ Ancient exegetical method, Jewish and Christian a l i k e , 
would not be above finding the gathering at Zech xiv.2 
Q^\)^p( accurately K^ t^ fiT\^u\^i|Jw TUVT^ t O v f ] )% 
Mark's Tooi £KAIKTOUS oiOTou i s then but in t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
Thus i n the absence of clearly decisive evidence of verbal i d e n t i t y 
( t h i s caveat i s important, because the reasons why the argument of 
Glasson and others has not achieved proof are p r a c t i c a l as well as 
t h e o r e t i c a l ) , t h i s view founders on two factorst the p o s s i b i l i t y of use 
of a Hebrew OT text l i k e that underlying the LXS, and the p o s s i b i l i t y 
that the OT passages suggested were not d i r e c t l y i n mind# 
France has t r i e d to show that on the contrary the MT has been 
used rather than the LXX, but his argument i s unconvincing f o r much 
the same reasons. For example^ he asserts that Mark translates the 
MT n i K ( I s x i i i . l O ) by T o ^ l y y o s ^ut5)S (Mk xiii.24) 
as against LXX Vc> <|>0s ^ u T ^ i , but his reference to Joel i i . l O 
neatly undermines his assumption that i t must be I s x i i i . l O t h a t 
<|>£yyox i s derived from,^ I t i s moreover possible that early Christian 
!• E.g. Hartman, op.cit., p.156, 
2. France, op.cit,., p,242 and n.lO: s i m i l a r l y R.H.Gundry, The Use 
of the Old Testament i n St. Matthew's Gospel (1967), pp,,51-2. 
exegetes irfio read the Old Testament i n Hebrew put together t h i s mldrash 
i n G^eek. I n generaly there i s nuch t r u t h i n the eominents of Haenchen: 
"Mk hat nicht bestimmte a t l . Texts als ganze aufgenommen und unverlndert 
i n die Schildenmg der Endziet e i n g e s t e l l t . Vielaehr: eine ganze 
Fttlle a t l . und spatjfldischer Vorstellimgen i s t lebendig und v i r d ohne 
Jede Bindnng an den Buchstaben - o f t auch ohne Rtcksicht auf die 
Bedentung Im nrsprtbiglichen Zusanuaenhang - benutzt. Diese c h r i s t l i c h e 
Schriftgelehrsamkeit f o l g t dem A.T. nicht sklavisch; die c h r i s t l i c h e 
Geaelnde steht innerhalb einer lebendlgen Tradition, die fiicht ein 
starres Dogma i s t , aondem eine sehr vandlungsflhige (die Offb beviest 
das) und von vielen Erlfahrungen bestimmte Erwartung*.^ Hence i n Mk 
xiii,2i4-7 only Da v i i . l 3 i f f recoverable i n a straightforward manner 
complete with the exegetical t r a d i t i o n which i t f i t s i n t o j and a reasonably 
probable reminiscence of Zech x i i . l O emerges only from a complex study: 
but the majority of words which can be derived from one p a r t i c u l a r 
bibLical te x t could also be derived from another, the reason f o r t h i s 
being that t h i s i s an exafl5>le of creative use of the b i b l i c a l t r a d i t i o n , 
not commentary on b i b l i c a l texts. 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that the argument that Mk xiiw24.-7 
i e dependent on the LIX, though plausible, i s not decisive. The suggestion 
that t h i s midrash was written i n Greek has to r e s t on Mk x i i l . 2 6 . 
Another aspect o f the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . l 3 i n Mk x i i i . 26 
which has been auch discussed i s the direction of movement. The answer 
to t h i s problem is that the movement i s dovnvards to the earth, and 
the event i s the parousia of Jesus. The whole of Mk x i i i up to t h i s 
point takes place on earthj even the heavenly phenomena of xiii.24.-3 
may be seen from an earthly point of view: the subject of ov|Jo\/T^ <. 
1* E.Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu ( ^ 9 6 8 ) , p. 450. 
are people i n general, who must be assumed to be s t i l l on earth. I f 
the Son of man then comes, he must come i n t h e i r d i r e c t i o n , as he can 
i n a l l sayings about his coming. This corresponds to early Christian 
b e l i e f about the return of Jesus. Jeremias suggests that Mk xiii»27 
points i n the opposite d i r e c t i o n , ^ but t h i s suggestion i s unconvincing. 
F i r s t l y the subject o f otTToo-TfkcT ( f l ^ U ^ * ) ma^ be God: secondly 
since Jesus does not habitually send out ang^s to gather the elect 
I n the Gospels, ve have no adequate reason f o r siqpposing he must be 
i n heaven rather than on earth when he does so i n Mk x i i i * 27. But the 
main thrust of the argument against seeing the parousia at Mk x i i l * 2 6 
i s based on misinterpretation of Da v i i . l 3 and a determined refusal 
to a c c ^ t the nature of Jewish and early Christian exegesis. I t would 
not matter I f i n Da T i i . l 3 the movement had been towards, since early 
Christian exegetes who believed i n the parousia of Jesus could so easily 
have interpreted i t d i f f e r e n t l y . I n f a c t , however, the movement i s 
downwards i n the o r i g i n a l Danielle t e x t , and t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n was 
preserved by boidi Jews and Christians, of ^om the l a t t e r saw here the 
parousia of Jesuss the view that h i s exaltation I s portrayed at Da v i i . l 3 
i s an offshoot of the normal vestem Christian t r a d i t i o n f i r s t attested 
by Cyprian. Thus the Gospel int e r p r e t a t i o n of Da v i i . l 3 as portraying 
the parousia of Jesus merely represents the beginning of the western 
Christian t r a d i t i o n , and i t constitutes a s i i ^ l e development of the o r i g i n a l 
t r a d i t i o n i n which the movement was already downwards to the earth, 
a development paralleled I n the messianic i n t e i p r e t a t i o n of t h i s t e x t 
by the Jews. 
Since p a t r i s t i c times, some exegetes have arguefi that the reference 
1 . J.Jeremias, Sew Testament Theology, vol.1 (1971), pp#273-4» 
2. at. H.K.McArthar, nCark 3dv.62«, filS 4 (1957-8), ppa56-8# 
i n Nk r l i i . 2 6 i s to the f a l l of Jerusalem, not to the parousia at a l l . 
This suggestion, involving as i t does the assumption that a straightforward 
statement of one event •really'* means quite a d i f f e r e n t one, i s indeed 
v o r t h j of an ancient exegete rather than a modem scholar, but i t s periodic 
recurrence i n modern scholarship means that we must examine i t * 1 
recent presentation of t h i s view has been provided by France.^ 
„ f 
France begins by l i m i t i n g T ^ t u r ^ TTJLVTA i n the introductory 
question of vs i( to the destruction of the Temple predicted i n vs 2« 
This i s u n j u s t i f i a b l e , and when he refers to the moreobvious suggestion 
that T^Gra x^Ji\JTj. also refers to the "eschatological consummation", 
his argument that " I n the Marcan context t h i s seems improbable* assumes 
his r e s u l t . He then suggests two reasons why the events of vss 5-13 
should be taken to be "preliminaries to the f a l l of Jerusalem, not to 
the Parousia". The f i r s t i s that "the \jhole section i s couched i n terms 
of what his actual hearers are to witness and experience, the second 
person being used throughout". But t h i s i s p e r f e c t l y conpatible w i t h 
the view that at l e a s t some of his hearers would see the parousia* 
France's second reason i s the close l i n k with the following section, 
but while the following section i s i n t e l l i g i b l e as events leading to 
the f a l l of Jerusalem, i t contains nothing which i s not equally i n t e l l i g i b l e 
as the time o f distress before the End, France's view that p u t t i n g forward 
reasons f o r seeing these verses as preliminaries to the f a l l of Jerusalem 
actually demonstrates that they are not preliminaries to the parousia 
depends on one of the conclusions he i s t r y i n g to reach, namely that 
the parousia does not occur at the same time as the f a l l of Jerusalem, 
France goes on to argue that vss 14.-23 "then describe the events 
connected with the siege of Jerusalem but without describing the actual 
1 . lUT.France, op.cit., pp.227-39. 
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f a l l of the c i t y . This leads one to e3qpect a further section ^ c h 
w i l l co05>lete the prophecy by stating that the c i t y w i l l actually 
be destroyed, and mentioning the significance and effects of t i l l s 
destruotion"* But the foundation of France's e:q}ectation i s a dogmatic 
b e l i e f i n the authenticity and accuracy of Jesus' predictions so strong 
that he e:]q)ect8 the Karcan prophecy to read l i k e some pedant's account 
of the event w r i t t e n a f t e r i t . Mk x i i l i s a prophecy w r i t t e n before 
Jorasalem was destroyed,^ !Rils i s s u f f i e i e n t to remove the grounds 
of France's e3q>ectations* Mk ziii«5ff i s an apocalyptic piece whose 
contents cannot be governed by the separate question of vs 2. France 
has done nothing to show that the t r i b u l a t i o n s of vss 14-23y a widespread 
feature o f the apocalyptic schema o f the period before the end, must 
lead up to the destruction of Jerusalem rather than the parousia* Vss 
19-20 are especially characteristic o f conteaporary prophecies of the 
End. France's further assertion that T ^ C T ^ -rvdvr^ i n vs 30 
must r e f e r to the f a l l of Jerusalem because t h i s expression d i d so i n 
vs 4» i s too r i g i d a description of the general eaqoression which iBuet 
be governed t y the preceding verses and cannot be allowed to govern 
thea^ and i t f a i l s because he did not i n f a c t succeed i n demonstrating 
that t h i s was the reference i n vs 4, His view that Tf^s ^^ Ep«^ s sKftvrjs 
i n vs 32 cannot be one o f £KtTv<ic J-t ^yt^Ji^ (vss 17,19,24) 
i s quite a r b i t r a r y t vs 32 does indeed mention the single day o f the 
parousia rather than a l l the days leading up to and including i t , 
but to fasten on the e3q)ression by means of which t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n 
i s conveyed and c a l l i t "new* when i t i s the singular of the eacpression 
!• This i s s t i l l disputed by some scholars, bat I take the usual viewi 
cf . e.g. G.R,Beafiley-.Marray, Jesus and the Pature (1954), pp»244-6. 
2. Cf. Beasley-Murray, op.cit., pp.260-1. 
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already used i s merely to carry t h i s a r b i t r a r y featxire i n t o the l i n g u i s t i c 
description. As throughout his book, the real ground of France's eacpectation 
I s the conclusions which he seeks to reach* He has simply f a i l e d to 
set jxp the view that the f a l l of Jerusalem must be described i n vss 
a^-?. Mark had already mentioned i t i n vs 2, and i t i s not obvious 
that he would f e e l a need to repeat himself at a mundane l e v e l . Whether 
the f a l l of Jerusalem i s described i n vse 24.-7 must be discovered by 
examining the text of these verses* 
I n dealing with vss 24-7 France employs the same method as he used 
i n dealing with the whole of Mk x i i i , taking f i r s t vss 24>-5 and using 
them to set up an e ^ e c t a t i o n that vs 26 would refer to the f a l l o f 
Jerusalem, But his t r e a t m ^ t of these verses i s very unconvincing. 
He f i r s t of a l l notes, accurately enough, the OT phrases of which 
these verses appear to be made up, and then says that i n OT prophecy 
these phrases *are used to describe especially p o l i t i c a l disasters, 
and the destruction of c i t i e s and nations"* This i s misleading because 
of i t s assumptions that predictions which involve the day of lahweh 
as well as p o l i t i c a l disaster were f u l f i l l e d i n the sense intended 
by straightforward p o l i t i c a l disasters, and that Jesus, Mark and t h e i r 
conten5>oraries must have been aware of t h i s . I n f a c t France has simply 
read the conclusions which he wishes to reach f o r Mk x i i i * 24.-5 s t r a i g h t 
i n t o his in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the OT passages,^ so that h i s argument i s 
a form of concealed c i r c l e * He then asserts that Jesus* use of such 
language i s intended i n the same sense as a prediction of national 
disaBter(s). This does not follow a t a l l . There i s nothing "consistent* 
about r e s t r i c t i n g the application of Jesus' words to t h e i r OT sphere 
of reference, because the OT sphere of reference has been misleadingly 
stated and because i n the intertestamental period i t was common to 
1* Cf, Beasley-Mnrray, op.cit* , pp*170, 201-2* 
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describe new events i n OT language. Any attempt to use OT language 
to describe the parousia of Jesus was bound to r e s u l t i n some s h i f t 
of use of OT phrases because there i s not r e a l l y any OT description 
of the parousia of Jesus, but t h i s does not constitute a good reason 
fo r supposing that the parousia of Jesus could not be described i n OT 
terms, which i s the necessary e f f e c t of arguing that the OT phrases 
must be used according to France's idea of consistency, France further 
ignores the use of t h i s imagery i n contemporary apocalyptic w r i t i n g s , 
an omission of relevant evidence that would be remarkable i f i t were 
not s t i l l distressingly common* What would he make of 1 SQ Ixxx, 
IV Eara v*4ff? The destruction of Ife? 
I n f a c t the c e l e s t i a l portents of Mk xiii,24-5 might i n t e l l i g i b l y 
have been used by a wri t e r of t h i s period to lead up to a description 
o f either the f a l l of Jerusalem or the parousia of Jesus or both, and 
the only ray to f i n d out what they lead up to i s to turn to vs 26, 
Here we f i n d a prediction that the Son of man, correctly assumed by 
St* Mark and by France alike to be Jesus, w i l l be seen coming i n 
clouds with great power and glory, A blunter b r i e f description of the 
parousia would be d i f f i c u l t to provide, but i t i s not enough f o r 
France, who refers to his discussion of Da vi i , 1 3 as showing "that 
i t s keynote i s one of vindication and exaltation to an everlasting 
dominion, and that the 'coming* o f vs 13 was a coming to God to receive 
power, not a *descent' to earth",^ But the second of these points i s 
incorrect, and the f i r s t , though accurate enough as f a r as i t goes, 
does not mean that any act of vindication and exaltation can be fathered 
!• France, op * c i t , , p.235, r e f e r r i n g to pp.l69-71j the l a t t e r discussion 
makes no new points, and ignores the absence of an in d i v i d u a l from 
the angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n Da vii,17-27j f o r a more accurate view 
of Da v l i * 1 3 , siq>ra pp#46-7l. 
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on DaniaL or Mark. I t i s not surprising that when the point i s so 
generally described, i t i s the point of the allusions a t t r i b u t e d to 
Jesus, but that does not t e l l us act of vindication and exaltation 
to an everlasting dominion i s being described. France then asserts 
that nowlMre i n Jesus' use o f Da v i i , 1 3 (France assumes the authenticity 
of the relevant sayings) was t h i s verse interpreted of his coming 
to earth at the parousia. But his discussion of t h i s i s very unconvincing. 
F i r s t l y h i s discussion of Mk xiv,62 argues, following Glasson and others, 
that Jesus was r e f e r r i n g to his immediate exaltations t h i s i s unconvincing,^ 
and France seeks to support i t by arguing that " i t i s reasonable to 
assume that Jesus used Daniel 7:13 i n i t s intended sense unless there 
i s evidence to the contrary*: but the mere f a c t that the man-like 
figure i s interpreted as Jesus instead of as a symbol of the Saints 
of the Most High, and \jCo^ JLVSpiOTTOu altered to o U^os 
Too ivG[7U)fTou , i s very straightforward evidence to the contrary. 
France continues •also by the word o*>'£<r^ £ ('you w i l l see'), which 
i i ^ l i e s that those s i t t i n g i n Judgement over Jesus w i l l i n f a c t witness 
the 'coming', i . e , that i t vill occur within t h e i r l i f e t i m e * . But, 
as an argument against a parousia reference, t h i s only j^pears plausibLe 
to France because he assumes that the prediction of Mk xiv,62 i s 
correct, a view which he everywhere assumes and nowhere demonstrates. 
I t i s the same argument that he used at Mk x i i i , and i t i s especially 
unconvincing i n dealing with a verse i n iMch the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
Da v i i , 1 3 a t t r i b u t e d to Jesus i s not correct. Moreover, France's admission 
that some allusions to Da v i i . l 3 are eschatological makes i t necessary 
f o r him to distinguish d i f f e r e n t uses of Da v i i i n texts which are 
very similar, so that the coming o f the Son of man can r e f e r both 
!• I n f r a , pp. 504--? t c f . France, ppJ.40-2, 
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to Jesus' exaltation immediately af t e r the Resurrection, and to the 
culmination of the same authority i n the f i n a l judgement (Mt xi3u28, 
xxv,3l)» I t I s much sin5)ler to suppose that the predictions of the 
ooBing of the Son of man refer uniformly to the parousia. I n his 
discussion o f other allusions to Da v l i . l 3 , France constantly makes 
reference to his discussion of Mk x i i i . 26 to show that they too r e f e r 
to the f a l l of Jerusalem.^ Thus his assertion i n his discussion of 
Mk xii i . 2 6 that there are no references to the parousia i n Jesus* 
other references to Da v l i . l 3 merely cos^letes a ci r c u l a r argument. 
Moreover his viev that the f a l l o f Jerusalem i s referred to involves 
a t t r i b u t i n g to Jesus and to Mark an exegesis of Da TLi.l3 unexampled 
i n ^ e material under reviev. 
France concludes the main part of his argument hy declaring *Uhere 
Jesus used the symbolic language of the Old Testament, i t i s perverse 
to look f o r a l i t e r a l application of his words". Where Jesus (or the 
early church) took the symbol of the man-like f i g u r e and c l e a r l y 
interpreted i t as a description of Jesus, c mos -r^G ivQptoTTou^ 
some such s h i f t i s singly demonstrated, and i t i s not i n the l e a s t 
perverse to observe t h i s and apply i t to the r e s t of the verse, a view 
Bsplj confirmed by the continual usage of the Christian West, and by 
a large section of Jewish exegesis too, which saw i n Da v i i . l 3 the 
coming o f the Messiah. France's whole argument consists i n the detailed 
and c o ^ l e x implication of the blunt assumptions with i M c h he began, 
much assisted by misinterpretation of Da v i i . l 3 i t s e l f . At Mk x i i i . 2 6 
t h i s has l e d him to deny the p l a i n meaning of the Scriptural te x t 
whi(^ he l i k e s to suppose that he venerates. The whole New Testament, 
Gospels, Acts, EJjistles and Revelation a l i k e , t e s t i f i e s to b e l i e f i n 
!• France, op.cit. , passim, e.g.p,l-40, discussing Mk v i i l . 3 8 and 
Mt X.23. 
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the return of Jesus, an event often referred to as his coming. I n the 
synoptic Gospels, the influence of Da v i i . l 3 has caused t h i s to be 
described as the coming of the Son of man. I t i s perverse to assert 
t h a t t h i s must mean a quite d i f f e r e n t event, which the evangelists 
could easily have described as the f a l l of Jerusalem, Thus France's 
arguments are quite unconvincing. The more straightforward i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of Mk x i i i , 26 as a reference to the parousia of Jesus should be preferred. 
F i n a l l y , Mk x i i i , 2 6 i s best understood as a l i t e r a l rather than 
as a f i g u r a t i v e description of the parousia. This p l a i n meaning of the 
t e x t has often been controverted by exegetes who wish to follow Jesus 
and yet are so f a r removed from his Weltenschauung that they must pour 
scorn upon a picture of the l a s t times which was cer t a i n l y held by 
some of his contemporaries and may have been shared by him. But there 
are no d i f f i c u l t i e s i n a l i t e r a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , as long as d i f f i c u l t i e s 
are not in^orted from an alien culture, Jesus was believed to be i n 
Heaven above, and he was expected to come, Mk x i i i , 2 6 simply states 
that he w i l l come, that his coming w i l l be powerful and glorious 
( to early Christians i t could hardly be otherwise), that his mode of 
transport would be a standard one f o r t h i s purpose,"^ and that people 
would see t h i s great event. This i s indeed s t r i k i n g , but scholars 
who cannot believe i t should place Jesus and Mark f i r m l y on the side 
of t h e i r comrades who can. The symbolic nature of the Danielle t e x t 
should not be urged against t h i s , Ihe man-like figure of Da v i i , 1 3 
i s placed clearly within a symbolic vision which i s followed by an 
angelic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n : i n the Markan t e x t he has been replaced by 
the t i t l e 0 u t o i T^u iv&ptorvou , which Mark understood as 
1 . Cf. i n f r a , pp.504, 535, 542. 
2, So e.g, P.Carrington, According to Hark (1960), pp.283-4. 
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a designation of a very concrete person, Jesus of Nazareth* This i s 
straightforward evidence that at le a s t the central item of Daniel's 
symbolic vision has been interpreted l i t e r a l l y , and the natural assuii?>tion 
that the r e s t of the description has been interpreted i n the same 
way i s the only consistent one. 
I t i s therefore to beooncluded that Mk x i i i * 26 i s one of the e a r l i e s t 
examples of the western Christian t r a d i t i o n of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
Da v i i , 1 3 . Some of the evidence surveyed suggests that i t i s not an 
authentic saying but the r e s u l t of early Christian exegesis, f i r s t 
conqposed i n Greek* This evidence h&s not however been found decisive, 
so that before any f i n a l decision about i t s authenticity can be reached, 
the r e s t of the use of Da v l i , 1 3 i n the Gospels must be surveyed. 
Mt X3d.v,30 i s a much expanded version of Mk x i i i * 2 6 , ToCJ 6op.<vo0 
i s added as i n Da v i i , 1 3 , and for ev ve<|>£Xi<.u , Matthew has 
STTi T o v v£^Xi3^ , as i n the LXX of Da v i i * 1 3 * I t should be 
deduced that Matthew was aware that t h i s was a reminiscence o f Da v i i , 1 3 
and that, l i k e Mark, he belonged to the western Christian t r a d i t i o n 
of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h i s verse. The man-like figure i s Jesus, and the 
scene i s his parousia* This i s immediately preceded by a quotation 
from Zech x i i . l 2 . This i s the same text used with Da v l i . l 3 at Rev i,7, 
and t h i s constitutes prima facie evidence of an early Christian testimonium,^ 
otj^o u r . i l , as well as Da v i i , 1 3 i n the Marcan t e x t , w i l l have reminded 
Matthew o f i t and caused him to add the t e x t from Zechariah. I n Mt 
xxiv,30a Matthew has another Son of man saying. I t f i l l s out his pic t u r e 
of the parousia, but there i s no further specific reference to Da v i i . l 3 * ^ 
1 . Supra, pp,450-2, 289-91. 
2. On i t s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , T.F.Glasson, "The Ensign of the Son of 
Man (Matt* ni?.30)<», JThS XV (196-4), pp.299-300* 
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Lk xxl.27 i s a f a i r l y accurate reproduction of Mk x i i i . 26. There 
i s one s t y l i s t i c alteration, TToXXT^ r being moved to a new position 
after SG^'^S . A second alteration i s more interesting} v£<^ £\oii5 
has become ve^eXij » This i s clearly intended to look forward to 
Ac i.9-11, and i t suggests that Luke did not regard the doud as 
symbolic. I t represents a move away from the Danielle text. I t may 
be seriously questioned whether Luke perceived any connection with 
Da v i i . l 3 . Lk xxl.27 suggests that he was thinking only of a prediction 
of the parousia of Jesus, not of Da vii.13 at a l l . 
Mk xiv,62 i s the second passage i n the Gospels which clearly uses 
Da v i i . l 3 . Here again we have TOV U\OV TOG ivOp '^Trotj and 
\^^\^tvov t this time we have also |j£Ta T<2v V£<^£\uJv rcO 
OUpdvoG , a l i t e r a l and accurate rendo-lng of the Aramaic identical 
to that of Theodotion. Thus the allusion to Da vii.13 i s somewhat 
more precise than at Mk x i i i . 2 6 , Of i t s e l f , this does not show that 
either allusion i s secondary to the other. Developments both towards 
and away from the Danielle text are detectable i n the parallels i n 
Matthew and Luke, and either could have taken place i n the pre-Marcan 
tradition: Jesus, anonymous early Christians and Mark alike could have 
created two similar pictures of the End which vary i n their detailed 
use of this text. The interpretation of Da vii.13 which i s presupposed 
i s the same as that which l i e s behind Mk x i i i , 2 6 : Jesus i s the man-like 
figure, and the scene i s his parousia. ov|y£(3"6£ i s interesting as 
a possible reflection of the same raidrashic use of Zech xii.10-12 
as i s found at Mt xxiv.30. Rev 1.7.^ Here we certainly have midrashic 
combination of Da vii.13 with Ps cx.l, a well-used OT text i n early 
Christianity, An Aramaic reconstruction can be provided; i t shows 
1. Supra, pp« 450-2, 489-91, 503. 
2. D.M.Hay, Glory at the Right Hand. Psalm 110 i n Early Christianity (1973). 
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no features that make an ^amaic o r i g i n a l unbelievable: 
,)l^W Q y , I f the position of ^ J l ^ a \ i s found 
odd, i t i s not d i f f i c u l t to explain. 3 L J I ^ K ^ ^ ^ ) ^ goes together 
because i t i s based d i r e c t l y on Ps cx.lj now that i t i s no longer 
i n l^e f i r s t person some gloss such as X A ^ I H V i s required, 
and has been placed simply at the end. R ^ ^ r j ^ ^ V^v 
i s reminiscent of the I»XX K J B O U Ss'^tuv ^jou because 
botii are based on the same Hebrew texts t h i s cannot constitute a 
satisfactory argument that t h i s was f i r s t done i n Greek. o^lS"©^ 
i s the only word that this could be b u i l t on: i t i s perhaps not s u f f i c i e n t 
on i t s own, though i t i s s t r i k i n g . I t i s therefore to be concluded that 
t h i s t e x t i t s e l f does not allow us to make a f i n a l decision as to whether 
i t e midrashic combination of OT texts was f i r s t done i n Aramaic or 
Greek. 
Several scholars have argued that i n the Marcan text as i t stands 
the reference i s not to the paroueia of Jesus but to his Ascension* 
The fundamental a t t e s ^ t to demonstrate t h i s i s that of T.F.Glasson, 
and he has received strong exxpport from J.A.T.Robinson.^ (ILasson begins 
by asserting that i n Da v i i . l 3 the man-like figure does not descend, 
but he simply assumes that the Ancient of Days must be i n heaven, and 
we have seen that t h i s i s Incorrect. He proceeds on the assun^tion 
that Jesus must have followed the o r i g i n a l exegesis of Da v i i . l 3 . 
1. T.F.dLasson, The Second Advent ( •The Reply to Caiaphas 
(Mark nv.62)», NTS 7 (1960-61), pp.88-93: J.A.T.Robin3on, Jesus and 
fa^s Coming (1957), pp.^3ff. 
2. Supra, pp.40-41y U* 
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There i s no reason to suppose that he did or did not do so i n any instance 
T i n t i l the evidence of the p a r t i c u l a r case has been exajnined, and i n 
t h i s instance the hypothesis that he did so would have to suppose 
that he interpreted the man-like figure as a symbol of I s r a e l , Glasson 
admits that the early church " l a t e r , i n defiance of the o r i g i n a l context* 
interpreted Da v i i . 1 3 of the parousia. The Church used the same general 
eiegetical principles as Jesuss what they did, he might have done: 
the evidence mast be examined to see whether he did so or not. Glasson 
then asserts "The meaning of Jesus' reply would therefore seem to be 
that although He was about to be put to a shameful death He was r e a l l y 
entering upon his reign.* This assertion, together with the texts 
he quotes i n support, i s simply remote from the text of Mk xiv.62. 
The need f o r i t has been p a r t l y produced by dasson's presuppositions 
concerning what eschatological beliefs may be deemed appropriate f o r 
the Son of God, but also p a r t l y r e s u l t from his view that the coming 
i s a coming to God. I f t h i s i s the case, a straightforward i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the verse becomes impossible, since Jesus patently cannot come 
to God either at the same time as, or shortly a f t e r , he i s already 
s i t t i n g at his side. This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y clear i n the discussion 
o f Robinson, who goes on to state that •Such spatial terms are, i n 
any case, only an accommodation of language, and i t i s f i n a l l y of no 
significance whether man i s conceived as coming to God or God coming 
to man",^ I t may not be important to Robinson qua theologian, but 
i t i s very inqportant i n getting the meaning of Mark r i g h t , and i t was 
very important i n enabling Robinson to i n t e r p r e t Mark f i g u r a t i v e l y . 
Glasson next argues that Mk xiv.62 o r i g i n a l l y contained an esqjression 
•from now". The only manuscript evidence f o r t h i s that Glasson could 
U J.i.T.Robinson, Bxp T LXVII (1955-6), p.339: op.cit., pp.50-51» 
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c i te was the single Ms of the s ina i t ic Syriacs he and his supporters 
subsequently added one Ms of the sahidic version, and they night have 
noted a sahidic lectionary. This evidence i s extremely veak, and i t s 
weakness i s ai^>lified by Origen'is assertion i n his comfflentary on Mt 
xxvi»64 that Mark has no such expression. The "agreement* between 
Matthew and Luke which i t isheld to explain i s i l lusory , because 
gt'dJ^^Ti should be read at Mt xxvi.64» The s inai t ic Syriac i n 
fac t reads and Streeter was perfectly correct to assert that 
this cannot be dismissed forthwith as assimilation to Mt xrrl.Si. and 
Lk xx i i .69 , since the Syriac of both these verses has 
The poss ib i l i ty that i t i s a translation made from a Greek Ms that 
had been assimilated should perhaps not be altogether ruled out, but 
where a single Syriac Ms i s i n error i t i s siii?)lest to look fo r mechanical 
error i n Syriac. At Mk xiv.63 the s inai t ic Syriac reads 
a scribe*s eye may have jumped from bybomoioteleuton 
thus causing him to insert ^^ ^^ XXS) at xiv«62y and this vUl have been 
smoothed over into the present text. As for the sahidic, *from now 
on* i s read by 108 and m «^ The e:qpression which they use i s identical 
to that employed by this version at both Mt xxvi.64 and Lk x x i i . ^ , 
and i s absent from other witnesses at Mk xiv.62. 108 i s to be dated 
i n the second mlllenium, m to the fourteenth century.^ I t should 
be dear that this i s a genuine case of late Mss assimilating to 
Matthew or Luke, a not uncommon phenomenon i n la te Mss* Finally (ilasson 
gives no satisfactory account of the oidssion of these words fi-om a l l 
other manuscripts, including those known to Origen, and i t i s indeed 
! • In f r a , pp» 512-3* 
2. B.H.Streeter, The Four Gospels (1924), p.321. 
3» The Coptic Version of the New Testament i n the Southern Klalect 
(7 vols, 1911-24)J the dates of the Mss are given i n vol I I I , S,John 
(1911), pp»378, 382, 383. 
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d i f f i c u l t to see how any such explanation could account for the lack 
of similar textual interference with Mt xxvl»6A, 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that the text of Mark should be 
l e f t intact , and that the need to alter i t i s only the most obvious 
defect i n the theory of Glasson and Robinson. Mark xiv,62 makes excellent 
sense as i t stands. At the time of the parousia people on earth, including 
those condemning Jesus, w i l l see him s i t t i ng at the r igh t hand of 
God and coming to earth with the clouds of heaven. His Ascension i s 
assumed, but not mentioned. That he w i l l have been s i t t i n g at the 
r ight hand of God for a period of time i s also presupposed, but what 
i s actually stated i s that at a particular moment i n the not too distant 
future they w i l l actually see him s i t t i ng there ( i t may reasonably 
be assumed that the heavens w i l l open fo r this purpose), andjthen coming 
with the clouds. I t i s not suggested that they w i l l see him s i t t i n g 
there as soon as he arrives there, so that even i f the parousia i s 
delayed, a lengthy interval between them seeing him s i t t i n g and seeing 
him coming i s not prest^posed. On the contrary, though he w i l l be seen 
s i t t i n g , the text implies that they w i l l not have recovered from the 
shock of seeing him s i t t i ng at the r ight hand of God before he comes 
with the clouds of Heaven. 
Perrin has t r ied to show that there was an ascension t radi t ion 
of interpretation of Da v i i . l 3 developing from an interpretation of 
the Resurrection i n terms of Ps c x . l : he finds evidence of this at 
Mk xiv.62, though he does not think that this was Mark«s interpretation 
of i t . He says "we must seek a factor i n the Christian t radi t ion which 
could be the occasion for the development of the conception of Jesus 
'coming with the clouds' as Son of man, and we claim that the only 
factor su f f ic ien t fo r this pfirpose would be an interpretation of the 
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resurrection as Jesus having ascended to heaven as Son of man. I n other 
words, there must be a moment i n the Christian t radi t ion where the 
resurrection of Jesus i s interpreted i n terms of Dan.7:13*.^ This 
i s not convincing. We may need an interpretation of the Resurrection 
of Jesus involving or culminating i n his ascension to heaven, i n order 
to get him coming back on the clouds. But we do not need him going 
up «as Son of man* at a l l , nor do we need him going up i n terms of 
Da v i i . l 3 . We simply need him going up: af ter which he can be brought 
back i n terms of Da v i i . l 3# I t i s only because Perrin has fed this 
interpretation i n at the beginning of his discussion that i t comes 
out at the end; )sy his own confession there are no examples of i t . 
His hypothesis that i t did exist at an early stage encourages him 
to use very low standards of proofs "Of course, we may expect to f i n d 
only traces of such a moment". He then finds i t behind Mk xiv.62. 
•This i s an allusion to both Dan 7sl3 and Ps 110:1, and, taken by 
i t s e l f , i s evidence that the resurrection of Jesus has been interpreted 
i n t e n s of both these texts: i n his resurrection Jesus i s understood 
to have ascended to God's r igh t hand (Ps 110:1) as Son of man (Dan 
7 t l 3 ) . Let i t be noted that there i s here no parousia reference; were 
i t not fo r the 'you w i l l see' which comes before, and the eopl ic i t 
parousia reference which comes af te r , also alluding to Da v i i . l 3 , there 
would be no h in t of a parousia, only of an ascension, i n the ' . . .Son 
of man s i t t i ng at the r igh t hand of power' of Mk l^:62a.'» The trouble 
with this i s that we have no reason to think that Mk xiv.62a ever 
existed separately: ov^'£6-6g and xiv.62b do actually occur i n the 
text as we have i t . There i s no evidence here that the term ''Son of 
man* or ig ina l ly occurred i n exegesis of Ps c x . l . In Greek there i s 
1 . H.Perrin, op . c i t . , pp,175-'6. 
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no particular reason why i t should, and Perrin's truncated version 
of Mk xiv.62 would not make satisfactory Aramaic. I t i s the combination 
of Ps cx.1 with Da v i i.l3 and the introductory ov^ttrGa, with the 
natural result that the object of ov^ i ! r6 i has been put before t\< 
S-L l^Cov KoL^/j|^£VOV T/^S %0\/d^ii^S , which has produced 
the Son of man s i t t i ng on the r igh t hand of Power. Here, as everywhere 
else, Tov UIOV TOO oiv/ypurrou . . . . EpYo^Jevov i s evidence 
of the western Christian t radi t ion of interpretation of Da v i i.l3 of 
the parousia of Jesus and not of anything else* The exaltation i s 
e:q)ressed i n terms o f Ps c x . l . The term o U\bs -rou c^vypuiTTou 
can be integrated into i t because Mark regarded i t as a designation 
of Jesus. This could have been done In a pre-Marcan Aramaic version of 
the cofl5)lete verse, as suggested abovej here K V i K i s a deliberate 
reference to Da vii.l3« As i n the current Markan text however, i t only 
has Jesus up there, i t does not have his going there i n terms of 
Da v i i.l3* I t has him t^} there and then coming to earth i n terms of 
Da viU.3. I f Da v l i.l3 i s interpreted of the parousia, the exaltation 
of Jesus i s implied, because he must be exalted before he can come 
with the clouds. I t i s then useful to have another OT text which portrays 
his exaltation, and Ps cx . l performs this function excellently. So 
fa r from providing evidence that Da v i i.l3 was interpreted of Jesus' 
exaltation, Fs cx.1 functions very well as a coii5)lement to Da v i i.l3 
interpreted of his parousia. 
There i s therefore no need to si^pose that there was any l ink ing 
OT passage connecting Ps c x . l and Da v i i.l3 and now no longer mentioned. 
Fss v i i i and Ixxx are the commonest suggestions,^ l>ut perhaps the best 
i s the succeeding verses of Ps ex. I t i s not i n any way improbable 
1 . E.g. A.Gelston, "A Sidelight on the Son of Man", SJ2>.22(1969), 
pp. 189-96» W.O*Walker, J I L 91 (1972), pp.487-9. 
2. J.W.Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics i n the Synoptic Gospels and Acts 
(1954), pp . l52f f r 
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that any exegete considering the interpretation of Ps c x . l would move 
on to the subsequent verses, and several coincidences can be noted, 
with \^tru 0-00 ^ f i ^ recalling the g i f t of ^ ^ ^ i ^ to the 
aan-like f igure i n Da vii .14. , and TviSv oiyicov corresponding to 
the multitude of Daniel's angels} moreover imconscious reoiniscence 
of SuvdL^ioiS an exegete who had jus t read i t twice i n Ps cx,2-3 
could be the immediate cause of the choice of i t as a circumlocution 
of God# In any of these forms the suggestion of a l ink ing passage i s 
not i n any waj unjewish nor, on the face of i t , generally unlikelyt 
i t i s simply vacuous* The Joining together of Ps cx«l and Da vli«13 
can be explained on grounds of their content and the requirements of 
early Christian exegesis, and the explanation i s con^lete without 
these fur ther sxiggestions, none of which can be sa t is factor i ly ver i f ied* 
The question of the authenticity of this saying i s d i f f i c u l t . 
The iramaic original which I have proposed makes satisfactory Aramaic* 
The use of K^^K ^ 1 i n i t i s not quite normal, i n that i t i s a 
self-reference i n a statement which i s not a general statement,^ 
but this divergence from the norm is acceptable as long as this i s 
a deliberate use of an Old Testament texts X V A K ^3. became a 
self-reference only when Jesus applied an OT text to himself, antjthere 
could not be grammatical reagons for him not to do th i s . Therefore 
this divergence from the norm i a the use of >^VAK i s the kind 
of new use of words which occurs when native speakers of languages 
create new sentences a l l the time, and cannot be held against the authenticity 
of the saying. This does however exclude the poss ib i l i ty that Mk xiv,62a 
alone i s authentic, because the end of the verse i s necessary i n order 
to make dear a reference to Da v i i . l 3 , but i t does not exclude 
Im Supra, p»i$S n . l . 
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the authenticity of the whole verse. o\^e(r0? can be brought against 
the authenticity of this sayings as we have seen i n our discussion 
of Mk x i i i . 2 6 , i t strongly suggests, but scarj:ely proves, that this 
i s the deposit of midrashic ac t iv i ty which was carried out i n Greek. 
However, i t i s s ignif icant that Jesus' return i s spoken of i n the synoptic 
Gospels only i n terms of the Son of man coming, and when the remaining 
evidence of the use of Da v i i.l3 i n the Gospels has been surveyed, 
general considerations w i l l be brought to bear against the authenticity 
of this saying, 
Mt xxvi.64 has two interesting alterationsj ^ t r i i s changed 
to iTTi , the same Septuagintal alteration that Matthew made at xziv.30« 
Here, as there, Matthew knew that he was dealing with Da vii,13. Of 
the alterations at the beginning of this verse, the one that might 
a f fec t the interpretation of Da v i i.l3 i s the addition of jTr«ij?T. , 
meaning "certainly". This standard Greek word gives excellent sense 
i n the context. Matthew took over Mark's expectation of the parousia 
of Jesus withih a generation, and here he adds emphasis to Jesus' 
prediction of i t . The usual reading of Mt xxvi.64 with ATT^  
"from now onwards", does not make good sense at a l l , because a prediction 
beginning a^Tt ov^^Q^l must be followed by a continuous 
state, not a single event, as the object o f the vision. The f i r s t 
clause can be made to conform to this (though not without some d i f f i c u l t y ) , 
especially i f i t s meaning i s assimilated to that of Lk xx i i .69 , but 
i t w i l l not f i t the coming on the clouds of heaven, vrtiich i s a single 
event, not a continuous state. Hence many exegetes, reading JTT* I'pTc , 
can indulge i n "f igurat ive" meanings remote from the text of Matthew, 
and go on to argue that i f this can be shown to be the meaning of 
Mt xxvi.64 i t can hardly be denied for Mk xiv.62.^ I t i s better to 
1 . E.g. T.F.Caasson, o p . c i t . j J.A.T.Robinson, op .c i t . Another factor i n the 
rejection of IxUpri may weH be that Debrunner's proposal of i t was 
combined with a speculative tiieoryt^n. Neot. 11 (19^7), pp.45.9. 
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keep to tile s t ra i^ t forward meaning of text , which enables us to 
l i n k i t up i n the simplest possible way both with Matthew's in tens i f ica t ion 
of the primit ive eschatology and with the interpretation of Da v i i . l 3 
elsewhere. Matthew interpreted Da v i i . l 3 of the parousia of Jesus, 
j u s t as Mark before him. We should not attempt to assimilate Matthew 
to Luke, who made more radical alterations and did i n fac t mean something 
d i f f e r w i t . I t follows that th is i s d i f fe ren t from Mk xiv.25 and paral le ls , 
where Matthew and Luke both agreed with Mark but independently wrote 
better Greek of the same meaning, irr* oi^ pr* from Matthew and i x r o 
TOU vuv from Luke (the l a t t e r possibly from another source)* 
Ilk ix i i .69 omits K A £fyo^£Vov y t r ^ rCiv/ V£<|ijXSv T"O3 
oupjLVOvj altogether; i n place of HOIL o^)^o-b^ i t has d-TTo 
TOO Vuv^  0£ ECTToiv. . "Die Umwandlung der Vorlage i s t zielslcherj 
Die Angeredeten sehen den Menschensohn nicht; daher wird die entsprechende 
Mo-Anssage gestrichen. DafOr wird nun ein Dauerzustand beschrieben**^ I t 
i s the present exaltation of the risen Christ which i s described. Luke 
can retain the term o uvos. Too otVupwrrou because to him 
i t i s a t i t l e of Jesus, but his omission has removed a l l def in i te trace 
of Da v i i . l 3 * Here i n Lk xxi i .69 we have a text i n which the presence 
of thettera o o^os Tou Jv/fepwTOU i s ultimately doe to 
Da v i i . 1 3 , but a l l trace of this dependence has been removed by Luke*s 
edi tor ia l ac t iv i ty : this process may have gone on elsewhere. Once Luke 
decided that the present exaltation of the risen Christ was to be referred 
to, Da v i i . 13 had to go: this would not have been the case i f Luke 
thought Da v i i . 13 referred to the Ascension* I t s removal i s however 
not a sign that Luke did not believe i n the parousiat he expected 
Jesus to return at length i n a cloud (Lk x i i . 4 0 , x v i i i . 8 , xxi*27, 
! • H*Conzelmann, Die Mitte der Zeit { % 6 3 ) , p.l07 
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Ac i . 9 ) . But af ter Mark's mistake, as Luke w i l l have seen i t , and the 
lapse of time, he concluded that mention of the parousia was not 
appropriate at this point. Thus nothing could be fur ther from the t ru th 
than Manson's assertion about Lk xxli.69: "Nowhere i s i t more clearly 
revealed that Jesus has found i n Daniel v i i . l 3 the ultimate key to 
his fortunes, the clue to his mysterious engagement to bring his 
nation to God".^ The Lukan version cannot be authentic because, devoid 
precisely of pointers to Da v i i . l 3 , i t w i l l not make reasonable sense 
i n Aramaic at alls i t must be a secondary alteration, and I n that al terat ion 
the reference to Da v i i . l 3 was deliberately removed* With his alterations 
to Mk i i i i,26 and xiv.62 Luke achieved the omission of direct reference 
to Da v i i . l 3 i n his Gospel. I t i s ten^^ting to conjecture that this 
i s because he did not interpret Da v i i . l 3 of the parousia of Jesus: 
i n view of the other motivation fo r these alterations, however, i t 
must be admitted tt&t this conjectiure goes beyond the evidence* 
Mt X.23 i s another passage dealing with the coming of the Son of 
man. General reasons have been given fo r regarding a l l such texts as 
Indirect references to Da v i i , 1 3 . There are no further contacts between 
the two passages. A hypothetical Aramaic original may be reconstructed 
ae foUows, \ ^ V ? | J 1 \0<> JTl^^X t ^ K 
Here the use of '^U- i s a l l r i gh t i f , and only i f , a deliberate 
reference to Da v i i . l 3 i s intended. This seems satisfactory f o r the 
sayiag as I have reconstructed i t , and i t i s reasonable, though speculative, 
to conjecture that i t could have ended with a quotation, "^ "1 "1 U 
T)SiK , and that a Greek translator, knowing that the reference 
1 . W.Manson, The Gospel of Luke (1930), ad loc» 
2. Supra, pp.481'-3* 
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was to Jesus, could s t i l l have produced the end of our present Mt 
X.23 from t h i s . The only reasonable interpretation of i t , whether authentic 
or not, i s that, l i k e the other references to the Son of Man coming, 
i t refers to the parousia of Jesus.^ This i s how Matthew interpreted 
the verse, and i t i s how he interpreted Da v i i . 13 too, but i t i s 
uncertain whether Matthew recognized a reference to Da v i i . 13 here. 
He wrote i n Greek, and accepted o O^ o^s TOO J\/6 |7UTT0U as a 
t i t l e of Jesusi he may therefore have accepted the coming of the Son 
of man as an item of belief without seeing any clear reference to 
th is text . However, we have seen that he did f i n d i t there at Mk xxiv.30, 
xxvi.6i^, so i t i s possible that he picked up the reference here too. 
The authenticity of this saying i s a d i f f i c u l t problem. Since 
i t refers to the completion of the mission to Israel , i t i s not inconsistent 
with the passages of several years between the time when i t was spoken 
2 
and i t s fu l f i lmen t . Ihe common argument that i t must go back to Jesus 
because i t i s an u n f u l f i l l e d prediction^ i s unsatisfactory, because i t 
could have originated as a word of the Lord to a Christian prophet 
\iho had i n mind the church's mission to Israel .^ He w i l l have been 
influenced by the use of Da v i i .13 found i n Mk x i i i . 2 6 , xiv.62, and 
w i l l not have expected his prophecy to remain u n f u l f i l l e d . When the 
remaining evidence of the use of Da v i i . 13 has been discussed, general 
reasons w i l l be brought forward for thinking that i t did originate 
i n the early church rather than with Jesus. 
Mt x i i i . 4 1 belongs to the Matthean interpretation of the parable 
1 . Other suggestions are vulnerable to the same decisive objections 
as those urged above i n the case of Mfc.'Xiii.26, xiv.62. 
2* D . H i l l , The Gospel of Matthew (1972), ad loc . 
3* E.g. C.Colpe, o u^os -TOO ii/S^oTfou (TWNT V I I I , 1969) ,p.-439. 
^ Of. especially P.Vielhauer, i n Fs f i r Gunther Dehn (1957), pp. 59-61. 
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of the Tares. The interpretation i s secondary, as Jeremias has shown.^ 
The verse contains angels and a kingdom as well as the Son of man, 
and hence Vermes classifies i t an an "indirect reference" to Da v i i . l 3 . 
There i s certainly not suff ic ient evidence here for i t to be classif ied 
as a direct reference. The source of Matthew's belief i n the Son of 
man sending his angels, an event which does not occur i n Da v l i . l3 -14 t 
i s to be found i n the t radi t ion represented by Mk xi i i.26-7. Since the 
occurrence of the term "Son of man" i n Mk xi i i.26 i s i n fac t due to 
the influence of Da v l i . l 3 , this i s another reason f o r admitting Mt 
x i i i . 4 1 as an indirect reference to Da v i i . l 3 , even though the development 
has gone a long way beyond the Marcan use of this text . The use of 
^A^tXt^j^ i n Mt x i i i.41 i s developed beyond Da vii.l3-14'> and 
Zeph i . 3 appears to have been u t i l i z ed . I t i s notable that i n Da v i i . l ^ 
the man-like figure i s given &A<S^\\e\Ki , and i n Mt x i i i . 4 1 this 
13 what he has got. Matthew noi^ere makes i t clear that he associates 
this with Da v l i . l i ^ , and his other example of the association between 
Son of man and kingdom (Mt xvi.28) i s not very helpful here because 
i t too i s associated with indirect use of Da v i i . l 3 , and e^l icable 
without conscious use of this text . I t i s therefore to be concluded 
that the influence of Da v i i . l > U can be detected at Mt x i i i . 4 1 j 
that this influence i s indirect: and that Matthew has not said anything 
which indicates that this influence was consciourly f e l t . 
These results are interesting not only i n themselves, but also for 
their bearing on Vielhauer's dilMima, which becomes especially acute 
i f Son of man sayings are derived i n any quantity from Da v i i . l 3 . 
1 . J.Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus (ET ^1963), pp.81-5» 
2. G.Vermes, Jesus the Jew (1973), pp.l78-9s Vermes' reasons fo r 
classifying Mt x i i i . 3 7 as another such reference are less clear* 
3. P.Vielhauer, "Gottesreich und Menschensohn", Fs f f l r Gunther Dehn 
(1957), pp.51-79i I n f r a , pp. 548-50. 
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The kingdom is given to the man-like figure i n Da yiulAf but Son of 
man and kingdom are closely associated only i n this demonstrably 
Matthean text and at Mt xvi.28, which is demonstrably secondary to 
its Marcan source and does not show clear signs of new influence of 
Da v i i . 1 3 - 1 ^ . In view of Jesus* high position i n the Gospels, occasional 
a t t r ibut ion of the kingdom to him i n secondary material i s not surprising, 
and i t i s interesting that i t does not occur more with the use of the 
term "Son of man» than without i t ( Mt xx.21, Lk xxii*30, xxiii»42* 
Of. Lk 1.33) • Perhaps, however, i t i s significant that indirect influence 
of Da vil.13-14 i s detectable with the term Son of man i n Matthew 
( x i i i*41, xvi*22), uhose interests i n the parousia have led to increased 
indirect use of Da vii.l3» and that the at t r ibut ion of the kingdom 
to Jesus occurs only without the use of the term Son of man i n the 
Gospel writer who deliberately removed a l l dear trace of this text.. 
( c f . 1 Cor xv.2^, E4)h v.5, Col 1.13, 2 Tim iv.1,18, Heb i*8, 2 Pet 
i . U , Rev xi*15)* I f only a small group of Son of man sayings are 
dependent on Da v i i . 1 3 , Vielhauer's dHanma i s sat isf ied by Mt x i i i * 4 1 , 
xvi.28* 
Mt xvi*28 i s d i rect ly based on Mk i x j , * Here Matthew has introduced 
the tent «Son of man", replacing Mark's T^V ^ a t T i X e u V Toij 
^tou £\r^\o0o*ij.v Iv ^ovi^tt with his own formulation TO\/ 
u\oV Too i v & p u ) T T O U £^)^0^1\/0V l\/ T»J | j o i r i X t ( - i 
<AOTou , nixis verse and Mt x i i i . 4 1 have been noted as the only two 
examples of the combination of kingdom of God and Son of man i n the 
Gospels. This revision of Mark shows the great importance of the coming 
of the Son of man to Matthew, who has carried out this revision i n order 
to make i t quite clear that the reference of the saying recorded 
i n Mk i x . l ought to be to the parousia. We have seen that the combination 
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of ""Son of man» and "coming" goes back taltimately to Da v i i . 1 3 , but 
there i s no sign of the deliberate use of this text here* I t seems 
probable that we are dealing with indirect influence*^ Matthew did 
believe that Da v i i . 13 portrayed the coming of the Son of man at his 
parousia, as i s shown by Mt xxiv.30, xxvi .6i i , but i t seems probable 
that this wns to him an important item of belief which he did not associate 
exclusively with this singU b ib l i ca l text . 
At Mt xix.28, Matthew has inserted a Q saying into the Marcan 
contextj i t s paral lel occurs i n a d i f ferent context at Lk xx i i . 30 . 
Only the Matthean version contains the term »Son of man*, i n a clause 
belonging to that part of the verse \itiich has no paral lel i n Luke. 
Luke had no reason to omit i t , and i t f i t s Matthew* s conceptions very 
w e l l . I t i s d i f f i c u l t to avoid the conclusion that Matthew has provided 
what seems to him a most appropriate setting for the f i n a l part of the 
2 
verse* But i s either or both parts of this verse dependent on Da 
vii.9-137 I t i s d i f f i c u l t to be certain. The part which both Gospels 
have i n common may be dealt with f i r s t . The use of the thrones here 
certainly makes good sense when understood of the thrones i n Da v i i . 9 -10 . 
Presumably the disciples are the heavenly court* Matthew has introduced 
a l imi ta t ion to 12 thrones to correspond to 12 apostles and 12 t r ibes . 
Grelot derives the jud ic ia l function of the apostles from Da v i i . 2 2 . ^ 
This i s unconvincing because there i s no clear reference to th is verse, 
the exegesis of i t which i s presupposed i s unexai^ledL i n the material 
imder review, and the general tendency i n this period f o r intermediary 
1 . I t i s classif ied as an • indirect reference* by Vermes, loc»ci t* 
2* Ripont, i n his careful study of this pericope, nofes especially the 
contact with Mt xxv.31 and sees here the hand of the evangelistj 
J.Dupont, «Le logion des douze trones". Bib 4.5(1964), pp.355-92, esp.p.365. 
3.P*Grelot, Bul le t in du Comite des etudes (Compagnie de S.Sulpice) 
45 (1964), P.27 
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figures to take over functions previously divine had already manifested 
i t s e l f i n the ascription of a jud ic ia l function to the righteous 
(Wsd i i i . 8 , iQpHab thus Da v i i .22 does not provide a suitable 
l i n k between the conception of the righteous Judging the nations 
i n these l a t t e r passages and the apostles Judging Israel here. Sven 
a reference to vss 9 and 10 i s possiliLe rather than certain. Hay concludes 
his survey of some of the relevant evidence, "In ancient paganism 
and Judaism generally the r ight side symbolized potency and honour. 
Long before the Christian era pagans spoke of kings and gods exalted 
to thrones at the r igh t of other gods, and they sometimes described 
bliss after death i n tei-ms of a right-hand location. The Hebrew scriptures 
and later Jewish writings spoke of men and supernatural beings gaining 
right-hand or heavenly thrones, often without implying that any particular 
function was linked with such elevation. The notions of Jesus s i t t i ng 
at the r ight hand of God and of his followers gaining similar honor 
seem to have widely f i r e d the imagination of early Christians. This 
development may be attributed i n part to the use of Ps 110^ > but i t must 
have been encouraged by the fact that wholly apart from the psalm such 
notions would be r i ch ly meaningful to conteii?)orary pagans and Jews." 
I t may be that we should seek here the background to the concept of 
Jesus' followers s i t t i ng on thrones (c f . especially Rev i i i . 2 1 , 1 En 
cvl i i .12-13) , and that for the jud ic ia l function we should consider 
the tendency jus t noted i n the religious thought of this period f o r 
intermediary figures to take the active functions once carried out 
by God alone. 
On the other hand there i s nothing improbable about the supposed 
1 . Cf. 1 Cor v i . 2 , supra pp.i63-4.. 
2. D.M.Hay, op .d t* , p..58. 
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use of Da v i i .9 -10 . I t f i t s into the eschatological structure of the 
western t radi t ion used i n demonstrable NT references to this chapter. 
While the rabbinical problem of the occupants of the thrones should not 
be antedated, the variety of solutions i l lus t ra tes the potential of 
this text : the members of the court and occi^ants of the thrones are 
not specified, and i t would Saave been as easy for Jesus or the early 
chiirch to read the apostles i n here as i t was for the rabbis to read 
i n their various suggestions.^ Hence western Christian exegetes found 
no d i f f i c u l t y at a l l i n reconciling these texts and putting the apostles 
on the Danielle thrones, and the same solution to the Jewish problem 
was recorded by the syrian C3iristian, Isho^dad of Merw. I t should 
be noted that the version which mentions the Son of man (Mt xix.28) 
distinguishes him clearly from the apostles; i n Matthew's view he was 
so obviously Jesus that this did not require comment, so that support 
for a corporate interpretation of the Son of man should not be drawn 
from this verse* Matthew's addition does not make i t clear that he 
saw a reference to Da v i i . l 3 . I t i s therefore to be concluded that use 
3 
of Da v i i behind this passage i s uncertain. 
The suggestion that Mt xxiv.2i4 employed Da v l i . 25 was made by 
Selwyn, and i t i l lus t ra tes very well that, i f Dodd's c r i t e r i a are 
sometimes loose, those of his predecessors were a good deal worae*^ 
There i s no contact between these two passages beyond the most general 
contact of thought? i n both the righteous are having a hard time of i t , 
and i f the western t radi t ion of interpretation of Da v i i be assumed, 
1 . Supra, pp.266-8. 
2. Supra, pp.l5i4, 213, 219. 
3. So Dupont, op .c i t . 
4* E.C.Selwyn, The Oracles i n the New Testament (1912), pp.325-6. 
Cf. C.H.J)odd, o p . c i t . j i n f r a , pp. 540-l« 
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both passages deal with the time of the End. But that i s a l l . We cannot 
follow Selwyn i n using Dt x i i i . 5 to l i n k the two passages together 
because i t does not l i n k )3p with Da vii.25# I n short, Selwyn's suggestion 
should simply be rejected. 
Mt xxlv.27// tk xvl i .24 does not appear to be dependent on Da 
v i i . 1 3 . Vermes classifies i t as indirect reference to this text, but 
this opinion i s d i f f i c u l t to j u s t i f y , for the saying does not show 
any of the elements which Vermes appears to regard as indications of 
indirect influence, '•the coming, or the glory, or the kingship of the 
son of man, or to the clouds transporting hlm"*^ The eschatological 
placement of the Son of man cannot be regarded as suf f ic ien t evidence 
of the use of this text i n early Christian writers who believed i n the 
great in^ortance of the eschatological function of Jesus and used the 
term «Son of man* as a t i t l e of him. 
Mt xxiv.44//tik x i i .40 i s a Q saying containing the collocation 
of "Son of man* and coming which i s a sign of the influence of Da v i i . 1 3 . 
•flie event referred to i s clearly the parousia of Jesus. An Aramaic 
original can be reconstructeds H J^^ *^  \SISK\ 
This sentence does not contain any features that make i t unacceptable. 
The l a s t three words constitute a b r ie f quotation from Da v i i . 1 3 , and 
fo r this reason the reference to this text seems clear enough to be 
satisfactory and the use of ^1 i s sound Aramaic. I t i s not 
d i f f i c u l t to f i nd a Sitz Im Leben for this saying i n the early churcht^ 
but i t i s much more d i f f i c u l t to show that i t i s not a genuine saying 
of Jesus which the early church found relevant to i t s own situation* 
I * G.Vermes, l oc . c i t* 
2. J.Jereaias, The Parables of Jesus (ET ^1963), pp*48-51. 
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His coming would be jus t as disastrous for some of his contemporaries 
as for la ter unbelievers, and the author of the Gospel of Thomas was 
not l i k e l y to have retained this saying i f he found i t . General considerations 
which can be brought against the authenticity of this whole group of 
sayings w i l l be discussed below.''' 
Mt XXV.31 i s the introduction to the purely Matthean parable of 
the sheep and the goats. I t has many Matthean features, including the 
use of o u\os T o u o i v D p W T r o v j as the t i t l e for Jesus at the 
eschatological consummation, whereas o f?>di(r'\X(.os i s used i n the 
parable i t s e l f . Jeremias observes, "The s t r iking exchange between 
o vios, ToG iv6pij!iTTo\j and 0 [SdLT^tos (yv. 34 and 
40) may be due to the styl izat ion of the introduction by Matthew, 
since i t i s closely connected with Matt 16.27, and the session of the 
Son of Man on the royal throne only occurs i n Matt 25»31; 19.28." 
The indirect influence of Da v i i , l>14 i s clear because of the collocation 
of "Son of man" and "coming". Further parallels can be drawn between 
the two texts - glory, the accompanying angels, the s i t t i n g on a throne, 
and, from Mt xxv.32, irS\/TA tBvn • However, the man-like f igure 
is not enthroned i n Da vii.13-14, and i t i s not clear that Matthew 
thought he was. Moreover these other features a l l belong to the standard 
Judaeo-Christian picture of the End, the d is t inc t ive ly Christian feature 
being the role of Jesus, a factor according with the tendency i n the 
Judaism of this period for divine act iv i t ies to be taken over by intermediary 
figures. They may owe their origin to these beliefs rather than to 
this specific b ib l ica l text . Moreover, i f Matthew intended to make 
a clear reference to this text, even without a quotation (cf . Mt xxiv.30, 
1 . In f r a , pp.555-61. 
2. J.Jeremias, op .c i t . , p.2065 c f . H.E.Tfldt, op . c i t . , p . T l . 
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3acvi.6^), i t 1B perhs^>s surprising that he does not have the Son of 
man coodng on the clouds of heaven. I t i s therefore probable that the 
influence of Da vll#13-14 here Is Indirect, even though i t can certainly 
be establlshedi and i t i s doubtful \^ether these other features are 
i n fact derived from there# 
The setting i s clearly the f i n a l judgement, as i s normal i n western 
traditions of interpretation of Da vil» The coming of the Son of man 
has been understood as the parousia of Jesus, which again f i t s very 
straightforwardly into thejwestem Christian tradition. T.W.Manson 
used this passage as an argument i n favour of his corporate concept 
of the Son of man: here the Son of man i s "the Danielle Kingdom of 
the Saints, of which Jesus i s the head: and the Parousia i s the elevation 
of this body to supreme power over a l l the nations of the world".^ 
This i s unconvincing. The king's brethren are distinct from the sheep 
and goats because this i s a parable i n which the salvation of the 
Jews as a group i s i n accordance with normal Jewish belief taken for 
grantedt the Gentiles ( TTaivTa i^Vy\ ) sxc s p l i t into sheep and 
goats.* Matthew w i l l not have found i t d i f f i c u l t to assume that the 
brethren are Christians: he w i l l have come from an environment i n which 
most Gentiles were not. The king i s not said to be a spokesman for 
anyone, though i n the present form of the parable he could legitimately 
be treated as a spokesman for the Father(xxv,3ii only): he i s king 
of his brethren, rather than their spokesman. His solidarity with them 
i s not to be connected with the use of the term «Son of man" because 
this term i s not used i n the body of the parable, as i t could so easily 
U T,W.Manspn, The Teaching of Jesna (1931), p.265. Of. supra, pp,376-9. 
2» On the Jewish background, cf. especially C.G.Montefiore, Rabbinic 
Literature and Gospel Teachings (1930), pp.332-40. 
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have been, just as I t i s not used at Mk ix.37//kt xviii,5//tik ix,48, 
Kt 3^40//tik Mk ix.4l//Mt x#42» Some statements about the coming 
of the Son of man inist be interpreted of an individual, as Hanson 
adniits i n the rase of Mk xiv.62, and a l l make excaLlent sense so interpreted, 
including this one. Moreoyer roVe KPL^IVCL fepovou ^o^^js 
J^OTou (Mt xx7,31) i s clearly a statement about an individual, and 
does not lend i t s e l f to assimilation to the twelve thrones of Mt zix,28. 
In short the Son of man i s an individual, namely Jesus, and no convincing 
reason has been given for considering him to be anything else# 
Gundry has suggested that Mt xKviii,3 contains an allusive quotation 
of Da vii.9»^ Unconscious influence i s not out of the question, but 
deliberate use i s ii^robable and cannot be demonstrated. Matthew's 
account i s so different from his Marcan source that i t i s misleading 
to represent him as simply conforming the description of the heavenly 
figure to the phrases of Da x«6, vii.9» Heavenly figures were often 
clothed i n \&ite, and the con^arison of something white to snow i s too 
obvious to constitute satisfactory evidence of l i t e r a r y dependence. 
The contrast between CVS/JL (not i n the OT texts to which Gundry 
refers) and tvS^^^i , together with Uie fact that ev^vj^oi i s not 
a rare word» means that this too cannot satisfactorily be regarded 
as evidence of the use of Da v i i . 9 . Matthew had a tradition of description 
of the heavenly world to rely on, and i t i s d i f f i c u l t to see why he 
should appropriate Daniel's description of God i n order to produce 
BO straightforward a description of an anonymous angel. I t i s d i f f i c u l t 
not to conclude that the nultitadinous exao^les of this kind produced 
1. R.H.Gimdry, The Use of the Old Testament i n St. Matthew's Gospel 
(1967), p.lii6. Similarly, E.Lohmeyer, Bas Evangeliua des Matthius 
(^958), p.405 n^At seeing reminiscence "vom Menschensohn ( s i c i ) 
Da v l i . 9 Theod". 
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by Gundry t e s t i f y to his diligence i n searching the Bible, but show 
no «^ preciation of the a b i l i t y of authors to write from within a tradition 
without perpetually u t i l i z i n g individual texts. 
Several scholars'^ have suggested that Mt xxviii.18-20 i s dependent 
on Da vii.13-14, but the thorough discussion of y6gtle has shown that 
2 
this i s not correct* Gundry, seeing a reference to Da I v . l i LXX as well, 
argues that "Ihe double allusion produces a very fine contrast between 
Nebuchadnezzar, divested of his authority, andthe Son of man, to 
whom a l l authority i n heaven and upon eacth i s given*. I t should be 
clear that this contrast i s quite absent from the text of Matthew, 
who mentions neither figure and i s not l i k e l y to have had Nebuchadnezzar 
i n mind at a l l . The absence of terms ^ c h point exclusively to Da 
vii,13-li4 i s noteworthy. I f the fulfilment of this text was consciously 
i n Matthew's mind, the absence of the term **Son of man** i s especially 
remarkable. Of the cosmon terms on which the hypothesis of an allusion 
i s based, TT/VTOI TC^ t^vr\ i s inappropriate, because Da viUlA i s not 
suggestive of the Gentile mission, a major aspect of early Christianity 
which did not require this text for i t s j u s t i f i c a t i o n . The decisive 
argument i s the fact that the fulfilment of Da vli.13-14. would have to 
be seen as having taken place immediately after the Resurrection. 
This i s contrary to i t s interpretation wherever i t can certainly be shown 
to be used. In view of this, the coincidence of cSoSr^  and e^ooc-^d^ , 
already found together at Mk xi.28, may not be regarded as sufficient 
!• E.g.E.Lohmeyer, "Mir i s t gegeben a l l Gewalt. Eine Exegese von 
Mt 28, 16-20", i n In Memoriam Ernst Lohmever (1951), pp.22-49: Das 
Evangellua des Matthtus (^1958), ad loc. 
2. A.Vigtle, "Das christologische und ekklesiologische Anliegen von 
Mt,28, 18-20", Stud Ev I I (Tfl 87, 196^), pp.266-9ii, especially 266-77, 
I t w i l l be clear that I 4o not accept a l l of VBgtle's arguments. 
3. R.H.Gundry, op.cit., p.l47. 
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evidence of su.ch use. This i s rather to be regarded as a Matthean 
e3q)ression of the early Christian belief i n the exalted status of 
their risen Lord.^ 
Lk i.32-3 i s a suggestion which we owe to C.H.Dodd, \Ao comments 
"Lk i.32-3 echoes Is Ix.7 (with a glance also at I I Sam.vii.l3-l6, 
and Dan.vii.lA)?^ What are the c r i t e r i a for a glance? This i s a Christian 
expression of standard Jewish messianic hope. The eternity of the 
Messiah's kingdom i s a normal featiire of this, and cannot be regarded 
as a "glance** or anything else at an Old Testament text. Thus there 
i s no reason to believe that Da viuH was i n mind here. This example 
illustrates the fact that, though Dodd's work on the use of the OT 
was an important advance over his predecessors, his c r i t e r i a i n determining 
the influence of OT texts are often too loose to be helpful. In particular, 
the assembling of a large number of references of this kind cannot 
demonstrate anything of real significance. 
I»k x i i . 8 i s a Q saying: the Lukan version i s the more original, 
and i t includes the two items, the Son of man and the angels, which 
might be thought to l i n k i t with Da v i i . l 3 . The term o u\os TCG 
a\/6purT0U i s not enough on i t s own, and the angels do not perform 
the same function as i n Da v i i . l 3 . I t might be urged that they perform 
the function of being the tribunal which sat on the thrones i n Da vii.9-.10, 
but i n i t s e l f this makes i t clear that the picture of the judgement 
has been developed beyond and differently from that of Da vii . 9 - 1 4 , 
and i t i s therefore not sufficient to validate the hypothesis that 
there i s a referejice to Da v i i . The point i s perhaps most easily 
1. Vigtle, op.cit., pp.281-3. Cf.H.E.Tadt, op.cit., p.262. 
2. G.H.Dodd, According to the Scriptures (1952), p.81. 
3* E.g. W.G.Kflmmel, op.cit., pp.4i-5* 
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made i n Aramaic. A possible Aramaic original behind Lk xii . 8 / / 4 l t x.32 
might be reconstructed thus: 
In this saying the context does not provide enough markers for the 
unconscious question " ^ c h son of man?" to receive the answer "the one 
i n Da v i i . l 3 " . Therefore i t cannot be seen as a deliberate reference 
to this text. But i f i t i s not a deliberate reference to this text 
some other use of the Aramaic term l / i K ^3. must be found i f the 
saying i s to be acceptable Aramaic at a l l , and once this i s done, 
any theory of unconscious or indirect reference must collapse as well. 
I t i s reasonable to suggest that this reconstruction i s i n fact an 
exai^le of an Aramaic idiom whereby a speaker used a general statement 
to say something about himself.^ 
The connection between Lk xii.32 and Da v i i has been pressed 
by a few scholars. Gaston provides the nub of the argument, noting 
that "the kingdom of God i s connected with the verb 'to give' only 
i n Dan.7 i n the pre-Christian lite r a t u r e * . I t i s however doubtful 
irtiether this argument can be maintained. The concept of the kingdom 
of God i s a fundamental Jewish concept which Jesus made much use of. 
The idea that i t i s God's kingdom, and that entry into i t , or possession 
of i t , i s a matter that l i e s withing the divine control, i s basic 
to the conception of the kingdom. That his f a i t h f u l servants w i l l 
enter or inherit i t i s also part of this widespread concept. To e^qjress 
these basic ideas several different terms were used, and i t i s not 
surprising that the author of Da v i i himself used more than one. 
1» P.M.Caeey, op.cit.: i n f r a , pp.571ff. 
2., Gaston, op.cit., p,406: among others Glasson, op.cit., p.53. 
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"Give** occurs i n the symbolic v i l . U ( H^ D^ ' > I^X and Theod f^oGn ) , 
and i n the f u l l interpretation of vli.27 ( A'2!Ti% Theod tU^^ , 
LXX cWnt )t the briefer summaries have "receive" ( vs 18 1-^I1]^^I, 
LH and Theod TrapAr|^y^ovTflit ) , and 'possess* (vs 18 l i f e H ^ I , 
LXX and Theod K^iBt^ooo-t t vs 22 l i i ^ H T I , LXX and Theod KciT£V)^ cv ) . 
Of the rather meagre intertestamental evidence the most relevant 
esqpression of this thought occurs i n Wisdom's praise of the righteous 
(Wsd V.19): \n^ i^ 0VT«it T O ^(^TiVtiov tonpctrti^^. Other sayings 
attributed to Jesus speak plainly of the kingdom as the g i f t of Godt 
Especially notable are Lk xxii.29 ( S\ATi'fe£ , i\iQiro ) 
and Mt xxi.-i3» where God can take the kingdom away ( i ^ ^ i ^ r f T / i ) 
from the Jews and give ( ^oBv^Tfr^L ) i t to the righteous. Even 
so i n Mldr»Esth.I,13 when Israel sinned, God took the kingdom away 
( T l ^ j ^ ^ J ) from them and gave i t ( T]J J l M l ) to the Gentiles: 
when they repent, he w i l l restore i t ( T^'^^IO^)) to them* I t i s 
not usually suggested that these passages are dependent on Da v i i , 
and indeed this should not be supposed* I f God gives the kingdom, others 
can receive i t ( SE^i^Tiit Mk x.l5/Ak x v i i i . l 7 , ^ e r e the parallelism 
shown clearly that receiving the kingdom i s the same as entering i t ) , or 
inheri t i t ( ^ir^^cva^/^(xdji Mt xxv.34)« To Peter, Jesus can give 
i t s keys ( StJ<rLj , Mt x v i . l 9 ) . Elsewhere i n the New Testament, Jesus 
can be said to restore ( dWO^A^y^jji\/£\s ) the kingdom to Israel 
(AC i . 6 ) . The wicked do not inherit i t ( nXr^poVo^ A (Toocri v , 
1 Cor vi.9-10 bis, Gal v.21, K\^pc\/o^uv » %)h 
v,5): nor do CLesh and blood ( vAir^pcvo^Kj t^i ) or corrx^tion 
( v<\<^povo^t'L I 1 Cor XV.50): the f a i t h f u l w i l l inherit i t ( w\fj(0^v*^V*^^^ ^ » 
for he promised i t to those who love him ( CTTr^ yy^ ^^ '^^ '^ 'O Jas i i . 5 ) . 
The concept of the kingdom as a g i f t of God i s basic to the idea of 
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the kingdom. I have selected those New Testament texts whose manner 
of e3q)ression comes closest to Lk xii.32, but i t i s in?>ortant that 
there i s real variety of eacpression about this basic theme. Given 
that the theme i s basic, and the expression varied, i t i s to be expected 
that ^ i ^ ^ i o ^ i might be among the words used to e4)ress i t . I t i s 
a common Greek word meaning "to give", and hence much used i n the 
New Testament to refer to divine g i f t s to men. When a biblical text • 
contains more than one common item, these items are bound to recur 
independently i n works that offer no more than the most general contact 
of thought. There i s no need of a specific OT text to e3q)lain the 
egression of Lk xii.32, which contains no rare e3cpression found i n 
the Danielle text, where the kingdom i s given to the man-like figure 
( v i i . l i i ) and the people of the Saints of the Most High ( v i i . 27): 
the former i s not found i n Lk xii.32y and the l a t t e r , more characteristically 
Danielle e:^res8ion, neither here nor anywhere else i n the New Testament. 
I t isltherefore to be concluded that I»k xii.32 cannot be regarded 
as an allusion to Da v i i . 
Lk xvii.22 i s classified as an "indirect reference" to Da v i i . l 3 
by Vermes, but the saying does not appear to have sufficient i n common 
with Da v i i . l 3 to j u s t i f y this view."^ The occurrence of QvberGe 
i s interesting, but this i s a very well developed Son of man saying 
which does not lend i t s e l f to a convincing reconstruction i n Aramaic, 
and i t may be ultimately dependent on the traditions f i r s t found i n 
Mk x i i i , 2 6 , xiv .62 , and known to Luke, who reproduces os^ovTJt 
at Lk xxl.27. While i t witnesses to the well known fact that OV^O|J^L 
i s a common Greek word, i t cannot count against the hypothesis that 
at Mk x l i i . 2 6 , xiv ,62 this word i s derived from exegesis of Zech xi i . l O . 
1* G.?ermes, l o c . c i t . : cf. supra, p.521. 
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I f this i s the ultimate source of some of the terminology of this 
verse, i t could indeed be classified as testimony to the indirect 
influence of Da v i i . l 3 , but even i f this hypothesis were r i g h t , the 
reference i s so indirect that such a classification i s of very doubtful 
value, and i t i s perhaps better to say that influence of Da v i i . l 3 
as such cannot definitely be detected here. 
Lk x v i i i . 3 i s the f i n a l example of the collocation of *Son of man" 
and "coming" which indicates the influence of Da v i i j . 3 . There i s 
no direct reference to this text, so that here too this influence 
s^pears to be indirectly mediated. This f i n a l clause i s usually, and 
r i g h t l y , regarded as an addition to the parable of the Unjust Judge*^ 
While this parable really does deal with the imminence of the End, 
this f i n a l clause of Lk xviii.Sb links i t more precisely with the 
subject of the previous paragraph, the f i n a l revelation of the Son of 
man, that i s , Jesus (Lk xvli.22-37). Vs 1 i s indicative of the community 
situation to which Luke considered the parable to be relevant. Thus 
the saying has a satisfactory Sit» im Leben both i n the primitive 
community and i n the structure of Luke, so that i t i s surprising 
to find that Jeremias, reversing his previous opinion, now regards 
this as an early Son of man saying.*^ A reconstruction must be atteaptedt 
xy^xa }iA\\^-^ nDu/^ n njiK 
I t i s very d i f f i c u l t to feel any confidence that this saying existed 
i n Aramaic before I made i t i ^ ) . The use of TQV -rrf^TW appears 
1. E*g* H.E.Tidt, op.cit., p.92 
2* Cf« C«E.B.Granfield, *The Parable of the Unjust Judge and the 
Eechatology of Luke-Acts", SJThl6 (1963), pp.297-.301. 
3. J.Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus (ET ^ 1963), p.l55 n.l3. Vielhauer 
has earlier asserted, "9ber die Unechtheit dieses Wortes besteht 
Kinigkeit" (op.cit., p.57). I t s authenticity i s defended again by 
Colpe, op.cit., pp*^7-8. 
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to be at least Christian, and i t i s d i f f i c u l t to regard the a r t i c l e 
as an Aramaism when i t can be read as perfectly satisfactory Greek. 
Even i f some sense can be found for the Aramaic word (^JlUPT),^ 
i t i s very doubtful whether a Sitz im Leben can be found i n the teaching 
of Jesus for the sense of the saying as a whole. I t appears to belong 
to a period when the parousia has been delayed and some people are 
losing heart. To assert that Luke never uses the expression "Son of man" 
independently begs the question: i f he uses i t 25 times i n his Gospel, 
the possibility that he uses i t independently once or twice should 
be admitted and cannot be excluded by examining the other exanples. 
Here he had good cause, i n the provision of a l i n k with the previous 
2 
paragraph: at Acts vii.56 he probably had another reason to do the same, 
and i t i s d i f f i c u l t to exclude the possibility that he did so at Lk 
xxi.36, xxiv.7. In a l l these cases he had precedent for using the term 
i n known traditions before him. The actual indirect reference to Da 
v i i . l 3 does not run as smoothly as at Mt x.23, Mt xxiv.^V/^^ xii.40, 
perhaps because i t i s even more secondary. I t shoiild therefore be concluded 
that the saying probably originated i n the Greek-speaking church, and 
may well be a Lukan construction. 
<Jn i.51 i s d i f f i c u l t to interpret. I t appears to depend primarily 
on Gen 3(Xviii.l2, which was interpreted by some rabbis to mean that 
the angels went up and down on Jacob (cf. Gen.R.6l,18). This suggests 
the possibility of an exegetical amalgam i n which the term o \J\0<, 
ToO iv9(?u3\Tou i s derived from Da v i i . l 3 . In general Son of man 
sayings i n the Fourth Gospel say what i s said of Jesus elsewhere i n 
1. Cf. M.Black, Exp T LX (1948-9), p.32. 
2. Cf. i n f r a , pp.535-8. 
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this Gospel without the use of this term,^ but i t i s noteworthy that 
i n most cases this i s true i n a very straightforward sense, whereas 
i n this case i t i s only true i f this verse i s interpreted symbolically 
of the contact between Jesus and the words of his Father i n Heaven, 
and reference made to passages such as xiv.lO-11. While such an interpretation 
i s not wrong, the fact that there i s not a straightforwardly similar 
saying without the use ofthe term "Son of man" does further suggest 
that this Son of man saying may have a specific origin. I t i s then 
tes^iting to derive Ov^^trBt from Zech xii.lO as at Jn xix.37. Rev 
i.7 and perhaps Mk x i i i . 2 6 , xiv . 6 2 , ^ and add Num xxi..8-9 to the mixture 
( Jn i i i . U ) . The use of the term o u'oi TOU Jv&j^i^-rrou 
i s then the l a s t remaining sign of the influence of Da vii.13, as at 
Lk xxii,69 and perhaps Lk xvii . 2 2 . I t can be added that Jn i.51 reads 
l i k e a detached saying, having the plural od'erS^ despite the 
singular of i t s own special introduction ( ^^TVO ) , and i t i s easy 
to conjecture that i t was added on the catchword principle, Ov^tr*^^ 
suggesting the verse as an i l l u s t r a t i o n of y^^^^ TooTuo/ oWi^. 
The Sitz im Leben of the saying i s the same midrashic use of Da v i i . l 3 
by the early church as i s to be supposed behind Mk x i i i . 2 6 , xiv . 6 2 . ^ 
On tiae other hand, i t i s interesting to conjecture that the corporate 
interpretation of "Uie man-like figure was preserved, that the Saints 
of the Most High have been correctly seen as the f a i t h f u l of Israel, 
1* Cf. especially E.D.Freed, "The Son of Man i n the Fourth Gospel*, 
JBL 86 (1967), pp.402-9. 
2. Supra, pp.4.50-2, 4-90-1, 504-5. 
3. A more precise, but even more conjectural connection was proposed 
by A.Debrunner, op.cit. Perrin i s notable among recent scholars who see 
a connection with the same midrashic work as underlies the Marcan tex t i 
cf.E.f.NTS 12 (1965-6), pp.15-4-5.If i t i s thought that John used Mark, 
direct dependence on Mk x i i i . 2 6 , xiv.62 may be suggested: cf.e.g.C.K.Barrett, 
The Gospel according to St, John (1960), ad l o c : indirect and perhaps 
unconscious use of Da v i i would then be presupposed. 
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and that this e^lains the midrashic interpretation of 1ZL( Gen x x v i i i . l 2 ) 
as Jacob = Israel « Saints of the Most High a man-like figure = the 
Son of Man.''' 
However, this hypothesis i s extremely conjectural, and i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to feel any confidence i n i t . I t i s to be noted that, even i f something 
on these lines were to prove correct, the use of Da vii.13 would l i e 
so far behind the Gospel that i t s influence would be present only 
i n a rather remote sense and, what i s important, would not be consciously 
f e l t by the author. The selection of the term o v\os TOG oLvOptSrroo 
does not require the influence of Da vii.13 to e:q)lain i t : once i t 
i s shown that the term "Son of man" ftmctions as an alternative t i t l e 
of Jesus by pointing out that i n most instances what i s said of the 
Son of man i s also said of Jesus without the use of this t i t l e , the 
perfect neatness of every single Son of man statement being paralleled 
i n this l i t e r a l way should not be required. Rather this evidence shows 
that the author could use the term "Son of man" as one of several 
alternative designations of Jesus, and that does i n fact explain why 
he or his source has used i t here, to designate Jesus as the person 
referred to i n the 11 of Gen x x v i i i . l 2 . Moreover the way the term 
"Son of man" i s used here i s not i n i t s e l f suggestive of Da vii.13 
at a l l . I t i s therefore to be concluded that the influence of Da vii.13 
i s probably not to be found here, and that i f a complex conjecture 
tracing i t ultimately to that source be allowed, i t i s s t i l l the case 
that the author of the Gospel shows no awareness of I t . 
Jn v,27 i s the only Johannine reference to be seriously suggested 
as a straightforward direct reference to Da v i i . l 3 , and i t too i s 
1. Cf. C.H.Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gosoel (1953), pp.244ff. 
2. Freed, op.cit. 
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unconvincing. This occurrence i s anarthrous, and as Letvestad has noted, 
*Jesus has been given authority to pass judgement not because he i s 
the Son of man, but because he i s a son of man." The most striking 
parallel i s T.Abr. X I I I , where God, i n delegating the function of 
judgement to Abel, comments t'yw ovj v<piUuJ '^ '^^ S "^ ^^ "^  
•VToLS JV^^wTTOS £^ ivO/?urrou Kpi6»^ ViT»Li. . This interpretation 
f i t s very well iato the Johannine context.^ The j u d i c i a l office of the 
Son of man i n Jewish apocalyptic should not now be urged against this, 
3 
because i t has been shown that there was no such concept i n Judaism. 
The fact that the expression i s anarthrous cannot point to a specific 
biblical text^ because this i s too general a feature of language to 
point anywhere and because the anarthrous egression yields a sound 
sense without such a reference. Colwell's law may explain the absence 
of one a r t i c l e , but i t i s doubtful whether i t explains the absence 
of both,^ and even the attribution of judgement to Jesus because 
®^ i s "the Son of man" would establish only that the j u d i c i a l function 
was inherent i n his being "the Son of man", not that there was a reference 
to Da v i i . l 3 . Nor i s i t the case that the t i t l e o uios TOU 
JivBpuoTTou "occurs several times i n connexion with the thought of 
him as Judge"^ i n the strong sense required to e:^lain vs 27 on these 
lines. Moreover the man-like figure i n Da v i i . l 3 i s not the judge, 
and the synoptic evidence ^rfiich suggests he was seen as such i s notably 
foreign to the fourth Gospel. Like his contemporaries, John believed 
1. R.Leivestad, NJS 18 (1971-2), pp.252-3. 
2. Cf.e.gwT.H.Bernard, A Criti c a l and Exegetical Commentary on the 
Gospel According to St. John (ICC, 1928), ad loc. 
3. Supra, pp.444-8. 
i . I t i s pressed remarkably as a connecting l i n k by E.M.Sidebottom, 
The Christ of the Fourth Gospel (1961), pp.92-3. 
5* Leivestad, l o c . c i t . 
6. Bernard, l o c . c i t * 
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that judgement was the prerogative of God: l i k e T.Abr.XIII, he saw 
advantage i n i t s being carried out by a man. Only a Christian could 
take the l a t t e r view and s t i l l believe that God himself did the judging. 
John assumed that God judges: Jn v.27 explains why (as Jn v.22 has 
already said) Jesus (rather than God the Father) carries out this 
function. Reference to Da v i i . l 3 i s unhelpful as well as unnecessary. 
John took the expression "Son of man" from Christian tradition, and i t 
i s at least feasible to suppose that, l i k e many later western Christians, 
he believed i t to express the human nature of Christ.^ 
Ac i . l l does not show any definite trace of Da v i i . l 3 . The possible 
connection l i e s only i n Jesus' return i n a doud, and the fact that 
Luke took the trouble to alter the more Danielle £v ye^(\dL\i 
to vt<i^i\r^ at Lk xxi.27 shows that he did not intend such a 
reference- The origin of this belief i s rather to be found i n the 
widespread early Christian expectation of the return of the Lord, 
an e35)ectation which Luke imagined would be accomplished i n the manner 
heavenly journeys were often conceived of i n the Hellenistic world. 
Ac vii . 56 contains the only New Testament occurrence of o mos 
Too ^v/6piorTov/ outside the Gospels. Here i t occurs i n a brief 
utterance of the dying Stephen. Elsewhere i n the New Testament, i t occurs 
on the l i p s of Jesus everywhere except Jn xii . 3-i. The occurrence of 
this term i s the only feature of Ac v i i , 56 that recalls Da v i i . l 3 . 
Luke had already written a Gospel, and the immediate origin of the 
term appears to be the Gospel traditions that he had used. I t i s 
especially reminiscent of Lk xxii , 6 9 , ^ a radical alteration of Mk xiv.62 
1. Leivestad, i b i d . 
2. Cf. infr a , p. 5^ 42. 
3. G.H.Dalman, Die Worte Jesu (^ 1930), p.a05« C.K.Barrett, "Stephen 
and the son of man", BZNW 30 (196 )^, pp.32-8. 
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which does indeed depend on Da vii.13* In this sense, the occurrence 
of the term o u^os TOO JvBpuTTOO can be ascribed ultimately 
to the influence of Da vii.l3« But Luke eliminated direct reference 
to this text at Lk xxi.27, xxli.69, and i t i s reasonable to deduce 
that i f he had associated this term exclusively with Da v l i . l 3 he 
might well have dropped i t altogether, so that i t s continued use by 
him i s really dependent on i t s occurrence many times i n the traditions 
which he knew, and most of these occurrences are not dependent on 
Da v i i . l 3 at a l l . Thus the ultimate influence of Da v i i . l 3 can be detected 
at Ac vii . 5 6 only i n a remote sense, and reference to i t was not intended 
by the author. Therefore i t does not constitute evidence of the application 
of Da vii.13 to Jesus immediately after hie Resurrection. 
The term 5(3~T*NjT-t has caused interpreters of this verse a l o t 
of trouble, and T8dt has suggested that i t may be derived from the 
LXX of Da v i i . 1 3 . ^ But the presence of o^  Trai(^ £:(r-T/|KoTts does not 
explain why Jesus should be standing, and there i s nothing about the 
LXX of Da vii.13 that would cause an early Christian exegete to keep 
him standing. Like the suggestion that WTSTX simply means •positioned?, 
T8dt»s view suffers from a lack of definiteness. Da v i i . l 3 i s not e3q)licit 
enough to be the cause of the Son of man standing, though this concept 
could certainly be read i n by current exegetical method after i t had 
been thought of. 
Perrin has argued that Ac vii . 5 6 i s a pre-Lukan formulation 
which i s independent of Mk xiv .62 and has the same combination of Ps 
cx,l and Da v i i . l 3 . ^ This view i s unsatisfactory i n the f i r s t place 
because of the lack of use of Da v i i . l 3 i n this text, but Perrin's 
1. H.E.Tfdt, op.cit., p.274.. For other suggestions, cf. C.K.Barrett, op.cit. 
2. N.Perrin, op.cit., pp.l78ff. 
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reasons for thinking that Luke has a different Vorlage require discussion. 
Re f i r s t argues that Luke uses the term "Son of man" only i n dependence 
on a Vorlage. This i s however d i f f i c u l t to prove. At Lk vi.22 i t appears 
secondary to the parallel Mt v . l l : Lk xvii.22,30 are only Lukan: Lk 
xv i i i . 8 i s i n t e l l i g i b l e as a Lukan construction:"^ Lk xxi .36 makes especially 
good sense as a Lukan ending to the eschatological discourse, and 
Lk xxiv.7 may have been formulated by Luke himself on the basis of 
the traditions which he used earlier i n his Gospel. Some at least of 
these examples may be at least indirectly dependent on a Vorlage 
containing the term "Son of man" and i t i s f a i r to comment that they 
scarcely constitute proof of independent Lukan use of the term, but 
i f Luke used the term "Son of man" no less-than 25 times he f e l t no 
need to run away from i t . Moreover i n the sense that these occurrences 
may be held to require a Vorlage, Mk xiv.62 provides a perfectly satisfactory 
Vorlage for the use of this term at Ac vii.56. Perrin's second argument 
i s the "cliimsy" combination of the singular oopoivoV i n Ac v i i . 55 
and the plural oupoivoos i n vs 56. Luke normally uses the singtiLar 
and has the plural only 5 times, suggesting that Ac vii.55 i s Lukan 
but vii,56 dependent on a Vorlage. The singular i s Greek, the plural 
Semitizing. Hence the singular i s i n the majority thoughout the New 
Testament (except i n Revelation, whose author must have learnt the 
singular as a grammatical rule) • Luke was better than most New Testament 
authors at writing Greek, so his proportion of singular to plural 
i s higher than average, but he was not above Semitisms, of which 
o u'os -ro\) iv& j?wTvou i s a sound example. He really did 
use the plural of o^j^dVas no less than six times on any hypothesis. 
L. Cf. supra, pp.530-1. 
2. Cf. especially Barrett, op.cit. 
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I t should be deduced that he has a pronounced tendency to use the 
singular, not that he i s incapable of using the plural. Authors generally 
have tendencies where grammarians have rules, and they have exceptions 
for odd reasons such as unconscious recollections. Ezk i . l might 
have been at the back of Luke's mind (LXX Hal rjvo^OrjtrotV 
oupjLVoC^ KA eT^OV opoiVci^ 6toO ) . Perrin's evidence i s 
accounted for i f i t was right at the back. 
I t i s to be concluded that there i s no clear sign of Da v i i i n 
Acts. I t s absence from a l l the speeches i n the early chapters i s especially 
worthy of note, and confirms the evidence of the Epistles that i t 
was not a passage of fundamental importance thoughout the early church. 
The results of this survey are striking indeed. There are no 
formula quotations from Da v i i anywhere In the New Testament. Da v i i . l 3 
was certainly used i n Mk x l i i . 2 6 , xiv .62 , and Matthew appears to have 
been aware of this when he took over these sayings into Mt xxiv.30, 
xxvi.64.. Luke, on the other hand, seems not to have accepted any 
reference into Lk X3ci.27, xxii . 6 9 . Indirect evidence of the influence 
of Da vii.13 i s to be found at Mk viii. 3 8 / / ^ l t xvi.27 /Ak ix.27, Mt 
x.23, xvi.28, xxiv .4^//tk xii.40, Mt xxv.31, Lk x v i i i . 8 . This i s 
secondary at Mk v i i i . 3 8 , Mt xvi.28, and i t appears to be secondary 
at Mt xxv.31 and Lk x v i i i . 8 as well. That this indirect use of Da v i i . l 3 
goes back to Jesus i s not thereby excluded, but i t does not look very 
probable. Moreover, this indirect use of Da v i i . l 3 may have been 
unconscious i n a l l these references. There are a few further sayings 
where Da vii,13 was or may have been in f l u e n t i a l at one remove, as 
i t was i n L k xxi.27, xxii . 6 9 (Lk xvii.22, Jn i.51, Ac vii.56). This 
evidence shows Da v i i . l 3 being added i n by the early church, and 
being removed so as to leave the e:q)ression "Son of man" behind. 
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Since both processes are attested, a simple tendency i n one direction 
has not been demonstrated. Sayings i n the l a t t e r group may leave the 
influence of Da v i i . l 3 so d i f f i c u l t to detect that the group may be 
suspected of having been larger. This does not legitimate the lowering 
of c r i t e r i a to a point at which dependence on this text i s accepted 
where i t cannot be demonstrated, but i t does necessitate further 
arguments to show that this group of sayings was not once very significantly 
larger.^ 
There i s possible use of Da vii.9-13 at Mt adx.28//Lk xxii.30, 
but even i f this i s ri g h t , i t i s striking that this classic text of 
the heavenly world i s not more used. Of the fotu' kingdoms there i s 
no trace. The teaching of Jesus includes the e:q)ectation of the kingdom 
of God, but shows no concern for the destruction of the Roman entire. 
In i t s e l f this i s a good reson why he should not have made use of 
the whole of Da v i i . The same consideration applies for the most part 
to the early church. Verse 13 i s interpreted of the parousia of Jesus 
only, and there i s no sign of a double level of interpretation of 
any Old Testament text i n this material. Logic and later en^jirical 
evidence alike implj that the fourth kingdom be taken as the Roman. 
To this same exegetical tradition belongs TO ^SfKoypd TY\S 
€(5i^^to<r€U)S of Mk xiii . 1 4 . , h i t of the l i t t l e horn there i s no sign. 
The Saints of the Most High, the fundamental group of Da v i i who receive 
the kingdom, do not occur at a l l . 
Two condusiona follow. Daniel v i i was not an exceptionally 
Importmt chapter for the early church, and i t was not an important 
formative influence on the thought of Jesus. 
This i s a very significant result. Most Son of man sayings show 
1. Infra, pp. 5-47-55. 
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no direct influence of Da v i i . l 3 . I f Da v i l was not a formative influence 
on the thought of Jesus, and was not an exceptionally impprtant chapter 
for the early church, lixe Gospel term o uvos TOO ^VUj'wTrov^ 
cannot i n general be derived from i t . This does not exclude the possibility 
of i t s being derived from i t i n a saying or two, such as, clearly, 
Mk xiv«62. I t does mean that another source must be found for the bulk 
o f i t s occurrences* For this we shell have to return to the Aramaic 
term 
These conclusions are contrary to the views of many established 
scholarsi so we must now examine some of the main a t t e s t s to demonstrate 
that Da v i i was much more important than this* G.H.Dodd classified 
Da v i i as a "primary source of testimonies", having concluded his 
detailed discussion of i t by commenting, "There i s amply enough here 
to show how deeply this chapter of Daniel i s embedded i n the foundations 
of New Testament thought"* This enabled him to see Da v i i as a source 
of the New Testament use of the t i t l e «Son of man"* There are two 
main faults i n the argument of Dodd's book. He examines part of an 
Old Testament passage and considers i t so obviously useful to the 
early Christians that they must have used i t , when i n fact i t i s 
io^ortant to observe that no New Testament w r i t e r does so* An outstanding 
exanqsle of this i s his treatment of Joel i i , 1 5 - l 6 , which does not add 
cumulative weight to the argument that Joel i i - i i i was an early Christian 
testimoniuM precisely because i t i s not so used i n the New Testament.^ 
Hie discussion of Da v i i suffers from the related f a u l t of f a i l i n g 
1* P.M*Casey, op*cit*t i n f t a , pp* 571ff. 
2. C*H*Dodd, According to the Scriptures (1952), pp*67-70, 107, 116-23* 
Of. M.P.Miller, JSJ I I (1971), pp*65'7. 
3* Dodd, op.cit*, p*63* 
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to observe the absence of part of the chapter which should have been 
used i f Da v i i was indeed a primary source of testimonies. The second 
main faul t i n Dodd's whole discussion i s that his c r i t e r i a for accepting 
that a New Testament passage does i n fact contain a reference to or 
reminiscence of an Old Testament passage are not precisely defined 
by him and are evidently too loose. For this reason I have repeatedly 
rejected his suggestions.^ 
These faults completely undermine Dodd's argument, which i s not 
improved by the bare assumption, characteristic of attempts to find 
the origin of o \HOS T^O i^yGp'-oTVoy i n Da v i i . l 3 , that tiiis term 
must have a Scriptural origin. His stress on the^uffering of Israel 
anticipates Moule's view of a suffering Son of man i n Daniel, and this 
i s unsatisfactory too. I t leads him to l i n k up the Son of man with 
the Suffering Servant of second Isaiah, but the influence of the 
3 
l a t t e r figure i n the New Testament has been very much exaggerated. 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that Dodd's view i s quite unsatisfactory, 
Gaston's view i s more original and more subtle, but i t too i s 
exposed to fa t a l objections. He believes "that \ihen the evangelists 
use the phrase Son of Man they use i t nearly consistently as a designation 
of Jesus, but when Jesus used the phrase he used i t just as consistently 
as a designation of the community he came to found*. The source of this 
designation i s to be found i n Da v i i , ^ Gaston has realised that i t i s 
necessary to establish c r i t e r i a for use i n deciding when an OT passage 
1 . Supra, PP.A52-5 (Rev i . l 3 ) : 46>-4 (1 Cor v i . 2 ) j 466>-8 (1 Thess 
i v . l 7 ) : A75 (Mk i . l 5 ) j 526 (Lk i.32-3)s 535 (Ac i . l l ) , 
2. Supra, ppU6-9, 69-71, -484x i n f r a , pp.543-6, 
3. C.K.Barrett, "The Background of Mark 10,45", i n New Testament 
Essays. Studies i n Memory of T.tf.Manson. ed.A,J.B,Higgins (1959) ,pp»l'18» 
M.D,Hooker, Jesus and the Servant (1959), 
4« Gaston, op.cit.j the quotation i s from pp.394-5» 
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i s being referred to, but his atten^jts to do so are not satisfactory, 
and show l i t t l e «^ preciation of the theoretical problems involved 
especially as these may be applied to a period of history for which 
our sources are meagre* Thus he asserts "Ve can assume a connection 
with Dan 7 wherever exaltation i s combined with riding on clouds* The 
connection must be through Dan 7, for as Oepke, TWNT IV, 911, 24f, 
saye, 'Vehikel des Bntrtlckwerdenden war die Wolke ursprflngllch nicht'".^ 
This i s quite misleading* In the f i r s t place, the l i m i t a t i o n to 
•Entrtckwerdenden" places an unwanted restriction on our appreciation 
of the use of clouds i n contemporary literature* Secondly, Oepke also 
pointed out that "G8tter.«*.h{lllen sich i n Wolken*..*Auch ihre Gespanne 
und menschliche Schtttzlinge hflllen die Glitter i n Wolken..**Endlich 
i s t die Volke auch der GBtterwagen, der den Heros zu den G9ttem 
geleitet****6ei splteren Dlchtem gehdrt die Volke zwar noch zum 
2 
S t l l der Gfttererscheinung Oder -raise*" When the Jews came to believe 
3 
i n heavenly journeys for the f a i t h f u l , they too put them on clouds. 
Moreover Da v i i i s not an exaltation t e x t , and was not seen as one 
i n the early church*^ Similarly, i n pressing the corporate interpretation 
of "Son of man", Gaston argues, " i f we find some of the exaltation 
aspects applied to Jesus' followers this i s more unusual, and a connection 
with Daniel can perhaps be assumed"*^ I t i s not surprising that the 
application of such a vague criterion should result i n a large quantity 
1* Gaston, op.cit*, p*387 and n.2* 
2* Oepke, op.cit., pp*906-7* 
3» Vermes, op.cit*, pp*186-8* 
km Gaston depends on Glassont against him supra, pp*505-8. Gaston's 
cr i t e r i a necessarily enable him to find examples of the use of Da vli*13 
as an exaltation text (e.g* Ac i * 9 ) , but this i s not satisfactory when 
only a different exegesis i s demonstrable by means of more precise 
cr i t e r i a * 
5* Gaston, op*cit*, p*4J05* 
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of references - Mt x x v i i i a S , Jn vi.27, Mk i i . l O , Mt xvi.l9, xviil.18, 
Jn XX.23, Mk i i i . l 5 , vi.7, Lk x,19, i x , l , Mt x . l , Rev ii , 2 6 f , Jn i,12, 
XTii,22, Rom v i i i . l S , 1 Pet i . l l . But i t i s an illus o r y l i s t , produced 
by a vague criterion rather than by NT use of Da v l l . That this development, 
whose existence i s unchallenged, i s connected with the corporate 
interpretation of Da vii,13 requires demonstration i n an altogether 
more precise manner,^ 
When more precise c r i t e r i a are applied, the important fact emerges 
that Son of man sayings with so-called "corporate* characteristics 
show no clear sign of Da v i i , whereas sayings which do clearly show 
signs of Da v i i consistently use the term "Son of man" with reference 
to Jesus at his parousia* A l l Gospel writers clearly asstime a l l the 
time that the Son of man is Jesus, and Mark would have been very 
surprised to learn that i n the existing text of Mk i i . l O , 28 " i t i s 
clearly the disciples and not Jesus to ^ o^m the phrase Son of Han refers*. 
I t i s because the phrase refers, not mereJLy consistently, but^in the 
view of a l l four Gospel writers, refers very obviously to Jesus that 
they can leave i t tmexplained. But i f Gaston's argument that they were 
aware of this interpretation of Son of man (even though they used the 
term nearly consistently bo refer to Jesus) be disallowed, i t becomes 
d i f f i c u l t to explain how they consistently misinterpreted a l l genuine 
Son of man sayings and thought their misinterpretation obvious, Gaston's 
view i s therefore to be rejected,^ 
The recent theory, f i r s t clearly adumbrated by Moule and most 
1, Gaston accepts a l l the allusions to Da v i i which I have discussed 
and rejectedj supra, passim, and cf. especially pp.484-5, 
2m Gaston, op.cit,, p,397« 
3. There are further faults which are not original and are discussed 
as the views of their main proponents. E.g. on the suffering Son 
of man, whom Gaston accepts, in f r a . 
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f o l l y worked out by Hooker, that Da v i i i s the Scriptural source of the 
suffering Son of man, was an important factor i n leading to this investigation 
being carried out, and i t now requires summary discussion*^ The f i r s t , 
and decisive, fault i n this theory i s that there i s no trace of a suffering 
Son of man i n Da v i i t on the contrary, the man-like figure was deliberately 
chosen as a symbol of Israel i n trius^h, and any suggestion that he 
suffers i s inconsistent with the author's symbolism* Secondly, this 
investigation has produced no ancient exegete \iho thought that there 
was a suffering Son of man i n Da v i i . Thirdly, only the broad assuo^jtion 
of the s u i t a b i l i t y of this text, backed by the d i f f i c u l t y of eaqplaining 
the origin of the Gospel term "Son of man" without recourse to the few 
Scriptural texts i n which i t occurs, can provide a connection between 
the suffering Son of man sayings and Da v i i j liiey do not show detailed 
features indicative of l i t e r a r y dependence, so that once the broad 
assumption i s removed, a l l reason for connecting them i s removed* 
Moule's most recent paper does not help by suggesting that Jesus could 
have referred to the man-like figure as K '^ IX^ Tl"!!! , a piece of 
Christian translationese which could not function as a reference to 
Daniel without adequate contextual markers, any more than 
but the more so because i t i s a different phrase: furthermore, i t should 
have been rendered into Greek either freely as o WVS^LOTTDS or 
l i t e r a l l y as o mos Tou jv^j^os . Moule further suggests 
that "the figure i n Dn 7 could have been alluded to by various specific 
1. C.F,D*Moule, op.cit*: C.K.Barrett, Jesus and the Gospel Tradition 
(1967), pp.41ff.j M*D*Hooker, op*cit.j and most recently C*F*D,Moule, 
"Neglected Features i n the Problem of 'the Son of Man'", i n Neues 
Testament und Kirche« Fflr Rudolf Schnackenburg(l97^), pp*413-28* 
2* Supra, PP*^6H9, 69-71. 
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Aramaic phrases":^ but his grounds for this are only the translation 
variants of the Ethiopic Enoch^ and the translation variant of the 
Old Syrlac of the Gospels which occasionally uses '^^''^^^"^  a7't<:5 
instead of the normal Syriac translationese JU These 
atteiii5)ts to translate o uios Tou dt^wwirou after i t had become 
established do nothing to help explain i t s origin: i n particular 
Moule offers no e:5)lanation of how various specific Aramaic phrases 
a l l came to be rendered into Greek i n , i t would seem, different sources, 
by the identical term 
To a large extent this theory has the same basic faults as the 
traditional view that the sufferings of the Son of man are to be found 
i n the suffering Servant of Is l i i i . The f i r s t i s the selection of 
a single passage of Scripture as iJie source of the suffering Son of 
man, uhen the f l e x i b i l i t y of ancient exegesis demands that the early 
Christians should have assembled many such passages. The second factor 
i s that conteii5)orary Jewish exegesis i s l a i d on one side: neither 
the Servant of second Isaiah nor the man-like figure of Daniel v i i 
was thought by Jesus' conteii?)oraries to suffer at a l l . The tiiird f a u l t 
l i e s i n the c r i t e r i a of assessment of the use of OT passages, which 
have to be set loose i n order to allow of sufficient references to 
the chosen passage. The fourth i s the philological background, which 
has to be determinedly maltreated by devotees of Is l i i i i n order 
to produce references behind such texts as Mk x,45 lAich do not contain 
them i n their present form, and which Hooker sets out to ignore: 
"Previous discussion of these subjects has shown, however, that our 
evidence i s insufficient to give us any firm conclusions on these 
1. Moule, op.cit., pp.471-2. 
2. Supra, pp.383-5. 
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points".^ The meaning and use of the Aramaic term y^iX ^ I w i l l 
not retreat i n the face of scholarly failure to reach and apply firm 
conclusions. 
Thepe discussions are the best substantial atten^jts to demonstrate 
that Da v i i was an especially important chapter for Jesus and/or the 
early church. A l l display a degree of learning and ingenuity rarely 
surpassed i n this f i e l d of study, but a l l suffer from fatal faults. 
They proceed from inadequate cr i t e r i a for demonstrating that an OT 
passage Is really being used, and they ignore evidence that some 
parts of the chapter were clearly not i n use* A major motivating 
factor i n the case of Da v i i has always been the d i f f i c u l t y of solving 
the Son of man problem. The philology really i s d i f f i c u l t : since 
Tertullian there has been a tradition that the answer i s to be found 
i n Da v i i : and bible-centred Christians have a b u i l t - i n tendency to 
look to the Bible for the answer, a tendency which can easily be j u s t i f i e d 
by observing quite correctly that Jesus himself treated the Old Testament 
imhesitatingly as the Word of God* But the evidence i s decisively 
against this theory, Daniel v i i was not a chapter of major importance 
to Jesus or to the earliest Christians, and such traces of i t s use 
as are found in the synoptic Gospels are not consistent with any 
theory that Jesus' profound meditations on i t were the main source 
of his use of the term "Son of man". 
So far we have considered this theory i n i t s most straightforward 
forms i t i s proposed that the occurrence of this t i t l e i s due to 
abundant use of Da v i i , so the use of Da v i i has been tested and found 
to be much too l i t t l e for the purpose. We must now consider a more 
refined form of the theory: l e t us suppose that Da v i i was the starting-point, 
1* Hooker, op.cit., p*78* 
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but that i t gave rise to the t i t l e XV\K w*iich Jesus then 
used as a self-reference without continually referring to the text 
with whidi he began. In view of the evidence already surveyed i n this 
chapter, this m i ^ t be considered to be merely pushing the theory 
i n the direction of u n v e r i f i a b i l i t y , but i n this case i t i s useful 
because the theory when thus handled does not become unverifiable at 
a l l - i t becones eaqwsed to decisive objections of a different kind. 
These same objections also show that the group of sayings i n which 
the presence of the term "Son of man" may be due to undetectable use 
of Da v i i ^ wag not significantly larger than this investigation has 
suggested. 
In the f i r s t place some general points may be made. I t has been 
shown above that the term "Son of man" was not already a t i t l e i n 
Judaism, Therefore Jesus cannot have u t i l i z e d any such concept i n 
his interpretation and use of Da v i i : i t w i l l have to be supposed 
that he used Da v i i alone. Secondly, the process hereby the term 
became a t i t l e has never been satisfactorily explained: suppose Jesus 
did interpret Da v i i , l 3 of himself - why should this make him extract 
the term \/\K H from i t and use i t as a t i t l e ? Here i t i s relevant 
to mention the now universally recognized fact that \/\ K ^ 3 was 
a normal term for 'man*. I t i s perhaps too much to claim that this 
makes i t impossible as a t i t l e : ^  i t was not a t i t l e at a time when 
Judaism hardly produced any t i t l e s for i t s Intermediary figures, and 
i t s pejorative sense i s perhaps too occasional to be relevant here. 
!• Supra, pp. 538-9. 
2, Supra, pp.46-71, 363-448, passim. 
3« So e.g. H.Lietssmann, Per Menschensohn (1896): G.Vermes, op..cit,, p.l76. 
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Nevertheless this does not enhance i t s usefulness: i t i s a strange 
item to extract from Da vii* 1 3 . ^ In addition, i f i t be held that Jesus 
used no other t i t l e , ^ the use of t i t l e s to categorize this dynamic 
religious figure has i t s Sitz im Leben i n the early church, and this 
suggests that, i n so far as i t i s a t i t l e (as Vi K per se i s 
not), Q uioi ToCi IvfepwrTOO may have i t s Sltz im Leben 
i n the early church as well* 
More detailed arguments can be added* We may begin with Vielhauer's 
dilemma. Sharman noted, and Vielhauer made notorious scholarly use 
of the fact that, irtiile the Kingdom of God and the Son of man both 
appear central concerns i n the teaching of Jesus, they do not appear 
together i n sayings that may reasonably be considered authentic* 
Finding that the Kingdom of God was Indeed a central concept of the 
teaching of the historical Jesus, Vielhauer argued that a l l Son of 
man sayings originated i n the early church* I f Da v i i be regarded 
as the origin of the term "Son of man", Vielhauer's dilemma becomes 
the more acute, for at vs 1^ the man-like figure i s given 13^'^ 
1. Cf* especially R*Leivestad, "Der apokalyptische Menschensohn als 
theologisches Phantom", ASTI 6 (1967-8), pp*4,9-105* 
2* So e.g. J,Jeremias, New Testament Theology, vol . I (1971), pp*258-9: 
of the abundant li t e r a t u r e , cf. especially Vermes, op.cit* 
3. H.B.Sharman, Son of Man and Kingdom of God (19^13), p.89s P.Vielhauer, 
"Gottesreich imd Menschensohn", Fs fflr Gunther Dehn (1957), pp*51-79: 
"Jesus und der Menschensohn", Zg. 60 (1963), pp*133-77: "Ein Weg der 
nejxtestamentliehen Theologie? Prflfung der Theses F.Hahns^ ", EvT 25 
(1965), pp*24-72. In si^port of Vielhauer, cf. especially H.Conzelmann, 
"Gegenwart und Zukunft i n der synoptischen Tradition", 5A (1957), 
pp.277-96* Against him, cf* H.E.T«dt, op.cit., pp*298-3l6: E.Schweizer, 
"Der Menschensohn", OT 50 (1959), pp*185-209: "The Son of Man", _JHi. 
79 (1960), pp*119-29: M.HLack, B^g, U5 (1962-3), pp*306ff.: F.Hahn, 
Christologische Hoheltstitel (1963), pp*27ff* Cf. supra, pp*516-7* 
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(Theod ^ A T i K t i V ) , and his kingdom ( T i J ^ l^^P, Theod and LXX 
^ o L T i X i L o L ) w i l l not be destroyed. 
The attempts to meet this dilemma have not been convincing. I t 
i s not sufficient to argue that Vielhauer's main conclusion, that 
a l l Son of man sayings have their origin i n the early church, i s 
on other grounds incorrect. This i s true, but i t does not meet Vielhauer's 
dilemma. Secondly, i t i s clear that "kingdom of God" and "Son of man" 
are not interchangeable terms - i t would be quite incongruous to suggest 
that the kingdom of God might forgive sins or the Son of man be given 
to the l i t t l e flock (Cf, Mk i i . l O , Lk xii . 3 2 ) . But i f they are not 
interchangeable terms, arguments designed to show that they are intimately 
connected at a different or profound level, or that both appear i n 
the different sources or layers of the tradition, do not ejqplain 
why they are not mentioned together i n authentic sayings: on the contrary, 
i f there i s genuine connection between them they should be mentioned 
together. Thirdly, i t i s not sufficient to draw attention to passages 
such as Mk viii, 3 8 - i x . l , Lk xxi.27-31. Both these passages appear to 
consist of originally detached sayings, so that i f the material does 
go back to Jesus i t does not show him speaking about the kingdom of 
God and the Son of man on the same occasion, Mk vi i i . 3 8 has undergone 
secondary development, and the earlier version of Lk x i i . 8 / ^ t x,32 
appears i n a quite different context.^ Lk xxi,31 i s a particularly 
unfortunate exan^jle, since i t i s verbally identical with Mk x i i i , 2 9 , 
excepting only that i t has rj ^ d ^ A i u TOU OtcG where Mark 
has tvl SupAis . That does not suggest that the mention of the 
kingdom rests on primary tradition. Moreover this objection does 
not meet Vielhauer's dilemma at a more fundamental level. I f these 
1. Cf. supra, PP.4B0-3, 526-7. 
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two concepts, "kingdom of God" and "Son of man" are both fundamental 
and somehow related to each other, they ought to occur together, as 
they do i n certainly secondary sayings (Mt x l i i . 4 1 , xvi*28). I t i s 
this kind of association which i s conspicuous by i t s absence i n primary 
tradition. 
Moreover i f the Son of man has been transmogrified from Da vii,13 
i n the manner sometimes suggested, he should have obtained kingship 
when he obtained authority (Da vii,lA)> and the two concepts, "kingdom 
of God" and "Son of man", should be associated i n sayings referring 
to Jesus' earthly l i f e : again, sayings of this kind do not occur at 
a l l . I f however Da vii*13 i s the cause only of the small group of sayings 
that I have proposed, Vielhauer's dilemma can) be met for this group 
of sayings. I f any are authentic, they are so few i n number that 
Vielhauer's dilemiEia cannot apply, and for the church's additions i t 
i s met by Mt x i i i , 4 1 , xvi*28. I f none are authentic, the proportion 
of them i n lAich the kingdom of God and the Son of man are associated 
should be regarded as sufficiently large. I t i s significant that 
the association occurs only i n esehatological sayings, for i t i s only 
i n sayings of this type that the influence of Da vli.13-14. i s i n fact 
demonstrable. Furthermore, the absence of the kingdom of God i n the 
basic core of this group of sayings can be accounted for analytically 
i n considering the purpose for vkidb. Da v i i . l 3 was used* The church 
had the preaching of the kingdom and searched the Scriptures to find 
the coming of their Lord.^ To begin with, i t was the only item which 
they needed to extract from Da vii,13, and they took i t i n the form 
of the coming of the Son of man under the direct influence of the 
formulation found i n this text. Association with the kingdom of God 
then follows i n the latest sayings of this group* 
1* Infra, pp*556-62, 
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The next d i f f i c u l t y for the theory that the Son of man i s derived 
from Da v i i i s that i n the New Testament the term occurs only on the 
l i p s of Jesus. The only exceptions are Jn x i i . 3 4 and Ac vii. 5 6 , and 
i t i s notable that neither exception belongs to the synoptic Gospels. 
So simply put, this objection should be weakened by the observation 
that Jesus i n fact does most of the talking, though even then i h 
i s s t i l l not negligible. But i f , as often, i t i s added that the term 
"Son of man" was i n any way ambiguous, veiled or mysterious,"^ this 
objection becomes decisive, since we can no longer e3q)lain why there 
i s no discussion of the term, not merely with the crowds, but not even 
with the disciples. On the contrary, the Gospel writers assume that 
the meaning of the term was straightforward for themselves and everyone 
else. This objection i s met for the small group of sayings derived 
from Da v i i i n this chapter l^ y supposing that any authentic saying, 
together with the inner core of this group, whether authentic or not, 
contained a clear reference to Da vii.13 and that secondary additions 
followed the pattern of this basic group. The point of the formation 
of these sayings necessitates that they be authoritative pronouncements 
of the Lord, and they do not require discussion because they are not 
ambiguous, veiled or mysterious. 
Many Son of man sayings, including a l l those i n John, have alternatives 
which (Jo not contain the term "Son of man". This does not however 
apply to any of the sayings which speak of the Son of man coming, 
that i s , the group which show clearly demonstrable influence of Da 
v i i . I f Da v i i i s the origin of Son of man sayings i n general, this 
i s d i f f i c u l t to ejqplain. I t can be urged that this particular group 
!• So among many scholars e.g. C.E.B.Cranfield, The Gospel According to 
Saint Mark (1959), pp.275-6: M.Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels 
and Acts (%967), pp.328-30. 
2. Cf. further in£r&, pp.554-5» 
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belong to the oldest part of the tradition, that other Son of man 
sayings which do not have alternative versions without this term also 
belong to the oldest layer of the tradition, and that the term "Son 
of man" has crept into other sayings secondarily*"'" But some sajdngs 
that would thus be placed i n the oldest group are clearly secondary 
(cf. Mk viii.38c, Mt xvi.28, xxv*3l), and i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to believe 
that the tendency of the tradition was so uniform, especially i n the 
case of Lk xli.8-10 and parallels. I f however Son of man sayings are 
not largely derived from Da v i i , this phenomenon i s easy to e:q}lain* 
Sayings i n this group have no alternative form because they, and they 
alone, have their origin i n a direct reference to this text* 
I f Son of man sayings i n general are derived from Da v i i , the 
content of some of them produces d i f f i c u l t y . To some extent this applies 
to a l l Son of man sayings which refer to his earthly l i f e , but i t 
i s especially acute i n the case of sayings which predict his sufferings* 
I f Jesus wanted to say that he had to suffer, why use a term from 
Da vii.13 to say i t ? Hence theories that the Son of man has been combined 
with the Suffering Servant, or that a suffering Son of man is to be 
found i n Da v i i : both theories have been found wanting* This d i f f i c u l t y 
does not apply i f only the group of Son of man sayings which concern 
his coming i s derived from Da v i i * 
Some Son of man sayings have featiires which s\iggest that they 
may be true not only of Jesus himself but also of a larger group of 
1* J*Jeremlas, "Die Slteste Schicht der Menschensohnlogien", 2NW 
58 (1967), pp.159-72: New Testament Theology, vol I (1971), pp*262ff* 
2. Cf. especially C.K.Barrett, "The Background of Mark 10.^ 45", i n 
New Testament Essays. Studies i n Memory of T.W.Manson. ed. A.J.B.Higgins 
(1959), pp,l-18: M*D*Hooker, Jesus and the Servant (1959): supra, 
pp* 54.3-6* 
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people. Some scholars have tr i e d to asoociate this with the fact that 
i n Da v i i the man-liMe figure i s a symbol of the Saints of the Most 
High, and when interpreted as an individual he i s naturally seen as 
their representative and leader.^ This interpretation cannot be said 
to have received any support from ancient exegesis of Da v i i : only the 
brief comments of Rashi's uncertain text show any sign of anything 
that might be termed "oscillation". Messianic interpreters may regard 
the Messiah as the leader of the Saints, but they do not regard the 
man-like figure as a symbol of the Saints as well as the Messiah: 
many of them t r y to find the Messiah somewhere i n the interpretation, 
and Polychronius, vtio did not, bluntly declared that he was indeed 
not mentioned there. When Ibn Ezra correctly took up the corporate 
interpretation, he dropped the messianic view to which he had previously 
adhered. The corporate interpreters of the syrian tradition, subjected 
to theological pressures for finding Jesus i n Da v i i . l 3 , did not 
oscillate, but used a coa^Dlex exegetical method with two levels. 
Israelite notions of "corporate personality" have been misapplied 
to Son of man sayings. But the remarkable fact about "corporate" 
Son of man sayings i s that they do not show detectable signs of the 
influence of Da v i i . l 3 , whereas the groiqs of sayings that show clear 
signs of this influence do not show corporate characteristics. These 
sayings f i t the western Christian tradition which consistently interpreted 
the man-like figure as Jesus alone. I t should be deduced that "corporate" 
features have their origin elsewhere. 
I f Son of man sayings are in general derived from Da v i i , the 
1. E.g. T.V.Manson, op.cit,: C.F.D.Moule, op.cit. 
2. Cf. J,W,Rogerson, "The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality: 
A Re-examination", JThS XXI (1970), pp.l-l6. 
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absence of both o uvos TOO ^v&puiTTOv; and of Da v i i from 
the rest of the New Testament i s d i f f i c u l t to explain* In particular, 
i t does not reappear with Ps cx*l, with which i t i s combined at Mk 
xlv .62, a text often thought to have been influential as well as authentic. 
The l a t t e r result has been obscured by the application of loose c r i t e r i a , 
but i t i s i n fact important* The f i r s t of these two points has been 
glossed over by drawing parallels between what i s said of Jesus as 
Son of man i n the Gospels and what i s said of him, especially with 
the use of the term iVBpuinos , in the Pauline epistles*"*" But the 
absence of the term remains. I t was obviously not too Semitic for the 
author of Revelation, and i t i s d i f f i c u l t to claim that i t was both 
too barbaric for Paul (despite ^ h 111,5) and not too barbaric for 
Luke, Moreover i f Jesus, having begun from Da v i i , used i t as the 
characteristic e:iQ)ression for referring to his own vocation, i t s absence 
from a l l confessions of f a i t h i s especially remarkable* I f however 
Da v i i was responsible only for a small group of parousia sayings i t 
was not important enough to be taken up outside Revelation, and i ^ 
the sayings are a l l the product of the early chxirch the fact that one 
or more groups of Christians searching the Scriptures found the second 
coming of Jesus i n Da vii*13 whereas others did not i s not i n any 
way r^tarkable* 
Finally this theory would make several sayings i n any proposed 
Aramaic so ambiguous that their i n t e l l i g i b i l i t y must be cast i n serious 
doubt* I t i s remarkable how many scholars have published research 
on the Son of man problem without reconstructing any Aramaic originals 
of sayings known to be remarkable for what might be described as the 
1. Cf. supra, pp.4.6^-6, ii69-71* 
2* R.Leivestad, op*clt*, NTS 18 (1971-2), p*253* 
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outstanding Aramaism of the New Testament, Nevertheless, this factor 
has been remarked upon# Taylor, commenting on Mk ii»10, goes so far 
a« to suggest that i t " is a genuine utterance, which Jesus spo]*e without 
the expectation of being immediately understood".^ Remarks l i k e this 
remove the need to make sense of Jesus' sayings at a l l : i f they need 
not be comprehensible, traditional belief, or any other belief, can 
continue xmhindered \sy them* Nor should this factor be associated 
with the Messianic secret, for the Ciospel which i s most concerned 
with this theory assumes that the term "Son of man" i s so clear that 
i t does not require escplanation. The Pharisees may not have liked 
Mk i i ^ l O , and Peter did not l i k e Mk viii.31« But both were spoken 
openly, and no-one shows any sign of finding the use of the term 
"Son of man" i n any way ambiguous or d i f f i c u l t . Vermes r i g h t l y finds 
i t appropriate to repeat the incisive remarks made by Wellhausen i n 
the early years of effective Son of man research: "Jesus uses (the 
e3q)ression) not esoterically at a l l , not merely i n front of his disciples, 
yet no one finds i t strange and requires an e:qplanation» A l l l e t i t 
pass without being astonished, even the quarrelsome Pharisees.•••who 
were not accustomed to accept something unintelligible." 
A l l these points combine to form a cumulative argument of overwhelming 
weight: Da v i i i s not the source of a large number of Son of man sayings, 
and i t i s not the origin of Jesus' use of this term. 
Bat what of the small group of Son of man sayings i n which the 
influence of Da v i i really i s detectable? Mk viii^38c, Mt xvi,28, 
1. V.Taylor, The Names of Jesus (1954), p.27 
2. G.Vermes, op.cit., p , l 6 l , translating from J,Wellhausen, Skizzen 
tind Vorarbeitea VT (1899), p.l97. Cf. R.Leivestad, op.cit., NTS 18 
(1971-2), pp.24i, 255. 
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xrT»31 and Lk x v i i i . S appear to be secondary, thus establishing that 
this influence of Da vii«13 has a satisfactory Sitz im Leben i n the 
early church. But this s t i l l leaves Mk xi i i . 2 6 , xiv.62, Mt x x i v . ^ i 
/ f i x xLi.iiO and Mt x,23. Are these authentic? Mk xiT,62 and Mt x,23 
i n particular have often been defended, and not only by conservatives 
or by scholars who found their authenticity congenial. Nevertheless 
I propose to argue that the whole group derives from the exegetical 
ac t i v i t y of the early church. 
In the f i r s t place I shall argue simply that a l l this group of 
sayings has a satisfactory Sitz im Leben i n the early church. We 
may begin with those sayings which naist be seen as conscious allusions 
to Da v i i . l 3 , namely Mk xiii,26//kt xxiv.30, Mk xiv.62//kt xxvi,6i4 
and we may add Rev i.7» These are the only New Testament passages to 
contain demonstrably conscious allusions to Da v i i . l 3 , and a l l of them 
have i t i n midrashic combination with other OT texts. This i s a known 
act i v i t y of the early church. "The New Testament writers believed 
that the life,death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, under whose 
authority they lived, had been predicted i n the Old Testament, The 
events to which they themselves bore witness were thus the proof that 
they were l i v i n g i n the age of fulfilment"*^ To find these events i n 
the Old Testament they searched the Scriptures. Moreover they did not 
e3q)ect the age of fulfilment to continue i n i t s present form for ever. 
Some 9f them at least expected a radical change to take place very 
soon. Jesua had predicted that the kingdom of God would shortly be 
1» C.K.Barrett, CHB I (1970), p.399. 
2, Of. B.Lindars, New Testament Apologetic (1961): M.P.Miller, "Targum, 
Midrash, and the Use of the Old Testament i n the New Testament", 
JSJ n (1971) t PP*29-82. 
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estald-ished, but what part had he given himself i n the f i n a l events? 
Acts, the Bristles and the book of Revelation t e s t i f y to the fact that 
the early church, reasonably enough i n the l i g h t of conten5>orary 
Jewish belief that a redeemer figure would appear as God^ s agent 
to deliver them, expected his return and searched the Scriptures 
to find i t . In the ^ i s t l e s , they found i t i n passages which originally 
referred to the coming of Tahweh on the day of the Lord.'*' This i s 
not surprising, for the coming of Yahweh i s the only dramatic si^ematural 
coming i n the Old Testament. I t i s to be noted that the resulting 
picture often combines "echoes" of several different OT passages, 
a proced;ire which Jewish evidence should lead us to anticipate* 
One group of early Christians, however, found the coming of their 
Lord i n Da v i i . l 3 . This i s very i n t e l l i g i b l e . The early church inherited 
a flexible and actualizing method of exegesis. I t i s probable enough 
that they also inherited the western tradition of interpretation of 
the book of Daniel. They were i n a very similar position to the Enoch 
circle, who also found their man i n this verse. Both believed i n a 
supreme human figure who was now i n heaven and was of such majesty 
that he must play an important role i n the last times that were already 
upon them. Both followed the actualizing western tradition according 
to which Da vii.9-14 dealt with eschatological events. With these factors 
i n the background, i t i s not surprising that both identified the 
man-like figure as their own. When his interpretation as the Saints 
of the Most High i s l o s t to view (neither the Similitudes nor the 
Gospels shows clear signs of the four kingdoms or of the interpretative 
section of Da v i i ) , this figure i s indeed mysterious: the questions 
1» Of. especially, T.F.Glasson, op.cit. 
2. Supra, pp.443-4* 
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of 1 En xlvi.2 are very appropriate, and the two answers, Enoch and 
Jesus, correspond to the general beliefs of these two communities. 
On the other hand, none of this i s necessary, least of a l l i n exegetes 
who were not especially concerned with the book of Daniel: hence the 
absence of this interpretation from most Enoch documents and most 
of the New Testament. 
This explains the use of Da v i i . l 3 to describe the second coming 
of Jesus, and the fact that i t i s used together with midrashic echoes 
of other texts at Mk xiii,26, xiv.62, Rev i.7. Matthew received i t 
from Mark, and the author of Revelation may well have been d^endent 
on the same grotq)ing of OT texts as these two Gospel writers, though 
he certainly did cast his eye over the whole of the chapter. I t i s to 
be observed that the degree of ori g i n a l i t y and creativity required 
does not surpass that which i s normally to be found i n documents of 
this period. I t i s not incredible that the exegetical work on Da v i i . l 3 
behind the Similitudes and the Gospels alike should have been carried 
out by exegetes vhose names are unknown to us. I t does not require 
the unique inspiration of the incarnate Son of God or even the Alexandrian 
ingenuity of Dr. Apollos. Moreover, the book of Revelation apart, 
the exegesis of the early Christians and the Enoch circle alike does 
f i t into, but does not u t i l i z e , a consistent exegetical tradition 
of the whole chapter. " I f anything i s clear about ancient Jewish herraeneutics, 
i t i s that 'context' i s not understood i n modem l i t e r a r y and historical 
categories. The context of any Scjripture text i s rather the whole 
of Scripture and contemporary needs. Doeve put the matter quite correctly 
when he pointed out that Jewish hermeneutics can depend on the immediate 
context or completely ignore i t according to i t s needs...'Atomistic' 
and 'harmonistic' are two sides of the same coin i n ancient Jewish 
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hermeneutics."^ The earliest Christians were Jews, and they inherited 
and used these same hermeneutics. Thus both groups made use of the 
short passage of Daniel which gave them the Scriptural information 
they required. Their interpretation does f i t a consistent exegetical 
tradition, but both could happily ignore the four kingdoms and the 
intejrpretative section of Da v i i . Their interpretations are both incorrect, 
but follow the normal pattern of the actualizing traditions of the 
west. 
That the church should have attributed i t s eiegesis to Jesus 
himself accords with i t s normal practice. The form of the eschatological 
farewell discjjurse was well enough known to the Jews: Mark has u t i l i z e d 
i t and put Jesus' own prediction of his coming at i t s climax. But, 
while few w i l l object to such an e3q)lanation of Mk xiii.26, Mk xiv.62 
i s more often defended. To begin with, I observe s i i ^ l y that i t has a 
satisfactory and similar Sitz im Leben i n the early church. I f the 
church did not know what Jesus said at his t r i a l , Mark might well 
follow the normal practice of ancient historians of putting into his 
mouth a speech of the kind he was eapected to have made. The result 
i s very good: brevity, the conclusion of the Messianic secret, a l l 
three of the t i t l e s of Jesus that were iii?)ortant to Mark, the community's 
hope and the confounding of the Jews i n pure Old Testament terms.^ 
This same group of Christians whose exegesis l i e s behind the 
1. Miller, op.cit., p.66, referring to Doeve, op.cit. 
2. Cf,e.g.Lk xxiv.4.5j Gaston, op.cit., p.43j Lindars, op.cit. 
3. Among many scholars \Aio now regard Mk xiv,62 as a Markan construction^ 
Vielhauer, op.cit.(Fs Dehn, 1957), p.65: P.Winter, On the Trial of 
Jssus (1961), pp.20-30t A.Suhl, Die Funktion der alttestamentlichen 
Zltate und Anspielungen im Markusevangelium (1965), pp.54.-6t R.H.Fuller, 
The Foundations of New Testament Chrlstology (1965), ppa09-ll, lA^7t 
Vermes, op.cit., pp.183-4. 
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synoptics then produced another group of sayings i n which the influence 
of Da v i i . l 3 i s indirect but detectable. A l l speak of the Son of man 
coming. Mk viii.38c, Mt xvi.28, xxv^31 and Lk x v i i i . 8 have already 
been noted as secondary, their Sitz im Leben therefore i n the early 
church, Ve now suppose that the rest of this group originated there 
too. In discussing the details, a possible Sitz im Leben i n the early 
church has been suggested for both Mt x,23 and Mt xxiv.^VAl^ xii,40. 
I t remains to argue that this group of sayings does not have a satisfactory 
Sita im Leben in the l i f e of Jesus. 
The two main sayings, Mk xiii.26 and xiv.62, the only two i n the 
oldest Gospel that can plausibly be regarded as authentic, both l i e 
i n combinations of OT allusions. This consideration has often been 
brought against the authenticity of xiii^265"^ i t should be brought 
against both, because i t i s uncharacteristic of the teaching of Jesus 
as well as characteristic of the early church. The other sayings, 
however, appear secondary to this main group of two. I t would be very 
d i f f i c u l t to argue that Jesus used Da vii.13 allusively as at Mt x.23, 
Mt xxiv.4VA^ xii.4D without allowing the authenticity of Mk x i i i . 2 6 , 
xiv.62. Secondly, Jesus i n the synoptic Gospels never refers to his 
second coming except by using Da vii»13 and making reference to the 
2 
Son of man coming. This i s d i f f i c u l t to explain, and may not be connected 
with any motif of secrecy because the Gospel writers evidently do 
not treat these sayings as ambiguous.^ I t i s not characteristic of 
Jesus to deal with a topic only i n such r i g i d l y Scriptural terms, 
Inxt we have seen that this i s e:q)licable i f the sayings have their 
E.g. J.A.T.Robinson, op.cit., pp.57, 119f.: T.F.Glasson, op.cit.r 
of. supra, pp.489-94. 
2. The apparent exception, Mk xiii.35, Mt xxiv.4J2, i s due to the application 
of parabolic material: supra, p.4B2. 
3. Supra, pp.551, 55A'5* 
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origin i n the early church. I t i s paradoxical, but i t i s the case, 
that only this w i l l e:xplain the impression that the Son of man might 
be someone other than Jesus. I f Jesus used Da vii.13 i n this way, he 
was bound to e ^ l a i n that he was speaking of his own coming. The early 
church, however, as the uniform attitude of the Evangelists demonstrates, 
knowing that they had searched for and found the coming of Jesus, 
could e35)ound i t i n Scriptural terms without ever supposing that the 
f a i t h f u l might iaagine the coming of anyone else. 
Thirdly, i t has often been noted that, i n spite of the fact that 
he speaks of the death and Resurrection of the Son of man and of the 
coming of the Son of man, Jesus never combines the two. This i s very 
odd i f these sayings i n fact go back to him, and i t i s not sufficient 
to assert that they are alternative ways of speaking of vindication, 
since this does not ea^jlain why they shoiild be alternatives which cannot 
be combined. However, this aspect of the evidence i s readily e^lained 
i f a l l the parousia sayings are due to early Christian exegetes who 
already had material about the death and Resurrection, and who then 
formed new sayings i n OT terms precisely i n order to provide information 
about Jesus* coming. 
The cumulative weight of these arguments must be regarded as a 
sufficient demonstration. This group of sayings which u t i l i z e Da vii.13 
to speak of the Son of man coming have their Sitz im Leben i n the early 
church. The distinctively Christian version of the western tradition 
of interpretation of Da v i i , that which sees the parousia of Jesus i n 
vs 13, originated there and at length became universal i n the Christian 
west. 
I t follows that Jesus himself did not speak of his second coming.^ 
He preached the establishment of the reign of God, together with his 
Resurrection and the f i n a l judgement, but not u n t i l there was a church 
1. Cf. T.F.Glasson, op.cit.: J,A.T.Robinson, op.cit. 
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waiting for his return was there any need to insert his coming. This 
need not be regarded as a fundamental s h i f t . From the perspective 
of the teaching of Jesus, any coming that he might need to do would 
have been a very minor detail. When the different perspective of the 
early church made his coming an important event, they did not thereby 
alter the basic expectation of the establishment of God's kingdom: 
they merely asgimilated the picture to the standard Jewi?h idea that 
the l a s t times would include the coming of a redeemer figure, and 
naturally identified that redeemer figure as their Lord. However, 
the new detail had to be searched for i n the Scriptures, and while 
some of them found i t i n texts that spoke of the day of the Lord, 
one group of exegetes found i t i n Da vii.13 and went on to produce 
this group of Son of man sayings. 
I t i s therefore to be concluded that the western Christian tradition 
of interpretation of Da v i i began i n the work of early Christian exegetes 
some time after the death and Resurrection of Jesus^ This exegetical 
work resulted i n the production of a small group of Son of man sayings, 
which were incorrectly attributed to Jesus and are now to be found 
i n the synoptic Gospels. This iJieory gives a completely e^^ilanatory accoimt 
of this small group of Son of man sayings, and i t marks the l i m i t of 
certainly verifiable use of Da v i i i n the Gospels, This also marks 
the l i m i t of the scope of this thesis, which has to be satisfied with 
investigating that part of tiie Son of man probLem which i s concerned 
with Daniel v i i . I t w i l l however be clear that a coiaplete solution 
of the Son of man problem i s not to be found along these lines. I 
have suggested elsewhere^ that the key to i t l i e s i n the idiomatic 
use of the Aramaic term \/i X "^1., and this hypothesis w i l l be 
1» F.M.Gasey, op.cit. 
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b r i e f l y adumbrated i n the f i n a l chapter of this thesis, i n p a r t i a l 
fulfilment of the requirement that the results of this investigation 
shall be set i n their broader context. 
56-i 
Chapter 11. Conclusions and Epilogue. 
The purpose of this f i n a l chapter i s to draw together the conclusions 
of the investigation reported i n chs 1-10 and set them i n a broader 
context. Da v i i i t s e l f was found to be a thoroughly Jewish chapter 
i n a thoroughly Jewish book, to be dated 166-5 B.C. The man-like 
figure of Da vii.13 i s an empty symbol of the Saints of the Most High, 
who are to be identified as the f a i t h f u l Jews of the author's group. 
The author deliberately selected a man to symbolize Israel i n trius^h, 
and any suggestion that he suffers conflicts with the author's symbolism. 
This symbolism i s con^sletely Jewish, and this chapter provides no evidence 
of a Son of man concept either i n or behind the present text. A dear 
understanding of the symbolism illuminates ihe structure of this 
ch^ter, vhich should be seen as a imified whole. 
I t s author e^qsected the defeat of the oppressive Seleucid power, 
probably by means of purely supernatural intervention. The military 
victory of the Maccabees i n December, 16^ 4 B.C. gave rise to two exegetical 
traditions. The f i r s t , \ihich 1 have called the "syrian" tradition, 
simply identified the Maccabean victory as the triumph foretold i n 
Daniel's prophecies. With this simple s h i f t of interpretation, i t was 
able to preserve a complete outline of the original author's interpretation 
of the whole chapter, and indeed of other chs^ters as well. The earliest 
known writer to adhere to i t was the neoplatonist philosopher Porphyry, 
who u t i l i z e d i t to deduce the Maccabean date and pseudepigraphic 
nature of the book of Daniel. After that, this exegetical tradition 
i s found i n a series of exegetes of the syrian church. Among mediaeval 
Jews we found another adherent, R.Hayyim Galipapa. Analysis proved 
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that i t was not a late traditions i t was preserved among the Jews 
from the Maccabean period onwards. I t was therefore i n existence i n 
the time of Jesus, though i t s strength and geographical distribution 
i n that period could not be assessed with preeision because of lack 
of evidence. Examination of the New Testament revealed no trace of i t . 
From this i t may be concluded with reasonable probability that i t 
was preserved i n a somewhat restricted area running from Syria round 
into Mesopotamia. 
One of the items of interpretation correctly preserved by this 
exegetical tradition was the corporate interpretation of the man-like 
figure as a symbol of the Saints of the Most High, who were identified 
by this tradition as the Maccabees. Syriac-speaking Christians also 
held that the man-like figure was Jesus, but the way i n which this 
intei^retation was held, grafted on to the corporate interpretation 
^ t a second level, made i t possible to deduce that this interpretation 
was a secondary and specifically Christian accretion to this tradition. 
Therefore the original Jewish form of this tradition which syrian 
Christians inherited knew nothing of the messianic interpretation of 
this figure. 
The antiquity of a tradition found among these late witnesses 
of the Syrian church and i n the work of one of a specific ^oup of 
mediaeval Jews i s quite remarkable. The absence of the messianic interpretation 
of the man-like figure suggests that the date of i t s fossilization 
i s extremely early. I t i s not probable that the interpretation of the 
book of Daniel i s the only old tradition to be found i n these sources, 
i new seam of antique tradition has thus been opened vip for further 
e:q}loitation. 
The second exegetical tradition, vhidi I have termed the "western" 
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tradition, results from the application of the actualizing mode of 
exegesis well known i n this period and already to be found i n the 
book of Daniel i t s e l f . This method retains the original eschatological 
orientation of the chapter, and continually oreinterprets the account 
of the fourth kingdom to bring i t up to date as an account of the events 
preceding the End. One piece of evidence survives from the period \Aien 
the fourth kingdom was the Greek, namely Slb.Or.III, 388-^00, which 
i s to be dated B.C. and shows a new identification of the horns 
lAich enabled the l i t t l e horn to be placed i n the writer's own time. 
After the rise of Rome, an actualizing tradition was bound to interpret 
the fourth kingdom as the Roman. The f i r s t kingdom, under the influence 
of other Danielic material, remained the Babylonian, though the occasional 
Christian exegete inherited the pre-Danielic four kingdom sequence 
and made the f i r s t kingdom the Assyrian and Batylonian. The middle 
kingdoms were squashed together, the second becoming both Media and 
Persia, another view that the Danielic material i t s e l f appeared to 
encourage, and the t h i r d kingdom became the Greek. There are some 
less common variations i n these identifications, notably from l a t e 
writers seeking to accommodate the rise of the Arabs i n this same 
actualizing manner. The horns were normally pushed off into the future, 
though contemporary interpretations were indulged i n at periods of 
eschatological excitement, when the End i n vss 9-14. was thought to be 
at hand. These identifications were sometimes preserved long afterwards, 
resulting i n the horns being identified i n past history even i n the 
midst of an actualizing tradition. Verses 9-H retained their original 
eschatological orientation, with the l a s t Judgement portrayed at 
vss 9 f f and the coming of either the people of Israel or the Messiah 
at vss 13-14* This tradition i s thus coherent and logical, even though 
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i t s exegesis i s i n so many respects not actually correct. 
This western tradition was held by Jews and Christians alike. 
The Christians inherited i t from the Jews, and they used this same 
actualizing mode of exegesis independently of them as well. In d e t a i l , 
however, there are some differences. Christians saw Jesus their Messiah 
i n the man-like figure: consistently with the eschatological orientation 
of this tradition, they interpreted his coming at the End as his second 
advent. To them Da vii,13 was an iH?)ortant text, and for p a t r i s t i c 
writers i t was significant that i t was already interpreted i n this 
way i n the New Testament. Among Christians i n the west this view completely 
ousted the original corporate interpretation of the man-like figure 
as the Saints of the Most High. A variant tradition f i r s t occurring 
i n Cyprian interpreted vss 13-1-4 of an event immediately after the 
Resurrection. By this time there was less need of OT backing for Jesus' 
parousia since there was plenty of Scriptural warrant i n the now canonical 
New Testament. But this remained a variant of the main tradition because 
i t did not f i t perfectly into the coherent and logical outline of the 
tradition. I n accordance with that outline the triumph of the "Saints 
of the Most High" was expected at the End, and the identification of 
that group was naturally widened to include Christians. 
The Jewish version of this tradition s(»ietimes found the Messiah 
i n the man-like figure of vs 13, appearing at the End to deliver the 
Jews. But there were plenty of other messianic texts, and the messianic 
interpretation never ousted the original corporate interpretation of 
i t as a symbol of the Saints of the Most High. The Jews never needed 
the Messiah to actually come on clouds: hence their commentators i n 
particular stress repeatedly the figurative nature of the language 
i n vss 9 - l i . This i s not unknown i n the Christian tradition, though 
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i t i s usually connected with vss 9-10, but i t i s a much stronger feature 
among the Jewish interpreters covered i n this investigation. This 
point apart, the Messiah comes downwards: only i n the Cyprianic by-form 
of the Christian tradition i s the direction of movement certainly upwards. 
This exegetical tradition also preserved some details of the 
original interpretation. A l l knew that the f i r s t beast was the kingdom 
of Babylon: a l l Jewish commentators, and no-one else, knew the interpretation 
of T l i ~ l A X.\X3.(vs 15), commenting as they did on the Aramaic text. 
Naturally Jewish tradition f a i t h f u l l y preserved the original identification 
of the Saints of the Most High as the Jews. Nowhere i s there any trace 
of the view that angels might be included i n this description, though 
on this point i t i s relevant to note that the Qumran sect's exegesis 
of this phrase i n Daniel has not survived i n the material which has 
so far been published. Also at vs 22 this tradition preserved the interpretation 
that judgement was given i n favour of the Saints: nowhere i n any tradition 
covered i n this investigation i s i t suggested that the Saints became 
the judges. But i t i s the corporate interpretation of the man-like 
figure whose preservation i s of primary interest for this investigation. 
I t i s found i n two midrashic passages and two mediaeval commentators, 
as well as i n the syrian tradition. I t must be deduced that i t was 
known at the time of Jesus, even i n some places where the syrian 
tradition had not been heard of and only the western view was known. 
I t i s therefore perfectly possible that i t was known to Jesus. However, 
investigation of the New Testament material shows no clear trace 
of i t . 
The preservation of these and other correct items of ancient 
exegesis i n these late Jewish sources i s another interesting result. 
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With the increasing sophistication of methods of dating single units 
of tradition, late Jewish sources, and especially late Jewish bi b l i c a l 
commentaries, conptitute a largely untapped source of Jewish material 
which, when properly analysed, might well help to caet aiore l i g h t on 
Judaism at the time of Jesus. 
The western tradition as a vhole can be dated early enough for 
Jesus himself, as well a.' the Gospel writers, to have made use of 
i t , but this cannot be said of an individual interpretation of the 
man-like figure. The rabbinical interpretation of this figure as 
"King Messiah" was anticipated certainly by the author of IV Ezra 
x i i i , who regarded this figure as a symbol which he could reuse to 
create his own symbol of the Messiah. An earlier individual interpretation 
was found i n the Similitudes of Enoch, whose author believed that liie 
man-like figure was Enoch. This interpretation cannot with confidence 
be dated as early as the time of Jesus, but i t proved more important 
to observe the dynamic Identity of the situation confronting the 
Enoch circle and the early church, together with the fact that both used 
the same exegetical methods. The identification ef Jesus as the man-like 
figure was shown to be perfectly comprehensible even i f this was the 
f i r s t individual interpretation of i t . 
The study of the Jewish evidence produced another is^ortant 
result: there was no "Son of Man Concept" i n Judaism. The contrary 
opinion has been founded on Da v i i i t s e l f and on two other documents, 
IV Ezra x i i i and the Similitudes of Enoch. I t was found i n none of 
these: but vAien Uie author of the Similitudes used the normal Aramaic 
term "son of man", he chose i t i n dependence on Da vii,13, and IV 
Ezra x i i i , where even the term "son of man" probably did not occur, 
really does make use of Da v i i . l 3 too. Thus i n these three documents 
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there i s not a Son of man concept: there i s the man-like figure of Da v i i . l 3 
and further Jewish use of this figure i n new apocalyptic work. Moreover, 
i f there was no Son of man concept i n Judaism, i t clearly follows 
that such a concept cannot be a source of the Gospel term "Son of 
man**. 
This brings us to the second of the three c^estions with which 
we began. How much was Da v i i used i n the very earliest period of 
Christianity? I t appears to have been used very l i t t l e . There are 
no formula quotations of i t i n the whole New Testament. A l l the epistles 
produced a completely negative result: Luke and the author of the 
Fourth Gospel did not deliberately use i t themselves, though their 
works contain a small quantity of evidence of i t s use i n the traditions 
which they employed. Mark and Matthew can be shown with certainty 
to have followed only the western Christian inteirpretation of vs 13. 
The influence of t i i i s spears also i n a further small group of Son of 
man sayings. None of them should be attributed to Jesus. His interpretation 
of Daniel v i i remains unknown, but i t i s clear that i t was not a 
chapter of fundamental importance for him. The Book of Revelation i s 
the f i r s t Christian document to make extensive UFe of Da v i i . I t i s 
the only one i n the New Testament to do so. 
These results were very striking, and led to the conclusion that 
Da v i i was not the source of the Gospel term "Son of man". I t was 
not sufficiently used by either Jesus or the early church to have 
given rise to this common Gospel term. This conclusion was further 
demonstrated by the application of several arguments largely derived 
from the classic proliLems of Son of man research. The cumulative 
weight of these arguments wa§ adjudged overwhelming. 
These are the results of this investigation and they must now 
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be placed i n a broader context. I n the f i r s t place, the study of the 
traditions of the exegesis of Da v i i has illuminated a small group 
of Son of man sayings, but i t has clearly not led to a solution of 
the Son of man problem as a whole. How does this group of sayings 
f i t into the larger Son of man problem? To answer this question i t 
w i l l not hel^ to repeat the beliefs of a religious tradtion or a distinguished 
scholar, fo r i f to term the Son of man problem insoluble i s an indication 
of feebleness of mind, to regard i t as unsolved i s no more than real is t ic* 
A new hypothesis must therefore be put forward, and the results of 
this thesis w i l l then be f i t t e d into i t . ^ 
For this purpose we must consider the use of the Aramaic term 
\i/\K Our knowledge of i t s use has been greatly increased 
by the in5)ortant collection of evidence made by Dr, Vermes. Most 
scholars have not however accepted his contention that the Aramaic 
was used as a siirrogate for ' I " , but have dismissed his exaniples 
with remarks to the effect that they are general statements.^ Some 
assmi5)tions about the use of this term had to be made i n discussing 
Son of man sayings i n ch 10# For the most part i t was su f f i c i e f i t to 
refer to the generally accepted opinion that {p^M^ ^J . was a normal 
Aramaic term fo r "man'*, but i t occasionally had to be assumed also, 
with most but not a l l other scholars, that Vermes' theory i s incorrect, 
1* This hypothesis i s adumbrated i n an ar t ic le now i n the pressj 
P.M^Casey, "The Son of Man Problem**, m_(>7 (1976)•, 
2. G,Vermes, "The Use of \/i " M / K.\/^ ^1 i n Jewish Aramaic", i n 
M,Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (%967), pp»310-28, 
3. E.g.C.Colpe, TVmr V I I I (1969), p.4.06j F.H.BorscK, The Christian 
and Gnostic Son of Man (1970), p.5 n . l 9 j J.Jeremias, Hew Testament 
Theology, vol I (1971), p»26l n.ljProfessor Black had previously drawn 
attention to one of the examples on which Vermes* theory i s basedj 
EJEPT L X (194a-9), 
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This opinion could usefully be j u s t i f i e d , and I shall suggest at the 
same time that the sayings which Vermes collected do indeed provide 
evidence of a particular idiomatic use of the ilramaic \i/SK ^J- ; 
when an Aramaic speaker used a general statement to say something about 
himself, ^ i f ( was the term for "man* that he used, I shall go 
on to suggest that i t i s this idiom which underlies a core of authentic 
Son of man sayings i n the Gospels. 
In the concluding chapter of a thesis largely concerned with another 
aspect of the Son of man problem i t i s appropriate to discuss a single 
exanple i n deta i l , and point out that a l l Vermes* examples could be 
interpreted i n the same way. For this purpose I have selected Gen.iU 
79f6. I n th is passage the captxire and escs^e of several birds i s summed 
up by R.simeon i n a general statement >t']f/m ^'^^ ' ^ ' 9 ' ^ 
I t i s natural to interpret the succeeding statement which i s so closely 
bound to i t as a general statement alsot VS 
This interpretation of i t is i n perfect accordance with the normal meaning 
and usage of the term 
as agreed by a l l investigators 
on the basis of ample evidence,^ However R.Simeon said i t , not i n 
order to make general statements about man, but for|the sake of the 
i m p l i c i t ^ p l i c a t i o n of the general statement to himself. This i s clear 
from the way that he acted on this general statement by emerging from 
the cave himself. Thus there are two observations to be made about 
the statement V3i "^^^ nPl both of which 
are in5)ortant for our understanding of the or igin of Son of man statements 
i n the Gospels. The f i » s t i s that the statement rea l ly i s a general 
statement. The second i s that the function of this statement rea l ly 
i s that the speaker i s saying something about himself. 
1 . E»g, Colpe, op .c i t . , p.405: Vermes, op . c i t . , pp«316-9. 
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The story i n which this saying i s found i s extant i n three other 
versions, at pT.Sheb.IX,!, Eccl.R.10,8 and Esth.R.3.7. For the story 
as a whole, the four recensions form close paral lels . As at Gen.R# 
79,6, the versions at pT.Sheb.IX,! and Bccl.R.10,8 have R.Simeon using 
a general statement with the term W "13., though with minor variations 
i n the rest of the sentence. Vermes denies that this statement i s a 
general statement,^ The f i r s t of his four arguments refers to the version 
i n pT.Sheb.Ix,!. "In the crucial las t phrase, although a d i f fe rent ia t ion 
i s no doubt intended between "^ \9^5' and KVA ^ 1 , i t i s noteworthy 
that whereas the former i s indef in i te , bar nasha i s not. Hence, i t i s 
j u s t i f i ab l e to assume that the speaker has i n mind not some random 
member of the human race, but one particular person, and that person 
cannot but be h imse l f . But VerrMs has himself said that, i n regard to 
the use of i n general, "the employment of the def ini te 
or indef ini te forms does not substantially affect the meaning", and 
he comments i n the middle of his discussion of this particular idiom, 
"In a l l the examples so f a r examined, reference to the speaker i s 
effected by means of the indefini te form W\ ^ H . I t w i l l be shown 
now that also, can be used i n the same way." His inconsistency 
on this point underlines his f a i lu re to explain the presence of the 
art icles i n the Gospel phrase o v\oi ToCT JvQpwTrou. i t i s 
noteworthy also that indefini te i n the paral lel statements 
i n Gen,R,79,6 and Eccl.R.10,8. In fact the general variation i n the 
state of in Vermes* evidence as a whole simply ref lec ts 
i t s date, but i n this particular idiom i t i s to be supposed that Wiis 
! • Vermes, op . c i t . , pp,325-5x G#Vermes, Jesus the Jew (1973), pp,162-3, 
2. Vermes i n M.Black, op .c i t . , pp-315, 323: c f . Colpe, op . c i t . , p,-405. 
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variation was already to be found at the time of Jesus,^ I t i s arbi trary, 
as well as inconsistent, to isolate the examples of the use of the 
def ini te state and draw such conclusions from them alone. 
Vermes* second argument refers to the version of this story i n 
Gen.R.79,6. **In this version, the bar nSsha saying i s immediately followed 
by Simeon's departure from his hiding place, so we may once more conclude 
that bar nasha whose soul w i l l not perish must be the irpeaker himself**. 
This argument i s too simple. Simeon's departure does indeed indicate 
the function of the general statement which he made, but i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to see how i t could show that i t i s not a general statement. Vermes' 
th i rd argument i s based on a textual variant. One manuscript reads 
•^ll/9i instead of X\^i "^Xl VQi and Vermes regards this as 
decisive evidence; "bar nasha i s def in i te ly a circumlooxtion for " I " 
i n this instance at least". This deduction i s methodologically unsound. 
In their edition of the text, Theodor and Albeck read the general 
statement (^^1 I H . In the variant 
cited by Vermes, this has been replaced by a direct reference to the 
speaker, l^/SU j ' ^ ^ ' \ \ \ , Transcriptional probabil i ty i s 
decisively i n favour of the reading adopted by Theodor and Albeck 
(other variants do not af fect the point at issue). This text has been 
altered by a scribe to a more straightforward reading, i n which the 
speaker refers direct ly to himself. But this cannot constitute evidence 
that the original text V\ ^11 j ^ ^ l P^) I D 
i s not a general statement. This i s a fundamental logical error, and 
together with a very similar f a u l t of method i n the use of paral lel 
narratives, i t runs r ight through Vermes' whole discussion. 
His fourth a r d e n t i s a rather tentatively expressed example 
1.. Inftra, 1^.576-7, 
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of this f a u l t i n the treatment of parallel material. He refers to 
the paral lel statement i n Esth.R,3,7, commenting "Another, though less 
direct , confirmation i s provided by Es th .R . i i i . Here, 
soul) or ; ^ A ^ ^ J (our souls) i s substituted fo r K\/S ^ZLl V91 , 
implying that Simeon was thinking of both himself and his son". But 
the text of Esth.R,3,7 i s i n fact d i f ferent from that of the paral lel 
narratives, and the difference i s precisely that i t i s not a general 
statement, whereas a l l three parallel versions do have a general statement 
with at this point. This cannot undermine the general 
nature of the paral lel statement i n Gen.R,79,6 //pT.Sheb.IX,l//teccl,R. 
10,8. As to the origin of the d i f ferent readings, we are bound to draw 
the same kind of conclusion as i n the case of the textual variant 
to Gen,R*79>6. The earliest form of this narrative w i l l have contained 
a general statement at this point which has been altered i n the version 
of Esth,R,3,7 to the more direct ^jJlV9i. 
Similar criticisms could be made of Vermes* discussion of other 
examples of this idiom. A l l his examples may be interpreted as I have 
interpreted Gen.R,79,6, so that the idiom may be described as followst 
i n Aramaic a speaker could use a general statement, i n which the e:q)ression 
for "man" was \ i4K ^ T l , i n order to say something about himself. 
Vermes has accurately described the circumstances i n which this idiom 
was used, Fitzmyer has questioned i t s date,^ but there i s suf f ic ien t 
evidence that the generic use of l/VK was i n operation before 
the time of Jesus, so there should be no doubt that general statements 
using this term were part of normal usage i n Middle Aramaic. Vermes' 
1 . J,A. Fitzmyer, "Methodology i n the Study of the Aramaic Substratiun 
of Jesus' Sayings i n the New Testament", i n Jesus aux Origines de 
l a Christologie (Joum^es Bibliques de Louvain 24.e, 1975), pp,73-102. 
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view of this idiom gave i t the appearance of being new, but my description 
of i t shows i t to be no more than a particular application of this 
well-known Aramaic locution. Since general statements using 
were i n normal use, the application of one to himself by an Aramaic 
speaker i s the sort of development of existing usage that could occur 
on the l i p s of native speakers of the language at any time. The evidence 
which Vermes collected shows clearly that th is development did i n fac t 
occur. New Testament evidence that i t had occurred already i n Middle 
Aramaic should on these grounds be regarded as suf f ic ien t , and the 
absence of examples i n Middle Aramaic sources should be ascribed to 
the pqucity of surviving Middle Aramaic. Vermes' exaiaples lack the 
i n i t i a l X of ' ^ i X . because of the late date at which they were 
writ ten down. 
An outstanding problem is the state of ^X^ViK this idiom. 
This i s d i f f i c u l t , because siurviving> exan^les come from a period when 
the difference between the absolute and emphatic states of the Aramaic 
noun had i n general broken down. However there i s good reason to 
conjecture that i n the time of Jesus the absolute and emphatic states 
of /kj^AK "lIL were already i n use i n this idiom without any 
difference i n meaning. General statements i n Aramaic or ig inal ly used 
the absolute state, and there i s no reason to expect this to be altered 
when a speaker used such a general statement to say something about 
himself. The breakdown of the difference between the absolute and 
emphatic states of the Aramaic noun was already under way long before 
the time of Jesus, being evident already i n llQTgJob and more advanced 
i n IQi^Gn.^ The predominant manner i n which this breakdown f i r s t becomes 
1 , Of. e.g. T.Murooka, "The Aramaic of the Old Targum of Job from 
Qumran Cave 21", i i S XXV (1974), PP./425-33. 
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evident i s the use of the emphatic state where the absolute would previously 
have been e jec ted . I t i s therefore to be supposed that examples of 
this idiom w i l l have occurred with the emphatic instead of the absolute 
state. The nature of the idiom is such that this variation could not 
affect the meaning. On purely Aramaic grounds, therefore, such variation 
i s to be conjectured by the time of Jesus, and this w i l l enable us to 
e3q)lain the Gospel evidence i n which the articles are invariably found 
i n the expression. 
This idiom may now be applied to the Son of man sayings i n the 
Gospels, Each example has two levels of meaning. The f i r s t level i s 
that of the general statement, which w i l l be imfamiliar i n many cases. 
The second level i s that at which the speaker says something about 
himself. In each case this i s related to the sense i n which the sayings 
have been t radi t ional ly understood, but the fact that a general statement 
i s being used results i n these sayings being understood of Jesus i n 
a sense that they were believed by him to be true of other people as 
well , as of himself. 
Nine Gospel sayings may be suggested as re la t ive ly straightforward 
examples of this idiom, Mk i i . l O has often been thought of as a general 
statement i n the original Aramaic, which was then misunderstood,^ 
I now suggest that i t was indeed a general statement, but Jesus deliberately 
used i t to say something about himself i n accordance with normal 
Aramaic idiom. I t was not misunderstood, but some s h i f t of meaning 
took place when i t was translated into Greek. The general statement 
used was "a man has power to forgive sins on earth". Belief i n the 
connection between sinfulness and il lness was widespread i n the Judaism 
of this period, and i t had long been accepted that men could announce 
1 , J.Wellhausen, Das Evangelium Marci (1903), ad loc . 
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God's forgiveness of sins. Evidence that i n popular Jewish re l igion 
this belief could be formulated i n the same way as i t was here by Jesus 
comes fl-om AQOrNab, which shows that at a popular level the widespread 
belief i n the need for sins to be forgiven so that a person could be 
healed found expression i n saying that healers forgave people's sins. 
This does not mean that, i n the popular view, they usuiped the divine 
prerogative: i t means that some people expressed their beliefs i n a 
comparatively blunt and straightforward manner. The small quantity 
of the evidence i s due to the fac t that our evidence of popular rel igion 
in this period i s so meagre. But i t i s clear, and Matthew was so f a r 
from embarrassed by i t that he reintroduced i t , no doubt quite independently, 
at Mt ix,8,-^ 
The function of the general statement which Jesus used i s i t s i m p l i c i t 
application to the speaker, who thereby declared that he had the power 
to forgive sins on earth. This point was retained when the saying was 
translated into Greek, but the original Aramaic idiom was lo s t . 
This explanation reinforces the view taken above that reference to 
Da v i i i s unnecessary and unhelpful i n understanding this saying. 
General statements have likewise been perceived behind Mk i i , 2 8 , 
Mt v i i i . 20 / / t i k ix.58, Mt x i . l 9 /A ic vii ,34 and Mt x l i , 34 /Ak x i i , 1 0 , ^ 
a l l of which can now be seen as examples of this idiom, Lk xxii.i^S 
can easily be added. At the level of a general statement i t draws 
attention to the fac t that this i s a partictdarly cynical way of betraying 
someone. Jesus here used his native idiom to ask Judas i f he would 
1 . Cf. Vermes, op .c i t . , Jesus the Jew, pp,67-9, 180. 
2. Supra, pp,4.76-80, 
3. Cf, Colpe, op . c i t , , pp,408, -i3-4-5, -44-5: Jeremias, op . c i t . , pp.2£L-2: 
Vermes, i b i d . , pp . l80- l . 
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rea l ly do such a te r r ib le thing to hiw<Mk x.A5 may be seen as a general 
statement concerning the significance of l i f e . Jesus used i t to say 
that the purpose of his l i f e was service, especially martyrdom,^ 
Behind Mk xiv.21a l i e s a general statement, "a man goes to his 
death as i t i s writ ten of him". I t i s simplest to si5)pose that this 
involves scriptural j u s t i f i c a t i o n for the msre fac t of death. There 
are many OT passages that could be i n mind - among the more obvious 
are Gn i i . l 7 , i i i . l 9 , I s x l ,6-8 , Eccl x i i , 5 - 7 . The point of this general 
statement i s i t s ^ p l i c a t i o n to the speaker - Jesus announces that 
he i s about to die, as a l l men do, by divine decree according to the 
scriptures. This provides an excellent context for Mk xiv,21b. At the 
level of a general statement this i s a condemnation of t ra i to rs , a sentiment 
which i s almost universal. Jesus used i t to declare that Judas would 
come to a bad end. 
With these examples i n mind, we can consider the process of translation 
of these Aramaic sayings into Greek. Apart from the ar t ic les , the use 
of the l i t e r a l i s t i c vShs ivfipuiTrou rather than the more idiomatic 
Greek jTv^^i^nos i s probably due simply to the d i f f i c u l t i e s inherent 
i n translating an exclusively Aramaic idiom, I know of no genuinely 
equivalent idiom i n Greek and translators of a l l periods tend to be 
l i t e r a l i s t i c when they cannot see how to translate an idiom idiomatically. 
The articles have caused more trouble. Here the random variation 
between l / i X ^ 1 and X1/\X " i l l i n this idiom set a problem f o r 
the translator, because i t meant that the state of (X^ V/iX *^d not 
1 , On the Aramaic background to this saying, J.Jeremias, Wi 58 (1967), 
p.l66t on the interpretation of the context, G.K.Barrett, "The BackgrounA 
of Mark 10.45", i n New Testament Essays. Studies i n Memory of T.W.Manson. 
ad, A.J.B.Higgins (1959), pp.1-18. 
t e l l him whether he should use the Greek ar t ic les or not. Therefore 
he had to use other c r i t e r i a , and tiie obvious cr i te r ion to a Greek 
speaker would be normal Greek usage. In Greek the def ini te a r t i ^ e 
i s used to indicate a part icular, previously known enti ty.^ To any 
early Christian, Jesus was a particular, previously known ent i ty . Thus 
a translator of a saying which employs this idiom, selecting the most 
important level of meaning of such a saying, that at which Jesus i s 
saying something about himself, would use the art icles on the ground 
that the enti ty represented by (^^SK ^3 was a particular, previously 
known en t i ty . Keeping i n mind that the saying was on another level 
a general statement, he would f i n d his decision to use the art icles 
perfectly i n order because of the so-called "generic" use of the def in i te 
a r t i c l e i n Greek, 
One practical example may be given, Mt xii ,32a//Lk x i i . lOa may 
be reconstructed thast 
r i 5 Y ^ ^ ' "^^^ "^^^ "^^^^ '"^ 
The translators agreed on 1 = k-cu oyov , and 
T ) ^ = ^(^£0n<r£T^L -luTU) . For '^\)K^ ^1 5S the Lukan version 
I S a l i t e r a l as possible, TTAS OS S ^ J L , while Matthew prefers 
OS liTTiTI . J = i \ s i n Luke, K-iTol i n Matthew. The 
point of the saying i s the pronouncement of forgiveness for anyone 
who speaks against Jesus, a particular and previously known person. 
Hence ( C^ is ) T O V O^tW TOvJ ^ts^pwrrou and ( V<*n"i ) 
Tou moD Too ivfipuJTTOu . The articles make generic sense 
1 . Cf. G.Mussies, The Morphology of Koine Greek as Used i n the Apocalypse 
of St. Johnt A Study i n Bilingualism (1971), pp,186-9: F.Elass, A,Debrunner, 
R,W,Funk, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other £ar ly Christian 
Literature (1961), para, 252. 
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also, approximating to the sense of the general statement used by the 
speaker i n the original Aramaic, So f a r , no-one has misunderstood anything. 
Once the statement was i n Greek, however, o KAO5 T O U Jv/OpwrroU-
could easily be taken as a t i t l e of Jesus, Moreover to anyone who 
i n ignorance of the original Aramaic comes along and reads the saying 
i n Greek, i t appears to be a saying by and about Jesus only, no longer 
a general statement. This s h i f t of meaning has taken place with the 
transmission of the saying from Aramaic into Greek, The Aramaic idiom 
has been lo s t . The point of the saying, however, has not been los t at 
a l l . I t s t i l l pronounces forgiveness for anyone who speaks against 
Jesus, 
A second false impression could be gained by someone who took 
the saying i s isolat ion, not knowing what i t meant or, what i s more 
relevant, trying to work out what i t or ig inal ly might have meant, 
o uvos Tovj <ivyp\^rrou could easily be another figure 
altogether: the saying does not exp l i c i t l y i den t i fy him with the speaker. 
This impression i s simply a function of the fact that Son of man sayings 
are translationese. 
We can now consider three more complex examples of th is idiom. 
Behind Lk x i i , 8b l i e s a general statement, "a man w i l l confess him 
before the angels of God", This u t i l i z ed ciirrent belief i n the role 
of the exalted righteous as witness at the las t judgement: Jesus 
used i t to say that he would confess such a man before the angels of 
God. Mt x.32b i s primarily an alternative translation, i n which VAX, " ^ I . 
i s rendered with gyuj . Once a saying exists i n Greek i n an individual 
form i t may undergo further development, as here with xoG TQTpo^ 
pou • This kind of development also helps to conceal the original 
Aramaic idiom. 
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Mk v i i i . 3 8 i s another development, paral lel to Lk x i i . 9 / A l t x.33i 
with o ^\o£ ToQ jtvQ|^ u)^<"J representing the original it/A X ")jL, 
However th is saying has undergone even further development i n an individualising 
direction, and i t i s at this stage that the influence of Da v i i , 13 
was shown to be detectable,^ This process of the selection and development 
of the individual level of meaning i s i n th is instance carried to i t s 
f i n a l conclusion by the parallel Mt xvi,27, i n which a l l thought of 
a general statement has become quite obscured. Thus these sayings provide 
a clear example of the process of selection and development of the 
individual level of meaning being carried a very long way, so that the 
original idiom i s quite obscured. Moreover they show this process going 
on behind the Gospel of Mark, 
I t i s reasonable to conjecture that this process went on elsewhere 
behind Mark. I t has often been noted that the Marcan predictions of 
the passion are i n e f fec t d i f ferent versions of the same prediction, 
and i t has been ju s t l y conjectured that details have been added i n 
from the tradit ional accounts of the actual events. I f Jesus used the 
indirect idiom as I have suggested, i t i s l i k e l y that he would do so 
above a l l i n predicting his death and subsequent vindication. To obtain 
an original Aramaic example of this idiom we must remove individualising 
features from the t radi t ion common to Mk v i i i . 3 1 , i x . 3 1 , x,33-4. One 
might suggest something on the following l ines: 
Here we have a general statement, "a man w i l l die, but he w i l l r ise 
again at three days". At this general level VXK J l l ^^ i s 
an obvious commonplace, but i t provides an interesting connection with 
! • Supra, pp.480-3. 
2. Gf, 6i?)ra, pp.483-'4. 
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Mk x i v , 2 1 . That Jesus believed i n the general resurrection of the dead 
i s well enough known, and there i s some evidence which suggests that 
he could have eaqsressed this bel ief by saying that a man w i l l r ise 
Perhaps this i s how Jesus predicted his death 
and subseqiient vindication. Translated into Greek, a statement of th is 
kind could be taken to be singly a statement by him about himself, and 
i t could then be e3q)anded with details which apply only to him. 
A l l these Gospel sayings may reasonably be held to be derived 
from this Aramaic idiom. None of them should be considered ambiguous, 
and i n view of the indirect mode of e^^ression, i t i s reasonable to 
trace them back to Jesus himself. I therefore suggest that these sayings 
go back to 12 authentic sayings of Jesus, and that, with the exception 
of Mk ix,12, a l l other Son of man sayings i n the Gospels are to be 
attributed to the act ivi t ies of the early church. I t may be that further 
research w i l l increase the number of authentic sayings somewhat, but 
for the moment i t i s more Important to suggest a basic dist inction 
between authentic sayings which derive from Aramaic idiom and inauthentic 
sayings which do not, with this rough estimate of the approximate 
quantity of each. I t has already been shown that the theory that most 
Son of man sayings are derived from Da v l i i s open to insT^erable objections 
which include most of the clasiriic problems of Son of man research, 
whereas my view that one small group of sayings results from the influence 
of Da v i i , 13 i s not vulnerable to these objections,^ I t must now be 
shown that the hypothesis that a basic group of 12 authentic Son of 
1 , H.K.McArthur, "On the Third Day", NTS,18 (1971-2), pp,81-6, 
2, On th is , c f . supra, pp.551, 55^-5. 
3, Cf. supra, p«4S4- n,3« 
^, Supra, pp, 54-6-55, 
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man sayings used this Aramaic idiom enables us to provide a more complete 
solution of the tradi t ional problems of Son of man research. 
I n ittany sayings o o\oi T O O Iv/SptoTroo appears to be 
someone separate from Jesus, and yet i s manifestly identical with him 
i n a l l the Gospels.^ This i s a false impression resulting from the 
translation of this Aramaic idiom into Greek. 
I n the Gospels the term "Son of man" appears to have connotations 
of authority, exaltation and humiliation. This i s due to the circumstances 
i n which this idiom was used. This explains how the Son of man can 
suffer , When Jesus came to speak of his impending martyrdom he naturally 
used this indirect mode of speech, and i t s translation into Greek 
gave i t the e:q)ression 6 UvOS TOu dvypt^irou , The reason 
why the Son of man must die i s to be sought f i r s t l y i n the fact that 
since the f a l l of Adam a l l men must die, and secondly i n the current 
theology of martyrdom. The f l e x i b i l i t y of contemporary Jewish exegesis 
w i l l have enabled Jesus to f i n d support for these beliefs i n many 
passages of Scripture. 
Vielhauer's dil^oma has a twofold explanation. In the f i r s t place, 
the Son of man is not a being or t i t l e which holds any place i n contemporary 
Judaism or a central place i n the teaching of Jesus. I t i s a re f lec t ion 
of an Aramaic idiom. In the second place, the relationship between 
Jesus and the kingdom i s not the same as that between other men and 
the kingdom. Therefore he could not use a general statement to say 
anything about himself and the kingdom of God, 
I t has always seemed remarkable that the term "Son of man" appears 
i n the Gospels always on the l i p s of Jesus himself (except at Jn .xi i .34 , 
1 , Cf, supra, p,56l, 
2, Supra, pp.548-50. 
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r i g h t l y suspected as secondary). The reason for this i s that he i s the 
only person i n the Gospels who talks about himself to any extent. 
Much of the evidence cited i n favour of the view that the term 
•Son of man" i n the Gospels i s a corporate expression"^ finds i t s real 
explanation i n the fac t that the statements used i n this Aramaic idiom 
are general statements, and that what i s thus said of Jesus i s therefore 
necessarily presupposed as true of other men also. 
I f the occurrence of o uios T O U oivuputrou i n the 
Gospels i s translationese, a simple explanation of i t s absence i n the 
rest of the New Testament (apart from Ac vii ,56) i s obtained. This 
also accounts for i t s r a r i t y i n early chiirch l i te ra ture of the second 
centuiy. 
c 
This hypothesis accoimts for the or igin of the Gospel term o 
\JKO^ T O O J, V B ^ L O T T 6 U • Once this term had got into Gospel traditions 
which circulated i n Greek, i t i s only to be expected that i t should 
be used i n the development of those traditions where there was no occurrence 
of i t i n any underlying Aramaic. I t i s here that the group of Son of 
man sayings which have been the primary concern of this thesis should 
probably be f i t t e d i n . We have noted reasons for thinking that some 
of them probably originated i n Greek. I f the Christian exegetes who 
produced them already knew the term 0 u^os T - ^ G ivO^ujTrovj 
i n several sayings of Jesus, the production of the Da v i i group of 
sayings with this term i n them is even simpler to understand than was 
suggested i n ch 10. However, i t must be admitted that the theory 
proposed i n ch 10 was su f f i c i en t ly explanatory, and the poss ib i l i t y 
1» Cf. supra, pp.376-9, 522-^, 552-3: E.Sj9berg, Der verborgene Menschensohtt 
i n den Evangelien (1955), p.241. 
2» supra, pp.489-94., 50-4-5, 510-2, 515-8, 522, 530-1. 
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that some at least of these sayings were produced by the Aramaic-speaking 
church cannot be ruled out. In either case they are a homogeneous 
group. 
These two groups of sayings account for a l l Son of man sayings 
i n Mark and about half of the other Son of man sayings i n Matthew and 
Luke. At the same time they do not acco\mt for more than one saying 
i n the fourth Gospel, and they provide for no authentic sayings from 
material special to Matthew. Moreover this l^othesis entails the 
conclusion that none of the Son of man sayings which f i r s t occur i n 
post-canonical sources i s to be conrddered genuine. Thus th is hypothesis 
f i t s very neatly into the general results of Gospel cr i t ic ism. I 
have therefore provided a fresh classif icat ion of Son of man sayings 
i n Table 20,^ I t has been carried out on a new basis, though i t w i l l 
be clear that i t correpponds to a considerable extent to the results 
of the work of some scholars who have used the now conventional threefold 
class i f icat ion. I t i s not intended as a permanent classif icat ion, 
especially i n that col 4, "Others", consists of sayings that may y ie ld 
to a more useful analysis af ter further work, but i t seems to me to 
be more useful than existing classifications. Purely secondary parallels 
have been omitted. Col 1 consists of sayings that may reasonably be 
considered to be authentic examples of sayings spoken i n accordance 
with correct Aramaic idiom. In col 2 I have isolated the suggested 
prediction of Jesus* death, because i t has received so much secondary 
development by a l l three synoptic evangelists that a simple classif icat ion 
of these sayings as authentic or inauthentic, and as conforming or 
not conforming to Aramaic idiom, would be too simple to be useful . 
Col 3 l i s t s those sayings which were produced the early church 
1 . I n f t a , p,587. 
Table 20 
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4 L«AraiBaic i d l o s 2.Predictioi 3.Daniel v i i ^•Others 
Mark 
i l . l O 
i i . 2 8 
v i i i , 3 8 
Lx.12 
) d v , a ( b i s ) 
v i i i . 31 
i x . 9 
ix,31 
X.33 
vi i i . 3 8 c 
x i i l . 2 6 
xiv , 6 2 
Q 
«t rLii.20//Lk ix.58 
4t xi.l9/Afc v i i , 3 ^ 
Ht x i i . 3 2 / / t k x i i . l O 
Lk r i i . S 
/Ak xi i , 4 0 
Mt xii,40//Lk xi.30 
Mt xxiT,27/Ak xvii . 2-4 
Mt xxiv.37,39/Ak xvii,26 
Lk v l ^ 
Hattheu 
3acvi,2 x,23 
rvi.28 
XXV, 31 
x i i i , 3 7 
x i i i , 4 1 
x v i . l 3 
xix,23 
xxiv.30a 
Luke 
Xxii.4S xvii.25 
xxiv«7 
x v l i i . 8 xvii,22 
xvii»30 
xix«10 
xxi.36 
John ? i.51 A l l others — : 
under the influence of Da v i i . l 3 * Col i s a disparate group. I t i s possible 
that further work may not only r e s u l t i n some reclassifying of t h i s group, 
but may produce one or more further exaii?>les of authentic Aramaic idiom 
- the most hopeful p o s s i b i l i t i e s at present appear to l i e i n Mt xii.^D 
and Lk xix,10. Be that as i t may, the present contents o f col U i o not 
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give r i s e to serious concern* The appearance of • uvos TOU jy/QpLoxrou 
i n Gospel t r a d i t i o n s from the o r i g i n a l group, and i t s use i n the homogeneous 
group of Da v i i sayings, was bound to be followed by further Son of 
man sayings as long as inauthentic Gospel sayings were i n general 
developed* This group i s not too big, nor does i t show features i n any 
way so odd, as to c a l l the general hypothesis here proposed i n t o question* 
A few observations may be made on the development of Son of man 
sayings as t h i s appears from Table 20» Most authentic sayings deal with 
Jesus' l i f e on earth, including his death. His Resurrection and the 
l a s t Judgement also appear, but as part of a picture of the l a s t times 
generally accepted i n the Judaism of t h i s period: his own r o l e i s hardly 
the subject of any great en^hasis. The absence of a suffering Son of 
man i n Q now appears i n a useful prespective* Mark had a single prediction 
of t h i s Idnd, but he made a l o t of use of it» I t i s not surprising 
that Matthew and Luke did not f i n d occasion to use yet another form 
of the same prediction. The majority of inauthentic ^ o p t L c sayings 
deal with the time of the Knd, and give Jesus a fundamental role i n 
these l a s t events. Here the Da v i i group belongs. As the early Christians 
sought Jesus' role at the End, they found his coming i n Da v i i . l 3 , 
and used i t i n t h i ^ o l e group of sayings. I t i s to be noted however 
that t h i s verse i s not the sole cause and content even t h i s group 
of sayings. I t produced a single item, the Son of man coming, which 
the chtirch used. But the church controlled the sayings i n the power 
of the ^ i r i t : Da v i i . l 3 did not control the c r e a t i v i t y of the church. 
More detailed analysis o f inauthentic sayings which do not appear 
to make use of Da v i i l i e s beyond the scope of t h i s thesis. Here i t 
i s appropriate to remark only that t h i s seems l i k e l y to y i e l d f urther 
insights i n t o the c r e a t i v i t y of the early church and the work of the 
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evangelists* 
I f t h i s general hypothesis i s correct, the solution of the Son 
of man problem removes an important obstacle to the w r i t i n g of a 
developmental Christology running from the h i s t o r i c a l Jesus up to 
the fourth Gospel,^ Son of man sayings can now cease to be the most 
problematicalof a l l and can instead become our guide* Here the results 
of the new analysis of the Similitudes of Enoch carried out i n ch 7 
again become important. This analysis releases Enoch to j o i n Melchizedek 
and Moses as an incomparable human redeemer figure i n the sectarian 
Judaism of t h i s period. These three men were believed by some Jews 
to have l i v e d human l i v e s on earth, to have ascended to Heaven, and 
to be on the point of playing a v i t a l r o l e i n the deliverance o f 
t h e i r people. I f IIQ Melchizedek i s outstanding f o r i t s demonstrabLy 
early date, the Similitudes are especially useful f o r t h e i r con5)aratively 
f u l l account of the Enoch circle's beliefs about Enoch at a s u f f i c i e n t l y 
early date f o r an analysis of the material to y i e l d information which 
can p r o f i t a b l y be applied to our imderstanding of the categories i n 
which the early church put Jesus. Moreover the elevation of these figures 
to such a high status v&$ clearly not due to anything which they actually 
did i n the years immediately preceding t h e i r elevation. I n the face 
of several Gospels, I do not suggest that Jesus never did a thing, 
but the common assamption that the early church's view of him could 
only have arisen from the i ^ a c t which he made on those who knew hia 
1. For some very good recent work c t i l l handicapped by d i f f i c u l t i e s 
over the F.on of man, of. R.Lindars, "The Apocalyptic Myth and the 
Death of Christ", BJRL 57 (197-^-5), pp.366-87: "Re-enter the Apocalyptic 
Son of Man*", NTS 22 (1975-6), pp. 52-72. 
2. Others appear less often i n surviving documents, or with somev^at 
lower status - ^bel, Ezra etc. Heavenly figures are also comparable 
up to a point - Michael, Jaoel, Metatron etc. 
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while he was alive on earth i s i n some important respects, r e l a t i n g 
to both his status and h i s function, f a l s i f i e d by t h i s Jewish evidence. 
Son of man sayings can now serve as signposts on the way through 
the Gospel t r a d i t i o n s . The term Vi)<, 1ZL has i t s Sitz i a Leben i n 
the l i f e of Jesus, but o w>i TOO JvQpuirrou as a t i t l e has i t s 
S i t i im Leben i n the work of the early church. The increasing status 
of the risen Lord proTided a setting w i t h i n which o o*los -roO 
pwTTo-J could be accepted as a t i t l e , once the tran s l a t i o n process 
had produced i t . I t i s hardly as barbaric as scholars of classical 
background have often suggested. A l l evangelists believed that Jesus 
was a unique man, the son of Gods the c h i l d of Fortune was now very 
o l d ( Tv/i^i. TY\S T^'^S I Soph. Oed.T. 1080), though not as old as 
A^-^jiSv , and a distinguished man could be \)^ \oj ^ ^o(^^^s 
or even uios T^S TTJT|7(0O^  • for communities who had read the LXI, 
the son of Han, described i n a type of phrase with which they were 
f a m i l i a r , would form an acceptable description of the exceptional 
man. Thus the release of Enoch and of the Jesus of history from the 
Son of man should enable us now to write a f u l l account of the development 
of New Testament Christology. This should l i n k together the Jesus of 
hist o r y i n the Aramaic-speaking Jewish world with the Christ of f a i t h 
as he was eventually perceived among the Greeks. 
Much of t h i s i s conjectural, but i n a f i e l d of study where so much 
i s believed but so l i t t l e has been demonstrated, broad conjectures 
are the only suitable setting i n which to place a narrowly based r e s u l t . 
Further work w i l l show whether the suggested setting for the Da v i i 
group of Son of man sayings i s i n f a c t the correct one. 
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